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INTRODUCTION.

I finished the Preface to the first volume of my trans-

lation of the Hymns to the Maruts with the following:

words

:

‘ The second volume, which I am now preparing for Press,

\vill contain the remaining hymns addressed to the Maruts.

The notes will ncces.sarily have to be reduced to smaller

dimensions, but they must always constitute the more im-
portant part in a translation or, more truly, in a deciphering

of Vedic hymns.’

This was written more than twenty years ago, but though
since that time Vedic scholarship has advanced with giant

steps, I still hold exactly the same opinion which I held

then with regard to the principles that ought to be followed
by the first translators of the Veda. I hold that they
ought to be decipherers, and that they are bound to justify

every word of their translation in exactly the same manner
in which the decipherers of hieroglyphic or cuneiform
inscriptions justify every step they take. I therefore called

my translation the first traduction raisonnde. I took
as an example which I tried to follow, though well aware
of my inability to reach its excellence, the Commentaire
sur le Yasna by my friend and teacher, Eugene Bumouf.
Burnouf considered a commentary of 940 pages quarto
as by no means excessivjs for a thorough interpretation of
the first chapter of the Zoroastrian Veda, and only those
unacquainted with the real difficulties of the Rig-veda
would venture to say that its ancient words and thoughts

required a less painstaking elucidation than those of the

Avesta. In spite of all that has been said and written to

the contrary, and with every wish to learn from those who
think that the difficulties of a translation of Vedic hymns
have been unduly exaggerated by me, I cannot in the least
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modify what I said twenty, or rather forty years ago, that

a mere translation^^of the Veda, however accurate, intclligib^,

poetical, and even beautiful, is of absolutely no value for

the advancement of Vedic scholarship, unless it is followed

by pieces justificatives, that is, unless the translator

gives his reasons why he has translated every word about

which there can be any doubt, in his own way, and not

in any other.

It is well known that Professor von Roth, one of our most

eminent Vedic scholars, holds the very opposite opinion.

He declares that a metrical translation is the best com-

mentary, and that if he could ever think of a translction of

the Rig-veda, he would throw the chief weight, not on the

notes, but on the translation of the text. ‘ A translation,'

he writes, ^ must speak for itself. As a rule, it only re-

quires a commentary where it is not directly convincing,

and where the translator does not feel secure.’

Between opinions so diametrically opposed, no com-

promise seems possible, and yet I feel convinced that when

we come to discuss any controverted passage, ProfCvSsor von

Roth will have to adopt exactly the same principles of

translation which I have followed.

On one point, however, I am quite willing to agree with

my adversaries, namely, that a metrical rendering would

convey a truer idea of the hymns of the Vedic J?zshis than

a prose rendering. When I had to translate Vedic hymns
into German, I have generally, if not always, endeavoured

to clothe them in a metrical form. In English I feci unable

to do so, but I have no doubt that future scholars will find

it possible to add rhythm and even rhyme, after the true

meaning of the ancient verses Ins once been determined.

But even with regard to my German metrical translations,

I feel in honesty bound to confess that a metrical transla-

tion is often an excuse only for an inaccurate translation.

If we could make sure of a translator like Ruckert, even
the impossible might become possible. But as there are

few, if any, who, like him, are great alike as scholars and
poets, the mere scholar seems to me to be doing his duty
better when he produces a correct translation, though in
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prose, than if he has to make any concessions, however small,

on the side of faithfulness in favour of rhythm and rhyme.

If a metrical, an intelligible, and, generally speaking, a

beautiful translation were all we wanted, why should so

many scholars clamour for a new translation, when they

have that by Grassmann? It rests on Bohtlingk and

Rothes Dictionary, or represents, as we are told, even

a more advanced stage of Vedic scholarship. Yet after

the well-known contributors of certain critical Journals

had repeated ever so many times all that could possibly

be said in praise of Grassmann^s, and in dispraise of

Ludwig^s translation, what is the result ? Grassmann’s

metrical translation, the merits of which, considering the

time when it was published, I have never been loth to

acknowledge, is hardly ever appealed to, while Ludwig’s

prose rendering, with all its drawbacks, is universally con-

sidered as the only scholarlike translation of the Rig-veda

now in existence. Time tries the troth in everything.

There is another point also on which I am quite willing

to admit that my adversaries are right. ‘No one who
knows anything about the Veda,’ they say, ‘ would think of

attempting a translation of it at present. A translation of

the Rig-veda is a task for the next century.’ No one feels

this more strongly than I do ; no one has been more un-

willing to make even a beginning in this arduous under-

taking. Yet a beginning has to be made. We have to

advance step by step, nay, inch by inch, if we ever hope to

make a breach in that apparently impregnable fortress.

If by translation we mean a complete, satisfactory, and

final translation of the whole of the Rig-veda, I should feel

inclined to go even further |han Professor von Roth. Not

only shall we have to wait till the next century for such

a work, but I doubt whether we shall ever obtain it. In

some cases the text is so corrupt that no conjectural

criticism will restore, nO power of divination interpret it.

In other cases, verses and phrases seem to have been

jumbled together by later writers in the most thoughtless

manner. My principle therefore has always been. Let

us translate what we can, and thus reduce the untranslateable
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portion to narrower and narrower limits. But in doing this

we ought not to be too proud to take our friends, and even our

adversaries, into our confidence. A translation on the .sic

volo sic
j ubeo principle does far more harm than good. It

may be true that a judge, if he is wise, will deliver his

judgment, but never propound his reasons. But a scholar

is a pleader rather than a judge, and he is in duty bound

to propound his reasons.

In order to make the difference between Professor \'on

Roth’s translations and my own quite clear, I readily accept

the text which he has himself chosen. He took one of the

hymns which I had translated with notes (the 165th hymn
of the first Mawi^ala), and translated it himself metrically,

in order to show us what, according to him, a really perfect

translation ought to be*. Let us then compare the results.

On many points Professor von Roth adopts the same ren-

derings which I had adopted, only that he gives no rcason.s,

while I do so, at least for all debatable passages. First of

all, I had tried to prove that the two verses in the begin-

ning, which the Anukrama«i ascribes to Indra, should be
ascribed to the poet. Professor von Roth takes the .same

view, but for the rest of the hymn adopts, like myself, that

distribution of the verses among the singer, the Maruts, and
Indra which the Anukrama«i suggests. I mention this be-

cause Ludwig has defended the view ofthe author oftheAnu-
kramawi with very strong arguments. He quotes from the

Taitt. Br. II, 7, ii, and from the HhidYZ. Br. XXI, 14, 5, the
old legend that Agastya made offerings to the Maruts, that,

with or without Agastya’s consent, Indra seized them, and
that the Maruts then tried to frighten Indra away with
lightning. Agastya and Indra,.however, pacified the Maruts
with this very hymn.

Verse 1 .

The first verse von Roth translates as follows :

‘Auf welcher Fahrt sind insgemein begriffen

Die altersgleichen mitgebornen Marut?
Was wollen sie.? woher des Wegs? Das Pfeifen

Per Manner klingt : sie haben ein Begehren.’

Z. D. M. G., 1870, XXIV, p. 301.
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Von Roth here translates rubh by Fahrt, journey. But

d^es i'ubh ever possess that meaning ? Von Roth himself

in the Dictionary translates jubh bySchonheit, Schmiick,

Bereitschaft. Grassmann, otherwise a strict adherent of

von Roth, docs not venture even to give Bereitschaft, but

only endorses Gian z and Pracht. Ludwig, a higher autho-

rity than Grassmann, translates .yubh by Glanz. I say then

that to translate .rubh by Fahr t, journey, may be poetical,

but it is not scholarlike. On the meanings of .^ubh I have

treated 1 , 87, 3, note 2. See also Gaedickc, Accusativ, p. 163.

But there comes another consideration. That mimikshire

is used, in the sense of being joined with splendour, &c.

we see from such passages as I, 87, 6, bhimi-bhi// sam
mimikshire, i. e. ‘ they were joined with splendour,’ and this

is said, as in our passage, of the Maruts. Prof, von Roth
brings forward no passage where mimikshire is used in the

sense in which he uses it here, and therefore I say again,

his rendering may be poetical, but it is not scholarlike.

To translate ary&anti i-iishmam by ‘ das Pfeifen klingt,’ is,

to say the least, very free. »Sushma comes, no doubt, from

^vas, to breathe, and the transition of meaning from breath

to strength is intelligible enough. In the Psalms we read

(xviii. 15), * At the blast of the breath of thy nostrils the

channels of waters were seen, and the foundations of the

earth were discovered.’ Again (Job iv. 9}, ‘By the blast of

God they perish, and by the breath of his nostrils are they

consumed ;
’ Isaiah xi. 4,

‘ And with the breath of his lips

shall he slay the wicked.’ Wrestlers know why breath or

wind means strength, and even in the expression ‘ une oeuvre

de longue haleine,’ the original intention of breath is still

perceived. In most passages therefore in the Rig-veda

where i^ushma occurs, and where it means strength,

prowess, vigour, we may, if we like, translate it by breath,

though it is clear that the poet himself was not always

aware of the etymological meaning of the word. Where

the sound of mshma is mentioned (IX^ 50, i; X,3, 6, &c.), it

means clearly breath. But when, as in VI, 19, 8, mshma

has the adjectives dhanaspr/t, suddksha, we can hardly

translate it by anything but strength. When, therefore,
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von Roth translates jushma by whistlinff, and arX’anti

by sounding, I must demur. Whistling is different from

breathing, nor do I know of any passage where ar/’ with

rushma or with any similar word for soun<i means simply

to sound a whistle. Why not translate, they sing tlreir

strength, i.e. the Maruts, by their breathing or howl-

ing, proclaim themselves their strength? We find a similar

idea in I, 87, 3,
‘ the Maruts have themselves glorified their

greatness.’ Neither Grassmann nor Ludwig venture to take

i'ushma in the sense of whistle, or ar^’anli in the .sense of

sounding. Bergaigne seems to take vrisha?/a// as a genitive,

referring to Indra, ‘ils chantent la force A Inclra,i, which

may have been the original meaning, but .scem.s hardly

appropriate when the verse is placed in the mouth of Indra

himself (Journ. Asiat. 1884, p. 199). Muslima never occur.s

as an adjective. The passages in which von Roth admit.s

jushma as an adjective are not adequate. Docs m itgeboren
in German convey the meaning of sdni/a/r, ‘of the .same

nest?’

Verse 2.

The second verse contains few difficulties, and is well

rendered by von Roth :

‘An wessen Spriichen freuen sich die Jungen?
Wer lenkt die Marut her zu seinem Opfer?

Gleich Falken streichend durch den Raum der Liifto

—

Wie bringt man sie mit Wunscheskraft zum Stehen?’

Verse 8.

The third verse is rendered by von Roth

:

‘Wie kommt es, Indra, dass du sonst so munter,

Heut’ ganz alleine fahrst, Cag an Gebieter!

Du pflegtest auf der Fahrt mit uns zu plaudcrn

;

Was hast du wider uns, sprich, Rosseicnker !

’

Von Roth takes kdtaA in a causal sense, why ? I believe

that kiita^ never occurs in that sense in the Rig-veda. If
it does, passages should be produced to prove it.

Mdhina^ can never be translated by'sonstsomunter.’
This imparts a modern idea which is not in the original.
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*.S'uhhftnai7/ doc\s not mean aufder Fahrt,and plaudcrn,

adopted fruin Grassmann, instead of sum prf/&>t^ase, intro-

dtices ajjain <iuite a modern idea, Ludwig calls such an

idea ' a!>gcschmackt/ insipid, which is rather strong, but

nut far wrong.

Verse 4.

Von Roth:
* Ich liebe Spriichc, Wiinsche und die Tranke,

Der Duft stdgt auf, die Presse ist geriistet;

Sic fichen, locken mich mit ihrem Anruf,

Und meine Fuchse fiihrcn mich zum Mahle.*

It is furious how quickly all difficulties which beset the

first line seem to vanish in a metrical translation, but the

scholar should face the difficulties, though the poet may
evade them.

To translate .^lishma// iyarti by ‘ der Duft steigt auf,’ the

flavour of the sacrifices rises up, is more than even Grass-

mann ventures on. It is simply impossible. Benfey

(Entstchung der mit r anlautenden Personalendungen, p. 34)
translates :

^ My thunderbolt, when hurled by me, moves
mightily.’

Again,prabhnta/^ me idrih does not mean die Presse ist

geriistet. Where does Indra ever speak of the stones

used for pressing the Soma as my stone^ and where does

prAbhritaA ever mean geriistet ?

Verse 5 .

Von Roth

:

* So werden wir und mit uns unsre Freunde (Nachbam),

Die freien Manner, unsre Riistung nehmen,

Und iustig unsre Scheckea alsbald schirren.

Du kommst uns eben ganz nach Wunsch, o Indra.’

The first lines are unnecessarily free, and the last decidedly

wrong. How can svadhaim anu hf nak babhtftha mean ® Du
kommst uns eben ganz nach Wunsch?’ Svadhd does not

mean wish, but nature, custom, wont (see I, 5, 4, note Q,

;

and Bergaigne, Joum. Asiat. 1884, p, 307). Babhfitha

means ^ thou hast become,’ not ' thou comest’
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Verse 6.

Von Roth : •

*Da war’s auch nicht so ganz nach Wunsch, o Marut^',

Als ihr allem mich gegeii Ahi schicktct!

Ich aber kraftig, tapfer, unerschrocken,

Ich traf die Gegner alle mit Geschossen.’

The only doubtful line is the last. Von Roth’s former

translation of nam, to bend away from, to escape from (cf.

ipeijyo) and bhu^), seems to me still the right one. He now
translates ^ I directed my arrow on every enemy/ when the

genitive, as ruled by dnamam, requires confirmation. As
to sam adhatta I certainly think von Roth’s last interpreta-

tion better than his first In the Dictionary he eiKplained

samdhS, in our passage by to implicate. Grassmann trans-

lated it by to leave or to desert, Ludwig by to employ. I

took it formerly in the usual sense of joining, so that yat

mlim 6kam samddhatta should be the explanatiori of

svadh^, the old custom that you should join me when I am
alone. But the construction is against this, and I have

therefore altered my translation, so that the sense is, Where
was that old custom you speak of, when you made me to

be alone, i. e. when you left me alone, in the fight with

Ahi ? The udatta of anamam is not irregular, because it

is preceded by hi.

Verse 7.

Von Roth

:

‘Gewaltiges hast du gethan im Bunde

Mit uns, o Held, wir mit vereinter Starke,

Gewaltiges vermogen wir, du machtiger

Indra, wenn es uns Ernst ist, ihr Geseilen/

By this translation, the contrast between ‘thou hast done

great things with us,’ and ‘ No^y let us do great things once

more,’ is lost. KrinivSima, expresses an exhortation, not a
simple fact, and on this point Grassmann’s metrical transla-

tion is decidedly preferable.

Verse 8.

Von Roth

;

^Vritra, schlug ich mit eignef Kraft, ihr Marut,

Und meine Wuth war’s, die so kuhn mich machte,
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Ich wars, dcr^-in der Faust den Blitz—dem Menschen

^ Ihnt babntc zu den blinkenden Gewassern/
IliiK is a very good translation, except that there are

some Kjilabics too much in the last line. What I miss is the

accent cm the L Perhaps this might become stronger by
translating :

* Ich schlug mit eigner Kraft den Vrztra nieder,

Ich, Maruts, stark durch meinen Zorn geworden

;

Ich war’s, der blitzbewaffnet fiir den Menschen
Dem lichten Wasser freie Bahn geschaffen,’

• Verse 9.

Von Roth

;

^ Gewiss, nichts ist was je dir widerstunde,

Und so wie du gibts keinen zweiten Gott mehr,

Nicht jetzt, noch kunftig, der was du vermdehte:

Thu’ denn begeistert was zu thun dich lustet,’

Here I doubt about begeistert being a true rendering

of pravrzddha, grown strong. As to karishyd'/^: instead of

karishya, the reading of the MSS., Roth is inclined to adopt

my conjecture, as supported by the analogous passage in

IV, 30, ^3. The form which Ludwig quotes as analogous

to karishyam, namely, pravatsyam, I cannot find, unless it

is meant for Apast. ^rauta S. VI, zy, 2, namo vo^stu

prdvdtsyam iti BahvnkAk, where however pr^v^tsyam is

probably meant for pr^v^tsam.

Grassmann has understood devata rightly, while Roth’s

translation leaves it doubtful.

Verse 10.

Von Roth : ^

* So soli der Starke Vorrang mir allein sein

:

Was ich gewagt, vollfuhr’ ich mit Verstandniss.

Man kennt mich als den Starken wohl, ihr Marut,

An was ich riihre, fndra der bemeistert’s,’

Von Roth has adopted the translation of the second line,

which I suggested in a note ;
Ludwig prefers the more

abrupt construction which I preferred in the translation.

It is difficult to decide.

[32] .b
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Verse 11.

Von Roth

:

^ Entzuckt hat euer Riihmen mich, ihr Marut,

Das lobenswerthe Wort, das ihr gesprochen,

Fur mich—den Indra—fiir den freud’gen Helden,

Als Freunde fiir den Freund, fur mich—von selbst ihr.'

The last words ftir mich—von selbst ihr are not very-

clear, but the same may be said of the original tanve tanubhi/^

I still adhere to my remark that tanu, self, must refer to

the same person, though I see that all other translators

take an opposite view. Non liquet.

Verse 12 .

Von Roth

:

‘ Gefallen find ich, wie sie sind, an ihnen,

In Raschheit und in Frische unvergleichlich.

So oft ich euch, Marut, im Schmuck erblickte,

Erfreut’ ich mich und freue jetzt an euch mich.'

This is again one of those verses which it is far easier to

translate than to construe. Kkkhknt^ me may mean, they
pleased me, but then what is the meaning of Madaydtha
kdi. ntoam, * may you please me now,’ instead of what we
should expect, 'you do please me now.' In order to avoid

this, I took the more frequent meaning of Mad, to appear,

and translated, ' you have appeared formerly, appear to me
now.’

To translate anedyaA j-rava^ ^ isha^ dadhfina/i:, by ' in

Raschheit und in Frische unvergleichlich,’ is poetical, but
how does it benefit the scholar? I take ^ dhil in the
sense of bringing or giving, as it is often used

;
cf. II, 38 ,

5 . This is more compatible with fsha/^, food, vigour. I

am not certain that anedya<4rcan mean blameless. Roth
s.v. derives anedya from a-nedya, and nedya from nid.

But how we get from nid to nedya, he does not say. lie

suggests anedyd/^ or anedya^rava/^ as emendations. I sug-
gested • anedyam. But I suspect there is something else

behind all this. Anediya^ may have been intended for
' having nothing coming nearer,’ and like an-uttama, might
express excellence. Or anedya/^ may have been an adverb,
not nearly.
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footing without his leading strings. If therefore we can now
see further than he could, let us not forget that we are

standing on his shoulders.

I do not regret in the least the time which I have devoted

to the somewhat tedious work of editing the commentary

of S^yaj^a, and editing it according to the strictest rules of

critical scholarship. The Veda, I feel convinced, will

occupy scholars for centuries to come, and will take and

maintain for ever its position as the most ancient of books

in the library of mankind. Such a book, and the com-

mentary of such a book, should be edited once for all
;
and

unless §ome unexpected discovery is made of more ancient

MSS., I do not anticipate that any future Bekker or

Dindorf will find much to glean for a new edition of Siya^^a,

or that the text, as restored by me from a collation of the

'

best MSS. accessible in Europe, will ever be materially

shaken ^ It has taken a long time, I know
;
but those who

find fault with me for the delay, should remember that few

^ Since the publication of the first volume of the Rig-veda, many new MSS
have come before me, partly copied for me, partly lent to me for a time by

scholars in India, but every one of them belonged clearly to one of the three

families which I have described in my introduction to the first volume of the

Rig-veda. In the beginning of the first Ash^aka, and occasionally at the

beginning of other Ash/akas, likewise in the commentary on hymns which were

studied by native scholars with particular interest, various readings occur in

some MSS., which seem at first to betoken an independent source, but which

aie in reality mere marginal notes, due to more or less learned students of

these MSS. Thus after veise 3 of the introduction one MS. reads sa pr^ha

nnpati/7^, rd^an, s^ya«^ryo mam^u^^, sarva;^^ vetty esha vedSna?;^ vyikhyi-

tr2tvena, yu^yat^m The same MS., after verse 4, adds : ityukto m^dhav^r-

ye;^a vlrabukkamahipati^, anvaj^t s^ytw^aryaz?^ ved^rthasya prakRjane.

I had for a time some hope that MSS written in Grantha or other South-

Indian alphabets might have preseived an independent text of Sdyawa, but

from some specimens of a Grantha MS. collated for me by Mr Eggelmg, I do

not think that even this hope is nifeant to be realised. The MS in question

contains a few independent vaiious readings, such as are found in all MSS., and

owe their origin clearly to the jottings of individual students. When at the end

of verse 6, I found the independent reading, vyutpannas t^vali sarv^ riko^

vydkhyatum arhati, I expected^hat other various readings of the same character

might follow. But after a few additions in the beginning, and those clearly

taken from other paits of Sdya^^a’s commentary, nothing of real importance

could be gleaned from that MS. I may mention as more impoitant specimens of

marginal notes that, before the first puna/^ ktdnVam, on page 44, line 24 (1st ed.),

this MS. reads : athava ya^^asya devam iti sambandha/^, ya^>2asya prak^jakam

ityaitha/^, purohitam iti pnthagvueshawam. And again, page 44, line 26,
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scholars, if any^ have worked for others more than I have

done in copying and editing Sanskrit texts, and that after

all one cannot give up the whole of one’s life to the colla-

tion of Oriental MSS. and the correction of proof-sheets.

The two concluding volumes have long been ready for

Press, and as soon as I can find leisure, they too shall be

printed and published \

In now venturing to publish the first volume of my trans-

lation of the Rig-veda, I am fully aware that the fate which

awaits it will be very different from that of my edition of

the text and commentary. It is a mere contribution

towards a better understanding of the Vedic hynjns, and
though I hope it may give in the main a right rendering

of the sense of the Vedic poets, I feel convinced that on

many points my translation is liable to correction, and will

sooner or later be replaced by a more satisfactory one. It

is difficult to explain to those who have not themselves

worked at the Veda, how it is that, though we may under-’

stand almost every word, yet we find it so difficult to lay

hold of a whole chain of connected thought, and to discover

expressions that will not throw a wrong shade on the

original features of the ancient words of the Veda. Wc
have, on the one hand, to avoid giving to our translations

too modern a character, or paraphrasing instead of trans-

lating
;
while, on the other, we cannot retain expressions

which, if literally rendered in English or any modern
tongue, would have an air of quaintness or absurdity
totally foreign to the intention of the ancient poets. There
are, as all Vedic scholars know, whole verses which, as yet,

yield no sense whatever. There are words the meaning of

before puna/^ kid^Vam, this MS. adds : athSvd j^'ztvigvid (vad)
nirvahaka;^?2 hotivam devdnam dhvMram

; tathd ratnadhatamam. In the sLne
line, after ratndnam, we read rama«iyadhan^na»2 vd, taken from page 4(11,

line 2 Various readings like these, however, occur on the first sheets only,
soon after the MS. follows the usual and recogjjised text. [This opinion has
been considerably modified after a complete collation of this MS., made for
me by Dr. Wintemitz.] For the later Ash^fakas, where all the MSS. are very
deficient, and where an independent authority would be of real use, no Grantha
MS, has as yet been discovered.

They have since been printed, but the translation has in consequence been
delayed.
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which we can only guess. Here, no doubt, a continued

study will remove some of our difficulties, and many a

passage that is now dark, will receive light hereafter from a

happy combination. Much has already been achieved by
the efforts of European scholars, but much more remains to

be done
;
and our only chance of seeing any rapid progress

made lies, I believe, in communicating freely what every

one has found out by himself, and not minding if others

point out to us that we have overlooked the very passage

that would at once have solved our difficulties, that our

conjectures were unnecessary, and our emendations wrong.

True an^ honest scholars whose conscience tells them that

they have done their best, and who care for the subject on

which they are engaged far more than for the praise of

benevolent or the blame of malignant critics, ought not to

take any notice of merely frivolous censure. There are

mistakes, no doubt, of which we ought to be ashamed, and

for which the only amende honorable we can make is

to openly confess and retract them. But there are others,

particularly in a subject like Vedic interpretation, which we
should forgive, as we wish to be forgiven. This can be

done without lowering the standard of true scholarship or

vitiating the healthy tone of scientific morality. Kindness

and gentleness are not incompatible with earnestness,—far

from it !—and where these elements are wanting, not only

is the joy embittered which is the inherent reward of all

b on i fide work, but selfishness, malignity, aye, even un-

truthfulness, gain the upper hand, and the healthy growth

of science is stunted. While in my translation of the Veda

and in 'the remarks that I have to make in the course of

my commentary, I shall frequently differ from other

scholars, I hope I shall never say an unkind word of men
who have done their best, and who have done what they

have done in a truly scholarlike, that is, in a humble spirit.

It would be unpleasant,^even were it possible within the

limits assigned, to criticise every opinion that has been put

forward on the meaning of certain words or on the con-

struction of certain verses of the Veda. I prefer, as much

as possible, to vindicate my own translation, instead of

[32] c
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examining the^translations of other scholars, whether Indian

or European. Siya/za’s translation, as I'cndered into Eng-

lish by Professor Wilson, is before the world. Let those

who take an interest in these matters compare it with the

translation here proposed. In order to give readers who do

not possess that translation, an opportunity of comparing it

with my own, I have for a few hymns printed that as well

as the translations of Langlois and Benfey on the same page

with my own. Everybody will thus be enabled to judge of

the peculiar character of each of these translations. That
of Sdya^^^a represents the tradition of India; that of

Langlois is the ingenious, but thoroughly uncritical, guess-

work of a man of taste
; that of Benfey is the rendering of

a scholar, who has carefully worked out the history of some
words, but who assigns to other words either the traditional

meaning recorded by Siya;2a, or a conjectural meaning
which, however, would not always stand the test of an inter-

comparison of all passages in which these words occur. L
may say, in general, that Sdya;^a’s translation was of great

use to me in the beginning, though it seldom afforded help

for the really difficult passages. Langlois’ translation has

hardly ever yielded real assistance, while I sincerely regret

that Benfey’s rendering does not extend beyond the first

TAz.ndzXdi,

It may sound self-conti'adictory, if, after confessing the
help which I derived from these translations, I venture to

call my own the first translation of the

traduction
I^ig"Veda. The word translation, however,

raisonnee. has many meanings. I mean by translation,

not a mere rendering of the hymns of the
Rig-veda into English, French,.Hor German, but a full account
of the reasons which justify the translator in assigning such
a power to such a word, and such a meaning to such a
sentence. I mean by translation a real deciphering, a work
like that which Burnouf performe^d in his first attempts at
a translation of the Avesta,—a traductionraisonnde, if

such an expression may be used. Without such a process,

In the new edition, Langlois’ translation has been omitted, and those of
Ludwig and Grassmann have been inserted occasionally only.
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These are mere guesses, and they are rather contradicted

by aned>4/if, used in the plural, with anavadya,^. Still it is

better to point out difficulties than to slur them over by

translating ‘in Raschheit und in Frische unvergleichlich/

It is possible that both Roth and Saya/^a thought that

anedyaA was connected with nediya^; but what scholars

want to know is the exact construction of a sentence.

Von Roth :

‘ 1st irgendwo ein Fest fur euch bereitet,

So fahrt doch her zu unsrer Schaar, ihr Schaaren

!

Der Andacht Regungen in uns belebend,

Unfi werdet Zeugen unserer frommen Werke.’

In this verse there is no difficulty, except the exact

meaning of apivitayanta/i:, on which I have spoken in

note I.

Verse 14.

Von Roth

:

‘ Wo dankbar huldigend der Dichter lobsingt,

Hier wo uns Minya’s Kunst zusammenfuhrte,

Da kehret ein, ihr Marut, bei den Frommen,

Euch gelten ja des Beters heilge Spriiche/

Prof, von Roth admits that this is a difficult*verse. He

translates it, but again he does not help us to construe it.

Grassmann also gives us a metrical translation, but it differs

widely from von Roth’s :

^ Wenn wie zur Spende euch der Dichter herlockt,

Und der Gesang des Weisen uns herbeizog,’ &c.

;

and so does Geldner s version, unless we are to consider

this as an improved rendering from von Roth’s own pen

:

‘ Wenn uns des Manya Kunst zur Feier herzieht,

Wie Dichter ja zu Fe«ten gerne rufen,’ &c.

Here Geldner conjectures duvasyd' for duvasy^t, and

takes duvase as an infinitive.

Verse 15.
Von Roth:
^ Geweiht ist euch der Preis, Marut, die Lieder,

Des M^nya, des Manddrasohns, des Dichters,

Mit Labung kommt herbei, mir selbst zur Starkung

[Gebt Labung uns und wasserreiche Fluren].’

b 2
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How tanve vayam is to mean 'mir selbst zur Starkung’

has not been explained by von Roth. No doubt tanve may
mean mir selbst, and vaydm zur Starkung

;
but though this

may satisfy a poet, scholars want to know how to construe.

It seems to me that Roth and Lanman (Noun-inflection, p.

55 ^^) have made the same mistake which I made in taking

isham for an accusative of ish, which ought to be isham,

and in admitting the masculine gender for vrz^ana in the

sense of Flu r.

I still take yUsish/a for the 3 p. sing, of the precative

Atmanepada, like ^nishishifa and vanishish^i'a. With the

preposition dva, yisistsh^/^d^ in IV, i, 4, mean^ to turn

away. With the preposition £ therefore ydstsh^fa may
well mean to turn towards, to bring. If we took ydsish^fa

as a p. plur. in the sense of come, we could not account

for the long i, nor for the accusative vaydm. We thus get

the meaning, ^ May this your hymn of praise bring vay£m,’
'

i. e. a branch, an offshoot or offspring, tanve, for ourselves,

ishd, together with food. We then begin a new sentence

:

'May we find an invigorating autumn with quickening

rain.’ It is true that isha, as a name of an autumn month,
does not qpcur again in the Rig-veda, but it is found in

the 6'atapatha-brdhma;2a. V^^^dna, possibly in the sense

of people or enemies, we have in VII, 3!^, 27, ^gnttkk
vriginkh, where Roth reads wrongly ig?i£t£ vrigin£

; V,

44, 1 (.?); VI, 35, 5. Ctrdddnu also would be an appropriate

epithet to ishd.

Professor Oldenberg has sent me the following notes on
this difficult hymn. He thinks it is what he calls an
Akhydna-hymn, consisting of verses which originally formed
part of a .story in prose. He has treated of this class of
hymns in the Zeitschrift der D. M. G. XXXIX, 60 seq.

He would prefer to ascribe verses i and 2, to Indra, who
addresses the Maruts when he meets them as they return
from a sacrifice. In this case, hcf^vever, we should have to
accept rlramdma as a pluralis majestaticus, and I

doubt whether Indra ever speaks of himself in the plural,

except it may be in using the pronoun mk
In verse 4 Professor Oldenberg prefers to take pra-
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hhrito me idriA m the sense of 'the ston,e for pressing

the«%Soma has been brought forth/ and he adds that me
need not mean ‘ my stone/ but ' brought forward for me/

He would prefer to read^iishmam iyarti, as in IV, 17, 1%;

X, 75, 3, though he does not consider this alteration of the

text necessary.

Professor Oldenberg would ascribe vv. 13 and 14 to Indra.

The 14th verse would then mean, 'After Minya has brought

us (the gods) hither, turn, O Maruts, towards the sage/ Of
this interpretation I should like to adopt at all events the

last sentence, taking varta for vart-ta, the a p. plur.

imperat. vrit, after the Ad class.

The text of the Maitraya^^i lately published

by Dr. L. von Schroeder, yields a few interesting various

readings: v. 5, ekam instead of etdn; v. 12,^ sray§i instead

of .frava
;
and v. 1 5, waj^msi as a variant for vayfim, which

looks like a conjectural emendation.

A comparison like the one we have here instituted between

two translations of the same hymn, will serve to show how

useless any rendering, whether in prose or poetry, would be

without notes to justify the meanings of every doubtful

word and sentence. It will, no doubt, disclose at the same

time the unsettled state of Vedic scholarship, but the more

fully this fact is acknowledged, the better, I believe, it will

be for the progress of our studies. They have suffered

more than from anything else from that baneful positivism

which has done so much harm in hieroglyphic and cuneiform

researches. That the same words and names should be

interpreted differently from year to year, is perfectly in-

telligible to every one who is familiar with the nature of

these decipherments. What has seriously injured the credit

of these studies is that the latest decipherments have always

been represented as final and unchangeable. Vedic hymns

may seem more easy to decipher than Babylonian and

Egyptian inscriptions, and in one sense they are. But

when we come to really difficult passages, the Vedic hymns

often require a far greater effort of divination than the

hymns addressed to Egyptian or Babylonian deities. And

there is this additional difficulty that when we deal with
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inscriptions, have at all events the text as it was

engraved from the first, and we are safe against l^ter

modifications and interpolations, while in the case of the

Veda, even though the text as presupposed by the Prati-

j*^khyas may be considered as authoritative for the fifth

century B. C., how do we know what changes it may have

undergone before that time? Nor can I help giving

expression once more to misgivings I have so often ex-

pressed, whether the date of the Pr^twakhyas is really

beyond the reach of doubt, and whether, if it is, there

is no other way of escaping from the conclusion that the

whole collection of the hymns of the Rig-veda, including

even the VMakhilya hymns, existed at that early time®.

The more I study the hymns, the more I feel staggered

at the conclusion at which all Sanskrit scholars seem to

have arrived, touching their age. That many of them are

old, older than anything else in Sanskrit, their grammar, if

nothing else, proclaims in the clearest way. But that some

of them are modern imitations is a conviction that forces

itself even on the least sceptical minds. Here too we must

guard against positivism, and suspend our judgment, and

accept cor;:ection with a teachable spirit. No one would

be more grateful for a way out of the maze of Vedic

chronology than I should be, if a more modern date could

be assigned’^ to some of the Vedic hymns than the period

of the rise of Buddhism. But how can we account for

Buddhism without Vedic hymns? In the oldest Buddhist

Suttas the hymns of three Vedas are constantly referred

to, and warnings are uttered even against the fourth Veda,

the Athabbana^ The Upanishads also, the latest pro-

ductions of the Brihmaj^^a period, must have been known
to the founders of Buddhism. From all this there seems

to be no escape, and yet I must confess that my conscience

quivers in assigning such compositions as the Valakhilya

hymns to a period preceding tfie rise of Buddhism in

India,

See Preface to the first edition, p xxxii.

^ Tuvajfakasutta, ver.927j Sacred Books of the East, vol. x, p. 176 j
Intro-

duction, p. xiii.
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I have often been asked why I began my translation of

the Rig-veda with the hymns addressed to^’the Maruts or

the Storm-gods, which are certainly not the most attractive

of Vedic hymns. I had several reasons, though, as often

happens, I could hardly say which of them determined my
choice.

First of all, they are the most difficult hymns, and

therefore they had a peculiar attraction in my eyes.

Secondly, as even when translated they required a con-

siderable effort before they could be fully understood, I

hoped they would prove attractive to serious students only,

and frighten away the casual reader who has done so much
harm by meddling with Vedic antiquities. Our grapes, I

am glad to say, are still sour, and ought to remain so for

some time longer.

Thirdly, there are few hymns which place the original

character of the so-called deities to whom they are addressed

in so clear a light as the hymns addressed to the Maruts

or Storm-gods. There can be no doubt about the meaning of

the name, whatever difference of opinion there may be about

its etymology. Marut and maruta in ordinary Sanskrit

mean wind, and more particularly a strong wind, differing by

its violent character from viyu or vdta ^ Nor do the hymns

themselves leave us in any doubt as to the natural phe-

nomena with which the Maruts are identified. Storms

which root up the trees of the forest, lightning, thunder,

and showers of rain, are the background from which the

Maruts in their personal and dramatic character rise before

our eyes. In one verse the Maruts are the very phenomena

of nature as convulsed by a thunderstorm
;

in the next,

with the slightest change of expression, they are young men,

driving on chariots, hurling the thunderbolt, and crushing

the clouds in order to win the rain. Now they are the

sons of Rudra and Pmni,the friends and brothers of Indra,

now they quarrel with Sndra and claim their own rightful

share of praise and sacrifice. Nay, after a time the storm-

gods in India, like the storm-gods in other countries,

The VSyus are mentioned by the side of the Maiuts, Rv. II, ii, 14.
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obtain a kind of supremacy, and are invoked by them-

selves, as if there were no other gods beside them. In

most of the later native dictionaries, in the Medini, Vi^va,

Hemay^andra, Amara, and Anekdrthadhvanima;7^ri, Mariit

is given as a synonym of deva, or god in general % and so is

Maru in Pali.

But while the hymns addressed to the Maruts enable us to

watch the successive stages in the development of so-called

deities more clearly than any other hymns, there is no doubt

one drawback, namely, the uncertainty of the etymology of

Marut. The etymology of the name is and always must

be the best key to the original intention of a deity.
^ What-

ever Zeus became afterwards, he was originally conceived

as Dyaus, the bright sky. Whatever changes came over

Ceres in later times, her first name and her first conception

was 5arad, harvest. With regard to Marut I have myself

no doubt whatever that Mar-ut comes from the root

in the sense of grinding, crushing, pounding (Sk. mrink\X,

hi;;^s^yam, part, mfiivm, crushed, like mr^dita
;
dmur and

imiiri, destroyer). There is no objection to this etymology,

either on the ground of phonetic rules, or on account of

the meaning of Marut Professor Kuhn’s idea that the

name of the Maruts was derived from the root M to die,

and that the Maruts were originally conceived as the souls

of the departed, and afterwards as ghosts, spirits, winds,

and lastly as storms, derives no support fit'om the Veda.

Another etymology, proposed in Bohtlingk s Dictionary,

which derives Marut from a root Mili, to shine, labours

under two disadvantages
; first, that there is no such root in

Sanskrit ®
; secondly, that the lurid splendour of the light-

ning is but a subordinate feature in the character of the

Maruts. No better etymology having been proposed, I still

maintain that the derivation of Marut from MM, to pound,
to smash, is free from any objection, and that the original

conception of the Maruts was that of the crushing, smash-
ing, striking, tearing, destroying storms.

Anundoram Borooah, Sanskrit Grammar, Vol. ui, p. 323.
^ See Lectures on the Science of Language, vol. ii, p. 35 7 seq.
® MarUi is a word of very doubtful origin.
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It is true that we have only two words in Sanskrit formed

the suffix ut, marut and gariit in gariit-mat, but

there are other suffixes which are equally restricted to one

or two nouns only. This ut represents an old suffix vat,

just as us presupposes vas, in vidus (vidusht, vidush-

^ara) for vid-vas, nom. vid-v^n^ acc. vidvd^sam.
In a similar way we find side by side parus, knot,

parvan, knot, and parvata, stone, cloud, presupposing

such forms as *parvat and parut. If then by the side of

*parut, we find Latin pars, partis, why should we
object to Mars, Martis as a parallel form of Marut?
I do nypt say the two words are identical, I only main-

tain that the root is the same, and the two suffixes are

mere variants. No doubt Marut might have appeared

in Latin as Marut, like the neuter cap-ut, capitis

(cf. prae-ceps, prae-cipis, and prae-cipitis); but

Mars, Martis is as good a derivation from MiR as Fors,

Fortis is from GKM^ Dr. von Bradke (Zeitschrift der

D.M.G., vol. xl, p. 349), though identifying Marut with

Mars, proposes a new derivation of Marut, as being

originally ‘^Mav^'^t, which would correspond well with

Mavors. But "^Mavr^'t has no meaning in Sanskrit, and

seems grammatically an impossible formation.

If there could be any doubt as to the original identity

of Marut and Mars, it is dispelled by the Umbrian name

gerfo Marti o, which, as Grassmann^ has shown, corre-

sponds exactly to the expression j-drdha-s maruta-s, the

host of the Maruts. Such minute coincidences can hardly

be accidental, though, as I have myself often remarked, the

chapter of accidents in language is certainly larger than we

suppose. Thus, in our c^se, I pointed out that we can

observe the transition of the gods of storms into the gods

of destruction and war, not only in the Veda, but likewise

in the mythology of the Polynesians
;
and yet the similarity

in the Polynesian nam# of Mar u can only be accidental®.

Biographies of Words, p. 12.

^ Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xvi, p 190 ;
and note to Rv. I, 37? P* 7®'

c M. M., Science of Religion, p. 255.
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And I may add that in Estonian also we find storm-gods

called Marutu uled or maro, plural marud^
Fourthly, the hymns addressed to the Maruts seemed to

me to possess an interest of their own, because, as it is

difficult to doubt the identity of the two names, Marut
and Mars, they offered an excellent opportunity for watching

the peculiar changes which the same deity would undergo

when transferred to India on one side and to Europe on the

other. Whether the Greek Ares also was an offshoot of

the same root must seem more doubtful, and I contented

myself with giving the principal reasons for and against

this theory^.

Though these inducements which led me to select the

hymns to the Maruts as the first instalment of a translation of

the Rig-veda could hardly prevail with me now, yet I was

obliged to place them once more in the foreground, because

the volume containing the translation of these hymns with

very full notes has been used for many years as a text

book by those who were beginning the study of the Rig-

veda, and was out of print. In order to meet the demand
for a book which could serve as an easy introduction to

Vedic studies, I decided to reprint the translation of the

hymns to the Maruts, and most of the notes, though here

and there somewhat abbreviated, and then to continue the

same hymns, followed by others addressed to Rudra,

V^yu, and Vita. My task would, of course, have been

much easier, if I had been satisfied with making a selec-

tion, and translating those hymns, or those verses only,

which afford no very great difficulties. As it is, I have

grappled with every hymn and every verse addressed to

the Maruts, so that my readers will find in this volume
all that the Vedic poets had to say about the Storm-
gods.

In order to show, however, that Vedic hymns, though
they begin with a description of ^he most striking phe-

nomena of nature, are by no means confined to that

^ Bertram, Ilmatar, Dorpat, 1871, p 98.
^ Lectures on the Science of Language, vol. ii, p. 357.
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narrow sphere, but rise in the end to the most sublime

conception of a supreme Deity, I have placed one hymn,

that addressed to the Unknown God, at the head of

my collection. This will clear me, I hope, of the very

unfair suspicion that, by beginning my translation of

the Rig-veda with hymns celebrating the wild forces of

nature only, I had wished to represent the Vedic religion

as nature-worship and nothing else. It will give the

thoughtful reader a foretaste of what he may expect in

the end, and show how vast a sphere of religious thought

is filled by what we call by a very promiscuous name,

the V^da.

The MS. of this volume was ready, and the printing of

it was actually begun in 1885. A succession of new calls

on my time, which admitted of no refusal, have delayed the

actual publication till now. This delay, however, has been

compensated by one very great advantage. Beginning

with hymn 167 of the first Ma;2^ala, Professor Oldenberg

has, in the most generous spirit, lent me his help in the final

revision of my translation and notes. It is chiefly due to

him that the results of the latest attempts at the interpre-

tation of the Veda, which are scattered about in learned

articles and monographs, have been utilised for this volume.

His suggestions, I need hardly say, have proved most

valuable; and though he should not be held responsible

for any mistakes that may be discovered, whether in the

translation or in the notes, my readers may at all events

take it for granted that, where my translation seems

unsatisfactory, Professor Oldenberg also had nothing better

to suggest.

Considering my advancing years, I thought I should act

in the true interest of Vedic scholarship, if for the future

also I divided my work with him. While for this volume

the chief responsibility rests with me, the second volume

will contain the hyntns to Agni, as translated and an-

notated by him, and revised by me. In places where we
really differ, we shall say so. For the rest, we are willing

to share both blame and praise. Our chief object is to

help forward a critical study of the Veda, and we are well
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aware that much„of what has been done and can be done

in the present state of Vedic scholarship, is only a kind o£

reconnaissance, if not a forlorn hope, to be followed here-

after by a patient siege of the hitherto impregnable fortress

of ancient Vedic literature.

F. MAX MtiLLER.
Oxford

:

6th Dec. 1S91.



PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

When some twenty years ago I decided on undertaking

the first edition of the two texts and the commentary of

the Rig-veda, I little expected that it would fall to my lot

to publish also what may, without presump-
What a trans-

. , i i n i . r 7
lation of the tion, be Called the first translation of the

oughtTo L ^.ncient sacred hymns ofthe Brahmans. Such

is the charm of deciphering step by step

the dark and helpless utterances of the early poets of

India, and discovering from time to time behind words

that for years seemed unintelligible, the simple though

strange expressions of primitive thought and primitive

faith, that it required no small amount of self-denial to

decide in favour of devoting a life to the publishing of the

materials rather than to the drawing of the results which

those materials supply to the student of ancient language

and ancient religion. Even five and twenty years ago, and

without waiting for the publication of S^ya^^as com-

mentary, much might have been achieved in the interpreta-

tion of the hymns of the Rig-veda. With the MSS. then

accessible in the principal libraries of Europe, a tolerably

correct text of the Sa^^^^hitd might have been published, and

these ancient relics of a primitive religion might have been

at least partially deciphered and translated in the same way

in which ancient inscriptions are deciphered and translated,

viz. by a careful collection of all grammatical forms, and

by a complete intercomparison of all passages in which the

same words and the same phrases occur. When I resolved

to devote my leisure«to a critical edition of the text and

commentary of the Rig-veda rather than to an independent

study of that text, it was chiefly from a conviction that the

traditional interpretation of the Rig-veda, as embodied in

the commentary of Siya^^a and other works of a similar
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character, could not be neglected with impunity, and that

sooner or later a complete edition of these works would be

recognised as a necessity. It was better therefore to begin

with the beginning, though it seemed hard sometimes to

spend forty years in the wilderness instead of rushing

straight into the promised land.

It is well known to those who have followed my literary

publications that I never entertained any exaggerated

opinion as to the value of the traditional interpretation of

the Veda, handed down in the theological schools of India,

and preserved to us in the great commentary of S^ya^^a.

More than twenty years ago, when it required more cpurage

to speak out than now, I expressed my opinion on that sub-

ject in no ambiguous language, and was blamed for it by

s6me of those who now speak of S^yana. as a mere drag in

the progress of Vedic scholarship. Even a drag, however,

is sometimes more conducive to the safe advancement of

learning than a whip
;
and those who recollect the history

of Vedic scholarship during the last five and twenty years,

know best that, with all its faults and weaknesses, Siyanas

commentary was a sine qui non for a scholarlike study

of the Rig-veda. I do not wonder that others who have

more recently entered on that study are inclined to speak

disparagingly of the scholastic interpretations of Skyana.

They hardly know how much we all owe to his guidance in

effecting our first entrance into this fortress of Vedic lan-

guage and Vedic religion, and how much even they, without

being aware of it, are indebted to that Indian Eustathius.

I do not withdraw an opinion which I expressed many
years ago, and for which I was much blamed at the time,

that Siyana in many cases teachgs us how the Veda ought

not to be, rather than how it ought to be understood.

But for all that, who does not know how much assistance

may be derived from a first translation, even though it is

imperfect, nay, how often the very %iistakes of our pre-

decessors help us in finding the right track ? If now we can

walk without Siya;?a, we ought to bear in mind that five

and twenty years ago we could not have made even our

first steps, we could never, at least, have gained a firm
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without a running commentary, a mere translation of the

ancient hymns of the Brahmans will never lead to any solid

results. Even if the translator has discovered the right

meaning of a word or of a whole sentence, his mere transla-

tion does not help us much, unless he shows us the process

by which he has arrived at it, unless he places before us

the pieces justificatives of his final judgment. The
Veda teems with words that require a justification

;
not so

much the words which occur but once or twice, though
many of these are difficult enough, but rather the common
words and particles, which occur again and again, which we
understand to a certain point, and can render in a vague

way, but which must be defined before they can be trans-

lated, and before they can convey to us any real and
tangible meaning. It was out of the question in a trans-

lation of this character to attempt either an imitation of

the original rhythm or metre, or to introduce the totally

foreign element of rhyming. Such translations may follow

by and by : at present a metrical translation would only

be an excuse for an inaccurate translation.

While engaged in collecting the evidence on which the

meaning of every word and every sentence must be founded,

I have derived the most important assistance from the

Sanskrit Dictionary of Professors Bdhtlingk and Roth,

which has been in course of publication during the last

sixteen years. The Vedic portion of that Dictionary may,

I believe, be taken as the almost exclusive work of Professor

Roth, and as such, for the sake of brevity, I shall treat it

in my notes. It would be ungrateful were I not to acknow-

ledge most fully the real benefit which this publication has

conferred on every student of Sanskrit, and my only regret

is that its publication has not proceeded more rapidly, so

that even now years will elapse before we can hope to see

it finished. But my sincere admiration for the work per-

formed by the compilers of that Dictionary does not prevent

me from differing, in many cases, from the explanations of

Vedic words given by Professor Roth. If I do not always

criticise Professor Roth’s explanations when I differ from

him, the reason is obvious. A dictionary without a full
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translation of «ach passage, or without a justification of the

meanings assigned to each word, is only a preliminary step

to a translation. It represents a first classification of the

meanings of the same word in different passages, but it

gives us no means of judging how, according to the opinion

of the compiler, the meaning of each single word should be

made to fit the general sense of a whole sentence. I do

not say this in disparagement, for, in a dictionary, it can

hardly be otherwise
; I only refer to it in order to explain

the difficulty I felt whenever I differed from Professor Roth,

and was yet unable to tell how the meaning assigned by
him to certain words would be justified by the a.uthor of

the Dictionary himself. On this ground I have throughout

preferred to explain every step by which I arrived at my
own renderings, rather than to write a running criticism of

Professor Roth’s Dictionary. My obligations to him I like

to express thus once for all, by stating that whenever I

found that I agreed with him, I felt greatly assured as

to the soundness of my own rendering, while whenever I

differed from him, I never did so without careful con-

sideration.

The works, however, which I have hitherto mentioned,
though the most important, are by no means the only ones
that have been of use to me in preparing my translation of

the Rig-veda. The numerous articles on certain hymns,
verses, or single words occurring in the Rig-veda, published
by Vedic scholars in Europe and India during the last

thirty years, were read by me at the time of their publica-
tion, and have helped me to overcome difficulties, the very
existence of which is now forgotten. If I go back still

further, I feel that in grappling with the first and the
greatest of difficulties in the study of the Veda, I and many
others are more deeply indebted than it is possible to say,
to one whose early loss has been one of the greatest mis-
fortunes to Sanskrit scholarships. It was in Burnoufs
lectures that we first learnt what the Veda was, and how
it should form the foundation of all our studies. Not only
did he most liberally communicate to his pupils his valuable
MSS., and teach us how to use these tools, but the results
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of his own experience were freely placed at ^ur service, we
were warned against researches which he knew to be useless,

we were encouraged in undertakings which he knew to be

full of promise. His minute analysis of long passages of

Siya;^a, his independent interpretations of the text of the

hymns, his comparisons between the words and grammatical

forms, the thoughts and legends of the Veda and Avesta,

his brilliant divination checked by an inexorable sense of

truth, and his dry logical method enlivened by sallies of

humour and sparks of imaginative genius, though not easily

forgotten, and always remembered with gratitude, are

now beyond the reach of praise or blame. Were I to

criticise what he or other scholars have said and written

many years ago, they might justly complain of such criticism.

It is no longer necessary to prove that Nabhinedish/y^a

cannot mean ' new relatives,’ or that there never was a race

of Etendhras, or that the angels of the Bible are in no way
connected with the Ahgiras of the Vedic hymns

;
and it

would, on the other hand, be a mere waste of time, were I

to attempt to find out who first discovered that in the Veda

deva does not always mean divine, but sometimes means

brilliant. In fact, it could not be done.

In a new subject like that of the interpretation of the

Veda, there are certain things which everybody discovers

who has eyes to see. Their discovery requires so little

research that it seems almost an insult to say that they

were discovered by this or that scholar. Take, for instance,

the peculiar pronunciation of certain words, rendered neces-

sary by the requirements of Vedic metres. I believe that

my learned friend Professor Kuhn was one of the first to

call general attention to the fact that semivowels must fre-

quently be changed into their corresponding vowels, and

that long vowels must sometimes be pronounced as two

syllables. It is clear, however, from Rosen s notes to the

first Ash^aka (I, i, 8), Aat he, too, was perfectly aware of

this fact, and that he recognised the prevalence of this rule,

not only with regard to semivowels (see his note to RV. I,

9) and long vowels which are the result of Sandhi, but

likewise with regard to others that occur in the body of a
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word. ® Anim3,dverte/ he writes, ‘tres syllabas postremas

vocis adhvarcl^^am dipodiae iambicae munus sustinentes,

penultima syllaba praeter iambi prioris arsin, thesin quoque

sequentis pedis ferente. Satis frequentia sunt, in hac prae-

sertim dipodiae iambicae sede, exempla syllabae natura

longae in tres moras productae. De qua re nihil quidem

memoratum invenio apud Pingalam aliosque qui de arte

metrica scripserunt : sed numeros ita, ut modo dictum est,

computandos esse, taciti agnoscere videntur, quum versus

una syllaba mancus non eos offendat.’

Now this is exactly the case. The ancient grammarians,

as we shall see, teach distinctly that where two vovtels have

coalesced into one according to the rules of Sandhi, they

may be pronounced as two syllables
;
and though they do

not teach the same with regard to semivowels and long

vowels occurring in the body of the word, yet they tacitly

recognise that rule, by frequently taking its effects for

granted. Thus in Siitra 950 of the Prati.rakhya, verse IX,

III, I, is called an Atyashri, and the first pdda is said to

consist of twelve syllables. In order to get this number,
the author must have read,

ayl ru>^^ harmyK punina/^.

Immediately after, verse IV, i, 3, is called a Dhrzti, and the

first p^da must again have twelve syllables. Here there-

fore the author takes it for granted that we should read,
W mmm \0 ^ ^
sakhe sakh^yam abhy k vavritsvaK

No one, in fact, with any ear for rhythm, whether 5'aunaka
and Pingala, or Rosen and Kuhn, could have helped ob-

serving these rules when reading the Veda. But it is quite

a different case when we come Co the question as to which
words admit of such protracted pronunciation, and which
do not. Here one scholar may differ from another according

to the view he takes of the charactj^r of Vedic metres, and
here one has to take careful account of the minute and

* See also Sutra 937 seq I cannot find any authority for the statement of
ProfessorKuhn (Beitrage, vol. lii, p. T14) that, according to the Rik-pratuakhya,
it is the first semivowel that must be dissolved, unless he referred to the
remarks of the commentator to Sfitra 973.
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ingenious observations contained in numerous articles by
Professors Kuhn, Bollensen, Grassmann, and others.

With regard to the interpretation of certain words and

sentences too, it may happen that explanations which have

taxed the ingenuity of some scholars to the utmost, seem

to others so self-evident that they would hardly think of

quoting anybody’s name in support of them, to say nothing

of the endless and useless work it would entail, were we
obliged always to find out who was the first to propose this

or that interpretation. It is impossible here to lay down
general rules :—each scholar must be guided by his own
sense olfi, justice to others and by self-respect. Let us take

one instance. From the first time that I read the fourth

hymn of the Rig-veda, I translated the fifth and sixth

verses

;

utd bruvantu nfda^ nf^ anyata^^ kit irata,

dddhini^ fndre ft diiva/^,

utd na^^ su-bhag^n arf^ vokiynk dasma kr2sh/aya^,

sydma ft fndrasya i'arma^^i.

1. Whether our enemies say, ‘Move away elsewhere, you

who offer worship to Indra only,’

—

2. Or whether, O mighty one, all people call us blessed

:

may we always I'emain in the keeping of Indra.

About the general sense of this passage I imagined there

could be no doubt, although one word in it, viz. arf^, re-

quired an explanation. Yet the variety of interpretations

proposed by different scholars is extraordinary. First, if

we look to Saya^a, he translates

:

1. May our priests praise Indra! O enemies, go away

from this place, and also from another place ! Our priests

(may praise Indra), they who are always performing wor-

ship for Indra.

2. O destroyer of enemies 1 may the enemy call us pos-

sessed of wealth
;
how -much more, friendly people I May

we be in the happiness of Indra I

Professor Wilson did not follow Siya^a closely, but

translated

:

I. Let our ministers, earnestly performing his worship,
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exclaim : Depart, ye revilers, from hence and every other

place (where he is adored).

Q,. Destroyer of foes, let our enemies say we are pros-

perous : let men (congratulate us). May w^e ever abide in

the felicity (derived from the favour) of Indra.

Langlois translated

:

I. Que (ces amis), en fetant Indra, puissent dire: Vous,

qui ^tes nos adversaires, retirez-vous loin d'ici.

a. Que nos ennemis nous appellant des hommes fortunes,

places que nous sommes sous la protection d’Indra.

Stevenson translated

:

I. Let all men again join in praising Indra. Avaunt ye

profane scoffers, remove from hence, and from every other

place, while we perform the rites of Indra.

2^. O foe-destroyer, (through thy favour) even our enemies

speak peaceably to us, the possessors of wealth
; what

wonder then if other men do so. Let us ever enjoy the

happiness which springs from Indra’s blessing.

Professor Benfey translated

:

I. And let the scoffers say. They are rejected by every

one else, therefore they celebrate Indra alone.

And may the enemy and the country proclaim us as

happy, O destroyer, if we are only in Indra’s keeping^
Professor Roth, s.v. anyataA, took this word rightly in

the sense of * to a different place,’ and must therefore have

taken that sentence ‘move away elsewhere’ in the same
sense in which I take it. Later, however, s.v. ar, he cor-

rected himself, and proposed to translate the same words

by ‘ you neglect something else.’

Professor Bollensen (Orient und Occident, vol. ii, p. 46a),

^ —

,

* I add Grassmann’s and Ludwig’s renderings

:

Grassmann: Mag spottend sagen unser Feind:

'Kein Andrer kummert sich una sie;

Drum feiem Indra sie allein.*

Und glucklick mogen, Machti^er!

Die Freundesstamme nennen uns,

Nur wenn wir smd in Indra’s Schutz,

Ludwig; Mogen unsere tadler sagen: sogar noch anderes entgeht euch
(dabei), wenn ihr dienst dem Indra tut,

Oder moge uns gluckselige nennen der fiomme, so nennen, o wundertater,

die (flmf) volker, in Indra’s scbutze mogen wir sein.
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adopting to a certain extent the second rendering of Professor

Roth in preference to that of Professor Benfey, endeavoured

to show that the ‘ something else which is neglected/ is not

something indefinite, but the worship of all the other gods,

except Indra.

It might, no doubt, be said that every one of these trans-

lations contains something that is right, though mixed up

with a great deal that is wrong ; but to attempt for every

verse of the Veda to quote and to criticise every previous

translation, would be an invidious and useless task. In the

case just quoted, it might seem right to state that Professor

Bollensq^ was the first to see that arf/^ should be joined

with kr/sh/aya/^, and that he therefore proposed to alter it

to ari/^, as a nom. plur. But on referring to Rosen, I find

that, to a certain extent, he had anticipated Professor Bol-

lensen’s remark, for though, in his cautious way, he abstained

from altering the text, yet he remarked : Possitne ari^

pluralis esse, contracta terminatione, pro araya>^?

After these preliminary remarks I have to say a few

Plan of the words on the general plan of my translation.

I do not attempt as yet a translation of the

whole of the Rig-veda, and I therefore considered myself at

liberty to group the hymns according to the deities to which

they are addressed. By this process, I believe, a great advan-

tage is gained. We see at one glance all that has been

said of a certain god, and we gain a more complete insight

into his nature and character. Something of the same kind

had been attempted by the original collectors of the ten

books, for it can hardly be by accident that each of them

begins with hymns addressed to Agni, and that these are

followed by hymns addressed to Indra. The only excep-

tion to this rule is the eighth Ma;^<^ala, for the ninth being

devoted to one deity, to Soma, can hardly be accounted an

exception. But if we t^ke the Rig-veda as a whole, we

find hymns, addressed to the same deities, not only

scattered about in different books, but not even grouped

together when they occur in one and the same book. Here,

as we lose nothing by giving up the old arrangement, we
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are surely at liberty, for our own purposes, to put together

such hymns as have a common object, and to place before

the reader as much material as possible for an exhaustive

study of each individual deity.

I give for each hymn the Sanskrit original ^ in what is

known as the Pada text, i. e. the text in which all words

(pada) stand by themselves, as they do in Greek or Latin,

without being joined together according to the rules of

Sandhi. The text in which the words are thus joined, as

they are in all other Sanskrit texts, is called the SsLmhit§i

text Whether the Pada or the text be the more

ancient, may seem difficult to settle As far as I c^ judge,

they seem to me, in their present form, the product of the

same period of Vedic scholarship. The Pi'atii'dkhyas, it is

true, start from the Pada text, take it, as it were, for

granted, and devote their rules to the explanation of those

changes which that text undergoes in being changed into

the text. But, on the other hand, the Pada text

in some cases clearly presupposes the SamhitS, text. It

leaves out passages which are repeated more than once,

while the Sa^^hiti text always repeats these passages
;

it

abstains from dividing the termination of the locative plural

su, whenever in the Sa^^^hiti text, i. e. according to the rules

of Sandhi, it becomes shu; hence nadishu,a^ishu, but ap-su;

and it gives short vowels instead of the long ones of the

Sai^hitd, even in cases where the long vowels are justified

by the rules of the Vedic language. It is certain, in fact,

that neither the Pada nor the text, as we now
possess them, represents the original text of the Veda.

Both show clear traces of scholastic influences. But if we

try to restore the original form of the Vedic hymns, we
shall certainly arrive at some kind of Pada text rather than

at a Sa^hit^ text; nay, even in their present form, the

original metre and rhythm of the ancient hymns of the i?/shis

are far more perceptible when the words are divided, than

when we join them together throughout according to the

rules of Sandhi. Lastly, for practical purposes, the Pada

text is far superior to the Sa;^hit§, text in which the final

» This is left out in the second edition.
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and initial letters, that is, the most important letters of

words, are constantly disguised, and liable therefore to

different interpretations. Although in some passages we
may differ from the interpretation adopted by the Pada

text, and although certain Vedic words have, no doubt,

been wrongly analysed and divided by ^akalya, yet such

cases are comparatively few, and where they occur, they

are interesting as carrying us back to the earliest attempts

of Vedic scholarship. In the vast majority of cases the

divided text, with a few such rules as we have to observe

in reading Latin, nay, even in reading Pili verses, brings

us certainly much nearer to the original utterance of the

ancient i^/shis than the amalgamated text.

The critical principles by which I have been guided in

editing for the first time the text of the Rig-veda, require

Principles of ^ words of explanation, as they have lately

criticism. been challenged on grounds which, I think,

rest on a complete misapprehension of my previous state-

ments on this subject.

As far as we are able to judge at. present, we can hardly

speak of various readings in the Vedic hymns, in the usual

sense of that word. Various readings to be gathered from

a collation of different MSS., now accessible to us, there

are none. After collating a considerable number of MSS.,

I have succeeded, I believe, in fixing on three representative

MSS., as described in the preface to the first volume of my
edition of the Rig-veda. Even these MSS. are not free

from blunders,—for what MS. is ?—^but these blunders have

no claim to the title of various readings. They are lapsus

calami, and no more
;
and, what is important, they have

not become traditional •

^ Thus X, 1 01, 2, one of the Pada MSS. (P 2) reads distinctly ya^am pra

krznuta sakhdya^, but all the other MSS. have nayata, and there can be little

doubt that it was the frequent repetition of the verb kri in this verse which

led the writer to substitute krzfzvta for nayata. No other MS., as far as I am
aware, repeats this blunder. In IX, 86, 34, the writer of the same MS puts

ra^si instead of dh^va&i, because his eye was caught by rS,^ in the preceding

line. X, 16, 5, the same MS reads saw ga^-^>^asva instead of ga/^^^atam, which

is supported by S i, S 2, P i, while S 3 has a peculiar and more important

reading, ga^Matdt. X, 67, 6, the same MS. P 2 has vi ^akartha instead of

vi Jakarta.

A number of vano»s readings which have been gleaned from Pandit Tir^-
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The text, as deduced from the best MSS. of the Sa^^^hitS.

text, can be controlled by four independent checks. The

first is, of course, a collation of the best MSS. of the

Samhit^ text.

The second check to be applied to the Sa;;^hit^ text is a

comparison with the Pada text, of which, again, I possessed

at least one excellent MS., and several more modern

copies.

The third check was a comparison of this text with

S^yam’s commentary, or rather with the text which is

presupposed by that commentary. In the few cases where

the Pada text seemed to differ from the Sa;;zhit^: text, a

note was added to that effect, in the various readings of my
edition

;
and the sartie was done, at least in all important

cases^ where Saya;^a clearly followed a text at variance

with our own.

The fourth check was a comparison of any doubtful

passage with the numerous passages quoted in the Prdti-

s^khya.

These were the principles by which I was guided in the

critical restoration of the text of the Rig-veda, and I believe

I may say that the text as printed by me is more correct

than any MS. now accessible, more trustworthy than the

text followed by Saya/^a, and in all important points identi-

cally the same with that text which the authors of the

n^tha’s Tul^d^nS-dipaddhati (see Trubner’s Ameiican and Onental Literaiy

Record, July 31, 1868) belong to the same class. They may be due either to

the copyists of the MSS. which Pandit Tar^n^tha used while compiling his

work, or they may by accident have crept into his own MS. Anyhow, not one

of them is supported either by the best MSS. accessible in Europe, or by any

passage in the Pr^tw^khya.

IX, IT, 2, read devayu • instead of devayu^ \
IX, II, 4, „ areata »> ar/Sate \
IX, I4j 2, ,,

yadi sabandhava/i yaddiptabandhava/2 \
IX, 16, 3, „ anaptam fj

anuptam ^
IX, 2, „ suvinisa ft stuvdndsa

IX, 21, 2, „ pravre^vanto ft pravriwvato \
IX, 48, 2, „ sa»zvr?kta f> saiwyukta^

IX, 49. h » no*pirn
ft

no yto^
IX, 54j 3 j j» shrya^ tf siiryam

IX, 59 j 3> ,»
stda ni

if
sldati \

^ As printed by Pandit T^^n^tha.
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Pratii*dkhya followed in their critical researches in the fifth

or sixth century before our era. I believe that starting

from that date our text of the Veda is better authenticated,

and supported by a more perfect apparatus criticus,

than the text of any Greek or Latin author, and I do not

think that diplomatic criticism can ever go beyond what

has been achieved in the constitution of the text of the

Vedic hymns.

Far be it from me to say that the editio princeps of

the text thus constituted was printed without mistakes.

^ ^
But most of these mistakes are mistakes

RomanisSd Re- which no attentive reader could fail to detect.

^ Cases like II, 35, i, where ^d^ishat instead

of ^dshishat was printed three times, so as

to perplex even Professor Roth, or II, 14, where ^asa-

mdndm occurs three times instead of sasam^nirrij are, I

believe, of rare occurrence. Nor do I think that, unless

some quite unexpected discoveries are made, there ever

will be a new critical edition, or, as we call it in Germany,

a new recension of the hymns of the Rig-veda. If by col-

lating new MSS., or by a careful study of the PritL^khya,

or by conjectural emendations, a more correct text could

have been produced, we may be certain that a critical

scholar like Professor Aufrecht would have given us such a

text. But after carefully collating several MSS. of Pro-

fessor Wilson's collection, and after enjoying the advantage

of Professor Weber's assistance in collating the MSS. of the

Royal Library at Berlin, and after a minute study of the

Pritii*dkhya, he frankly states that in the text ofthe Rig-veda,

transcribed in Roman letters, which he printed at Berlin, he

followed my edition, and that he had to correct but a small

number of misprints. For the two Ma?^</alas which I had not

yet published, I lent him the very MSS. on which my edition

is founded
;
and there will be accordingly but few passages

in these two concluding Mandalas, which I have still to

publish, where the text will materially differ from that of

his Romanised transcript.

No one, I should think, who is at all acquainted with the

rules of diplomatic criticism, would easily bring himself to
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touch a text, resting on such authorities as the text of

the Rig-veda. What would a Greek scholar give, if he

could say of Homer that his text was in every word,

in every syllable, in every vowel, in every accent, the

same as the text used by Peisistratos in the sixth century

B.c. ! A text thus preserved in its integrity for so many
centuries, must remain for ever the authoritative text of the

Veda.

To remove, for instance, the eleven hymns 49-59 in the

eighth Md^ndzh. from their proper place, or count them by
vaiakhiiya themselves as V^lakhilya hymns, seems to
Hymns. though no doubt perfectly harmless,

little short of a critical sacrilege. Why S^ystna. does not

explain these hymns, I confess I do not know ^
;
but what-

ever the reason was, it was not because they did not exist

at his time, or because he thought them spurious. They
are regularly counted in Kityiyana’s SarvAnukrama, though
here the same accident has happened. One commentator,
Sha^gururishya, the one most commonly used, does not

explain them
;
but another commentator, (?agannitha, does

explain them, exactly as they occur in the Sarv^nukrama,
only leaving out hymn 58. That these hymns had some-
thing peculiar in the eyes of native scholars, is clear enough.
They may for a time have formed a separate collection, they

* The earliest interpretation of the name Vdlakhilya is found in the Taittiriya-
arawyaka, I, 23. We are told that Pra^pati created the world, and m the
process of creation the following interlude occurs :

sa tapostapyata. sa tapas taptvi ^artram adhumita, tasya yan m^;«sam
isit tatosru;^^.^ ketavo vdtarajanS, r^shaya udatish^/^an. ye nakh^/i, te vaikh^-
nasi^. ye te bdlakhilya^.

He burned with emotion. Having burnt with emotion, he shook his body.
From what was his flesh, the J?fshis, ceSled Aruwas, Ketus, and V^tara^anas,
sprang forth His nails became the Vaikh^nasas, his hairs the Bilakhilyas.
The author of this allegory therefore took b^la or vdla in vdlalchilya, not in

the sense of child, but identified it with b^la, hair.

^

The commentator remarks with regaid to taf)as : niltra tapa upa,vasldirfipam,
ki^ztu srash^avyaw vastu kid^fjam iti paryaio/Sianarfipam.

^ A similar omission was pointed out by Professor Roth. Verses 21-24 of
the 53^^ hymn of the third Ma«(^ala, which contain imprecations against
Vasish^^a, are left out by the writer of a Pada MS., and by a bopyist of
S^awa's commentary, probably because they both belonged to the family of
Vasish/^a. See my first edition of the Rig-veda, vol. li, p. Ivi, Notes.
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may have been considered of more modern origin \ I shall

go even further than those who remove these hymns from

the place which they have occupied for more than two

thousand years. I admit they disturb the regularity both

of the Ma;2^ala and the Ashifaka divisions, and I have

pointed out myself that they are not counted in the ancient

Anukrama;2!s ascribed to 5aunaka
;

(History of Ancient

Sanskrit Literature, p. 220.) But, on the other hand, verses

taken from these hymns occur in all the other Vedas

they are mentioned by name in the Br§.hma;2as (Ait. Br. V,

15 ;
VI, 24), the Ara;^^yakas (Ait Ar. V, 10, p. 445), and the

Sutras (Asv. 5rauta Sutras, VIII, 2, 3), while they are never

included in the manuscripts of Parmsh/as or Khilas or

apocryphal hymns, nor mentioned by Kdty^yana as mere

Khilas in his Sai-vinukrama. Eight® of them are men-

tioned in the Bnhaddevat^, without any allusion to their

apocryphal character :

Fsiviny ashifau tu stlktiny rishtnim tigmate^asim,

Aindr^f^y atra tu sha^vi;;2.fa^ pragitho bahudaivata/^.

Rzg antydgner a^^ety agni^ stiryam antyapado^gau.

Praska^^vaj* ka. pnshadhrai' ^a pridid yad vastu kimkana,

Bhtirtd iti tu sukt§,bhy^m akhilam parikirtitam.

Aindri^^y ubhayam ity atra sha/ igney^t pari;2i tu.

‘ The next eight hymns belong to i?^shis of keen intel-

lect ^
; they are addressed to Indra, but the 26th Pragdtha

* S^yawa (RV X, 88, 18) quotes these hymns as Valakhilya-sa?«hit^. In

the Mah^bh^rata XII, 59 ;
no seq. the Valakhilyas are called the ministers of

King Vainya, whose astrologer was Garga, and his domestic priest 5'ukra
;
see

Kern, Br2hat-sa;whita, transl. p. n.
^ This is a criterion of some importance, and it might have been mentioned,

for instance, by Professor Bollensen cn his interesting article on the Dvipadd

Vird^ hjmms ascribed to Pardrara (I, 65-70) that not a single verse of them
occurs in any of the other Vedas.

® Sayawa in his commentary (RV. X, 27, 15) speaks of eight, while in the

Ait. Ar. V, 10, the first six are gnoted (containing fifty-six verses, comm.), as

being used together for certain sacrificial purposes.
^ Lest iSaunaka be suspected of having applied this epithet, tigmate^as, to

the Vdlakhilyas in order to fill the verse (pdda|)fira«drtham), I may point out

that the same epithet is applied to the Vdlakhilyas in the Maitry-upanishad 2, 3.

The nom. plur. which occurs there is tigmate^sd^, and the commentator

remarks; tigmate^asas tivrate^sostyfir^itaprabhdva^ ; te^sd ityeva/wvidha

eta^Mdkhdsahketapd/y^aj Mdndasa/^ sarvatra. See also Maitr. Up. VI, 29.
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(VIII, 54, 3-4, which verses form the a6th couplet, if count-

ing from VIII, 49, i) is addressed to many gods. The last

verse (of these eight hymns), VIII, 56, 5, beginning with

the words a>^ety agni.^, is addressed to Agni, and the last

foot celebrates Shrya. Whatsoever Praskawa and Pmha-
dhra gave (or, ifwe read prfshadhriya, whatever Praska«va

gave to Prfshadhra), all that is celebrated in the two hymns
beginning with bhhrit. After the hymn addressed to Agni
(VIII, 60), there follow six hymns addressed to Indra,

beginning with ubhayam.’

But the most important point of all is this, that these

hymns, which exist both in the Pada and Sawihiti Texts, are

quoted by the PrS.tijdkhya, not only for general purposes,

but for special passages occurring in them, and nowhere
else. Thus in Siitra 154, hetAyaA is quoted as one of the

few words which do not require the elision of a following

short a. In order to appreciate what is implied by this

special quotation, it is necessary to have a clear insight into

the mechanism of the Pratijdkhya. Its chief object is to

bring under general categories the changes which the sepa-

rate words of the Pada text undergo when joined together
in the Arsht Sawehiti, and to do this with the utmost
brevity possible. Now the Sandhi rules, as obseiwed in the
Sawhiti of the Rig-veda, are by no means so uniform and
regular as they are in later Sanskrit, and hence it is some-
times extremely difficult to bring all the exceptional cases

under more or less general rules. In our passage the
author of the PritLrikhya endeavours to comprehend all

the passages where an initial a in the Veda is not elided
after a final e or o. In ordinary Sanskrit it would be always
elided, in the Sawhiti it is sometimes elided, and sometimes
not. Thus the Prdtijdkhya begins in Sfitra 138 by stating
that if the short a stands at the beginning of a pida or foot,

it is always elided. Why it should be always elided in the
very place where the metre most strongly requires that it

should be pronounced, does not concern the author of the
Pritijikhya. He is a statistician, not a grammarian, and
he therefore simply adds in Sfitra 153 the only three excep-
tional passages where the a, under these very circumstances,
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happens to be not elided. He then proceeds in Sutra 139
to state that a is elided even in the middle of a pada, pro-

vided it be light, followed by y or v, and these, y or v, again

followed by a light vowel. Hence the Sa^/^hitd writes te

^vadan, so* yam, but not i*ikshanto*vratam, for here the a

of avratam is heavy; nor mitramaho*vady^t, for here the

a following the v is heavy

Then follows again an extension of this rule, viz. in the

case of words ending in ivo. After these, a short a, even

if followed by other consonants besides y or v, may be

elided, but the other conditions must be fulfilled, i. e. the

short a giust be light, and the vowel of the next syllable

must again be light. Thus the Sa^j^^hita writes indeed givo

*bhita^, but not gdvo*gman, because here the a is heavy,

being followed by two consonants.

After this, a more general rule is given, or, more cor-

rectly, a more comprehensive observation is made, viz. that

under all circumstances initial a is elided, if the preceding

word ends in aye, aya/^:, ave, or ava>4 . As might be

expected, however, so large a class must have numerous

exceptions, and these can only be collected by quoting

every word ending in these syllables, or every passage in

which the exceptions occur. Before these exceptions are

enumerated, some other more or less general observations

are made, providing for the elision of initial a. Initial a,

according to Sutra 14a, is to be elided if the preceding

word is va^ and if this vz.h is preceded by i, na, pra, kva,

y^itra>^, savitd, eva, or ka^. There is, of course, no intel-

ligible reason why, if these words precede va/^, the next a

should be elided. It is a mere statement of facts, and,

generally speaking, these statements are minutely accurate.

There is probably no verse in the whole of the Rig-veda

where an initial a after is elided, unless these very

words precede, or unless some other observation has been

made to provide for the elision of the a. For instance, in

V, ^5 we find va/5 preceded by 2.kkhz.^ which is not among

the words just mentioned, and here the does not

elide the a of agnim, which follows after va^. After all

these more or less general observations as to the elision of

[323 d
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an initial a are thus exhausted, the author of the PrS.ti-

stkhya descends into particulars, and gives lists, first, of

words the initial a of which is always elided
;
secondly, of

words which, if preceding, require under all circumstances

the elision of the initial a of the next word, whatever may
have been said to the contrary in the preceding Siitras.

Afterwards, he gives a number of passages which defy all

rules, and must be given on their own merits, and as they

stand in the Sa»2hit^. Lastly, follow special exceptions

to the more or less general rules given before. And here,

among these special exceptions, we see that the author of

the Prituilchya finds it necessary to quote a passage from a

Vilakhilya hymn in which hetdya^ occurs, i.e. a word
ending in aya>^:, and where, in defiance of Sfitra 141, which

required the elision of a following initial a under all circum-

stances (sarvathi), the initial a of asya is not elided
; VIII,

50, a, Sa?«hitfl, jatliniki hetdyo asya. It might be objected

that the PritijJlkhya only quotes hetdya^ as an exceptional

word, and does not refer directly to the verse in the

Vaiakhilya hymn. But fortunately hetdya.^ occurs but
twice in the whole of the Rig-veda; and in the other

passage where it occurs, I, 190, 4, neither the rule nor the
exception as to the elision of an initial a, could apply.

The author of the PritLikhya therefore makes no distinc-

tion between the Vilakhilya and any other hymns of the
Rig-veda, and he would have considered his phonetic
statistics equally at fault, if it had been possible to quote
one single passage from the hymns VIII, 49 to 59, as con-
travening his observations, as if such passages had been
alleged from the hymns of Vasish/^a or Vuv^mitra.

It would lead me too far, were I to enter here into similar

cases in support of the fact that the PratMkhya makes no
distinction between the VAlakhilya and any other hymns of
the Rig-veda-sawhita But I doubt whether the bearing
of this fact has ever been fully reSlised, Here we see that
the absence of the elision of a short a which follows after a
word ending in aya^, was considered of sufficient importance

“ The Prauiakhya takes into account both the .Stkala and Bishkala jEkhas
as may be seen from Sdtra 1057.
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to be recorded in a special rule, because in most cases the

Sa/^hitd elides an initial a, if preceded by a word ending in

aya>^. What does this prove? It proves, unless all our

views on the chronology of Vedic literature are wrong, that

in the fifth century B. C. at least, or previously rather to the

time when the Pr^tMkhya was composed, both the Pada

and the Sa.mhitk texts were so firmly settled that it was im-

possible, for the sake of uniformity or regularity, to omit

one single short a; and it proves a fortiori, that the

hymn in which that irregular short a occurs, formed at that

time part of the Vedic canon. I confess I feel sometimes

frighten^Ki by the stringency of this argument, and I should

like to see a possibility by which we could explain the

addition, not of the Vdlakhilya hymns only, but of other

much more modern sounding hymns, at a later time than

the period of the Prdtii-dkhyas. But until that possibility

is shown, we must abide by our own conclusions
;
and then

I ask, who is the critic who would dare to tamper with a

canon of scripture of which every iota was settled before the

time of Cyrus, and which we possess in exactly that form

in which it is described to us by the authors of the

Pr^ti.s-ikhyas ? I say again, that I am not free from mis-

givings on the subject, and my critical conscience would be

far better satisfied if we could ascribe the Prdti.fakhya and

all it presupposes to a much later date. But until that is

done, the fact remains that the two divergent texts, the

Pada and Sa^hitd, which we now possess, existed, as we

now possess them, previous to the time of the Prati.r^khya.

They have not diverged nor varied since, and the vertex to

which they point, starting from the distance of the two

texts as measured by the Erdti.?^khya, carries us back far

beyond the time of ^Saunaka, if we wish to determine the

date of the first authorised collection of the hymns, both in

their Pada and in their Sa^^^hitH form.

Instances abound, if we compare the Pada and Sa;;2hit^

texts, where, if uniformity between the two texts had been

the object of the scholars of the ancient Parishads, the

lengthening or shortening of a vowel would at once have

removed the apparent discordance between the two tradi-

d 2
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tional texts. Nor should it be supposed that such minute

discordances between the two, as the length or shortness of

a vowel, were always rendered necessary by the require-

ments of the metre, and that for that reason the ancient

students or the later copyists of the Veda abstained from

altering the peculiar spelling of words, which seemed re-

quired by the exigencies of the metre in the Sa;;2hitd text,

but not in the Pada text. Though this may be true in

some cases, it is not so in all. There are short vowels in

the SzmhMk where, according to grammar, we expect long

vowels, and where, according to metre, there was no neces-

sity for shortening them. Yet in these very plac-^s all the

MSS. of the Sa;;^hit4 text give the irregular short, and all

the MSS. of the Pada text the regular long vowel, and the

authors of the PritLrakhyas bear witness that the same

minute difference existed at their own time, nay, previous to

their own time. In VII, do, the Sa;^hiti text gives :

iya^ deva purbhitir yuvdbhyi;;^ ya^;?eshu mitrivaru/^dv

ak^ri.

This primacy, O (two) gods, was made for you two, O
Mitra and Varu/^a, at the sacrifices

!

Here it is quite clear that deva is meant for a dual, and

ought to have been devi or devau. The metre does not

require a short syllable, and yet all the Sa;^^hiti MSS. read

deva, and all the Pada MSS. read devd
; and what is more

important, the authors of the Pr^tu^khya had to register

this small divergence of the two texts, which existed in their

time as it exists in our own
Nor let it be supposed, that the writers of our MSS. were

so careful and so conscientious that they would, when
copying MSS., regulate every consonant or vowel according

to the rules of the Pratij*akhya. This is by no means
the case. The writers of Vedic MSS. are on the whole

more accurate than the writers of other MSS., but their

learning does not seem to extend to a knowledge of the

minute rules of the PrdtMkhya, and they will commit

* See Pr^tuikhya, Stoa 309 seqq., where several more instances of the same
kind are given. I should prefer to take devapurohiti as one word, but that was
not the intention of the authors of the Sa?^2hit^ and Pada texts.
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occasionally the very mistakes against which they are

warned by the Pratuakhya, Thus the Pr^ti.ydkhya (Sutra

799) warns the students against a common mistake of

changing vaiyai-va into vayya.yva, i. e. by changing ai to a,

and doubling the semivowel y. But this very mistake

occurs in S iZ, and another MS. gives vaiyya.yva. See

p. Ivi.

If these arguments are sound, and if nothing can be said

against the critical principles by which I have been guided

Aufrecht’s editing the text of the Rig-veda, if the
mistakes. fourfold check, described above, fulfils every

requirement that could be made for restoring that text

which was known to Siya/^a, and which was known, probably

i^ooo years earlier, to the authors of the Pr^tMkhyas, what

can be the motives, it may fairly be asked, of those who
clamour for a new and more critical edition, and who
imagine that the editio princeps of the Rig-veda will

share the fate of most of the editiones principes of the

Greek and Roman classics, and be supplanted by new
editions founded on the collation of other MSS. ? No one

could have rejoiced more sincerely than I did at the publi-

cation of the Romanised transliteration of the Rig-veda,

carried out with so much patience and accuracy by Pro-

fessor Aufrecht. It showed that there was a growing

interest in this, the only true Veda ;
it showed that even

those who could not read Sanskrit in the original Devan^.-

gari, wished to have access to the original text of these

ancient hymns
;

it showed that the study of the Veda had

a future before it like no other book of Sanskrit literature.

My learned friend Professor Aufrecht has been most

unfairly charged with having printed this Romanised text

me insciente vel invito. My edition is public! juris,

like any edition of Homer or Plato, and anybody might,

with proper acknowledgment, have reprinted it, either in

Roman or Devandgart letters. But far from keeping me
in ignorance of his plan. Professor Aufrecht applied to me
for the loan of the MSS. of the two HLandalas which I had

not yet published, and I lent them to him most gladly,

because, by seeing them printed at once, I felt far less
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guilty in delaying the publication of the last volumes of my
edition of the text and commentary. Nor could anything

have been more honourable than the way in which Pro-

fessor Aufrecht speaks of the true relation of his Romanised

text to my edition. That there are misprints, and I, speak-

ing for myself, ought to say mistakes also, in my edition of

the Rig-veda, I know but too well
;
and if Professor

Aufrecht, after carefully transcribing every word, could

honestly say that their number is small, I doubt whether

other scholars will be able to prove that their number is

large. I believe I may with the same honesty return Pro-

fessor Aufrecht’s compliment, and considering the great

difficulty of avoiding misprints in Romanised transcripts,

I have always thought and I have always said that his

reprint of the hymns of the Veda is remarkably correct and

accurate. What, however, I must protest against, and

what, I feel sure, Professor Aufrecht himself would equally

protest against, is the supposition, and more than supposi-

tion of certain scholars, that wherever this later Latin

transcript differs from my own Devandgari text. Professor

Aufrecht is right, and I am wrong ; that his various readings

rest on the authority of new MSS., and constitute in fact a

new recension of the Vedic hymns. Against this supposi-

tion I must protest most strongly, not for my own sake, but

for the sake of the old book, and, still more, for the sake of

the truth. No doubt it is natural to suppose that where a

later edition differs from a former edition, it does so inten-

tionally
;
and I do not complain of those wffio, without

being able to have recourse to MSS. in order to test the

authority of various readings, concluded that wherever the

new text differed from the old^ it was because the old text

was at fault. In order to satisfy my own conscience on this

point, I have collated a number of passages where Pro-

fessor AufrechPs text differs from my own, and I feel

satisfied that in the vast majority bf cases, I am right and
he is wrong, and that his variations do not rest on the

authority of MSS. I must not shrink from the duty of

making good this assertion, and I therefore proceed to an
examination of such passages as have occurred to me on
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occasionally referring to his text, pointing out the readings

both where he is right, and where he is wrong. The

differences between the two texts may appear trifling, but

I shall not avail myself of that plea. On the contrary, I

quite agree with those scholars who hold that in truly

critical scholarship there is nothing trifling. Besides, it is

in the nature of the case that what may, by a, stretch of the

word, be called various readings in the Veda, must be con-

fined to single letters or accents, and can but seldom extend

to whole words, and never to whole sentences. I must

therefore beg my readers to have patience while I endeavour

to show«that the text of the Rig-veda, as first published

by me, though by no means faultless, was nevertheless not

edited in so perfunctory a manner as some learned critics

seem to suppose, and that it will not be easy to supplant

it either by a collation of new MSS., such as are accessible

at present, or by occasional references to the PrfltMkhya.

I begin with some mistakes of my own, mistakes which

I might have avoided, if I had always consulted the

Pratuakhya, where single words or whole passages of

the Veda are quoted. Some of these mistakes have been

removed by Professor Aufrecht, others, however, appear in

his transcript as they appear in my owm edition.

I need hardly point out passages where palpable mis-

prints in my edition have been repeated in Professor

Aufrecht’s text. I mean by palpable misprints, cases

where a glance at the Pada text or at the Sawhiti text

or a reference to Sflya^a’s commentary would show at

once what was intended. Thus, for instance, in VI, 15 , 3j

vndhd, as I had printed in the Sa^hit^, was clearly a

misprint for vridh.6, as may,be seen from the Pada, which

gives vridhik, and from S^yawa. Here, though Professor

Aufrecht repeats vrfdhd, I think it hardly necessary to

show that the authority of the best MSS. (S a alone

contains a correction orvndhd to vndhd) is in favour of

vriShAh, whatever we may think of the relative value of

these two readings. One must be careful, however, in

a text like that of the Vedic hymns, where the presence

or absence of a single letter or accent begins to become
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the object of the most learned and painstaking discussions,

not to claim too large an indulgence for misprints. A
misprint in the Sa^^zhiti, if repeated in the Pada, or if

admitted even in the commentary of Sdyazza, though it

need not be put down to the editor’s deplorable ignorance,

becomes yet a serious matter, and I willingly take all the

blame which is justly due for occasional accidents of this

character. Such are, for instance, II, nz, 14, jasamdnam

instead of .rai'amandm ; I, IZ4, 4, i-udhyiiva^, in the Pada,

instead of i*undhyuva/z ; and the substitution in several

places of a short u instead of a long 6 in such forms

as .r6.yavima, when occurring in the Pada; cf. I,«i66, 14;

167, 9.

It is clear from the Pratij^khya, Shtra 819 and 163, 5,

that the words uti mdra in IV, i, should not be joined

together, but that the hiatus should remain. Hence

•utindra, as printed in my edition and repeated in Professor

Aufrecht’s, should be corrected, and the hiatus be pre-

served, as it is in the fourth verse of the same hymn, uti

itthd'. MSS. S I, S 3 are right; in S the words are

joined.

It follows from S6tra 799 that to double the y in

vaiyai'va is a mistake, but a mistake which had to be

pointed out and guarded against as early as the time of

the Pratijikhya. In VIII, 26, ii, therefore, vaiyyaj-vasya,

as printed in my edition and repeated in Professor Auf-

recht’s, should be changed to vaiyai’vdsya. MSS. S i, S 3
are right, likewise P i, P 2; but S 2 has the double

mistake vayya^-vdsya, as described in the Prati^dkhya;

another MS. of Wilson’s has vaiyy. The same applies

to VIII, 23, 24, and VIII, 24, 2,3. P i admits the mistaken

spelling vayyaiwa.

Some corrections that ought to be made in the Pada-
pd//za only, as printed in my edition, are pointed out in

a note to Sutra 738 of the Prdtufkhya. Thus, according

to Sutra 583, 6, sriiyS^ in the Pada text of II, 10, 2,

should be changed to sruy^A MSS. P i, P 2 have the

short u.

In V, 7, 8, I had printed su^iA shma, leaving the a of
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shma short in accordance with the Pr^tii-ikhya, Sutra 514,

where a string of words is given before which sma must not

be lengthened, and where under No. ii we find ydsmai.

Professor Aufrecht has altered this, and gives the d as

long, which is wrong. The MSS. Si, S a, S3 have the

short a.

Another word before which sma ought not to be length-

ened is maVate. Hence, according to Sutra 5 ^4^ I4> I

ought not to have printed in VI, 65, 4, shmd m^vate, but

shma mdVate. Here Professor Aufrecht has retained the

long d, which is wrong. MSS. Si, SiX, S3 have the

short a. ^

It follows from Sutra 499 that in 1 , 138, 4, we should not

lengthen the vowel of sii. Hence, instead of asyd u shu

nz. lipa sdtaye, as printed in my edition and repeated by

Professor Aufrecht, we should read asyd u shii nz. lipa

sdtdye. S i, S S 3 have short u^
In VII, 31, 4, I had by mistake printed viddhi instead of

viddhi. The same reading is adopted by Professor Auf-

recht (II, p. i^4), but the authority of the Prdtii*dkhya,

Sfitra 445, can hardly be overruled. S i, S S 3 have

viddhi.

While in cases like these, the Prdtudkhya is an authority

which, as far as I can judge, ought to overrule the authority

of every MS,, however ancient, we must in other cases

depend either on the testimony of the best MSS. or be

guided, in fixing on the right reading, by Saya;^a and the

rules of grammar. I shall therefore, in cases where I

cannot consider Professor Aufrecht s readings as autho-

ritative improvements, have to give my reasons why I

adhere to the readings which i had originally adopted.

In V, 9, 4, I had printed by mistake puni y6 instead of

puru y6. I had, however, corrected this misprint in my
edition of the Pr^&dkhya, 393, 53 ^* Professor Aufrecht

decides in favour of puru with a short u, but against the

authority of the MSS., S i, S ij, S 3, which have pum.

^ In the same verse, I, 138, 4, the shu m 6 shu tv^ should not be lengthened,

for there is no rule, as far as I can see, in the PrS,tijikhya that would require

the lengthening of sii before tva. See Piatijakhya, 491.
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It was certainly a great mistake of mine, though it may
seem more excusable in a Romanised transcript, that I did

not follow the writers of the best MSS. in their use of the

Avagraha, or, I should rather say, of that sign which, as

far as the Veda is concerned, is very wrongly designated by

the name of Avagraha. Avagraha, according to the Prati-

j'ikhya, never occurs in the SdLmhitk text, but is the name

given to that halt, stoppage, or pause. which in the Pada

text separates the component parts of compound words.

That pause has the length of one short vowel, i.e. one

mitrd. Of course, nothing is said by the Prdtii'ikhya as

to how the pause should be represented graphicrily, but it

is several times alluded to as of importance in the recitation

and accentuation of the Veda. What we have been in the

habit of calling Avagraha is by the writers of certain MSS.
of the Sa^hiti text used as the sign of the Vivr^tti or hiatus.

This hiatus, however, is very different from the Avagraha,

for while the Avagraha has the length of one niitrd, the

Vivntti or hiatus has the length of i mttx% if the two

vowels are short ; of ^ matrd, if either vowel is long
;
of f

mdtrd, if both vowels are long. Now I have several times

called attention to the fact that though this hiatus is marked

in certain MSS. by the sign I have in my edition omitted

it, because I thought that the hiatus spoke for itself and

did not require a sign to attract the attention of European

readers
;
while, on the contrary, I have inserted that sign

where MSS, hardly ever use it, viz. when a short initial a

is elided after a final e or o
;
(see my remarks on pp. 36, 39,

of my edition of the Pr§,tir&khya.) Although I thought,

and still think, that this use of the sign * is more useful for

practical purposes, yet I regret that, in this one particular,

I should have deviated from the authority of the best MSS.,

and caused some misunderstandings on the part of those

who have made use of my edition. If, for instance, I had
placed the sign of the Vivr/tti, tlfe in its proper place, or

if, at least, I had not inserted it where, as we say, the initial

a has been elided after e or o, Professor Bollensen would
have seen at once that the authors of the Pr^ti.ydkhyas

fully agree with him in looking on this change, not as an
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elision, but as a contraction. If, as sometimes happens,
final o or e remain unchanged before initial short a, this

is called the Pa^^Mla and Priiya padavrftti (Sutra 137).
If, on the contrary, final o or e become one (ekibhavati)

with the initial short a, this is called the Abhinihita sandhi
(Sutra 138). While the former, the hiatus of the Pa??/§41a

and Eastern schools, is marked by the writers of several

MSS. by the sign the Abhinihita sandhi, being a sandhi,

is not marked by any sign ®'.

,1, 3, 12,. r^^ati (Aufr. p. %) instead of rd^ati (M. M. vol. i,

p. 75) is wrong.

I9 7 j 9* ^ka>^j (Aufr. p. 5) should be ya 6kdL/i (M. M.
vol. i, p. no), because the relative pronoun is never without

an accent. The relative particle yathi may be without an

accent, if it stands at the end of a pida
; and though there

are exceptions to this rule, yet in VIII, 21, 5, where Pro-

fessor Aufrecht gives ydthd, the MSS. are unanimous in

favour of yathd (M. M. vol. iv, p. 480). See Phi/-sutra, ed.

Kielhorn, p. 54.

I, 10, II. d tu (Aufr. p. 7) should be & tu (M. M. vol. i,

p. 139), because d is never without the accent.

I, 10, 12. which Professor Aufrecht specially

mentions as having no final Visarga in the Pada, has

the Visarga in all the MSS, (Aufr. p. 7, M, M. vol. i,

p. 140.)

I, II, 4. kavir (Aufr. p. 7) should be kavir (M. M. vol. i,

p- 143)-

I, 22, 8, read ridh.kmsl.

1, 40, 1 and 6. There is no excuse for the accent either on

tvemahe or on v6;^ema, while saMh in I, 5^9 ought to

have the accent on the first syllable.

I, 49, 3. Rosen was right in not eliding the a in divo

antebhya/2. S I, S 2, S 3 preserve the initial a, nor does

the Prituikhya anywhere provide for its suppression.

I) 54> kshatram (Aufi*. p. 46) is a mere misprint for

kshatram.

^ As to the system or want of system, according to which the Abhinihita

sandhi takes place in the Sawihit^, see p. xlvui seq
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Ij 55 i 7 - vandanaiTiid (Aufr. p. 47) instead of vandanamid

(M. M. vol. ij p. 514) is wrong.

I; 573 sam^ita instead of samd.fita had been corrected

in my reprint of the first Ma;2^ala5 published at Leipzig.

See Bollensenj Zeitschrift der D. M. G,, vol. xxii, p. 626,

Ij 61, 7, read vish^^
;

I, 64, 2, read i-ii>^aya>^J
;

I, 64, 5,

read dhutayai?:.

I, 61, 16. Rosen had rightly printed hiriyq^ani with

a long d both in the Sa^^^hiti and Pada texts, and I ought

not to have given the short a instead. All the MSS., S i,

S 2, S 3, P I, and P 2, give the long L Professor Auf-
recht gives the short a in the Pada, which is wroKg.

I, 67, 2 (4). vidantim (M. M. vol. i, p. 595) is perfectly

right, as far as the authority of the MSS. and of S^ya^a is

concerned, and should not have been altered to vindantim

(Aufr. p. 57).

I, 7a, a, read vatsdm
;

I, 7a, 6, read pajun ; I, 76, 3, read

dhakshy; I, 8a, i, read yadl
I, 83, 3. Rosen was right in giving dsa^yattay^. I gave

asaw^yata^ on the authority of P i, but all the other MSS.
have tt.

I, 84, I. indra (Aufr. p. 68) cannot have the accent on the

first syllable, because it does not stand at the beginning of

a pdda (M. M. vol. i, p. 677). The same applies to fndra, VI,

41, 4, (Aufr. p. 4a9) instead of indra (M. M. vol. iii, p. 734)

;

to dgne, I, 140, I a, (Aufr. p. 130) instead of ague (M. M.
vol. ii, p. 133). In III, 36, 3, on the contrary, indra, being
at the head of a pida, ought to have the accent on the first

syllable, I'ndra (M. M. vol. ii, p. 855), not indra (Aufr. p. 349).
The same mistake occurs again. III, 36, 10 (Aufr. p. 250)

;

IV, 33, 7, (Aufr. p. 305) ; IV, 33, 13, (Aufr. p. 305) ;
VIII, 3,

13, (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 86). In V, 61, i, nara^ should have no
accent

; whereas in VII, 91, 3, it should have the accent on
the first syllable. In VIII, 8, 19, vipanyu should have no
accent, and Professor Aufrecht* gives it correctly in the
notes, where he has likewise very properly removed the
Avagraha which I had inserted.

I, 88, I, read yita (M. M. vol. i, p. 708), not yitha (Aufr.

p. 73).
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I, 90, I, read I, 94, ii, read yavas^do (M. M.
voL i, p. 766), not yayas£do (Aufr. p. 80).

I5 118, 9. abhibhutim (Aufr. p. 105) instead of abhfbhutim

(M. M. vol. i, p. 957) cannot be right, considering that in all

other passages abhfbhftti has the accent on the second

syllable. S i, S 2, S 3 have the accent on the i.

I, 128, 4. ghr2ta.yrir (Aufr. p. 117) instead of ghntairir

(M. M. vol ii, p. 52) is wrong.

I, 144, read (M. M. vol. ii, p. 155) instead

of parivr/td^ (Aufr. p. 133).

I, 145, 5. Professor Aufrecht (p. 134) gives upamasydm,

both in tbj^ Samhiti and Pada texts, as having the accent on

the last syllable. I had placed the accent on the penulti-

mate, (Pada, upa-masydm, vol. ii, p. 161,) and whatever

may be the reading of other MSS., this is the only possible

accentuation. S i, S S 3 have the right accent.

I, 148, 4. purfim (Aufr. p. 136) instead of puru^^i (M. M.

vol. ii, p. 170) does not rest, as far as I know, on the autho-

rity of any MSS. S i, S 2, S 3 have pur&d.

I) 15 1
3 7 * ga/^i/^atho (Aufr. p. 137) should be gkkkhzfCcio

(M. M. vol. ii, p. 181).

I, 161, 12. All the Pada MSS. read pra dbravtt, sepa-

rating the two words and accentuating each. Though the

accent is irregular, yet, considering the peculiar construc-

tion of the verse, in which prd and pr6 are used as adverbs

rather than as prepositions, I should not venture with

Professor Aufrecht (p. 144) to write prd abravit. The

MSS. likewise have ^ a^agan, I, 161,4; pra ag^.^,

VIII, 48, 2, not pra agd/^, as Aufrecht gives in his second

edition.

I, 163, II. dhrd^iman (Aufr. p. 147) instead of dhra^t-

mdn (M. M. vol. ii, p. 345) is wrong.

Ij 163, 13. gamyd (Aufr. p. 148) instead of gamy^ (M. M.

vol. ii, p. 246) is wrong,

I, 164, 17, read pdre;^a^(M. M. vol. ii, p. 259) instead of

pare^^a (Aufr. p. 149).

I, 164, 38. The first /^ikyd^ ought to have the accent, and

has it in all the MSS., (Aufr. p. 151, M. M. vol. ii, p. 278*)

Ij 1^5, 5. A mere change of accent may seem a small
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matter, yet it is frequently of the highest importance in the

interpretation of the Veda. Thus in I, 165, 5, I had, in

accordance with the MSS. Si, S2, S3, printed it^n

(voL ii, p. 293) with the accent on the first syllable. Pro-

fessor Aufrecht alters this into etifn (p. 153), which, no

doubt, would be the right form, if it were intended for the

accusative plural of the pronoun, but not if it is meant, as it

is here, for the accusative plural of eta, the speckled deer of

the Maruts.

I3 165, 15. yisish/a (Aufr. p. 154) instead of yislsh/a

(M. M, vol. ii, p. 298) is not supported by any MS.
I, 169, 7, instead of patayanta (Aufr. p. I58),«read patd-

yanta (M. M. vol. ii, p. 322).

1 , 174, 7. kuyivdy^am (Aufr. p. 162) should be kdyavd;&am

(M, M. vol. ii, p. 340).

I, 177, I, yukt£, which I had adopted from MS. S 3
(prima manu), is not supported by other MSS., though P 2

reads yuttkK. Professor Aufrecht, who had retained yukt^

in the text, has afterwards corrected it to yuktvd', and in

this he was right. In I, 177, 2, gihi for y^hi is wrong.

I, 188, 4. astrman (Aufr. p. 171) instead of astm^an
(M. M. vol. ii, p. 395) can only be a misprint.

II, 29, 6. kartdd (Aufr. p. 203) instead of kartd'd (M. M.
vol. ii, p. 560) is wrong.

II, 40, 4. y^akra (Aufr. p. 214) instead of kakri (M. M.
vol. ii, p. 614) is wrong.

III, 7, 7. guA (Aufr. p. 226) instead of giik (M. M. vol. ii,

p, 666
) is wrong

;
likewise III, 30, 10, ga/2 (Aufr. p. 241)

instead of g^A (M. M. vol. ii, p. 792).

Ill, 17, I. i^ate (Aufr. p. 232) instead of a^yate (M. M.
vol. ii, p. 722) is impossible.

Ill, 47, I. Professor Aufrecht (p. 256) puts the nomina-
tive fndro instead of the vocative indra, which I had given
(vol. ii, p. 902). I doubt whether any MSS. support that

change (S i, S 2, S 3 have in'Hra), but it is clear that

Siyana takes indra as a vocative, and likewise the Nirukta.

Ill, 50, 2. Professor Aufrecht (p. 258) gives asya, both in

the Sa^^^hitA and Pada, without the accent on the last syl-

lable. But all the MSS. that I know (S i, S 2, S 3, P i,
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P a) give it with the accent on the last syllable (M. M.

vol. ii, p. 91 and this no doubt is right. The same mis-

take occurs again in III, 51, 10, (Aufr. p. 259); IV, 5, ii,

(Aufr. p. 281); IV, 36, (Aufr. p. 309); V, 1 %, 3, (Aufr.

p. 337) ;
while in VIII, 103, 9, (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 195) the

MSS. consistently give asya as unaccented, whereas Pro-

fessor Aufrecht, in this very passage, places the accent on

the last syllable. On the same page (p. 259) amandan, in

the Pada, is a misprint for drnandan.

III, 53, 18. asi (Aufr. p. 262) instead of dsi (M. M. vol.ii,

p. 934) is wrong, because hi requires that the accent should

remain on^asi. S i, S 2, S 3, P i, P 2 have asi.

IV, 4, 7. sva dyushe (Aufr. p. 279) instead of sva iyushi

(M. M. vol. iii, p. 37) is not supported by any good MSS.,

nor required by the sense of the passage. S i, S 2, S 3,

P I, P 2 have dyushi,

IV, 5, 7. drupitam, in the Pada, (Aufr. p. 280) instead of

arupitam (M. M. vol. iii, p. 45) is right, as had been shown

in the Prdtudkhya, Stitra 179, though by a misprint the long

d ofthe Sa^^^hitd had been put in the place of the short a of

the Pada.

IV, 5, 9, read gau^ (M. M. vol. iii, p. 46) instead of %6h

(Aufr. p. 281).

IV, 1 5, 2. ydti, with the accent on the first syllable, is

supported by all MSS. against ydti (Aufr. p. 287). The
same applies to y&ti in IV, 29, 2, and to vdrante in IV,

3h 9 -

IV, 18, II. ami, without any accent (Aufr. p. 293), instead

of ami (M. M. vol. iii, p. 105) is wrong, because ami is never

unaccented.

IV, 21, 9. no, without an accent (Aufr. p. 296), instead of

no (M. M. vol. iii, p. 120) is wrong.

IV, 26, 3. atithigvam (Aufr. p. 300) instead of atithigvdm

(M. M. vol. iii, p. 140) and VI, 47, 22, atithigvasya (Aufr.

p. 437) instead of atithig\'^sya (M. M. vol. iii, p. 776) are

wrong, for atithigvd never occurs again except with the

accent on the last syllable. The MSS. do not vary. Nor

do they vary in the accentuation of kiitsa : hence kutsam

(Aufr. p. 300) should be kutsam (M. M, vol. iii. p. 139).
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IV, 365 6. Professor Aufrecht (p. 309) has altered the

accent of ^vishu/^ into ivishM, but the MSS. are unanimous

in favour of aVishu^ (M. M. vol. lii, p. i^i).

Again in IV, 41, 9, the MSS. support the accentuation

of agman (M. M. vol. iii, p. 200), while Professor Aufrecht

(p. 313) has altered it to agman.

IV, 42, 9. id^ssLti being preceded by hf, ought to have

the accent; (Aufrecht, p. 314, has adai*at without the

accent.) For the same reason, V, 29, 3, avindat (M. M.

vol. iii, p. 342) ought not to have been altered to avindat

(Aufr. p. 344)-

IV, 50, 4. vydman is a misprint for vybman. ^

V, 15, 5. Professor Aufrecht (p. 338) writes dirghdm

instead of ddgham (M. M. vol. iii, p. 314). This, no doubt,

was done intentionally, and not by accident, as we see from

the change of accent. But dogham, though it occurs but

once, is supported in this place by all the best MSS., and

has been accepted by Professor Roth in his Dictionary.

V, 34, 4. prdyato (Aufr. p. 351) instead of prayatd (M. M.

vol. iii, p. 371) is wrong.

V, 42, 9. visdrm^^am (Aufr. p. 358) instead of visar-

m&mm (M. M. vol. iii, p. 402,) is wrong.

V, 44, 4. parva^^e (Aufr. p. 360) instead of prava;^e

(M. M. vol. iii, p. 415) is wrong.

V, 83, 4, vinti (Aufr. p. 389) instead of vdnti (M. M.

vol. iii^ p. 554) is supported by no MSS.
V^ 85, 6. iislMmtlA (Aufr. p. 391) instead of §LsmMnti/i

(M. M. vol. iii, p. 560) is not supported either by MSS. or

by grammar, as smk belongs to the Tud-class. On the

same grounds ishayanta^^ VI, 16, 27 (M. M. vol. iii, p. 638),

ought not to have been changed to ishayanta/2 (Aufr.

p. 408), nor VI, 24, 7, avakar.rayanti (M. M. vol. iii, p. 687)

into avakar.yayanti (Aufr. p. 418).

VI, 46, JO, read girvaj^as (M. M. vol. iii, p. 763) instead of

girva;^as (Aufr. p. 435).

VI, 60, JO. kr2;^oti (Aufr. p. 450) instead of krinoti (M. M.
vol. iii, p. 839) is wrong.

VII, 40, 4. aryams[ apak (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 35), in the Pada,

instead of aiyama apa^ (M. M. vol. iv. p. 81) is wrong.
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VII, 5I5 I. idity^nam (Aufr. voL ii, p. 40) instead of

^dityi'ndm (M. M. voL iv, p. 103) is wrong.

VII5 64, 2, U&m (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 50) instead of f/im (M. M,

voL iv, p. 146) is wrong. In the same verse gopd^ in the

Pada should be changed in my edition to gop^,

VII, 66, 5. y6 (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 51) instead of ye (M. M.

vol. iv, p. 15 1) is indeed supported by S 3, but evidently

untenable on account of atipiprati.

VII, 72, 3. In abudhran Professor Aufrecht has pro-

perly altered the wrong spelling abudhnan
;

and, as far

as the authority of the best MSS. is concerned (S i, S 2,

S 3), he i^ also right in putting a final n, although Pro-

fessor Bollensen prefers the dental n
;

(Zeitschrift der

D. M. G., vol. xxii, p. 599.) The fact is that Vedic MSS.
use the Anusvira dot for final nasals before all class-letters,

and leave it to us to interpret that dot according to the

letter which follows. Before I felt quite certain on this

point, I have in several cases retained the dot, as given by

the MSS., instead of changing it, as I ought to have done

according to my system of writing Devandgari, into the

corresponding nasal, provided it represents an original n.

In I, 71, I3 S 2, S 3 have the dot in a^ushran, but S i has

dental n. In IX, 87, 5, asWgran has the dot
;

i. e. S i has

the dot, and nkh^ dental n joined to kh\ S 2 has nkk

without the dot before the n
; S3 has the dot, and then

kk. In IV, 24, 6, the spelling of the Sa^hitd avivena;;^ tarn

would leave it doubtful whether we ought to read avivenan

tarn or avivenam tarn
;
S x and S 3 read avivena;^^ tkm^

but S 2 has avivenan tdm
;
P 2 has avi-venan tdm, and

P I had the same originally, though a later hand changed

it to avi-venaM td;;?. In IV, 25, 3, on the contrary, S i

and S 3 write dvivena;;^
;

S 2, dvivenam
;
P i and P 2,

dvi-vena^. What is intended is clear enough, viz. dvi-

venan in IV, 24, 6 ;
dvi-venam in IV, 25, 3. [In the new

edition dvivenam has beeif left in both passages.]

VII, 73, I. ai'vind (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 56) instead of a.s*vfiia

(M, M. vol. iv, p. 176) is wrong. On the same page, dhfsh^^ye,

VII, 72, 3, should have the accent on the first syllable.

VII, 77, I. In this verse, which has been so often dis-

[32] e
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cussed (see Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. iii, p. 47^ ;
Bohtlingk and

Roth, Dictionary, vol. ii, p. 968 ;
Bollensen, Orient und

Occident, vol. ii, p. 4^3), all the MSS. which I know, read

^ar^yai, and not either y^ar£thai nor^ar£yai.

VIII, 2, 29, kirfeam (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 84} instead of

k^rfeam (M. M. vol. iv, p. 308) does not rest on the authority

of any MSS., nor is it supported by Sdya^^a.

VIII, 9, 9. Professor Aufrecht has altered the very

important form ^>^u/§yuvimahi (M. M. vol. iv, p. 389) to

a>^u^yavimahi (vol. ii, p. 98). The question is whether this

was done intentionally and on the authority of any MSS.
My own MSS. support the form i>lu^yuvimahi, nnd I see

that Professor Roth accepts this form.

VIII, 3^^, 14. ^ydntiram (Aufr. vol. ii, p. 129) instead of

ayantdram (M. M. vol. iv, p. 567) is wrong.

VIII, 47, 15. dushvapnyam (Aufr. vol.ii, p. 151) is not so

correct as du^shvdpnyam (M. M. vol. iv, p. 660), or, better,

dushshvapnyam (PritMkhya, Sutras 255 and 364), though

it is perfectly true that the MSS. write dushvdpnyam.

[I ought to state that all these errata have been corrected

by Professor Aufrecht in his second edition.]

In the ninth and tenth Ma?2^alas I have not to defend

myself, and I need not therefore give a list of the passages

where I think that Professor Aufrecht’s text is not sup-

ported by the best MSS. My own edition of these Ma?^^a-

las will soon be published, and I need hardly say that

where it differs from Professor Aufrecht’s text, I am pre-

pared to show that I had the best authorities on my side.

Professor Aufrecht writes in the second edition of his

Romanised text of the Rig-veda (p. iv) : ^Um den Herren,

My own die diese Druckfehler in majorem gloriam
mistakes.

g^ grosser Schonung hervor-

gehoben haben, einen Gegendienst zu erweisen, bemerke
ich einige derselben.’ Dieser Gegendienst, so gut er

gemeint war, ist leider nicht sehr bedeutend ausgefallen,

auch nicht immer in majorem gloriam Catonis.

In I, 161, !Z, Professor Aufrecht objects to >^aturas

k^f^otana. I felt doubtful about it, and in the commentary
I printed /^aturaA kj^^Vzotana. In IV, 33, 5, the reading
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y^atus kara is sanctioned by the authority of the Priti^d-

khya, Sutra 2^81, 4.

In I, 1 81, 5, Aufrecht prefers mathri; S^yam^ Boht-
lingk and Roth, and I prefer mathnd.

In II, II, 10, he has discovered that ^rvit was meant
for^rvit. Whitney still quotes ^rvit.

In III, 9, 4, he has discovered that apsu should be *psu

;

but this had been already corrected.

In III, 2,5, 1^, the final a of vaha ought to be long in the
Sa^^^hitl

In IV, 19, 4, instead of drzlM ni read drilhkvd.

In VII,*33, % instead of a^rimtk read

In VII, 35, 13, the Visarga in devagop^^ should be
deleted.

In VII^ 42, the Anusvira in yu^s^kshvi should be
deleted.

In VIII, iz, 30, the anudittatara should be shifted from
the ultimate to the penultimate, dadhird, not dadhire.

In VIII, 51,39 avishyanta was meant for arishyantam.

In VIII, 55, 5, for na read L The MSS. vary in both cases.

In IX, 108, 7, in vanakraksha, the kra was printed as ri.

Professor Aufrecht might have seen it correctly printed in

the index. S^ya;2a read vanar/ksha.

In X, 2,8, II, Professor Aufrecht thinks that the Pada
should have godhdA instead of godh^. I think godh§, is

right, in spite of Professor Aufrecht’s appeal to the silence of

the Pratij*akhya. The fact is that godhd/^ never occurs, while

godhd occurs in the preceding verse, and again VIII, 69, 9.

After such a flourish of trumpets, we expected more
from Professor Aufrecht

;
still we must learn to be grateful

even for small mercies.

Having said so much in vindication of the text of the

Rig-veda as published by me, and in defence of my prin-

ciples of criticism which seem to me so self-evident as

hardly to deserve the name of canones critici, I feel

bound at the same time both to acknowledge some in-

accuracies that have occurred in the index at the end of

each volume, and to defend some entries in that index

which have been challenged without sufficient cause.
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It has been supposed that in the index at the end of my
fourth volume, the seventeenth verse of the 34th hymn in

S^ya?2a’s the seventh Mdcnddldi has been wrongly

the Sa\vf°^ assigned to Ahi Budhnya, and that one half

nukrama^^i only of that verse should have been reserved

for that deity. I do not deny that we should be justified in

deriving that sense from the words of the Anukrama^ikd,

but I cannot admit that my own interpretation is untenable.

As Siya;/a does not speak authoritatively on the subject, I

followed the authority of Sha<^guru.rishya. This commen-
tator of the Anukramamkd says : atra y^a ab^S.m ukthair

ahim gnVzisha ity ardhary^o^^b^nimno®' devasya, stuti/i: ;
m^

no:*^hir budhnya ity ardhary^o*hirbudhnyanamno devasya^
Another commentator says : ab^dm ukthair ardhary^o*hi>^

;

uttaro ma no^hir ity ahir budhnya^. From this we learn

that both commentators looked upon the Dvipadds as

ardhar/^as or half-verses, and ascribed the whole of verse 16

to Ahir ab^a^, the whole of verse 17 to Ahir budhnya/^.

It will be seen from an accurate examination of Siyam’s
commentary on verse 17, that in the second interpretation

of the second half of verse 17, he labours to show that in this

portion, too, Ahir budhnya^ may be considered as the deity.

It is perfectly right to say that the words of the Anu-
krama^^ikd, ab^4m ahe>^, signify that the verse beginning

with ab^im, belongs to Ahi. But there was no misprint in

my index. It will be seen that Sha(3?guru.fishya goes even

beyond me, and calls that deity simply Ab^a^ leaving out
Ahi altogether, as understood. I was anxious to show the

distinction between Ab^i Ahik and Ahir Budhnya/^, as the

deities of the two successive verses, and I did not expect
that any reader could possibly misinterpret my entry ®

With regard to hymns 91 and 9:^ of the seventh Ma-
ndal3,, it is true, that in the index I did not mention that
certain verses in which two deities are mentioned (91, 2

;

I find that Mr. Macdonell in his edition of the Sarvanukramawi reads
ardhary^o xhin^mno. If this is right, part of my argument would fall.

^ MS. Wilson 379 has, ardhary^o namano daivatasya, and in the margin ahi.
Ahirbudhnya seems to have been taken as one word.

° The editor of the Bombay edition of the text of the Rig-veda assigns
verse 16 to Ahi, verse to Ahirbudhnya.
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4~7 ; must be considered as addressed not to Viyu
alone^ but to Viyu and Indra. It will be seen from

Sdyas^a’s introduction to hymn 90, that he, too, wrongly

limits the sentence of the Anukrama^ik^, aindrya^ y^a yk
dvivaduktd/^, to the fifth and following verses of hymn 90,

and that he never alludes to this proviso again in his intro-

ductory remarks to hymn 91 and 9a, though, of course, he

explains the verses, in which a dual occurs, as addressed to

two deities, viz. Indra and Viyu. The same omission,

whether intentional or unintentional, occurs in Sha^-

guriuishya s commentary. The other commentary^ how-

ever, assigns the verses of the three hymns rightly. The
subject has evidently been one that excited attention in very

early days, for in the Aitareya-br^hma;2a, V, 30, we actually

find that the word vim which occurs in hymn 90, i, and

which might be taken as a dual, though Skyana, explains it

as a singular, is changed into te ^

In hymn VII, 104, rakshoha^^au might certainly be added

as an epithet of Indri-Somau, and Sha^fgunwishya clearly

takes it in that sense. The Anukramamki says : indrisomi

pa^iidhikaindrisoma;;^ rikshoghna^ j’ipibhii'ipaprdyam.

In hymn VIII, 67, it has been supposed that the readings

Samada and Simada instead of Sammada and Simmada
were due to a misprint This is not the case. That I was

aware of the other spelling of this name, viz. Sammada and

Simmada, I had shown in my History of Ancient Sanskrit

Literature (
2,nd ed.), p. 39, where I had translated the

passage of the 6'Mkhdyana-sutras in which Matsya Sam-

mada occurs, and had also called attention to the A^val^.-

yana-sMras X, 7, and the ^atapatha-brdhma^^a XIII, 3, i, i.

® The interpunction of Dr Hang’s edition (p. 128) should be after te.

Sha^fgurujishya says: ata eva brdhmamsutrayo-^ prauge v^yavyatv^ya pra

vlray^ ju/^ayo dadnre^ vdm iti dviva^anasth^ne ta ity ekava^anap^/^aA k;rzta^,

vani ity uktam ^ed amdratva?« ^a syid iti. Possibly the same change should

be made m ATOl^yana’s 6rauta Shtras, VIII, ii, and it has been made by

R£ma Niraya/za Vidy^ratna. The remark of the commentator, however,

dadrire ta iti prayogap^Ma-^, looks as if vdm might have been retained in the

text. The MSS. I have collated are in favour of te.

^ Mr. Macdonell (Sarv^nukramawJ, p. 133) inserts ta iti after dadnre.
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where the same passage is found. I there spelt the name

SS.mmada, because the majority of the MSS. were in favour

of that spelling. In the edition of the Ai*val4yana-sutras,

which has since been published by Rdma N4riya;^a Vidyi-

ra^^ya, the name is spelt Sdmada. My own opinion is that

Sdmmada is the right spelling, but that does not prove that

S^ya;^a thought so
;
and unless I deviated from the prin-

ciples which I had adopted for a critical restoration of

S^ya;^a’s text, I could not but write Simada in our passage.

B I and B 4 omit s^mada, but both give samadikhyasya

;

Ca. gives likewise samadikhyasya, and A. semadikhyasya.

This, I believe, was meant by the writer for ^ammadi-
khyasya, for in the passage from the Anukramaj^t both A.
and Ca. give s^mmado. I then consulted the commentary
of Sha^gururishya, and there again the same MS. gave
twice s^mmada, once samada, which is explained by
samadikhyamahaminari^aputra^. A better MS. of Sha^a?-

gurui-ishya, MS. Wilson 379, gives the readings simmado,
sAmmada, and sammaddkhyasya. The other commentary
gives distinctly sdmanda. [I have adopted sammada in

the new edition.]

In IX, 68, Professor Aufrecht adopts what he considers

the bold reading Vatsapri ; I prefer to be timid and allow

Siyam his own reading Vatsapri; see Sarvdnukrama^ri,

ed. Macdonell, pp. 34, 146.

It will be seen from these remarks that many things

have to be considered before one can form an independent
judgment as to the exact view adopted by S&ysina. in

places where he differs from other authorities, or as to the
exact words in which he clothed his meaning. Such cases

occur again and again. Thus in IX, 86, I find that Pro-
fessor Aufrecht ascribes the first ten verses to the Akmh/as,
whereas Saya^a calls them Ak;^/sh^s. It is perfectly true
that the best MSS. of the Anukrama^^iki have AkWsh^fa, it

is equally true that the name of these Aknsh/as is spelt
with a short a in the Hariva^sa, 11,533, but an editor of
Siya;^a s work is not to alter the occasional mistakes of that
learned commentator, and S^ya^^a certainly called these
poets Akr^sh/as.
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Verses ^^1-30 of the same hymn are ascribed by Professor

Aufrecht to the P^zmiyaA Here, again, several MSS.
support that reading

;
and in Sha<^gururishya’s commen-

tary, the correction of przsniysLA into prisix^y2,h is made
by a later hand. But S^ya;ea clearly took primzryz.h for a

nominative plural of prisni, and in this case he certainly

was right The Dictionary of Bohtlingk and Roth quotes

the Mahdbh^rata, VII, 87^8, in support of the peculiar

reading of pwniya^, but the published text gives pmuaya^^.
Professor Benfey, in his list of poets (Ind. Stud. vol. iii, p.

223), gives pmniyo^a as one word, not pmniyog^L, as stated

in the Dictionary of Bohtlingk and Roth, but this is

evidently meant for two words, viz. pmnayos^4^. How-
ever, whether pmniya/^ or prismya^Ji be the real name of

these poets, an editor of Siya/^a is bound to give that

reading of the name which Siya;^a believed to be the right

one, i. e. pmnaya^ ^

Again, in the same hymn. Professor Aufrecht ascribes

verses 31-40 to the Atris. We should then have to read

trzttye * trayaA But S^ya??a read trztiye traya^, and ascribes

verses 31-40 to the three companies together of the i?/shis

mentioned before. On this point the MSS. admit of no

doubt, for we read : y^aturthasya da.far/^asya Aknshf§,

mishS. ityddidviniminas trayo ga;^d drashi^ra^. I do not

say that the other explanation is wrong ; I only say that,

whether right or wrong, Siyam certainly read traya^, not

atraya^
;
and an editor of Siya;^a has no more right to

correct the text, supported by the best MSS., in the first

and second, than in the third of these passages, all taken

from one and the same hymn.

But though I insist so strongly on a strict observance

of the rules of diplomatic criticism with regard to the text

Old mistakes oi the Rig-veda, nay, even of Siya^a, I

in the text, insist equally strongly on the right of in-

dependent criticism, whiCh ought to begin where diplo-

* Professor Anfrecht in his new edition of the text (1877) adopts the more

timid reading pr^maya/^. See also BWhat-Sa»zhita, transl. by Kern, p. 2 :

Sikat^/^prfrnayogarg^v^lakhily^ mari^ipd^ bhregavo^hgirasay kaiva. shkshmdj

Mnye maharshaya>^.
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matic criticism ends. Considering the startling antiquity

which we can claim for every letter and accent of our MSS.,

so far as they are authenticated by the Pr^tMkhya, to say

nothing of the passages of many hymns which are quoted

verbatim in the Br^lhma/^as, the Kalpa-sutras, the Nirukta,

the Bnhaddevati, and the Anukramai^is, I should deem it

reckless to alter one single letter or one single accent in an

edition of the hymns of the Rig-veda. As the text has been

handed down to us, so it should remain; and whatever

alterations and corrections we, the critical Mle/^Mas of the

nineteenth century, have to propose, should be kept distinct

from that time-hallowed inheritance. Unlikely as it may
sound, it is true nevertheless that we, the scholars of the

nineteenth century, are able to point out mistakes in the

text of the Rig-veda which escaped the attention of the most

learned among the native scholars of the sixth century B.C.

No doubt, these scholars, even if they had perceived such

mistakes, would hardly have ventured to correct the text of

their sacred writings. The authors of the Priti.fikhya had

before their eyes or ears a text ready made, of which they

registered every peculiarity, nay, in which they would note

and preserve every single irregularity, even though it stood

alone amidst hundreds of analogous cases. With us the case

is different. Where we see a rule observed in 99 cases, we
feel strongly tempted and sometimes justified in altering

the 100th case in accordance with what we consider to be a

general rule. Yet even then I feel convinced we ought not

to do more than place our conjectural readings below the

textus receptus of the Veda,—a text so ancient and
venerable that no scholar of any historical tact or critical

taste would venture to foist into it a conjectural reading,

however plausible, nay, however undeniable.

kaxi’ There can be no clearer case of corruption
tham. in the traditional text of the Rig-veda than,

for instance, in I, 70, 4, where thd'Pada text reads :

vardhin yam pfiLrvi7̂ kshapa^ vi-riipik sthitii>^ ka. ratham
^^'/ta-pravitam.

All scholars who have touched on this vei'se, Professors

Benfey, Bollensen, Roth, and others, have pointed out that
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instead of ka. rdtham, the original poet must have said

^aratham. The phrase sthdtii^ .^aratham, what stands and

movesj occurs several times. It is evidently an ancient

phrase, and hence we can account for the preservation in it

of the old termination of the nom. sing, of neuters in ri,

which here, as in the Greek fiap-ryp or jxap-rv^^ masc., appears

as ur or us, while in the ordinary Sanskrit we find ri only.

This nom. sing. neut. in us, explains also the common geni-

tives and ablatives, pitui, matu^, &c., which stand for pitur-s,

mitur-s. This phrase sthitu.^ kaxitham occurs :

5^5 5* sthitM /^ardtham bhayate ^a.tatrinah.

What stands and what moves is afraid of Agni.

I, 68, I. sthdtii^ i^aratham aktun vf ur;^ot.

He lighted up what stands and what moves during every

night.

I, 6. pai’un ka sthatr^n >^aratham ha pdhi.

Protect the cattle, and what stands and moves

!

Here it has been proposed to read sthdtd^ instead of

sthdt;^iii, and I confess that this emendation is very plaus-

ible. One does not see how pajrii, cattle, could be called

immobilia or fixtures, unless the poet wished to make a

distinction between cattle that are kept fastened in stables,

and cattle that are allowed to roam about freely in the

homestead. This distinction is alluded to, for instance, in

the 5atapatha-brihma;2a, XI, 8, 3, saurya evaisha pasuh

sydd iti, tasmid etasminn astamite pai’avo badhyante;

badhnanty ekan yathdgosh//^am, eka upasamiyanti.

I, 70, 3. garbha/2 ha sthitd'm gdrbhaA y^arath^m, (read

sthatr^fm, and see Bollensen, Orient und Occident, vol. ii,

p. 463.)

He who is within all that stands and all that moves.

The word yfeardtha, if it occurs by itself, means flock,

movable property:

III, 31, 15. ^t I't sikhi-bhya^ j^aritham sdm airat.

He brought together, f5r his friends, the flocks.

VIII, 33, 8*. puru-trH .Sardtham dadhe.

He bestowed flocks on many people.

X, 93, 13. prd na^ pClshd y^ardtham—avatu.

May Pushan protect our flock

!
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Another idiomatic phrase in which sthdtii^ occurs is

sth4tii>^ ^agata/^j and here sthdtU/^5 is really a genitive :

IVj 53, 6. gi%2X2ji sthdtii^ ubhdyasya ykh vaj'i.

He who is lord of both, of what is movable and what is

immovable.

VI, 50, 7. vuvasya sth^td^ ^gata^ ^dnitri^.

They who created all that stands and moves.

VII, 60, visvsLsysi sthdtii.^ ^gata-^ ka, gopd/^.

The guardians of all that stands and moves. Cf. X, 63, 8.

I5 i59j 3- sthituk ka satydm ^gata.^ ka dhdrmam pu-
trdsya pdtha^ paddm ddvaydvina^.

Truly while you uphold all that stands and moves, you
protect the home of the guileless son. Cf. 11

, 31, 5.

But although I have no doubt that in I, 70,4, the original

poet said sthdtu^ karitham^ I should be loath to suppress
the evidence of the mistake and alter the Pada text from
ka ratham to ^ardtham. The very mistake is instructive,

as showing us the kind of misapprehension to which the

collectors of the Vedic text were liable, and enabling us to

judge how far the limits of conjectural criticism may safely

be extended.

A still more extraordinary case of misunderstanding
on the part of the original compilers of the Vedic texts,

Uloka.
likewise of the authors of the Prdtwd-

khyas, theNiruktas, and other Vedic treatises,

has been pointed out by Professor Kuhn. In an article of
his, ^ Zur altesten Geschichte der Indogermanischen Volker

*

(Indische Studien, voL i, p. 351), he made the following
observation: ‘The Lithuanian laukas, Lett, lauks, Pruss.

laukas,all meaning field, agree exactly with the Sk. lokas,
world, Lat. locus, Low Germ, (in East-Frisia and Olden-
burg) louch, 16 ch, village. All these words are to be
traced back to the Sk. uru, Gr. evpiJj, broad, wide. The
initial u is lost, as in Goth, rums, 0 . H. G. rfimi, rCimin
(Low Germ, rfime, an open uncultivated field in a foi-est),

and the r changed into 1 . In support of this derivation it

should be observed that in the Veda loka is frequently
preceded by the particle u, which probably was only sepa-
rated from it by the Diaskeuastae, and that the meaning is
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that of Open space.’ Although this derivation has met with

little favour, I confess that I look upon this remark, except-

ing only the Latin locus % i. e. stlocus, as one of the most

ingenious of this eminent scholar. The fact is that this

particle u before loka is one of the most puzzling occurrences

in the Veda. Professor Bollensen says that loka never

occurs without a preceding u in the first eight Ma;^<3?alas,

and this is perfectly true with the exception of one passage

which he has overlooked, VIII, loo, nz, dyaM dehf lokam

vd^^ya vi-skibhe, Dyu! give room for the lightning to

step forth ! Professor Bollensen
(
1 . c. p. 603) reads vntrdya

instead ofcvd^rdya, without authority. He objects to dyaah

as a vocative, which should be dyau/^
;
but dyaii^ may be

dyd^, a genitive belonging to vd^rdya, in which case we
should translate. Make room for the lightning of Dyu to

step forth. I

But what is even more important is the fact that the

occurrence of this unaccented u at the beginning of a pdda

is against the very rules, or, at least, runs counter to the

very observations which the authors of the PrdtLdkhya

have made on the inadmissibility of an unaccented word

in such a place, so that they had to insert a special provi-

sion, Prdt. 978, exempting the unaccented u from this obser-

vation: anuddttam tu pddddau novaigum vidyate padam,
‘ no unaccented word is found at the beginning of a pdda

except u !
’ Although I have frequently insisted on the

fact that such statements of the PrdtLdkhya are not to be

considered as rules, but simply as more or less general

statistical accumulations of facts actually occurring in the

Veda, I have also pointed out that we are at liberty to found

on these collected facts inductive observations which may
assume the character of real rules. Thus, in our case, we
can well understand why there should be none, or, at least,

very few instances, where an unaccented word begins a pida.

We should not begin a veTse with an enclitic particle in any

other language either; and as in Sanskrit a verb at the

* On locus, see Corssen, Krit. Beitr. p. 463, and Aussprache, 2nd ed., p. 810.

Corssen does not derive it from a root st^ or sth^, but identifies it with Goth,

strik-s, Engl, stroke, strecke.
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beginning of a p§,da receives ipso facto the accent, and as

the same applies to vocatives, no chance is left for an un-

accented word in that place, except it be a particle. But

the one particle that offends against this general observation

is u, and the very word before which this u causes this

metrical offence, is loka. Can any argument be moi'e

tempting in favour of admitting an old form uloka instead

of u loka ? Lokdm is preceded by u in I, 93, 6
; II, 30, 6 ;

(asmfn bhayd-sthe k^frautam u lokam, make room for us,

grant an escape to us, in this danger!) IV, 17, 17 ;
VI,

23 j 3 j 7 (with urdm)
; 47, 8 (unim na,^ lokdm, or ulok^m ?)

;

73 ) 2 ;
VII, 20, 2 ; 33, 5 (with uriim)

; 60, 9 (with uriim)

;

84, 2 (with unim)
; 99, 4 (with uriim)

;
IX, 92, 5; X, 13, 2

;

16, 4 (suk^tto u lokdm); 30, 7; 104, 10 ; 180, 3 (with

unim). Lokd is preceded by u in III, 29, 8 ; V, i, 6 ; loka-

kn't, IX, 86, 21 ;
X, 133, i. In all remaining passages u

loka is found at the beginning of a p^lda : \dkih, III, 37, n ;

lokam. III, 2, 9 (u lokdm u dvd (fti) lipa^dmfm iyatu.^)
;
V,

4, II
; loka-krftniim, VIII, 15, 4 ;

IX, 2, 8. The only

passages in which loka occurs without being preceded by u,

are lokdm, VI, 47, 8 (see above) ; VIII, 100, 12 ;
X, 14, 9 ;

85, 20 (ami>Tftasya)
;

\6kih, IX, 113, 9; lokdn, X, 90, 14;
lokd, IX, 1 13, 72

;
X, 85, 24.

It should be remembered that in the Gdthds the u of

words beginning with urv° does not count metrically

(Hubschmann, Ein Zoroastrisches Lied, p. 37), and that in

Pdli also uru must be treated as monosyllabic, in such pas-

sages as Mahdv., p. 2, line 5. The same applies to passages
in the Rig-veda, such as I, 138, 3 ; VII, 39, 3, where the
metre requires uru to be treated as one syllable. In
IX, 96, 15, the original reading may have been urur iva,

instead of uru-iva.

Considering all this, I feel as convinced as it is possible to

be in such matters, that in all the passages where u lokd
occurs and where it means spaced carri6re ouverte, free-

dom, we ought to read ulokd; but in spite of this I could
never bring myself to insert this word, of which neither the
authors of the Brd.hma«as nor the writers of the Prdtirdkhyas
or even later grammarians had any idea, into the text. On
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the contrary, I should here, too, consider it most useful to

leave the traditional reading, and to add the corrections in

the margin, in order that, if these conjectural emendations

are in time considered as beyond the reach of doubt, they

may be used as evidence in support of conjectures which,

without such evidence, might seem intolerable in the eyes of

timid critics.

There remains one difficulty about this hypothetical word

uloka, which it is but fair to mention. If it is derived from

uru, or, as Professor Bollensen suggests, from urvsiJt or urvak,

the change of va into o would require further support.

Neither iSiaghon for maghavan, nor duro?^a for dura-va?2a

are strictly analogous cases, because in each we have an a

preceding the va or u. Strictly speaking, uroka presupposes

uravaka, as i'ldka presupposes .rravaka, or 6ka, house, avaka

(from av, not from nk). It should also be mentioned that a

compound such as RV, X, 128, 2,^ urdlokam (scil. antari-

ksham) is strange, and shows how completely the origin of

loka was forgotten at the time when the hymns ofthe tenth

Msindsla. were composed. But all this does not persuade us

to accept Ascoli’s conjecture (Lezioni di Fonologia Compa-

rata, p. ^35), that as uloga (but not uloka) is a regular

Tamil form of loka, uloka in the Veda might be due to a

reaction of the aboriginal dialects on the Vedic Sanskrit,

We want far more evidence before admitting such a reaction

during the Vedic period.

The most powerful instrument that has hitherto been

applied to the emendation of Vedic texts, is the metre.

Metrical Metre means measure, and uniform measure,

criticism hence its importance for critical pur-

poses, as second only to that of grammar. If our know-

ledge of the metrical system of the Vedic poets rests on

a sound basis, any deviations from the general rule are

rightly objected to; and if by a slight alteration they

can be removed, and the* metre be restored, we naturally

feel inclined to adopt such emendations. Two safeguards,

however, are needed in this kind of conjectural criticism.

We ought to be quite certain that the anomaly is impos-

sible, and we ought to be able to explain to a certain extent
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how the deviation from the original correct text could have

occurred. As this subject has of late years received con-

siderable attention, and as emendations of the Vedic texts,

supported by metrical arguments^ have been carried on on

a very large scale, it becomes absolutely necessary to re-

examine the grounds on which these emendations are

supposed to rest. There are, in fact, but few hymns in

which some verses or some words have not been challenged

for metrical reasons, and I feel bound, therefore, at the

very beginning of my translation of the Rig-veda, to

express my own opinion on this subject, and to give my
reasons why in so many cases I allow metrical Anomalies

to remain which by some of the most learned and ingenious

among Vedic scholars would be pronounced intolerable.

Even if the theory of the ancient metres had not been so

carefully worked out by the authors of the Pratuikhyas

and the Anukrama^^is, an independent study of the Veda
would have enabled us to discover the general rules by
which the Vedic poets were guided in the composition of

their works. Nor would it have been difficult to show how
constantly these general principles are violated by the

introduction of phonetic changes which in the later Sanskrit

are called the euphonic changes of Sandhi, and according

to which final vowels must be joined with initial vowels,

and final consonants adapted to initial consonants, until at

last each sentence becomes a continuous chain of closely

linked syllables.

It is far easier, as I remarked before, to discover the

original and natural rhythm of the Vedic hymns by reading

them in the Pada than in the Sa^^^hit^ text, and after some
practice our ear becomes sufficiently schooled to tell us at

once how each line ought to be pronounced. We find, on
the one hand, that the rules of Sandhi, instead of being

generally binding, were treated by the Vedic poets as

poetical licences only; and, on the other, that a greater

freedom of pronunciation was allowed even in the body of

words than would be tolerated in the later Sanskrit. If a

syllable was wanted to complete the metre, a semivowel

might be pronounced as a vowel, many a long vowel might
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be protracted so as to count for two syllables, and short

vowels might be inserted between certain consonants, of

which no trace exists in the ordinary Sanskrit. If, on the

contrary, there were too many syllables, then the rules of

Sandhi were observed, or two short syllables contracted by
rapid pronunciation into one

;
nay, in a few cases, a final m

or s, it seems, was omitted. It would be a mistake to

suppose that the authors of the Pritii^khyas were not aware

of this freedom allowed or required in the pronunciation of

the Vedic hymns. Though they abstained from intro-

ducing into the text changes of pronunciation which even

we oursel\^s would never tolerate, if inserted in the texts

of Homer and Plautus, in the P^li verses of Buddha, or even

in modern English poetry, the authors of the Prdtii'dkhya

were clearly aware that in many places one syllable had to

be pronounced as two, or two as one. They were clearly

aware that certain vowels, generally considered as long, had

to be pronounced as short, and that in order to satisfy the

demands of the metre, certain changes of pronunciation

were indispensable. They knew all this, but they did not

change the text. And this shows that the text, as they

describe it, enjoyed even in their time a high authority,

that they did not make it, but that, such as it is, with all

its incongruities^ it had been made before their time. In

many cases, no doubt, certain syllables in the hymns of the

Veda had been actually lengthened or shortened in the

SdLmhitk text in accordance with the metre in which they

are composed. But this was done by the poets themselves,

or, at all events, it was not done by the authors of the

Prdti.yikhya. They simply register such changes, but they

do not enjoin them, and in this we, too, should follow their

example. It is, therefore, a point of some importance in

the critical restoration and proper pronunciation of Vedic

texts, that in the rules which we have to follow in order

to satisfy the demands of* the metre, we should carefully

distinguish between what is sanctioned by ancient autho-

rity, and what is the result of our owm observations. This

I shall now proceed to do.

First, then, the authors of the Pr^ti.slkhya distinctly admit
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that, in order to uphold the rules they have themselves laid

down, certain syllables are to be pronounced as two syllables.

We read in Sutra ' In a deficient p3.da the
Vyuha.

i-ight number is to be provided for by protrac-

tion of semivowels (which were originally vowels), and of

contracted vowels (which were originally two independent

vowels),"* It is only by this process that the short syllable

which has been lengthened in the Sa;;^hitd, viz, the sixth,

or the eighth, or the tenth, can be shown to have occupied

and to occupy that place where alone, according to a former

rule, a short syllable is liable to be lengthened. Thus we
read : ^

I, i6i, II. udvatsvasm^ akrfj^otanS, trf^^am.

This would seem to be a verse of eleven syllables, in which

the ninth syllable na has been lengthened. This, however,

is against the system of the Pritiy^khya. But if we pro-

tract the semivowel v in udvatsv, and change it back into u,

which it was originally, then we gain one syllable, the whole

verse has twelve syllables, na occupies the tenth place, and

it now belongs to that class of cases which is included in a

former Sfitra, 523.

The same applies to X, 103, 13, where we read

:

pretl ^ayati nara/^.

This is a verse of seven syllables, in which the fifth syllable

is lengthened, without any authority. Let us protract preta

by bringing it back to its original component elements pra

itd, and we get a verse of eight syllables, the sixth syllable

now falls under the general observation, and is lengthened

in the Sa^^^hit^ accordingly.

The same rules are repeated in a later portion of the

Prdtii-^khya. Here rules had been given as to the number
of syllables of which certain metres consist, and it is added

(Stitras 97:^, 973) that where that number is deficient, it

should be completed by protracting contracted vowels, and

by separating consonantal groups in which semivowels

(originally vowels) occur, by means of their corresponding

vowel.

The rules in both places are given in almost identically
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the same words, and the only difference between the two

passages is this, that, according to the former, semivowels

are simply changed back into their vowels, while, according

to the latter, the semivowel remains, but is separated from

the preceding consonant by its corresponding vowel.

These rules therefore show clearly that the authors of

the Pr^tij*ikhya, though they would have shrunk from

altering one single letter of the authorised recog-

nised the fact that where two vowels had been contracted

into one, they might yet be pronounced as two
;
and where

a vowel before another vowel had been changed into a

semivowel,^t might either be pronounced as a vowel, or as

a semivowel preceded by its corresponding vowel. More
than these two modifications, however, the Prdtii-^khya

does not allow, or, at least, does not distinctly sanction.

The commentator indeed tries to show that by the wording

of the Sutras in both places, a third modification is sanc-

tioned, viz. the vocalisation, in the body of a word, of semi-

vowels which do not owe their origin to an original vowel.

But in both places this interpretation is purely artificial.

Some such rule ought to have been given, but it was not

given by the authors of the Pritii'dkhya. It ought to have

been given, for it is only by observing such a rule that in

I, 6i, 12, gor na parva vi rad^ tirai’H, we get a verse of

eleven syllables, and thus secure for dd in rad^ the eighth

place, where alone the short a could be lengthened. Yet we
look in vain for a rule sanctioning the change of semivowels

into vowels, exceptwhere the semivowels can rightly be called

kshaipra-var;2a (Shtra 974), i.e. semivowels that were origin-

ally vowels. The independent (svdbhavika) semivowels, as

e. g, the V in parva, are not included
;
and to suppose that

in Shtra 527 these semivowels were indicated by var;2a is

impossible, particularly if we compare the similar wording

of Sutra 974^ ^

^ It will be seen from my edition of the Pr^tMkhya, particularly from the

extracts from Uvaifa, given after Sdtra 974, that the idea of making two

syllables out of go>^, never entered Uva/a’s mind. M. Regnier was right,

Professor Kuhn (Beitrage, vol iv, p. 187) was wrong. Uva^a, no doubt, wishes

to show that original (sv^bh^vika) semivowels are liable to vyfrha, or at least

C32] f
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We look in vain, too, in the Priti^^khya for another rule

according to which long vowels, even if they do not owe

their origin to the coalescence of two vowels, are liable to

be protracted. However, this rule, too, though never dis-

tinctly sanctioned, is observed in the Pritij-dkhya, for unless

its author observed it, he could not have obtained in the

verses quoted by the Prdtuakhya the number of syllables

which he ascribes to them. According to Sdtra 937, the

verse, RV. X, 134, i, is a Mahdpahkti, and consists of six

pidas, of eight syllables each. In order to obtain that

number, we must read :

samr^am ^arsha;zinam.

We may therefore say that, without allowing any actual

change in the received text of the Sa^^hiti, the Pratijd,-

khya distinctly allows a lengthened pronunciation of certain

syllables, which in the Pada text form two syllables
;
and

we may add that, by implication, it allows the same even

in cases where the Pada text also gives but one instead of

two syllables. Having this authority in our favour, I do

not think that we use too much liberty if we extend this

modified pronunciation, recognised in so many cases by the

ancient scholars of India themselves, to other cases where

it seems to us required as well, in order to satisfy the

metrical rules of the Veda.

Secondly, I believe it can be proved that, if not the

authors of the Pr^tii*§,khya, those at least who constituted

Shortening of the Vedic text which was current in the
long vowels,

ancient schools and which we now have

before us, were fully aware that certain long vowels and

diphthongs could be used as short. The authors of the

Prdti^dkhya remark that certain changes which can take

place before a short syllable only, take place likewise before

the word no, although the vowel of this ^ no ’ is by them

supposed to be long. After having stated in Sutra 5^3
that the eighth syllable of hendecasyllabics and dodeca-

syllabics, if short, is lengthened, provided a short syllable

to vyaviya; but though this is true in fact, Uva/a does not succeed in his

attempt to prove that the rules of the Pr^tirakhya sanction it.
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follows, they remark that for this purpose na^ or no is

treated as a short syllable

:

X, 59j 4- dyu-bhi^ hita^ ^arimi su nsik astu, (Sa^^zh.

s5 no astu.)

Again, in stating that the tenth syllable of hendecasyl-

labics and dodecasyllabics, if shorty is lengthened, provided

a short syllable follows, the same exception is understood

to be made in favour of nB.A or no, as a short syllable

:

^VII,_48, 4. nu devasa^ variva>^ kartana na^, (Sa?;2h.

kartan^ no, bhhta no, &c.)

With jregard to e being shortened before a short a

where, according to rule, the a should be elided, we actu-

ally find that the Sa^hiti gives a instead of e in RV,
VIII, 72, 5. veti stbtave ambyam, Sa;;2h. vdti stotava

ambySm. (Prlttw. 177, 5.)

I do not ascribe very much weight to the authority

which we may derive from these observations with regard

to our own treatment of the diphthongs e and o as either

long or short in the Veda, yet in answer to those who are

incredulous as to the fact that the vowels e and o could

ever be short in Sanskrit, an appeal to the authority of

those who constituted our text, and in constituting it clearly

treated o as a short vowel, may not be without weight.

We may also appeal to the fact that in P&li and Priknt

every final o and e can be treated as either long or short®.

Starting from this we may certainly extend this observa-

tion, as it has been extended by Professor Kuhn, but we

must not extend it too far. It is quite clear that in the

same verse e and o can be used both as long and short.

I give the Sa^?;2hita text

;

I, 84, 17. ka ishate
]

tu^yate ko bibhiya

ko ma;;^sate
|

santam indra;^ ko anti,

kas tok^ya
|

ka ibh^yota rdye

adhi bravat
|

tanve ko ^n&ya.

» See Lassen, Inst. Linguse Pracnticae, pp 145,-147, 151 ; Cowell, VararuH,

Introduction, p. xvii. Ked^rabha//a says : P^j^^inir bhagavtn pr^kntalakshawam

api vakti saf??skritad anyat, dtrgh^kshara?!» ^a kutra/^d ekam m^tr^m upaitlti.

Secundum d’Alwisium commentator docet sermonem esse de litteris Sanscnticis

e et 0. Cf. Pischel, De Grammaticis prakritids, 1874.

f 2
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But although there can be no doubt that e and o, when

final, or at the end of the first member of a compound, may
be treated in the Veda as anceps, there is no evidence, I

believe, to show that the same licence applies to a medial

or initial e or o. In IV, 45, 5, we must scan

^arante prati vasto/^ a^ini,

ending the verse with an epitritus tertius instead of the

usual dijambus^

Thirdly, the fact that the initial short a, if following upon

a word ending in o or e, is frequently not to be elided, is

clearly recognised by the authors of the Pr§.ti^^khya (see

p. xlviii). Nay, that they wished it to be pronounced even

in passages where, in accordance with the requirements of

the Pritu^khya, it had to disappear in the Sai?;2hiti text, we
may conclude from Sfltra 978. It is there stated that no

pida should ever begin with a word that has no accent.

The exceptions to this rule are few, and they are discussed

in Sfitras 978-987. But if the initial a were not pronounced

in I, 9, si.k x\z.k pit^-iva sfinave %ne su-updyand/5 bhava,

the second pida would begin with *gne, a word which, after

the elision of the initial a, would be a word without an

accent ^

Fourthly, the fact that other long vowels, besides e and

o, may under certain circumstances be used as short in the

Veda, is not merely a modern theory, but rests on no less

an authority than Fknini himself.

* See Professor Weber’s pertinent remarks in Kuhn’s Beitrage, vol. iii, p. ^^94.

I do not think that in the verses adduced by Professor Kuhn, in which final o

is considered by him as an iambus or trochee, this scanning is inevitable. Thus

we may scan the Saz^hit^ text

:

I, 88, 2. rukmo na -^itra^ svadhitfvin.

I, 141, 8. ratho na y^ta/j jikvabhi/i kz^'to,
... ..i. V/ V w w ^ ^

I, 174, 3. sizz^ho na dame ap^z^si vasto/^.

VI, 24, 3. aksho na ^akryo^ jfira bz^han

X, 3, I. ino rigann aratiA samiddho.
^

This leaves but one of Professor Kuhn’s examples (Beitrage, vol. iv, p. 192)

unexplained: I, 191, i. kankato na kankato, where iva for na would remove

the difficulty.

^ This subject, the shortness of e and 0 in the Veda, has been admirably

treated by Mr. Maurice Bloomfield, * Final as before Sonants,’ Baltimore, 1882.

Reprinted from the American Journal of Philology, vol hi, No. i.
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Finini says, VI, i, 127, that i, u, ri (see RV. Bh. IV, 1,

12) at the end of a pada (but not in a compound®') may
remain unchanged, if a different vowel follows, and that, if

long, they may be shortened. He ascribes this rule, or,

more correctly, the first portion of it only, to 5dkalya,

Prati.rikhya 155 seq.^ Thus ^akri atra may become kakri

atra or .^akry atra. Madhfi atra may become madhu atra

or madhv atra. In VI, i, 128, Finiai adds that a, i, u, ri

may remain unchanged before ri, and, if long, may be

shortened, and this again according to the teaching of

^dkalya, i. e. Pr4tii“dkhya 136°. Hence brahmi rishi/z be-

comes brahma rishik or brahmarshi^; kumS.ri risyzh be-

comes kum^ri risy^uh or kumdry risyzh. This rule enables

us to explain a number of passages in which the Sa^^ehit^

text either changes the final long vowel into a semivowel,

or leaves it unchanged, when the vowel is a pragr^'hya vowel.

To the first class belong such passages as I, 163, 12; IV,

38, 10, vd^ arv^, Ssimh- vk£yhvk
; VI, 7, 3, vdgi agne, Sawh.

v^^agne
;
VI, 20, 13, pakthi arkaf^ Sa^h. pakthyarkaiV^

;

IV, 22, 4, i-ushm? & g6/z, Ssimh, 5-ushmy^ g6^. In these pas-

sages i is the termination of a nom. masc. of a stem ending

in in. Secondly, IV, 24, 8, pdtnt d^Ma, Sa;;^h. pdtnyd^Ma
;

IV, 34, I, devi ahndm, Sa.mh, devyahndm; V, 75, 4,

a-hitd, Saj^^^h. vizzi^yihiti,

;

VI, 61, 4, avitri avatu, Sa;^h.

avitryavatu. In these passages the t is the terfhination of

feminines. In X, 15, 4, fiti arvdk, Samh. utySrvdk, the final

i of the instrumental iltt ought not to have been changed

into a semivowel, for, though not followed by iti, it is to be

treated as pragnhya
;

(Prdtii*. 163, 5.) It is, however,

* There are certain compounds in which, according to Professor Kuhn, two

vowels have been contracted into one short vowel. This is certainly the

opinion of Hindu grammarians, also of the compiler of the Pada text. But

most of them would admit of another explanation. Thus dhanvarwasa^, which

is divided into dhanva-ar^^asa/^, may be dhanu-ar«asa^ (RV. V, 45, 2),

Dhanar^am, divided into dhdna-^r^am, may have been dhana-?V/^am (RV. X,

46, 5). ^atariasam (RV. VII, 100, 3) may be taken as jatd-n^asam instead of

jata-ar/^asam

^ In the Prdtijdkhya the rule which allows vowel before vowel to remam

unchanged, is restricted to special passages, and in some of them the two

vowels are savama.

;

cf. Sdtra 163,

c Cf.Vd^san, Prdtijdkhya, IV, 48 ;
Tndische Studien, vol. ix, 309 ; vol. x, 406.
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mentioned as an exception in Sutra 174, 9. The same

applies to II, 3, 4, v^dt iti asy£m, Sa^h. vedyasyim. The

prag;^2hya 1 ought not to have been changed into a semi-

vowel, but the fact that it had been changed irregularly,

was again duly registered in Sutra 174, 5 - These two

pragrzhya i therefore, which have really to be pronounced

short, were irregularly changed in the Sa;;2hit4 into the

semivowel
;
and as this semivowel, like all semivowels, may

take vyav^ya, the same object was attained as if it had been

written by a short vowel. With regard to pragrAya li, no

such indication is given by the Sa^hitS, text
;
but in such

passages as I, 46, 13, jambhCi iti ^am-bh<^ ^ gatam, Sa^^^h.

j-ambhu i gatam; V, 43, 4, bihii iti adrim, Saiwh. bihu

adrim, the pragnhya ti of the dual can be used as short, like

the of madht^ atra, given as an example by the commen-
tators of Pa^^ini.

To Professor Kuhn, I believe, belongs the merit of having

extended this rule to final 4 . That the i of the dual may
become short, was mentioned in the Prituikhya, Sutra 309,

though in none of the passages there mentioned is there any

metrical necessity for this shortening (see p. lii). This being

the case, it is impossible to deny that where this i is followed

by a vowel, and where Sandhi between the two vowels is

impossible, the final i may be treated as short. Whether it

must be so treated, depends on the view which we take of

the Vedic metres, and will have to be discussed hereafter.

I agree with Professor Kuhn when he scans

:

VI, 63, I. kva tyi valgS puru-hfit^ adya, (Sa;;^h. puru-

hutidya)
;
and not kva tyi valgu puruhfitidya, although we

might quote other verses as ending with an epitritus primus.

IV, 3, 13. mS, vej-asya pra-mfnata/?: ml Ipe/^, (Sa^h.

although the dispondeus is possible.

I, 77, I. kath^ direma agnaye kl asmai, (Sa^h. kdsmai.)

VI, 24, 5. arya^ vasasya pari-el4 asti.

Even in a compound like tvd-fita, I should shorten the

first vowel, e. g.

X, 148, I. tmani tani sanuydma tvi-5ti^,

although the passage is not mentioned by the Prdtii’llkhya
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among those where a short final vowel in the eighth place

is not lengthened when a short syllable follows ^

But when we come to the second pS,da of a Gayatri, and

find there a long and that long i not followed by a vowel,

I cannot agree with Professor Kuhn, that the long 4
,
even

under such circumstances, ought to be shortened. We may
scan

:

V, 5) 7- vltasya patman daivyd hotirl manusha>^:.

The same choriambic ending occurs even in the last pdda

of a Ga.yatri, and is perfectly free from objection at the end

of the other pidas.

So, SLgaifl, we may admit the shortening of au to o in sino

avye and sS.no avyaye^ as quoted in the Pr^tii-ikhya, 174
and 177, but this would not justify the shortening of au to

av in Anush/ubh verses, such as

V, 86, 5. mart^ya deviu adabhd,

2ims^-vvsi devdu arvate,

while, with regard to the Trish/fubh and G^agati verses, our

views on these metres must naturally depend on the difficul-

ties we meet with in carrying them out systematically.

There is no reason for shortening d in

V, 5, 10. dev^nlm guhy^ nimdni.

It is the second pdda of a Giyatri here; and we shall see

that, even in the third pS.da, four long syllables occur again

and again.

For the same reason I cannot follow Dr. Kuhn in a

number of other passages where, for the sake of the metre,

he proposes to change a long sL into a short one. Such

passages are in the Pada text

;

VI, 46, II. didyava^ tigma-miirdhana>%, not murdhlna/2.

I^ 15, 6. ntuni ya^^am S.yithe, not ^i'dthe.

V, 66, Q,. samyak asuryam ^.yite, not

V, 67, I. varshish^/^am kshatram di*dthe, not d.ydthe. See

Beitrage^ vol. iii, p. 12,2,. •

1, 46, 6. tdm asme rasithdm isham, not rasdthdm isham.

® I see that Professor Kuhn, vol, iv, p. 186, has anticipated this observation

in eshifau, to be read ^-ishto.
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IV5 3^5 !^3. babhrS yimeshu ^obhete, not ^obhete.

IV5 45, 3. uta pnyam madhune yu%*dth^m ratham, not

ywngk^tm ratham.

V. 74, 3. kam dJzkh^. yu^-Hthe ratham, not yiu^'Mhe

ratham.

IV, 55, I. dyivlbhumi (iti) adite trdstthdm na>^, not tri-

sithim na^.

V, 41, I. Wtasya sadasi trdsith^m na^, .not trdsith^m

na/^.

I must enter the same protest against shortening other

long vowels in the following verses which ProfeSsor Kuhn
proposes to make metrically correct by this remedy

:

I, 4!^, 6. hira;^yavd.rimat-tama, not vai*imat-tama.

Here the short syllable of g3,n2isn-hh.ik in V, 60, 8, cannot

be quoted as a precedent, for the i in ga;?a.yri, walking in

companies, was never long, and could therefore not be

shortened. Still less can we quote ndri-bhya/^ as an

instance of a long t being shortened, for ndri-bhya^ is

derived from n^ri/^, not from ndri, and occurs with a short

i even when the metre requires a long syllable; I, 43, 6.

iW-bhyay^ ndri-bhya/l gave. The fact is, that in the Rig-

veda the forms ndrishu and ndri-bhya/l never occur, but

always n^rishu, ndri-bhya^
;
while from v§ist we never find

any forms with short i, but always vaj*tshu, v^i*i-bhi/^.

Nor is there any justification for change in I, i^5, 16.

gdva^ na gavyuti^ anu, the second pdda of a Gdyatri. Nor

in V, 56, 3. rScsha^ na va^ maruta^ .rimi-v^n ama/^. In

most of the passages mentioned by Professor Kuhn on

p. 122, this peculiarity may be observed, that the eighth

syllable is short, or, at all events, may be short, when the

ninth is long

:

VI, 44, 21. vnshnQ te indu^ vrfshabha pipdya.

Is 73i I- syona-i*U atithi^ na prteina^.

VII, 13, I. bhare havi-^ na barhishi prtelna/^.

II, 28, 7 * ena>^ kravantam asura bhrteanti.

' Before, however, we can settle the question whether in
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these and other places certain vowels should be pronounced

as either long or short, we must settle the more general

Metre and question, what authority we have for requir-
Grammar

jj^g ^ g, short Syllable in certain places

of the Vedic metres.

If we declare ourselves free from all authority, either

grammatical or metrical, we may either sacrifice all

grammar to metre, or all metre to grammar. We may
introduce the strictest rules of metre, determining the

length or shortness of every syllable, and then ignore

all rules of grammar and quantity, treat short syllables as

long, or Aong ones as short, and thus secure the triumph of

metre. Or, we may allow great latitude in Vedic metres,

particularly in certain pddas, and thus retain all the rules of

grammar which determine the quantity of syllables. It

may be said even that the result would really be the same
in either case, and that the policy of ‘ thorough ’ might

perhaps prove most useful in the end. It may be so here-

after, but in the present state of Vedic scholarship it seems

more expedient to be guided by native tradition, and to

study the compromise which the ancient students of the

Veda have tried to effect between grammar on one side and

metre on the other.

Now it has generally been supposed that the PrSti^dkhya

teaches that there must be a long syllable in the eighth or

tenth place of TraishA.ibha and Gdgata, and in the sixth

place of Anush/ubha pddas. This is not the case. The
Prdtudkhya, no doubt, says, that a short final vowel, but

not any short syllable, occupying the eighth or tenth place

in a Traishifubha and G^gata pida, or the sixth place in a

Gdyatra pdda, is lengthened, but it never says that it must
be lengthened

; on the contrary, it gives a number of cases

where it is not so lengthened. But, what is even more

important, the Prdtudkhya distinctly adds a proviso which

shows that the ancient critics of the Veda did not consider

the trochee as the only possible foot for the sixth and

seventh syllables of GAyatra, or for the eighth and ninth, or

tenth and eleventh syllables of TraishAibha and (J^gata

pddas. They distinctly admit that the seventh and the
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ninth and the eleventh syllables in such pAdas may be long,

and that in that case the preceding short vowel is not

lengthened. We thus get the iambus in the very place

which is generally occupied by the trochee. According to

the PrS,tij&khya, the general scheme for the Gdyatra would
be, not only

+ 4* *4“ 4*1 4‘"“'^4'5

but also
g y

+ + + +
1
+'^-+;

aad for the Traish/ubha and Crigata, not only

8 9

+ + + +|+ + +~|'-'++(+ ),
^

but also
8 9

4- + + +i + + +v^|-+ + (+).

And again, for the same pddas, not only

10 II

4- 4. 4- 4_
[
4. ^ 4_ -f

I
4— ^(+ ),

but also jQjj

4-4'4“4‘|4’4*4“4‘|4''-/ — (4")*

Before appealing, however, to the Pr^tMkhya for the

establishment of such a rule as that the sixth syllable

of Anush/ubha and the eighth or tenth syllable of Trai-

sh/ubha and G^Agata pidas must be lengthened, provided

a short syllable follows, it is indispensable that we should

have a clear appreciation of the real character of the Pr^tti-

j§,khya. If we carefully follow the thread which runs

through these books, we shall soon perceive that, even with

the proviso that a short syllable follows, the Prdtuakhya

never teaches that certain final vowels must be lengthened.

The object of the Pratkdkhya, as I pointed out on a former

occasion, is to register all the facts which possess^f J^honetic

interest. In doing this, all kinds of plans are adopted in

order to bring as large a number of cases as possible under
general categories. These categories are purely technical

and external, and they never asSume, with the authors of

the Prdti.fakhya, the character of general rules. Let us

now, after these preliminary remarks, return to the Sfitras

5^3 to 535, which we discussed before. The Pritu^kbya
simply says that certain syllables which are short in the
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Pada, if occupying a certain place in a verse, are lengthened

in the Sa^hiti, provided a short syllable follows. This

looks, no doubt, like a general rule which should be carried

out under all circumstances. But this idea never entered

the minds of the authors of the Prituikhya, They only

give this rule as the most convenient way of registering the

lengthening of certain syllables which have actually been

lengthened in the text of the Sa^hM, while they remain

short in the Pada
;
and after having done this, they proceed

to give a number of verses where the same rule might be

supposed to apply, but where in the text of the SdLmhitk

the short syllable has not been lengthened. After having

given a long string of words which are short in the Pada

and long in the Sa^hit^, and where no intelligible reason

of their . lengthening can be given, at least not by the

authors of the Prdtuikhya, the Pratnikhya adds in Sutra

5^3, ‘The final vowel of the eighth syllable is lengthened

in pddas of eleven and twelve syllables, provided a syllable

follows which is short in the Sa;;^hit^." As instances the

commentator gives text)

:

W wwlvi*— _
I, 3a, 4. t^ditn^ i*atrum nd kfla vivitse.

—. — ^ — l v — ^Iw — Y “

I, 94, 1, agne sakhye ma rishdma vaydm tava.

Then follows another rule (Sutra 5^5) that ‘The final

vowel of the tenth syllable in pddas of eleven and twelve

syllables is lengthened, provided a syllable follows which

is short in the Sa^;^hitd.’ As instances the commentator

gives

:

W— — 'ww IVrfW —
III, 54, ahd vlfva sumand dtdihi na^.

II, 34, 9. ava rudrd aj-aso hantana vadhai:.

Lastly, a rule is given (Shtra 52,6) that ‘The final vowel

of the sixth syllable is lengthened in a pdda of eight

syllables, provided a syllable follows which is short:’

I, 5, 10. ifdno yavaya vadham.

If the seventh syllable is long no change takes place

:

IX, 67, 30. i pavasva deva soma.

While we ourselves should look upon these rules as
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founded in the very nature of the metre, which, no doubt,

to a certain extent they are, the authors of the Prdtijdkhya

use them simply as convenient nets for catching as many
cases as possible of lengthened syllables actually occurring

in the text of the Sa^hitd. For this purpose, and in order

to avoid giving a number of special rules, they add in this

place an observation, very important to us as throwing

light on the real pronunciation of the Vedic hymns at the

time when our Ssimhiti text was finally settled, but with

them again a mere expedient for enlarging the preceding

rules, and thus catching more cases of lengthening at one

haul. They say in Sintra that in order Co get the

right number of syllables in such verses, we must pro-

nounce sometimes one syllable as two. Thus only can the

lengthened syllable be got into one of the places required

by the preceding Shtra, viz. the sixth, the eighth, or the

tenth place, and thus only can a large number of lengthened

syllables be comprehended under the same general rule of

the Prdtudkhya. In all this we ourselves can easily recog-

nise a principle which guided the compilers of the Sdimhitk

text, or the very authors of the hymns, in lengthening

syllables which in the Pada text are short, and which

were liable to be lengthened because they occupied certain

places on which the stress of the metre would naturally fall.

We also see quite clearly that these compilers, or those

whose pronunciation they tried to perpetuate, must have

pronounced certain syllables as two syllables, and we
naturally consider that we have a right to try the same
expedient in other cases where to us, though not to them,

the metre seems deficient, and where it could be rendei'ed

perfect by pronouncing one syllable as two. Such thoughts,

however, never entered the minds of the authors of the

Prdtij-dkhyas, who are satisfied with explaining what is,

according to the authority of the SawhitS., and who never

attempt to say what ought to be, even against the authority

of the SaMhitd. While in some cases they have ears to

hear and to appreciate the natural flow of the poetical lan-

guage of the RishiSi they seem at other times as deaf as

the adder to the voice of the charmer.
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A general rule, therefore, in our sense of the word, that

the eighth syllable in hendecasyllabics and dodecasyllabics.

the tenth syllable in hendecasyllabics and dodecasyllabics,

and the sixth syllable in octosyllabics should be lengthened,

rests in no sense on the authority of ancient grammarians.

Even as a mere observation, they restrict it by the con-

dition that the next syllable must be short, in order to pro-

voke the lengthening of the preceding syllable, thereby

sanctioning, of course, many exceptions; and they then

proceed to quote a number of cases where, in spite of all,

the short syllable remains short ^ In some of these quota-

tions they^are no doubt wrong, but in most of them their

statement cannot be disputed.

As to the eighth syllable being short in hendecasyllabics

and dodecasyllabics, they quote such verses as,

VI, 66, 4. antar (iti) santa^ avadydni pun^ni^.

Thus we see that in VI, 44, 9, varshiya/?: vaya/^ krinuKi

sdikihhxh^ hi remains short; while in VI, 25, 3,^ahi vrishnykni

krtmM it is lengthened in the Sa^^^hitd, the only

difference being that in the second passage the accent is

on hi.

As to the tenth syllable being short in a dodecasyllabic,

they quote

II, 27, 14. adite mitra varuj^^a uta mrih.

As to the tenth syllable being short in a hendecasyllabic,

they quote

II, 20, I. vayam te vaya>^ indra viddhi su na/2.

As to the sixth syllable being short in an octosyllabic,

they quote

VIII, 23, 26. maha^ vi^vln abhi sata^.

A large number of similar exceptions are collected from

a ‘ Wo die achtsilbigen Reihen mit herbeigezogen smd, ist es in der Regel

bei solcben Liedem geschehen, die<Jm Ganzen von der regelmassigen Form

weniger abweichen, und fur solcbe Falle, wo aucb das Pratij-akbya die Langimg

der sechsten Silbe in achtsilbigeii Reihen vorschreibt, namlicb wo die siebente

von Natur kurz ist. Die achtsilbigen Reihen bedxirfen einer erneuten Durch-

forschung, da es mehrfach schwer fallt, den Sazwhitatext mit der Vorschnft der

Pritijakhya in Ubereinstimmung zu bringen.* Kuhn, Beitrage, vol iii, p. 450

;

and still more strongly, p. 45S.
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528, 3 to 534, 94, and this does not include any cases where

the ninth, the eleventh, or the seventh syllable is long,

instead of being short, while it does include cases where the

eighth syllable is long, though the ninth is not short, or, at

least, is not short according to the views of the collectors of

these passages. See Shtra 322 ,
5 .

Besides the cases mentioned by the Prituakhya itself,

where a short syllable, though occupying a place which

would seem to require lengthening, remains short, there are

many others which the PrdtuAkhya does not mention, be-

cause, from its point of view, there was no necessity for

doing so. The Prdtii’ikhya has been blamed^ fcJr omitting

such cases as I, 93, 6
,
nrum yzgnkyz. ^akrathur u lokam

;

or I, 96, I, devi agnim dhirayan dravmoddm. But though

occupying the eighth place, and though followed by a short

syllable, these syllables could never fall under the general

observation of the Prdtkikhya, because that general ob-

servation refers to final vowels only, but not to short

syllables in general. Similar cases are 1 , 107, i®*; 1%%^ 9

;

130,10; 15^^, 6; 154,1; 158, 5^ 163,3; 167, 10®; 171,4;
i73j 6; 179, 1®; 1 8a, 8®; 186, 6, &c.

If, therefore, we say that, happen what may, these

metrical rules must be observed, and the text of the Veda
altered in order to satisfy the requirements of these rules,

we ought to know at all events that we do this on our own
responsibility, and that we cannot shield ourselves behind

the authority of 5aunaka or Kdtyayana. Now it is well

known that Professor Kuhn^ has laid down the rule that the

Traish/ubha p^das must end in a bacchius or amphibrachys

and the G^igata pidas in a dijambus or paeon

secundus With regard to Anushifubha pfidas, he
requires the dijambus or paeon secundus ^ — at the

end of a whole verse only, allowing greater freedom in the

formation of the preceding pddas. In a later article.

“ ‘ Dazn kommt, dass der uns vorliegende Sa?^zhitatext vielfaltig gar nicht

mit ^S’aunaka’s allgemeiner Regel ubereinstimmt, indem die Verlangerung
kurzerSilben nicht imter den Bedmgungen eingetreten ist, die er vorschreibt.’

Knbn, Beitrage, vol. iii, p, 459.
^ Beitrage zur Vergleichenden Spracbforschung, vol, iii, p, 118.
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however, the final pMa, too, in AnushAibha metre is

allowed greater freedom, and the rule, as above given,

is strictly maintained with regard to the Traish/ubha and
C^gata pddas only.

This subject is so important, and affects so large a

number of passages in the Veda, that it requires the

The four prin- ^ost Careful examination. The Vedic metres,
cipalPddas. though at first sight very perplexing, are

very simple, if reduced to their primary elements. The
authors of the Tritis&khyzs have elaborated a most com-
plicated system. Counting the syllables in the most
mechani(!kl manner, they have assigned nearly a hundred
names to every variety which they discovered in the hymns
of the Rig-yeda \ But they also observed that the con-

stituent elements of all these metres were really but four,

(Sutras 988, 989)

:

1. The Gdyatra p4da, of eight syllables, ending in

2. The Vaira^a pada, of ten syllables, ending in—

.

3. The Traish^ubha pida, of eleven syllables, ending

in—

.

4» The (Jigata pclda, of twelve syllables, ending in w

Then follows an important rule, Stltra 990 : ‘ The pen-

ultimate syllable,’ he says, ‘ in a Gdyatra and GAgata pdda
is light (laghu), in a Vair^^a and Traish/ubha p^da heavy

(guru).’ This is called their vntta.

This word vrftta, which is generally translated by metre,

had evidently originally a more special meaning. It meant

the final rhythm, or if we take it literally, the
Vntta * versus.

^ j j r I .turn of a line, for it is derived from vnt, to

turn. Hence vrftta is the same word as the Latin versus,

verse
; but I do not wish to decide whether the connection

between the two words is historical, or simply etymological.

In Latin, versus is always supposed to have meant origin-

ally a furrow, then a line^ then a verse. In Sanskrit the

metaphor that led to the formation of vntta, in the sense

of final rhythm, has nothing to do with ploughing. If, as

I have tried to prove (Chips from a German Workshop,

See Appendix to my edition of the Pr§,tijdkhya, p. ccclvi.
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vol. i, p. 84), the names assigned to metres and metrical

language were derived from words originally referring to

choregic movements, vWtta must have meant the turn, i. e.

the last step of any given movement
;
and this turn, as

determining the general character of the whole movement,

would naturally be regulated by more severe rules, while

greater freedom would be allowed for the rest.

Having touched on this subject, I may add another

fact in support of my view. The words TrishAibh and

Anush/ubh, names for the most common metres, are

generally derived from a root stubh, to praise. I believe

they should be derived from a root stubh, whicfi is pre-

served in Greek, not only in (rrvtpekos, hard, to

strike hard, but in the root orrejicj}^ from which (TT^fi<l>vXoVy

stamped or pressed olives or grapes, and a(TT€fi(j>rjSi untrodden

(grapes), then unshaken ; and in (rreiJL^cji), to shake, to ram,

(TTo^ioOi to scold, &c. In Sanskrit this root is mentioned in

the Dhitupd/>?:a X, 34, shtubhu stambhe, and it exists in

a parallel form as stambh, lit. to stamp down, then to fix,

to make firm, with which Bopp has compared the German

stampfen, to stamp
;
(Glossarium, s. v. stambh.) I therefore

look upon Trish/ubh as meaning originally tripudium, (sup-

posing this word to be derived from tri and pes, according

to the expression in Horace, pepulisse ter pede terram, Hor.

Od. iii. 18,) and I explain its name ' Three-step,’ by the fact

that the three last syllables — w, which form the character-

istic feature of that metre, and may be called its real vntta

or turn, were audibly stamped at the end of each turn or

strophe. I explain Anush/ubh, which consists of four equal

p§,das, each of eight syllables, as the ' After-step,’ because

each line was stamped regularly after the other, possibly

by two choruses, each side taking its turn. There is one

passage in the Veda where AnushAibh seems to have

preserved this meaning

:

X, 124, 9. anu-stiibham anu /fary6<arydmcL;^am fndram ni

^ikyuA kavaya/4 manisha.

Poets by their wisdom discovered Indra dancing to an

Anushifubh.

In V, 5^ 1^9 Manda^-stuhha/i kubhanyava^ utsam £
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ktrma.^ nrztuJi, in measured steps (i.e. stepping the metre)

and wildly shouting the gleemen have danced toward the

spring.

Other names of metres which point to a similar origin,

i. e. to their original connection with dances, are Pada-

pahkti, ‘Step-row;’ Nyahku-sirim, ‘Roe-step;’ Abhisdrki,
‘ Contre-danse,’ See.

If now we return to the statement of the Pr^tij-^khya in

reference to the vnttas, we should observe how careful its

author is in his language. He does not say that the

penultimate is long or short, but he simply states, that,

from a nTetrical point of view, it must be considered as

light or heavy, which need not mean more than that it

must be pronounced with or without stress. The fact that

the author of the PrdtUclkhya uses these terms, laghu and

guru, instead of hrasva, short, and dlrgha, long, shows in

fact that he was aware that the penultimate in these pddas

is not invariably long or short, though, from a metrical

point of view, it is always heavy or light.

It is perfectly true that if we keep to these four pidas,

(to which one more pdda, viz. the half Vair^'a, consisting

o? five syllables, might be added,) we can reduce nearly all

the hymns of the Rig-veda to their simple elements which

the ancient poets combined together, in general in a very

simple way, but occasionally with greater freedom. The
most important strophes, formed out of these p^das, are,

I. Three Giyatra padas=the Giyatrt, (34 syllables.)

a. Four Gdyatra pidas=the AnushAibh, (3a syllables.)

3. Four Vair^^ pddas=the Vir^*, (40 syllables.)

4. Four Traish/ubha pddas= the Trish/ubh, (44 syllables.)

5. Four Cdgata p4das=:the Gagatt, (48 syllables.)

Between the Gdyatri and Anush/ubh strophes, another

strophe may be formed, by mixture of G^yatra and Cdgata

pddas, consisting of a8 syllables, and commonly called

Ush;^ih
;
likewise between* the AnushAibh and the Viri^,

a strophe may be formed, consisting of 36 syllables, and

commonly called Bnhatt.

In a collection of hymns, however, like that of the Rig-

veda, where poems of different ages, different places, and

C32] g
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different families have been put together, we must be

prepared for exceptions to many rules. Thus, although

the final turn of the hendecasyliable Traishifubha is, as

a rule, the bacchius, w—
,
yet if we take, for instance,

the 77th hymn of the tenth Ma;2<^ala, we clearly perceive

another hendecasyllabic pdda of a totally different struc-

ture, and worked up into one of the most beautiful strophes

by an ancient poet. Each line is divided into two halves,

the first consisting of seven syllables, being an exact

counterpart of the first member of a Saturnian verse (fato

Romae Metelli) ; the second a dijambus, answering boldly

to the broken rhythm of the first member ^ We have, in

fact, a TrishA.ibh where the turn or the three-step, ,

instead of being at the end, stands in the middle of

the line.

X, 77, i~5, in the Pada text

:

_ — w — v^_| V/ iSw —
I. abhra-prusha.^ na v^M prusha vasu,

havlshmantay^ na ya^^^y^'vT-^lnusha^ I &c.

Another strophe, the nature of which has been totally

misapprehended by native metricians, occurs in IV, 10. It

is there called Padapankti and MahApadapankti
;

nay,

attempts have been made to treat it even as an Ushwih, or

as a kind of Gdyatrt. The real character of that strophe

is so palpable that it is difficult to understand how it could

have been mistaken. It consists of two lines, the first

embracing three or four feet of five syllables each, having

the ictus on the first and the fourth syllables, and resembling

the last line of a Sapphic verse. The second line is simply

^ Professor Kuhn (vol. iii, p. 450) is inclined to admit the same metre as
varying in certain hymns with ordinary Traish/ubha p^das, but the evidence
he brings forward is hardly sufficient Even if we object to the endings
w ~ w - and w V, 33, 4, may be a C7dgata, with vydha of d^sa, the
remark quoted from the Praludkhya being of no consequence on such
points ;

and the same remedy would apply to V, 41, 5, with vydha of eshe.

In VI, 47, 31, vyiiha of ajvapar^^aa
;
m I, 33, 9, vyuha of indra and

rodasi ;
in II, 24, 5} vydha of mddbhi/^ would produce the same effect ; while

in
J,

121, 8, we must either admit the Traish/ubha vmta - w - or scan

dhuks^an. In III, 58, 6, I should admit vydha for narl; in IV, 26, 6, for

mandram; in I, 100, 8, for ^oti>^, always supposing that we consider the
ending - - v - incompatible with a Trish^ubh verse.
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a Trish^ubh. It is what we should call an asynartete

strophe, and the contrast of the rhythm in the first and

second lines is very effective. I am not certain whether

Professor Bollensen, who has touched on this metre in an

article just published (Zeitschrift der D. M. G., voL xxii,

p. 57^)? shares this opinion. He has clearly seen that the

division of the lines, as given in the MSS. of the S3.mhit§,

text, is wrong
;
but he seems inclined to admit the same

rhythm throughout, and to treat the strophe as consisting of

four lines of five syllables each, and one of six syllables,

which last line is to submit to the prevailing rhythm of the

preceding 4ines. If we differ, however, as to the internal

architecture of this strophe, we agree in condemning the

interpretation proposed by the Prdtijikhya ; and I should,

in connection with this, like to call attention to two im-

portant facts : first, that the Sa;;^hit4 text, in not changing,

for instance, the final t of martit, betrays itself as clearly

later than the elaboration of the ancient theory of metres,

later than the invention of such a metre as the Padapahkti

;

and secondly, that the accentuation, too, of the SB.mh.itk is

thus proved to be posterior to the establishment of these

fanciful metrical divisions, and hence cannot throughout

claim so irrefragable an authority as certainly belongs to it

in many cases. I give the Sa^hiti text

:

1. Agne tarn adyala^va;;^ na stomai>^lkratu;^ na bhadram,

hridis^risBm ridhykmk ta ohai-^.

2. Adhi, hy agne i krator bhadrasya l dakshasya sidho>?:,

rathir r^tasya bWhato babhutha, &c.

Now it is perfectly true that, as a general rule, the

syllables composing the Yritta. or turn of the different

metres, and described by the Prdti.yikhya as heavy or

light, are in reality long or short. The question, however,

is this, have we a right, or are we obliged, in cases where

that syllable is not either l^ng or short, as it ought to be,

so to alter the text, or so to change the rules of pro-

nunciation, that the penultimate may again be what we wish

it to be ?

If we begin with the Giyatra pida, we have not to read
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long before we find that it would be hopeless to try to

crush the Gdyatri verses of the Vedic i?/shis on this Pro-

^ crustean bed. Even Professor Kuhn very

soon perceived that this was impossible. He
had to admit that in the Gdyatri the two first padas, at all

events, were free from this rule, and though he tried to

retain it for the third or final pida, he was obliged after a

time to give it up even there. Again, it is perfectly true,

that in the third pida of the Giyatrt, and in the second

and fourth pddas of the Anush^fubh strophe,.greater care is

taken by the poets to secure a short syllable for the penul-

timate, but here, too, exceptions cannot be entirely removed.

We have only to take such a single hymn as I, 27, and we
shall see that it would be impossible to reduce it to

the uniform standard of Giyatri pddas, all ending in a

dijambus.

But what confirms me even more in my view that such

strict uniformity must not be looked for in the ancient

Conjectural hymns of the iJ^shis, is the fact that in many
emendations, cases it would be SO very easy to replace

the irregular by a regular dipodia. Supposing that the
original poets had restricted themselves to the dijambus,
who could have put in the place of that regular dijambus
an irregular dipodia? Certainly not the authors of the
Pr4ti.r^khya, for their ears had clearly discovered the
general rhythm of the ancient metres

; nor their pre-

decessors, for they had in many instances preserved the
tradition of syllables lengthened in accordance with the
requirements of the metre. I do not mean to insist too
strongly on this argument, or to represent those who
handed down the tradition of the Veda as endowed with
anything like apaurusheyatva. Strange accidents have
happened in the text of the Veda, but they have generally
happened when the sense of the hymns had ceased to be
understood

;
and if anything helped to preserve the Veda

from greater accidents, it was due, I believe, to the very
fact that the metre continued to be understood, and that
oral tradition, however much it might fail in other respects,

had at all events to satisfy the ears of the hearers. I should
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have been much less surprised if all irregularities in the

metre had been smoothed down by the flux and reflux of

oral tradition, a fact which is so apparent in the text of

Homer, where the gaps occasioned by the loss of the

digamma, were made good by the insertion of unmeaning
particles

;
but I find it difficult to imagine by what class of

men, who must have lived between the original poets and
the age of the Prati^^khyas, the simple rhythm of the Vedic
metres should have been disregarded, and the sense of

rhythm, which ancient people possess in a far higher degree

than we ourselves, been violated through crude and pur-

poseless alterations. I shall give a few specimens only.

What but a regard for real antiquity could have induced

people in VIII, ci, 8, to preserve the defective foot of a

G^yatri verse, samdne adhi bhSrman ? Any one acquainted

with Sanskrit would naturally read samdne adhi bh^rmam.
But who would have changed bhirmafri, if that had been

there originally, to bhcLrman? I believe we must scan

samdne adhi bhirman, or samane adhi bhirman, the paeon

tertius being a perfectly legitimate foot at the end of a

Gdyatrt verse. In X, 158, i, we can understand how an
accident happened. The original poet may have said

:

Sflryo no divas patu pdtu vlto antarikshat, agnir naA

plrthivebhya/^. Here one of the two patu was lost. But
if in the same hymn we find in the second verse two feet of

nine instead of eight syllables each, I should not venture to

alter this except in pronunciation, because no reason can be

imagined why any one should have put these irregular lines

in the place of regular ones.

In V, 41, 10, grimte agnir etari na j*ushai^, j-o^ishkej-o ni

nnkti vanl., every modern Pandit would naturally read

van^ni instead of van^, in order to get the regular Trish^bh

metre. But this being thqicase, how can we imagine that

even the most ignorant member of an ancient Parishad

should wilfully have altered vanini into vand } What sur-

prises one is, that vand should have been spared, in spite of

every temptation to change it into vanani : for I cannot

doubt for one moment that vand is the right reading, only
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that the ancient poets pronounced it vani. Wherever we

alter the text of the Rig-veda by conjecture, we ought to

be able, if possible, to give some explanation how the mis-

take which we wish to remove came to be committed. If a

passage is obscure, difficult to construe, if it contains words

which occur in no other place, then we can understand how,

during a long process of oral tradition, accidents may have

happened. But when everything is smooth and easy, when

the intention of the poet is not to be mistaken, when the

same phrase has occurred many times before, then to sup-

pose that a simple and perspicuous sentence was changed

into a complicated and obscure string of words, is more

difficult to understand. I know there are passages where

we cannot as yet account for the manner in which an evi-

dently faulty reading found its way into both the Pada and

Sa^hit^ texts, but in those very passages we cannot be too

circumspect. If we read VIII, 40, 9, pui'vish ta, indro-

pam§,taya/2 purvtr uta pra.fastaya>^, nothing seems more

tempting than to omit indra, and to read pilrvish /a upam^-

taya^ Nor would it be difficult to account for the insertion

of indra ;
for though one would hardly venture to call it

a marginal gloss that crept into the text—a case which, as

far as I can see, has never happened in the hymns of the

Rig-veda—it might be taken for an explanation given by

an AMrya, to his pupils, in order to inform them that the

ninth verse, different from the eighth, was addressed to

Indra. But however plausible this may sound, the question

remains whether the traditional reading could not be main-

tained, by admitting synizesis of opa, and reading purvish

/a Tndropamltaya^. For a similar synizesis of - v^, see III,

6, 10. prl/^i adhvareva tasthatu.^, unless we read

adhvareva.

Another and more difficult csase of synizesis occurs in

VII, 86, 4. ava tv^nen^ namas^ iydm.'

It would be easy to conjecture tvareyim instead of tura

iyim, but tvarey^m, in the sense of ‘ let me hasten,’ is not

Vedic. The choriambic ending, however, of a Trish^*ubh
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can be proved to be legitimate, and if that is the case, then

even the synizesis of tura, though hard, ought not to be

regarded as impossible.

In II, i8, 5, a vimatyi tdmsatA ydhy arvlh,

^ ^atv^rimsatl hanbhir yu^^na^,

i pauMsati. surathebhir indra,
— « ... _ _ w —
^ shash^i saptaty^ somapeyam,

Professor Kuhn proposes to omit the A at the beginning of

the second line, in order to have eleven instead of twelve

syllables. By doing so he loses the uniformity of the four

p^das, which all begin with i, while by admitting synizesis

of haribhi^ all necessity for conjectural emendation dis-

appears.

If the poets of the Veda had objected to a paeon quartus

at the end of a Giyatrt, what could have been

easier than to change IV, 5^, i, divo adar.fi duhit^, into

adarjri duhM diva/^? or X, 118, 6, adibhyai>;^ gr^hapatim,
W V ^ V w .. w —

into gr^hapatim adibhyam ?

If an epitritus secundus (-v^—)
had been objectionable

in the same place, why not say VI, 61, lo, stomy^ hhAt

sarasvati, instead of sarasvati stomyl bhilt ? Why not VIII,

2,, II, revanta^ hi srtnomi tvi, instead of revanta;;^ hi tvA

srinomi ?

If an ionicus a minore —
)
had been excluded from

that place, why not say I, 30, io,^ritr/bhya^ sakhe vaso,
W.-Vi'— VifW— — v>

instead of sakhe vaso ^aritr^bhyay^^ or I, 41, 7, vanxnasya

mahl psara/^, instead of mahi psaro varuj^asya ?

It a dispondeus ( )
was to be avoided, then V, 68, 3,

mahl vAm kshatraw deveshu, might easily have been re-

placed by deveshu vAm kshatram mahi, and VIII, a, 10,

.fukri Asiram yd/^ante, by .fukrS, yd/^anta d^iram.

If no epitritus primus ) was allowed, why not say

VI, 61, II, nidas pitu sarasvati, instead of sarasvati nidas

pdtu, or VIII, 79, 4, dvesho yHvlr aghasya kit, instead of

yivtr aghasya kid dvesha/^?
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Even the epitritus tertius (— -) might easily have been

avoided by dropping the augment of ap^m in X, 1195 1-13,

kuvit somasylplm iti It is, in fact, a variety of less frequent

occurrence than the rest, and might possibly be eliminated

with some chance of success.

Lastly, the choriambus (~ -) could have been removed

in III, ^4 , 5, .ri.rihi m/i siinumata^ by reading sSnumata^

.fiVihi na^ and in VIII, 31, sanid amnkto dayate, by

reading amr^kto dayate san^t.

But I am afraid the idea that regularity is better than

irregularity, and that in the Veda, where there is a pjijssibility,

the regular metre is to be restored by means of conjectural

emendations, has been so ably advocated by some of the

most eminent scholars, that a merely general argument

would now be of no avail. I must therefore give as much
evidence as I can bring together in support of the contrary

opinion; and though the process is a tedious one, the

importance of the consequences with regard to Vedic

criticism leaves me no alternative. With regard, then, to

Seven the final dipodia of Gdyatrt verses, I still

GSyatra Vnttas. j;iold and maintain, that^ although the dijambus

is by far the most general metre, the following seven

varieties have to be recognised in the poetry of the Veda
I. 3. 3. -w

—

, 4. 5. ,

d. w
, 7* — 8* —ww—

.

I do not pretend to give every passage in which these

varieties occur, but I hope I shall give a sufficient number
in support of every one of them. I have confined myself

almost entirely to the final dipodia of Gdyatri verses, as the

Anush^ubha verses would have swelled the lists too much.

§ 3, .

Vp. w _
I, 13

, 9. tasmai pdvaka mrz7aya. (Instead of m;^f/aya,

it has been proposed to read mar^&ya.)

I, 18, 9. divo na sadmamakhasam.

42, 4 ; 46, 97, 1-8; III, 11, 35 37, 10; IV, 15, 7;

* See some important remarks on these varieties in Mr. J. Boxwell’s article
* On the Trishifubh Metre,’ Journal Asiat, Soc. Beng., 1885, p. 79.
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33,4; 5a, I
;
V, 5, 9; 7,4; 7,5; 7,7; 9,4; 53, 13; 61,3;

61, II
; 64,5; 65,4; 83,9; VI, 16,17; 16,18; 16, 45;

45, 17; 61, 4; VII, 15, 14; 66,3; VIII, 6, 35 ; 6,43;

33, 10 ; 44, 38 ; 45, 31 ; 73, 6 ; 73, 13 ; 80, I ; 83, 3 ; 93,

37 ; IX, 61, 5; 64, I
;
X, I18, 6.

§ 3. _ w - -

.

I, 33,
II. a>^>l^innapatrl^ sa^antSm.

I, 30, 13. kshumanto yibhir madema.

I, 41, 8 ; 90, I
; 90, 4; 130, I

;
V, 19, I

; 70, 3 ;
VI, 61,

10; VIII,^ 3 , 3; 3, 4 J 3, 5 ; a, II ; a, la; 3, 13; 3, 14;

3, 15; 3, 16 ; 3, 17 ; 3, 39 ; 3, 30; 3, 33; 3
, 33 ; 3, 36

;

a, 37; 7. 3°; 7. 33; n. a; ii, 3; ii, 4; 16, 3; 16, 4;
i<5

, 5 ; 16, 7 ; 46, 3; 71, 3; 81, I
; 81, 3; 81, 4; 81, 7;

81, 9 ; 94. a ;
IX, 63, 5 ;

X, 30, 4 ; 30, 7.

§ 4. w w .

I, 3, 8, usri iva svasarl;2i.

Ij a 7, 4. agne deveshu pra wokd,h,

I, 30, 10 ; 30, 15 ; 38, 7 ; 38, 8 ; 41, 7 ; 43, 7 ;
II, 6, 3 ;

III, 37, 3; V, 83, 7; VI, 16, 35; 16, 36; 61, 13 ;
VIII, 3,

I
; 3

, 3 ; 3, 8 ; 3, 18 ;
3, 19 ; 3

,
31

; 3,
33 ; 3, 33 ; 2, 26 ;

a, 35 ;
l<5

.
a

; 16, 6 ; 16, 8 ; 71, 9 ; 79, 3 ;
IX, 31, 5 ;

^3, 6 ;

66, 31 ;
X, 30, 5 ; 185, i

; 185, 3
; 185, 3.

§5. .

I, 7. dhiya;^^ sidhanti.

I, 3, 4. a^^vibhis tand p6tdsa^.

I, 27, 3 ; 90, 3 ;
II, 6, 4 ; III, 41, 8 ; V, 68, 3 ; 68, 4

;

VIII, 3, 10; 3, 34; 16, i; 16, 13; 79, 3; IX, 66, 17; X,

30, 6 ; 30, 8.

§ 6. >./ .

I, 15, 6. «tuni ya^&m
I, 38, 3. kva VO gclvo na ra«yanti (see note to I, 38, 3).

I, 38, 9 ; 86, 9 ;
III, 37, 3 ; 41, 3 ;

IV, 33, 33 ;
V, 68, 5

;

70,3; VI, 61, 11; VIII, 3, 30; 3,35; 7.3®; 26,19; 79,4;

79.5; 81. 6; X, 158,4.
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§ 7. ^ ~

I5 1O3 8. S2im gd asmabhya;;^ dhuinuhi.

I, 5. agne tvsim rakshasvinay^:.

I. 37. 15 ; 43. 8 ; 4*5. ; III. <53, 7 ; IV, 30, 21 ; V, 86, 5

;

VIII, 5, 33 ; 5, 35 ;
X, 1 19, 1-13 ; 144, 4-

§ 8. w V-; —

.

I, a, 9, daksha;;^ dadhite apasam (or § a).

I, 65 10. indra?^ maho ra^sa>^.

I, 37, 6
; 30, 31

; 41, 9 ; 90, 5 ;
III, 34, 5 ;*V, 19, 3

;

70, i; 70, 4; 83, 8; VIII, 3, 37; 3
, 31; 16, 9; 35, 4;

67. 19 ; 81, 5 ; 81, 8 ; IX, 47, 3.

But although with regard to the G^yatra, and I may
addj the Anush^^ubha p^das, the evidence as to the variety

TraishAibha and of their v;"2ttas IS such that it can hardly be
Gigaia Pddas.

j-esisted, a much more determined stand

has been made in defence of the vr/tta of the Traish-

Aibha and (Jdgata pddas. Here Professor Kuhn and

those who follow him maintain that the rule is absolute,

that, the former must end in the latter in

and that the eighth syllable, immediately preceding these

syllables, ought, if possible, to be long. Nor can I deny

that Professor Kuhn has brought forward powerful argu-

ments in support of his theory, and that his emendations

of the Vedic text recommend themselves by their great

ingenuity and simplicity. If his theory could be carried

out, I should readily admit that we should gain something.

We should have throughout the Veda a perfectly uniform

metre, and wherever we found any violation of it, we
should be justified in resorting to conjectural criticism.

The only question is at what price this strict uniformity

can be obtained. If, for instance, in order to have the

regular vr/ttas at the end o? Traish^fubha and (Jigata

lines, we were obliged to repeal all rules of prosody, to

allow almost every short vowel to be used as long, and

every long vowel to be used as short, whether long by

nature or by position, we should have gained very little, we
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should have robbed Peter to pay Paul, we should have
removed no difficulty, but only ignored the causes which
created it. Now, if we examine the process by which
Professor Kuhn establishes the regularity of the vrittsLS or

final syllables of Traishifubha and (S^igata pddas, we find, in

addition to the rules laid down before, and in which he is

supported, as we saw, to a great extent by the Pritudkhya
and Pdmni, viz. the anceps nature of e and o, and of a long

final vowel before a vowel, the following exceptions or

metrical licences, without which that metrical uniformity

at which he aims, could not be obtained

:

Piosodial I. The vowel o in the body of a word is to
Licences.

treated as optionally short

:

39 j 3 * P^^a,ti vaster usr^ (see TrishA § 5).

Here the o of vastoA is supposed to be short, although it

is the Gu;^a of u, and therefore very different from the final

e of sarve or dste, or the final o of sarvo for sarvas or mano
for manas It should be remarked that in Greek, too, the

final diphthongs corresponding to the e of sarve and iste

are treated as short, as far as the accent is concerned.

Hence rTJTrrerat, and even yv(i>}xai, nom. plur. In

Latin, too, the old terminations of the nom. sing, o and u,

instead of the later us, are short. (Neue, Formenlehre,

§ seq.)

VI, 5L 15- ami
Here the o of gop§. is treated as short, in order to get

w - - instead of — v./ —
, which is perfectly legitimate at

the end of an Ush;fih.

The long 1 and are treated as short, not only before

vowels, which is legitimate^ but also before consonants.

VII, 62,^ 4. dyav^bhfimi adite trasith^/^e naA (see TrishA

§ 5)-

The forms ii*iya and rdsiya in VII, 32, 18, occur at the

end of octosyllabic or (S^yatra pddas, and are therefore

^ A very strong divergence of opinion is expressed on this point by Professor

Bollensen, He says .
‘ O nnd E erst spater in die Schnfttafel anfgenommen,

bewahren ihre Lange dnreh das ganze mdische Schnftenthiim bis ins Apa-

bhrawja hinab. Selbstverstandlich kann kurz o nnd e im Veda erst recht nicht

zngelassen werden/ Zeitschrift der D. M. G , vol. xxii, p. 574.
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perfectly legitimate, yet Professor Kuhn would change

them too, into tslya. and r^siya. In VII, 2^8, 4, even

mdyi is treated as mdyi (see Trisha. § 5) ;
and in VII, 68, i,

vitam as vitam. If, in explanation of this shortening of

vitam, vihi is quoted, which is identified with vihi, this can

hardly be considered as an argument, for vihi occurs where

no short syllable is required, IV, 48, i
;

II, 26^ 2
;
and

where, therefore, the shortening of the vowel cannot be

attributed to metrical reasons.

3. Final m followed by an initial consonant is allowed

to make no position, and even in the middle of a word

a nasal followed by a liquid is supposed to make positio

debilis. Several of the instances, however, given in support,

are from Gdyatra pddas, where Professor Kuhn, in some of

his later articles, has himself allowed greater latitude;

others admit of different scanning, as for instance,

I, 117, 8. maha-^ ksho/^asya a^vin^ kawdya.

Here, even if we considered the dispondeus as illegiti-

mate, we might scan kawdya, for this scanning occurs in

other places, while to treat the first a as short before m
seems tantamount to surrendering all rules of prosody.

4. Final n before semivowels, mutes, and double n before

vowels make no position ^ Ex. Ill, 49, i. yasmin vwv^

(Trisha. § 5); 1 , 174, 5. yasmiiS kAksm

;

1, 186, 4. sasmin(n)

ffdhan \

5. Final Visarga before sibilants makes no position®.

Ex. IV, 2Ti 10. satya/4 samriif (Trisha. § 5). Even in I, 63, 4.

Professor Kuhn has afterwards (Beitrage, vol. iv, p. 207) modified this

view, and instead of allowing a final nasal vowel followed by a mute to make
positio debilis, he thinks that the nasal should in most cases be omitted

altogether.

^ Here a distinction should be made, I think, between an n before a con-

sonant, and a final n following a short vowel, which, according to the rules of

Sandhi, is doubled, if a vowel follows. In tSe latter case, the vowel before the n

remains, no doubt, short in many cases, or, more correctly, the doubling of the

n does not take place, e g. I, 63, 4; 186, 4. In other places, the doubling

seems preferable, e.g. I, 33, ii, though Professor Kuhn would remove it

altogether. Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. iii, p, 125.

c Here, too, accordmg to later researches, Professor Kuhn would rather omit

the final sibilant altogether, loc cit. vol. iv, p. 207.
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_ w O — _ ^ _
kodXh sakhd (probably a Cdgata), and V, 8 a, 4. skvlk sau-

bhagam (a Gdy. § 7), the long i is treated as short, and the

short a of sakhd is lengthened, because an aspirate follows.

6. S before mutes makes no position. Ex. VI, 66, ix.

ugrd aspndhran (TrishA § 3).

7. 5 before k makes no position. Ex. visv^kandrAkj &c.

8. Mutes before s make no position. Ex. rakshas, accord-

ing to Professor Kuhn, in the seventh Ma;2^ala only, but

see I, 12^, 5 ;
kutsa, &c.

9. Mufes before r or v make no position. Ex. sujipra,

dirghai'rut.

10. Sibilants before y make no position. Ex. dasyun.

11. R followed by mutes or sibilants makes no position.

Ex. lyur^ivase, kkardik^ varshish/>^am.

I a. Woi'ds like smaddish/in, &c. retain their vowel short

before two following consonants.

We now proceed to consider a number of prosodial rules

which Professor Kuhn proposes to repeal in order to have

a long syllable where the MSS. supply a short :

I. The vowel n is to be pronounced as long, or rather as ar.

Ex. 1, 1 2, 9 tasmai pivaka mrihyz. is to be read mardaya

;

V, 33, 10. sa^;2vara;2asya ri^oh is to be read arshe^. But

why not s2JimdS2.n2.sy^i^oh (i, e. siarshe-^) ?

. The a privativum may be lengthened. Ex. a^ara^,

amnta/2.

3. Short vowels before liquids may be long. Ex. nara^,
Q u 9 00 7 o
taruta, tarati, marutdm, hariva/^:, arushi, dadhur iha, suvitd

(p. 471)-

4. Short vowels before nasals may be lengthened. Ex.
o C v5 w ^ --

^anin, sanitar, tanu.^, upa na^.

5. Short vowels before the ma of the superlative may be

lengthened. Ex. nr^tama.

. The short a in the roots i’am and yam, and in am (the

termination of the accusative) may be lengthened.
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7. The group ava is to be pronounced aua. Ex. avase
^ -_V/— WW — W

becomes auase; savitS, becomes sauM; nava becomes naua.

8. The group aya is to be changed into aia or ea. Ex.

nayasi becomes naiasi.

9. The group va is to be changed into ua, and this ua

to be treated as a kind of diphthong and therefore long.

Ex. ka;2vatama^ becomes ka;2uatama>^; vsitiim/i becomes

uaru;2^.

10. The short vowel In the reduplicated syllable of per-
O ^ O w —

fects is to be lengthened. Ex. tatana/^, dadhire.
^

11. Short vowels before all aspirates may be lengthened.

Ex. rathi^ becomes rsithik
;
sakh4 becomes sakhd.

is^. Short vowels before h and all sibilants may be

lengthened. Ex. mahini becomes mahini
;
u.?i^am becomes

u.fi^dm
;
rishate becomes rishate

;
dasat becomes dasat.

13. The short vowel before t may be lengthened. Ex.

vfi^avata^ becomes vd^avata^; atithi^ becomes atithi^.

14. The short vowel before d may be lengthened. Ex.

udaram becomes udaram
;
ud ava becomes ud ava.

15. The short vowel before p may be lengthened. Ex,

ap^m becomes ap^m
;
tapushim becomes tapushim

;
gn-

hapatim becomes gr^hapatim.

16. The short vowel before g and g may be lengthened.

Ex. sinushag asat becomes sdnushag asat; yuna^an be-

comes yuna^an.

Let us now turn back for one moment to look .at the

slaughter which has been committed 1 Is there one

single rule of prosody that has been spared ? Is there one

single short syllable that must always remain short, or

a long syllable that must always remain long ? If all re-

strictions of prosody are thus removed, our metres, no

doubt, become perfectly regular.
^
But it should be remem-

bered that these metrical rules, for which all this carnage

has been committed, are not founded upon any a priori

principles, but deduced by ancient or modern metricians

from those very hymns which seem so constantly to violate
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them. Neither ancient nor modern metricians had. as far

as we know, any evidence to go upon besides the hymns of

the Rig-veda
;
and the philosophical speculations as to the

origin of metres in which some of them indulge, and from

which they would fain derive some of their unbending rules,

are, as need hardly be said, of no consequence whatever. I

cannot understand what definife idea even modern writers

connect with such statements as that, for instance, the

Ti'ishifubh metre sprang from the Cagati metre, that the

eleven syllables of the former are an abbreviation of the

twelve syllables of the latter. Surely, metres are not made
artificially* and by addition or subtraction. Metres have a

natural origin in the rhythmic sentiment of different people,

and they become artificial and arithmetical in the same way
as language with its innate principles of law and analogy

becomes in course of time grammatical and artificial. To
derive one metre from another is like deriving a genitive

from a nominative, which we may do indeed for grammatical

purposes, but which no one would venture to do who is at

all acquainted with the natural and independent production

of grammatical forms. Were we to arrange the Trish/ubh

and G^agati metres in chronological order, I should decidedly

place the Trishzfubh first, for we“ see, as it were before our

eyes, how sometimes one foot, sometimes two and three feet

in a Trish2?ubh verse admit an additional syllable at the end,

particularly in set phrases which would not submit to a

Trish^ubh ending. The phrase sam no bhava dvipade sam

^atushpade is evidently a solemn phrase, and we see it

brought in without hesitation, even though every other

line of the same strophe or hymn is TrishAibh,i.e hendeca-

syllabic, not dodecasyllabic. See, for instance, VI, 74, i

;

VII, 54, I
;
X, 85, 44 ; 165, I. However, I maintain by no

means that this was the actual origin of Gagatl metres
;
I only

refer to it in order to show the groundlessness of metrical

theories which represent thS component elements, a foot of

one or two or four syllables as given first, and as afterwards

compounded into systems of two, three or four such feet, and

who therefore would wish us to look upon the hendecasyl-

labic Trishifubh as originally a dodecasyllabic (Gagati, only
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deprived of its tail. If my explanation of the name of Tri-

shifubh, i. e. Three-step, is right, its origin must be ascribed to

a far more natural process than that of artificial amputation.

It was to accompany a chores, i.e. a dance, which after

advancing freely for eight steps in one direction, turned

back (vrftta) with three steps, the second of which was

strongly marked, and would' therefore, whether in song or

recitation, be naturally accompanied by a long syllable. It

certainly is so in the vast majority of Trishifubhs which

have been handed down to us. But if among these verses

we find a small number in which this simple and palpable

rhythm is violated, and which nevertheless were^preserved

from the first in that imperfect form, although the tempta-

tion to set them right must have been as great to the

ancient as it has proved to be to the modern students of

the Veda, are we to say that nearly all, if not all, the rules

that determine the length and shortness of syllables, and

which alone give character to every verse, are to be sus-

pended ? Or, ought we not rather to consider, whether the

ancient choregic poets may not have indulged occasionally

in an irregular movement? We see that this was so with

regard to Gdyatrt verses. We see the greater freedom of

the first and second pddas occasionally extend to the third

;

and it will be impossible, without intolerable violence, to

remove all the varieties of the last pdda of a GdyatrJ of

which I have given examples above, pages civ seqq.

It is, of course, impossible to give here all the evidence

thsi^t might be brought forward in support of similar freedom

Traish^ibha in Ti'ishAibh verses, and I admit that the
Vntta. number of real varieties with them is smaller

than with the Gdyatris. In order to make the evidence

which I have to bring forward in support of these varieties as

unassailable as possible, I have excluded nearly every pdda

that occurs only in the first, second, or third line of a

strophe, and have restricted nTyself, with few exceptions,

and those chiefly referring to pddas that had been quoted

by other scholars in support of their own theories, to the

final pddas of Trishifubh verses. Yet even with this limited

evidence, I think I shall be able to establish at least three
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varieties of Trish^ubh. Preserving the same classification

which I adopted before for the Gayatrts, so as to include

the important eighth syllable of the Trish/ubh, which does

not properly belong to the vr^tta, I maintain that class 4,

^ ^
,

class 5. , and class 8. — w — must be

recognised as legimate endings in the hymns of the Veda,

and that by recognising them we are relieved from nearly

all, if not all, the more violent prosodial licences which

Professor Kuhn felt himself obliged to admit in his theory

of Vedic metres.

§ 4- ^ ^ •

The verses which fall under § 4 are so numerous that

after those of the first Ma/^^fala, mentioned above, they

need not be given here in full. They are simply cases

where the eighth syllable is not lengthened, and they

cannot be supposed to run counter to any rule of the Pr^ti-

j'dkhya, for the simple reason that the Pratii'dkhya never

gave such a rule as that the eighth syllable must be

lengthened, if the ninth is short. Examples will be found

in the final pdda of Trish/ubhs: II, 30, 6
;

III, 36, 4; 53,

^5; 54^1 ^^; IV, 1,16; jz, 7; 9; II; 4,1^^; <5, i; IZ; 4; 7 j 7;

II. 5;i7, 3; 23. <5; 24,3; 27,1; 38,5; 55,5; 57,3;V,I,

3; VI, 17, 10; 31, 8; 33,7; 35,5; 39, 6
; 33, 1 ; 62,1; 63,

7; VII, 31,5; 38,3; 43,4; 55.15; 5o,xo; 84,3; 93,4;

VIII, I, 33 ; 96, 9 ;
IX, 93, 5 ;

X, 61, 13 ; 13 ; 74, 3 ; ”7. 7-

In support of § 5. , the number of cases is smaller,

but it should be remembered that it might be considerably

increased if I had not restricted myself to the final pdda' of

each Trish2?ubh, while the first, second, and third pcldas

would have yielded a much larger harvest

;

§ 5- •

I, 89, 9. mi no madhyi ririshatiyur ganto^.

I, 93, 6. supratiki saumanasiyiifiga.^.

1,114,5; 117,3; 133, I
; 133,8; 186,3; 11,4,2; III,

49. 2 ;
IV, 3, 9 ; 36, 6 ;

V, 41, 14; VI, 35, 3 ; 66, ii
;
VII,

8, 6; 38, 4; 68, i; 71, 3; 78, i; 93, 7”; IX, 90, 4; X,

II, 8.

[32] h
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I do not wish to deny that in several of these lines it

would be possible to remove the long syllable from the

ninth place by conjectural emendation. Instead of d'yur

in I, 89, 9, we might read ^yu ;
in I, 6, we might drop

the augment of a^igar
;

in II, 4, !2, we might admit syni-

zesis in aratir, and then read ^ira-a^va/?:, as in I, 141,

In VI, 25, 2,^ after eliding the a of ava, we might read

dlisiA, But even if, in addition to all this, we were to

admit the possible suppression of final m in asmabhyam,

mahyam, and in the accusative singular, or the suppres-

sion of s in the nominative singular, both of which would

be extreme measures, we should still have a number of

cases which could not be righted without even more vio-

lent remedies. Why then should we not rather admit

the occasional appearance of a metrical variation which

certainly has a powerful precedent in the dispondeus of

Gdyatris } I am not now acquainted with the last results

of metrical criticism in Virgil, but, unless some new theories

now prevail, I well recollect that spondaic hexameters,

though small in number, much smaller than in the Veda,

were recognised by the best scholars, and no emendations

attempted to remove them. If then in Virgil we read,

^ Cum patribus populoque, penatibusque et magnis dis,’

why not follow the authority of the best MSS. and the

tradition of the Pritii'Hkhyas and admit a dispondeus at

the end of a Trish/ubh rather than suspend, in order to

meet this single difficulty, some of the most fundamental

rules of prosody ?

I now proceed to give a more numerous list of Tral-

shifubha pddas ending in a choriambus, - ^ w -, again con-

fining myself, with few exceptions, to final p^das

:

§ 8 . yj ^ — •

I, 6a, 3, sam usriydbhir viv^^ranta nara>^.

I, 103, 4. yad dha sfinu^ i-ravase nS,ma dadhe.

I, lai, 9; 122,10^; 173.8; 186,3; 11,4,3; 19. 1
; 33 .

14; IV, I, 19®“; 25, 4 ; 39. a; V, 30, la; 41, 4; 41, i5 ;

® * Nur eine Stelle habe ich mir angemerkt, wo das Metmm ^am verlangt,*
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VI, 4, 7; 10,5; 13. i’’: ao,i’>; ao.i'i; 29,4;

33> 3; 33. 5 i 44. It; 49. la; 68, 5; 68, 7; VII, 19, 10

;

62, 4; IX, 97, 36; X, 55, 8; 99, 9 ; 108, 6; 169, i.

It is perfectly true that this sudden change in the rhythm

of Trish/fubh verses, making their ending iambic instead of

trochaic, grates on our ears. But, I believe, that if we admit

a short stop after the seventh syllable, the intended rhythm

of these verses will become intelligible. We remarked a

similar break in the verses of hymn X, 77, where the sudden

transition to an iambic metre was used with great effect, and

the choriambic ending, though less effective, is by no means

offensives It should be remarked also, that in many, though

not in all cases, a caesura takes place after the seventh syl-

lable, and this is, no doubt, a great help towards a better

delivery of these choriambic Trish/ubhs.

While, however, I contend for the recognition of these

three varieties of the normal Trishifubh metre, I am quite

willing to admit that other variations besides these, which

occur from time to time in the Veda, form a legitimate

subject of critical discussion.

§ 2. 'w' V-/ U — •

Trish^ubh verses, the final pdda of which ends in ^ w

I should generally prefer to treat as ending in a Cdgata

p4da, in which this ending is more legitimate. Thus I

should propose to scan:

I, 12^2, IT. prai*astaye mahind rathavate.

Ill, 20, 5. vasSn rudriA AdityAh iha huve.

V, a, I. pura>^ pai'yanti nihitam (tarn) aratau.

VI, 13, 5. vayo vnTcAyiraye ^asuraye.

§ I, w — ^ .

I should propose the same medela for some final pAdas

of Trish/ubhs apparently ending in w — w ~. We might

indeed, as has been suggested, treat these verses as single

instances of that peculiar metre which we saw carried out in

the whole of hymn X, 77, but at the end of a verse the ad-

K-ulin, Beitrage, vol iv, p, 180 ;
Bollensen, Zeitschrift der D. M. G ,

vol. xxii,

P- 587-
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mission of an occasional Cagata p&,da is more in accordance

with the habit of the Vedic poets. Thus I should scan :

Vj 33? 4. vrtshA samatsu dSsasya nima ^it ^

V, 41 5 5^ rdya eshe^vase dadhtta dhi;^.

After what I have said before on the real character of the

teaching of the Pritii'dkhya, I need not show again that the

fact of Uva^^'a’s counting ta of dadhita as the tenth syllable

is of no importance in determining the real nature of these

hymns, though it is of importance, as Professor Kuhn re-

marks (Beitrage, vol. iii, p. 451), in showing that Uva^fa con-

sidered himself at perfect liberty in counting or not^counting,

for his own purposes, the elided syllable of avase.

VII, 4, 6. mipsava^^ pari shaddma mdduva>^.

§6, o .

Final pUdas of Trishifubhs ending in are very

scarce. In VI, i, 4,

hhz.dxkyt.m te ra?^ayanta sa^dr/sh/au,

it would be very easy to read bhadriy^;^ te sa;;2dnsh/au

ramyanta

;

and in X, 74, a,

dyaur na vdrebhi^ krzi^^avanta svai^,

we may either recognise a Gdgata p^da, or read

dyaur na vkxthhih \:rinavaxita svaih,

which would agree with the metre of hymn X, 77.

§7. - - V

Pddas ending in ^ - do not occur as final in any

Traish/ubha hymn, but as many Gtgata pidas occur in

the body of Traish^fubha hymns, we have to scan them as

dodecasyllabic

:

I, 63, 4^ tva;;2 ha tyad indra kod\h sakhd,

IV, 6^. ^axkvatak i'akuno^ mandram madam.

The adjective pSvaka which frequently occurs at the end

of final and internal pddas of Trish/ubh hymns has always

* Professor Kuhn has finally adopted the same scanning, Beitrage, vol. iv,

p. 184.
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to be scanned pivaka. Cf. IV, 51, VI, 5, 2 ; 10, 4 ; 5 ^ j 3 5

VII, 3. i; 9 ; 9>
i'’; 5 <5, la; X,46,

I must reserve what I have to say about other metres

of the Veda for another opportunity, but I cannot leave

Omission of t^is Subject without referring once more to a
final m and s. metrical licence which has been strongly

advocated by Professor Kuhn and others, and by the

admission of which there is no doubt that many diffi-

culties might be removed, I mean the occasional omission

of a final m and s, and the subsequent contraction of the

final and initial vowels. The arguments that have been

brought forward in support of this are very powerful.

There is the general argument that final s and m are

liable to be dropt in other Aryan languages, and par-

ticularly for metrical purposes. There is the stronger argu-

ment that in some cases final s and m in Sanskrit may or

may not be omitted, even apart from any metrical stress.

In Sanskrit we find that the demonstrative pronoun sas

appears most frequently as sa (sa dadclti), and if followed

by liquid vowels, it may coalesce with them even in later

Sanskrit. Thus we see saisha for sa esha, sendra-^ for sa

indra^ sanctioned for metrical purposes even by Vtnmx,

VI, 1, 134. We might refer also to feminines which have

s in the nominative singular after bases in u, but drop it

after bases in !. We find in the Sa;;^hitd text, V, 7, 8,

svadhitiva, instead of svadhiti^-iva in the Pada text, sanc-

tioned by the Prdtij&khya 259; likewise IX, 61, 10, Sa^^-

hiti, bhumy a dade, instead of Pada, bhumi/^ & dade. But

before we draw any general conclusions from such in-

stances, we should consider whether they do not admit

of a grammatical instead of a metrical explanation. The

nominative singular of the demonstrative pronoun was sa

before it was sas
;
by the side of bhumi^ we have a

secondary form bhumt; and we may conclude from sva-

dhitt-vin, I, 88, that the Vedic poets knew of a form

svadhiti, by the side of svadhiti-^:.

As to the suppression of final m, however, we see it

admitted by the best authorities, or we see at least alter-

nate forms with or without m, in tiibhya, which occurs
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frequently instead of tiibhyam^ and twice, at leasts with-

out apparently any metrical reason^. We find asm^ka

instead of asmakam (I, 173, 10), yushm^ka instead of

yushm^kam (VII, 59, 9-10), ya^adhva instead of ya^adh-

vam (VIII, 37) sanctioned both by the Sdimhiit and Pada

texts

If then we have such precedents, it may well be asked

why we should hesitate to adopt the same expedient, the

omission of final m and s, whenever the Vedic metres

seem to require it. Professor Bollensen's remark, that

Vedic verses cannot be treated to all the licences^ of Latin

scanning^, is hardly a sufficient answer; and he himself,

though under a slightly different form, would admit as

much, if not more, than has been admitted on this point by
Professors Kuhn and Roth. On a priori grounds I should

by no means feel opposed to the admission of a possible

elision of final s or m, or even n
;
and my only doubt is

whether it is really necessary for the proper scanning of

Vedic metres.

My own opinion has always been, that if we admit on

a larger scale what m single words can hardly be doubted

by anybody, viz. the pronunciation of two

syllables as one, we need not fall back on

the elision of final consonants in order to arrive at a proper

scanning of Vedic metres. On this point I shall have to

say a few words in conclusion, because I shall frequently

avail myself of this licence, for the purpose of righting

apparently corrupt verses in the hymns of the Rig-veda

;

and I feel bound to explain, once for all, why I avail my-
self of it in preference to other emendations which have

been proposed by scholars such as Professors Benfey, Kuhn,

Roth, Bollensen, and others.

The merit of having first pointed out some cases where

” I, 54. 9 ;
I 35 » 2 ; III, 42, 8 ; V, u, 5; VII, 22, 7 ;

VIII, 51, 9 ; 76, 8

;

82, 5 ; IX, 62, 27 ; 86, 30; X, 167, i,

II, II, 3 ; V, 30, 6.

® See Bollensen, Orient und Occident, vol. iii, p. 459 ;
Kuhn, Beitrage,

vol. iv, p 199.
^ Orient und Occident, vol iv, p. 449,
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two syllables must be treated as one, belongs, I believe, to

Professor Bollensen in his article, ‘Zur Herstellung des

Veda,^ published in Benfey’s Orient und Occident, voL ii,

p. 461. He proposed, for instance, to write hydn^ instead of

hiyina[, IX, 13, 6
;
dhyano instead of dhiydno, VIII, 49, 5

;

sahyase instead of sahiyase, I, 71, 4; y^no instead of iydno,

VIII, 50, 5, &c. The actual alteration of these words seems

to me unnecessary; nor should we think of resorting to

such violent measures in Greek where, as far as metrical

purposes are concerned, two vowels have not unfrequently

to be treated as one.

That iva counts in many passages as one syllable is

admitted by everybody. The only point on which I differ

is that I do not see why iva, when monosyllabic, should be

changed to va, instead of being pronounced quickly, or, to

adopt the terminology of Greek grammarians, by synizesis^

Synizesis is well explained by Greek scholars as a quick

pronunciation of two vowels so that neither should be lost,

and as different thereby from synaloephe, which means the

contraction of two vowels into one K This synizesis is by

no means restricted to iva and a few other words, but seems

to me a very frequent expedient resorted to by the ancient

i?z:shis.

Originally it may have arisen from the fact that language

allows in many cases alternate forms of one or two sylla-

bles. As in Greek we have double forms like bX^yeivos and

bXy^ivoSi yaXaKTO<pdyos and ykaKTOcpdyos, TreTrfvos and TTTrjvos,

TTVKLvos and 'jtvkvos and as in Latin we have the shortening

® S3rnizesis la Greek applies only to the quick pronunciation of two vowels,

if in immediate contact ; and not, if separated by consonants. Samprasara?za

might seem a more appropriate term, but though the grammatical process

designated in Sanskrit by SamprasSra^a offers some analogies, it could only by

a new definition be applied to the metrical process here intended.

^ A. B. p. 835 , 30 . karl Iv toTs koivois fiirpois Kal 1} KoXovpivTj avveK-

(p^VTjffis ^ /cal ffwi^Tj/Xis XSysrai '^Otov yd.p eiraWrfXos ysvrjTat tj

TTpotpopdj rSre yiv^rai avvi^rj<Tis eis piav avXKa^i}V. Ata^epei arvyaXoi<p7js’

17 p\v ydp ypapLpidrojv iarl kXott’^, 17 5^ •)(^p6v(t3v’ /cal 37 avvaXoKpTjf, a/s Xeye-

raij (paiverai^ ^ ou. Mehlhom, Gnechische Grammatik, § loi. Thus in

we have synizesis, in Nouitt(5\€;ioj synaeresis.

c Cf. Mehlhorn, Griechische Grammatik, § 57*
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or suppression of vowels carried out on the largest scale %

we find in Sanskrit, too, such double forms as prethvt or

pnthivi, adhi and dhi, api and pi, ava and va. The occur-

rence of such forms which have nothing to do with metrical

considerations, but are perfectly legitimate from a gram-

matical point of view, would encourage a tendency to treat

two syllables—and particularly two short syllables—as one,

whenever an occasion arose. There are, besides, in the

Vedic Sanskrit a number of forms where, as we saw, a long

syllable has to be pronounced as two. In some of these

cases this pronunciation is legitimate, i.e. it preserves an

original dissyllabic form which in course of time had become

monosyllabic. In other cases the same process takes place

through a mistaken sense of analogy, where we cannot prove

that an original dissyllabic form had any existence even in

a prehistoric state of language. The occurrence of a number

of such alternate forms would naturally leave a general im-

pression in the minds of poets that two short syllables and

one long syllable were under certain circumstances inter-

changeable. So considerable a number of words in which

a long syllable has to be pronounced as two syllables has

been collected by Professors Kuhn, Bollensen, and others,

that no doubt can remain on this subject. Vedic poets,

being allowed to change a semivowel into a vowel, were

free to say n^satyl and nSsatyd, VIII^ 5 ^ 3^ 5
prfthivyds

and pWthivyd^; pitro^ and pitro^, I, 31, 4. They could

separate compound words, and pronounce ghntanna/2 or

ghnta-anna>^, VII, 3, i . They could insert a kind of shewa

or svarabhakti in words like s^mne or s^mne, VIII, 6, 47

;

dhimne or dh^mne, VIII, 92, 2iX§ivmk and ardv^a/^,

IX, 63, 5. They might vary between p^nti and panti?

I, 41, Qt; y^thana and ydthana, I, 39, 3 ;
nidh&toA and

nidhatoA, I, 41, 9 ;
tredhd and tredhi, I, 34, 8 ;

devi/^ and

devkk (besides I, 23, 2,4 ;
rodasi and rodast, I, 33,

9 ; 59 , 4 ; 64, 9 ;
and rodasyo>5

,
I, 33, 5 ; 59, ;

I17, 10 ;

See the important chapters on ‘ Kurznng der Vokale ’ and * Tilgung der

Vokale’ in Corssen’s ‘Aussprache des Lateinischen ;
* and more especially his

remarks on the so-called irrational vowels in Plautus, ibid. vol. ii, p. 70.
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VI, !Z4, 3; VII, 6^ z; X, 74, Need we wonder then
if we find that, on the other hand, they allowed themselves

to pronounce p^thM as pnthivT, 1 , 191,6; VII, 34, 7 ; 99, 3

;

dh;^/sh;2ava as dh?"/sh;2ava, V, 52, 14; suvdna as suvina?
There is no reason why we should change the spelling of

suv^na into svdna. The metre itself tells us at once where
suvana is to be pronounced as two or as three syllables.

Nor is it possible to believe that those who first handed
down and afterwards wrote down the text of the Vedic
hymns, should have been ignorant of that freedom of pro-

nunciation* Why, there is not one single passage in the

whole of the ninth Ma;^^ala, where, as far as I know, su-

vdna should not be pronounced as dissyllabic, i.e. as

suvdna
;
and to suppose that the scholars of India did

not know how that superfluous syllable should be re-

moved, is really taking too low an estimate of men like

Vyd/i or 5aunaka.
But if we once admit that in these cases two syllables

separated by a single consonant were pronounced as one

and were metrically counted as one, we can hardly resist

the evidence in favour of a similar pronunciation in a large

number of other words, and we shall find that by the

admission of this rapid pronunciation, or of what in Plautus

we should call irrational vowels, many verses assume at

once their regular form without the necessity of admitting

the suppression of final s, m, n, or the introduction of

other prosodial licences. To my mind the most convinc-

ing passages are those where, as in the Atyash^i and

similar hymns, a poet repeats the same phrase twice, alter-

ing only one or two words, but without endeavouring to

avoid an excess of syllables which, to our mind, unless

we resort to synizesis, would completely destroy the uni-

formity of the metre. Thus we read:

Ij 133 j
apurushaghno pratita strsL satvabhi^,

trisaptaiA i-fira satvabhi^.

Professor Bollensen in some of these passages proposes to read rodasios.

In I, 96, 4, no change is necessary if we read vudm. Zeitschrift der D. M. G.,

vol. xxii, p. 587.
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Here no^pra must be pronounced with one ictus only, in

order to get a complete agreement between the two iambic

diameters.

I, 134, 5. ugri isha^mta bhurvam,

apam ishanta bhurva^d.

As ishanta never occurs again, I suspect that the original

reading was isha//anta in both lines, and that in the second

line ishamnta, pronounced rapidly, was mistaken for ishanta.

Is not bhurvd;d a locative, corresponding to the datives in

vane which are so frequently used in the sense of infinitives ?

See note to I, 6, 8, page 47 seq. In 1 , 138, 3, we r»ust read :

O — W — W o V# v» — w

ahe/am^na uru.ra;;^sa sari bhava,

vd^e-v%*e sari bhava.

In I, 1:29, II,

adhd hi tv^ ^anitd ^l^nad vaso,

rakshoha/^a?;^^ tv^ ^i^nad vaso,

we might ti-y to remove the difficulty by omitting vaso at

the end of the refrain, but this would be against the general

character of these hymns. We want the last word vaso, if

possible, at the end of both lines. But, if so, we must admit

two cases of synizesis, or, if this seems too clumsy, we must

omit tvd.

I shall now proceed to give a number of other examples

in which the same consonantal synizesis seems necessary in

order to make the rhythm of the verses perceptible to our

ears as it was to the ears of the ancient i?/shis.

The preposition anu takes synizesis in

I, la^j I- ghn'tasya vibhrishiSm anu vashri ^o^ishS.. Cf.

X, 14, I.

The preposition abhi

:

I, 91, 123, riyo bhigaw s^as^vann abhi yudhya.

Here Professor Kuhn changes sahasdvan into sahasva/2,

which, no doubt, is a very simple and very plausible emen-
dation. But in altering the text of the Veda many things

have to be considered, and in our case it might be objected -

that sahasva^ never occurs again as an epithet of Soma.
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As an invocation sahasva/^ refers to no deity but Agni, and

even in its other cases it is applied to Agni and Indra only.

However, I do not by any means maintain that sahasva/^

could not be applied to Soma, for nearly the same argu-

ments could be used against sahasdvan, if conjecturally put

in the place of sahasvaA
;

I only wish to point out how
everything ought to be tried first, before we resort in the

Veda to conjectural emendations. Therefore, if in our pas-

sage there should be any objection to admitting the syni-

zesis in abhi, I should much rather propose synizesis of

sahasavan, than change it into sahasva//. There is synizesis

in maha, e.g. I, 133, 6. avar maha indra dtdrzhi irudhi nsik.

Although this verse is quoted by the PritMkhya, Siltra

as one in which the lengthened syllable dhi of .rrudhi

does not occupy the tenth place, and which therefore re-

quired special mention, the original poet evidently thought

otherwise, and lengthened the syllable, being a syllable

liable to be lengthened, because it really occupied the tenth

place, and therefore received a peculiar stress.

The preposition pari

:

VI, 52, 14. md VO pari^akshyfm vo/^am,

sumneshv id vo antam^ madema.

Here Professor Kuhn (Beitrage, vol. iv, p. 197) begins the

last p^da with vo/^am, but this is impossible, unless we

change the accent of voy^am, though even then the separa-

tion of the verb from m& and the accumulation of two

verbs in the last line would be objectionable.

Hari is pronounced as hari:

VII, 3!^, 12. ya indro harivl.n na dabhanti tam ripsik

II, 18, 5. I kdiMnmsatt haribhir yugtm.k

Hence I propose to scan the difficult verse I, 167, i, as

follows :

*

sahasra;;? ta indra-iitayo na^,

sahasram isho harivo ghrtatamd^^

As to the scanning of the second line see p. cxiv.
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V/ — w—•— ^ ^ —

sahasra;;^ r^yo mS,dayadhyai,

sahasri;2a upa no yantu

That the final o instead of as is treated as a short

syllable we saw before, and in I, 133, 6, we observed that

it was liable to synizesis. We see the same in

Ij i7js 6, niaya Ivlpo na trfshyate babhutha.

V, 61, 16. 4 ya^;?iylso vavrfttana.

The pragWhya i of the dual is known in the Veda to be

liable in certain cases to Sandhi. If we extend this licence

beyond the limits recognised by the Prdtij’dkhyrfi we might

scan

VI, 5a, 14. ubhe rodasy mpKk ka. manma, or we

might shorten the 1 before the a, and admitting synizesis,

scan

:

ubhe rodasi ndipkJk kz. manma.

In III, 6, 10, we must either admit Sandhi between

pr^^i and adhvar^va, or contract the first two syllables

of adhvareva.

The o and e of vocatives before vowels, when changed

into av or a(y), are liable to synizesis

:

IV, 48, I. vlyav I rathena (Anushifubh, c.)

IV, I, !^. sa bhrltara;;^ v^u;mm agna S vavr^tsva.

The termination ava^ also, before vowels, seems to count
W — — v/ »-

as one syllable in V, 5a, 14, divo vd dhrzsh^^ava o^sa, which

would render Professor Bollensen’s correction (Orient und

Occident, vol. ii, p. 480), dhnsh;2iiqg*asd, unnecessary.

Like ava and iva, we find aya and iya, too, in several

words liable to be contracted in pronunciation
;
e.g. vayam,

VI, 2^3, 5; ayam, I, 177, 4; iyam, VII, 66, 8^; I, 186, ii

(unless we read vo^sme)
;
X, ^9, 6. Professor Bollensen s

proposal to change iyam to im, and ayam to dm (Orient

und Occident, vol. ii, p. 46 1), would only cause obscurity,

without any adequate gain, while other words would by a

similar suppression of vowels or consonants become simply

irrecognisable. In 1, 169, 6, for instance, ddha has to be
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pronounced with one ictus
;

in VI, 36, 7, sadhavira is tri-

syllabic. In VI^ 10, 1, we must admit synizesis in adhvar6

;

in I, 161, 8, either in udakam or in abravitana; I, no, 9,

in rzhhum&n
;
VIII, 79, 4, in divi/5

;
V, 4, 6, in nntama

(unless we read so ^^gne)
;

I, 164, 17, in para>^; VI, 15, 145

in pivaka
;

I, 191, 6
; VII, 34, 7 ; 99, 3, in pr^'thivi ;

II, 20,

8, in piira/^; VI, lo, i, in prayatf; VI, 17, 7j
hrihit;

IX, 19, 6, in bhiyasam
;

1, 133, 6, in maha.^
;

II, 6
;
IV,

I, 2 ;
VI, 75? 18, in varu;^a ; III, 30, 21, in vnshabha

;
VII,

41, 6, in viginaAi II, 43, 2 ,
in ^fi*umati>6; VI, 51, 2, in

sanutdr; VI, 18, 12, in sthavirasya, Src.

These remarks will, I hope, suffice in order to justify the

principles by which I have been guided in my treatment of

the text and in my translation of the Rig-veda. I know

I shall seem to some to have been too timid in retaining

whatever can possibly be retained in the traditional text of

these ancient hymns, while others will look upon the emen-

dations which I have suggested as unpardonable temerity.

Let everything be weighed in the just scales of argument.

Those who argue for victory, and not for truth, can have no

hearing in our court. There is too much serious work to

be done to allow time for wrangling or abuse. Any dic-

tionary will supply strong words to those who condescend

to such warfare, but strong arguments require honest labour,

sound judgment, and, above all, a genuine love of truth.

The second volume, which I am now preparing for Press,

will contain the remaining hymns addressed to the Maruts.

The notes will necessarily have to be reduced to smaller

dimensions, but they must always constitute the more im-

portant part in a translation or, more truly, in a deciphering

of Vedic hymns.

F. MAX MULLER.

Parks End, Oxford:
March, 1869.
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VEDIC HYMNS.

MAJVDALA X, HYMN 121.

ASHrAKA VIII, ADHYAYA 7, VARGA 3-4.

To THE Unknown God.

1. In the beginning there arose the Golden Child

(Hira;«ya-garbha^); as soon as born, he alone was

the lord of all that is. He stablished the earth and

this heaven;—Who is the God to whom we shall

offer sacrifice ?

2. He who gives breath, he who gives strength,

whose^ command all the bright gods revere, whose

shadow* is immortality, whose shadow is death :

—

Who is the God to whom we shall offer sacrifice ?

3. He who through his might became the sole

king of the breathing and twinkling^ world, who

governs all this, man and beast ;—Who is the God

to whom we shall offer sacrifice ?

4. He through whose raight^ these snowy moun-

tains are, and the sea, they say, with the distant

river (the Rasi*), he of whom these regions are

indeed the two arms ;—Who is the God to whom
we shall offer sacrifice ?

5. He through whom ^the awful heaven and the

earth were made fast^, he through whom the ether

was stablished, and the firmament ;
he who measured

the air in the sky* :—Who is the God to whom we

shall offer sacrifice ?

[3 =*] B
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6. He to whom heaven and earth standing firm

by his will, look up, trembling in their mind; he

over whom the risen sun shines forth ;—^Who is the

God to whom we shall offer sacrifioe ?

7. When the great waters^ went everywhere,

holding the germ (Hira^ya-garbha), and generating

light, then there arose from them the (sole^) breath

of the gods ;—^Who is the God to whom we shall

offer sacrifice ?

8. He who by his might looked evemover the

waters which held power (the germ) and generated

the sacrifice (light’^), he who alone is God above

all gods^;—Who is the God to whom we shall

offer sacrifice ?

9. May he not hurt us, he who is the begetter

of the earth, or he, the righteous, who begat the

heaven; he who also begat the bright and mighty

waters :—^Who is the God to whom we shall offer

sacrifice ?

[io\ Pra^pati, no other than thou embraces all

these created things. May that be ours which we
desire when sacrificing to thee : may we be lords

of wealth
!]
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Hirawyagarbha Pr^f^patya, and
is supposed to be addressed to Ka, Who, i. e. the Unknown
God.

First translated in my History of Ancient Sanskrit Litera-

ture, 1859, p. 569 ; see also Hibbert Lectures, i88a, p. 301

;

Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, IV, p. 15.

Verse i=VS. XIII, 4; XXIII, i
; XXV, 10 ; TS. IV,

I, 8, 3 ; 3, 8, a ;
AV. IV, a, 7.

Verse 3=VS. XXV, 13 ;
TS. IV, i, 8, 4; VII, 5, 17, i

;

AV.IV,a,i; XIII, 3,34.

Verse 3=VS. XXIII, 3 ;
XXV, il

;
TS. IV, i, 8, 4;

VII, 5, 16, I
;
AV. IV, 3, 3.

Verse 4=VS. XXV, 13 ; TS. IV, i, 8
, 4 ;

AV. IV, a, 5.

Verse 5=VS. XXXII, 6 ; TS. IV, i, 8, 5 ;
AV. IV, 3, 4.

Verse 6=VS. XXXII, 7; TS. IV, i, 8, 5 ;
AV. IV, a, 3.

Verse 7=VS. XXVII, 35 ;
XXXII, 7 ; TS. II, a, 13, i

;

IV, I, 8, 5 ;
TA. I, 33, 8 ;

AV. IV, 3, 6.

Verse 8=VS. XXVII, 36 ;
XXXII. 7 ;

TS. IV, i, 8, 6.

Verse 9=VS. XII, 103; TS. IV, 3, 7, i.

Verse 10=VS. X, 30; XXIII, 65; TS. I, 8, 14, 3 ;
III,

3, 5, 6 ;
TB. II, 8, I, 3 ;

III, 5, 7, 1 5
AV. VII, 79, 4 ; 80, 3.

This is one of the hymns which has always been sus-

pected as modern by European interpreters. The reason

is clear. To us the conception of one God, which pervades

the whole of this hymn, seems later than the conception of

many individual gods, as recognised in various aspects of

nature, such as the gods of the sky, the sun, the storms,

or the fire. And in a certain sense we may be right, and

language also confirms our sentiment. In our hymn there

are several words which do not occur again in the Rig-

veda, or which occur in places only which have likewise

been suspected to be of more modem date. Hirawy^arbhd
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itself is an 5,7ra^ XeyofjL^vov. Sim avaftata is found only

in the last Mas^z^ala, X, 90, 14; 129, 4. Bhuta also, in

the sense of what is, occurs in the tenth Ma;?^ala only. It

is used three times (X, 55, a
; 58, ; 90, 2) as opposed to

bhdvya, i. e. what is and what will be ;
and once more in

the sense of all that is (X, 85, 17). Atmad^^, in the sense

of giving life, is another S.TTa^ Xeyofxevov, Prai'/sh is re-

stricted to Ma^'^^alas I (I, 145, i), IX (IX, 66
,
6

; 86, 32),

and our passage, Himavat, Xeyoix^vov. The repeti-

tion of the relative pronoun in verses 2 and 4 is unusual.

In the tenth verse the compound ydt-k^ma^ is modern,

and the insertion of etani between tvdt and any^d^ is at all

events exceptional. The passage V, 31, 2 is not parallel,

because in tvdt indra vdsya^ anyat, the ablative tvat is

governed by vdsya^ In VI, 21, 10, na tv^vin anya>^ amnta
tvdt asti, znyiA is separated from tvat by a vocative only,

as in VIII, 24, ii.

But when we say that a certain hymn is modern, we must

carefully consider what we mean. Our hymn, for instance,

must have existed not only previous to the Brihma^^a

period, for many Brdhma;^as presuppose it, but previous to

the Mantra period also. It is true that no verse of it occurs

in the Sama-veda, but in the S^ma-veda-brihma;^a IX, 9,

12, verse i at least is mentioned ^ Most of its verses,

however, occur in the Va^saneyi-sa^^ijhitS,, in the Taittiriya-

ssimhiti, and in the Atharva-veda-sa;;^hitd, nay, the last

verse, to my mind the most suspicious of all, occurs most

frequently in the other Sa^^hitds and Brihma;^as.

But though most of the verses of our hymn occur in other

Sa;;^hit§.s, they do not always occur in the same order.

In the V4^. Sa;;2h. we have the first verse in XIII, 4, but

no other verse of our hymn follows. We have the first

verse again in XXIII, i, but not followed by verse 2, but

by verse 3 (XXIII, 3)^. Then^we have verse 1 once more

» The last line is here, tasmai ta indo havishd vidhema, let us

sacrifice to him with thy oblation, O Soma I

^ Var, lect. nimeshatd^.
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in XXVj 10, followed by verse 3 (XXV, ii), by verse 4
(XXV, 12), and then by verse 2 (XXV, 13).

We have verses 5, 6, 7, 8 in VS. XXXII, 6 and 7, and verses

7 and 8 in VS. XXVII, 25 and 26, while verse 9 is found in

XII, 102 only®-, and the last verse in X, 20^, and XXIII, 65.

In the Taitt. Sa^^^hiti the verses follow more regularly,

still never quite in the same order as in the Rig-veda. In

TS. IV, I, 8, 3®, we have verses i to 8, but verse 3 before

verse 2, and verse 6 before verse 5} while verse 9 follows in

IV, 2, 7.

^
InTS. V. 3 stands before V. 2,inVII,5,i6,i,andVII,5,i7, 1.

In TS. n, 2, 12, the pratikas of verses i, 7, 10 are quoted

in succession.

Verse 7 occurs with important various readings in TA.
I, 23, 8, apo ha ydd brzhatir ^drbham ayan daksha;^^ dddhina

^anayantt^ svayambhiim, tdta im6*dhyds;"2^anta sargi^.

Lastly in the AV. we find verses 1 to 7 from IV, 2, i, to

IV, 2, 7, but arranged in a different order, viz. as 2, 3, 6, 5, 4,

7, 1, and with important various readings.

Verse 2, y6' 3 sy^.re dvipddo yis Mtushpada/^, as third

pdda ; also in XIII^ 3, 24.

Verse 3, ekd r%*d
;
ydsya khky^mntzm ydsya mntyfi^,

as third pdda.

Verse4,ydsyaviive; samudrdydsya ras^m iddhM; imSi^^a.

Verse 5, ydsya dyaiir urvi p^^/thivi kz, mahi ydsyddd urvd-

I ntdriksham, ydsydsaii suro vftato mahitva.

Verse 6, dvata^ >feaskabhdnd bhiydsdne rodasi dhvayethdm

(sic), ydsydsaii panthd' rd^aso vimana/^.

Verse 7, apo dgre vi'jvam dvdn garbhaw dadhdnd amnta

ritzgnzh^ yasu devishv ddhi devd dstt.

Verse 10^ vijvd rupam paribhur ^a^na, see VII, 79, 4;

and 80, 3.

We are justified, therefore, in looking upon the

verses, composing this h^mn, as existing before the

a- Var. lect. md, satyadharmd vydha/, prathamd for brfhatC^.

^ Var. lect. rfip&i for bhfitdhi.

® Var. lect., ver. 5, ^ridh€^ dual for drilhS,] ver. 6, dditau vy^ti

for ddito vibhdti
;

ver, 8, agnim for ya^wam.
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final arrangement of the four Samhitis, and if we persist

in calling a hymn, dating from that period, a modern hymn,

we must make it quite clear that, according to the present

state of our knowledge, such a hymn cannot well be more

modern than looo B. c. Besides the variations in the

arrangement ofthe verses ofour hymn, the very considerable

various readings which we find in the VS., TS., and AV.
are highly instructive, as showing the frequent employment
of our hymn for sacrificial purposes. In several cases these

various readings are of great importance, as we shall see.

Verse 1.
(?)

Muir : Hira^yagarbha arose in the beginning
; born,

he was the one lord of things existing. He established

the earth and this sky: to what god shall we offer our

oblation ?

Ludwig: Hira^yagarbha hat zuerst sich gebildet, er

ward geboren als einziger herr alles gewordenen, dise erde

und disen hiiiiel halt er
; Ka, dem gotte, mbchten wir mit

havis aufwarten.

ITote 1. Hira«yagarbha® has been translated in different

ways, and it would perhaps be best to keep it as a proper
name, which it is in later times. It means literally the

golden embryo, the golden germ or child, or born of a
golden womb, and was no doubt an attempt at naming
the sun. Soon, however, that name became mythological.

The golden child was supposed to have been so called

because it was Pra^pati, the lord of creation, when
dwelling as yet in the golden egg, and Hirawyagarbha
became in the end a recognised name of Pr^^pati, see
Siy. on X, I a I, I, All this is fully explained by Siyawa,
TS. IV, I, 8, 3 ; IV, a, 8, a ; by Mahidhara,VS. XIII, 4.

Verse 2.

Muir: He who gives breath, who gives strength,
whose command all, [even] the gods, reverence, whose
shadow is immortality, whose shadow is death : to what
god shall we offer our oblation ?

M. M., India, What can it teach us? pp. 144, i6a.
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Ludwig : Geber des lebendigen hauches, geber der

kraft, zu des unterweisung alle gotter sich einfinden,

des glanz die unsterblichkeit, dessen der tod ist^ Ka, dem
gotte, mochten wir mit havis aufwarten.

ISTote 1. In order to account for the repetition of yasya,

Saya;^a and MaMdhara take visve for men, and dev^/i

for gods.

ISTdte 2. It is diificult to say what is meant by
shadow. I take it in the sense of what belongs to the god,

as the shadow belongs to a man, what follows him, or is

determined by him. In that sense S4ya;2a also takes it,

TS. IV, 8, 4, yasya pra^ipatei* kkkykv^t sv^dhinam

amntam, moksharfipam, mntyUi^, primn^m mara;2am api,

yasya ^/^iyevasv^dhina^; and, though not quite so clearly,

in RV. X, 1 21, 2. Mahidhara on the contrary takes k/iiyt

in the sense of refuge, and says, whose shadow, i. e. whose

worship, preceded by knowledge, is am;"Aa, immortality,

a means of deliverance % while ignorance of him is death,

or leads to samsitSL.

Vers© 3 .

Muir : Who by his might became the sole king of the

breathing and winking world, who is the lord of this two-

footed and four-footed [creation] : to what god shall we
offer our oblation ?

Ludwig : Der des atmenden, augenbewegenden leben-

digen durch seine grosze der einzige kdnig geworden ; der

verfiigt uber disz zwei- und vier-fiiszige, Ka, dem gotte,

mochten wir mit havis aufwarten.

Nfote 1. It is difficult to say whether nimishata^

means twinkling or sleeping. It has both meanings as

to wink has in English. Siyaj^^a (X, xai, 3 ; TS. IV,

I, 8, 4) and Mahidhara (VS. XXlII, 3^) explain it by

winking. This may be right as expressing sensuous per-

ception, in addition to mere breathing. In X, 190, 2,

vOTasya mishatd va.ri means, lord of all that winks, i.e.

S' muktihetu, not yuktihetu, as Weber prints.

^ Is nimeshdto in XXIII, 3, a varia lectio, or an amddha ? In

XXV, 13, we read nimishato.
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lives. The later idea, that the gods do not wink, has

nothing to do with our passage.

Verse 4.

Muir: Whose greatness these snowy mountains, and

the sea with the Ras^ (river), declare,—of whom these

regions, of whom they are the arms : to what god shall we

offer our oblation

Ludwig : Lessen die schneebedeckten (berge, die Hima-

vkn) vermoge seiner grosze, als des eigentum man ocean

und Ras^ nennt, des dise himelsgegenden, des arme sie,

Ka, dem gotte, nrochten wir mit havis aufwarten^

Note 1. Muir^s translation, which suggests itself very

naturally to a European mind, is impossible, because

mahitva cannot be either mahitvam (as S^ya^za also and

Mahtdhara suggest), or mahitv^ni ; and because ihM does

not mean declare. Otherwise nothing could be better

than his rendering: ‘Whose greatness these snowy moun-

tains, and the sea with the Ras§. (river), declare.’

Mahitva, as S^ya;^a also rightly perceives, TS. IV, i, 8,

4, is a very common instrumental (see Lanman, Noun-

inflection, pp. 335-6), and the same mahitv^ must be sup-

plied for samudram. We might make the whole sentence

dependent on ^hu^ without much change of meaning.

The Atharva-veda text supplies a lectio facilior, but not

therefore melior.

Note 2. The Rasd is a distant river, in some respects like

the Greek Okeanos. Dr. Aufrecht takes it as a name of

the milky way, Z. D. M, G. XIII, 498 : see Muir, S. T. II,

P- 373 j 19*

Verse 5.

Muir : By whom the sky is fiery, and the earth fixed,

by^om the firmament and the heaven were established,

the atmosphere is the measurer of the aerial space

;

lat god shall we offer our c61ation }

^UDWIG: Durch den gewaltig der himel und fest die

erde, durch den gestutzt Svar, und das gewolbe, def die

raume im mittelgebiete ausgemeszen, Ka, dem gotte,

mdchten wir mit havis aufwarten.
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STote 1. In this verse I decidedly prefer the reading of

the Atharva-veda, yena dyaur ugri p^fthivt Arilhe. It

seems not a lectio facilior, and we avoid the statement that

the heaven has been made ugrd. Ugri, as applied to

dyaus, means awful and grand, as an inherent quality

rather, and not simply strong. See Ludwig, Notes, p. 441

.

Wote 2. Rd^so viminaJi has been fully discussed by

Muir, S. T. IV, p. 71, but it is difHcult to find a right

translation for it, because the cosmography of theVeda is

so different from our own (see I, 6
, 9, note i, and I, 19, 3,

'note i). I think we may translate it here by the air, or even

by space,•particularly the bright air in the sky, the sky

(antariksha or nabhas) being between heaven (dyu) and

earth (pn’thivt), while sva^ and n^ka are still higher than

the heaven (dyu), sva-^t being sometimes explained as the

abode ofthe sun, the ether, or empyrean, nflka, the firmament,

as svarga (Mahldhara) ;
or svaA as svarga, and nika as

iditya (Siya^a). VimcLna is here simply the measurer,

though vimi, from meaning to measure, is apt to take the

meaning of to make, which is an excuse for Siyawa’s

rendering, ‘ who makes the rain in the sky.’

The Atharva-veda rendering is very free, and certainly

no improvement.

Verse 6.

Muir : To whom two contending armies, sustained by

his succour, looked up, trembling in mind ;
over whom

the risen sun shines : to what god shall we offer our

oblation ?

Ludwig : Auf den die beiden schlachtreihen dutch (ihre)

begirde aufgestellt in ordnung ihren blick richten, zitternd,

im geiste, wo daruber hin aufgegangen Sfira ausstralt, Ka,

dem gotte, mochten wir mit havis aufwarten.

Xlote 1. It would be well to read rddasi for krandasi

(which B. R. explain by ‘,two armies’), and the various

reading in AV. IV, 3, 3 decidedly points in that direction.

But even if krdndast stands, it must be taken in the same

sense as rddasi. Uditau vyeti in TS. IV, i, 8, 5 is explained

by udayavishaye vividha??^ ga^^^ati.
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Verse 7.

MuiR: When the great waters pervaded the universe

containing an embryo, and generating fire, thence arose

the one spirit (asu) of the gods: to what god shall we

offer our oblation ?

Ludwig ; Als die groszen waszer kamen, die alien keim

in sich faszten, zeugend den Agni, da kam zu stande der

gotter einziger lebensgeist
;
Ka, dem gotte, mochten wir

mit havis aufwarten.

IS’ote 1 . The waters here referred to have to be under-

stood as the waters in the beginning of the creation, where,

as we read (RV. X, lag, 3),
‘ everything was like a sea

without a light,’ or, as the *Satapatha-br4hma;?2a (XI, i, 6
,
i)

says, * everything was water and sea.’ These waters held

the germ^ and produced the golden light, the sun^ whence

arose the life of all the gods^ viz. Pra^^pati. The Atharva-

veda adds a verse which repeats the same idea more

clearly: ^po vatsd^^ ^andyantir gdrbham dgre sdmairayan,

tasyotd^fyamdnasydlba 4std dhtra/^ydya^, Tn the beginning

the waters, producing a young, brought forth an embryo, and

when it was being born, it had a golden covering.’ The sun-

rise serves here as elsewhere as an image of the creation,

Note 2 . Grassmann proposes to omit eka, because it is

absent in the Maitrdya^i 5dkhd. The metre shows the same.

Verse 8.

Muir : He who through his greatness beheld the waters

which contained power, and generated sacrifice, who was

the one god above the gods : to what god shall we offer

our oblation ?

Ludwig : Der in seiner grosze sogar die waszer uber-

schaute, wie sie die fahigkeit besitzend erzeugten das

opfer, der der einzige gott war uber den gottern, Ka,

dem gotte, mochten wir mit hayis aufwarten.

Note 1 . In ddksha^ dddhdnd ^ndyantir ya^wdm, we
have a repetition of what was said in the preceding verse,

a See RV. X, 82, 5-6. See RV. X, 72, 7.
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daksham standing for garbham, yz.gnkm for agnfm, which

is actually the reading of TS. The Atharva-veda does not

contain this verse, which is used as an anyd vikalpitd yk£jk

in TS.

Note 2. It is curious that one of the most important

sentences in the Rig-veda, yo deveshv adhi deva eka dstt,

should have been changed in the Atharva-veda IV, 2, 6 into

yisu devishv adhi deva istt, ‘ over which divine waters there

was the god,’ See Ludwig, Notes, p. 441.

Verse 9.

Muir u May he not injure us, he who is the generator

of the earth, who, ruling by fixed ordinances, produced the

heavens, .who produced the great and brilliant waters: to

what god shall we offer our oblation ?

Ludwig: Nicht schadige uns, der der erde erzeuger,

oder der den himel bereitet mit warhafter satzung, der auch

die wasser, die hellen, die machtigen erzeugt hat, Ka, dem

gotte, mbchten wir mit havis aufwarten.

Verse 10.

MuiR: Pra^pati, no other than thou is lord over

all these created things: may we obtain that, through

desire of which we have invoked thee : may we become

masters of riches.

Ludwig : Pr^pati, kein anderer als du hat umfasst die

wesen alle, der wunsch, um deswillen wir dir opfern, der

werde uns zu teil, besitzer von reichtiimern mdgen wir sein.

Note 1. This verse is certainly extremely weak after

all that preceded, still, to judge from its frequent occur-

rence, we cannot well discard it. All we can say is that

nowhere, except in the Rig-veda, does it form the final

verse of our hymn, and thus spoil its whole character.

That character consists chiefly in the burden of the

nine verses, Kasmai deviya havishS, vidhema, ‘To what

god shall Vie offer sacrifice ?
’ This is clearly meant to

express a desire of finding out the true, but unknown god,

and to do so, even after all has been said that can be said

of a supreme god. To finish such a hymn with a statement
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that Pra^apati is the god who deserves our sacrifice, may-

be very natural theologically, but it is entirely uncalled

for poetically. The very phrase Kasmai dev^ya havish^

vidhema must have been a familiar phrase, for we find in

a hymn addressed to the wind, X, i68, 4, after all has been

said that can be said of him, the concluding line
;
ghdsM/^

it asya srinvxr^ nd rfipdm tasmai vat^ya havfshd vidhema,

‘ his sound indeed is heard, but he is not seen—to that

Vdta let us offer sacrifice.’

But more than this, on the strength of hymns like our

own in which the interrogative pronoun ka, ‘who,’ occurs,

the Brahmans actually invented a god of the^ name of

Ka. I pointed this out many years ago in my History of

Ancient Sanskrit Literature (i860, p. 433), where I said:

‘In accordance with the same system, we find that the

authors of the Brihma^^as had so completely broken with

the past that, forgetful of the poetical character of the

hymns, and the yearning of the poets after the unknown

god, they exalted the interrogative pronoun into a deity,

and acknowledged a god ‘ Ka, or Who.’ In the Taittiriya-

sa;;2hitd (I, 7, 6, 6), in the Kaushttaki-br^hma^a (XXIV,

4), in the Td^/<^ya-br4hmaj^a (XV, 10), and in the 5ata“
patha-brahma^^a % whenever interrogative verses occur,

the author states, that Ka is Pra^dpati, or ‘ the Lord of

Creatures’ (Praj^dpatir vai Ka/^). Nor did they stop there.

Some of the hymns in which the interrogative pronoun

occurred were called Kadvat, i.e. having kad or quid.

But soon a new adjective was formed, and not only the

hymns, but the sacrifices also, offered to the god, were

called Kdya, or who-ish^. This word, which is not to

be identified with the Latin cujus, cuja, cujum, but is

merely the artificial product of an effete mind, is found

in the Taittiriya-sa;;^hitd (I, 8, 3, i), and in the Ykgz.-

saneyi-sa?^^hit4 (XXIV, 15). At the time of P^;^ini
r

a 5'atap. Brdhm. I, i, i, 13 ;
II, g, 2, 13 ;

IV, 5, 6, j.; also Aitar.

Br^m. Ill, 21.

^ Asv* Sr. Sutra II, 17, 14; Kdty. fSr. Sfitra V, 4, 23; Vait.

Sfitra VIII, 22, ed. Garbe.
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this word had acquired such legitimacy as to call for a

separate rule explaining its formation (Tiin. IV, a, 2$).

The commentator there explains Ka by Brahman. After

this we can hardly wonder that in the later Sansl<rit

literature of the Pur^^^as, Ka appears as a recognised

god, as the supreme god, with a genealogy of his own,

perhaps even with a wife
;
and that in the Laws of Manu,

one of the recognised forms of marriage, generally known

by the name of Pra^ipati-marriage, occurs under the

monstrous title of 'Kiya/ Stranger still, grammarians

who know that ka forms the dative kasmai only if it is

an interrogative pronoun, consider kasmai in our hymn

as irregular, because, as a proper name, Ka ought to form

the dative Kiya,
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MAiVZ>ALA I, HYMN 6.

ASHTAKA I, ADHYAyA 1, VARGA 11-12.

To Indra and the Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Those who stand around ^ him while Jie moves
on, harness the bright red (steed) ^

;
the lights in

heaven shine forth ®.

2. They harness to the chariot on each side his

(Indra’s)^ two favourite bays, the brown, the bold,

who can carry the hero.

3. Thou who createst light where there was no
light, and form, O men ^

! where there was no form,

hast been born together with the dawns ^

4. Thereupon^ they (the Maruts), according to

their wont^, assumed again the form of new-born

babes taking their sacred name.

5. Thou, O Indra, with the swift Maruts \ who
break even through the stronghold®, hast found

even in their hiding-place the bright ones® (days

or clouds).

6. The pious singers^ (the Maruts) have, after

their own mind®, shouted towards the giver of

wealth, the great, the glorious (Indra).

7. Mayest thou^ (host of the Maruts) be verily

seen ® coming together with Indra, the fearless
:
you

are both happy-making, and of equal splendour.

8. With the beloved hosts of Indra, with the
blameless, hasting® (Maruts), the sacrificer^ cries

aloud.
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9. From yonder, O traveller (Indra), come hither,

or from the light of heaven ’

;

the singers all yearn

for it ;

—

10. Or we ask Indra for help from here, or

from heaven, or from above the earth, or from the

great sky.
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Ka«va, the son of Ghora. The
metre is Giyatrl throughout.

Verse i= SV. II, 818; VS. XXIII, 5; AV. XX, 26, 4;

47. 10 ; 69, 9 ; TS. VII, 4, ao, i
; TB. Ill, 9, 4, i.

Verse a=SV. II, 819 ; VS. XXIII, 6
; AV. XX, a5, 5 ;

47, II; 69, lO; TS. VII, 4, 30, I.

Verse 3=SV. II, 820 ; VS. XXIX, 37 ; AV. XX, 26, 6
;

47, 13; 69, 11; TS.VII, 4, 20, 1; TB. Ill, 9, 4, 5.

Verse 4=SV. II, loi
;
AV. XX, 40, 3 ; 69, 13.

Verse 5=SV. II, 203; AV. XX, 70, i.

Verse 6=AV. XX, 70, 3.

Verse 7=SV. II, 300; AV. XX, 40, i; 70, 3.

Verse 8=AV. XX, 40, 3 ; 70, 4.

Verse 9=AV. XX, 70, 5.

Verse io=AV. XX, 70, 6.

Verse 1.

Wilson : The circumstationed (inhabitants of the three

worlds) associate with (Indra), the mighty (Sun), the inde-

structive (fire), the moving (wind), and the lights that shine

in the sky.

Benfey : Die rothe Sonne schirr’n sie an, die wandelt
um die stehenden, Strahlen strahlen am Himmel auf.

Lubwig: Sie spannen an den hellen, den roten, den
vom feststehenden hinwegwandelnden; heller glanz erstralt

am Himmel.

Wote 1. The poet begins with a somewhat abrupt
description of a sunrise. Indra is taken as the god of the
bright day, whose steed is the sun, and whose companions
the Maruts, or the storm-gods. Arushd, meaning originally

is used as a proper name of the horse or of the rising

sun, though it occurs more frequently as the name of the
red horses or flames of Agni, the god of fire, and also of
the morning light. In our passage, Arushd, a substantive,

meaning the red of the morning, has taken bradhnd as an
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adjective,—bradhnd meaning, as far as can be made out,

bright in general, though, as it is especially applied to the

Soma-juice, perhaps bright-brown or yellow. Names of

colour are difficult to translate from one language into

another, for their shades vary, and withdraw themselves

from sharp definition. We shall meet with this difficulty

again and again in the Veda ; see RV. X, 20, 9.

As it has actually been doubted whether bradhna arusha

can be meant for the sun, and whether the Vedic poets

ever looked upon the sun as a horse, I may quote Vd^.

Samh. XXIII, 4, where the same verse occurs and is de-

clared to be addressed to the sun ;
and 5'atap. Br. XIII,

a, 6, 1, where we read, yun^anti bradhnam arusha« ^aran-

tam iti, asau vt idityo bradhno » rusho » mum ev^smS.

cldityaw 3mnakti svargasya lokasya samash^yai. Ludwig

remarks justly that the sun has been conceived as a chariot

also, and that bradhnd arushd may have been thus under-

stood here. Delbruck translates quite boldly: Sie schirren

die rothe Sonne an. See also Tait. Br. Ill, 7 > 7 > 4 ;
Tdw^fya

Br. XXIII, 3, 5 ;
5dnkh. Br. II, 17, 3 i

Ludwig, Comm. ii.

p. 173. M. Bergaigne (Rdl. Ved. iii. p. 324) remarks very

truly: ‘Le soleil est tantdt une roue, tantdt un char, tantdt

un cheval, trainant le char, tantdt un hdros montd sur le

char et dirigeant les chevaux.’

The following passages will illustrate the principal mean-

ing of arushd, and justify the translation here adopted.

ArushA, as an Adjective.

Arushd is used as an adjective in the sense of red

:

VII, 97, 6. tdm jagmasaA arushasaA isvkh br7haspdtim

saha-vkhaA vahanti,—ndbhaA nd rhpdm arushdm vdsdndA.

Powerful red horses, drawing together draw him, Bnhas-

pati : horses clothed in red colour, like the sky.

Ill, I, 4. jvetdm ^a^iidndai arushdm mahi-tvil.

Agni, the white, when born ;
the red, by growth.

Ill, 15, 3. kmhw^su agne arushdA vf bhdhi.

Shine, O Agni, red among the dark ones.

Ill, 31, ai
;
VI, 27. 7 -

[32] C
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VII, 75, 6 . priti dyutinSm arushSsa^ isviA kltxih zAri-

jran ushisam vdhanta/?.

The red horses, the beautiful, were seen bringing to us

the bright dawn.

V, 43, la
;

I, Il8, 5 ; IV, 43, 6; V, 73, 5 ; I, 36, 9 ; VII,

3. 3 ; 3 5
X, 45. 7 5

i4i> 8.

II, 2, 8. &i.h idhdnd^ ushdsa^ ramyM dnu sva^ nd didet

arush^wa bhdniind.

He (Agni), lit after the lovely dawns, shone like the sky

with his red splendour.

III, 29, 6 ; IV, 58, 7 ; I, 114, 5; V, 59, 5; 12, 2; I2, 6 ;

VI, 8, I.

VI, 48, 6. jydvd'su arushd^ v^shd.

In the dark (nights) the red hero (Agni). Cf. Ill, 7, 5.

In one passage vWshan arushd is intended for fire in the

shape of lightning.

X, 89, 9. nf ami'treshu vadhdm indra tfimram vrfshan

vf/shdwam arushdm ririhi.

Whet, O strong Indra, the heavy strong red weapon,

against the enemies.

X, 43 j 9 - parani^^ydtishd sahd—^vf ro/^atdm

arushd^ bhiniind

May the axe (the thunderbolt) appear with the light

—

may the red one blaze forth, bright with splendour.

X, I, (5
; VI, 3, 6.

X, 20, 9. krishnik sveti^ arushd^ y^mzA asya bradhnd^
ri£-riA utd s6nzA.

His (Agni’s) path is black, white, red, bright, reddish,

and yellow.

Here it is extremely difficult to keep all the colours

distinct.

Arushd is frequently applied to Soma, particularly in the
9th Mzndalz. There we read

:

IX, 8, 6. arushdA hdri^. IX, 71, 7. arushd/z divd/5 kavf>^

vrfshd. IX, 74, 1, vig-i arushd)^, IX, 82, i. arushd.4 vr/shd
hiiik. IX, 89, 3, hdrim arushdm.

IX, III, I. arushdm hdri^. See also IX, 25, 5 ; 61, 21.

In IX, 72, I, arushd seems used as a substantive in the
sense of red-horse.
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Professor Spiegel, in his important review of my transla-

tion (Heidelberger Jahrbucher, 1870, p. 104), points out

that aurusha in Zend means white, so that it would seem as

if the original meaning of arusha had been bright, bright

like fire, and thus red.

Arusha, as an Appellative.

Arusha is used as an appellative, and in the following

senses

:

1 . The one red-horse of the Sun, the two or more red-

horses of -/^ni.

I, 6, I. yuw^dnti bradhnam arusham.

They yoke the bright red-horse (the Sun).

I, 94, 10. yat ayukthi^ arusha r6hit§, rathe.

When thou (Agni) hadst yoked the two red-horses and

the two ruddy horses to the chariot. I, 146, 2.

II, 10, 2. sruyKk agnf/^—hdvam me

—

sykvS. ratham vaha-

ta^ rdhiti v^ uti arushfi.

• * Mayest thou, Agni, hear my call, whether the two black,

or the two ruddy, or the two red-horses carry you.

Here three kinds of colours are clearly distinguished,

and an intentional difference is made between rdhita and

arushd. IV, 2, 3.

IV, 6, 9. tava ty6 ague harfta^—rdhitdsa/^—arush^sa^

vn'sha;2a^.

To thee (Agni) belong these bays, these ruddy, these red-

horses, the stallions.

Here, again, three kinds of horses are distinguished

—

Harfts, Rohitas, and Arushas.

VIII, 34, 17. y6 rigrUi vata-ra^i^hasa^ arush&a/?: raghu-

sydda-^.

Here arushd may be the subject, and the rest adjectives

;

but it is also possible to take all the words as adjectives,

referring them to &sn in the mext verse. The fact that rz£^A

likewise expresses a peculiar red colour, is no objection, as

may be seen from I, 6, i
; 94s 10 .

VII, 42, 2r yunkshvd—^harfta.^: rohfta/^'^a yd vd sddmaiL

arusha/2.

C 2
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Yoke (O Agni) the bays, and the ruddy horses, or the

red-horses which are in thy stable. VII, i6, a.

2. The cloud, represented as one of the horses of the

Maruts.

I, 85, 5. utd arushdsya vf syanti dhSrik.

(When you go to the battle, O Maruts), the streams of

the red (horse) flow ofif.

V, 56, 7. utd syd^ v^£-i arushd^.

This strong red-horse,—meant for one of the horses of

the Maruts, but, at the same time, as sending rain.

ArushI, as the Proper Name of a Solar Deity.

Besides the passages in which arushd is used either as an

adjective, in the sense of red, or as an appellative, meaning

some kind of horse, there are others in which, as I pointed

out in my Essay on Comparative Mythology®, Arushd

occurs as a proper name, as the name of a solar deity, as

the bright deity of the morning (Morgenroth). My inter-

pretation of some of these passages has been contested, nor

shall I deny that in some of them a different interpretation

is possible, and that in looking for traces of Arushd, as a

Vedic deity, representing the morning or the rising sun, and

containing, as I endeavoured to show, the first germs of the

Greek name of Eros, I may have seen more indications of

the presence of that deity in the Veda than others would

feel inclined to acknowledge. Yet in going over the same
ground again, I think that even verses which for a time I

felt inclined to surrender, 5deld a better sense, if we take the

word arushd, which occurs in them as a substantive, as the

name of a matutinal deity, than if we look upon it as an
adjective or a mere appellative. It might be said that

wherever this arushd. occurs, apparently as the name of a

deity, we ought to supply Agni or Indra or Shrya. This is

true to a certain extent, for''the sun, or the light of the

morning, or the bright sky form no doubt the substance and

» Chips from a German Workshop, 2nd ed., vol. ii, p. 137 seq.

Selected Essays, vol. i, p. 444.
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subject-matter of this deity. But the same applies to many
other names originally intended for these conceptions, but

which, nevertheless, in the course of time, became inde-

pendent names of independent deities. In our passage

I, 6
,

I, yu0ginti bradhnim arushdm, we may retain for

arusha the appellative power of steed or red-steed, but if we

could ask the poet what he meant by this red-steed, or if

we ajsk ourselves what we can possibly understand by it,

the answer would be, the morning sun, or the light of the

morning. In other passages, however, this meaning of red-

steed is really no longer applicable, and we can only

translate Arusha by the Red, understanding by this name

the deity of the morning or of the morning sun, the later

Amns.,

VII, 71, I. dpa svasu/^ ushasa^ nak ^htte rmdkti krfsh-

nih arushaya pdnthdm.

The Night retires from her sister, the Dawn ;
the Dark

one yields the path to the Red one, i. e. the red morning.

Here Arusha shares the same half-mythological character

as Ushas. Where we should speak of dawn and morning

as mere periods of time, the Vedic poet speaks of them as

living and intelligent beings, half human, half divine, as

powers of nature capable of understanding his prayers, and

powerful enough to reward his praises. I do not think

therefore that we need hesitate to take Arusha in this

passage as a proper name of the morning, or of the morning

sun, to whom the dark goddess, the Night, yields the path

when he rises in the East.

VI, 49, Aivih jfi’um sahasa>^ sflniim agnim ya^wdsya

ketiim arusham yd^dhyai.

To worship the child of Dyu, the son of strength, Agni,

the light of the sacrifice, the Red one (Arushd).

In this verse, where the name of Agni actually occurs, it

would be easier than in thq, preceding verse to translate

arushd as an adjective, referring it either to Agni, the god

of fire, or to ya^^dsya ketiim, the light of the sacrifice.

I had myself yielded ^ so far to these considerations that I

a Chips from a German Workshop, vol. ii, p. 139.
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gave up my former translation, and rendered this verse by
‘ to worship Agni, the child of the sky, the son of strength,

the red light of the sacrifice But I return to my original

translation, and I prefer to see in Arushd an independent

name, intended, no doubt, for Agni, as the representative of

the rising sun and, at the same time, of the sacrificial fire of

the morning, but nevertheless as having in the mind of the

poet a personality of his own. He is the child of Dyu,
originally the offspring of heaven. He is the son of strength,

originally generated by the strong rubbing of the ara^^is, i. e.

the wood for kindling fire. He is the light of the sacrifice,

whether as reminding man that the time for the morning
sacrifice has come, or as himself lighting the sacrifice on the

Eastern altar of the sky. He is Arusha, originally as

clothed in bright red colour, but gradually changed into the

representative of the morning. We see at once, if examin-

ing these various expressions, how some of them, like the

child of Dyu, are easily carried away into mythology, while

others, such as the son of strength, or the light of the

sacrifice, resist that unconscious metamorphosis. That
Arushd was infected by mythology, that it had approached
at least that point where no min a become changed into

numin a, we see by the verse immediately following

:

VI, 49, 3. arushasya duhitar^ vfrfipe (fti vf-riipe) stnbhi^
anyS pipij^ sflra^ anyS.

There are two different daughters of Arushd; the one
is clad in stars, the other belongs to the sun, or is the
wife of Svar.

Here Arushd is clearly a mythological being, like Agni
or Savitar or Vai^vdnara; and if Day and Night are called

his daughters, he, too, can hardly have been conceived
otherwise than as endowed with human attributes, as
the child of Dyu, as the father of Day and Night, and
not as a mere period of tiipe, not as a mere cause or
effect.

IV, 15, 6. tim irvantam nd sdnasfm arushdm nd diva^
marmn^dnte divd-dive.

» Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1867, p. 204.
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They trim the fire day by day, like a strong horse, like

Arusha, the child of Dyu.

Here, too, Arusha, the child of Dyu, has to be taken as

a personal character, and, if the na after arusham is right, a

distinction is clearly made between Agni, the sacrificial fire,

to whom the hymn is addressed, and Arusha, the child of

heaven, the pure and bright morning, liere used as a simile

for the cleaning or trimming of the fire on the altar.

V, 47, 3. arushd.^ su-par^^a/^.

Arusha, the morning sun, with beautiful wings.

The Feminine ArushI, as an Adjective,

Arushi, like arusha, is used as an adjective, in the same

sense as arushd, i. e. red :

III, 55,*ii. i-ySvi kdi yit drushi ka, svdsdrau.

As the dark and the red are sisters.

1
,
go,, 1 and 2 . gava^ drushti and drushU gak.

The red cows of the dawn.

I, 2. rd^antam bhdndm drush!// awrayu^

The red dawns obtained bright splendour.

Here ushdsa>^, the dawns, occur in the same line, so that

we may take drushU either as an adjective, referring to the

dawns, or as a substantive, as a name of the dawn or of

her cows.

I, 30, 21. d^e nd kitre arushi.

Thou beautiful red dawn, thou, like a mare.

Here, too, the vocative arushi is probably to be taken as

an adjective, particularly if we consider the next following

verse

IV, 5 !Z, 2. d^vd-iva ^itra drushi mdtd gdvdm rftd-vari

sdkhd abhut disvinok ushd/2.

The dawn, beautiful and red, like a mare, the mother of

the cows (days), the neve?-failing, she became the friend

of the Alvins.

X, 5, 5. saptd svisriA ixxxslalh.

The seven red sisters.
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The Feminine Arushi, as a Substantive.

If used as a substantive, arusht seems to mean the dawn.

It is likewise used as a name of the horses of Agni, Indra,

and Soma
;

also as a name for mare in general.

It means dawn in X, 8, 3, though the text points here so

clearly to the dawn, and the very name of dawn is men-

tioned so immediately after, that this one passage seems

hardly sufficient to establish the use of drusht as a recog-

nised name of the dawn. Other passages, however, would

likewise gain in perspicuity, if we took arusht 6y itself as

a name of the dawn, just as we had to admit in several

passages arushd by itself as a name of the morning. Cf, I,

71, 1.

Arushi means the horses of Agni, in I, 14, 1%:

yukshvd hi drushi^ rdthe han'ta-^ deva rohita^.
*

Yoke, O god (Agni), the red-horses to the chariot, the

bays, the ruddy.

I, 10, prd niMk agne drushi^ ^g'dnan.

They knew the red-horses, Agni, coming down. VIII,

5 *

Soma, as we saw, was frequently spoken of as arushd/^

hdri^.

In IX, III, a, tridhftubhi^ drushibhi^ seems to refer

to the same red-horses of Soma, though this is not quite

clear.

The passages where arushi means simply a mare, without

any reference to colour, are VIII, 68, 18, and VIII, 55, 3.

It is curious that Arushd, which in the Veda me^s red,

should, as pointed out before, in its Zend form aurusha,

mean white. That in the Veda it means red, and not white, *

is shown, for instance, by X, 20^ 9, where j’vetd, the name
for white, is mentioned by the side of arushd. Most likely

arushd meant originally brilliant, and became fixed with

different shades of brilliancy in Sanskrit and Persian.

Arushd presupposes a form ar-vas, and is derived from a
root ar in the sense of running or rushing. See Chips
from a German Workshop, vol. ii, pp. 135, 137,
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Having thus explained the different meanings of arusha

and arushi in the Rig-veda, I feel it incumbent, at least for

once, to explain the reasons why I differ from the classifi-

cation of Vedic passages as given in the Dictionary pub-

lished by Boehtlingk and Roth. Here, too, the passages

in which arusha is used as an adjective are very properly

separated- from those in which it appears as a substantive.

To begin with the first, it is said that * arusha means ruddy,

the colour of Agni and his horses
;
he (Agni) himselfappears

as a red-horse.’ in support of this, the following passages

are quoted

:

III, I, 4? dvardhayan su-bhagam sapta yahvi-^ jvetam

£^g‘ntnim arusham mahi-tvS, i*uum na ^itam abhf

Here, however, it is only said that Agni was born

brilliant-white% and grew red, that the horses came to him

as they come to a new-born foal. Agni himself is not called

a red-horse.

III, 7, 5. Here, again, vrhh7ZdLk arushasya is no doubt

meant for Agni. But vnshan by itself does not mean

horse, though it is added to different names of horses to

qualify them as male horses; cf. VII, 69, i, d' vim rdtha^

vr/shabhii^ yitu iyvai^, may your chariot come near

with powerful horses, i. e. with stallions. See note to I,

85, 12,. We are therefore not justified in translating arusha

vrzsha,n by red-horse, but only by the red male, or the red

hero.

In III, 31, 3, agniv^^^^e^hva re^amina/^ mahd>^ putran

arushdsya pra-yakshe, I do not venture to say who is meant

by the maha^ putran arushasya, whether Adityas or Maruts,

but hardly the sons of Agni, as Agni himself is mentioned

as only born. But^ e^ven if it were so, the father of these

sons (putra) could hardly be intended here for a horse.

IV, 6, 9. tdva tye agne harfta^ ghnta-sna>^ r6hitisa>4

rigXL-inkdiA arush&a^ vr^shanak rz^TL-mushkaA,

Here, so far from Agni being represented as a red-horse,

his different horses, the Harfts or bays, the Rohitas or

a- See V, I, 4. svetih igre ihnim. X, i, 6. arushdi^

g&tih pad6
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ruddy, and the arushasa>^ vn'sha;2a>^, the red stallions, are

distinctly mentioned. Here vr/shan may be translated by

stallion, instead of simply by male, because arusha is here a

substantive, the name of a horse.

V, I, 5. ^anish/a hi £‘6nya^ agre ahnim hitd/^ hiteshu

arusha/^ vaneshu. Here arusha/^ is simply an adjective, red,

referring to Agni, who is understood throughout the hymn
to be the object of praise. He is said to be kind to those

who are kind to him, and to be red in the woods, i. e.

brilliant in the wood which he consumes
;

cf. Ill, 39, 6.

Nothing is said about his equine nature.

In 12, 2 and 6, VI, 48, 6, we have again simply arusha

vr/shan, which does not mean the red-horse, but the red

male, the red hero, i. e. Agni.

In VI, 49, 2, diva/i sisum sahasa^ siinum agnim ya^^dsya

ketiim arusham yd^adhyai, there is no trace of Agni being

conceived as a horse. He is called the child of the sky or

of Dyu, the son of strength (who is produced by strong

rubbing of wood), the light or the beacon of the sacrifice,

and lastly Arusha, which, for reasons stated above, I take

to be used here as a name.

Next follow the passages in which, according to Professor

Roth, arushd, as an adjective, is said to be applied to the

horses, cows, and other teams of the gods, particularly of

the dawn, the Ai-vins, and Br/haspati.

I, 1 1 8, 5. pdri vdm vapusha^^ patangaA vdyah

vahantu arusha^ abhike. Here we find the vaydJt arusha/^

of the Alvins, which it is better to translate by red birds, as

immediately before, the winged horses are mentioned. In

fact, whenever arushd is applied to the vehicle of the A.yvins,

it is to be understood of these red birds, IV, 43, 6.

In I, 91^, 1 and 2 (not 20), drushi occurs three times,

referring twice to the cows of the dawn,’ once to the dawn

herself.

In IV, 15, 6
,
tdm drvantam na sdnasi'm arusham nd divd.^

^fmm marmn^dnte divd-dive, arushd does not refer to the

horse or any other animal of Agni. The verse speaks of a

horse by way of comparison only, and says that the sacrificers

clean or trim Agni, the fire, as people clean a horse. We
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cannot join arusham in the next p&da with arvantam in the

preceding p^da, for the second na would then be without

any construction. The construction is certainly not easy,

but I think it is safer to translate : they trim him (Agni),

day by day, as they clean a strong horse, as they clean

Arusha, the child of Dyu. In fact, as far as I know, arusha

is never used as the name of the one single horse belonging

to Agni, but always of two or more.

In III, 31, 21, antdr (fti) krishn^n arushai/^ dhama hhi/i

git, dhima bhi/2 is said to mean flames of lightning. But

dhaman in the Rig-veda does not mean flames, and it

seems better to translate, with thy red companies, scil.

the Maruts.

That arusha in one or two passages means the red cloud,

is true. But in X, 43, 9, arusha refers to the thunderbolt

mentioned in the same verse; and in I, 114, 5, everything

refers to Rudra, and not to a red cloud, in the proper se^ise

of the word.

Further on, where the meanings attributable to arushi in

the Veda are collected, it is said that drushi means a red

mare, also the teams of Agni and Ushas. Now, here,

surely, a distinction should have been made between those

passages in which drushi means a real horse, and those

where it expresses the imaginary steeds of Agni. The

former, it should be observed, occur in one Ma^^j^ala only,

and in places of somewhat doubtful authority, in VIII, 55,

3, a Vdlakhilya hymn, and in VIII, 68, 18, a danastuti or

panegyric. Besides, no passage is given where drush! means

the horses of the dawn, and I doubt whether such a passage

exists, while the one verse where drushi is really used for

the horses of Indra, is not mentioned at all. Lastly, two

passages are set apart where drushi is supposed to mean

flames. Now, it may be perfectly true that the red-horses

of Agni are meant for flarnes, just as the red-horses of Indra

may be the rays of the sun. TBut, in that case, the red-

horses of Agni should always have been thus translated, or

rather interpreted, and not in one passage only. In IX,

III, 2, drushi is said to mean flames, but no further light is

thrown upon that very difficult passage.
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iNote 2. Pari tasthiisha^. I take this form as a nomi-

native plural like dbibhyusha^^, I, ii, 5, tvam deva/^ abi-

bhyusha/2 tu^amindsa/^ ivishu^. ‘ the gods, stirred up,

came to thee, not fearing and like dadusha.^, I, 54, 8, y6

te indra dadusha^ vardhayanti mahi kshatram, ^ who giving

or by their gifts increase thy great power, O Indra.’ Here

we might possibly take it as a gen. sing, referring to te, but

dadivin is far more appropriate as an epithet of the sacrificer

than of the god. (See Benfey, Vocativ, p. 24; and Hermes,

p. 16.) It is well known among Sanskrit scholars that Pro-

fessor Whitney, in reviewing my translation, declared that

the participial form tasthusha^ had no right to be^anything

but an accusative plural or a genitive or ablative singular.

(See Chips from a German Workshop, vol. iv, p. 5^8.) Dr.

Kern, however, in his translation of the Bnhat-Saz/^hiti

had shown long before that nom. plur. such as vidusha/^ are

by no means rare, even in the Mahdbhirata and kindred

works. Dr. Lanman (Journ. Americ. Or. Soc. X, p. 513)
has now entered abibhyusha^ as a nom. plur., but he prefers

to take tasthusha;^ as an acc. plural, so that we should have

to translate ^^drantam pari tasthusha-^ by 'walking round

those who stand.’ This may be grammatically possible

;

but who could be meant by tasthusha^, standing ones?

And, secondly, is it usual in Vedic Sanskrit to say /^arati

pdri tarn, 'he walks round him?’ We find pari tB,m ydti, or

tarn pari ydti, but hardly yiti pari tarn, ' he goes round him,^

except when pari stands independent of the verb and means
' around,’ e. g. IX, 8, pavasva pari parthivam ra^a/^. It is

more difficult to decide whether we should adopt Ludwig’s

interpretation, who takes pari tasthusha^ in the sense of
' away from what is firm.’ This is correct grammatically, and
tasthivat, as opposed to ^gat, is often used in the sense of

what is immovable. But is it ever used in that sense by
itself? I doubt it, though I may add in support of it such

a passage as I, 191, 9, lit apaptat asau surya>^ .... dditya>^

parvatebhya^, a verse where the expression visvidrishtak

adrfshzfaha is analogous to our ketum krznvin aketdve. I

therefore retain pari tasthusha>^ as a nom. plural in the sense

of standing around, circumstautes, possibly of pari/^ara,
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attendants. Parish^f-^ina or sthdna comes to mean an

abode, and paritasthivantas would be bystanders, attend-

ants, the people, in fact, who are supposed to harness the

horse.

Though I do not assign great weight to interpretations

of hymns, as given by the Brdhma^^as, I may mention that

in the Taitt. Br. Ill, 9, 4, i, paritasthusha/^ is explained as a

nom. plur., ime vai lok^^ paritasthusha^, while S^yam in

his commentary (Sima-veda II, 6, 3, 12, i) has parito^va-

sthit^ lokatrayavartina^ pri^dna.^.

Note 3
.^
Rd^ante tokana, A similar expression occurs

III, 61, 5, where it is said of Ushas, the dawn, that she

lighted the lights in the sky, pra ro/^anai ruru>^e rai^^va-

sandr/k.

Verse 2.

Wilson: They (the charioteers) harness to his car

his two desirable coursers, placed on either hand, bay-

coloured, high-spirited, chief-bearing.

Benfey : Die lieben Falben schirren sie zu beiden Seiten

des Wagens an, braune, kiihne, held-tragende.

Ludwig: Sie spannen seine lieblichen falben an den

wagen mit auseinandergehenden seiten, die blutroten,

mutigen, helden-bringenden.

Note 1. Although no name is given, the pronoun asya

clearly refers to Indra, for it is he to whom the two bays

belong. The next verse, therefore, must likewise be taken

as addressed to Indra, and not to the sun or the morning-

red, spoken of as a horse or a chariot in the first verse.

Vipakshasi is well explained by Siya^a, vividhe pakshas!

rathasya pkrsvan yayos tau vipakshasau, rathasya dvayoA

pdryvayor yo^it^v ity artha^. The only doubt is whether

it refers to the two sides of the chariot, or of the principal

horse. That horses were sometimes yoked so that one

should act as leader, and two should be harnessed on each

side, we see in I, 39, 6, note.
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Verse 3,

Wilson : Mortals, you owe your (daily) birth (to such

an Indra), who, with the rays of the morning, gives sense to

the senseless, and to the formless, form.

Benfey : Licht machend—Manner I—das Dunkele und

kenntlich das Unkenntliche, entsprangst du mit dem Mor-

genroth.

Ludwig : Sichtbarkelt schaffend dem unsichtbaren,

gestalt o schmuckreiche (Marut) dem gestaltlosen, wurdet

ihr mit den Ushas zusammen geboren.

Note 1. In the TB. Ill, 9, 4, several of these mantras are

enjoined for the A,rvamedha. When the banner (dhva^a)

is fastened, this verse is to be used, because ketu was

supposed to mean a banner. The vocative marya^, which

I have translated by O men, had evidently become a mere

exclamation at a very early time’. Even in our passage it

is clear that the poet does not address any men in particular,

for he addresses Indra, nor is marya used in the general

sense of men. It means males, or male offspring. It

sounds more like some kind of asseveration or oath, like the

Latin mehercle, or like the English O ye powers, and it is

therefore quoted as a nipS^ta or particle in the Prcltu.

II, 16, It can hardly be taken here as addressed to theMaruts,

though the Maruts are the subject of the next verse. Kluge
in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xxv, p. 309, points out that mary§,^

as an interjection does not occur again in the Rig-veda. But
the Rig-veda contains many words which occur once only,

and the author of Pritirikhya is no mean authority.

See also Tkndya Brdhm. VII, 6, 5. If Dr. Kluge proposes to

read miryii as a dative (like XiJkw) he knows, of course, that

such a form does not only never occur again in the Rig-veda,

but never in the whole of Sanskrit literature. Grassmann and
Lanman (N. I., p. 339) both seem to imagine that the Pada
text has marya, but it has maxy^k, and no accent. Ifmaryd^
had the accent, we might possibly translate, ' the youths, i. e.

the Maruts, made/ taking krinvan for akrmvan, or the more
usual akurvan

;
but in that case the transition to a^yathM

would be very sudden. See, however, I, 6^ 7..
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Skysina explain? it maryiy^, manushyii ! idam ^.f^aryam

pa^yata. Another explanation of this verse, which evi-

dently troubled the ancient commentators as much as us,

is, ‘ O mortal, i. e. O sun (dying daily), thou hast been born

with the dawn.'

Note 2. Ushadbhi^, an instrumental plural which attracted

the attention of the author of the V^rttika to Fan, VII, 4,

48. It occurs but once, but the regular form, ushobhi/2,

does not occur at all in the Rig-veda. The same grammarian

mentions m^s, motith, as changing the final s of its base into

d before bhis. ' This, too, is confirmed by RV. II, 34, 5,

where madbhi^ occurs. Two other words, svavas, offering

good, protection, and svatavas, of independent strength,

mentioned together as liable to the same change, do not

occur with bhi/2 in the Rig-veda, but the forms svavadbhi/^

and svatavadbhi/^ probably occurred in some other Vedic

writings. Svatavadbhya^^ has been pointed out by Professor

Aufrecht in the Vd^san. Samhxtk XXIV, 16, and svatavo-

bhya/2 in ^atap. Br. II, 5, i, 14. That the nom. svavin, which

is always trisyllabic, is not to be divided into sva-vin,

as proposed by ^Sdkalya, but into su-avdn, is implied by
Virttika to Fht, VIII, 4, 48, and distinctly stated in the

Siddhdnta-Kaumudi. That the final n of the nom. su-avin

disappeared before semi-vowels is confirmed by the 6'ikala-

prUtu^khya, Sutra 387 ; see also Va^^an. Prdtii’. Ill, Siitra

135. (Weber, Ind. Stud. vol. iv, p. 306). On the proper

division of su-avas, see Aufrecht, Zeitschrift der Deutschen

Mofgenlandischen Gesells'chaft, vol. xiii, p. 499.

Verse 4.

Wilson : Thereafter, verily, those who bear names

invoked in holy rites (the Maruts), having seen the rain

about to be engendered, instigated him to resume his

embryo condition (in the clouds).

Benfey: Sodann von freien Stiicken gleich erregen

wieder Schwangerschaft die heilgen Namen tragenden.

Ludwig : Da haben namlich in ihrer gottlichen weise

disc der Pmni leibesfrucht gebracht, opfer verdienenden

namen erwerbend.
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Kote 1. At must here take vytiha and be pronounced as

an iambus. This is exceptional with it, but there are at

least two other passages where the same pronunciation is

necessary. I, 148, 4, fit ro/^ate vane fi vi-bha-vfi, though

in the line immediately following it is monosyllabic. Also

in V, 7, 10, fi't agne aprbiataA,

Ifote 2. Svadhfi, literally one’s own place, afterwards,

one’s own nature. It was a great triumph for the science

of Comparative Philology that, long before the existence of

such a word as svadhfi in Sanskrit was known, it should

have been postulated by Professor Benfey in his Griechisches

Wurzellexicon, published in 1839, and in the appendix of

1 84:^. Svadhfi was known, it is true, in the ordinary San-

skrit, but there it only occurred as an exclamation used on

presenting an oblation to the manes. It was also explained

to mean food offered to deceased ancestors, or to be the

name of a personification of Mfiyfi or worldly illusion, or of

a nymph. But Professor Benfey, with great ingenuity, pos-

tulated for Sanskrit a noun svadhfi, as corresponding to the

Greek and the German sitte, O. H. G. sit-u, G^thig

sid_2U. The noun svadhfi has since been discovered in the

Veda, where it occurs very frequently; and its true meaning

in many passages where native tradition had entirely mis-

understood it, has really been restored by means of its

etymological identification with the Greek eOoiotM-OS. See

Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. ii, p. 134 ;
vol. xii, p. 158.

"^e expfesstens-fiira svadhim andr^adhfim anu arp of

frequent occurrence. They mean, according to the nature

or character of the persons spoken of, and may be trans-

lated by as usual, or according to a person’s wont. Thus in

our passage we may translate. The Maruts are born again,

i, e. as soon as Indra appeared with the dawn, according to

their wont
;
they are always born as soon as Indra appears,

for such is their nature.

Ij 1^55 5- fcdra svadhfim dm2 hi na^ babhutha.

For, Indra, according to thy wont, thou art with us.

VIII, ao, 7. svadhfim dnu sriyam nara^—vdhante.

According to their wont, the men (the Maruts) carry

splendour.
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Thou hast grown (Indra) according to thy nature.

IV, 33, 6. anu svadhSm rihhava^ ^agmuA etam.

According to their nature, the i?^bhus went to her, scil.

the cow; or, according to this their nature, they came.

IV, 6 ;
I, 33, II

;
I, 88, 6 ;

VII, 56, 13 ; HI, 51, n.
In all these passages svadhH may be rendered by manner,

habit, usage, and anu svadham would seem to correspond to

the Greek Yet the history of these words in

Sanskrit and Greek has not been exactly the same. First

of all we observe in Greek a division between eOos and
and whereas the former comes very near in meaning to the

Sanskrit svadhil, the latter shows in Homer a much more
primitive and material sense. It means in Homer, not a

person’s own nature, but the own place, for instance, of

animals, the haunts of horses, lions, fish
;

in Hesiod, also of

men. Horn. II. XV, 268, jnerd r r;^ea Kal vofjLov tTnrcov, loca

consueta et pascua. SvadhS in the Veda does not occur

in that sense, although etymologically it might take the

meaning of one’s own place: cf. dh^-man, fam ilia, &c.

Whether in Greek from meaning lair, haunt, home,

came, like voixSs and vSjjlos, to mean habit, manner, character,

which would be quite possible, or whether ^6os in that

meaning represents a second start from the same point,

which in Sanskrit was fixed in svadha, is impossible to

determine. In Sanskrit svadhfi clearly shows the meaning

of one’s own nature, power, disposition. It does not mean

power or nature in general, but always the power of some

one, the peculiarity, the individuality of a person. This

will appear from the following passages

:

II, 3, 8. tisrdv?! devi/i svadhdyi barhi^ K idam a^Midram

pdntu.

May the three goddesses protect by their power the

sacred pile unbroken.

IV, 13, 5. kayd yiti svadh^yd.

By what inherent power does he (the Sun) move on ?

IV, !Z6, 4. afekrdyi svadhayd.

By a power which requires no chariot, i.e. by himself

without a chariot.

The same expression occurs again X, 27, 19.

[32]
" ^
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In some places the verb mad, to delight, joined with

svadhdyd, seems to mean to revel in his strength, to be

proud of his might.

V, sdj 4. svadhayd mddantam.

Vrftra who delights in his strength.

VII, 47, 3. svadhdyi mddantt>^.

The waters who delight in their strength. See X, 124, 8.

In other passages, however, as we shall see, the same

phrase (and this is rather unusual) requires to be taken in

a different sense, so as to mean to rejoice in food.

I, 164, 38 ;
III, 17, 5.

III, 35, 10. indra pfba svadhdyd >^it sutdsya 3Lgn6A vd

pahi^Ihvdyi ya^atra.

Indra drink of the libation by thyself (by thy own power),

or with the tongue of Agni, O worshipful.

To drink with the tongue of Agni is a bold but not

unusual expression. V, 51, 3 . agneA pibata ^ihviyL X,

^5. 3 - ^
I, 165, 6. kva syavai^ maruta^ svadhadsit ydt mam dkam

sam-adhatta ahi-hatye.

Where was that custom of yours, O Maruts, when you

left me alone in the killing of Ahi ?

VII, 8, 3. kdyi na^ agne vf vasa^ su-vrfktfm kam tim (iti)

svadham rindcvzh jasyamdna^.

In what character dost thou light up our work, and what

character dost thou assume, when thou art praised }

IV, 58, 4; IV, 45,

I, 64, 4, s^kam ^a^nire svadhdyd.

They (the Maruts) were born together, according to their

nature; very much like dnu svadham, I, 6, 4, One can

hardly render it here by 'they were born by their own
strength,’ or ' by spontaneous generation.’

In other passages, however, svadhdyd, meaning originally

by its own power, or nature,, comes to mean, by itself,

sponte suk
VII, 78, 4. a asthdt rdtham svadhdya yu^ydmdnam.
She, the dawn, mounted the chariot which was harnessed

by itself, by its own power, without requiring the assistance

of people to put the horses to.
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Xj 1 ^9 ,
^nlt avitam svadhayi tat ekam.

That only One breathed breathlessly (or freely) by its

own strength, i. e. by itself.

In the same sense svadhabhL^ is used in several passages :

13- amntd ^arati svadhIbhiA

The immortal Dawn moves along by her own strength,

i.e. by herself.

VIII, 10, 6. yat vi svadh^hi^ adhi-tish/^atha/^ ratham.

Or whether ye mount your chariot by your own strength,

ye Alvins.

I, 164, 30. ^iva^ mr^tasya ^arati svadhabhi/2 dmartya/^

martyena Sa-yonL^.

The living moves by the powers of the dead, the immortal

is the brother of the mortal. Ill, 26, 8 ;
V, 60, 4.

There are doubtful passages, such as 1, 180, 6, in which

the meaning of svadhd'bhi^, too, is doubtful. In VI, 2, 8,

svadh^ looks like an adverb, instead of svadhay^, and would

then refer to pari^mi. The same applies to VIII, 32, 6.

But svadhS means also food, lit. one’s own portion, the

sacrificial offering due to each god, and lastly, food in

general.

1, 108, 12. ydt indrdgnt (iti) lit-itd suryasya mddhye diva/i

svadhayd mdddyethe (fti).

Whether you, Indra and Agni, delight in your food at

the rising of the sun or at midday.

X, 15, 12. tvam agne !/ita^ ^ata-veda/^ ava^ havyani

surabh&i hrztvi, prd 3.dkk pitr/-bhya^ svadhdy^ t6 akshan

addhi tvdm deva pra-yata havWhi. 13. ye ks. iha pitdra/^

y6 ka na ihd y^n kz vidmd yan tzn (I'ti) kz nd pra-vidma,

tvdm vettha ydti td ^ita-veda^ svadhabhi^ ya^/iam sii-

kntam ^shasva. 14. y6 agni-dagdhS^ y6 dnagni-dagdhd>S

madhye diva.^ svadhayd mddayante, t6hhiA sva-r^if dsu-

nttim etam yathd-va5*am tanvam kalpayasva.

12. Thou, O Agni Cdtavedas, hast carried, when im-

plored, the offerings which thou hast rendered sweet ; thou

hast given them to the fathers, they fed on their share.

Eat thou, O god, the proffered oblations. 13. Our fathers

who are here, and those who are not here, our fathers whom

we know and those whom we do not know, thou knowest
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how many they are^ O (?dtavedaSj accept the well-made

sacrifice with the sacrificial portions. 14* They who, whe-

ther burnt by fire or not burnt by fire, rejoice in their

offering in the midst of heaven, give to’ them, O king, that

life, and thy (their) own body^ according to thy will.

Ill, 4, 7. sapta prricshasa^ ‘svadhdyd madanti.

The seven horses delight in their food.

X, 14, 7. ubha raging svadhayi madantd.

The two kings delighting in their food.

IX, 1 13, 10. yatra kKmik ni-kim^^ ^a, yatra bradhnasya*

vishMpam, svadha ksL ydtra tr/pti^ ka, tdtra m^m am^/tam

kndhf.

Where wishes and desires are, where the cup of the bright

Soma is (or, where the highest place of the sun is), where

there is food and rejoicing, there make me immortal.

I3 i54j 4* y^sya trf pfir^^a madhuni pad^ni dkshlyami;^^

svadhdyi madanti.

He (Vish^^u) whose three places, full of sweet, imperish-

able, delight or abound in food.

• V, 34, 1 ;
II, 35. 7 ;

1, 168, 9 ; 1, 176, 2.

In the tenth book svadhi! is used very much as it occurs

in the later Sanskrit, as the name of a peculiar sacrificial rite.

X, 14, 3. y&n dev&^ vavndhii^ y6 ^a. dev^n

anyd svadhdyi any^ madanti.

Those whom the gods cherish, and those who cherish the

gods, the one delight in Sv4hi, the others in Svadhd. ; or, in

praise and food.

Note 8. The expression garbha-tvdm d-irird is matched
by that of III, 6o, 3, saudhanvandsa^ amnta-tvdm d irire,

the Saudhanvanas (the i??bhus) obtained immortality, or be-

came immortal. I do not think that punar erire can mean,

as Ludwig supposes, they pushed away their state of garbha.

The idea that the Maruts assumed the form of a garbha,

lit. of an embryo or a new-bom child, is only meant to ex-
press that they were born, or that the storms burst forth

from the womb of the sky as soon as Indra arises to do
battle against the demon of darkness. Thus we read,

I, 134, 4, 4?^naya,^ manita,^ vakshd?«dbhya.^. Thou, Vdyn,
hast produced the Maruts from the bowels (of the sky).
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As assisting Indra in this battle, the Maruts, whose name
retained for a long time its purely appellative meaning of

storms, attained their rank as deities by the side of Indra.

or, as the poet expresses it, they assumed their sacred

name. This seems to be the whole meaning of the later

legend that the Maruts, like the Rihhus^ were not originally

gods, but became deified for their works. See also Kern,

Translation of Br^hat-sa^^^hM, p. 1 17, note.

Other explanations are : they made that which was born

within the cloud into a garbha or embryo
;

or, they arose

with Aditya, proceeded with Savitar, and when Savitar set,

they became again garbhas ;
see Sima-veda II, 2^ 7, 2, comm.

Vahni.

Verse 5.

Wilson: Associated with the conveying Maruts, the

traversers of places difficult of access^ thou, Indra, hast dis-

covered the cows hidden in the cave.

Benfey : Mit den die Festen brechenden, den Stiirm-

eiiden fandst, Indra, du die Kiihe in der Grotte gar.

Ludwig : Und mit denen, die das feste sogar anbrechen,

selbst im versteck, o Indra, mit den priesterlichen, fandest

du die morgenstralen auf.

'Note 1. Siya?2a explains vAhnibhiA in the sense of

Mariidbhi^, and he tells the oft-repeated story how the

cows were carried off by the Pa;^is from the world of the

gods, and thrown into darkness, and how Indra with the

Maruts conquered them and brought them back. Every-

body seems to have accepted this explanation of S^ya;/a,

and I myself do not venture to depart from it. Yet it

should be stated that the use of vahni as a name of the

Maruts is by no means well established. Vahni is in fact a

most difficult word in the Veda. In later Sanskrit it means

fire, and is quoted also as a name of Agni, the god of fire,

but we do not learn why a word which etymologically

means carrier, from vah, to carry, should have assumed the

meaning of fire. It may be that vah, which in Sanskrit,

Greek, and Latin means chiefly to carry, expressed origin-
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ally the idea of moving about (the German be-wegen),

in which case vih-ni, fire, would have been formed with the

same purpose as ag-nf, ig-nis, fire, from Sk. ag', ay-w, ag-o.

In Alvis-mal, V, 94, we read, kalla Vig Vanir, the Wanes

call fire Vig, i.e. wavy. But in Sanskrit Agni is so con-

stantly represented as the carrier of the sacrificial oblation,

that something may also be said in favour of the Indian

scholastic interpreters who take vdhni, as applied to Agni,

in the sense of carrier. However that may be, it admits

of no doubt that vdhni, in the Veda, is distinctly applied to

the bright fire or light. In some passages it looks very

much like a proper name of Agni, in his various characters

of terrestrial and celestial light. It is used for the sacri-

ficial fire

:

V, 50, 4. yatra vahniA abhl-hita/5 .

Where the sacrifidal fire is placed.

It is applied to Agni

:

VII, 7, 5. ^adi vritiA vahniA ^-^ganvfo agniA brahm£

The chosen light came nigh, and sat down, Agni, the

priest.

Here Agni is, as usual, represented as a priest, chosen

like a priest, for the performance of the sacrifice. But, for

that very reason, vahni may here have the meaning of

priest, which, as we shall see, it has in many places, and

the translation would then be more natural : He, the chosen

minister, came near and sat down, Agni, the priest.

VIII, 23, 3. vihxah vindate vdsu.

Agni finds wealth (for those who offer sacrifices ?).

More frequently vdhni is applied to the celestial Agni,

or other solar deities, where it is difficult to translate it in

English except by an adjective

:

III, 5, 1, apa dv&i tdmasa^ vdhni^ ivar (fty kvak).

Agni opened the two doors of darkness.

I, i5o, 3. sih vihmk putrd;^ pitro^ pavftra-vdn punati

dMra^ bhiivanflni miyayd.

That light, the son of the two parents, full of brightness,

the wise, brightens the world by his power.

Agni is even called vdhni-tama (IV, i, 4), which hardly

means more than the brightest.
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II, 17, 4- at r6dasi (iti) ^yotishd vahni^ a atanot.

Then the bright (Indra) stretched out or filled heaven
and earth with his light.

II, 38, T, lit (fti) %yik deva.^ savit^—^vahnL^ asthat.

The divine Savitar, the luminous, arose.

Besides this meaning of light or fire, however, there are

clearly two other -meanings ofvahni which must be admitted
in the Veda, first that of a carrier, vehicle, and, it may be,

horse
; secondly that of minister or priest.

VI, 57^ 3* anyasya vahnaya^ hdri (fti) anyasya sam-
bhWtd.

^ The be^ers of the one (Pushan) are goats, the bays are

yoked for the other (Indra).

I> I4j
^ritk’^ri^thkh taznd.k-YugdLk y6 tvd vahanti

vahnaya^.

The horses with shining backs, obedient to thy will,

which carry thee (Agni).

VIII, 3, 2$, yasmai anyd dai*a prati dhiiram vdhanti vah-

nayaA.

A horse against whom other ten horses carry a weight

;

i. e. it requires ten horses to carry the weight which this one

horse carries. (See X, ii, 7. vahamdna/2 ayvai^.)

II, 37, 3« mddyantu te vdhnaya^ ydbhi^ lyase.

May thy horses be fat on which thou goest. II, 24, 13.

I5 44j 13* .yrudhl iTut-kar;^a vahni-bhi^.

Agni, who hast ears to hear, hear, on thy horses. Unless

vahni-bhi;^ is joined with the words that follow, devai7̂
say^va-bhi^

III, 6
,

va/^yantdm te vahnaya/z sapta-^ihvd^ ^

May thy seven-tongued horses be called. Here vahna-

yaA is clearly meant for the flames of Agni, yet I doubt

whether we should be justified in dropping the simile,

as the plural of vahni is nowhere used in the bald sense

of flames.

In one passage vahni is supposed to be used as a feminine,

or at all events applied to a feminine subject:

VIII, 94, 1, yukta vdhni^ rathdndm.

Cf. I, 58, 7. sapta^hva^.
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She is yoked as the drawer of the chariots. Probably,

however, vahni/2 should here be changed into vdhnt.

The passages in which vahni is applied to Soma in the

ninth and tenth Ma;2^alas throw little light on the subject.

(IX, 9, 61 iio, 5; 6; 36, 64, igi 89,1; X, lOl, lo.)

Instead of vis^m vispitUi, lord of men (VII, 7, 4), we find

IX, 108, 10. vLT^'m vihni/i na vispitik* One feels inclined

to translate here vdhni^ by leader^ but it is more likely that

vahni is here again the common name of Soma, and that it

is inserted between vi.r^m nd vi^pdti>^, which is meant to

form one phrase.

In IX, 97, 34, tisrd>^ vakak trayati pra vdhni/:, we may
take vdhni as the common appellation of Soma. But it

may also mean minister or priest, as in the passages which

we have now to examine. Cf. X^ 11, 6.

For besides these passages in which vdhni clearly means
vector, carrier, drawer, horse, there is a large class of verses

in which it can only be translated by minister, i. e. officiating

minister, and, as it would seem, chiefly singer or reciter^.

The verb vah was used in Sanskrit in the sense of

carrying out (ud-vah, ausfuhren), or performing a rite,

particularly as applied to the reciting of hymns. Hence
such compounds as ukthd-vdhas or stdma-vdhas, offering

hymns of praise, and ya^nd-vdhas. Thus we read

:

V, 79, 4. abhf yd tvd vibhd-vari stomai^ grzninti vdh-

nayai^.

The ministers who praise thee, splendid Dawn, with
hymns.

I, 48, II. yd tvd grininti vdhnaya>4 .

The ministers who praise thee.

VII, 75, 5. usha>^ ukkAati vdhni-bhi/^ grininL
The dawn lights up, praised by the ministers.

VI, 39, I. mandrdsya kavd>^ divydsya vdhne^
Of the sweet poet, of the heavenly priest ....
VII, 8^, 4. yuvam ft yut-sti p;^/tandsu vdhnaya/^5 yuvd'm

kshdmasya pra-save mitd-^/Zava/%, ii’dna vdsva^^ ubhdyasya
kdrdva>^ fndrdvarui»2d su-hdvd havdmahe.

^ See Taitt. Brdhm. I, i, 6, 10. vahnir yd ana^/vdn, vahnir
adhvaryu^.
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We, as ministers, invoke you only in fights and battles

;

we, as suppliants, (invoke) you for the granting of treasure

;

we, as poets, (invoke) you, the lords of twofold wealth, you,

Indra and Varu/^a, who listen to our call.

VI, 3. sik vdhni-bhi>^ r/kva-bhi^ goshu sisvd.t mita-

£‘nu-hhiA puru-kr/tvi ^gdya.

He (Indra) was victorious often among the cows, always

with celebrating and suppliant ministers.

I have placed these two passages together because

they seem to me to illustrate each other, and to show

that although in the second passage the celebrating and

suppliant ministers may be intended for the Maruts, yet

no argument could be drawn from this verse in favour of

vdhni by itself meaning the Maruts. See also VIII, 6, a ;

13,15; X, 114, 3.

IV, 31, 6, hoti yik na/^ mahan sam-vara;?eshu vahni/^.

The Hotar who is our great priest in the sanctuaries.

I, 138, 4. vdhni>^ vedh^/2 d^yata.

Because the wise priest (Agni) was born.

The same name which in these passages is applied to

Agni, is in others, and, as it will be seen, in the same

sense, applied to Indra.

II, 31
,
3 . tuvi-grdye vahnaye.

To the strong-voiced priest or leader.

The fact that vdhni is followed in several passages by

ukthai^ would seem to show that the office of the vahni

was chiefly that of recitation or of addressing prayers to

the gods.

III, 30, 1 , agnfm ushdsam ayvind dadhi-kram vi-ushzfishu

havate vahnii^ ukthai>%.

The priest at the break of day calls with his hymns Agni,

Ushas, the Ajvins, and Dadhikrd.

I, 184, I. tS vim adyd tau aparam huvema Mkkkintyim

ushdsi vihnUi ukthaf^.

Let us invoke the two Ai^vins to-day and to-morrow, the

priest with his hymns is there when the dawn appears.

In a similar sense, it would seem, as vdhni-^^ ukthaiA, the

Vedic poets frequently use the words vdhni^ dsa. This

dsS! is the instrumental singular of ds, mouth, and it is used
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in Other phrases also of the mouth as the instrument of

praise.

VI, 32, I. va^rke i-am-tamini yiktmA isS sthavir^ya

taksham.

I have shaped with my mouth blessed words to the

wielder of the thunderbolt, the strong Indra.

X, 1 15, 3. 4sa vdhnim na i^o^&fshd vi-rap.ymam.

He who sings with his flame as the poet with his mouth.

See also I, 38, 14. mimthi i^ldkam dsye, make a song in thy

mouth.

Thus we find vahni^ dsa in the same place in the sixth

and seventh Ma^^^alas (VI, 16, 9 ;
VII, 16, 9), iif the phrase

vahni^ isS vidti^-tara^, applied to Agni in the sense of the

priest wise with his mouth, or taking vahnii^ dsa as it were

one word, the wise poet.

I, 1:^9, 5, vahnU isa, vahni^ na^ khkhz,.

Indra, as a priest by his lips, as a priest coming to-

wards us.

From the parallelism of this passage it would seem that

Professor Roth concluded the meaning of to be near,

a As, mouth, the Latin os, oris, has been derived from a root as,

to breathe, preserved in the Sanskrit as-u, spirit, asu-ra, endowed

with spirit, living, the living god. Though I agree with Curtius in

admitting a primitive root as, to breathe, from which as-u, breath,

must have sprung, I have always hesitated about the derivation of

and Ssya, mouth, from the same root. I do not think, however,

that the lengthening of the vowel in ^s is so great a difiSculty as has

been supposed (Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. xvii, p. 145). Several roots

lengthen their vowel a, when used as substantives without derivative

suflBxes. In some cases this lengthening is restricted to the Anga
base, as in anad?v4h ;

in others to the Anga and Pada base, as in

vhvavd/, vij'vavt^hi/^, &c.
; in others again it pervades the whole

declension, as in tur^shi/: (see Sanskrit Grammar, §§ 210, 208,

i7g.) Among ordinary words vM offers a clear instance of a

lengthened vowel. In the Veda wc find nUshaham, VI, 14, 4, and

ntishHiam (Sa;?zhid), I, 64, ig. In X, 71, 10 the Sa;/2hiti has

sabhds^h^na, the Pada sabh^sah^na. We find vih in apsu-vdh (Sdm.

Ved.), indra-v^h, havya-v^h. Sah at the end of compounds, such as

nrz-sah, pntan^-sah, bhfiri-sah, satr^-sah, vibhd-sah, sad^-sah, varies

between a long and short S
:
(see Regnier, £tude sur Tidiome du
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or CO ram. In the Nigha;2/u, II, 16, the right reading is

evidently is&t, not dscl
;
see Nirukta, ed. Satyavrata S^ma-

^rami, vol. i, p. 264. As^, however, is an old variant, as may
be seen from Rig-veda-bhdshya 1, 127, 8; X, 115, 3.

I, 76, 4. pra^a-vatS. viJtasii vahni>^ 4sa a ^a huve nf

satsi ihd devaf^.

With words in which my people join, I, the poet, invoke?

and thou (Agni) sittest down with the gods.

VI, II, 2. pivakdyi ^uhvl vahnU isl

Thou, a poet with a bright tongue, O Agni

!

Grassmann thinks that vahnir 4sa can always be translated

by ‘ vor das Angesicht bringend,’ but this does not appear

to be the case in his translation.

The question now arises in what sense vahni is used when
applied without further definition to certain deities. Most

deities in the Veda are represented as driving or driven,

and many as poets or priests. When the Alvins are called

vdhnt, VIII, 8, 12 ;
VII, 73, 4, it may mean riders. But when

the Vi.fve Devds are so called, I, 3, 9, or the i?fbhus, the

exact meaning is more doubtful. The Maruts are certainly

riders, and whatever other scholars may say to the contrary,

it can be proved that they were supposed to sit astride on

horseback, and to have the bridle through the horse’s

nostrils (V, 61, 2). But if in our verse I, 6, 5, we translate

vahni as an epithet, rider, and not only as an epithet, but

as a name of the Maruts, we cannot support our transla-

tion by independent evidence, but must rely partly on

the authority of Saya^^a, partly on the general tenor of the

text before us, where the Maruts are mentioned in the pre-

ceding verse, and, if I am right, in the verse following also.

On the other hand, if vahni can thus be used as a name of

Vedas, p. iii.) At all events no instance has yet been pointed

out in Sanskrit, showing the same contraction which we should

have to admit if, as has been proposed, we derived ds from av-as,

or from an-as. From ‘an' we have in the Veda ^na, mouth or face,

I, 52, 15. From as, to breathe, the Latin omen, originally os-men,

a whisper, might likewise be derived. See Bopp, Comp. Gr. par.

909 ;
Kuhn in Ind. Stud. I, 333.
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the Maruts, there is at least one other passage which would

gain in clearness by the admission of that meaning, viz.

X, 138, I. tava tye indra sakhyeshu vdhnaya/^—vi adar-

dim/i valam.

In thy friendship, Indra, these Maruts tore asunder the

cloud.

15’ote 2. I have translated vi/ii by stronghold, though it is

only an adjective, meaning firm. Dr. Oscar Meyer, in his

able essay Quaestiones Homericae, specimen prius, Bonnae,

1867, has tried to show that this vt/d is the original form

of ’'IXtoy, and he has brought some further evidence to show

that the siege and conquest of Troy^ as I pointed out in my
Lectures on the Science of Language, vol. ii, p. 470, was

originally described in language borrowed from the siege

and conquest of the dark night by the powers of light, or

from the destruction of the cloud by the weapons of Indra.

It ought to be considered, however, that vi/d in the Veda
has not dwindled down as yet to a mere name, and that

therefore it may have originally retained its purely appella-

tive power in Greek as well as in Sanskrit, and from meaning

a stronghold in general, have come to mean the stronghold

of Troy.

"Note 3 . The bright cows are here the cows of the morn-

ing, the dawns, or the days themselves, which are represented

as rescued at the end of each night by the power of Indra,

or similar solar gods. Indra’s companions in that daily

rescue are here the Maruts, the storms, the same com-

panions who act even a more prominent part in the battle

of Indra against the dark clouds. These two battles are

often mixed up together, so that possibly usrfyi^ may have

been meant for clouds.

Verse 6.

Wilson : The reciters of praises praise the mighty

(troop of Maruts), who are celebrated, and conscious of the

pov/er of bestowing wealth in like manner as they (glorify)

the counsellor (Indra).

Benfey : Nach ihrer Einsicht verherrlichend besingen

Sanger den Schatzeherm, den beriihmten, gewaltigen.
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Ludwig : Als fromme heran zum liede haben die sanger

ihn, der trefliches findet, beriihmten gesungen.

ITote 1. The reasons why I take gira/^ as a masculine in

the sense of singer or praiser, may be seen in a note to

I 37, lo-

ISTote 2. yithi matfm, lit. according to their mind, accord-

ing to their heart’s desire. Cf. II, 24, 13.

Verse 7.

Wilson: May you be seen, Maruts, accompanied by
the undaunted (Indra); both rejoicing, and of equal

splendour.

Benfey : So lass mit Indra denn vereint, dem furcht-

losen, erblicken dich, beide erfreu’nd und glanzesgleich.

Ludwig : Mit Indra zusammen wirst du gesehn zusam-

mengehend mit dem furchtlosen, mild ihr zwei, von gleichem

glanze.

Kote !• The sudden transition from the plural to the

singular is strange, but the host of the Maruts is frequently

spoken of in the singular, and nothing else can here be

intended. It may be true, as Professor Benfey suggests,

that the verses here put together stood originally in a

different order, or that they were taken from different

sources. Yet though the Sdma-veda would seem to sanction

a small alteration in the order of the verses, the alteration

of verses 7, 4, 5, as following each other, would not help us

much. The Atharva-veda sanctions no change in the order

of these verses.

The transition to the dual at the end of the verse is

likewise abrupt, not more so, however, than we are prepared

for in the Veda. The suggestion of the Nirukta (IV, 12)

that these duals might be taken as instrumentals of the

singular, is of no real value. ^

Note 2. Dr/kshase, a very valuable form, well explained

by dnsyethM, a second person singular conjunctive of the

First Aorist Atmanepada, the termination ‘sase’ corre-

sponding to Greek o-rj, as the conjunctive takes the personal

terminations of the present in both languages. Similar
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forms, viz. pWkshase, X, 2,2^ 7, ma;;^sase, X, 10 ;
Ath.

Veda VII, 20, 2-6, and possibly vfvakshase, X, 21, i~8
,

24, T-3, 25, i-ii, will have to be considered hereafter.

(Nirukta, ed. Roth, p. 30, Notes.) As Ludwig has pointed

out, the Td/^^ya-brdhma^a XII, 2, 6, 7, reads dr^’kshuse, and

explains it by ime lokd dadwire. S^ya^a, however, explains

dmidhdto^ karma^^i madhyamaikava/^ane vyatyayena se-

pratyaye dWkshusa iti rupam. See Delbriick, Syntaktische

Forschungen, I, p. iii. The story of Indra’s being forsaken

by all the gods in his battle against Vntra, but being helped

by the Maruts, is often mentioned
;
see RV. VIII, 96, 7 ;

SV. I, 4, I, 4, 2 ; Ait. Br. Ill, 20.
^

. Verse 8.

Wilson : This rite is performed in adoration of the

powerful Indra, along with the irreproachable, heavenward-

tending, and amiable bands (of the Maruts).

Benfey ; Durch Indra’s Hebe Schaaren, die untadligen,

himmelstiirmenden, strahlet das Opfer machtiglich.

Ludwig : Mit den tadellosen, morgens erscheinenden

singt der kampfer sighaft, mit des Indra zu liebenden

scharen.

Note 1 . Ar^^ati, which I have here translated by he cries

aloud, means literally, he celebrates. I do not know of any

passage where ar/^ati, when used, as here, without an object,

means to shine, as Professor Benfey translates it. The real

difficulty, however, lies in makha, which Saya^^a explains

by sacrifice, and which I have ventured to translate by
priest or sacrificer. Makhd, as an adjective, means, as far

as we can judge, strong or vigorous, and is applied to

various deities, such as Pfishan I, 138, i, Savitn VI, 71, i,

Soma XI, 20, 7, Indra III, 34, 2, the Maruts I, 64, ii
; VI,

66, 9, By itself, makhd is never used as the name of any
deity, and it cannot therefore, as Professor Roth proposes,

be used in our passage as a name of Indra, or be referred to

Indra as a significant adjective. In I, 119, 3, makhd is

applied to men or warriors, but it does not follow that

makha by itself means warriors, though it may be connected
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with the Greek jutaxos in cnJ/xptaxoj. See Curtius, Grundziige.

p. CJ93
;
Grassmann, in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, voL xvi, p. 164.

There are two passages where makha refers to an enemy
of the gods, IX, loi, 13 ; X, 171, 2.

Among the remaining passages there is one where makhd
is used in parallelism with vahni, X, ii, 6. vfvakti vdhni^,

su-apasyate makhi^. Here I propose to translate. The poet

speaks out, the priest works well. The same meaning seems

applicable likewise to the phrase makhasya ddvane, to the

offering of the priest, though I should prefer to translate ‘to

share in the sacrifice.’

I, 134, I."* a yihi divane, vayo (fti), makhasya davane.

Come, Viyu, to the offering, to the offering of the priest.

VIII, 7, i na^ makhdsya davane—devisa/^ dpa gan-

tana.

Come, gods, to the offering of our priest.

Professor Roth proposes to render makha in these passages

by ‘ attestation of joy, celebration, praise,’ and he takes di-

vine as a dative of divin, anomenactionis, meaning, the

giving. There are some passages where one feels inclined to

admit a noun divina, and to take divine as a locative sing.

VI, 71, 2. devisya vayim savitii^ sivimani

sr6shtAe syima visunaA ka, divine.

May we be in the favour of the god Savitar, and in the

best award of his treasure.

In II, II, I, and II, ii, 12, the locative would likewise

be preferable; but there is a decided majority of passages

in which divine occurs and where it is to be taken as a

dative% nor is there any other instance in the Veda of a

nomen actionis being formed by vana. It is better,

therefore, in VI, 71, iZ, to refer .rreshif^^e to sivimani, and to

make allowance in the other passages for the idiomatic use

of such phrases as divine visinim or riyi-4 divine,

whether from di or from d^). See De Infinitivi forma

et usu, by E. Wilhelm, 1873, p. 17.

a RV. I, 61, 10; 122, 5; 134, 2 ; 139, 6; II, i, 10; IV, 29, 5;

33, 9; 59.i; 4; 65,3; VIII, 25,20; (92,26); 4^,35,

27; 63, 5; 69, 17; 70, 12; IX, 93, 4; X, 32, 5; 44, 7; 5o» 1 -
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The termination vine explains, as has been shown by

Professor Benfey, Greek infinitives such as bovvai^ i. e.

ho€vaL or bof^vai= Sanskrit d^-vane. The termination mane
in da-mane, for the purpose of giving, explains, as the same

scholar has proved, the ancient infinitives in Greek, such

as bo-ixevai. It may be added that the regular infinitives

in Greek, ending in evai^ as are likewise

matched by Vedic forms such as IX, 6i, 30. dhurv-ane, or

VI, 61, 13. vibhv-ane, and turv-ane (Delbriick in K. Z.

XVIII, p. 82
, ;

Bopp, Accent, §§ 106, 113, 117). It is hardly

right to say that vibhvane in VI, 61, 13, should be taken as

an instrumental, for it does not refer to the "chariot, but

to Sarasvatl. In the termination etv, which stands for ert,

like for eo-t, we have, on the contrary, not a dative, but a

locative of an abstract noun in an, both cases, as we see from

their juxta-position in VI, 71, i^, being equally applicable to

express the relation which we are accustomed to call infini-

tive. See RV. I, 134, 5. ugra^ isha^anta bhurva;2i, ap^m
ishanta bhurva^^i.

N*ote 2. Abhidyu I now translate by hastening, and

derive it from div, dtvyati, in its original meaning of to

throw forth, to break forth, to shine. As from this root we
have didyfi, weapon, what is thrown, pi. didyava^, and

possibly didyut, the weapon, particularly Indra’s weapon or
^

thunderbolt, abhidyu might mean breaking forth, rushing

forth towards us, something like prakri/ma^, another name
of the Maruts. How abhidyu could mean conquerant,

maltre du jour, as M. Bergaigne maintains, I do not see.

Abhfdyun, 1
, 33, ii

; 190, 4, does not differ much from anu-

dyiin, i.e, it is used vtpsiydm.

Verses 9, 10.

Wilson; Therefore circur^ambient (troop of Maruts),

come hither, whether from the region of the sky, or from

the solar sphere
;

for, in this rite, (the priest) fully recites

your praises.

Benfey : Von hier, oder vom Himmel komm ob dem
^ther, Umkreisender ! zu dir streben die Lieder all.
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Ludwig : Von hieher, o Pari^an, kom, Oder von des

himels glanzfirniamente her
;
zu disem streben unsere

lieder auf.

Wilson: We invoke Indra,—whether he come from

this earthly region, or from the heaven above, or from the

vast firmament,—that he may give (us) wealth.

Benfey : Von hier, oder vom Himmel ob der Erde be-

gehren Spende wir, oder, Indra ! aus weiter Luft.

Ludwig: Von hier zu empfangen verlangen wir, oder

vom himel, oder vom irdischen raume her, oder aus dem
grossen luftkreis den Indra.

ISTote 1. Although the names for earth, sky, and heaven

vary in different parts of the Veda, yet the expression diva//

ro^anam occurs so frequently that we can hardly take it in

this place in a sense different from its ordinary meaning.

Professor Benfey thinks that ro^ana may here mean ether,

and he translates ‘come from heaven above the ether;’

and in the next verse, ‘come from heaven above the

earth.’ At first, every reader would feel inclined to

take the two phrases, divij^ vd ro>^andt ddhi, and divi/i

vd parthivdt ddhi, as parallel
;
yet I believe they are not

quite so.

The following passages will show that the two words

rOi^anam diva// belong together, and that they signify the

light of heaven, or the bright place of heaven!

VIII, 98, 3. igdibkhzh roy&anam diva//.

Thou (Indra) wentest to the light of heaven. 1 , 155, 3.

Ill, 6, 8. uraii vd ye antarikshe—diva// vd ye roy^ane.

In the wide sky, or in the light of heaven,

VIII, SiZ, 4. upam6 ro>&ane diva^:.

In the highest light of heaven.

IX, 85
,

tr/tiye ddhi roy^and divik.

On the third ridge, in the light of heaven. See also I,

105* 5 ;
VIII, 69, 3,

The very phrase which we find in our verse, only with y^it

instead of vd, occurs again, I, 49, i
;
VIII, 8, 7 ;

and the

same sense must probably be assigned to VIII, i, 18, ddha

g'tni/z adha vd diva^ bnhata^ ro/^anat ddhi.

[32] E
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Either from the earth, or from the light of the great

heaven, increase, O Indra

!

Roi^and also occurs in the plural

:

I, 146, I. vlsvk divd^ ro>^an^.

All the bright regions of heaven.

Styana : 'All the bright palaces of the gods.’ See III,

13
, 9.

The same word tok^ni, and in the same sense, is some-

times joined with surya and naka.

Thus, I, 14, 9. suryasya ro^anat vf.fvdn dev^n—hotd ihd

vakshati.

May the Hotar bring the Yisvt Devas hith'br from the

light of the sun, or from the bright realm of the sun.

Ill, 33, 3. ya^ ro^and parastdt suryasya.

The waters which are above, in the bright realm of the

sun, and those which are below. .

I5 19, 6, yd n^kasya ddhi roy^ane, divl dev^saA &ate.

They who in the light of the ‘firmament, in heaven, are

enthroned as gods.

Here divf, in heaven, seems to be the same as the light of

the firmament, nikasya ro^and.

Thus ro^and occurs also frequently by itself, when it

clearly has the meaning of heaven.

It is said of the dawn, I, 49, 4 ;
of the sun, I, 50, 4 ; and

of Indra, III, 44, 4.

vf.yvam a bhdti ro^andm, he lights up the whole sky.

We also read of three ro/^anas, where, though it is difficult

to say what is really meant, we must translate, the three

skies. The cosmography of the Veda is, as I said before,

somewhat vague and varying. There is, of course, the

natural division of the world into heaven and earth (dyd and
bhfimi), and the threefold division into earth, sky, and heaven,

where sky is meant for the region intermediate between

heaven and earth (pnthivi, antdriksha, dyii). There is also

a fourfold division, for instance,

VIII, 97, 5. yat vd dsi ro>^and dlvik

samudrdsya ddhi vish^pi,

ydt pdrthive sddane vntrahan-tama,

ydt antdrikshe d gahi.
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Whether thou, O greatest killer of art in the light

of heaven, or in the basin of the sea, or in the place of the

earth, or in the sky, come hither

!

V, 5!^, 7. ye vavndhanta p&tthivkk ye uraii antdrikshe

vn^ne vd nadihdm sadha-sthe vt maha^^ divdi^.

The Maruts who grew, being on the earth, those who are

in the wide sky, or in the realm of the rivers, or in the

abode of the great heaven.

But very soon these three or more I'egions are each

spoken of as threefold. Thus,

I, lOij, 8. tisra^ bhumU triWi ro^an^.

The thrSe earths, the three skies.

II, 27, 9. tri rok^XiS, divyi dhdrayanta.

The Adityas support the three heavenly skies.

V, 69, I, tri ro>^an^ varu^a trin utd dyun txinl mitra

dhdrayatha^ rigimsu

Mitra and Varu;^a, you support the three lights, and the

three heavens, and the three skies.

Here there seems some confusion, which Sdya^^a’s com-

mentary makes even worse confounded. What can tokzxi^

mean as distinct from dyd and ra^s } The fourth verse of

the same hymn throws no light on the subject, and I should

feel inclined to take divya-p^rthivasya as one word, though

even then the cosmic division here adopted is by no means

clear. However, there is a still more complicated division

alluded to in IV, 53, 5

:

trik antariksham savit^ mahi-tvan^ tri ra^i;;^si pari-bhu/^

tr&i ro/^ana, tisrd^ dfva^ p;"/thivi^ tisrd^ invati.

Here we have the sky thrice, three welkins, three lights,

three heavens, three earths.

A careful consideration of all these passages will show, I

think, that in our passage we must tak^ diva^^ vi ro^an^t

adhi in its usual sense, and that we cannot separate the two

words.

In the next verse, on the contrary, it seems equally clear

that divd^ and parthivdt must be separated. At all events

there is no passage in the Rig-veda where p^rthiva is

joined as an adjective with dyii. Pitrthiva as an adjective

is frequently joined with rd^s, never with dyii. See I, 81,

E z
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5 ; 90. 7 ;
VIII, 88, 5 ;

IX, 7a, 8 ; in the plural, I, 154, i

;

V, 81, 3 ; VI, 31, a ; 49, 3.

P^rthivdni also occurs by itself, when it refers to the earth,

as opposed to the sky and heaven.

X, 3a, a. vi indra ydsi divyani rokanS. vi parthivdni rd^sd.

Indra thou goest in the sky between the heavenly lights

and the earthly.

VIII, 94, 9. S y6 visvA p^rthiv^ni paprdthan ro^ana divd^.

The Maruts who stretched out all the earthly lights, and
the lights of heaven.

VI, 61, II. d-paprdsht ptohivini uni ri£ak antdriksham.

Sarasvati filling the earthly places, the wide firelkin, the

sky. This is a doubtful passage.

Lastly, pfehivdni by itself seems to signify earth, sky,

and heaven, if those are the three regions which Vishwu
measured with his three steps; or east, the zenith, and
west, if these were intended as the three steps of that deity.

For we read

:

155) 4- parthivdni tri-bhi-^ ft vfgdma-bhi^ uni kra-

mishi^.

He (Vish«u) who strode wide with his three strides across

the regions of the earth.

These two* concluding verses might also be taken as

containing the actual invocation of the sacrificer, which is

mentioned in verse 8. In that case the full stop at the

end of verse 8 should be removed.
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MANDALA I, HYMN 19.

ASHrAKA I, ADHYAYA 1, VARCA 36-87.

To Agni (the god of Fire) and the Maruts
(the Storm-gods).

1. Thou art called forth to this fair sacrifice for

a draught of milk^; with the Maruts come hither,

O Agni

!

2. No god indeed, no mortal, is beyond the might ^

of thee, the mighty one
;
with the Maruts come

hither, O Agni!

3. They who know of the great sky \ the Vijve

Devas^ without guile®; with those Maruts come

hither, O Agni I

4. The strong ones who sing their song ^ uncon-

querable by force; with the Maruts come hither,

O Agni I

5. They who are brilliant, of terrible designs,

powerful, and devourers of foes; with the Maruts

come hither, O Agni I

6. They who in heaven are enthroned as gods,

in the light of the firmament^; with the Maruts

come hither, O Agni I

7. They who toss the clouds ^ across the surging

sea®; with the Maruts come hither, O Agni!

8. They who shoot with their darts (lightnings)

across the sea with might ; with the Maruts come

hither, O Agni

!

9. I pour out to thee for the early draught^ the

sweet (juice) of Soma ;
with the Maruts come hither,

O Agni

!
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Medh^tithi, of the family of

Kanva* Verse I=SV. I, i6.

Verse 1.

Wilson : Earnestly art thou invoked to this perfect rite,

to drink the Soma juice; come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey : Zu diesem schonen Opfer wirst du gerufen, zum
Trank der Milch !—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni ! k?)mm

!

Ludwig : Her zu diesem schonen opfer, gerufen wirst

zum milchtrank du, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

Note 1. Gopltha is explained by Ydska and Siyaj^a as

drinking of Soma. I have kept to the literal signification

of the word, a draught of milk. In the last verse of our

hymn the libation offered to Agni and the Maruts is said to

consist of Soma, but Soma was commonly mixed with

milk. The other meaning assigned to goplthd, protection,

would give the sense :
' Thou art called for the sake of pro-

tection.’ But pitha has clearly the sense of drinking in

soma-pitha, RV. I, 51, 7, and may therefore be taken in the

same sense in gopitha.

Verso 2,

Wilson ; No god nor man has power over a rite (dedi-

cated) to thee, who art mighty; come, Agni, with the

Maruts.

Benfey: Denn nicht ein Gott, kein Sterblicher ragt

fiber dein, des Grossen, Macht—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni

!

komm

!

Ludwig: Es fiberragt kein gott, kein sterblicher die

einsicht dein des grossen, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

Note 1, The Sanskrit kratu expresses power both ofbody
and mind. Para^ governs the accusative.

Verse 3.

Wilson : Who all are divine, and devoid of malignity.



and who know (how to cause the descent) of great waters

:

come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey : Die guten Gbtter, welche all bestehen in dem
weiten Raum—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni I komm

!

Ludwig : Die wissen um den grossen raum, alle gotter

truges bar, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

Kote 1. The sky or welkin (r^as) is the proper abode of

the Maruts, and ‘they who know of’ means simply ‘they

who dwell ’ in the great sky. The Vedic poets distinguish

commonly between the three worlds, the earth, pnthivi, f.,

or p^rthiva, n. ; the sky, rd^s
;
and the heaven, dyu : see I,

6, 9, note /. The phrase mahi^ r^^'asa^ occurs I, 6, lo

;

1 68, 6, &c. SAyana. takes ra^s for water or rain : see on

this my article in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xii, p. 38. In

some passages ra^s means ‘ darkness,’ and might be identi-

fied with the Greek "Epf/3os
;
Ath. Veda VIII, 3, i. pirayami

tvi ri^sa lit tvi mntydr aptparam, ‘ I bring thee out of

darkness, out of death I brought thee.’ The identification

of r^s with IpejSos (Leo Meyer, in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol.

vi, p. 19) must however remain doubtful, until stronger

evidence has been brought forward in support of a Greek ^

representing a Sanskrit^, even in the middle of a word. See

my article in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xv, p. 315 ;
Curtius,

Grundziige (fifth edition), p. 480.

- Note 2. The appellation Vlrve devils, all gods together,

or, more properly, host-gods, is often applied to the Maruts

;

cf. I, 33, 8 ;
10. Benfey connects this line with the preced-

ing verse, considering Vfsve devS/^, it seems, inappropriate

as an epithet of the Maruts.

Note 8. On adriih, without guile or deceit, without hatred,

see Kuhn’s excellent article, Zeitschrift fur die Vergleich-

ende Sprachforschung, vol. i, pp. 179. 193- Adriih is applied

to the Maruts again in VIII, 46, 4, though in connection with

other gods. It is applied to the Virve Devas, RV. I, 3, 9 ;

IX, 103, 5: the Adityas, &V.VIII, 19, 34; 67, 13: the

Rudras, RV. IX, 73, 7 : to Heaven and Earth, RV. II, 41,

31 ;
III, 56, 1 ;

IV, 56, 3 ;
VII, 66, 18 : to Mitra and Vara«a,

RV. V, 68, 4< to Agni, RV. VI, 15, 7 ; VIII, 44, lo- 'The

form adhriik occurs in the sixth Ma»<^ala only.
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Verse 4.

Wilson : Who are fierce, and send down rain, and are

unsurpassed in strength : come, Agni, with the Maruts,

Benfey : Die schrecklich-unbesiegbaren, die machtiglich

Licht angefacht—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni ! komm !

Ludwig : Die singen, die gewaltigen, ihr lied unange-

griffen durch (ihre) kraft, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

I?rote 1. Siya;^a explains arka by water. Hence Wilson :

^ Who are fierce and send down rain/ But arkd has only

received this meaning of water in the artificial system of

interpretation first started by the authors of the Brllhma^^as,

who had lost all knowledge of the natural sense of the

ancient hymns. The passages in which arka is explained

as water in the Brihma^^as are quoted by Siyaj^a, but they

require no refutation. On the singing of the Maruts, see

Eergaigne, Journ, As. 1884, p. 194.

The perfect in the Veda, like the perfect in Homer, has

frequently to be rendered in English by the present.

Verse 5.

Wilson : Who are brilliant, of terrific forms, who are

possessors of great wealth, and are devourers of the malevo-

lent : come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey ; Die glanzend-grau’ngestaltigen, hochherr-

,

schend feindvernichtenden— Mit diesen Marut’s, Agnii

komm!
Ludwig : Die glanzvollen, von schrecklicher gestalt, von

grosser herschaft, feindverzerer, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

Verse 6.

Wilson ; Who are divinities abiding in the radiant

heaven above the sun : come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey : Die Gotter die im Himmel sind ob dem
Lichtkreis des Gottersitz’s-~»Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni!
komm!
Ludwig : Die ob der himmelswolbung glanz, am himel

die gotter sitzen, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

ITote 1. Naka must be translated by firmament, as there
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is no other word in English besides heaven, and that is

wanted to render dyu. Like the Jewish firmament, the

Indian nSka, too, is adorned- with stars ; cf. I, 68, lo,

pipei'a nikam st;"/bhi^. heaven, is supposed to be
above the rd^as, sky or welkin. Kuhn^s Zeitschrift, voL xii,

p. a8.

Siya^^a :
‘ In the radiant heaven above the sun.^ See

note I to I, 6, 9 ; p; 49.

Verse 7 .

Wilson^ Who scatter the clouds, and agitate the sea

(with waves) : come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey : Welche liber das wogende Meer hinjagen die

Wolkenschaar—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni ! komm

!

Ludwig : Die die berge wiegend hindurch durchs wogen-
meer bewegen, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

N'ote 1. That parvata (mountain) is used in the sense of

cloud, without any further explanation, is clear from many
passages

:

57} <5* tvam tarn indra pdrvatam mahSIm urdm vigxtnd,

vdigrm parva-.yd^ >lakartitha.

Thou, Indra, hast cut this great broad cloud to pieces

with thy lightning. Cf. I, 85, 10.

We actually find two similes mixed up together, such

as V, 32, lidha^ parvatasya, the udder of the cloud. All

we can do is to translate parvata by mountain, but always

to remember that mountain means cloud. In the Edda,

too, the rocks, said to have been fashioned out of Ymir’s

bones, are supposed to be intended for clouds. In Old

Norse klakkr means both cloud and rock; nay, the

English word cloud itself has been identified with the

Anglo-Saxon clfid, rock. See Justi, Orient und Occident,

vol. ii, p. 62, See Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, P, 398,

42^4 ; also Kuhn, Weisse Fra*a, p. 12.

Kote 2. Whether the surging sea is to be taken for the

sea or for the air, depends on the view which we take of

the earliest cosmography of the Vedic iSfshis. Siya;^a

explains :
* They who make the clouds to go, and stir the
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watery sea.’ Wilson remarks that the influence of the

winds upon the sea, alluded to in this and the following verse,

indicates more familiarity with the ocean than we should

have expected from the traditional inland position of the

early Hindus, and it has therefore been supposed by others

that, even in passages like our own, samudrd was meant

for the sky, the waters above the firmament. But although

there are passages in the Rig-veda where samudrd must be

taken to mean the welkin (RV. 1, 95, 3. samudrd dkam divi

dkam ap-sii), this word shows in by far the larger number of

passages the clear meaning of ocean. There is one famous

passage, VII, 95, a, which proves that the Vedicfpoets, who

were supposed to have known the upper courses only of

the rivers of the Penjib, had followed the greatest and most

sacred of their rivers, the Sarasvati, as far as the Indian

ocean. It is well known that, as early as the composition

of the laws of the Minavas, and possibly as early as the

composition of the Shtras on which these metrical laws

are based, the river Sarasvati had changed its course, and

that the place where that river disappeared under ground

was called Vinarana®, the loss. This Vinarana forms, ac-

cording to the laws of the M^navas, the western frontier of

Madhyadera, the eastern frontier being formed by the con-

fluence of the Gang4 and Yamun^ Madhyadera is a sec-

tion of AryS.varta, the abode of the Aryas in the widest

sense. Aiydvarta shares with Madhyade^a the same fron-

tiers in the north and the south, viz. the Himalaya and

Vindhya mountains, but it extends beyond Madhyade.ya to

the west and east as far as the western and eastern seas.

A section of Madhyad&ja, again, is the country described as

that ofthe Brahmarshis, which comprises only Kurukshetra,

the countries of the Matsyas, Pan/^Mas (Kinyakub^, ac-

cording to Kullflka), and ^firasenas (Mathuri, according to

KuUhka). The most sacred spot of all, however, is that

section of the Brahmarshi country which lies between the

rivers Dmhadvati and Sarasvati, and which in the laws of

a Mentioned in LS/y. 5i-auta Sfitras, X, 15, i; Pan^avi»jja

Brihm. XXV, 10, i ; see Hist A. S.L., p. 13.
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the Mdnavas is called Brahmdvarta. In the Siitras which

supplied the material to the authors of the metrical law-

books, the Vina^ana is mentioned for the first time in the

Baudhdyana Sfitras, I, 9,
‘ AryAvarta lies to the east of

the region where (the Sarasvati) disappears, to the west of

the Black-forest, to the north of the Pdripdtra (mountains),

to the south of the Himalaya/ The name of the Sarasvati

is not mentioned, but no other river can be understood.

What is curious, however, is, that in the Vasish/^a Sutras

where the same frontiers of Arydvarta are given (I, 8
), the

MSS. read originally prig idar^it, i. e. east of the Adar^'a

mountains, which was afterwards changed into prag adar-

janit, and interpreted ' east of the invisibility, or of the dis-

appearance of the Sarasvati.’ Vasish^^a quotes another

authority, a Githi ofthe Bhihavins, which says :
‘ In the west

the boundary river,’ i. e. sindhur vidhira^^i. This sindhur vi-

dhira^^i is another name of the old Sarasvati, and in Baudhi-

yana I, 2, 13, the same verse is quoted, though the reading

of vidhirai^i varies with vi^^ara^^i and visara;^!. See Biihler,

1 . c. Madhyadei-a is mentioned in one of the Paruish/as

(MS. 510, Wilson) as a kind of model country, but it is

there described as lying east of lDastmsL% west of Kim-
pilya^, north of Pdriy^tra®, and south of the Himavat, or

again, in a more general way, as the Dudb of the Gangd

and YamunS,^*

It is very curious that while in the later Sanskrit lite-

a See Wilson's Vish;>2U-pur^;2a, ed. Hall, pp. 154, 155, 159, 160.

i) See Wilson’s Vish«u-pur^/2a, ed. Hall, p. 161.

c L. c., pp. 123, 127. Instead of P^riydtra, other MSS. read

Pdrip^tra; see Biihler, Vasish/^a I, 8.

d Pr^g ddisivnit pratyak k^mpilydd udak pariy^trid, dakshkena

himavata>^. Gangdyamunayor antaram eke madhyade.?ain ity ^i^ak-

shate. Medhdtithi says that Madhyade^a, the middle country, was

not called so because it was in the middle of the earth, but because

it was neither too high nor too low. Albiruny, too, remarks that

Madhyade^a was between the sea and the northern mountains,

between the hot and the cold countries, equally distant from the

eastern and western frontiers. See Reinaud, M^moire sur Flnde,

p. 46.
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rature the disappearance of the Sarasvatt in the desert is

a fact familiar to every writer, no mention of it should

occur during the whole of the Vedic period, and it is still

more curious that in one of the hymns of the Rig-veda we
should have a distinct statement that the Sarasvatt fell into

the sea :

VII, 95, 1-2 . pra kshddasa dhayasi sasre esh^ sarasvatt

dharu;^am fyasi pu>?:, pra-babadhin^ rathyl-iva ytii visvk/i

dipiA mahina sindhu^ any^^. a^etat sdrasvatt nadinim

sikUi yati giri-bhya^ a samudrat, r^ya^ y^etanti bhuvanasya

bhure^ ghntdm paya^ duduhe n^hush3.ya.

T. ‘With her fertilising stream this Sarasvati comes forth

—

(she is to us) a stronghold, an iron gate. Moving along as

on a chariot, this river surpasses in greatness all other

waters. 2 . Alone among all rivers Sarasvati listened, she

who goes pure from the mountains as far as the

sea. She who knows of the manifold wealth of the world,

has poured out to man her fat milk.’

Here we see samudra used clearly in the sense of sea, the

Indian sea, and we have at the same time a new indication

of the distance which separates the Vedic age from that of

the l^tet Sanskrit literature. Though it may not be pos-

sible to determine by geological evidence the time of the

changes which modified the southern area of the Penj^b

and caused the Sarasvati to disappear in the desert, still

the fact remains that the loss ofthe Sarasvati is later than the

Vedic age, and that at that time the waters of the Sarasvati

reached the sea. Professor Wilson had observed long ago

in reference to the rivers of that part of India, that there

have been, no doubt, considerable changes here, both in

the nomenclature and in the courses of the rivers, and this

remark has been fully confirmed by later observations. I

believe it can be proved that in the Vedic age the Sarasvati

was a river as large as the Sutlej, that it was the last of the

rivers of the Penjab, and therefore the iron gate, or the real

frontier against the rest of India. At present the Sarasvati

is so small a river that the epithets applied to the Sarasvati

in the Veda have become quite inapplicable to it. TheVedic
i?fshis, though acquainted with numerous rivers, including
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the Indus and Ganges, call the Sarasvati the mother

of rivers (VII, 36, 6. sdrasvatl saptdthl sfndhu-mdtd), the

strongest of rivers (VI, 61, 13* apdsdm apa^-tamd), and in

our passage, VII, 95, 2, we have, as far as I can judge,

conclusive evidence that the old Sarasvati reached in its

course the Indian sea, either by itself, or united with the

Indus ^

But this passage, though important as showing the appli-

cation of samudra, i. e. confluvies, to the Indian sea,

and proving the acquaintance of the Vedic i?/shis with

the southern coast of India, is by no means the only one in

which samudSrd must be translated by sea. Thus we read,

VII, 49 j
^ •

Spa^ divya^ utd vi srdvanti khanftrimd^ uta vi yS.k

svayam-^a>^, samudra-arthd^ y^^ sAksiyaA pivakak tak dpa^

devU iha m^m avantu.

The waters which are from heaven, or those which flow

after being dug, or those which spring up by themselves, the

bright, pure waters that tend to the sea, may those divine

waters protect me here I

I, 71, 7. agnfm visv^A abhf p^^/kshaA sa>^ante samudrdm

nd sravdta^ saptd yahviv^.

All kinds of food go to Agni, as the seven rivers go to

the sea.

Cf. I, 190, 7. samudrdm nd sravdta^ rddha-z^akra.^.

V, 78, 8. yathd vata^ ydthd vdnam ydtha samudra/^ e^ati.

As the wind moves, as the forest moves, as the sea moves

(or the sky).

In hymn X, 58, the same expression occurs which we have

in our hymn, and samudrdm arnavim there as here admits

but of one explanation, the surging sea.

Samudrd in many passages of the Rig-veda has to be

taken as an adjective, in the sense of watery or flowing:

VI, 58, 3. yas te pflshan nava^ antaA samudrd hira;^ydyi-4

antdrikshe >^dranti.

Thy golden ships, O Pushan, which move within the

watery sky.

» See ‘India, what can it teach us?’ pp. 170, 17 1.
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VII, 70, 2 . yih vdm samudr^n sarfta>^ pfparti.

He who carries you across the watery rivers.

I, i5i, 14, at-bhfv^ yiti viru;2a>^ samudrai^.

Varu^a moves in the flowing waters.

In both these passages samudrd, as an adjective, does

not conform to the gender of the noun. See Bolfensen,

Orient und Occident, vol. ii, p. 467.

II, 16, 3, na samudrai';^ parvatai^ indra te ratHa^ (nd

pari-bhve).

Thy chariot, O Indra, is not to be overcome by the

watery clouds.

Verse 8,

Wilson: Who spread (through the firmament), along

with the rays (of the sun), and, with their strength, agitate

the ocean : come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey : Die mit Blitzen schleuderen machtig uber das

Meer hinaus—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni ! komm I

Ludwig : Die mit stralen ihre richtung nemen mit

gewalt durchs mer, mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

Verse 9.

Wilson : I pour out the sweet Soma juice for thy drink-

ing, (as) of old : come, Agni, with the Maruts.

Benfey : Ich giesse zu dem ersten Trank fur dich des

Soma Honig aus—Mit diesen Marut’s, Agni I komm I

Ludwig : Ich giesze dir zum ersten trunk madhu mit dem
soma zu

;
mit den Marut, Agni, kom.

note 1. Pflrvaptti, the early draught, implies at the same

time the priority of the god to whom it is given.



MAiVDALA I, HYMN 37.

MANDALA I, HYMN 37.

ASHmKA I, ADHYAyA 3, VARGA 12-14.

.y^.0 THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Sing forth, O Ka»vas, to the sportive host of

your Maruts, brilliant on their chariots, and un-

scathed —
2. They who were bom together, self-luminous,

with the spotted deer (the clouds) S the spears, the

daggers, the glittering ornaments

3. I hear their ^ whips, almost close by, when they

crack them in their hands ; they gain splendour ® on

their way ®.

4. Sing forth the god-given prayer to the wild^

host of your Maruts, endowed with terrible vigour ^

and strength.

5. Celebrate the bull among the cows (the storm

among the clouds) S for it is the sportive host of the

Maruts ; he grew as he tasted the rain

6. Who, O ye men, is the strongest among you

here, ye sheers of heaven and earth, when you

shake them like the hem of a garment ^ ?

7. At your approach the son of man holds himself

down
;
the gnarled cloud ^ fled 'at your fierce anger.

8. They at whose racings ^ the earth, like a hoary

king, trembles for fear on their ways,

9. Their birth is strong irtdeed : there is strength

to come forth'from their tjiother, nay, there is vigour

twice enough for it

10. Ansd these sons, the singers S stretched out'

the fences in their racings ®
;
the cows had to walk

knee-deep.
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11. They cause this long and broad unceasing

rain ^ to fall on their ways.

12. O Maruts, with such strength as yours, you

have caused men to tremble h you have caused the

mountains to tremble.

13. As the Maruts pass^ along, they talk together

on the way ; does any one hear them ?

14. Come fast on your. quick steeds! there are

worshippers ^ for you among the Ka«vas : may you

well rejoice among them.

15. Truly there is enough for your rejofcing. We
always are their servants, that we may live even the

whole of life.
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Kawa, the son of Ghora.

Verse i=TS. IV, 3, 13, 6.

Verse 3=SV. I, 135.

Verse 10= SV. I, aai.

Verse 1.

Wilson: Celebrate, Ka^as, the aggregate strength

of the Maruts, sportive, without horses, but shining in

their car.

Benfey : Kaj^viden, auf ! begnisst mit Sang, die muntre

Heerschaar der Marut’s, die rasch’ste, wagenglanzende.

Ludwig : Eurer spilenden schar, der Marutschar, der un-

angreifbaren, die auf wagen glanzt, der singt, o Kawis, zu.

ISTote 1. Wilson translates anarvimm by without horses,

though the commentator distinctly explains the word

by without an enemy. A Brdhma^^a passage explains

:

bhritnVyo vd arvd, ity jrutyantardt. See TS. IV, 3, 13, 6,

Wilson considers it doubtful whether arvan can ever mean

enemy. The fact is, that in the Rig-veda an-arvan never

means without horses, but always without hurt or free

from enemies; and the commentator is perfectly right,

as far as the sense is concerned, iu rendering thf word by

without an enemy, or unopposed (apraty-r/ta). An-arvdti

is not formed from arvat, horse, racer, but from arvan;

and this is derived from the same root which yields arus,

n. a wound, rzti (see I, 64, 15, note), &c. The accusative

of anarvat, without a horse, would be anarvantam, not

anarvi^^am.

The root ar, in the sense of hurting, is distantly connected

with the root mar : see Lectures on the Science of Language,

Second Series, p. SiZg. It exists in the Greek SkXvyLL, cor-

responding to Sanskrit rinoml^ i. e. ar;?omi, I hurt, likewise
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in ovX?7j wound, which cannot be derived from okrj

;

in oiXos,

o^\to9, hurtful, and okoos, destructive : see Curtius, Grundzuge

der Griechischen Etymologic (fiinfte Ausgabe), p. 37^^- In

the Veda ar has the sense of offending or injuring, par-

ticularly if preceded by upa.

X, 164, 3. yat d-jasd ni^-^dsi abhi-^asd upa-drimd

grata.^ yat svapdnta>^:, agnl^ vfj‘vdni dpa du^-krftdni igVLshtini

kr6 asmat dadhitu.

If we have offended, or whatever fault we have com-

mitted, by bidding, blaming, or forbidding, while waking

or while sleeping, may Agni remove all wicked misdeeds

far from us.
*

Hence updra, injury, VII, 86, 6. asti ^yfyin kantyasa>4

upa-ard, the older man is there to injure, to offend, to mis-

lead, the young
:
(History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature,

second edition, p. 54I-) Roth translates updrd by Verfeh-
lung, missing. Ari, enemy, too, is best derived from this

root, and not from rd, to give, with the negative particle, as

if meaning originally, as Siysina, supposes, a man who does

not give. In drarivin, gen. drarusha^, hostile, Rosen recog-

nised many years ago a participle of a really reduplicated

perfect of ar, and he likewise traced ardru, enemy, back to

the same root : see his note to I, 18, 3.

From this root ar, to hurt, arvan, hurting, as well as

drus, wound, are derived in the same manner as both

dhdnvan and dhdnus, bow, are formed from dhan
;
yd^van

and yd^us from ya^, pdrvan and pdrus from par. See

Kuhn^^eitschnft^j^ p. ^^33.

—"‘Aharvdn, then, is the same as dnarus, 5at. P, Brdhma^a

III, I, 3, 7; and from meaning originally without a wound
or without one who can wound, it takes the more general

sense of uninjured, invulnerable, perfect, strong, (cf, integer,

intact, and entire.) This meaning is applicable to I, 94, 2 ;

136, 5 ;
II, 6, 5 ;

V, 49, 4; VII, ao, 3 ; 97. 5 ; X, 6i, 13

;

65, 3. In I, 1 1 6, 16, anarvdn seems to be used as an

adverb; in I, 51, as applied to rioka, it may have the

more general meaning of irresistible, powerful.

There are two passages in which the nom. sing, drvdn,

and one in which the acc. sing, drvd^am, occur, apparently
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meaning horse. But in I, 163, 13, and IX, 97, ^5, arvin

stands in the Pada 'text only, the Sa^/^hiti has arva iMkkz,

and drvi iva. In X, 46, 5, the text hfri-i^marrum na arv^^^am

dhana-ar/^am is too doubtful to allow of any safe induction,

particularly as the Sima-veda gives a totally different

reading, I do not think, therefore, that irvat, horse, admits

in the nom. and acc. sing, of any forms but arvi and arvan-

tani^ Pa;2ini (VI, 4, 1^7) allows the forms arvin and arvi-

^^am, but in anarvan only, which, as we saw, has nothing

in common with drvat, horse. Benfey :
^ die rascheste

(keinen Renner habend, uneinholbar),’ the quickest (having

no racer, hence not to be reached). M. Bergaigne (Journ.

As. 1884, p. 188) tries to defend anarvan in the sense of

ana.rva, without considering the grammatical objections. In

VI, 66, 7 (not I, 6, 7) anasvay^ does not refer to y^ma^.

The masculine anarvS';/am after the neuter .fardhas is

curious
;
.rardhas means might, but it is here used to express

a might or an aggregate of strong men or gods, and the

nom. plur. yd, who, in the next verse, shows the same

transition of thought, not only from the singular to the

plural, but also from the neuter to the masculine, which

must be admitted in anarva[;^am^ It would be possible, if

necessary, to explain away the irregularity ofanarv^/^am by
admitting a rapid transition from the Maruts to Indra, the

eldest among the Maruts (cf. I, 23, 8. mdra-^yesh^/^&/5

marut-ga/^a/^), and it would be easier still to alter .rardhas

into .rardham, as an accusative singular of the masculine

noun jdrdha, which has the same meaning as the neuter

.rdrdhas. There is one passage, V, 56, 9, which would seem

to give ample countenance to such a conjecture:

tarn va/^ ^‘ardham rathe-i’iibham—a huve.

I call hither this your host, brilliant on chariotjs.

Again, II, 30, ii, we read

:

tarn vzJk i-ardham m^rutam—girl! lipa bruve.

I call with my voice on this your host of Maruts.

a See Bugge, K. Z. XIX, p. 403.

^ Bollensen (Z. D. M. G. XXII, 603) calls it a vulgar Donatus

;

see, however, Lanman, Noun-Inflection, pp. 330, 526.
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VIII, 93, i6. ^rutdm vz.h vrfeahdn-tamam prd ^ardham

ka.rsh3Lntnam, a j-ushe.

I pant for the glorious, victorious, host of the quick

Maruts.

From this i*ardha we have also the genitive i-drdhasya,

VII, 56,8(4):
suhhriA V2l& ^ushma^ kriidhmt minkmBi dhiiniA miini^-

iva i’ardhasya dhnsh;^6^.

Your prowess is brilliant, your minds furious
;
the shout

of the daring host is like one possessed.

We have likewise the dative ^Ardhiya, the instrumental

jardhena, and the acc. plur. ^ardhin
;
and in '’most cases,

except in two or three where j’ardha seems to be used as

an adjective, meaning strong, these words are applied to the

host of the Maruts.

But the other word ^drdhas is equally well authenticated,

and we find of it, not only the nominative, accusative, and

vocative sing, rardhas, but likewise the nom. plur. sixdhkmsL

The nominative singular occurs in our very hymn

:

37j 5* kri/im yat sitdh3.k marutam.

Which is the sportive host of the Maruts.

I, ii27, 5 . sih hf i-drdha>^ na marutam tuvi-svdni^.

For he (Agni) is strong-voiced like the host of the Maruts.

IV, 6, 10. tuvi-svandsa-^ marutam na sirdhB,/^.

Thy flames (Agni) are strong-voiced like the host of the

Maruts.

V, 46, 5. utd tyat na-^ marutam sirdhak S. gamat.

May also that host of the Maruts come to us.

I

I

,
I, 5. tvam naram .rdrdhaA asi puru-vdsu>^.

Thou (Agni), full of riches, art the host of the men.

This host of men seems to me intended again for the

Maruts, although it is true that in thus identifying Agni

with different gods, the poet repeats himself in the next

verse
: ^

11, I, 6. tvim sitdhdih ml'rutam.

Thou art the host of the Maruts.

If this repetition seems offensive, the first narSm .5'ardhas

might be taken for some other company of gods. Thus
we find:
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VII, 44, 5. srindtu nsi/i dafvyam sitdhB.^ a.gn{/i sra^vantu

vfjve mahisha/^ amuri>4 .

May the divine host, may Agni, hear us, may the Vuve
hear us, the strong, the wise.

Or III, 19, 4. sa^ SL vaha deva-tdtim yavish//;a sirdha/i

yat adya divyam yd^-asu

Bring thou hither, O Agni, the gods, that you may
sacrifice to-day to the divine host.

Or I, 139, I. a mi tat .yardha/^ divyam vrzmmahe.

We chose for us now that divine host.

As in these last, so in many other passages, .rardhas is

used as a neuter in the accusative. For instance,

I, 106, i; II, II, 14. mSIrutam ^ardha>?i.

IIj 3 ) 3 I VI, 3, 8. i-ardha.^ manitdm.

The vocative occurs,

V, 46, 2^. dgne mdra varu?2a mftra divaA ^drdha// pra

yanta maruta uta vish/^o (iti).

Agni, Indra, Varu/^a, Mitra, gods, host of the Maruts,

come forth, and Vish;m

!

We see how throughout all these passages those in which

^drdha and .rdrdhas are applied to the Maruts, or to some

other company of gods, preponderate most decidedly. Yet

passages occurin the Rig-veda where both i’ardha and sir-

dhas are applied to other hosts or companies. Thus V, 53,

10, ^ardha refers to chariots, while in I, 133, 3, .yardhas is

applied to evil spirits.

If the passages hitherto examined were all that occur in

the Rig-veda, we might still feel startled at the construction

of our verse, where .rardhas is not only followed by mascu-

line adjectives in the singular, but, in the next verse, by a

pronoun in the plural. But if we take the last irregularity

first, we find the same construction, viz. j-ardhas followed by

ye, in III, 32, 4 •

fndrasya savdha/i maruta^ ye asan.

The host of Indra, that wis the Maruts.

As to the change of genders, we find adjectives in the

masculine after .rdrdhas, in

V, 5%, 8. ^drdha^ mfrutam lit samsa jal5dt5’avasam r/bh-

vasam.
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Celebrate the host of the Maruts, the truly vigorous, the

brilliant.

Here, too, the poet afterwards continues in the plural,

though as he uses the demonstrative, and not, as in our

passage, the relative pronoun, we cannot quote this in

support of the irregularity which has here to be explained.

Anyhow the construction of our verse, though bold and

unusual, is not so unusual as to force us to adopt conjectural

remedies. In V, 58, rj, we find y6 after On the

Umbrian ^erfo Martio, as possibly the same as .yardha-s

maruta-s, see Grassman, Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xvi, p. 190.

The Zend ^aredha, kind, species, is the same word."

Verse 2,

Wilson: Who, borne by spotted deer, were born self-

radiant, with weapons, war-cries, and decorations.

Benfey : Die mit Hirschen und Speeren gleich mit

Donnern und mit Blitzen auch—selbststrahlende—geboren

sind.

Ludwig : Die mit vilfarbigen speeren, mit der schwerter

glanze, sichtbar wurden mit eignem leuchten,

ISTote 1. The spotted deer (pr/shati) are the recognised

animals of the Maruts, and were originally, as it would

seem, intended for the rain-clouds. Skysina. is perfectly

aware of the original meaning of pr/shatt, as clouds.

The legendary school, he says, takes them for deer with

white spots, the etymological school for many-coloured

lines of clouds
:
(RV. BH. I, 64, 8.) This passage shows

that although p^/shatt, as Roth observes, may mean a

spotted cow or a spotted horse,—the Maruts, in fact, are

called sometimes pmhat-a^i^, having piebald horses,

or, having pnshats for their horses, VII, 40, 3,—yet the

later tradition in India had distinctly declared in favour

of spotted deer. The Vedic poets, however, admitted both
ideas, and they speak in the ^me hymn, nay, in the same
verse, of the fallow deer and of the horses of the Maruts.

Thus V, 58, I, the Maruts are called possessed

of quick horses
;
and in V, 58, 6, we read ydt pr4 dydsish/a

pn'shattbhL^ isvaiA—rdthebhl^, where the gender of pr/sha-
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ttbhi^ would hardly allow us to join it with irvai.^, but
where we must translate : When you come with the deer,

the horses, the chariots, or with your deer, as horses.

Ludwig joins prishatthhiA with nshdbhi>^, and again in I,

64, 8 ;
see note i to I, 87, 4.

13‘ote 2. The spears and daggers of the Maruts are meant
for the thunderbolts, and the glittering ornaments for the

lightning. Siya^^a takes vast in this passage for war-cries

on the authority of the Nirukta, where va.rt is given among
the names of the voice. From other passages, however, it

becomes clear that va.fi is a weapon of the Maruts; and
S^ya;2a, toc5

,
explains it sometimes in that sense

:

"cffV, 53,

4 ; 57 i Thus I, 88, 3, the vli^yis are spoken of as being

on the bodies of the Maruts. In V, 53, 4, the Maruts are

said to shine in their ornaments and their v^sts. Here
S^ya;2a, too, translates v^.yi rightly by weapon

; and in his

remarks on I, 88, 3, he says that va.rt was a weapon com-
monly called iri, which is a shoemaker’s awl. See Dhamma-
pada, ver. 401. This reminds one of framea, which at

one time was supposed to be connected with the German
pfrieme. See, however, Grimm (Deutsche Grammatik,

vol. i, p. 138) and Meyer (Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, voL vi,

p. 40^4), In VIII, 29, 3, -the god Tvash^r is said to carry

an ironv^jt in his hand. Gras^n^(Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol.

xvi, p. 163) translates va.fi"Ey^e. |^That a.ngi is to be taken

in the sense of ornament, and not in the sense of ointment,

is shown by passages like VIII, 29, i, where a golden orna-

ment is
' mentioned, a^ngi ahkte hira?^ydyam. Sikam,

together, is used with reference to the birth of the Maruts

;

see I, 64, 4. It should not be connected with wasVohik.

"Verse 3.

Wilson : I hear the cracking of the whips in their

hands, wonderfully inspiring (courage) in the fight.

Benfey : Schier hier erschallt der Peitsche Knall, wenn sie

in ihrer Hand erklingt ; leuchtend fahr’n sie im Sturm herab.

Ludwig : Als ware es hier, so hort man es, wenn die

geisslen in ihren handen knallen
;
wunderbar strecken sie

auf ihrer fart sich nieder.
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Wote 1. Eshdm should be pronounced as a creticus
;
also

in verses 9, 13, 15. This is a very common vyuha. On the

whips as lightning, see Grimm, Donner, p.

Note 2. I should have taken ^itram as an adverb, like

Benfey, if ni ring were not usually construed with an accu-

sative. Ring in the 3rd pers. plur. pres. Atm. is treated

like a verb of the Ad-class. The SV. seems to read

yimam, and the commentator explains it by ratham.

Note 3. The locative ySman is frequently used of the

path on which the gods move and approach the sacrifice;

hence it sometimes means, as in our passage, in the sky.

Yamam in BR., s.v. ar^, is wrong.

We might also translate; ‘Here, close by, I hear what
the whips in their hands say; they drive forth the beautiful

(chariot) on the road.’ See SV. I, iz, i, 5, i, comm.

Verse 4.

Wilson: Address the god-given prayer to those who
are your strength, the destroyers of foes, the powerful, pos-
sessed of brilliant reputation.

Benfey : Singt eurer Schaar, der wuhlenden, der strahl-

enreichen, kraftigen ein gotterfulletes Gebet

!

Ludwig : Eurer kiinen schar, von blendender herlichkeit,

der kraftvollen, soli ein von den gottern eingegebenes

brahma gesungen werden.

Note 1. Benfey translates ^hrishvi by burrowing, and
refers it to the thunderbolt that uproots the earth. He
points out that gh.rhh.vi means also, for the same reason,

the boar, as proved by Kuhn (Die Herabkunft des Feuers,

S. 2,0%). QhrhhA is evidently a common name for boar, the
Norse grfss, and the god of the wind, Grimnir or Grimr, is

conceived as a boar, shaking the cornfield, in such phrases
as ‘ Der Eber geht ins Korn ’ (Gentha, 1 . c. P..14). I prefer,

however, in this place the general sense assigned to the
adjective gh;^'shu and gh^'shvi,"exuberant, brisk, wild. See
Kuhn in KuhnV ZertscKnHrTOl. xi, p. 385. Wilson, after

translates destroyers offoes. On the representation

of the clouds as boars, see Nir. V, 4.

Note 2. Tvesha-dyumna is difficult to render. Both
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tvesha and dyumna are derived from roots that mean to

shine^ to be bright^ to glow. Derivatives from tvish express

the idea of fieriness, fierceness, and fury. In IV, 17, 2,

tvish is used correlatively, with manyii^ wrath. Deriva-

tives from dyu convey the idea of brightness^and briskness.

Both qualities are frequently applied to the Maruts.’

Verse 5.

Wilson : Praise the sportive and resistless might of the

Maruts, who wer^ born amongst kine, and whose strength

has been nourished by (the enjoyment of) the milk.

Benfey : Preist hoch die muntre Marutschaar die unbe-

siegbar in den Kuh’n, im Schlund des Safts wuchs sie

heran.

Ludwig: Preise wie unter kiihen den stier, (so) der

Marut spilende schar, beim verschlingen des saftes ist sie

grosz geworden.

IS'ote 1. This translation is merely conjectural. I suppose

^that the wind driving the clouds before him, is here com-

pared to a bull among cows, cf. V, 52,, 3

:

t6 syandrasa-^ nd ukshd^^a^ dti skandanti .rdrvart/?.

They, the Maruts, like rushing bulls, mount on the dark

cows.

The last sentence states that the wind grows even stronger

after it has tasted the rain (I, J85, 2. t6 ukshitfea^ mahima-

nam Irata).

'Note 2. I take ^ambhe in the sense of ^ambhane. (On

the root ^abh and its derivatives, see Kuhn, Zeit^chrift fur

vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, vol. i, p. 12-3 seq.) It

would be better to read mukhe, instead of sukhe, in the

commentary. The Maruts were not born of milk for Pmni,

as Wilson says in a note, but from the milk of Trisnl

Trisni is called their mother, Rudra their father
:
(V, 5^9^^ I

60, 5 *)

Benfey takes the cows for clouds in which the lightnings

dwell
;
and the abyss of the sap is by him supposed to be

again the clouds.
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Verse 6.

Wilson : Which is chief leader among you, agitators of

heaven and earth, who shake all around, like the top (of

a tree) ?

Benfey : Wer, Helden ! ist der erste euch—ihr Erd- und

Himmel-schutterer I—wenn ihr sie schiittelt Wipfeln gleich ?

Ludwig : Wer ist der grosste bei euch, helden, wenn vom
himel und der erde, schutteler, ihr am saume gleichsam

riittelt 1

Note 1. Antam nd, literally, like an end, is explained by

Sdyaj^a as the top of a tree, Wilson, Langlois,*and Benfey

accept that interpretation. Roth proposes, like the hem of

a garment, which I prefer
;
for vastrdnta, the end of a gar-

ment, is a common expression in later Sanskrit, while anta

is never applied to a tree in the sense of the top of a tree.

Here agra would be more appropriate.

Verse 7.

Wilson: The householder, in dread of your fierce and*'

violent approach, has planted a firm (buttress) ; for the

many-ridged mountain is shattered (before you).

Benfey: Vor eurem Gange beuget sich, vor eurem

wilden Zorn der Mann
;
der Hiigel weichet und der Berg.

Ludwig : Vor eurem anzug, eurem gewaltigen eifer,

niederduckte sich der mensch, wich der festgeknotete

[wolken]berg.

Note 1. Sdya;^a translates :
* Man has planted a firm

buttress to give stability to his dwelling.’ The reading na

for nl, which Aufrecht adopted, is untenable, as Ludwig

shows. It has been altered in the second edition.

See also VIII, 7, 5, nf yemire, Nidadhr^ is the perfect

Atmanepada, and expresses the holding down of the head

or the cowering attitude of man. I have taken ugr^a
manyave over to ^Ihita, because these words could hardly

form an apposition to yamdya. As the Vedic poets speak

of the very mountains as shaken by the storms, we might

translate pdrvato givik by the gnarled or rocky mount;
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but there is no authority for translating ^ihita by it is

shattered, and we should have to translate, the mountain

yielded or bent before your anger. Cf. V, 57, 3 :

ni va^ van^^hate y^mana^ bhiy^.

The forests get out of your way froin fear.

V, 60, vixik kit ugrik ^ihate ni va^ bhiyl[ pnthivi kit

rebate parvata.^ ^it.

Even the forests, ye fearful Maruts, yield from fear of

you ;
even the earth trembles, even the mountain.

In I, 166, 5, ydt tvesha-yimi>^j naddyanta parvatdn, we
may translate 'when they on their fiery course made the

parvatas (cl6uds) to sound or thunder,’ but it is more likely

that nddayati here means to cause to shake or vibrate, and

that parvata stands for mountain. We ought to remember

such poetical expressions as i Kings xix. ii, ‘and a great,

strong wind rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the

rocks before the Lord.*’

Verse 8.

Wilson : At whose impetuous approach earth trembles

;

like an enfeebled monarch, through dread (of his enemies).

Benfey : Bei deren Lauf bei deren Sturm die Erde

zittert voller Furcht, wie ein altergebeugter Mann.

Ludwig : Bei deren marschen zitterte wie ein gealtet

stammeshaupt die erd vor furcht auf ihren wegen.

Note 1 . A^ma seems to express the act of racing or

running (like d^i, race, battle), while yama is the road itself

where the racing takes place. A very similar passage

occurs in I, 87, 3. The comparison of the earth (fern.) to

a king (masc.) would be considered a grave offence in the

later Sanskrit literature. In I, 87, 3, vithura takes the place

of vijpati.

Ver^e 9 .

Wilson : Stable is their birthplace, (the sky)
;
yet the

birds (are able) to issue from (the sphere of) their parent:

for your strength is everywhere (divided) between two

(regions,—or, heaven and earth).
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Benfey: Kaum geboren sind sie so stark, dass ihrer

Mutter sie entfliehn : ist ja doch zwiefach ihre Kraft,

Ludwig : Denn fest ist ihr geburtsort, vdgel (sind sie)

von der mutter fortzugehn, nach dem, wie von altersher

ihre kraft.

Oder, Denn fest ist ihre kraft geworden von der mutter sich

zu trennen, da schon von alters her ihre kraft diss wollte.

ISTote 1. A very difficult verse. The birth of the Maruts

is frequently alluded to, as well as their surpassing strength,

as soon as born. Hence the first sentence admits of little

doubt. But what follows is very abrupt. Vayas may be

the plural of vi, bird
,
or it may be vdyas,The* neuter

meaning vital strength; see Kuhn^ Zeitschrift, vol. xv.

p. ai7. The Maruts are frequently compared to birds (cf. I
,

87, Q, ; 88, i\ but it is usual to indicate the comparison by
nd or iva/^ therefore take vdy^ as a nom. sing, i^t., in

the sense of vigour, life. They are called br/hadvayasa^

in a Nivid
;
see Ludwig, p. 2,2,6, Nir-i is used with par-

ticular reference to the birth of a child (cf. V, 78, 7 ; 9).

Verse 10.

Wilson ; They are the generators of speech : they spread

out the waters in their courses : they urge the lowing

(cattle) to enter (the water), up to their knees, (to drink.)

Benfey ; In ihrem Lauf erheben dann diese Sohne Getos

und Fluth, die bis zum Knie den Kiihen geht.

Ludwig: Und dise sone, die sanger, denten auf ihren

ziigen ihre banen aus, so dass brullend sie uns ganz nahe

kamen.

Note 1. Ifwe could take sfindva^ gira^ in the sense of the

sons of voice, i. e. of thunder^ which would remove many
difficulties, the accent of gira^^ would have to be changed.

The commentator takes suiyi in the sense of utpddaka,

producers of sound. GitaA, however, occurs at least once

more, in the sense of singers or poets, IX, 63, 10, where

gfra^ can only be a vocative, O ye singers ! In I, 6, 6, the

translation of gfra^ by singers, i. e. the Maruts, may be

contested, but if we consider that girsik^ in the sense of
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hymns, is feminine, and is followed by the vety word which

is here used, viz. devaydnta^ as a feminine, viz. devayinti//,

VII, 1 8, 3, we can hardly doubt that in I, 6, 6, gira/2 is a

masculine and means singers. The same applies to VI,

63, 10. In VI, 5!^, 9, lipa nai^ sdnivaA srinvintu amn-
tasya y6,

the construction is, of course, quite different.

Note 2. The expression that the Maruts enlarged or

extended the fences of their race-course (RV. IV, 58, 7),

can only mean that they swept over the whole sky, and

drove the clouds away from all the corners. KashtM
may mean the wooden enclosures (carceres) or the

wooden polbs that served as turning and winning-posts

(metae). The Sdma-veda has ya^)?eshu instead of a^meshu.

That the translation of this verse is purely tentative, and

far from satisfactory, was known to all Vedic scholars, but

I doubt whether they will consider the interpretation which

M. Bergaigne proposes with so much assurance, as less ten-

tative and more satisfactory. He translates (Journ. As. 1 884,

p. 2^39),
* des fils ont, dans leur marche, allonge leurs chants

comme des chemins, pour y marcher k genoux (sur les

genoux) en mugissant (en chantant).’ I shall content my-
self with shortly pointing out the misgivings which every

Vedic scholar would feel at once in proposing such a ren-

dering. First as to the conception itself. Can a poet say,

‘The Maruts have stretched out their songs in order to

march on them on their knees?’ ‘The roads,’ as M. Ber-

gaigne shows himself, are only a simile, and no one walks

on a simile. Secondly, the idea that these Maruts widened

the roads on which they march, is common enough, but

that they lengthened their songs, like paths, is never said by

the Vedic i^fshis, nor would they in such a case have left

out the particle na or iva. Lastly, though many things are

said of the Maruts, I do not remember that they ever

appear on their knees. I not think, therefore, that

M. Bergaigne’s infallible method helps us much beyond

where we were before. Conjectures are easy, but for that

very reason, one does not like to bring them forward. One

might propose to read sfinava^ diva^, a very common

name of the Maruts. One might go a step further, identify
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gi^ with bhirati, and point out that the Maruts are called

the sons of Bharata, II, 36, 2,. But all this leaves us in

utter uncertainty, and where a scholar feels the ground so

uncertain beneath his feet, he hesitates to speak with papal

authority. M, Bergaigne’s strong point is that abhi^nii

means on their knees, not up to their knees. Here again, I

ask, does abhi in prepositional compounds ever mean on ?

If abhi^^u is used in the same sense in which we use ‘ on

our knees,’ it would in Sanskrit mean only ‘bowing up to

the knees.’ Now* in I, 72^, 5, abhi^wu seems to express a

positive expression of reverence. With regard to the other

passages where abhi^wu occurs, M. Bergaigne has not shown

how they ought to be translated so as to give a clear sense,

I do not pretend to solve the difficulties, but I think it is

better to confess our difficulties than to hide them under

the veil of a so-called systematic interpretation. Abhi^^zu,

like mita^^u, may have expressed a position of the knees,

expressive of strength, but on such points very little

information is to be gained from Indian commentators.

The last sentence expresses the result of this race, viz.

the falling of so much rain that the cows had to walk up to

their knees in water. This becomes still clearer from the

next verse.

Sayajva : These, the producers of speech, have spread

water in their courses, they cause the cows to walk up to

their knees in order to drink the water.

Verse 11.

Wilson : They drive before them, in their course, the

long, vast, uninjurable, rain-retaining cloud.

Benfey : Dann treiben sie im Sturm heran jenen langen

und breiten Spross der Wolke unerschopflichen.

Ludwig : Sogar disen langen, breiten, das kind der

wolke, den unfeindlichen, sch^eudern auf ihren ziigen sie

vorwarts.

"Note 1. Rain is called the offspring of the cloud, miho

nip^t, and is then treated as a masculine
;

cf, apdm
napit, &c.
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Verse 12.

Wilson : Maruts, as you have vigour, invigorate man-

kind : give animation to the clouds.

Benfey ; O Marut’s ! mit der Kraft, die ihr besitzt,

werft ihr Geschopfe um, die Berge werft ihr um sogar.

Ludwig : O Marut, so wie eure kraft ist, warft ihr die

leute nieder, warft ihr die berge nieder.

Kote 1. In VIII, 72, 8, is explained by vya-

dirayat, he tore open. A/^u^yavitana is the Vedic form of

the 2nd pers. plur. of the reduplicated aorist.

Verse 13.

Wilson : Wherever the Maruts pass, they fill the way
with clamour : every one hears their (noise).

Benfey : Wenn die Marufs des Weges ziehn, dann

sprechen mit einander sie und mancher mag sie horen.

Ludwig : Wenn die Marut wandern, sprechen auf dem
weg sie mit einander, es hbret sie ein jeder.

ITote 1. Y^nti has to be pronounced as an amphi-

brachys.

Verse 14.

Wilson : Come quickly, with your swift (vehicles). The
offerings of the Kaj^vas are prepared. Be pleased with ^

them.

Benfey: Auf schnellen kommet schnell herbei, bei

Kawva’s Spross sind Feste euch: da wollt euch schon

ergotzen.

Ludwig : Brecht rasch auf mit raschen rossen, bei den

Ka;2va’s ist euer dienst, dort eben erfreuet euch.

ISTote 1. Benfey supposes that ddva>4 stands in the sin-

gular instead of the plural. But why should the plural

have been used, as the singular (asti) would have created

no kind of difficulty? It is better to take ddva^ as a

nominative plural of a noun dfi, worshipper, derived

from the same root which yielded diiva^, worship. We
certainly find d-duva^, as a nom. plur., in the sense of-

not-worshipping

:
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VII, 4, 6. ma tvk vayim sahas^-van SiVirkk apsava>^

pari sad^ma ma aduva^.

May we not, O hero, sit round thee like men without

strength, without beauty (cf. VIII, 7> 7)> without worship.

Here Saya^a explains dduva^ very well by pari^ara;^a-

hini^, which seems better than Roth’s explanation ^zogernd,

ohne Eifer.’

Verse 16.

Wilson : The offering is prepared for your gratification :

we are your (worshippers), that we may live all our life.

Benfey : Geriistet ist fiir euren Rausch und wir gehoren,

traun ! euch an fiir unser ganzes Lebelang.

Ludwig : Er ist euch zur trunkesfreude, und wir gleich-

falls euer hier, dass unsere ganze dauer wir erleben.



MAiVUALA I, HYMN 38. 81

MKNDKLK I, HYMN 38..

ASHrAKA I, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 15-17.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. What then now ? When^ will you take (us) as

a dear father takes his son by both hands, O ye gods,

for whom the sacred grass has been trimmed ® ?

2. Where now? On what errand of yours are

you going, in heaven, not on earth ^ ? Where are

your cows sporting ?

3. Where are your newest favours O Maruts ?

Where the blessings ? Where all delights ?

4. If you, sons of Vrism, were mortals, and your

praiser an immortal \

—

5. Then never^ should your praiser be unwelcome,

like a deer in pasture grass*, nor should he go on the

path of Yama ®,

6. Let not one sin ^ after another, difficult to be

conquered, overcome us; may it depart* together

with greed.

7. Truly they are terrible and powerful
;
even to

the desert the Rudriyas bring rain that is never

dried up \

8 . The lightning lows like a cow, it follows as a

mother follows after her young, when the shower (of

the Maruts) has been let loose K

9. Even by day the Maruts create darkness with

the water-bearing cloudy when they drench the

earth.

10. Then from the shouting of the Maruts over

the whole space of the earth \ men reeled forward.

1 1 . Maruts on your strong-hoofed never-wearying®

[3^] G
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steeds^ go after those bright ones (the clouds), which

are still locked up K

12. May your fellies be strong, the chariots, and

their horses, may your reins ^ be well-fashioned.

13. Speak forth for ever with thy voice to praise

the Lord of prayer ^ Agni, who is like a friend the

bright one.

14. Fashion a hymn in thy mouth ! Expand like

the cloud ^ ! Sing a song of praise.

15. Worship the host of the Maruts, the terrible,

the glorious, the musical \ May they be magnified

here among us \



NOTES. I, 38, I.

NOTES.
This hymn is ascribed to Ka^a, the son of Ghora. The

.metre is Gayatrt throughout. Several verses, however, end

in a spondee instead of the usual iambus. No attempt

should be made to improve such verses by conjecture, for

they are clearly meant to end in spondees. Thus in verses

3
, 7, 8, and 9, all the three pidas alike have their final

spondee. In verse 7, the ionicus a minoi'e is with an evi-

dent intention repeated thrice. No verse of the hymn
occurs in SV., VS., AV.

;
but verse 8 = TS. Ill, i, ii, 5

;

verse 9 = TS. II, 4, 8, i.

Verse 1.

Note 1. Kadha-priya/2 is taken in the Padapa/Z^a as one

word, and Siya;2a explains it by delighted by or delighting

in praise, a nominative plural. A similar compound, kadha-

priya, occurs in I, 30, 20, and there too the vocative sing,

fern., kadhapriye, is explained by Siya;/a as fond of praise.

In order^to obtain this meaning, kadha has to be identified

with kathd, story^ which is simply impossible. There is

another compound, adha-priyd, nom. dual, which occurs

VIII, 8, 4, and which Siya;/a explains either as delighted

here below, or as a corruption of kadha-priyi.

In Boehtlingk and Roth’s Dictionary, kadha-priya and

kadha-pri are both taken as compounds of kadha, an

interrogative adverb, and priya or pri, to love or delight,

and they are explained as meaning kind or loving to whom ?

In the same manner adha-priya is explained as kind then

and there.

It must be confessed, however, that a compound like

kadha-pri, kind to whom?, is somewhat strange, and it

seems preferable to separate the words, and to write kadha

priyd and adha priya.

It should be observed that the compounds kadha-prt

and kadha-priya occur always in sentences where there is

another interrogative pronoun. The two interrogatives

kat—kadha, what—where, and kas—^kddha, who—where,
occurring in the same sentence, an idiom so common in

G 2
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Greek, may have puzzled the author of the Pada text, and

the compound being once sanctioned by the authority of

6'akalya, Siya;^a would explain it as best he could. But if

we admit the double use of the interrogative in Sanskrit,

as in Greek, then, in our passage, priya^ would be an adjec-

tive belonging to pita, and we might translate :
‘ What then

now ? When will you take (us), as a dear father takes his

son by both hands, O ye Maruts ? ’ In the same manner

we ought to translate I, 30, q^q :

Viih te ushUiS kadha priye bhu^e marta^ amartye.

Who and where was there a mortal to be loved by thee,

O beloved, immortal Dawn?
In VIII, 7, 31, where the same words ai'e repeated as in

our passage, it is likewise better to write

:

kat ha ntnim kadha priyi^ ydt fndram i^ah^tana, ki/^

V2l/z sakhi-tve ohate.

What then now? Where is there a friend, now that you

have forsaken Indra ? Who watches for your friendship ?

Why in VIII, 8, 4, adha priyi should have been joined

into one word is more difficult to say, yet here, too, the

compound might easily be separated.

Kadha does not occur again, but would be formed in

analogy with adha. It occurs in Zend as kadha.

Kuhn, Beitrage IV, p. 186, has shown that k1ish/^a^

(RV. V, 74, i) is a similar monster, and stands for ku sh.fk^/^.

The words kat ha nunam commonly introduce an inter-

rogative sentence, literally, What then now? cf. X, 10, 4.

USTote 2. Vrekta-^aAis is generally a name of the priest,

so called beSuseTieTi^ to trim the sacrificial grass. ^ The
sacred Kui*a grass (Poa cynosuroides), after having had

the roots cut off, is spread on the Vedi or altar, and upon

it the libation of Soma-juice, or oblation of clarified butter,

is poured out. In other places, a tuft of it in a similar

position is supposed to form^a fitting seat for the deity or

deities invoked to the sacrifice. According to Mr. Steven-

son, it is also strewn over the floor of the chamber in which

the worship is performed.’

Cf. VI, II, 5. vrifigi ha ydt ndmasd barhfi^'agnad, aySmi

srdk ghntd-vatt sn-vriktfA,
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When I reverentially trim the truss for Agni, when the

well-trimmed ladle, full of butter, is stretched forth.

In our passage, unless we change the accent, it must be

taken as an epithet of the Maruts, they for whom the grass-

altar has been prepared. They are again invoked by the

same name, VIII, 7, 20

:

kva nunam su-dinava// madatha vr/kta-barhisha/z.

Where do ye rejoice now, you gods for whom the altar is

trimmed ?

Otherwise, vnkta-barhisha// might, with a change of

accent, supply an accusative to dadhidhve :
‘ Will you take

the worshippers in your arms ? ’ This, though decidedly

better, is not absolutely necessary, because to take by the

hand may be used as a neuter verb,

* Wilson ; Maruts, who are fond of praise, and for whom
the sacred grass is trimmed, when will you take us by both

hands as a father does his son}

Benfey : Wo weilt ihr gern ? was habt ihr jetzt—gleich-

wie ein Vater seinen Sohn—in Handen, da das Opfer

harrt ?

Verse 2,

Kote 1. The idea of the first verse, that the Maruts

should not be detained by other pursuits, is carried on in

the second. The poet asks, what they have to do in the

sky, instead of coming down to the earth. The last sen-

tence seems to mean ‘ where tarry your herds ?
' viz. the

clouds. Sdya^^a translates :
‘ Where do worshippers, like

lowing cows, praise you ?
’ Wilson :

^ Where do they who

worship you cry to you, like cattle?^ Benfey : ^Wo jauchzt

man euch, gleich wie Stiere? (Ihre Verehrer brullen vor

Freude iiber ihre Gegenwart, wie Stiere.)’ The verb

raf^yati, however, when followed by an accusative, means

to love, to accept with pleasure. The gods accept the

offerings and the prayers

:

V, 18, I. vf^yv^ni yi/i amartya// havya marteshu ra^^yati.

The immortal who deigns to accept all offerings among

mortals.

V, 74, 3. kasya hvihm&ni ra^^yatha/^.
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Whose prayers do ye accept ?

Followed by a locative ra^yati' means to delight in.

Both the gods are said to delight in prayers (VIII, is, i8

;

33, i6), and prayers are said to delight in the gods (VIII,

3). I therefore take ra;^yanti in the sense of tarrying,

disporting, and na, if it is to be retained, in the sense of

not ; where do they not sport? meaning that they are to be

found everywhere, except where the poet desires them to

be. We thus get rid of the simile of singing poets and

lowing cows, which, though not too bold for Vedic bards,

would here come in too abruptly. It would be much
better, however, if the negative particle could be omitted

altogether. If we retain it, we must read : kva va.^
[

gclva^
1
na ra;^

j
yantf

j

. But the fact is that through the

whole of the Rig-veda kva has always to be pronounced as

two syllables, kuva. There is only one passage, V, 61,

where, before a vowel, we have to read kva : kuva vo ’svkk,

kv^bhli-avai^. In other passages, even before vowels, we
always have to read kuva, e.g. I, 161, 4. kuvet=kva it; I,

105, 4. kuvartam=kva r/tam. In I, 35, 7, we must read

either kuvedintm stryak, making shrya^ trisyllabic, or

kuva id^nlm, leaving a hiatus. In I, 168, 6, kv^varam is

kuv^varam: 6'dkalya, forgetting this, and wishing to im-

prove the metre, added na, thereby, in reality, destroying

both the metre and the sense. Kva occurs as dissyllabic in

the Rig-veda at least forty-one times.

Verse 3.

Note 1. The meanings of sumna in the first five Ma;^2^alas

are well explained by Professor Aufrecht in Kuhn's Zeit-

schrift, voh iv, p. ^^74, As to suvhalnThe^lurd^^

86, 2i7anTVIlT793r29 where Indra is said to bring all

suvitas. It frequently occurs in the singular

:

X, 148, 1, S, m/i bhara suvitdm yasya Mkan.
tr

Verse 4.

Note 1. One might translate ‘ If you, sons of Prtsni,

were mortals, the immortal would be your worshipper.'

But this seems almost too deep and elaborate a compliment

for a primitive age. Langlois translates : ‘ Quand vous ne
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seriez pas immortels, (faites toutefois) que votre panegyriste

jouisse d’une longue vie/ Wilson’s translation is obscure :

" That you, sons of Pwni, may become mortals, and your

panegyrist become immortal.’ Sdya^/a translates :
^Though

you, sons of Frisnij were mortal, yet your worshipper would

be immortal/ Ludwig has, ‘ Wenn ihr, o kinder der FHsni,

sterbliche waret, der unsterbliche ware euer sanger dann.

Nicht werde euch unlieb der sanger,wie ein wildes tier aufder

weide, nicht des Yama Pfad betrete er/ I think it best to

connect the fourth and fifth verses, and I feel justified in

so doing by other passages where the same or a similar

idea is expressed, viz. that if the god were the poet and the

poet the god, then the poet would be more liberal to the

god than the god is to him. Whether syat should have the

udatta, I cannot tell. Thus I translated a passage, VII, 32,

18, in my History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 545:
^ If I were lord of as much as thou, I should support the

sacred bard, thou scatterer of wealth, I should not abandon

him to misery. I should award wealth day by day to him
who magnifies, I should award it to whosoever it be.’

Another parallel passage is pointed out by Mr. J. Muir,

(On the Interpretation of the Veda, p. 79 ; see also Sanskrit

Texts, V, 303.) VIII, 19, 25 :
‘ If, Agni, thou wert a mortal,

and I were an immortal, I should not abandon thee to male-

diction or to wretchedness ; my worshipper should not be

miserable or distressed.’ Still more to the point is another

passage, VIII, 44, 23 :
‘ If I were thou, and thou wert I, then

thy wishes should be fulfilled.’ See also VIII, 14, i, 2.

As to the metre it is clear that we ought to read

mart^saA sy&tana.

Verse 6.

N’ote 1. Ma, though it seems to stand for na, retains its

prohibitive sense.

IJ^ote 2. Yavasa is explained by S^ya;2a as grass, and

Wilson’s Dictionary, too, gives to it the meaning of meadow

or pasture grass, whereas yava is barley- The Greek {ea

or C^La is likewise explained as barley or rye, fodder for

horses. See I, 91, 13. g^va^^ ni yavaseshu, like cows in

meadows.
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3>rote 3 . The path of Yama can only be the path first

followed by Yama, or that leads to Yama, as the ruler of

the departed.

X, 14, 8, sam pit;"/-bhi.^ sam yam^na.

Meet with the fathers, meet with Yama (X, 14, 10 ; 15, 8).

X, 14, 7. yamdm pa.j-y^si varu;^am kdi devam.

Thou wilt see (there) -Yama and the divine Varu^^a.

X, 165, 4. tdsmai yam^ya nama^^ astu mrftydve.

Adoration to that Yama, to Death

!

Wilson : Never may your worshipper be indifferent to

you, as a deer (is never indifferent) to pasture, so that he
may not tread the path of Yama.
Benfey : Wer euch besingt, der sei euch nicht gleich-

giiltig, wie das Wild im Gras^ nicht wandF er auf des Yama
Pfad.

A^oshya is translated insatiable by Professor Goldstiicker.

Verse 6.

Note 1, One of the meanings of nfrnti is sin. It is

derived from the same root which yielded ntd, in the sense

of right. Nfr;-2ti was conceived, it would seem, as going

away from the path of right, the GermanVergehen. Nir-

;^/ti was personified as a power of evil and destruction.

VII, 104, 9. ahaye vk t& pra-ddddtu s6ma/^ a vk dadhitu
VLih-ritth upa-sthe.

May Soma hand them over to Ahi, or place them in the

lap of Nirnti.

h7j 5* susupv^;;«sam nd ni'^-nte^ upa-sthe.

Like one who sleeps in the lap of Nirnti.

Here Skyms. explains Nirnti as earth, and he attaches

the same meaning to the word in other places which will

have to be considered hereafter. Cf. Lectures on the

Science of Language, Second Series, p. 562,.

Wilson treats Nirnti as a male deity, and translates the

last words, ‘ let him perish with our evil desires.’

Note 2. Padtsh/a is formed as an optative of the Atmane-
pada, but with the additional s before the t, which, in the

ordinary Sanskrit, is restricted to the so-called benedictive

(Grammar, § 385; Bopp, Kritische Grammatik, ed. 1834,
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§ 329, note). Pad means originally to go. Thus RV. IX,

73, 9, atra kartam ava padMi dprabhu^ may the impotent

go down into the pit. In certain constructions it gradually

assumed the meaning of to perish, and native commentators

are inclined to explain it by pat, to fall. One can watch

the transition of meaning from going into perishing in such

phrases as VS. XI, 46, ma pidy dyusha/2 pura, literally,

‘ may he not go before the time,’ but really intended for

‘ may he not die before the time.’ In the Rig-veda padish/a

is generally qualified by some words to show that it is to be

taken in malam partem. Thus in our passage, and in

III, 53, 2^1

;

VII, 104, 16 ; 17. In 1
, 79, II, howeyer, padish^a

sa^ is by itself used in a maledictory sense, per eat, may
he perish ! In another, VI, ao, 5, padi by itself conveys the

idea of perishing. This may have some weight in deter-

mining the origin of the Latin pest is (Corssen, Kritische

Beitrage, p. 396), for it shows that, even without preposi-

tions, such as a or vi, pad may have an ill-omened meaning.

In the Aitareya*brahma;/a VII, 14 (Historj of Ancient

Sanskrit Literature, p. 471), pad, as applied to a child’s

teeth, means to go, to fall out. With sam, however, pad

has always a good meaning, and this shows that originally

its meaning was neutral. Another translation, suggested

by Ludwig, might be :
^ Let not one dreadful Nirr^ti (sin)

after another strike us.’

Verse 7.

Note 1. The only difficult word is av^tam. Saya;/a

explains it, ‘ without wind.’ But it is hardly possible to

understand how the Maruts, themselves the gods of the

storm, the sons of Rudra, could be said to bring clouds

without wind. Langlois, it is true, translates without any

misgivings :
^ Ces dieux peuvent sur un sol desseche faire

tomber la pluie sans I’accompagner de vent.’ Wilson ;
' They

send down rain without wind*upon the desert.’ Benfey saw

the incongruous character of the epithet, and explained it

away by saying that the winds bring rain, and after they

have brought it, they moderate their violence in order not to

drive it away again; hence rain without wind. Yet even
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this explanation, though ingenious, and, as I am told, particu-

larly truthful in an eastern climate, is somewhat too artificial.

If we changed the accent, avitdm, unchecked, unconquered,

would be better than avdtam, windless. But avdta, uncon-

queredj does not occur in the Rig-veda, except as applied

to persons. It occurs most frequently in the phrase vanvan

avdta;^, which S^ya;2a explains well by hi/;^san ahi^^^sita/^,

hurting, but not hurt: (VI, i6, ao

;

i8, i; IX, 89, 7.)

In IX, 96, 8, we read pnt-sd vanvan dv^ta^, in battles

attacking, but not attacked, which renders the meaning of

avdta perfectly clear. In VI, 64, 5, where it is applied to

Ushas, it may be translated by unconquerable, intact.

There are several passages, however, where avdta occurs

with the accent on the last syllable, and where it is accord-

ingly explained as a Bahuvrihi, meaning either windless or

motionless, from vita, wind, or from vdta, going (I, 62,, 10).

In some of these passages we can hardly doubt that the

accent ought to be changed, and that we ought to read

avdta. Thus in VI, 64, 4, avdte is clearly a vocative applied

to Ushas, who is called dvdtd, unconquerable, in the verse

immediately following. In I, 5^, 4, the Maruts are called

which can only be avdtd^, unconquerable
;
nor can

we hesitate in VIII, 79, 7, to change avdta/^ into dvdta^, as

an epithet applied to Soma, and preceded by adnptakratu^,

of unimpaired strength, unconquerable.

But even then we find no evidence that avdta, uncon-

quered, could be applied to rain or to a cloud, and I there-

fore propose another explanation, though equally founded

on the supposition that the accent of Kvktkm in our passage

should be on the first syllable.

I take vdta as a Vedic form instead of the later vdna, the

past participle of vai, to wither. Similarly we find in the

Veda ^ita, instead of^Ina, the latter form being sanctioned

by P^^^ini. VS, means to get dry, to flag, to get exhausted

;

dvdta therefore, as applied to a cloud, would niean not dry,

not withered, as applied to rain, not dried up, but remaining

on the ground. It is important to remark that in one

passage, VI, 67, 7, Sdya;^a, too, explains avdta, as applied to

rivers, by amshka, not dry
;
and the same meaning would
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be applicable to avata^^ in I. 63, lo. In this sense of not

withered, not dry, avat^m in our passage would form a per-

fectly appropriate epithet of the rain, while neither windless

nor unconquered would yield an appropriate sense. In the

famous passage, X, 129, 2, ^nit avitam svadhaya tat ekam,

that only One breathed breathless by itself, avatam might be

taken, in accordance with its accent, as windless or breath-

less, and the poet may have wished to give this antithetical,

point to his verse. But avatam, as an adverb, would here

be equally appropriate, and we should then have to trans-

late, ‘that only One breathed freely by itself.’ Ludwig

translates, ‘ Als treue die blendenden, die stiirmenden

Rudriya auf oder fiache sogar, als brunnen die wolke

schaffen.’ This presupposes the conjectural reading ava-

tam.

Verse 8.

mate 1. The peculiar structure of the metre in the

seventh and eighth verses should be noted. Though we

may scan
/ ! 'I 'I— —. — w — — — vjv-/*— —

• J

6
I

w ww

by throwing the accent on the short antepenultimate, yet

the movement of the metre becomes far more natural by-

throwing the accent on the long penultimate, thus reading

SkvANA : Like a cow the lightning roars, (the lightning)

attends (on the Maruts) as the mother cow on her calf,

because thdr rain is let loose at the time of lightning and

thunder.

Wilson: The lightning roars like a parent cow that

bellows for its calf, and hence the rain is set free by the

Maruts.

Benfey : Es blitzt—wie eine Kuh brullt es—die Mutter

folgt dem Kalb gleichsam—wenn ihr Regen losgelassen.

(Der Donner folgt dem Blitz, wie eine Kuh ihrem Kalbe.)

Vlrrd as a masculine means a bull, and it is used as a

name of the Maruts in some passages, VIII, 7> 3 ! 7 - -^-s
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a feminine it means a cow, particularly a cow with a calf, a

milch cow. Hence also a mother, X, 119, 4. The lowing

of the lightning must be intended for the distant thunder,

and the idea that the lightning goes near or looks for the

rain is not foreign to the Vedic poets. See I, 39, 9 : ‘ Come
to us, Maruts, with your entire help, as lightnings (come to,

i. e. seek for) the rain !

’

Verse 9.

Note 1. That par^anya here and in other places means

cloud has been well illustrated by Dr. Biihler, Orient und

Occident, voL i, p. 2,2,1, It is interesting to watch the

personifying process which is very palpable in this word,

and by which Par^anya becomes at last a friend and com-

panion of Indra. See now,*' India, what can it teach us ?
’

p. 183 seq.

Verse 10.

Note 1, Sadma, as a neuter, means originally a seat, and

is frequently used in the sense of altar : IV, 9, 3. sik sddma
pdri niyate h6t^; VII, 18, 22. h6td-iva sddma pdri emi

r6bhan. It soon, however, assumed the more general meaning

of place, as

X, 1, I. agn{>^ bhaniini rdi’atd vi'i*vi sadmdni aprd^.

Agni with brilliant light thou filledst all places.

It is lastly used with special reference to heaven and

earth, the two sddmant, 1 , 185, 6 ; III, 55, 2. In our passage

sadma parthivam is the same as parthive sadane in VIII,

97, 5. Here the earth is mentioned together with heayen,

the sea, and the sky. S^ya/^a takes sadma as ' dwelling,’ so

do Wilson'and Langlois. Benfey translates ' der Erde Sitz,’

and makes it the subject of the sentence, which may be

right :
' From the roaring of the Maruts the seat of the

earth trembles, and all men tremble.’ Sadman, with the

accent on the last syllable, is also used as a masculine in

the Rig-veda, I, 173, i
; VI, 51, 12. sadmanam divydm.

Verse 11.

Note 1. I have translated vi/u-pS.;^fbhi^, as if it were

vi/up^l;dbhi;^, for this is the right accent of a Bahuvrlhi
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compound. Thus the first member retains its own accent in

pnthd-pd;^i, bhuri-pdm, vr/sha-pi;^, &c. It is possible that

the accent may have been changed in our passage, because

the compound is used, not as an adjective, but as a kind of

substantive, as the name of a horse. Fini, hand, means, as

applied to horses, hoof ;

11,31, 2,. prfthivya^ s4nau ^anghananta pd;/i-bhiA

When they strike with their hoofs on the summit of the

earth.

This meaning appears still more clearly in such com-

pounds as dravat-pd?^i :

VIII, 5, 35. hirsLuyiyeusL rathena dravatpi;d-bhi/^ a?vai//.

On a golden chariot, on quick-hoofed horses.

The horses of the Maruts, which in our verse are called

vt/u“pi7^i, strong-hoofed, are called VIII, 7, ay . hira/zya-

pd;/i, golden-hoofed :

asvsLi/i hlra.^^y2Lp^m-hhi/^ devdsa^ lipa gantana.

On your golden-hoofed horses come hither, O gods.

Those who retain the accent of the MSS. ought to trans-

late, ® Maruts, with your strong hands go after the clouds.’

IS’ote 2, Rodhasvati is explained by Sdya^^a as river. It

does not occur again in the Rig-veda. Rodhas is enclosure

or fence, the bank of a river
;
but it does not follow that

rddhasvat, having enclosures or banks, was applicable to

rivers only. II, 1 5, 8, it is said that he emptied or opened

the artificial enclosures of Bala, these being the clouds

conquered by Indra. Hence I take rodhasvati in the sense

of a cloud yet unopened, which is followed or driven on by

the Maruts.

^itra, bright or many-coloured, is applied to the clouds,

V, 63, 3. ^itrebhi^ abhraiA

Note 3. Roth and Ludwig take akhidrayiman for a name

of horse, which seems right. The word does not occur

again in the lyg-veda.

Wilson : Maruts, with strong hands, come along the

beautifully-embanked rivers with unobstructed progress.

BenfeY: Mit euren starken Handen folgt den hehren

eingeschlossnen nach in unermiid’tem Gang, Maruts.
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Verse 12.

ISTote 1. Abhi^u, rein, does not mean finger in the Rig-

veda, though SiyzndL frequently explains it so, misled by

Ydska, who gives abht^ among the names of finger.

Wilson :
‘ May your fingers be well skilled (to hold the

reins).’

Verse 13.

Note 1. Agni is frequently invoked together with the

Maruts, and is even called mariit-sakhi, the friend of the

MarutSjVIII, 14. It seems better, therefore, to refer

brihma;^as patim to Agni, than, with Siya:^a, to the host

of the Maruts (mariidga^^am). Brahma/^aspati and Br/has-

pati are both varieties of Agni, the priest and purohita of

gods and men, and as such he is invoked together with the

Maruts in other passages, I, 40, i. Tint is an adverb,

meafiing constantly, always, for ever. Cf. II, i
;
VIII,

40, 7*

Wilson : Declare in our presence (priests), with voice

attuned to praise Brahma^^aspati, Agni, and the beautiful

Mitra.

Benfey : Lass schallen immerfort das Lied zu griissen

Brahma^^aspati, Agni, Mitra, den herrlichen.

Note 2. Mitra is never, as far as I know, invoked together

with the Maruts, and it is better to take mitrdm as friend.

Besides na cannot be left here untranslated. Ludwig

translates, ‘beautiful like Mitra/ that is, bright like the sun.

Verse 14.

Note 1. The second sentence is obscure. Stymsi trans-

lates :
‘ Let the choir of priests make a hymn of praise, let

them utter or expand it, like as a cloud sends forth rain.’

Wilson similarly :
‘ Utter the verse that is in your mouth,

spread it out like a cloud spreading rain.’ Benfey: ‘Ein

Preislied schaffe in dem Mun<f, ertone dem Par^anya gleich.’

^
He takes Par^nya for the god of thunder, and supposes the

hymn of praise to be compared to it on account of its loud-

ness. Tatanay^ can only be the second person singular of

the conjunctive of the reduplicated perfect, of which we
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have also tatanat, tatanima, tatanan, and tatananta. Ta-

tana// can be addressed either to the host of the Maruts, or

to the poet. I take it in the latter sense, for a similar verse

occurs VIII, 2 1 , 1 8. It is said there of a patron that he alone

is a king, that ail others about the river Sarasvati are only-

small kings, and the poet adds: ‘May he spread like a

cloud with the rain,’ giving hundreds and thousands (par-

^anya//-iva tatdnat hi vr/shfya). Ludwig takes tan in the

sense of thundering
;
thunder like Pai^^nya

!

,
Verse 15.

ff

ITote It is difficult to find an appropriate rendering for

arkfn. ^ It means praising, celebrating, singing, and it is in

the last sense only that it is applicable to the Maruts.

Wilson translates, ‘entitled to adoration;’ Benfey, ‘flaming.’

Boehtlingk and Roth admit the sense of flaming in one

passage, but give to arkfn in this place the meaning of

praising. If it simply meant, possessed of ark4 i. songs

of praise, it would be a very la.^'^e epithet after panasyu.

But other passages, like I, iQ, 4; Iq? show thatjthe con-

ception of the Maruts as'^gers was most familiar to the

Vedic Rishis (I, 64, xo; Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. i, p. 521,

note); and arka is the very name applied to their songs

(
1 , 19, 4). In the Edda, too, ‘storm and thunder are repre-

sented as a lay, as the wondrous music of the wild hunt.

The dwarfs and Elbs sing the so-called Alb-leich which

carries off everything, trees and mountains.’ See Justi in

Orient und Occident, vol. ii, p. 62
, ;

Genthe, Windgottheiten,

p. 4; ii.^here is no doubt therefore that arkfn here means

musician, and that the arka of the Maruts is the music of

the \rinds.

ISToto 2. Vnddha, literally grown, is used in the Veda as

an honorific epithet, with the meaning of mighty, great, or

magnified

:

III, 32, 7. ft namasi vr/ddham fndram

hrzhantzm rishvim a^dram ydvdnam.

We worship with praise the mighty Indra, the great, the

exalted, the immortal, the vigorous.

Here neither is vrzddhi intended to express old age,
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nor ydvan young age, but both are meant as laudatory

epithets. See Darmesteter, Ormazd et Ahriman, p. 91 seq.

Asan is the so-called Le^ of as, to be. This hef is pro-

perly an imperative, which gradually sinks down to a mere

subjunctive, and is generally called so. Of as, we find the

following Leif forms: belonging to the present, we have

asasi, II, 26, 2,
;

asati, VI, 23, 9 ;
asatha^ VI, 63, i

; and

asatha, V, 61, 4 : belonging to the imperfect, asa>^, VIII, 100,

2 ;
asat, I, 9: 5 ; dsima, I, 173, 9 ;

dsan, I, 89, i. Asam, a

form quoted by Roth from Rig-veda X, 27, 4, is really ^sam.

We find, for instance, asa^, with an imperative or opta-

tive meaning, in

VIII, ICO, 2. iszA ksL tvam dakshkatd/^ sakh^ me
ddha vrztrmi ^ahghan^va bhfiri.

And be thou my friend on my right hand, and we shall

kill many enemies.

Here we see the transition of meaning from an impera-

tive to the conditional. In English, too, we may say, * Do
this and you shall live,' which means nearly the same as,

^ If you do this, you will live.’ Thus we may translate this

passage :
‘ And if thou be my friend on my right side, then

we shall kill many enemies.'

X, 124, 1, imdm agne upa ya^i^dm S. ihi

—

asa-^ havya-vliif uta na^ pura^-g^^.

Here we have the imperative ihi and the Le^ isaA used

in the same sense.

Far more frequently, however, asa^ is used in relative

sentences, such as,

VI, 36, 5. dsa^ ydthd na^ i-avasd

That thou mayest be ours, delighting in strength.

VII, 24, 1, dsa^ yathd na^ avitS vndhd kz..

That thou mayest be our helper and for our increase.

See also X, 44, 4 ; 85, %6
; 36.

Wilson : May they be exalted by this our worship,

Benfey : Mogen die Hohen hier bei uns sein.
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MAi\7Z?ALA I, HYMN 39.

ASHrAKA I, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 18-19.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. When you thus from afar cast forwards your

measure^, like a blast of fire, through whose wisdom

is it, through whose design®? To whom do you go,

to whom, ye shakers (of the earth) ?

2. May your weapons be firm to attack, strong

also to withstand. May yours be the more glorious

power, nor that of the deceitful mortal.

3. When you overthrow what is firm, O ye men,

and whirl about what is heavy, you pass ^ through

the trees of the earth, through the clefts of the

rocks ®.

4. No real foe of yours is known in heaven, nor

on earth, ye devourers of foes ! May power be

yours, together with your raceM O Rudras, can it

be defied®?

5. They make the rocks tremble, they tear asun-

der the kings of the forest Come on, Maruts, like

madmen, ye gods, with your whole tribe.

6. You have harnessed the spotted deer to your

chariots, a red one draws as leader ^
;
even the earth

listened® at your approach, and men were frightened.

7. O Rudras, we quickly desire your help for our

race. Come now to us with help, as of yore
;
thus

now for the sake of the frightened Ka;?va h

8. Whatever fiend, roused by you or roused by

men, attacks us, deprive him of power, of strength,

and of your favours \

9. For you, chasing and wise Maruts, have wholly

[32] P
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protected^ Ka.nva. Come to us, Maruts, with your

whole fayours, as lightnings® (go in quest of) the

rain.

lO. Bounteous givers, you carry whole strength,

whole power, ye shakers (of the world). Send, O
Maruts, against the wrathful enemy of the poets an

enemy, like an arrow \
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Kawa, the son of Ghora. The
metre varies between B^fhati and Satobrfhati, the odd

verses being composed in the former, the even verses in

the latter metre. Each couple of such verses is called a

Birhata Pragitha. The Br/hati consists of 8-f8-hia + 8,

the Satobrihati of 1^ + 84-124-8 syllables. No verse of

this hymn occurs in SV., VS., AV. ; verse 5=TB. II, 4,

4. 3 -

Verse 1.

Note 1. Mana, which I translate by measure, is explained

by S^ya^^a as meaning strength. Wilson :
‘ When you

direct your awful vigour downwards from afar, as light

(descends from heaven).’ Benfey: ‘Wenn ihr aus waiter

Feme so wie Strahlen schleudert euren Stolz (das worauf

ihr stolz seid: euren Blitz).’ Langlois: ‘Lorsque vous

lancez votre souffle puissant.’ I doubt whether mana is

ever used in the Rig-veda in the sense of pride, which no

doubt it has, as a masculine, in later Sanskrit : cf. HaU-
yudha, ed. Aufrecht, iv, 37. Mana, as a masculine, means

frequently a poet in the Rig-veda, viz. a measurer, a thinker

or maker; as a neuter it means a measure, or what is

measured or made. Thus V, 85, 5, we read

:

m&ena-iva tasthi-v& antarikshe vf yiJi mam6 prfthivim

surye;2a.

He (Varu;/a) who standing in the welkin has measured

the earth with the sun, as with a measure.

In this passage, as well as in ours, we must take measure,

not in the abstract sense, but as a measuring line, which is

cast forward to measure the distance ofan object,—a simile,

perfectly applicable to the Maruts, who seem with their

weapons to strike the trees and mountains when they them-

selves are still far off. Another explanation might be given,

if mana could be taken in the sense of measure, i. e. shape

or form, but this is doubtful.

H 2
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"Note 2. Vdrpas, which has generally been translated by
body or form, is here explained by praise. Benfey puts

Werk (i.e. Gesang, Gebet); Langlois, maison. Vdrpas,

which, without much reason, has been compared to Latin

corpus, must here be taken in a more general sense. Thus
VI, 44, 14, asyd made purd virpimsi vidvfo, is applied to

Indra as knowing many schemes, many thoughts, many
things, when he is inspired by the Soma-juice

; see I, 19, 5.

Verse 3 .

I^ote 1, Benfey takes vi ydthana in a causative sense,

you destroy, you cause the trees to go asunder. But even

without assigning to >4 a causative meaning, to go through,

to pierce, would convey the idea of destruction. In some
passages, however, vi-yd is certainly used in the simple sense

of passing through, without involving the idea of destruction :

VIII, 73, 13. rdtha;^ viyati rodast (fti).

Your chariot which passes through or between heaven

and earth.

In other passages the mere passing across implies con-

quest and destruction

:

1, 1 16, 2,0. vl-bhinddnd .... rathena vf pdrvatdn . . , .aydtam.

On your dissevering chariot you went across, or, you rent,

the mountains (the clouds).

In other passages, however, a causative meaning seems

equally, and even more applicable

:

VIII, 7, 23, vi vrztrim parva-j*d/^ yayuk vi pdrvatdn.

They passed through Vritva, piecemeal, they passed

through the mountains (the clouds)
;

or, they destroyed

Vr/tra, cutting him to pieces, they destroyed the clouds.

Likewise I, 86, 10, vi >4ta vfjvam atrkam.

Walk athwart every evil spirit, or destroy every evil

spirit ! See before, I, 19, 7 ; 37, 7.

Wv -m V — w —

We must scan vi y^thana vanina/^^ prfthivy^l^.

ISTote 2. It might seem preferable to translate asSiA par-

vatinim by the spaces of the clouds, for parvata means

clouds in many places. Yet here, and still more clearly in

verse 5, where pdrvata occurs again, the object of the poet
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is to show the strength of the Maruts. In that case the

mere shaking or bursting of the clouds would sound very

tame by the side of the shaking and breaking of the forest

trees. Vedic poets do not shrink from the conception that

the Maruts shake even mountains, and Indra is even said to

have cut off the mountain tops : IV, 19, 4. ava abhinat kakii-

bha// pdrvat^n^m. In the later literature, too, the same idea

occurs ; Mah^bh. Vana-parva, ver. 10974, dyau/i svit patati

kim bhumir diryate parvato nu kim, does the sky fall ? is

the earth torn asunder, or the mountain?

Verse 4.

Note 1. Siyawa was evidently without an authoritative

explanation of tan^ yu^a. He tries to explain it by
‘ through the union of you may strength to resist be quickly

extended.’ Wilson :
‘ May your collective strength be

quickly exerted.’ Benfey takes tan^ as adverb and leaves

out yu^a: *Zu alien Zeiten, O Furchtbare !—sei im Nu zu

uberwalt’gen euch die Macht’ Yu^a!, an instrumental, if

used together with another instrumental, becomes in the

Veda a mere preposition : cf. VII, 43, 5 ; 95, 4. rAyS yu^i

;

X, 83, 3. tapasd yu^a ; X, loa, 1^. vadhri/^i yu^a ; VII, 33,

20. piiram-dhyi y^^’ ;
VI, 5^3 sakhyi yu^a

;
VIII, 68,

9. tvA yug’a. As to the meaning of tan, see B. R. s v.,

where tan in our passage is explained as continuation. The

offspring or race of the Maruts is mentioned again in the

next verse.

Note 2. I take nd ^it i-dhr/she as an abrupt interro-

gative sentence, viz. Can it be defied ? Can it be resisted ?

See V, 87, 2 :

tat va/2 maruta/2 na A’dhrishe sava/i.

Your strength, O Maruts, is not to be defied.

Verse 5.

Note 1. Large trees of the forest are called the kings or

lords of the forest. Instead of pro drata, the Taitt. Br.

II, 4, 4, a, reads pr6 varata, which Saya^^a explains by pro,

prakarshe/^^a, avdrata dhdvata.
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Verse 6.

Note 1. Prdshri is explained by S^ya^^a as a sort ofyoke

in the middle, when three horses or other animals are

harnessed to a car; rohita as a kind of red deer. Hence
Wilson remarks that the sense may be, ‘The red deer

yoked between them aids to drag the car/ But he adds

that the construction of the original is obscure, and ap-

parently rude and ungrammatical. Benfey translates, ‘ Sie

fiihrt ein fiammenrothes Joch,’ and remarks against Wilson

that Siyaj^a’s definition of prdshri as yoke is right, but that

of rbhita as deer, wrong. If Siya;za’s authority is to be

invoked at all, one might appeal from Sdya;^a in this place

to S^yaj^a VIII, 7, 28, where prdshri is explained by him

either by quick or by pramukhe yu^am^na;^, harnessed in

front. The verse is

yat esh&m pr/shatt^ rathe prash^i^ vahati rohita^.

When the red leader draws or leads their spotted deer in

the chariot.

VI5 47, 2,4. prashriy^ is explained as tripada S.dhira>^ ; tad-

vad vahantiti prash^ayo*.yvA^. In 1, 100, 17, prashribhi^, as

applied to men, means friends or supporters, or, as Siya;^a

explains, pir^vasthair anyair rfshibhi/^.

Ludwig (IV, ad 25, 8) adds some useful information. He
quotes from the comm, on Taitt. S. 1, 7, 8 ;

v5,madakshi;2ayor

aivayor madhya ish^dvayam pras^rya tayor madhye sap-

tyikhya^Ativij-eshopetam asv^m ywigytt. The right horse

is said to be the arvct, the left vi^i, the middle sapti^.

Ld/^dyana II, 7, 23, calls the two side-horses prash/i.

According to Siya^^a (Taitt. S. I, 7, 8, p. 1024) prashri

means originally a tripod for holding a pot (see above), and

afterwards a chariot with three horses. In that case we
should have to translate, the red chariot moves along.

Note 2. Aufrecht derives a^ot from ^ru, to shake, without

necessity, however ;
see Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, IV, p. 494.

Ludwig also remarks that a^rot might be translated by
the earth trembled or vibrated. Similar passages occur

RV. I, I27> 3. viM >^it yasya sam-ntau .rnivat vin4-iva yat

sthirdm, at whose approach even what is firm and strong
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will shake, like the forests* Roth translates, the earth

yielded, got out of your way.

Verse 7.

Kote 1. Ka;^va, the author of the hymn.

Verse 8.

N’ote 1. The abhva, fiend, or, as Benfey translates it very

happily, Ungethum, may have been sent by the Maruts

themselves, or by some mortal. With reference to yushme-

shita it is said aftenvards that the Maruts are to withdraw

their help from him. I have adopted Wilson’s and Ludwig’s

interpretation of vi yuyota, with the instrumental.

Verse 9.

ISTote 1. The verb dadd is the second pers. plur. of the

perfect of dd, and is used here in the sense of to keep, to

protect, as is well shown by B. and R. s. v. dd 4, base dad.

SAydina. did not understand the word, and took it for an

irregular imperative
;
yet he assigned to the verb the proper

sense of to keep, instead of to give. Hence Wilson :
* Up-

hold the sacrificer Ka^^va.’ Benfey, less correctly, ‘ Den

Kama gabt ihr/ as if Kama had been the highest gift of

the Maruts.

NTote 2. The simile, as lightnings go to the rain, is not

very telling. It may have been suggested by the idea that

the lightnings run about to find the rain, or the tertium

comparationis may simply be the quickness oflightning.

Wilson: ‘As the lightningsiDring the rain.’ Benfey: ‘(So

schnell) gleichwie der Blitz zum Regen kommt.’ Lightning

precedes the rain, and may therefore be represented as

looking about for the rain. Ludwig proposes some bold

conjectures. He would change kaOTam to raOTam, and

take the words from asdmibhL?: to ganta as a parenthesis.

He translates :
‘ For nothing imperfect, you highly to be

revered Maruts, no, something delightful you gave (with

perfect aids, Maruts, come to us)—as lightnings give rain.’

Verse 10*

ISTote 1. Wilson :
‘ Let loose your anger.’ Siyana ;

‘ Let

loose a murderer who hates/
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Pari-manyUj which occurs but once in the Rig-veda,

corresponds as nearly as possible to the Greek 'nepiOvixos*

Manyu, like means courage, spirit, anger; and in

the compound parimanyii, as in TrepiOvixos, the preposition

pdri seems to strengthen the simple notion of the word.

That pari is used in that sense in later Sanskrit is well

known; for instance, in parilaghu, perlevis, parIkshS,ma,

withered away: see Pott, Etymologische Forschungen,

second edition, vol. i, p. 487. How pdri, originally meaning

round about, came to mean excessive, is difficult to explain

with certainty. It may have been, because what surrounds

exceeds, but it may also have been because what is done all

around a thing is done thoroughly. See Curtius, Grundzuge,

fifth edition, p. ^2^74. Thus we find in the Veda, VIII,

75, 9, pari-dveshas, lit. one who hates all around, then a

great hater

:

mk . . . pari-dveshasa/2 amhatii^, firmi'^ na navam ^

vadhit.

May the grasp of the violent hater strike us not, as the

wave strikes a ship.

Again, pari-sp;"/dh means literally one who strives round

about, then an eager enemy, a rival (fern.)

:

IX, 53, I. nuddsva yaA pari-spn'dha^.

Drive away those who are rivals.

Pari-kroja means originally one who shouts at one from

every side, who abuses one roundly, then an angry reviler.

This word, though not mentioned in B. R.’s Dictionary,

occurs in

I, 7. sdrvam pari-kro.ydm ^ahi.

Kill every reviler

!

The same idea which is here expressed by pari-kro^d, is

in other places expressed by pari-rap, lit, on^ who shouts

round about, who defies on everjTsSe, a calumniator, an

enemy, one, who ‘ be-rattles.’

II5 ^3j 3 ^ § vi-badhya pari-rdpa^.

Having struck down the enemies.

II, !Z3, 14. vf pari-rdpa^ ardaya.

Destroy the enemies.

In the same way as the words meaning to hate, to
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oppose, to attack, are strengthened by this preposition,

which conveys the idea of round about, we also find words

expressive of love strengthened by the same preposition.

Thus from pr^ta/^, loved, we have pari-prita/^, lit. loved all

round, then loved very much: I, 190, 6, pari-prita^ na

mitral; cf. X, %% We also find IX, 7a, i. pari-priya-5
,

those who love fully or all around, which may mean great

lovers, or surrounding friends.

In all these cases the intensifying power of pari arises

from representing the action of the verb as taking place

on every side, thoroughly, excessively; but in other cases,

mentioned by Professor Pott, particularly where this pre-

position is joined to a noun which implies some definite

limit, its magnifying power is no doubt due to the fact that

what is around, is outside, and therefore beyond. Thus in

Greek ireptfierpo? expresses the same idea as vTripixerpos (loc.

cit. p. 488), but I doubt whether pari ever occurs in that

sense in Sanskrit compounds.
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MAi\/Z?ALA I, HYMN 64.

ASHrAKA I, ADHYAYA 5, VARGA 6-8.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. For the manly host, the joyful, the wise, for the

Maruts bring thou, O NodhasJ^a pure offering^.

I prepare songs, like as a handypriest ®, wise in his

mind, prepares the water, mighty at sacrifices.

2. They are born, the tall bulls of Dyu^ (heaven),

the manly youths ® of Rudra, the divine, the blame-

less, pure, and bright like suns; scattering rain-

drops, full of terrible designs, like giants®.

3. The youthful Rudras, they who never grow
old, the slayers of the demon have grown irre-

sistible like mountains. They throw down with

their strength all beings, even the strongest, on

earth and in heaven.

4. They deck themselves with glittering orna-

ments ^ for a marvellous show ; on their chests they

fastened gold (chains) for beauty®; the spears on

their shoulders pound to pieces ®
; they were born

together by themselves ^ the men of Dyu.

5. They who confer power \ the roarers ®, the de-

vourers of foes, they made winds and lightnings by

their powers. The shakers milk the heavenly udders

(clouds), they sprinkle the earth all round with milk

(rain).

6. The bounteous^ Maruts pour forth® water,

mighty at sacrifices, the fat milk (of the clouds).

They seem to lead ® about the powerful horse, the

cloud, to make it rain; they milk the thundering,

unceasii^ spring *.
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7. Mighty they are, powerful, of beautiful splen-

dour, strong in themselves^ like mountains, (yet)

swiftly gliding along;—you chew up forests, like

wild elephants®, when you have assumed your

powers among the red flames ®

8. Like lions they roar, the wise Maruts, they

are handsome like gazelles^, the all-knowing. By
night® with their spotted deer (rain-clouds) and with

their spears (lightnings) they rouse the companions

together, they whose ire through strength is like the

ire of serpents.

9. You who march in companies, the friends of

man, heroes, whose ire through strength is like the

ire of serpents salute heaven and earth ®
! On the

seats on your chariots, O Maruts, the lightning stands,

visible like light ®.

10. All-knowing, surrounded with wealth, endowed
with powers, singers^ men of endless prowess, armed
with strong rings®, they, the archers, have taken the

arrow in their fists.

11. The Maruts who with the golden tires of their

wheels increase the rain, stir up the clouds like wan-

derers on the road. They are brisk, indefatigable

they move by themselves
;
they throw down what is

firm, the Maruts with their brilliant spears make
(ever5^hing) to reel ®.

12. We invoke with prayer^ the offspring of Ru-

dra, the brisk, the pure, the worshipful ®, the active.

Cling ® for happiness-sake to the strong company ot

the Maruts, the chasers of the sky* the powerful,

the impetuous ®.

13. The mortal whom ye, Maruts, protected, he

indeed surpasses people in strength through your

protection. He carries off booty with his horses,
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treasures with his men
; he acquires honourable ^

wisdom, and he prospers ^

14. Give, O Maruts, to our lords strength glorious,

invincible in battle, brilliant, wealth-acquiring, praise-

worthy, known to all men \ Let us foster our kith

and kin during a hundred winters.

1 5. Will ^ you then, O Maruts, grant—unto us

wealth, durable, rich in men, defying all onslaughts^?

—wealth a hundred and a thousand-fold, always

increasing ?—May he who is ridh in prayers ® (the

host of the Maruts) come early and soon

!
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Nodhas, of the family of Go-

tama. No verse of this hymn occurs in SV., VS., AV.

;

but verse 6=TS. Ill, i, ii, 7 *

Verse 1.

Note 1. The first line is addressed by the poet to

himself.

Note 2. Suvnliti is generally explained bv_a hymn of

praise, and it cannot be denied that in this place, as in most

ofEersTthat meaning would be quite satisfactory. Etymo-

logically, however, suvrfktf means the cleaning and trim-

ming of the grass qnjwhich, as a smalfaltar, the oblation

is offered: cf. vyfktabarhis, 1, note %, page 84. Hence,

although the same word might be metaphoncally applied

to a carefully trimmed, pure, and holy hymn of praise,

yet wherever in the Veda the primary meaning is appli-

cable, it seems safer to retain it : cf. Ill, 61, 5 >
Vl»

Prof. Roth, in the Melanges AsiatiguesTyuTp- cSlg

the derivation, which he himself discovered, a ‘ C<^mbus-

Egg/ He derives suvrfkti from su+yzltti, and translates it

by excellent praise. He supports the insertion of v. bv

thejinal^i^f su-v-ita. for su-ita. This derivation is cer-

fmnly vmyii^enious, but there are some difficulties which

have still to be accounted for. That the substantive ^-fkti

does not occur by itself would not be fatal, because other

words in the Veda occur as uttarapadas only. But there

is the compound namovy^lfti in X . which shows that

v^Tcti existed as a substantive, though it is true that the

VH^s^evins fX. <12 ) read namaukti instead. Taitt. S. I, 8,_

^TTTdarBnirgX^Tan^^ Y,JKX,JUi4-a^ayejjl
namovnicti. There is also the compound svavyfkti in RV,

these to be separated from _su-vdkti,^and

ou^t we not to take into consideration also the Zend

hvarsta, as pointed out by M. Darmesteter (Ormazd^
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p. 1O
5
note), meaning well performed, perfect in a liturgical

sen^e?
'

ISTote 3. Apas, with the accent on the last syllable, is the

accusative plural of ap, water, and it is so explained by
Siya^^a. He translates: ‘I show forth these hymns of

praise, like water, i. e. everywhere, as Par^anya sends down
rain at once in every place.’ Benfey explains :

‘ I make
these hymns smooth like water, i. e. so that they run smooth

like water.’ He compares pvdfjios, as derived from peco. Lud-

wig translates ;
‘ Als ein kunstfertiger das werk im geiste,

auch geschickt mit der hand mach ich sch5n die in der

opferversammlungen machtig wirkenden lieder.’ I thought

formerly that we ought either to change the accent, and

read apai^, or the last vowel, and read ap^/^. In the former

case the meaning would be, ‘ As one wise in mind and

clever performs his work, so do I compose these hymns.’

In the second case we should translate :
' Like a workman,

wise in mind and handy, I put together these hymns.’

Still there is one point which has hitherto been over-

looked by all translators, namely, that apd/l viddtheshu

Abhiiva^, occurring in the first and sixth verses, ought to

be taken in the same sense in both passages. Now apa/^

viddtheshu ^bhiiva^^ seems to mean water efficacious at

sacrifices. In the sixth verse I now translate: 'The

bounteous Maruts pour down water, mighty or efficacious at

sacrifices, the fat milk (of the clouds).’ Hence in the

first verse I should now like to translate :
' I prepare my

songs, like as a handy priest, wise in his mind, prepares

the water mighty or efficacious at sacrifices.’ Roth

assigns to viddtha a too exclusively political meaning.

Viddtha may be an assembly, a public meeting, a witena-

gemot, or an €KK\r]cria, but public meetings at that time

had always a religious character, so that vidatha must

often be translated by sacrifice.

Verse 2.

Note 1. It is difficult to say in passages like this, whether

Dyu should be taken as heaven or as a personified deity.

When the Maruts are called Rudrdsya mdry^^, the boys of
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Rudra (VII, 56, i), the personification is always preser\'ed.

Hence if the same beings are called Diva/2 miryM, this too.

I think, should be translated the boys of Dyu (III, 54, 13 ;

Vj 59j the sons of heaven. The bulls of Dyu is a

more primitive and more vigorous expression for what we
should call the fertilising winds of heaven.

IJ^ote 2. Marya is a male, particularly a young male, a

young man, a bridegroom
(
1 , 115, 2 ;

III, 33, 10 ;
IV, 20, 5 ;

V, 5i, 4, with vira).

The Maruts have grown strong like well-grown manl}"

youths. See also V, 59, 3.

Vs "o95 5* mary^/2-iva su-vndha^ vav?7dhu/2 nara/:.

The men have grown strong like well-grown stallions.

In some passages it has simply the meaning of man

:

I, 91, 13. marya/2-iva sve okye.

Like a man in his own house.

ISTote 3 . The simile, like giants, is not quite clear. Satvan

means a strong man, but it seems intended here to convey

the idea of supernatural strength. Benfey translates, ‘ like

brave warriors
;

’ Wilson, ‘ like evil spirits.^ Ghoi'dvarpas is

an adjective belonging to the Maruts rather than to the

giants, and may mean of awful aspect, 1, 19, 5, or of cruel

mind
;

cf. I, 39, i, note 2.

Verse 3.

Note 1. Abhog-ghana^, the slayers of the demon, are

the slayers of the clouds, viz. of such clouds as do not

yield rain. Abho^, not nurturing, seems to be a name of

the rainless cloud, like NamuH (na-mu^, not delivering

rain), the name of another demon, killed by Indra
; see

Benfey, Glossar, s. v. The cloud which sends rain is called

bhu^man

;

VIII, 50, 2. gin72 na bhu^ma maghdvat-su pinvate.

Like a feeding cloud he showers his gifts on the wor-

shippers.

Verse 4.

Note 1. The ornaments of the Maruts are best described

V, 54,11:
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i-mstshn va.h rishtky&h pat-sii khtdiys.^ viksha4:-su

On your shoulders are the spears, on your feet rings, on

your chests gold ornaments. See also I, i66, lo, &c.

Rukmd as a masc. plur. is frequently used for ornaments

which are worn on the breast by the Maruts. The Maruts

are actually called rukmdvakshasa^, gold-breasted (11, 34,

2 ;
V, 55, I

; 57, 5). In the A^val. 3‘rauta-siltra IX, 4,

rukma is mentioned as an ornament to be given to the

Hotfi priest
;

it is said to be round.

Note 2. Vipushe and jubhd, as parallel expressions,

occur also VI, 63, 6. Cf. Delbriick, K. Z. xviii, 96.

^

Note 3. Nf mim^'fkshur does not occur again in the

Rig-veda, and Roth has suggested to read ni mimikshur

instead; see ni + mar^. He does not, however, give our

passage under myak, but under mraksh, and this seems

indeed preferable. No doubt, there is ample analogy for

mimikshu^, and the meaning would be, their spears stick

firm to their shoulders. But as the MSS. give mimr^kshu/^,

and as it is possible to find a meaning for this, I do not

propose to alter the text. The question is only, what does

mimnlcshuA mean ? Mraksh means to grind, to rub, and

Roth proposes to render our passage by ‘ the spears rub

together on our shoulders.’ The objections to this trans-

lation are the preposition ni, and the active voice of the

verb. I take mraksh in the sense of grinding, pounding,

destroying, which is likewise appropriate to mraksha-k?'/tvan

(VIII, 61, 10), and tuvi-mrakshi (VI, 18, a), and I translate,

‘ the spears on their shoulders pound to pieces.*

Note 4. The idea that the Maruts owe everything, if not

their birth, at least their strength (svd-tavasaA, svd-bhdna-

vaA, sva-sr/taA), to themselves is of frequent occurrence in

these hymns. See verse 7, note i.

Verse B.

Note 1. They are themselves compared to* kings (I, 85,

8), and called Mnd, lords (I, 87, 4).

Note 2. Dhiini is connected with root dhvan, to dun or
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to din. S^ya;^a explains it by bending or shaking, and

Benfey, too, translates it by Erschutterer. Roth gives

the right meaning.

Verse 6.

ISTote 1. 1 translate sudanava^ by bounteous, or good

givers, for, if we have to choose between the two meanings

of bounteous or endowed with liquid drops or dew, the

former is the more appropriate in most passages. We
might, of course, admit two words, one meaning, possessed

of good water, the other, bounteous; the former derived

from dSnu, neuter, water, or rain, the other from dami,

giving. It cannot be denied, for instance, that whenever

the Maruts are called sudanava/^:, the meaning, possessed of

good rain, would be applicable : 1, 40, i ; 44, 14 ; ^4? ^ ; 85,

10 ;
II, 34, 8 ;

III, 26, 5 ;
V, 52, 5 ; 53^6; 57, 5 ;

VIII,

20, 18; X, 78, 5; I, 15, j}; 23, 9; 39, 10. Yet, even in

these passages, while sudanava^ in the sense of possessed

of good rain is possible throughout, that of good giver would

sometimes be preferable, for instance, I, 15, 2, as compared

with 1, 15, 3. Though sud&u, in the sense of possessed of

good water, sounds as strange as would suvrish/i in the

sense of possessed of good rain, or sumegha, possessed of

good clouds, yet it is difficult to separate sudinava/if and

^traddnava/2, both epithets of the Maruts.

When the same word is applied to Indra, VII, 3'^i ^ I

X, 23, 6
;
to Vish^m, VIII, 25, 12 ;

to the A^^vins, 1, 112, ii

;

to Mitra and Varu;m, V, 62, 9 ;
to Indra and Varu^/a, IV,

41, 8, the meaning of giver of good rain^ might still seem

natural. But with Agni, VI, 2, 4; the Adityas, V, 67, 4 5

VIII, 18, 12; 19, 34 ; 67, 16; theVasus, I, io5
,
i

;
X, 66,

12; the Vi.fve, X, 65, ii, such an epithet would not be

appropriate, while sudfoava^, in the sense of bounteous

givers, is applicable to all. The objection that danu, giver,

does not occur in the Veda, is of no force, for many words

occur at the end of compounds only, and we shall see

passages where sudfou must be translated by good giver.

Nor would the accent of dami, giver, be an obstacle, con-

sidering that the author of the U^idi-sutras had no Vedic

[3^] I
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authority to guide him in the determination of the accent of

dimi. Several words in nu have the accent on the first

syllable. But one might go even a step further, and find

a more appropriate meaning for sudanu by identifying it

with the Zend hudinu, which means, not a good giver,

but a good knower, wise. True, this root di, to know, does

not occur in the ordinary Sanskrit
;
and Hubschmann

(Ein Zoroastrisches Lied, 1871^, p. 48) tries to prove that

the root dk, to know, does not exist in Zend either. But

even thus we might have the derivation in Sanskrit and

Zend, while the root was kept alive in Greek only (barjiiL^

baas). This, however, is only a conjecture
; what is certain

is this, that apart from the passages where sudinu is thus

applied to various deities, in the sense of bounteous or wise,

it also occurs as applied to the sacrificer, where it can only

mean giver. This is clear from the following passages

:

I, 47, 8. sn-knic su-d^nave.

To him who acts well and gives well.

VII, 96, 4. ^ani-yanta^ mi agrava/^ putri-ydnta^ su-dana-

va-^, sdrasvantam hav^lmahe.

We, being unmarried, and wishing for wives and wishing

for sons, offering sacrifices, call now upon Sarasvat.

VIII, 103, 7. su-danava>^ deva-yavaA.

Offering sacrifices, and longing for the gods. Cf. X, 17:^,

3; VI, 16, 8.

IV, 4, 7. sa^ ft agne astu su-bhdga^ su-danu^ yi/t tvi

nftyena havfsh^. yi/z ukthaf^ pfprtshati.

O Agni, let the liberal sacrificer be happy, who wishes

to please thee by perpetual offerings and hymns. See also

VI, 16, 8 ; 68, 5 ;
X, 2, 3.

It must be confessed that even the meaning of danu is

by no means quite clear. It is clear enough where it means

demon, II, 11, 18 ;
ii

;
IV, 30, 7 ;

X, 120, 6, the seven

demons. In I, 32, 9 ;
III, 30, 8, dSnu, demon, is applied to

the mother of Vntra, the dark cloud. From this danu we

have the derivative dinavd, meaning again demon. Why
the demons, conquered by Indra, were called dfinu, is not

clear, unless they were conceived originally as dark clouds,

like Dinu, the mother of Indra. Dinu might mean wise,
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or even powerful, for this meaning also is ascribed to danii

by the author of the U^^idi-sutras. If the latter meaning is

authentic, and not only deduced ex post from the name of

Ddnu and Ddnava, it might throw light on the Celtic dana,

fortis, from which Zeuss derives the name of the Danube.

Sometimes danu, as a neuter, is explained as Soma

:

X, 43, 7. apaA na smdhum abhi yat sam-aksharan somasaA

indram kulya/^-iva hradam, vardhanti vipra/^ maha^ asya

sadane yavam ni YrzshH/i divyena danuna.

When the Somas run together to Indra, like water to

the river, like channels to the lake, then the priests increase

his greatness in the sanctuary, as rain the corn, by the

heavenly Soma-juice, or by heavenly moisture.

In the next verse ^iradinu is explained as the sacrificer

whose Soma is always alive, always ready.

In VI, 50, 13, however, danu pAptiA is doubtful. As an

epithet to Apam nipit, it may mean he who wishes for

Soma, or he who grants Soma
;
but in neither case is there

any tangible sense, unless Soma is taken as a name of the

fertilising rain or. dew. Again, VIII, 35, 5j
Mitra and

Varu;/a are called snprd-dini^, which may mean possessed

of flowing rain. And in the next verse, sam ya dfoiQini

yemdthu/z may be rendered by Mitra and Varu^/a, who

brought together rain.

The fact that Mitra-Varu^^au and the A^ins are called

danunaspdti does not throw much more light on the sub-

ject, and the one passage where danu occurs as a feminine,

I, 54, 7, danu// asmai i^para pinvate diva//, may be trans-

lated by rain pours forth for him, below the sky, but the

translation is by no means certain.

D^nu^itra, applied to the dawn, the water of the clouds,

and the three worlds (V, 59, 8 ; 31, 6 ;
I, 174, 7), means

most likely bright with dew or rain ;
and dSnumat vasu,

the treasure conquered by Indra from the clouds, can be

translated by the treasure of rain. Taking all the evidence

together, we can hardly doubt that dSnu existed in the

sense of liquid, rain, dew, and also Soma ; yet it is equally

certain that dSnu existed in the sense of giver, if not of

gift, and that from this, in certain passages, at all events,

•I 2
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sudanu must be derived, as a synonym of sudavan, suda-

manT&cT
Spiegel admits two words ddnu in the Veda and Avesta,

thV ohe^meaning enemy, the other river. Darmesteter

(Ornia£^jg_jjo2 takes^dinu as a cloud, water, or riven

Ludmg translates suddnu by possessed^ e^ec^ent giftsT

Note 2. I thought formerly *thar^pmv^^

strued with two accusatives, in the sense of ‘they fill the

water (with) fat milk.’

Cf. VI, 63, 8. dheniim nB.^ I'sham pinvatam dsakr^m.

You filled our cow (with) constant food.

Similarly duh, to milk, to extract, is construed with two

accusatives ; Vkn. 1, 4, 51. gdm dogdhi paya>^, he milks the

cow milk.

RV. IX, 107, 5 - duhinik udha^ divydm mddhu priydm.

Milking the heavenly udder (and extracting from it) the

precious sweet, i. e. the rain.

But I now prefer to translate pmvanti apa>^ by they

pour out water, and I take paya/^ ghr/tavat as a descrip-

tion of the water, namely, the fat milk of the clouds. After

that parenthesis, vidatheshu ^bhiiva^ is again an epithet of

apd^, as it was in the first verse.

Note 3
.
(The leading about of the clouds is intended,

like the leading about of horses, to tame them, and make
them obedient to the wishes of their riders, the Maruts.

AtyBk v^£^ is a strong horse, possibly a stallion
;
but this

horse is here meant to signify the clouds^ Thus we read :

V, 83, 6. diviA mk vrishtim maruta^ rartdhvam pra pin-

vata vrhhnsiA djvasya dhara^.

Give us, O Maruts, the rain of heaven, pour forth the

streams of the stallion (the cloud).

In the original the simile is quite clear, and no one

required to be told that the &tyBA vkgi was meant for the

cloud. Vd^in by itself means a horse, as I, 66, 2
, ; 69, 3.

vtgi na prltd^, like a favourite horse; I, 116, 6. paidva^

vAgf, the horse of Pedu. But being derived from v^-a,

strength, vi^in retained always something of its etymo-

logical meaning, and was therefore easily and naturally

transferred to the cloud, the giver of strength, the source
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of food. Even without the na, i. e. as if, the simile would

have been understood in Sanskrit, while in English it is

hardly intelligible without a commentary. Benfey dis-

covers some additional idea in support of the poet’s com-

parison: *Ich bin kein Pferdekenner,’ he says, ^aber ich

glaube bemerkt zu haben, dass man Pferde, welche rasch

gelaufen sind, zum Uriniren zu bewegen sucht. So lassen

hier die Maruts die durch ihren Sturm rasch fortgetriebenen

Wolken Wasser herab stromen.’

Note 4. Utsa, well, is meant again for cloud, though we
should hardly be justified in classing it as a name of cloud,

because the original meaning of utsa, spring, is really re-

tained, as much as that of avata, well, in I, 85, lo-ii. The

adjectives stana3^antam and akshitam seem more applicable

to cloud, yet they may be applied also to a spring. Yaska

derives utsa from ut-sar, to go forth
;
ut-sad, to go out

;

ut-syand, to well out
;
or from ud, to wet. In V, 3(2^, a, the

wells shut up by the seasons are identified with the udder

of the cloud.

Verse 7.

Note 1. Svdtavas means really having their own inde-

pendent strength , a strength not dmved from the support

of others. The yet wEFchTThave added in brackets seems

to have been in the poet’s mind, though it is not expressed.

In I, 87, 4, the Maruts are called sva-sr/t, going by them-

sefves^ iTe. moving freely, independent!^ wherever they list.

See I, 64^4,

Note 2.
' Mrzga/i hastma/^, wild animals with a hand or a

trunk, must be meant for elephants, although it has been

doubted whether the poets of the Veda were acquainted

wdth that animal. Hastm is the received name for elephant

in the later Sanskrit, and it is hardly applicable to any

other animal. If they are said to eat the forests, this may

be understood in the sense of crushing or chewing, as well

as of eating

Note 3. The chief difficulty of the last sentence has been

pointed out in B. and R.’s Dictionary, s.v. aru^ri. Aru^^ri

does not occur again in the whole of the Rig-veda. If we

take it with S^ya?/a as a various reading of arum, then the
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Arums could only be the ruddy cows of the dawn or of

Indra, with whom the Maruts, in this passage, can have no

concern. Nor would it be intelligible why they should be

called aru^^i in this one place only. If, as suggested by
B, and R., the original text had been yadS arumshu, it

would be difficult to understand how so simple a reading

could have been corrupted.

Another difficulty is the verb dyugdhvam, which is not

found again in the Rig-veda together with tdvisM. Tdvisht,

vigour, is construed with dhi, to take strength, V, 32,, 2-

adhatthd>?J
;
V, 55, 2. dadhidhve

;
X, loa, 8. adhatta

; also

with vas, IV, 16, 14 ;
with pat, X, 113, 5, &c. But it is not

likely that to put vigour into the cows could be expressed

in Sanskrit by ^you join vigour in the cows.’ If tdvishi

must be taken in the sense which it seems always to pos-

sess, viz. vigour, it would be least objectionable to translate,

‘when you joined vigour, i. e. when you assumed vigour,

while being among the Arui^ets.’ The Aru^ts being the cows

of the dawn, ^rui^tshu might simply mean in the morning.

Considering, however, that the Maruts are said to eat up

forests, aru;2i, in this place, is best taken in the sense of red

flames, viz. of fire or forest-fire (d^vdgni), so that the sense

would be, ‘ When you, Storms, assume vigour among the

flames, you eat up forests, like elephants.’ Benfey :
‘Wenn

mit den rothen eure Kraft ihr angeschirrt. Die rothen sind

die Antilopen, das Vehikel der Maruts, wegen der Schnel-

ligkeit derselben.’

Verse 8.

Note 1. As pisS, does not occur again in the Rig-veda,

and as S^yam, without attempting any etymological argu^

ments, simply gives it as a name of deer, it seems best to

adopt that sense till something better can be discovered.

Supf.y, too, does not occur again. In VII, 18, 2, pis is ex-

plained by gold, &c. ; VII, 57, 3, the Maruts are called vii-vapfi'.

Note 2. Ksh^pa^ can only be the accusative plumlTused

in a temporal sense. It is so used in the expression kshdpa^

usrd^ ^a, by night and by day, lit. nights and days (VII, 15,

8), In VI, 15, we find kshipa>^ usr^'^ in the same sense.
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IV, 53, 7. kshapabhi/^ aha-bhi//, by night and by day. 1
, 44,

8, the loc. plur. vyiish^shu, in the mornings, is followed

by kshapa//, the acc. plur., by night, and here the genitive

kshapa/^ would certainly be preferable, in the sense of at the

brightening up of the night. The acc. plur. occurs again in

I, 1x6, 4, where tisra/^ is used as an accusative (II, 3, 2
;

VIII, 41, 3). Kshapa/^, with the accent on the last, must

be taken as a genitivus temporalis, like the German
Nachts (I, 79, 6). In VIII, 19, 31. kshapa// vdstushu

means at the brightening up of the night, i. e. in the morning.

Thus, in III, 50, 4, Indra is called kshapam vastS ^anita"

suryasya, the lighter up of nights, the parent of the sun.

In VIII, 26, 3, ati kshapa//, the genitive may be governed

by ati. In IV, 16, 19, however, the accusative kshapa/^

would be more natural, nor do I see how a genitive could

here be accounted for

:

dyava/^ na dyumnai// abhl santa^ arya/i kshapa/^ madema
i*arada/2 ^a pui*vi72 .

May we rejoice many years, overcoming our enemies as

the days overcome the nights by splendour.

The same applies to I, 70, 4, where kshapa/^ occurs with

the accent on the last syllable, whereas we expect kshapa/i

as nom. or acc. plural. Here B. and R. in the Sanskrit

Dictionary, s. v. kshap, rightly, I believe, suppose it to be a

nom. plur. in spite of the accent.

Verse 9 .

Hote 1. Ahimanyu comes very near to Angra-mainyu

;

cf. DannesteterjQrmaau^^

‘Note 2. Rodasi, a dual, though frequently followed by

ubhe (I, 10, 8 ; 33, 9 ; 54?
means heaven and earth, ex-

cluding the antariksha or the air between the two. Hence,

if this is to be included, it has to be added: I, 73, 8.

dpapri-vSn rddasi antariksham. Cf. V, 85, 3. We must scan

rodasf. See Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. iv, p. 193. Should

rodasi stand for rodasim, as elsewhere She is certainly

intended by what follows in the next line.

Note 3 . The comparison is not quite distinct. Amati

means originally impetus, then power, e.g. V, 69, i

:
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vavr/dh^nau amdtim kshatn'yasya.

Increasing the might of the warrior.

But it is most frequently used of the effulgence of the

sun, (III, 38, 8; V, 45 > 5 ;
VII, 38, i

; 2; 45 , 3 -)

See also V, 56, 8, where the same companion of the Maruts

is called Rodasi. The comparative particle na is used twice.

Verse lO.

Note 1. See I, 38, 14, p. 95.

Note 2. In vr/sha-khAdi the meaning of khidi is by no
means clear. S^lya^a evidently guesses, and proposes two
meanings, weapon or food. In several passages where kh^ldi

occurs, it seems to be an ornament rather than a weapon,

yet if derived from khad, to bite, it may originally have
signified some kind of weapon. Roth translates it by ring,

and it is certain that these kh^dis were to be seen not only

on the arms and shoulders, but likewise on the feet of the

Maruts. There is a famous weapon in India, the >^akra or

quoit, a ring with sharp edges, which is thrown from a

great distance with fatal effect. Bollensen (Orient und
Occident, vol. ii, p, 46) suggests for vn'shan the meaning
of hole in the ear, and then translates the compound as

having earrings in the hole of the ear. But vr/shan does

not mean the hole in the lap of the ear, nor has vr/shabhd

that meaning either in the Veda or elsewhere. Wilson gives

for vr/shabha, not for vr/shan, the meaning of orifice of the

ear, but this is very different from the hole in the lap of

the ear. Benfey suggests that the khddis were made of the

teeth of wild animals, and hence their name of biters. Vr/-

shan conveys the meaning of strong, though possibly with

The implied idea of rain-producing, fertilising. See p, 138.

In RV. V, 87, I, Osthoff translates sukhdddye by jucunde
praebenti, Benfey by schonverzehrendem

; Muir,

Sanskrit Texts, IV, 70, has the right rendering. Cf. note to

1, 166, 9.

Verse 11.

Note 1. Formerly explained as ‘zum Kampfe wandelnd.’

See Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. iv, p. 19,
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ISTote 2. Wilson ; Augmenters of rain, they drive, with

golden wheels, the clouds asunder; as elephants (in a herd,

break down the trees in their way). They are honoured

with sacrifices, visitants of the hall of offering, spontaneous

assailers (of their foes), subverters of what are stable, im-

movable themselves, and wearers of shining weapons.

Benfey ; Weghemmnissen gleich schleudern die Fluth-

mehrer mit den goldnen Felgen das Gewolk empor, die

nie muden Kampfer, frei schreitend-festesstiirzenden, die

schweres thu'nden, lanzenstrahlenden Maruts.

Verse 12 .

Kote 1. Havasi, instead of what one should expect,

havasi, occurs but once more in another Marut hymn, VI,

66, II.

Kote 2. Vanm does not occur again as an epithet of the

Maruts. It is explained by Sdya;^a as a possessive adjective

derived from vana, water, and Benfey accordingly translates

it by flu thvers eh n. This, however, is not confirmed by
any authoritative passages. Vanfn, unless it means con-

nected with the forest, a tree, in which sense it occurs

frequently, is only applied to the worshippers or priests in

the sense of venerating or adoring (cf. venero, venustus,

&c.):

Ill, 40, 7. abhi dyumnani vanma/2 mdram sa/^ante dkshiti.

The inexhaustible treasures of the worshipper go towards

Indra.

VIII, 3, 5. /ndram vanfna^ havimahe.

We, the worshippers, call Indra.

Unless it can be proved by independent evidence that

vanfn means possessed of water, we must restrict vanfn to

its two meanings, of which the only one here applicable,

though weak, is adoring. The Maruts are frequently repre-

sented as singers and priests, yet the epithets here applied

to them stand much in need of some definite explanation,

as the poet could hardly have meant to string a number of

vague and ill-connected epithets together. If one might

conjecture, svinfnam instead of vanfnam would be an im-

provement It is a scarce word, and occurs but once more
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in the Veda, III, 26, 5, where it is used of the Maruts, in

the sense of noisy, turbulent.

ITote 3. Sa^/^ata, which I have here translated literally by

to cling, is often used in the sense of following or revering

(colere)

:

II, I, 13. tvam riti-sa>^a/^ adhvardshu S3.skire,

The gods who are fond of offerings cling to thee, follow

thee, at the sacrifices.

The Soma libation is said to reach the god

:

II, 22, I. siA enam sdisksX deva^ devdm. The gods too

are said to cling to their worshippers, i. e. to love and

protect them : III, 16, 2 ;
VII, 18, 25. The horses are said

to follow their drivers : VI, 36, 3 ;
VII, 90, 3, &c. It is

used very much like the Greek oTraC^^.

T^ote 4 . Ra^astu^ may mean rousing the dust of the

earth, a very appropriate epithet of the Maruts. Siya;^a

explains it thus, and most translators have adopted his

explanation. But as the epithets here are not simply

descriptive, but laudatory, it seems preferable, in this place,

to retain the usual meaning of r%*as, sky. When Soma is

called ra^astfl-^, IX, 108, 7, Siya;2a too explains it by

te^asim prerakam, and IX, 48, 4, by udakasya prerakam.

Note 6. i?2^tshin, derived from r^^isha. Rt^isha, is what

remains of the Soma-plant after it has once been squeezed,

and what is used again for the third libation. Now as the

Maruts are invoked at the third libation, they were called

^^^tshin, as drinking at their later libation the juice qiade of

the r2^isha. This, at least, is the opinion of the Indian

commentators. But it is much more likely that the Maruts

were invoked at the third libation, because originally they

had been called f'^^shfn by the Vedic poets, this ^^^shfn

being derived from r^^isha, and rzg-tsha. from rz£', to strive,

to yearn, like purisha from prii, mantshd from man; (see

U;2idi-sfitras, p. 273.) This rig' is the same root which we

have in opiyeiv, to reach, opyrj, emotion, and Spyia^ furious

transports of worshippers. Thus the Maruts from being

called rigishin, impetuous, came to be taken for drinkers of

n^tsha, the fermenting and overflowing Soma, and were

assigned accordingly to the third libation at sacrifices.
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i?2^shfn, as an epithet, is not confined to the Maruts
;

it

is given to Indra, with whom it could not have had a purely

ceremonial meaning (VIII, 7 *5
, $)•

Verse 13.

lifote 1. k.-^rikhhy2,, literally, to be asked for, to be in-

quired for, to be greeted and honoured. A word of an

apparently modern character, but occurring again in the

Rig-veda as applied to a prince, and to the vessel containing

the Soma.

Note 2. Piishyati might be joined with kratu and taken

in a transitive sense, he increases his strength. But pdsh-

yati is also used as an intransitive, and means he prospers

:

I, 83, 3. asa?«-yata/z vrate te ksheti piishyati.

Without let he dwells in thy service and prospers.

Roth reads asa?;2yatta/^, against the authority of the

MSS.
Verse 14.

Note 1. The difficulty of this verse arises from the uncer-

tainty whether the epithets dhanasp^tam, ukthyam, and

vijvd^arsha?dm belong to Jiishma, strength, or to tokd, kith

and kin. Roth and Benfey connect them with tok£ Now

dhanaspr/t is applicable to tokd, yet it never occurs joined

with toki again, while it is used with .nishma, VI, 19, 8.

Ukthya, literally, to be praised with hymns, is not used

again as an epithet oftoka, though it is quite appropriate to

any gift of the gods. Lastly, visvay^arshawi is never applied

to tokd, while it is an epithet used, if not exactly of the

strength, jiishma, given by the gods, yet of the fame given

by them

:

X, 93, 10. dhitam vireshu vLrvd->^arsha«i svivsJi.

Give to these men world-wide glory. Cf. Ill, a, i5"

The next difficulty is the exact meaning of virva-fershawi,

and such cognate words as vLrva-k^'fshri, virva-manusha.

The only intelligible meaning I can suggest for these words

is, known to all men; originally, belonging to, reaching to

all men ;
as we say, world-wide or European fame, meaning

by it fame extending over the whole of Europe, or over the

whole world. If Indra, Agni, and the Maruts are called by
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these names, they mean, as far as I can judge, known, wor-

shipped by all men. Benfey translates allverstandig.

Verse 15.

ITote 1. jRzti, the first element of ;^^ti-saham, never occurs

by itself in the Rig-veda. It comes from the root ar, to

hurt, which was mentioned before (p. 65) in connection with

dr-van, hurting, drus, wound, and dri, enemy. Sdm-nti

occurs I, 32^, 6. J?zti therefore means hurting, and nti-sdh

means one who can stand an attack. In our passage rayfm

vird-vantam nti-sdham means really wealth consisting in

men who are able to withstand all onslaughts.

The word is used in a similar sense, VI, 14, 4

:

agni^ aps^m nti-saham vlrdm daddti sdt-patim, ydsya

trdsanti .rdvasa.^ sam-Mkshi i’dtrava;^ bhiya.

Agni gives a strong son who is able to withstand all on-

slaughts, from fear of whose strength the enemies tremble

when they see him.

In other passages rfti-sdh is applied to Indra

:

VIII, 45, 35. bibhdya hf tvS-vata^ ugr& abhi-prabhahgf-

na/2 dasmd't aham r/ti-sdha/?.

For I stand in fear of a powerful man like thee, of one

who crushes his enemies, who is strong and withstands all

onslaughts,

VIII, 68, I. tuvi-kfirmim nti-sdham mdra sivishf^a,

sdt-pate.

Thee, O most powerful Indra, of 'mighty strength, able

to withstand all onslaughts.

VIII, 88, I. tdm vsi^ dasmdm nti-sdham—fndram

gi^-hh{/^ navdmahe.

We call Indra the strong, the resisting, with our songs.

Kote 2. The last sentence finishes six of the hymns
ascribed to Nodhas. It is more appropriate in a hymn
addressed to single deities, such as Agni or Indra, than

in a hymn to the Maruts. We must supply ^ardha, in

order to get a collective word in the masculine singular,

Nd, as usual, should be scanned nu,

Kote 8 . Dhiya-vasu, as an epithet of the gods, means
rich in prayers, i. e. invoked by many worshippers. It does
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not occur frequently. Besides the hymns of Nodhas, it

only occurs independently in I, 3, 10 (Sarasvati), III, 3, 3,

III, 28^ I (Agni), these hymns being all ascribed to the

family of Vijvdmitra. In the last* verse, which forms the

burden of the hymns of Nodhas, it may have been in-

tended to mean, he who is rich through the hymn just

recited, or he who rejoices in the hymn, the god to whom
it is addressed.

Nodhas, the poet, belongs, according to the Anukrama;/!,

to the family of Gotama, and in the hymns which are

ascribed to him, I, 58-64, the Gotamas are mentioned

several times

:

I, 60, 5. tarn tv4 vayam patim agne rayi;/am pra S3.msk-

tm/i mati-bhi/^ gotam^sa^.

We, the Gotamas, praise thee with hymns, Agni, the lord

of treasures.

I, 61, 16. eva te hdri-yo^ana su-vr/ktf ihdra brahmi/zi

gdtam^sa^ akran.

Truly the Gotamas made holy prayers for thee, 0 Indra

with brilliant horses ! See also I, 63, 9.

In one passage Nodhas himself is called Gotama

;

I, 6%, 13. san^-yate gotama/^ indra n^vyam

dtakshat brdhma hari-yo^andya,

su-nithSya m/i .ravasdna nodha^

—

prdta^ makshti dhiya-vasuA ^agamydt.

Gotama made a new song for the old (god) with brilliant

horses, O Indra! May Nodhas be a good leader to us,

O powerful Indra I May he who is rich in prayers (Indra)

come early and soon

!

I feel justified therefore in following the Anukrama^^i

and taking Nodhas as a proper name. It occurs so

again in

I, 61, 14. sadya// bhuvat viryaya nodha/^.

May Nodhas quickly attain to power

!

In 1, 134, 4. nodha/^-iva may mean like Nodhas, but more

likely it has the general meaning of poet.
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MAiVi?ALA I, HYMN 85.

ASHrAKA I, AI3hyAyA 6, VARGA 9-10.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Those who glance forth like wives and yoke-

fellows the powerful sons of Rudra on their way,

they, the Maruts, have indeed made heaven and
earth to grow^

;
they, the strong and wild, delight in

the sacrifices.

2. When grown up they attained to greatness

;

the Rudras have established their seat in the sky.

While singing their song and increasing their vigour,

the sons of PrAni have clothed themselves in beauty

3. When these sons of the cow (PrAni)^ adorn

themselves with glittering ornaments, the brilliant®

ones put bright weapons on their bodies®. They
drive away every adversary*; fatness (rain) streams

along their paths ;

—

4. When you^, the powerful, who shine with

your spears, shaking even what is unshakable by
strength,—^when you, O Maruts, the manly hosts®,

had yoked the spotted deer, swift as thought, to

your chariots ;

—

5. When you had yoked the spotted deer before

.your chariots, hurling ^ the stone (thunderbolt) in the

fight, then the streams of the red-(horse) ® rush forth :

like a skin ® with water they water the earth.

6. May the swiftly-gliding, swift-winged horses

carry you hither! Come forth with your arms^i

Sit down on the grass-pile
; a wide seat has been

made for you. Rejoice, O Maruts, in the sweet

food ®.
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7. Strong in themselves, they grew ^ with might

;

they stepped to the firmament, they made their seat

wide. When Vish^zu ® saved the enrapturing Soma,

the Maruts sat down like birds on their beloved

altar.

8. Like ^ heroes indeed thirsting for fight they

rush about; like combatants eager for glory they

have striven in battles. All beings are afraid of

the Maruts; they are men terrible to behold, like

kings.

9. When the clever Tvash/ar^ had turned the

well-made, golden, thousand-edged thunderbolt. Indra

takes it to perform his manly deeds*; he slew Yrhra,

he forced out the stream of water.

10. By their power they pushed tlie welP aloft,

they clove asunder the rock (cloud), however strong.

Blowing forth their voice* the bounteous Maruts

performed, while drunk of Soma, their glorious

deeds.

11. They pushed the well (cloud) athwart this

way, they poured out the spring to the thirsty

Gotama. The Maruts with beautiful splendour

approach him with help, they in their own ways

satisfied the desire of the sage.

12. The shelters which you have for him who

praises you, grant them threefold ^ to the man who

gives ! Extend the same to us, O Maruts ! Give

us, ye heroes *, wealth with valiant offspring

!
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Gatama. No verse of this

hymn occurs in SV., VS. ; verse 6=AV. XX, 13, % ; verse

7=TS. IV, 1, 11,3; verse i!^=TS. 1, 5, ii, 5 ; TB. 11,8,5,6.

Verse 1.

Note 1. The phrase ^dnaya^ nd sdptaya^ is obscure. As
^ni has always the meaning of wife, and sapti in the singu-

lar, dual, and plural means horse, it might be supposed

that ^dnaya^ could be connected with sdptaya^, so as to

signify mares. But although gim is coupled with patni,

I, 62, 10, in the sense of mother-wife, and though sapti is

most commonly joined with some other name for horse, yet

^naya^ sdptaya^ never occurs, for the simple reason that

it would be too elaborate and almost absurd an expression

for va^avd^. We find sdpti joined with vd^fn, I, 162, i

;

with rdthya, II, 31, 7; dtyam nd sdptim, III, 22, i; sdptt

hdri. III, 35, 2 ;
d^d sdptt-iva, VI, 59, 3.

We might then suppose the thought of the poet to have

been this : What appears before us like race-horses, viz. the

storms coursing through the sky, that is really the host of

the Maruts. But then ^dnaya^ remains unexplained, and

it is impossible^to.take^dnaya/^ nd sdptaya^ as two similes,

like unto horses, like unto wives.

I believe, therefore, that we must here take sdpti in its

original etymological sense, which would be ju-men turn,

a yoked animal, a beast of draught, or rather a follower, a

horse that will follow. Sdpti, therefore, could never be

a wild horse, but always a tamed horse, a horse that will

go in harness. Cf. IX, 21, 4. hita>^ nd sdptaya^ rdthe, like

horses put to the chariot; or in the singular, IX, 70, 10.

hitd^ nd sdpti^, like a harnessed horse. The root is sap,

which in the Veda means to follow, to attend on, to wor-

ship. But if sdpti means originally animals that will go
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together, it may in our passage have retained the sense

of yoke-fellow (crvCvyos), and be intended as an adjective to

^anaya/^, wives. There is at least one other passage where

this meaning would seem to be more appropriate, viz.

VIII, 20, 23. yuydm sakhiya.^ saptaya>^.

You (Maruts), friends and followers 1 or you, friends and

comrades

!

Here it is hardly possible to assign to sdpti the sense of

horse, for the Maruts, though likened to horses, are never'

thus barely invoked as saptaya-^

!

If then we translate, Those who glance forth like wives

and yoke-fellows,’ i. e. like wives of the same husband, the

question still recurs how the simile holds good, and how
the Maruts rushing forth together in all their beauty can

be compared to wives. In answer to this we have to bear

in mind that the idea of many wives belonging to one hus-

band (sapatnt) is familiar to the Vedic poet, and that their

impetuously rushing into the arms of their husbands, and

appearing before them in all their beauty, are frequent

images in their poetry. In such phrases as pdtim na

^naya^ and ^naya>^ ni gdrbham, the ^anis, the wives or

mothers, are represented as running together after their

husbands or children. This impetuous approach the poet

may have wished to allude to in our passage also, but

though it might have been understood at once by his

hearers, it is almost impossible to convey this implied idea

in any other language.

Wilson translates :
‘ The Maruts, who are going forth,

decorate themselves like females : they are gliders (through

the air), the sons of Rudra, and the doers of good works ,

by which they promote the welfare dearth and heaven.

Heroes, who'^rind (the~^lolid roTcks), they delight in

sacrifices.’

Ludwig translates: ‘Die ganzjjesonders sich schmucken

wie frauen, die^renner, zu ihrem zuge,’ &c. This is possiblej

yet the simile sounds somewhat forced.

mote 2. The meaning of this phrase, which occurs very

frequently, was originally that theLstoni^^

the dark dauds, made the e^ rth and*

[32 ]
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larger and wider. It afterwards takes a more general sense

of increasing , strengthening, blessing.

Verse 2.

ISTote 1. Ukshita is here a participle of Vaksh or uksh, to

grow, to wax ; not of to sprinkle, to .anoint,^ to

Tnaugurate, as explained by Sdyaj^a. Thus it is said of the

Maruts, V, S3 ) 3* sakdm —s^kdm ukshitSj^, born

together, and grown up together.

Wote 2. The same expression occurs VIII, 28, 5. sapt6

(iti) ddhi srlya^ dhire. See also I, ii(5
, 17; I^ 88, i.

Verse 3.

Note 1. G6-mit;^/,_like g6-^ta, a name of the Maruts,

who are also called p;^/mi-»mitara^, sfndhu-matara^.

Note 2. .^bhrd is appiied„lQ_.lhe-Maruts. 1. 19, 5. Other-

wise, no doubt, it might refer, as Ludwig remarks, to viriik-

mata/2, always supposing that virukmat is a feminine.

Whether tanushu .rubhr^A can stand for tanlishu mbhrdsujs

more doubtful.

Note 3 . Vinikmata^ must be an accusative plural. It

occurs I, 127, 3, as an epithet of 6^as
;
VI, 49, 5, as an

epithet of the chariot of the Ai'vins. In our place, however,

it must be taken as a substantive, signifying something

which the Maruts .wear, probably armour or weapons.

This follows chiefly from X, 138, 4. .fatrun z.srinkt viriikmata,

Indra tore his enemies with the bright weapon. In VIII,

20, 1 1, where rukma occurs as a masculine plural*, vi bhr%*ante

rukm&a>^ ddhi b&hushu, their bright things shine on their

arms, it seems likewise to be meant for weapons
;
according

to S4ya;^a, for chains. In V, 55, 3 ;
X, 78, 3, the Maruts

are called vi-rokfoa4 bright like the rays of the sun or the

tongues of fire.

Note 4 . Observe the short syllable in the tenth syllable

of this Pdda
;

Benfey, Vedica, p. 124; Lanman, Noun-
Inflection, pp. 378, 543,

Verse 4.

1. The sadden transition from the third to the

unusuafc in the Vedic hymns, the fact
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being that where we in a relative sentence should use the

same person as that of the principal verb^ the Vedic poets

frequently use the third.

Kote 2. V^^sha-vrdta is untranslatable for reasons stated

p. 138 seq.
;

it means consisting of companies of v^^shans,

in whatever sense that word be taken. Wilson in his

translation ^stakes a>^yut^Jor_ ^yutli),.and vrdta for

He translates the former by ‘incapable of being

overthrown ,^ the latter by ‘ entrusted with, the jdnty pf

sending rain/ both against the authority of Sdya^a. Vr/s^-
vrata occurs twice in the Rig-veda as an epithet of Soma
only, IX, 62,, II

; 64, I.

Verse 5 .

Note 1. If we take ddri for cloud , then ra^h might have
the meaning of stirring up.,

V, 3^2., 3-. tvdm ijtsdn ^^^tiadAI^adbadhdnfo
Thou madest the springs to run that had been shut up by

the seasons.

‘VIII, 19, 6. tdsya ft arvantai^ ra^hayante djiya^.

His horses~onIy run quTcE

But ddri^j3ifien_^means stone. in_t^ sense of weapon ., or

voc., wielder of the thunderbolt), and
_r^hayati would then have the meaning ofJmrling. This

is the meaning adopted byJBenfey and Ludwig.

Note 2. The red may be the djj;k red cloud, but arusha

has almost Income a proper name , and its original meaning

of redness is forgotten. Nay, it is possible that arusha, as

applied to the same power of darkness which is best known
by the names of Vrftra, Dasyu, &c., may never have had

the sense of rednesSpBuTbeen formed straight from ar, to

hurt, from which arvan, arus, Sz:c^(see p. 65 seq.). It

would then mean simply the Jiurter, the enemy. It is

possible also to take arusha in the sense of the red horse
,
the

leader between the two Haris, when we ought to remember

that the Maruts pour forth the streams of the stallion, RV.
V, 83, 6. pra pinvata vHshnd^h anrasya dhari/^, and that

they lead about the horse to make it rain, RV, I, 64, 6.

atyam nd mihe vf nayanti v^^inam.

It 2
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Note 3 . Styana, explains :
‘ They moisten the whole earth

like a hide,’ a hide representing a small surface which is

watered without great effort. Wilson :
‘ They moisten the

earth, like a hide, with water.’ Langlois :
‘ Alors les

gouttes d’eau, per5ant comme la peau de ce (nuage) bien-

faisant viennent inonder la terre.’ Benfey :
^ Dann sturzen

reichlich aus der rothen (Gewitterwolke) Tropfen, mit Fluth

wde eine Haut die Erde netzend. (Dass die Erde so durch-

nasst wird, wie durchregnetes Leder.)’ If the poet had

intended to compare the earth, before it is moistened by

rain, to a hide, he might have had in his mind the dryness

of a tanned skin, or, as Professor Benfey says, of leather.

If, on the contrary, the simile refers to the streams of water,

then ^drma-iya, like a skin, might either be taken in the

technical acceptation of the skin through which, at the

preparation of the Soma, the streams (dhird/^) of that

beverage are squeezed and distilled, or we may take the

word in the more general sense of water-skin. In that case

the comparison, though not very pointedly expressed, as it

would have been by later Sanskrit poets, would still be

complete. The streams of the red-(horse), i. e. of the cloud,

rush forth, and they, whether the streams liberated by the

Maruts, or the Maruts themselves, moisten the earth with

water, like a skin, i. e. like a skin in which water is kept and

from which it is poured out. The cloud itself being called

a skin by Vedic poets (I, lag, 3) makes the comparison still

more natural.

One other explanation might suggest itself, if the singular

of ^arma should be considered objectionable on account of

the plural of the verb. Vedic poets speak of the skin of

the earth. Thus

:

X, 68, 4, bhumyd.^ udna-iva vf tvd^am bibheda.
-- He (B;"2haspati) having driven the cows from the cave,

cut the skin of the earth, as it were, with water, i. e.

saturated it with rain.

The construction, however, if we took >^drma in the sense

of surface, would be very irregular, and we should have

to translate : They moisten the earth with water like a skin,

i. e. skin-deep.
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_/_j_ / j!w
We ought to scan ^armevodabhi.^: vi undanti bhSma

for )^armeva udabhi>^ vyundanti bhiima would give an

unusual ccesura.

Verse 6.

Note 1. AV. XX, 13, 2,. With your arms, i.e. according

to S§.ya^^a, with armfuls of gifts. Though this expression

does not occur again so baldly, we read I, 166, 10, of the

Maruts, that there are many gifts in their strong arms,

bhurt;d bhadrS ndryeshu bahiishu
; nor does bihu, as used

in the plural, as far as I am able to judge, ever convey

any meaning but that of arms. The idea that the Maruts

are carried along by their arms as by wings, does not rest

on Vedic authority, otherwise we might join raghupatvdnaA

with bahiibhi^, come forth swiftly flying on your arms!

As it is, and with the accent on the antepenultimate, we
must refer raghupatvdna.^ to sdptaya/^, horses.

Note 2. The sweet food is Soma.

Verse 7.

Note 1. The initial *a’ of avardhanta must be elided, or

* t^ a ’ be pronounced as two short syllables equal to one

long.

Note 2. Taitt. S. IV, i, ii, 3. Vish^^u, whose character in

the hymns of the Veda is very different from that assumed

by him in later periods of Hindu religion, must here be

taken as the friend and companion of Indra. Like the

Maruts, he assisted Indra in his battle against W^tra and

the conquest of the clouds. When Indi'a was forsaken by

all the gods, Vish^^u came to his help.

IV, 18, II. utd mita mahisham dnu avenat ami (fti) tvi

^ahati putra deva^,

atha abravit vr^tram indra-^ hanishyan sakhe vish;2o (fti)

vi-tardm vf kramasva.

The mother also called after the bull, these gods forsake

thee, O son
;
then, when going to kill Vntra, Indra said.

Friend, Vish;/u, step forward

!

This stepping of Vishj^u is emblematic of the rising, the

culminating, and setting of the sun; and in VIII, %%
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Vish;m is said to perform it through the power of Indra,

In VIj 3
,
Indra is said to have killed Vntra, assisted by

Vish;2U (vish;mni sdikSini/i). Vishfm is therefore invoked

together with Indra, VI, 69, 8 ; VII, 99 ;
with the Maruts,

V, 87 ; VII, 36, 9. In VII, 93, 8, Indra, Vish;2U, and the

Maruts are called upon together. Nay, m^'ruta, belonging

to the Maruts, becomes actually an epithet of Vish^^u, V,

46, z. maruta uta vish^^o (iti); and in I, 156, 4. mSrutasya

vedhasa/^ has been pointed out by Roth as an appellation of

Vishj'm. The mention of Vish;ai in our hymn is therefore

by no means exceptional, but the whole purport of this

verse is nevertheless very doubtful, chiefly owing to the fact

that several of the words occurring in it lend themselves to

different interpretations.

The translations of Wilson, Benfey, and others have not

rendered the sense which the poet intends to describe at all

clear, Wilson says :
‘ May they for whom Vish;m defends

(the sacrifice), that bestows all desires and confers delight,

come (quickly) like birds, and sit down upon the pleasant

and sacred grass.’ Benfey: ‘Wenn Vish;?2u schiitzt den

rauschtriefenden tropfenden (Soma), sitzen wie Vogel sie

auf der geliebten Streu.’ Langlois : ^ Quand Vich^^^ou vient

prendre sa part de nos enivrantes libations, eux, comme des

oiseaux, arrivent aussi sur le cousa qui leur est cher.’

Ludwig :
^ Als Vishj>2u half dem zum rauschtrank eilenden

stiere, setzten sie sich wie vogel aufs liebe barhis.’

Whence all these varieties? First, because ^vat may
mean, he defended or protected, but likewise, it is sup-

posed, he descried, became aware. Secondly, because

vr/shan is one of the most vague and hence most difficult

words in the Veda, and may mean Indra, Soma, or the

cloud :
(see the note on Vnshan, p. 138.) Thirdly, because

the adjective belonging to vr/shan, which generally helps

us to determine which vnshan is meant, is here itself of

doubtful import, and certainly applicable to Indra as well

as to Soma and the Arvins, possibly even to the cloud.

Mada-y^yiit is readily explained by the commentators as

bringing down pride, a meaning which the word might well

have in modern Sanskrit, but which it clearly has not in
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the Veda. Even where the thunderbolt of Indra is called

mada/^yiit, and where the meaning of ‘ bringing down piide

'

would seem most appropriate, we ought to translate 'wildly

rushing down.’

VIII, 96, 5. a yat va^ram MhvoA indra dhdtse mada-
y^yiitam ahaye hantavaf um (iti).

When thou tookest the wildly rushing thunderbolt in thy
arms in order to slay Ahi.

When applied to the gods, the meaning of mada^^yut is

by no means certain. It might mean rushing about fiercely,

reeling with delight, this delight being produced by the

Soma, but it may also mean sending down delight, i. e. rain

or Soma. The root kyu is particularly applicable to the

sending down of rain; cf. Taitt. Sa^^^h. II, 4, 9, ; 10, 3;
III, 3, 4, 1 ;

and Indra and his horses, to whom this epithet

is chiefly applied, are frequently asked to send down rain.

However, mada^^yiit is also applied to real horses (I, i!36,4).

where givers of rain would be an inappropriate epithet. I

should therefore translate mada^yiit, when applied to Indra,

to his horses, to the A.yvins, or to horses in general by furiously

or wildly moving about, as if ' made or madena y^yavate,’

he moves in a state of delight, or in a state of intoxication,

such as was not incompatible with the character of the

ancient gods. Here again the difficulty of rendering Vedic

thought in English, or any other modern language, becomes
apparent, for we have no poetical word to express a high

state of mental excitement produced by drinking the in-

toxicating juice of the Soma or other plants, which has

not something opprobrious mixed up with it, while in

ancient times that state of excitement was celebrated

as a blessing of the gods, as not unworthy of the gods

themselves, nay, as a state in which both the warrior

and the poet would perform their highest achievements.

The German Rausch is the nearest approach to the San-

skrit mada,

VIII, I, vuveshcLm tarutaram mada-/^yutam made hi

sma dad^ti nzk.

Indra, the conqueror of all, who rushes about in rapture,

for in rapture he bestows gifts upon us. Cf. I, 51,
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The horses of Indra are called mada/^yut^ I, Sij 3 ; VIII,

33? 18
; 34, 9. Ordinary horses, 1

,
12,6, 4.

It is ijiore surprising to see this epithet applied to the

Ai'vins, who are generally represented as moving about

with exemplary steadiness. However we read :

VIII, 22,, 16. mana>^-^avasi vmha;^^ mada-^^yuti.

Ye two Ai-vins, quick as thought, powerful, wildly moving

;

or, as Sclya;^a proposes, liberal givers, humblers of your ene-

mies. See also VIII, 35, 19-

Most frequently mada>&ydt is applied to Soma, X, 30, 9 ;

IX, 32, I
; 53, 4 ; 79, ; 108, ii

;
where particularly the last

passage deserves attention, in which Soma is called mada-

v^yiitam sahasra-dh^ram v^/shabham.

Lastly, even the wealth itself which the Maruts are

asked to send down from heaven, most likely rain, is

called, VIII, 7, 13, rayim mada-/^yiitam puru-kshdm vuva-

dhiyasam.

In all these passages we must translate mada-/^yiit by
bringing delight, showering down delight.

We have thus arrived at the conclusion that vr/sha;gam

mada-z^yiitam, as used in our passage I, 85, 7, might be

m^ant eitETer for Indra or for Soma. If the A.rvins can

be called vnsha;^au mada->^yuti, the same expression would

be even more applicable to Indra. On the other hand,

if Soma is called vrfshabha/^ mada-y^ydt, the same Soma
may legitimately be called vrisht mada-/^yiit. In deciding

whether Indra or Soma be meant, we must now have

recourse to other hymns, in which the relations of the

Maruts with Vishi'eu, Soma, and Indra ai'e alluded to.

If Indra were intended, and if the first words meant
‘ When Vishj^u perceived the approach of Indra,’ we should

expect, not that the Maruts sat down on the sacrificial

pile, but that they rushed to the battle. The idea that

the Maruts come to the sacrifice, like birds, is common
enough

:

VIII, 20, 10. vrishm2isv6na maruta/? vr/sha-psund rdthena

vr/sha-ndbhind, a syenasstA nd pakshfea/^: vr/thd nara^ havyS

na^ vltaye gata.

Come ye Maruts together, to eat our offerings, on your
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strong-horsed, strong-shaped, strong-naved chariot, like

winged hawks

!

But when the Maruts thus come to a sacrifice it is to

participate in it, and particularly in the Soma that is

offered by the sacrifices This Soma, it is said in other

hymns, was prepared by Vish^^u for Indra (II, 22^, i), and

Vish;m is said to have brought the Soma for Indra (X,

If we keep these and similar passages in mind,

and consider that in the preceding verse the Maruts have

been invited to sit down on the sacrificial pile and to rejoice

in the sweet food, we shall see that the same train of

thought is carried on in our verse, the only new idea being

that the saving or, possibly, the descrying of the Soma is

ascribed to Vish/m. See, however, Bergaigne, Journ. Asiat.

1884, p. 472^.

Verse 8.

ISTote 1. On na and iva together, see Bollensen, Orient und

Occident, II, 470,

Verse 9.

Note 1. Tvdsh^ar, the workman of the gods, frequently

also the fashioner and creator.

Note 2. Ndri, the loc. sing, of nrz] but, if so, with a

wong accent, occurs only m this phrase as used here, and

as repeated in VIII, 96, 19. ndri kdrti sd^ vr^’tra-

M. Its meaning is not clean It can hardly mean ‘on

man,’ without some more definite application. If nrz could

be used as a name of Vr^’tra or any other enemy, it would

mean, to do his deeds against the man, on the enemy.

Nrz] however, is ordinarily an honorific term, chiefly applied

to Indra, IV, 4. ndre ndrydya n;'/-tamaya nrin^m, and

hence its application to VWtra would be objectionable.

Sdya^^a explains it in the sense of battle. I believe that

nari stands for ndryd, the acc. plur. neut. of ndrya, manly,

and the frequent epithet of apas, and I have translated

accordingly. Indra is called ndrya-apas, VIII, 93, i. See

also Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xxv, p. 601.

Verse 10.

Note 1. Avatd, a well, here meant for cloud, like litsa,

I, 64, 6.
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Note 2. Dhamanta^ v^;2am is translated by Siya;2a as

playing onjhejyre, by Benfey as blowing the flute. Such

a rendering, particularly the latter, would be very appro-

priate, but there is no authority for vkni meaning either

lyre or flute in the Veda. VknA occurs five times only.

In one passage, VIII, 8. gobhi/^ vinik a^yate, it means

arrow
;
the arrow is sent forth from the bow-strings. The

same meaning seems applicable to IX, i. v&nisya,

kodaya pavfm. In another passage, IX, 97, 8. pra vadanti

v§Lnam, they send forth their voice, is applied to the

Maruts, as in our passage
;

in IV, 24, 9, the sense is

doubtful, but here too v^;2a clearly does not mean a

musical instrument. See III, 30, 10. Spiegel compares

the Huzvaresh and Armenian vkng (Pers. binig), voice.

M. Senart (Journal Asiatique, 1874, p. 281) is in favour of

taking for flute.

Verse 12.

Kote 1. In the Taitt. S. I, 5, ix, we have .?aj*am^lnaya,

and in the Taitt. Br. II, 8, 5, 6, samsaminiya, but Skyana

explains sasamin§i.ya, samsanam kurvate. He explains

tridh^tfini by ai’anam, p^nam, kh^danam.

Vr/shan.

NTote 2. In Vi^/shan we have one of those words which it

is almost impossible to translate accurately. It occurs over

and over again in the Vedic hymns, and if we once know

the various ideas which it either expresses or implies, we
have little difficulty in understanding its import in a vague

and general way, though we look in vain for corresponding

terms in any modern language. In the Veda, and in ancient

languages generally, one and the same word is frequently

made to do service for many. Words retain their general

meaning, though at the same time they are evidently used

with a definite purpose. This is not only a peculiar phase

of language, but a peculiar phase of thought, and as to us

this phase has become strange and unreal, it is very difficult

to transport ourselves back into it, still more to translate

the pregnant terms of the Vedic poets into the definite

languages which we have to use. Let us imagine a state of
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thought and speech in which virtus still meant manliness,

though it might also be applied to the virtue of a woman
;

or let us try to speak and think a language which expressed

the bright and the divine, the brilliant and the beautiful,

the straight and the right, the bull and the hero, the

shepherd and the king by the same terms, and we shall see

how difficult it would be to translate such terms without

losing either the key-note that was still sounding, or the

harmonics which were set vibrating by it in the minds of

the poets and their listeners.

I. Vr/shan, male.

Vr/shan,being derived from a root vmh, sparger e, meant
no doubt originally the male, whether applied to animals

or men. In this sense vn^'shan occurs frequently in the

Veda, either as determining the sex of the animal which is

mentioned, or as standing by itself and meaning the male.

In either case, however, it implies the idea of strength and
eminence, which we lose whether we translate it by man
or male.

Thus isva is horse, but VII, 69, i, we read:

S vkm rdtha>^—vnsha-bhi^ ydtu Asvaik,

May your chariot come near with powerful horses, i. e.

with stallions.

The Hdris, the horses of Indra, are frequently called

vrzshmSi

:

I, 177, I. yuktvS hdri (iti) vr/shaj^d.

Having yoked the bay stallions.

Vnshabhd, though itself originally meaning the male

animal, had become fixed as the name of the bull, and in

this process it had lost so much of its etymological import

that the Vedic poet did not hesitate to define vmhabha
itself by the addition of vr/shan. Thus we find :

VIII, 93, 7. sa>^ vrzshk vrfshabhd^ bhuvat.

May he (Indra) be a strong bull.

I, 54, 2. vrzshk vrzshdL-tvsi vmhabha.^.

Indra by his strength a strong bull
;
but, literally, Indra

by his manliness a male bull.

Even vmhabhd loses again its definite meaning
;
and as
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bull in bull“Calf means simply male, or in bull-trout, large,

so vnshabhd is added to atya, horse, to convey the meaning

of large or powerful

:

177, y6 te vnshsLnsik vnshabhasa/^ indra

—

Atyik.

Thy strong and powerful horses
;

literally, thy male bull-

horses.

When vr/shan and vmhabha are used as adjectives, for

instance with .riishma, strength, they hardly differ in

meaning

:

VI, 19, 8. a na/^ bhara vr/sha;2am .yiishmam indra.

Bring us thy manly strength, O Indra.

And in the next verse

:

VI, 19, 9. & te i’dshma^ vmhabhi>^ etu.

May thy manly strength come near.

Vd;/2saga, too, which is clearly the name for bull, is

defined by vr/shan, I, 7 j
8 :

vr/shd yfitha-iva vimsaLgSi/i.

As the strong bull scares the herds.

The same applies to varaha, which, though by itself

meaning boar, is determined again by vr/shan :

X, 67, 7. vr/sha-bhi>^ varShai-^.

With strong boars.

In III, II, we read :

vr/shd—nanadat na slmhA/i.

Like a roaring lion.

If used by itself, vr/shan, at least in the Rig-veda, can

hardly be said to be the name of any special animal, though

in later Sanskrit it may mean bull or horse. Thus if we

read, X, 43, 8, vrzshi nd kruddhd-^, we can only translate

like an angry male, though, no doubt, like a wild bull,

would seem more appropriate.

I, 186, 5. y^na ndpdtam apS[m ^unama mana^-^iiva/z

vrhh.an2i,k yam vdhanti.

That we may excite the son of the water (Agni), whom
the males, quick as thought, carry along.

Here the males are no doubt the horses or stallions

of Agni. But, though, this follows from the context,

it w'ould be wrong to say that vnshan by itself means

horse.
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If used by itself, vr/shan most frequently means man,

and chiefly in his sexual character. Thus

:

I, 140, 5. v^/shi-iva patnU abhf eti roruvat.

Agni comes roaring like a husband to his wives.

I, 179, I. api (fti) nd patnii vrhhanBA gSigarnyuL

Will the husbands now come to their wives ?

II, 16, 8, sakr/t su te sumati-bhii—sam patnlbhi>^ na

vnsha;/a^ nasimahi.

May we for once cling firmly to thy blessings, as hus-

bands cling to their wives.

V, 47, 6. upa-prakshe vr/sha;^a>^ modamdndi^ diva/2 patha

vadhva/j yanti ikhhz..

The exulting men come for the embrace on the path of

heaven towards their wives.

In one or two passages vnshan would seem to have a

still more definite meaning, particularly in the formula

sflra^ dnstke vnsha/^aA kz, pzximsye, which occurs IV, 41,

6 ;
X, 92, 7. See also I, 179, i.

In all the passages which we have hitherto examined

vn'shan clearly retained its etymological meaning, though

even then it was not always possible to translate it by
male.

The same meaning has been retained in other languages

in which this word can be traced. Thus, in Zend, arshan

(the later gushan) is used to express the sex of animals in

such expressions as aj’pahd arshnd, gen. a male horse;

vardzahe arshnd, gen. a male boar; geus arshnd, gen. a

male ox
;
but likewise in the sense of man or hero, as arsha

hui-rava, the hero Huirava. In Greek we find &p(Tr]v and

&ppriv used in the same way to distinguish the sex of animals,

as &pcr€V€s tinroi, povv apcreva. In Latin the same word may
be recognised in the proper name Varro, and in viro

and hkro.

We now come to another class of passages in which

v;'/shan is clearly intended to express more than merely

the masculine gender. In some of them the etymological

meaning of spargere, to pour forth, seems to come out

again, and it is well known that Indian commentators are

very fond of explaining v;^shan by giver of rain, giver of
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good gifts, bounteous. The first of these meanings may
indeed be admitted in certain passages, but in others it is

more than doubtful.

II. V;^/shan, fertilising.

I, i8i, 8. vrzsht vim meghi;^ may be translated, your

raining cloud.

I, 12,9, 3. dasmd^ hi sma vr/sha;mm pfnvasi tvd/^am.

Thou art strong, thou fillest the rainy skin, i. e. the cloud.

See also IV, 20,^ 6; and possibly V,,83, 6^

It may be that, when applied to Soma too, vr/shan

retained something of its etymological meaning, that it

meant gushing forth, poured out, though in many places

it is impossible to render vnshan, as applied to Soma, by
anything but strong. All we can admit is that vr/shan, if

translated by strong, means also strengthening and invigo-

rating, an idea not entirely absent even in our expression, a

strong drink.

III. V;"/shan, strong.

I, 80, 2- si/t tvi amadat vrhhk mdda^ s6ma/^—sutd/^.

This strong draught inspirited thee, the poured out

Soma-juice.

I, 91, 2- tvdm yHsIA vnsha-tvdbhi^.

Thou, Soma, art strong by strength.

I, 175, I. vr/shd tfc indu^ vd^i sahasra-sfema^.

For thee, the strong one, there is strong drink, powerful,

omnipotent.

In the ninth Ma^^^aTala, specially dedicated to the praises

of Soma, the inspiriting beverage of gods and men, the

repetition of vr/shan, as applied to the juice and to the god

who drinks it, is constant. Indo vr/shd or vrhht indo

are incessant invocations, and become at last perfectly

meaningless.

IV. V;"/shan, epitheton ornans.

There can be no doubt, in fact, that already in the

hymns of the Veda, vnshan had dwindled away to a mere

epitheton ornans, and that in order to understand it cor-

rectly, we must, as much as possible, forget its etymological
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colouring, and render it by hero or strong. Indra, Agni,

the Alvins, Vish^^u, the Rihhixs (IV, 35, 6), all are vr/shan,

which means no longer male, but manly, strong.

In the following passages vnshan is thus applied to

Indra

:

I3 54}
dhrishniini sivasSi rddasi (iti) ubh6 (fti)

vrhht vnsha-tva vWshabhd.^^

(Praise Indra) who by his daring strength conquers both

heaven and earth, a bull, strong in strength.

I, 100, I. sa/^ yd>^ v;^/sh4 vr/sh;2yebhi^ sdm-okM maha>^

diva;?^ pnthivy^;^ ia sam-r^/ satina-satv^ havya^^f bhareshu

marutvin na^^ bhavatu ihdra^ titi.

He who is strong, wedded to strength, who is the king

of the great sky and the earth, of mighty might, to be

invoked in battles,—may Indra with the Maruts come to

‘Our help!

I, 16, 1, a tvi vahantu hdraya^^f vr/sha^am soma-pitaye,

indra tvi sura->^akshasa^.

May the bays bring thee hither, the strong one, to the

Soma-draught, may the sunny-eyed horses (bring) thee, O
Indra

!

IV, 1

5

,
20. evA it indrAya v^/shabhaya vrhhne brdhma

akarma bhr/gava^ nd rdtham.

Thus we have made a hymn for Ii dra, the strong bull,

as the Bhngus make a chariot.

X, 153, 2. tvdm vnshan vrhhk it asi.

Thou, O hero, art indeed a hero; and not, Thou, 0
male, art indeed a male

;
still less. Thou, O bull, art indeed

a bull.

I, loi, I. avasydva^ v^/sha;^am va^ra-dakshi;^am marut-

vantam sakhyaya havdmahe.

Longing for help we call as our friend the hero who
wields the thunderbolt, who is accompanied by the Maruts.

VIII, 6, 14. ni ^dsh;2e indra dhar/^asim vd^am^ghantha
ddsyavi, vr/shd hi ugra srinvishi.

Thou, O Indra, hast struck the strong thunderbolt against

>S‘ush;2a, the fiend
;
for, terrible one, thou art called hero

!

VIII, 6, 40. v2Lvrzdhknik lipa dydvi v^shd va^ri aroravit,

vr/tra-hA soma^-pAtama*^,
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Growing up by day, the hero with the thunderbolt has

roared, the Vntra-killer, the great Soma-drinker.

V, 35, 4. vr/shd hi asi radhase^a^nish^ vr/sh;2i tesivsi/i.

Thou (Indra) art a hero, thou wast born to be bounteous
;

in thee, the hero, there is might.

V. Vdrshish/^a, strongest, best, oldest.

It is curious to watch the last stage of tlie meaning

vr/shan in the comparative and superlative varshtyas an

vdrshish^/^a. In the Veda, vdrshish//^a still means excellen*

but in later Sanskrit it is considered as the superlative c

vnddha, old, so that we see vmhan, from meaning originall

manly, vigorous, young, assuming in the end the meaning

old. (M. M., Sanskrit Grammar, § 2,52,)

Yet even thus, when vnshan means simply str ng c

hero, its sexual sense is not always forgotten, and it bVeak

out, for instance, in such passages as,

I, 32, 7. v^'/sh^^^a/^ vadhri^ prati-manam bubhiishan pur

tra vr^tra^ a.s*ayat vi-asta/^.

Vr/tra, the eunuch, trying to be like unto a man (like unto

Indra), was lying, broken to many pieces.

The next passages show vr/shan as applied to Agni

:

III, 27, 15. vr/sha;2am tv^ vaydm vnshan vrhhdimiA sam

idhtmahi.

O, strong one, let us the strong ones kindle thee, the

strong

!

V, I, 12. avoMmakavdye mddhydya vAkdih vandd'ru vn-

shabhfiya vr/sh;^e.

We have spoken an adoring speech for the worshipful

pt. ' for the strong bull (Agni).

V sh;2u is called vr/shan, I, 154, 3 :

pra vishj^ave .yftshdm etu mdnma giri-kshite uru-gdyaya

vrtshnc.

May this hymn go forth to Vish;^u, he who dwells in the

mountain (cloud), who strides wide, the hero !

Rudra is called vr/shan :

II, 34, 2. rudra^ ydt vaA marutai rukma'Vakshasa^ vrhM
igaxii ^rhnytk .mkrd udhani.

When Rudra, the strong man, begat you^O Maruts with
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bright ornaments on your chests, in the bright lap of

Fnsni.

That the Maruts, the sons of Rudra, are called v;^/shan,

we have seen before, and shall see frequently again (I,

165, i; II, 33, 13; VII, 56, 20; 21; 58, 6). The whole

company of the Maruts is called vr/shd the strong

or manly host, i. e. the host of the Maruts, without any
^ rther qualifi 'ation.

VI. Vr/shan, name of various deities.

Here lies, indeed, the chief difficulty which is raised by
le common use ofvn'shan in the Veda, that when it occurs

y itself, it often remains doubtful who is meant by it, Indra,

' Soma, or the Maruts, or some other deity. We shall

xamine a few of these passages, and first some where

r/sh in refers to Indra :

- IV, 30, 10. apa usha.^ anasa^ sarat sam-pishifat aha

bhyiisht, n{ yat stm i'ii-nathat vr/shL

Ushas went away from her broken chariot, fearing lest

the hero should do her violence.

Here vr/shan is clearly meant for Indra, who, as we learn

from the preceding verse, was trying to conquer Ushas, as

Apollo did Daphne
;
and it should be observed that the

word itself, by which Indra is here designated, is particularly

appropriate to the circumstances.

1, 103, 6. bhuri-karma;2e vnshabh^ya vnsh^^e satya-.rush-

miya sunavama s6mam, yi/i i-dr/tya paripanthi-iva .yura^

dya^vana,^ vi-bha^n eti v^da^.

Let us pour out the Soma for the strong bull, the per-

former of many exploits, whose strength is true, the L' o

who, watching like a footpad, comes to us dividing me
wealth of the infidel.

Here it is clear again from the context that Indra only

can be meant.

But in other passages this is more doubtful

:

III, 61, 7. ntasyabudhn^ ushasam isha^yan v;"/sh^ mahi

(fti) rddast (I'ti) a vive.ra.

The hero in the depth of the heaven, yearning for the

dawns, has entered the great sky and the earth.

[3^] ^
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The hero who yearns for the dawns, is generally Indra

;

here^ however, considering that Agni is mentioned in the

preceding verse, it is more likely that this god, as the light

of the morning, may have been meant by the poet. That

Agni, too, may be called vj»"/shan, without any other epithet

to show that he is meant rather than any other god, is clear

from such passages as,

VI, 3, 7. vr/sha ruksha^ oshadhishu nianot.

He the wild hero shouted among the plants.

In VII, 60, 9, vWsha;^au, the dual, is meant for Mitra and

Varu^a
;
in the next verse, vr/shaj^a^ the plural, must mean

the same gods and their companions.

That Soma is called simply vr/shan, not only in the ninth

Ma^z^ala, but elsewhere, too, we see from such passages as,

III, 43, 7. indra pfba vr/sha-dhtltasya vrhhndih (zi yam te

.yyena>^ ui-ate ^abhara), yasya made /^yavayasi pra krzshrfX

yasya made dpa gotra vavartha.

Indra drink of the male (the strong Soma), bruised by the

males (the heavy stones), inspirited by whom thou makest

the people fall down, inspirited by whom thou hast opened

the stables.

Here Sdya^/a, too, sees rightly that ‘the male bruised by
the males’ is the Soma-plant, which, in order to yield the

intoxicating juice, has to be bruised by stones, which stones

are again likened to two males. But unless the words,

enclosed in brackets, had stood in the text, words which

clearly point to Soma, I doubt whether Sdyaf/a would have

so readily admitted the definite meaning ofvr/shan as Soma.

I, 109, 3. mS k/icdmsi ra.ymin I'ti nd'dhamdnd^ pitrinSm

soktiA anu-ya>fe^^amdnd^, indrdgnf-bhydm kam vrhh.2inB./t

madanti tS hf adri (fti) dhishinkyiik upa-sthe.

We pray, let us not break the cords (which, by means of

the sacrifices offered by each generation of our forefathers,

unite us with the gods) ; we strive after the powers of our

fathers. The Somas rejoice for Indra and Agni
;

for the

two stones are in the lap of the vessel.

First, as to the construction, the fact that participles are

thus used as finite verbs, and particularly when the subject

changes in the next sentence, is proved by other passages,
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such as II; iij 4. The sense is that the new generation

does not break the sacrificial succession, but offers Soma,

like their fathers. The Soma-plants are ready, and, when
pressed by two stones, their juice flows into the Soma-
vessel. There maybe a double entendre in dhishinkyM

upa-sthe, which Sanskrit scholars will easily perceive.

When vr/shan is thus used by itself, we must be chiefly

guided by the adjectives or other indications before we
determine on the most plausible translation. Thus we
read

:

55 i 4* sa/2 ft vane namasyu-bhi>S va^asyate Hru ^aneshu

pra-bruvi^aA indriyam, vr/shi k/tindu/i bhavati haryataA

vrzshi ksheme^^a dhenim magha-vi yat fnvati.

In the first verse the subject may be Indra or Soma

:

‘ He alone is praised by worshippers in the forest (or in the

wooden vessel), he who shows forth among men his fail-

power.’ But who is meant to be the subject of the next

verse.^ Even Siya;2a is doubtful. He translates first

:

‘ The bounteous excites the man who wishes to sacrifice

;

when the sacrificer, the rich, by the protection of Indra,

stirs up his voice.’ But he allows an optional translation for

the last sentences : 'when the powerful male, Indra, by his

enduring mind reaches the praise offered by the sacrificer.’

According to these suggestions, WiLSON translated : He
(Indra) is the granter of their wishes (to those who solicit

him)
;
he is the encourager of those who desire to worship

(him), when the wealthy offerer of oblations, enjoying his

protection, recites his praise.

Benfey ; The bull becomes friendly, the bull becomes

desirable, when the sacrificer kindly advances praise.

Langlois : When the noble Maghavan receives the

homage of our hymns, his heart is flattered, and he

responds to the wishes of his servant by his gifts.

As far as I know, the adjective khdndM does not occur

again, and can therefore give us no hint. But haryatd,

which is applied to vr/shan in our verse, is the standing

epithet of Soma. It means delicious, and occurs very

frequently in the ninth Ma^^^ala. It is likewise applied

to Agni, Pushan, the Haris, the thunderbolt, but wherever
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it occurs our first thought is of Soma. Thus, without

quoting from the Soma-Ma/^^ala^ we read, X, 96, i, harya-

tarn madam, the delicious draught, i. e. Soma.

X, 96, 9, pttva madasya haryatasya andhasa/^, means
having drunk of the draught of the delicious Soma.

VIII, 72, 18. padam haryatasya ni-dh^nyam, means the

place where the delicious Soma resides.

Ill, 44, I. haryata.^ soma^.

Delicious Soma.

II, 21, I. bhara indriya somam ya^at^ya haryatam.

Bring delicious Soma for the holy Indra.

I, 13O5 mad^ya haryat^a te tuvtt-tamiya dhayase.

That thou mayest drink the delicious and most powerful

draught, i. e. the Soma.

If, then, we know that vr/shan by itself is used in the

sense of Soma, haryata v;"/shan can hardly be anything

else. Va>^asyate also is peculiar to Soma in the sense of

murmuring, or as it were talking, and never occurs as a

passive. I therefore should prefer to assign the whole verse

to Soma, and translate : He indeed, when in the wooden
vessel, talks with his worshippers, proclaiming his fair power

among men
;
the strong Soma is pleasing, the strong Soma

is delicious, when the sacrificer safely brings the cow, i. e. the

milk to be mixed with the Soma.

That Indra was thirsting for Soma had been said in the

second verse, and he is again called the Soma-drinker in the

seventh verse. A verse dedicated to Soma therefore seems to

come in quite naturally, though the Anukrama??! does not

sanction it.

That the Maruts are called vnshan, without further ex-

planations, will appear from the following passages

:

I, 85, 12. rayfm na^ dhatta vri^znzJi su-viram.

Give us wealth, ye heroes, consisting of good offspring.

VIII, 96, 14. fshydmi va/^ vrfsha/^a/^ yudhyata d^a\i.

I wish for you, heroes (Maruts), fight in the race

!

In all the passages which we have hitherto examined,

vr/shan was always applied to living beings, whether

animals, men, or gods. But as, in Greek, &pcr7jv means
at last simply strong, and is applied, for instance, to the
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crash of the sea, apcrrjv ttovtov, so in the Veda
v;"/shan is applied to the roaring of the storms and similar

objects.

V, 87, 5. v;^/shi.

Your powerful sound (O Maruts).

X, 47} ^ag;^fbhma te dakshi^^am indra hastam vasu-

yava.^ vasu-pate vasunim, vidma hi tv^ go-patim i'ura

gon^m asmabhyam i^itram vr/sha;2am rayim d^h.

We have taken thy right hand, O Indra, wishing for

treasures, treasurer of treasures, for we know thee, O hero,

to be the lord of cattle
;
give us bright and strong wealth.

Should y^itra here refer to treasures, and vr/shan to cattle ?

X, 89, 9. ni amitreshu vadham indra tiimram vr/shan

vr/shd;2am arusham i'ii’ihi.

Whet, O hero, the heavy strong red weapon against the

enemies.

The long k in vr/sh^?/am is certainly startling, but it

occurs once more, IX, 34, 3, where there can be no doubt

that it is the accusative of vr/shan. Professor Roth takes

vr/shan here in the sense of bull (s. v. tumra), but he does

not translate the whole passage.

III, 29, 9. kraota dhtimdm vnshznBxa sakhdya-^.

Make a mighty smoke, O friends

!

Strength itself is called vr/shan^ if I am right in trans-

lating the phrase vr/sha;/am i*ushmam by manly strength.

It occurs,

IV, 24, 7. tasmin dadhat vr/sha^am .yiishmam fndra/^J.

Indra may give to him manly strength.

VI, 19, 8. a na/^ bhara vr/sha;mm .yiishmam indra.

Bring to us, O Indra, manly strength.

VII, 24, 4. asme (iti) dadhat vr/sha;2am .yiishmam indra.

Giving to us, O Indra, manly strength.

See also VI, 1 9, 9, .yiishma/^ vnshabha^, used in the same

sense.

VII. Vr/shan, general and empty term of praise.

This constant play on the word vW'shan, which we have

observed in the passages hitherto examined, and which

give by no means a full idea of the real frequency of its
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occurrence in the Veda, has evidently had its influence on

the Vedic 7?2shis, who occasionally seem to delight in the

most silly and unmeaning repetitions of this word, and

its compounds and derivatives. Here no language can

supply any adequate translation ;
for though we may

translate words which express thoughts, it is useless to

attempt to render mere idle play with words. I shall give

a few instances

:

Ij 3* ^ tish^Via rdtham vr/sha;^am vr/sh^ te suta/^

soma/^ pari-sikti. madh6ni, yuktv^ vr/sha-bhydm vr/shabha

kshitinS'm hari-bhyS,m yslhi pra-vatd lipa madrik.

Mount the strong car, the strong Soma is poured out

for thee, sweets are sprinkled round
;
come down towards

us, thou bull of men, with the strong bays, having yoked

them.

But this is nothing yet compared to other passages, when
the poet cannot get enough of vr/shan and vWshabha.

II, 16, 6. v;"/shcL te vi^ra^ uta te vr/shd ratha>^ vrishdink

hdri (fti) vrishahhkni fyudh^, vHshnB,A madasya vmhabha
tvdm li'ishe fndra somasya vr/shabhasya tr/p^^uhi.

Thy thunderbolt is strong, and thy car is strong,

strong are the bays, the weapons are powerful, thou,

bull, art lord of the strong draught, Indra rejoice in the

powerful Soma

!

V, 36, 5. vHshk tvk vr/sha;^am vardhatu dyaii^ vrhhk

vn'sha-bhyam vahase hari-bhy^m, si/i na/^ vnshk v^sha-

ratha.^; su-.ripra vr/sha-krato (iti) vr/sh^ va^rin bhare dh.kh.

May the strong sky increase thee, the strong; a

strong one thou art, carried by two strong bays
;
do

thou who art strong, with a strong car, O thou of strong

might, strong holder of the thunderbolt, keep us in battle

!

V, 40, Yrhhk gravi vr/sh4 mada/^ vrishk s6ma>^

ayam suta^, vr/shan indra vr/sha-bhi.^ vrztrahan-tama,

vr/shk tvi vr/sha;^am huve.

The stone is strong, the draught is strong, this Soma
that has been poured out is strong, O thou strong Indra,

who killest Vntra with the strong ones (the Maruts), I,

the strong, call thee, the strong.

VIIIj 13, 3i’-33* vr/shk ayam indra te ratha>^ ut6 (iti) te
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vr/shan^ hart (iti), vr/shi tvam i’ata-krato (I'ti) vr/shA hava^.

vr/sM grava vnshd mada^ vr/sh^ somaA ayam suta^, vr/sM
yagfiik ydm fnvasi vrhh&. hava^. vnshi tvd vr/sha^^am

huve va^rin /^itrabhi^ vavantha hf prati-stutim

vrtshk hava/^.

This thy car is strong, O Indra, and thy bays are

strong; thou art s t ro n g, O omnipotent, our call is s t r o ng.

The stone is strong, the draught is strong, the Soma is

strong, which is here poured out
;
the sacrifice which thou

orderest is strong, our call is strong. I, the strong,

call thee, the strong, thou holder of the thunderbolt, with

manifold blessings
;
for thou hast desired our praise

;
our

call is strong.

There are other passages of the same kind, but they are

too tedious to be here repeated. The commentator, through-

out, gives to each v;"/shan its full meaning either of

showering down or bounteous, or male or bull
;
but a word

which can thus be used at random has clearly lost its

definite power, and cannot call forth any definite ideas in

the mind of the listener. It cannot be denied that here

and there the original meaning of v;"/shan would be appro-

priate even where the poet is only pouring out a stream of

majestic sound, but we are not called upon to impart sense

to what are verba et praeterquam nihil. When we

read, I, 122, 3, v^tak apam vr^sha^^-vin, we are justified, no

doubt, in translating, ^ the wind who pours forth water;’

and X, 93, 5, apSIm vn*sha^-vasu (I'ti) suryim&i, means ‘ Sun

and Moon, givers of water.’ But even in some passages

where Yrishan is followed by the word vresh, it is curious to

observe that vnsh is not necessarily used in the sense of rain-

ing or pouring forth, but rather in the sense of drinking.

VI, 68, I L. indr^varu^ell madhumat-tamasya vrishnah s6-

masya vrish.ana^ S, vnshetham.

a The dual vnshawau occurs only when the next word begins

with a vowel. Before an initial a, i, the au is always changed

into dv in the SamhM (I, 108, 7-12; 116, 21 ; 117, 19; 153, 2;

157, 6 ;
I

; 7; VII, 61, 6). Before u the preceding au

becomes ^ in the Sajwhitd, but the Pada gives au, in order to show

that no Sandhi can take place between the two vowels (VII, 60, 9;
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Indra and Varu/^a, you strong ones, may you drink of

the sweetest strong Soma.

That t~vris\x means to drink or to eat, was known to

Saya^^a and to the author of the vS'atapatha-brdhmaif^a, who
paraphrases i vr^shayadhvam by aj’nita, eat.

The same phrase occurs I, 108, 3.

I, 104, 9. uru-vya>^a/2^a//^are a v;"/shasva.

Thou of vast extent, drink (the Soma) in thy stomach.

The same phrase occurs X, 96, 13.

VIII, 61, 3. a vnshasva—sutasya indra andhasa;^.

Drink, Indra, of the Soma that is poured out.

In conclusion, a few passages may be pointed out in

which vr2shan seems to be the proper name of a pious

worshipper

:

I, 36, 10. yam tvd devasa.^ manave dadhii>^ iha ya^ish-

//2am havya-v^hana, yam ka;2va/2 medhya-atithi^ dhana-

sp^/tam yam vr2shll yam upa-stuta/2.

Thee, O Agni, whom the gods placed here for man, the

most worthy of worship, O carrier of oblations, thee whom
Ka;2va, thee whom Medhyitithi placed, as the giver of

wealth, thee whom Vnshan placed and Upastuta.

Here the commentator takes Vnshan as Indra, but this

would break the symmetry of the sentence. That Upa-

stutd/2 is here to be taken as a proper name, as Upastuta,

the son of Vr2shrihavya, is clear from verse 17:

agni/^ pra dvat mitra uta mddhya-atithim agnU sdta upa-

stutam.

Agni protected also the two friends, Medhydtithi and

Upastuta, in battle.

The fact is that whenever upastutd has the accent on the

last syllable, it is intended as a proper name, while, if used

as a participle, in the sense of praised, it has the accent on

the first.

X, 66, 7). Before consonants the dual always ends in d, both in

the Saz?2hitd and Pada. But there are a few passages where the

final d occurs before initial vowels, and where the two vowels are

allowed to form one syllable. In four passages this happens before

an initial d (I, 108, 3; VI, 68, ii; I, 177, i; II, 16, 5). Once,

and once only, it happens before u, in VIII, 22, 12.
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VIII, 5, 25. yathi ^it kanvam ilvatam priya-medham

upa-stutam.

As you have protected Ka^va, Priyamedha, Upastuta.

Cf. I, na, 15.

VIII, 103, 8. pra ma;;2hish2V5aya gdyata—upa-stut^sa/^

agnaye (accent of the vocative).

Sing, O Upastutas, to the worthiest, to Agni

!

X, ii5j 9- fti t\4 agne vnshifi-havyasya putra^ upa-

stutdsa^ r/shayaA avo^an.

By these names, O Agni, did the sons of Vnsh/ihavya,

the Upastutas, the i?/shis, speak to you.

Vnshan occurs once more as a proper name in VI, 16,

14 and 15

:

tarn um (iti) tv^ dadhyah r/shi/^ putra/2 idhe atharva;^a/2,

vr^tra-hanam puram-daram.

tarn um (iti) tvd pithya^ vr/shcl sam Idhe dasyuhan-

tamam, dhanam-^ayam ra^^e-rane.

Thee, O Agni, did Dadhya^^ kindle, the ^/shi, the son of

Atharvan, thee the killer of V^^ztra, the destroyer of towns
;

Thee, O Agni, did Vnshan Pdthya kindle, thee the best

killer of enemies, the conqueror of wealth in every battle.

Here the context can leave no doubt that Dadhya>^ and

Vnshan were both intended as proper names. Yet as

early as the composition of the vSatapatha-br^hma;2a, this

was entirely misunderstood. Dadhyah, the son of Atharvan,

is explained as speech, VWshan P^thya as mind (5at. Br.

VI, 3, 3, 4). On this Mahidhara, in his remarks on V^^.

Sa;;^h. XI, 34, improves still further. For though he allows

his personality to Dadhya/^, the son of Atharvan, he says

that P^thya comes from pathin, path, and means he who

moves on the right path
;
or it comes from pathas, which

means sky, and is here used in the sense of the sky of the

heart. He then takes vn'shan as mind, and translates the

mind of the heart. Such is a small chapter in the history

of the rise and fall of the Indian mind 1
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MAiVZ?ALA I, HYMN 86.

ASHJAKA I, ADHYAYA 6, VARGA 11-12.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. O Maruts, that man in whose dwelling you

drink (the Soma), ye mighty (sons) of heaven, he

indeed has the best guardians

2. You who are propitiated^ either by sacrifices

or from the prayers of the sage, hear the call, O
Maruts

!

3. Aye, the powerful man to whom you have

granted a sage, he will live in a stable rich in cattle^.

4. On the altar of this strong man (here)^ Soma is

poured out in daily sacrifices; praise and joy are

sung.

5. To him let the mighty^ Maruts listen, to him

who surpasses all men, as the flowing rain-clouds ^

pass over the sun.

6. For we, O Maruts, Imve sacrificed at many

harvests, through the mercies ^ of the swift gods (the

storm-gods).

7. May that mortal be blessed, O chasing Maruts,

whose offerings you carry off^.

^ '

8. You take notice either of the sweat of him who

graisesyou, ye men of true strength, or of the desire

oTtEesu^iant k

9. O ye of true strength, make this manifest with

might ! strike the fiend ^ with your lightning

!

10. Hide the hideous darkness, destroy^ every

tusky ^ fiend. Make the light which we long for

!
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Gotama.

Verse 1=VS. VIII, 31 ;
AV. XX, i, 2 ; TS. IV, 2, ii, i.

Verse 2=TS. IV, 2, 11, 2.

Verse 6=TS. IV, 3, 13, 5.

Verse 8=SV. II, 944.

Verse 1.

Note 1. Vi'mahas occurs only once more as an epithet of

the Maruts, V, 87, 4. Being an adjective derived from

mdhas, strength, it means very strong. The strong ones of

heaven is an expression analogous to I, 64, 2. diva^ n’sh-

vSsa^ ukshd;2a^
;

I, 64, 4. divd^ naraA The Ait. Brthmawa

VI, 10, takes gopS,, guardian, as Indra.

Verse 2.

Note 1. The construction of this verse is not clear.

Y^«a-v^has has two meanings in the Veda. It is applied

to the priest who carries or performs the sacrifice

:

III, 8, 3, and 24, i. vixkdJi dh^y^ ya^«4-v^hase.

Grant splendour to the sacrificer

!

But it is also used of the gods who carry off the sacri-

fice, and in that case it means hardly more than worshipped

or propitiated; I, 15, ii (Ajvinau); IV, 47, 4 (Indi-a and

V4yu); VIII, 12, 20 (Indra). In our verse it is used in

the latter sense, and it is properly construed with the in-

strumental Y^gnaih. The difficulty is the gen. plur. matt-

nSm, instead of mati'bhi^. The sense, however, seems to

allow of but one construction, and we may suppose that the

genitive depends on the yagna in ya^«ivahas, ‘ accepting

the worship of the prayers of the priest.'’ Benfey refers

ydgnaihto the preceding verse, and joins havam to viprasya

matin^m :
‘ Durch Opfer—Opferfdrdrer ihr !—oder ihr hort

—Maruts—den Ruf der Lieder, die der Priester schuf.’

The Sawhitd text lengthens the last syllable of jri^uta, as

suggested by the metre.
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If the accent allowed ya^wavS-hasa/^ to be taken as a

genitive, the translation, as suggested by Ludwig, might be,

‘ Either for the sake of the sacrifices of the sacrificer, or

because of the prayers of the sage, O Maruts, hear the

call/

Verse 3.

nSTote 1. The genitive yasya vi^ina/^ depends on vfpra.

Anu-taksh, like anu-grah, anu-^^i^, seems to convey the

meaning of doing in behalf or for the benefit of a person.

Gant^ might also be translated in a hostile sense, he will

go into, he will conquer many a stable full of cows.

Verse 4.

Note 1. Ludwig has pointed out that asya may refer

to the present sacrificer.

Verse 5.

Note 1. I have altered a bhuva>^ into dbhiiva^, for I do

not think that bhdva>^, the second pers. sing
,
even if it were

bhiivat, the third pers., could be joined with the relative

pronoun yi.h in the second pada. The phrase

yih kd.xsh.B.nih abhf occurs more than once, and is never

preceded by the verb bhuva^ or bhuvat. Abhiiva/^, on the

contrary, is applied to the Maruts, I, 64, 6, vidatheshu

dbhuva/2
;
and as there can be no doubt who are the deities

invoked, dbhdva/^, the strong ones, is as appropriate an

epithet as vfmahas in the first verse.

Note 2. Sasnishi/i: fsha/^, as connected with sura, the sun,

can only be meant for the flowing waters, the rain-clouds,

the givers of ish or vigour. They are called divya.^ fsha^^ :

VIIL 5? utd na.^ divyS^ fshaA uta sfndhfin varshatha^.

You rain down on us the heavenly waters and the rivers.

Wilson translates : May the Maruts, victorious over all

men, hear (the praises) of this (their worshipper)
;
and may

(abundant) food be obtained by him who praises them.

Benfey : Ihn, der ob alien Menschen ragt, sollen horen

die Labungen, und nahn, die irgend Weisen nahn.

Ludwig : Horen sollen von ihm, der fiber alien menschen

ist, die erden, seine bis zur sonne gelangten krafte. In his
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notes he would prefer: Von ihm sollen sie gegenwartig

horen, von ihm der alle menschen ubertrift (und die in die

sonne wegegangenen), die darbringungen.

vSroshantu does not occur again
;
but we find jroshan, I,

58
, 5; ,yr6shamS,;za, III, 8, 10 ;

VII, 51, i; VII, 7, 6.

Verse 6.

Kote 1. The expression avobhi^, with the help, the

blessings, the mercies, is generally used with reference to

divine assistance; (I, 117, 19; 167, z; 185, 10 ;
ii; IV,

22, 7 ; 41, 6 ;
V, 74, 6 ; VI, 47 . ;

VII, 20, i
; 35, i, &c,)

It seems best therefore to take ^arsha;n' as a name or

epithet of the Maruts, although, after the invocation of

the Maruts by name, this repetition is somewhat unusual.

I should have preferred, ‘ with the help of our men, of our

active and busy companions,’ for Marsha;?! is used in that

sense also. Only dvobhi>^ would not be in its right place

then. The same applies to the various reading in TS. IV,

3 > 13. 5 > where instead of iYohhik we find mahobhi^. This

too is used with reference to gods, and particularly to the

Maruts
;
see I, 165, 5, note.

Verse 7.

ISTote 1. Par, with ati, means to carry over (I, 97, 8 ; 99,

I ; 174, 9 ; III, 15, 3 ; 20, 4; IV, 39, I
; V, 35, 9 ; 73, 8;

VII, 40, 4 ; 97, 4 ;
VIII, 36, 5 ; 67, 3

,
&c.) ; with apa, to

remove (I, 139, 5); with ni^, to throw down. Hence, if

used by itself, unless it means to overrun, as frequently,

it can only have the general sense of carrying, taking,

accepting, or accomplishing.

Verse 8.

Note 1. Vida as second pers. plur. perf. is frequent,

generally with the final ‘a ’ long in the Sai^hitd, I, 156, 3 ;

V, 41. 13 ; 55 .

Verse 9.

Note 1. Observe the long penultimate in raksha^, instead

of the usual short syllable. Cf. I, 12, 5 .
see Kuhn,

Beitrage, vol, iii, p. 456.
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Verse 10.

ISTote 1. See note i to I, 39, 3.

Note 2. Atrin, which stands for attrfn, is one of the

many names assigned to the powers of darkness and mis-

chief. ' It is derived from atra, which means tooth or jaw,

and therefore meant originally an. ogre with large teeth or

jaws, a devourer. Besides atra, we also find in the Veda
atra, with the accent on the first syllable, and meaning

what serves for eating, or food :

X, 79, 2, iittm asmai pa/-bhf>^ sam bharanti.

They bring together food for him (Agni) with their feet.

With the accent on the last syllable, atra in one passage

means an eater or an ogre, like atrfn :

V, 32^, 8. apadam atram—mrfdhra-vi^am.

Indra killed the footless ogre, the babbler.

It means tooth or jaw

:

1, 139, 8. svayam sa rishayadhyai ya mk upa-ishe atrai^.

May she herself go to destruction who attacks us with

her teeth.

It is probably from atra in the sense of tooth (cf.

kh6vT€s) that atrm is derived, meaning ogre or a devouring

devil. In the later Sanskrit, too, the Asuras are repre-

sented as having large tusks, Mahabh. V, 357^5 da;;2sh^'mo

bhtmavegd.? ^a.

Thus we read I, !^i, 5, that Indra and Agni destroy the

Rakshas, and the poet continues :

iprB£'ik santu atrtea^.

May the ogres be without offspring

!

IX, 86, 48. ^ahi visY^n rakshdsa^ indo (iti) atrfea/^.

Kill, O Soma, all the tusky Rakshas. Cf. IX, 104, 6 ; 105, 6.

VI, 51, 14. ^hf nf atrteam pa^^fm.

Kill, O Soma, the tusky Pa?^i.

I, 94, 9. vadhai/^ duk-sAmstn apa du>^-dhya/^^ahi

dure vcl y6 dnti vi k6 ^it atrtea/^.

Strike with thy blows, O Agni, the evil-spoken, evil-

minded (spirits), the ogres, those who are far or who are near.

See also I, 36, 14; 2^0; VI, 16, VII, 104, i; 5 ;

VIII, i; 19, 15; X, 36, 4; 118, I.
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0 MANDALA I, HYMN 87.

t^AKA 1, ADHYAYA 6
,
VARGA 13,

^To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods)^
^

1. Endowed with exceeding vigour and^'power,

the^ singers, the never flinching, the immovable, the

impetuous, the most beloved and most manly, have

decked themselves with their glittering ornaments,

a few only h like the heavens with the stars.

2 . When you have seen your way through the

ijkHefts, like birds, O Maruts, on whatever road it be

then the casks (clouds) on your chariots trickle every-

where, and you pour out the honey-Eke fatness (the

^ia)-fl3fTunrwho praises you.

3 . At their racings the earth shakes, as if broken^,

when on the (heavenly) paths they harness (their

deer) for victory They the sportive, the roaring,

with bright spears, the shakers (of the clouds) have

themselves glorified their greatness.

4. That youthful company (of the Maruts), with

their spotted horses h moves by itself; hence ^ it

exercises lordship, invested with powers. Thou
indeed art true, thou searchest out sin®, thou art

without blemish. Therefore the manly host will

help this prayer.

5 . We speak after the kind of our old father, our

tongue goes forth at the sight ^ of the Soma : when

the singers (the Maruts) had joined Indra in deed®,

then only they took their holy names ;

—

6 . These Maruts, armed with beautiful rings,

obtained splendours for their glory h they ob-

tained ® rays, and men to celebrate them
;

nay,

armed with daggers, speeding along, and fearless,

they found the beloved domain of the Maruts ®.
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Gotama. No verse in SV.,

VS., AV.
Verse a=TS. IV, 3, 13, 7.

Verse 3= TS. IV, 3, 13, 7.

Verse 6=TS. II, 1, ii,
;
IV, 2, ii, ct,.

Verse 1.

Note 1, kit refers to the Maruts, who are represented

as gradually rising or just showing themselves, as yet only

few in number, like the first stars in the sky. K6 kit, some,

is opposed to sarve, all. The same expression occurs again,

V, ^2,, 12,, where the Maruts are compared to a few thieves.

B. and R., and those who follow them, translate ustak iva

str/-bhi>^ by ‘like cows marked with stars on their fore-

heads.’ Such cows no doubt exist, but they can hardly be

said to become visible by these frontal stars, as the Maruts

by their ornaments. We must take usrft'/^ here in the same
sense as dyava^

;
II, 34, 2,, it is said that the Maruts were

perceived dyS.va.k na str/-bhi>^, like the heavens with the

stars.

I, 165, II. dure-dr£fa^ ye divya^-iva st;"/-bhi/^.

Who are visible far away, like the heavens (or heavenly

beings) by the stars.

And the same is said of Agni, II, 2,, 5. dysiik na str/-

bhi^ /^itayat rddast (fti) anu. Str/bhi^ occurs I, 68, 5 ;
IV,

7 s 3 ;
VI, 49, 3 ;

12^. It always means stars, and the

meaning of rays (strahl) rests, as yet, on etymological

authority only. The evening sky would, no doubt, be more
appropriate than usrik, which applies chiefly to the dawn.

But in the Indian mind, the two dawns, i. e. the dawn and

the gloaming, are so closely united and identified, that

their names, too, are frequently interchangeable.

Verse 2.

Note 1. I translate yayf not by a goer, a traveller, i. e. the
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cloud (this is the explanation proposed by Siya^^a, and

adopted by Professor Benfey), but by path. Saya;^a (TS.

IV, 3, 13, 7) renders yayim by gatim. Etymologically

yayf may mean either, and in some passages I feel doubtful

as to which is the more appropriate meaning. But in

parallel passages yayf is clearly replaced by yama. Thus :

VIII, 7, yat—y^mam suhhrk/i a/^idhvam.

When you, bright Maruts, have seen your way.

See also VIII, 7^ 4. yat yamam yanti viyu-bhi//.

When they (the Maruts) go on their path with the winds.

VIII, 7, 14. adhi-iva yat giri;^am yamam ^ubhr^/^ aii-

dhvam.

When you, bright Maruts, had seen your way, as it were,

from above the mountains.

The same phrase occurs, even without ySma or yayf, in

V, 55, 7. na parvati// na nady^ varanta va/^ yatra

a/^idhvam maruta/^5 gikMats. ft u tat.

Not mountain not rivers, keep you back
;
where you

have seen (your way), there you go.

Though yayf does not occur frequently in the Rig-veda,

the meaning of path seems throughout more applicable

than that of traveller.

V, 87, 5. tvesha-^ yayik.

Your path, O Maruts, is blazing.

V, 73, 7. ugra>^ vdm kakuha^ yayf^.

Fearful is your pass on high.

I, 51, II. ugra^ yayfm niJi apa/^ srotas^ asr^^at.

The fearful Indra sent the waters forth on their way

streaming.

X, 92, 5. prd—yayfnS. yanti sfndhava/^.

The waters go forth on their path.

Ludwig takes ko.ya as buckets on the chariots of the

Maruts, which seems right.

Verse 3 .

Note 1. Cf. I, 37, 8, page 75. There is no authority for

Sdya?2a’s explanation of vithur^-iva, the earth trembles like

a widow. Vithural occurs several times in the Rig-veda,

but never in the sense of widow. Thus

:

[33] M
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Ij 1 68, 6. yat i^yavayatha vithura-iva sam-hitani.

When you, Maruts, throw down what is compact, like

brittle things.

I, i86, 2 ;
VI, 25, 3 ; 46, 6 ;

VIII, 96, 2; X, 77, 4 (vi-

thuryati). The Maruts themselves are called dvithura in

verse i. Spiegel compares the Zend aiwithura. As to

^^ma and yima, see I, 37, 8, page 75,

(
Note 2 . ^libh is one of those words to which it is very

difficult always to assign a definite special meaning. Being

derived from .yubh, to shine, the commentator has no diffi-

culty in explaining it by splendour, beauty
;
sometim^^ by

water. But although .riibh means originally splendour, and

Ts used in that sense in many passages, yet there are others

where so vague a meaning seems very inappropriate.^ In

our verse Siya^ea proposes two translations, either, ‘ Wnen
the Maruts harness the clouds,’ or, ‘When the Maruts

harness their chariots, for the bi'ight rain-water.’ Now the

idea that the Maruts harness their chariots in order to

make the clouds yield their rain, can hardly be expressed

by the simple word j*ubh6, i. e. for brightness’ sake. As

the Maruts are frequently praised for their glittering orna-

ments, their splendour might be intended in this passage,

as it certainly is in others. Thus :

I, 85, 3. yat 3-ubhdyante a/?^i-bhi^ tanushu ^ubhra^

dadhire vinikmata^.

When the Maruts adorn themselves with glittering

ornaments, the brilliant ones put bright weapons on their

bodies.

VII, 56, 6. ^ubh^ sdhhishfMk, jriy^ sim-mislkk, 6gz.h-

bhi^ ugrai^.

The most brilliant by their brilliancy, united with beauty,

terrible by terrors.

In I, 64, 4, I have translated vaksha/4-su rukm^n adhi

yetire.yubh6 by ‘they fix gold (chains) on their chests for

beauty.’ And the same meaning is applicable to I, 117, 5,

jubh6 rukmim na dari*atam nf-kh^ltam, and other passages :

IV, 51, 6 ;
VI, 63, 6.

But in our verse and others which we shall examine,

beauty and brilliancy would be very weak renderings for
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j*ubh6. ® When they harnessed their chariots or their deer
for the sake of beauty/ means nothing, or, at least, very
little, I take, therefore, ,s*ubhd in this and similar phrases
in the sense of triumph or glory or victory. ‘ When they
harness their chariots for to conquer/ implies brilliancy,

glory, victory, but it conveys at the same time a tangible

meaning. Let us now see whether the same meaning is

appropriate in other passages ;

^ayatdm-iva tanyatu^ mariitim eti dhnsh;^u-

yat i'ubham yithana narai.

The thundering voice of the Maruts comes fiercely, like

that of conquerors, when you go to conquer, O men

!

Saya^m :
' When you go to the brilliant place of sacrifice.’

Wilson :

‘ When you accept the auspicious (offering).’

Benfey :
‘ Wenn ihr euren Schmuck nehmt.’

V, 57, 3. yathana .fubham, you go to conquer. Cf. V, 55, i.

Saya;2a; ^ For the sake of water, or, in a chariot.’

V, 5a, 8. .fardha>5 marutam ut samsa—uta sma t6 .yubhe

nara>^ pra syandr^>^ yu^ata tmand.

Praise the host of the Maruts, whether they, the men,
the quickly moving, have by themselves harnessed (the

chariots) for conquest.

S^yam

:

‘For the sake of water.’ Cf. X, 105, 3 ,

"V"} 57} 3‘ -yubh^ yat ugr^ pnshat!^ ayugdhvam.
When you have harnessed the deer for conquest.

SSiya^a

:

‘ For the sake of water.’

Ill, a6, 4 . ^ubh6—pr/shatiy^ ayukshata.

They had harnessed the deer for victory.

Siya;^a :
‘ They had harnessed in the water the deer

together (with the fires).’

V, 63, 5* ratham yu;^^ate mariita/^ ^ubh6 su-kham .yura^

na—g6“ish^shu.

The Maruts harness the chariot meet for conquest, like a

hero in battles.

S^yana : ‘ For the sake of water.’

I, 88, !Z. jubhe kam yS.nti

—

asvaiA.

The Maruts go on their horses towards conquest.

Siya^^a :
‘ In order to brighten the worshipper, or, for

the sake of water.’

M 2
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1,119, 3. sam yat mitha^ paspr/dh^nasa/^ agmata .rubhe

makha^ amita/2 ^S,yava^ vAne.

When striving with each other they came together, for

the sake of glory, the brisk (Maruts), immeasurable (in

strength), panting for victory in the fight.

SAy^tna.

:

‘ For the sake of brilliant wealth.’

VII, 82, 5 * mariit-bhi^ ugra^^ i^iibham axiyAh iyate.

The other, the fearful (Indra), goes with the Maruts to

glory.

Sdya;^a :
' He takes brilliant decoration.’

I, 167, 6. a asthdpayanta yuvatim yiivana/^ i-ubhd nf-

mWdm.
The Maruts, the youths, placed the maid (lightning

on their chariot), their companion for victory (.yubhe

nimulim).

^kyzna. :
‘ For the sake of water, or, on the brilliant

chariot.’ Cf. I, 127, 6; 165, i.

VI, 62, 4. i'dbham p^ksham fsham ur^am vahantd.

The A.rvins bringing glory, wealth, drink, and food.

VIII, 26, 13. i*ubh^ y^akidte, you bring him to glory.

^ubham-yl^van is an epithet of the Maruts, I, 89, 7;

V, 61, 13, Cf. i*ubhra-ydvdn^, VIII; 26, 19 (Ai'vinau).

6'ubham-ya, of the wind, IV, 3, 6.

6'ubham-yii, of the rays of the dawn, X, 78, 7.

Verse 4.

Note 1. Sdya^^a ; 'With spotted deer for their horses.’

See I, 37, 2, note i, page 70 ;
as Pushan is called a^dj'va,

having goats for his horses, RV. V, 58, 2.

That the Maruts have not only pnshatis, but horses for

their chariots, we have seen before. In I, 88, i, we have

di’vapar/^ai^ rathebhi^.

Note 2 . Ay^ is a word of very rare occurrence in the

Rig-veda. It is the instrum, sing, of the feminine pronominal

base k or t, and as a pronoun followed by a noun it is fre-

quently to be met with ; V, 45, ii. aya dhiy^, See. But in

our verse it is irregular in form as not entering into Sandhi

with Utnik. This irregularity, however, which might have

led us to suppose an original ayeV^, indefatigable, corre-
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Spending with the following asi, is vouched for by the

Pada text, in such matters a better authority than the Sa?;/-

hit^ text, and certainly in this case fully borne out by the

Prdti^ikhya, 1, 163, 10. Unless we read ay^>^, we must take

aya as an adverb, in the sense of thus or hence
;

cf. VI, 66, 4.

In some passages where aya seems thus to be used as an

adverb, it would be better to supply a noun from the pre-

ceding verse. Thus in II, 6, aya refers to samidham in

II, 6, I. In VI, 17, 15, a similar noun, samidh^ or gira,

should be supplied. But there are other passages where,

unless we suppose that the verse was meant to illustrate a

ceremonial act, such as the placing of a samidh, and that

ay^ pointed to it, we must take it as a simple adverb,

like the Greek rw : RV. Ill, la, a ; IX, 53, a ; 106, 14.

In X, 116, 9, the Pada reads ayd-^-iva, not ay^, as given

by Roth; in VI, 66, 4, ay^ mi, the accent is likewise on

the first.

Note 3 . Rmsi-yavdiJi is well explained by B. and R. as

going after debt, searching out sin. Siya;^a, though he

explains r^V^a-yfivan by removing sin, derives it nevertheless

correctly from rim. and yd, and not from yu. The same

formation is found in j-ubham-yavan, See.
;
and as there is

m^a-yd besides w^a-yavan, so we find ^•ubham-yd besides

.rubham-yavan. Ludwig prefers the derivation from yu.

Verse 6.

Note 1. The Soma-juice inspires the poet with eloquence.

Note 2. Sami occurs again in II, 31, 6 ;
III, 55, 3 ; VIII,

45, X, 40, I. Grassmann has shown that it may be

taken as an instrum, of jami, meaning work, but with special

reference to the toil of the battle-field or the sacrifice. It

is used in the former sense in

VIII, 45, 2^7* vf ina/ turvd^^e simi.

He (Indra) was able to overcome, lit. he reached to, or

he arrived at the overcoming or at victory by toil.

But, like other words which have the general meaning of

working or toiling, ^am! is used both in a general sense,

and in the more special sense of sacrifice.

X, 40, I. vastoy^-vastOi^ vahamdnam dhiya .rami.
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Your chariot, O A.yvins, driven along every morning by
thought and deed.

II, 31, 6, ap^m nap&t Ai‘u-hem^ dhiya i'ami.

Apdm napdt (Agni) moving quickly by thought and

deed.

In these two passages it might be possible, with a slight

alteration of the accent, to read dhiyd-i’ami as one word.

Dhiy^-j*am would mean the sacrificer who is engaged in

prayer
;

cf. dhiy^-^r, V, 43, 15. Thus we read :

VI, 2ti 4. yi/i te su-dSnave dhiya marta^ i‘ai*amate.

The mortal who toils for thee, the liberal god, with

prayer.

There is no necessity, however, for such a change, and

the authority of the MSS. is against it. See also IX, 74, 7.

In III, 55, 3, ^ami ikkka, dtdye purvya^ri, Roth takes .rami

as an acc. plur. neut, Lanman as an instrum., Grassmann as

a locative.

I glance back at the former sacrifices. See B. R. s.v. di

and .rami.

In other passages the feminine simt seems to mean

work, sacrificial work, but, as far as we can see, not simply

sacrifice. Thus the iSabhus and others are said to have

acquired immortality by their work or works, simt or

.s-am!bhi4 I, 20, 110, 4; III, 5o, 3 ;
IV, 33, 4. Cf. IV,

2^2, 8 ; 17, 18 ;
V, 4^, 10 ; 77 . 4 ;

VI, 52, i
;
VIII, 75, 14

;

IX, 74, 7 ;
X, 2^8, 12. In VI, 3, 3, we read :

ya^/i^bhi/2 ja^ame .yamtbhi^.

I have sacrificed with sacrifices, I have worked with

pious works.

Here the verb sam must be taken in the sense of

working, or performing ceremonial worship, while in other

places (III, 39, 16 ;
V, 3, 7) it may be perhaps taken in the

more special sense of singing songs of praise. The Greek

Kajut-2/60, to work, to labour, to tire (Sanskrit .r^myati), the

Greek ko/juSt^ and to labour for or take care of a

person, and possibly even the Greek /cw/zo?, a song or a

festival (not a village song), may all find their explana-

tion in the Sanskrit root jam.

The idea that the Maruts did not originally enjoy divine
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honours will occur again and again : cf. I, 6, 4 ; 72, 3.

A similar expression is used of the Rihhus^ I, zo, 8, &c.

But while originally the expression of obtaining sacred names

meant no more than obtaining a sacred or divine character,

it was soon taken literally, and a number of names were

invented for the Maruts which even in the Vd^asan. Sa^^hiti

XVII, 80-85 amount to 49, i. e. 7 x 7. Ya^wiya, properly

* worthy of sacrifice,’ has the meaning of divine or sacred.

The Greek Syto? has been compared with yi^ya, sacrificio

colendus, which is not a Vedic word.

Verse 6.

IsTote 1. 5riyase kam seems to be the same as the more

frequent i'riye kam. vSriyase only occurs twice more,V, 59, 3.

The chief irregularity consists in the absence of Gu?2a, which

is provided for by Ttnini's kasen (III, 4, 9). Similar in-

finitives, if they may so be called, are bhiyase, V, 4

;

vndhase, V, 64, 5; dhruvase, VII, 70, i; tu^ase, IV, 1^3, 7;

r/^-dsejVIII, 4, 17; vr2>?^ase,VIII, 76,1; rzHse,VU, 6 i^ 6.

In VI, 39, 5, rikise may be a dat. sing, of the masculine, to

the praiser.

'Note 2. Mimikshire from myaksh, to be united with.

Ra^mf, rays, after bh^mi, splendour, may seem weak. It

might be possible to assign to rai’mf the meaning of reins,

and take r^’kvabhir in the sense of sounding or tinkling.

In V, 79, 8, divki is used in juxtaposition with rajrmf.

Note 3. The bearing of this concluding verse is not quite

clear, unless we take it as a continuation of the preceding

verse. It was there said that the Maruts (the rikvk?ia/z)

obtained their holy names after having joined Indra in his

work, which means that they then and there became what

they are. Having thus obtained their true character and a

place among the gods, they may be said to have won at the

same time splendour, and worshippers to sing their praises,

and to have established themselves in what became after-

wards known as their own domain, their own place among

the gods who are invoked at the sacrifice. See VII, 58, i.

The metre requires that we should read dhimana>^.
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Benfey translates : Gedeih’n zu spenden wolFn die

sdiongeschmiicketen mit Lichtern, Strahlen mit Lobsangern

regeneii
;
die briillendenj furchtlosen, sturmischen, sie sind

bekannt als Glieder des geliebten Marutstamms.

Wilson : Combining with the solar rays, they have

willingly poured down (rain) for the welfare (of mankind),

and, hymned by the priests, have been pleased partakers

of the (sacrificial food). Addressed with praises, moving

swiftly, and exempt from fear, they have become possessed

of a station agreeable and suitable to the Maruts.

Ludwig : Zu herlichkeit haben dise sich mit liechtglanz

versehen, mit sausenden zugeln die schonberingten, schwert-

bewaffnet die kraftvollen, ohne furcht besitzen sie die

freundliche Marutmacht,
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MAiVZ>ALA I, HYMN 88.

ASHZAKA I, ADHYIyA 6, VARGA 14.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Come hither, Maruts, on your chariots charged

with lightning, resounding with beautiful songs

stored with spears, and winged with horses ! Fly ®

to us like birds, with your best food you mighty

ones

!

2. They come gloriously on their red, or, it may
be, on their tawny horses which hasten their chariots.

He who holds the axe ^ is brilliant like gold ;

—

with the tire ^ of the chariot they have struck the

earth.

3. On your bodies there are daggers for beauty

;

may they stir up our minds ^ as they stir up the

forests. For yourselves, O well-born Maruts, the

vigorous (among you) shake ^ the stone (for distilling

Soma).

4. Days went round you and came back^, O
hawks, back to this prayer, and to this sacred

rite
; the Gotamas making prayer with songs,

pushed up the lid of the well (the cloud) for to

drink.

5. No such hymn^ was ever known as this which

Gotama sounded for you, O Maruts, when he saw you

on golden wheels, wild boars ^ rushing about with

iron tusks.

6. This comforting speech rushes sounding towards

you, like the speech of a suppliant : it rushed freely

from our hands as our speeches are wont to do.
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Gotama, the son of Rahfiga;^a.

The metre varies. Verses i and 6 are put down as

Prastara-pankti, i. e. as 1 2 + 4- 8 + 8. By merely counting

the syllables, and dissolving semivowels^ it is just possible

to get twenty-four syllables in the first line ofverses 1 and 6.

The old metricians must have scanned verse 1

:

4 vidyunmat-bhi^ maruta^^ su-arkai^

rathebhi^ y4ta'^mh/imat-bhi^ ajva-par^^ai^.

Again versed: esh4 sya marutay^'anu-bhartrt

prati stobhati vighata^ na va;^i.

But the general character of these lines shows that they

were intended for hendecasyllabics, each ending in a

bacchius, though even then they are not free from irregu-

larities. The first verse would scan ;

I vidyunmat~bhi^ maruta.^: su-arkal^

rathebhi/2 y4ta'^r2sh^imat-(bhi/^) ai-va-par;^ai/2.

And verse 6 : eshl sy4 va^ maruta/^'^anu-bhartri

prati stobhati vi,ghata^ na v4;2t.

Our only difficulty would be the termination bhi^ of rishA-

mat-bhi^. I cannot adopt Professor Kuhn’s suggestion to

drop the Visarga of bhi^ and change i into y (Beitrage,

vol. iv, p. 198), for this would be a license without any

parallel. It is different with sa/^, originally sa, or with

feminines in ik, where parallel forms in i are intelli-

gible. The simplest correction would be to read rathebhi/^J

y4ta^r-^shri-manta/^^a^va-par?2ai^. One might urge in sup-

port of this reading that in all other passages where

mhdmat occurs, it refers to the Maruts themselves^ and

never to their chariots. Yet the difficulty remains, how
could so simple a reading have been replaced by a more

difficult one?
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In the two Giyatri p^das which follow I feel equally

reluctant to alter. I therefore scan

i varshish/Z^ay^ na>^ isha vaya^ na paptata su-miydZ:,

taking the dactyl of paptata as representing a spondee, and

admitting the exceptional bacchius instead of the am-
phimacer at the end of the line.

The last line of verse 6 should be scanned :

astobhayat vrzthi'^isAm anu svadhim gabhastyo.^.

There are two other verses in this hymn where the metre

is difficult. In the last pada of verse 5 we have seven

syllables instead of eleven. Again, I say, it would be most

easy to insert one of the many tetrasyllabic epithets of the

Maruts. But this would have been equally easy for the

collectors of the Veda. Now the authors of the Anukra-

ma^ts distinctly state that this fifth verse is vira<Zrup^, i. e.

that one of its pidas consists of eight syllables. How
they would have made eight syllables out of vi-dh^vata/2

vardhtin does not appear, but at all events they knew that

last pida to be imperfect. The rhythm does not suffer by

this omission, as long as we scan vi-dhivata/? var^hun.

Lastly, there is the third pida of the second verse,

rukma/^ na iitra/i svadhiti-vdn. It would not be possible

to get eleven syllables out of this, unless we admitted vyuha

not only in svadhitiv§.n or svadhiti-vin, but also in >^itra^.

Kuhn (Beitrage, vol. iv, p. igc^) proposes to scan rukmau

na hitarak svadhitivSn. Nothing would be easier than to

insert esham after kitrak, but the question occurs again,

how could esh^m be lost, or why, if by some accident it

had been lost, was not so obvious a correction made by

^aunaka and Katyayana ?

No verse of this hymn occurs in SV., VS., AV., TS., TB.

Verse 1.

note 1. Alluding to the music of the Maruts, and not to

the splendour of the lightning which is mentidried before.

See Wolf, Beitrage zur Deutschen Mythologie, vol. ii,

p. 137. ‘ Das Ross und den Wagen des Gottes begleitet

munterer Hornerschall, entweder stosst er selbst ins Horn,
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Oder sein Gefolge. Oft vernimmt man auch eine liebliche

Musik, der keine auf Erden gleich kommt (Mullenhof, 582).

Das wird das Pfeifen und Heulen des Sturmes sein, nur in

idealisirter Art* Ibid. p. 158.

Kote 2. Varshish/>^a, which is generally explained as the

superlative of v;^fddha, old (Pa;^. VI, 4^ T57), has in most
passages of the Rig-veda the more general meaning of

strong or excellent : VI, 47, 9. fsham S, vakshi ishS!m vdr-

shish/Mm
;

III, 13, 7 (vasu); III, 2,6, 8 (ratna); III, 16, 3
(rai) j IV, 3T, 15 ;

VIII, 46, 24 (^rava/2)
;
IV, 22, 9 {nrimni)

;

V, 67, I (kshatrd)
;

VI, 45, 31 (murdhan). In some
passages, however, it may be taken in the sense of oldest

(Ij 37 s 6 ;
V, 7, 1), though by no means necessarily. Var-

shish//2a is derived in reality from vr/shan, in the sense of

strong, excellent. See note to I, 85, 12, page 144.

'Note 3 . Paptata, the second person plural of the im-

perative of what is commonly, though without much reason,

called the aorist of the causative of pat. It is curiously

like the Greek TTferere, but it has the meaning of flying

rather than falling; see Curtius, Grundzuge, p. 190. Two
other forms formed on the same principle occur in the Rig-

vcda, papta/^ and paptan :

II, 31, 1. pra yat vaya^ na paptan.

That they may fly to us like birds.

VI, 63, 6. pra vdm vaya/^—anu paptan.

May your birds fly after you.

953 3 5. pdr-Qrava// mS mrzth^A ma pra papta/^.

Pururavas, do not die, do not go away I

Verse 2.

IS’ote 1. Though svadhiti-v^n does not occur again, it can

only mean he who holds the axe, or, it may be, the sword

or the thunderbolt, the latter particularly, if Indra is here

intended. Svadhiti signifies axe :

III, 2, TO. sva-dhitim na te^ase.

They adorned Agni like an axe to shine or to cut.

The svddhiti is used by the butcher, I, 162, 9 ; 18 ; 20

;

and by the wood-cutter or carpenter, III, 8, 6 ;
1 1 ;

X, 89,

7, &c. Roth (s. v.) takes svadhiti as meaning also a tree,
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possibly the oak, and he translates svadhitiv^n in our

passage by a chariot made of the wood of the Svadhiti

tree. In RV. IX, 96, 6, svadhitir vanandm may well mean
•the strong axe among woods,’ the axe being naturally

made of the strongest wood. In V, 32, 10, a devi svadhiti/^

is mentioned, possibly the lightning, the companion of Indra

and the Maruts.

Kote 2. The tire of the chariot of the Maruts is frequently

mentioned. It was considered not only as an essential

part of their chariot, but likewise as useful for crushing the

enemy ;

V, 52,, 9. uta pavya rathdnam adrim bhindanti o^asi.

They cut the mountain (cloud) with the tire of their

chariots.

I, 166, 10. pavishu kshura/^5 adhi.

On their tires are sharp edges.

In V, 31, 5, tires are mentioned without horses and

chariot, which were turned by Indra against the Dasyus

(I, 64, ii). I doubt, however, whether in India or else-

where the tires or the wheels of chariots were ever used as

weapons of attack, as detached from the chariot
;
(see M. M.,

On Pavirava, in Beitrage zur Vergleichenden Sprach-

forschung, vol. iii, p. 447*) If we translate the figurative

language of the Vedic poets into matter-of-fact terms^ the

tires of the chariots of the Maruts may be rendered by

thunderbolts
;
yet by the poets of the Veda, as by the

ancient* people of Germany, thunder was really supposed

to be the noise of the chariot of a god, and it was but a

continuation of the same belief that the sharp wheels of

that chariot were supposed to cut and crush the clouds

;

(see M. M., loc. cit, p. 444-)

Verse 3 ,

Note 1. That the vajis are small weapons, Icnives or

daggers, we saw before, p. 71. S^yana. here explains v^j-i

by a weapon commonly called Hra, or an awl. In X, 101,

10, vaj-is are mentioned, made of stone, aj*man-mayi.

The difficulty begins with the second half. Medha, as

here written in the Pada text, could only be a plural of
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a neuter medhaj but such a neuter does nowhere exist in

the Veda. We only find the masculine medha, sacrifice,

which is out of the question here, on account of its accent.

Hence the passage III, 58, ii, firdhva>^ bhavanti pitard-iva

is of no assistance, unless we alter the accent.

The feminine medh^ means will, thought, prayer: I, 18, 6;

II, 34, 7 ; IV, 33, 10; V, i^7,4; 4a, 13 ; VII, 104, 6 ;
VIII,

6, 10; 5!^, 9; IX, 9, 9; 2,6, 3; 3^, 5
; 65, 16; 107, 25;

X, 91, 8. The construction does not allow us to take

medha as a Vedic instrumental instead of medhayd, nor

does such a form occur anywhere else in the Rig-veda.

Nothing remains, I believe, but to have recourse to con-

jecture, and the addition of a single Visarga in the Pada

would remove all difficulty. In the next line, if tuvi-dyum-

nasa/^ be the subject, it would signify the priests. This,

however, is again without any warrant from the Rig-veda,

where tuvi-dyumna is always used as an epithet of gods.

I therefore take it as referring to the Maruts, as an

adjective in the nominative, following the vocatives maruta^

su-^dtd/^. The conception that the Maruts stir up the

forests is not of unfrequent occurrence in the Rig-veda

:

cf. 1, 171, 3. That fiirdhva is used of the mind, in the sense

of roused, may be seen in I, 119, 2 ; 134, i
; 144, i ; VII,

64, 4. The idea in the poet’s mind seems to have been

that the thunderbolts of the Maruts rouse up men to prayer

as they stir the tops of the forest trees. Ludwig takes

medha, masc., in the sense of lance, comparing.it with

Icelandic meidhr, but the two words cannot well be the

same. Possibly vana may be meant for lances :
^ May

they raise our minds, like lances see note to I, 17 1, 3.

Note 2. On dhan in the sense of to agitate, see B. and

R. s. V. The shaking of the stone may be the shaking of

the stone for distilling the heavenly Soma or the rain
;
but

adri may also be meant for the thunderbolt. I now take

tuvidyumna for an adjective referring to the Maruts, be-

cause it is a divine rather than a human epithet. Still, the

passage is doubtful.

Verse 4.

JTote 1. The first question is, which is the subject, ahdni
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or gridhr^h ? If gridh.ttk were the subject, then we should

have to translate it by the eager poets, and take ahani in

the sense of vi^vi ahS,ni. The sense then might be :
' Day

by day did the eager poets sing around you this prayer.’

There would be several objections, however, to this render-

ing. First, gridhxkk^ though metaphorically applicable to

poets, never occurs again as signifying poets or priests.

One passage only could be quoted in support, IX, 97, 57,

kavaya^^J nd gr/dhrd^ (not gridhr^k), like greedy poets.

But even here, if indeed the translation is right, the

adjective is explained by kavi, and does not stand by
itself. Secondly, ahini by itself is never used adverbially

in the sense of day after ,day. The only similar passage

that might be quoted is III, 34, 10, and that is very

doubtful. To take ahdni as a totally different word, viz.

as a+hdni, without ceasing, without wearying, would be

too bold in the present state of Vedic interpretation. If

then we take ahini as the subject, grMhriik would have to

be taken as a vocative, and intended for the Maruts. Now,

it is perfectly true, that by itself gr/dhra, hawk, does not

occur again as a name of the Maruts, but syeni, hawk,

and particularly a strong hawk (IX, 96, 6), is not only a

common simile applied to the Maruts, but is actually used

as one of their names

:

VII, 56, 3. abhf sva-pubhi/^ mitha>^ vapanta vata-svanasa/^

.yyena^ asp?"fdhran.

They plucked each other with their beaks (?), the hawks,

rushing like the wind, strove together.

AgUi^ might be the aorist of gai^ to sing, or of g^,

to go:

I, 174, 8. sand td te indra ndvyd^ a agu-^.

New poets, O Indra, sang these thy old deeds.

Ill, 56, a, gava^ a agu^.

The cows approached.

If then the sense of the first line is, ^Days went and

came back to you,’ the next question is whether we are

to extend the construction to the next words, imdm dhfyam

vdrkdryam ka, devim, or whether these words are to be

joined to knOTanta>^, like brahma. The meaning of
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v^rMrya is, of course, unknown. Sdya;/a’s interpretation

as ^what is to be made by means of water’ is merely

etymological, and does not help us much. It is true that

the object of the hymn, which is addressed to the Maruts,

is rain, and that literally vdrkirya might be explained as

‘that the effect of which is rain.’ But this is far too

artificial a word for Vedic poets. Possibly there was some
other word that had become unintelligible and which, by
a slight change, was turned into vdrkiryS, in order to

give the meaning of rain-producing. It might have been

^arkirya, glorious, or the song of a poet called Varkara, or,

as Ludwig suggests, Vr^kari. The most likely supposition

is that varkarya was the name given to some famous hymn,

some psean or song of triumph belonging to the Gotamas,

possibly to some verses of the very hymn before us. In

this case the epithet devi would be quite appropriate, for

it is frequently used for a sacred or sacrificial song : IV, 43,

I. devim su-stutim
;

III, 18, 3. imam dhfyam j*ata-s^yiya

devim. See, however, the note to verse 6.

The purport of the whole line would then be that many
days have gone for the Maruts as well as for the famous

hymn once addressed to them by Gotama, or, in other

words, that the Gotamas have long been devoted to the

Maruts, an idea frequently recurring in the hymns of the

Veda, and, in our case, carried on in the next verse, where

it is said that the present hymn is like one that Gotama

composed when he saw the Maruts or spoke of them as

wild boars with iron tusks. The pushing up the lid of the

well for to drink, means that they obtained rain from the

cloud, which is here, as before, represented as a covered

well.

See another explanation in Haug, tJber die urspningliche

Bedeutung des Wortes Brahma, 1868, p. 5.

Verse 6.

Kote 1. Yd^na commonly means a chariot

:

VI, 62, 6. are;2\i-bhi/2^ yd^anebhi^ bhu^anti.

You who possess dustless chariots.

VIII, 7^3 6. aj-va^vat yo^anam hnhdt
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The great chariot with horses.

It then became the name for a distance to be accom-

plished without unharnessing the horses, just as the Latin

jugum, a yoke, then a juger of land, 'quod uno jugo

bourn uno die exarari posset,’ Pliny XVIII, 3, 3, 9.

In our passage, however, yq^na means a hymn, lit. a

composition, which is clearly its meaning in

VIII, 90, 3. brahma te indra girva^^a/^ kriyante anatid-

bhut&, ima ^shasva hari-ai“va yo^anA indra ya te

amanmahi.

Unequalled prayers are made for thee, praiseworthy

Indra ;
accept these hymns which we have devised for

thee, O Indra with bright horses 1

ISTote 2. Varahu has here the same meaning as vardha,

wild boar (VIII, 77, 10 ;
X, a8, 4). It occurs once more, I,

idJ, II, as applied to Vr/tra, who is also called vardha, I,

61, 7 ;
X, 99, 6. In X, 67, 7, vrhhsL-hhik varahsiiA (with

the accent on the penultimate) is intended for the Maruts^

Except in this passage, vardha has the accent on the last

syllable. In IX, 97, 7, vardhd is applied to Soma.

Verse 6.

This last verse is almost unintelligible to me. I give,

however, the various attempts that have been made to

explain it.

Wilson ; This is that praise, Maruts, which, suited (to

your merits), glorifies every one of you. The speech of the

priest has now glorified you, without difficulty, with sacred

verses, since (you have placed) food in our hands.

Benfey: Dies Lied—Maruts!—das hinter euch empor-

strebt, es klingt zuruck gleich eines Beters Stimme. Muhlos

schuf solche Lieder er, entsprechend eurer Arme Kraft.

(Note: Der zum Himmel schallende Lobgesang findet

seinen Widerhall (wirklich, ‘ bebt zuruck ’) in dem Sturm-

a SeeGenthe,Die Windgottheiten,i86i,p.r4; Grimm, Deutsche

Mythologie, p. 689. Grimm mentions eburSrung (boar-throng)

as a name of Orion, the star that betokens storm.

[32] .N
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geheul der Maruts, welches mit dem Geheul des Betenden

verglichen wird.)

Ludwig : Discs lied, o Marut, euch unterstiitzend (auf-

nemend) als eines priesters braust euch entgegen, nach-

brausen hat es gemacht ohne muhe in (die) der nahe die

gottliche weise (ihrer) arme.

My own translation is to a great extent conjectural.

It seems to me from verse 3, that the poet offers both a

hymn of praise and a libation of Soma. Possibly vdrkiryd

in verse 4 might be taken in the sense of Soma-juice, and

be derived from valkala, which in later Sanskrit means the

bark of trees. In that case verse 5 would again refer to

the hymn of Gotama, and verse 6 to the libation which is

to accompany it. Anu-bhartri does not occur again, but

it can only mean what supports or refreshes, and therefore

would be applicable to a libation of Soma which supports

the gods. The verb stobhati would well express the rushing

sound of the Soma, as in I, i 58
, 8, it expresses the rushing

noise of the waters against the fellies of the chariots. The

next line adds little beyond stating that this libation of

Soma rushes forth freely from the hands^ the gabhastis

being specially mentioned in other passages where the

crushing of the Soma-plant is described :

IX, 71, 3. adri-bhi^ suta>^! pavate gabhastyoy^.

The Soma squeezed by the stones runs from the hands.

The translation would then be : O Maruts, this comfort-

ing draught (of Soma) rushes towards you, like the speech

of ay' suppliant; it rushed freely from our hands, as our

draiights (of Soma) are wont to do.

<6n svadh^, see p. 3^^.
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MANBALA I, 'HYMN 165.

ASHJAKA II, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 24-26.

To THE Maruts and Indra.

The Prologue.

The sacrificer speaks

;

1. To what splendour do the Maruts all equally^

cling 2, they who are of the same age, and dwell

in the same nest ? With what thoughts ?—from

whence are they come ® ? Do these heroes sing

forth their (own) strength wishing for wealth ?

2. Whose prayers have the youths accepted ?

Who has turned the Maruts to his own sacrifice?

By what strong desire ^ may we arrest them, they

who float through the air like hawks ?

The Dialogue.

The Maruts speak

:

3. From whence^, O Indra, dost thou come alone,

thou who art mighty ? O lord of men what has

thus happened to thee ? Thou greetest (us) ^ when

thou comest together with (us), the bright (Maruts)*

Tell us then, thou with thy bay horses, what thou

hast against us

!

Indra speaks

:

4. The sacred songs are mine, (mine are) the

prayers ^
;
sweet ® are the libations ! My strength

rises®, my thunderbolt is hurled forth. They call

for me, the hymns yearn for me. Here are my

horses, they carry me hither.

The Maruts speak

:

5. From thence, in company with our strong

N.2
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friends ^ having adorned our bodies, we now har-

ness our fallow deer® with all our might®;—for,

Indra, according to custom, thou hast come to be

with us.

Indra speaks

;

6. Where, O Maruts, was that custom with you,

when you left me alone in the killing of Ahi ? I

indeed am terrible, powerful, strong,— I escaped

from the blows of every enemy
The Maruts speak

:

7. Thou hast achieved much with us as com-

panions With equal valour, O hero ! let us

achieve then many things, O thou most powerful.

O Indra! whatever we, O Maruts, wish with our

mind ®.

Indra speaks

:

8. I slew Vr/tra, O Maruts, with (Indra’s) might,

having grown powerful through my own vigour
;

I,

who hold the thunderbolt in my arms, have made

these all-brilliant waters to flow freely for man k

The Maruts speak

:

9. Nothing, O mighty lord, is strong^ before thee

:

no one is known among the gods® like unto thee. No
one who is now born ® comes near, no one who has

been born. Do what thou wilt do ^ thou who art

grown so strong.

Indra speaks

:

10. Almighty strength be mine alone, whatever I

may do, daring in my.heart for I indeed, O Maruts,

am known as terrible ; of all that I threw down, I,

Indra, am the lord.

Indra speaks

:

11. O Maruts, now your praise has pleased me,

the glorious hymn which you have made for me, ye
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men!—for me, for Indra, for the jo)rtful hero, as

friends for a friend, for your own sake, and by your

own efforts \

Indra speaks

:

12. Truly, there they are, shining towards me,

bringing blameless glory, bringing food. O Maruts,

wherever I have looked for you, you have appeared

to me in bright splendour; appear to me also

now I

The Epilogue.

The sacrificer speaks

:

13. Who has magnified you here, O Maruts ?

Come hither, O friends, towards your friends. Y

e

brilliant Maruts, welcoming^ these prayers, be mind-

ful ® of these my rites.

14. The wisdom of Minya has brought us hither,

that he should help as the poet helps the performer

of a sacrifice^ : turn hither quickly^! Maruts, on to

the sage I the singer has recited these prayers for

you.

15. May this your praise, O Maruts, this song of

M^nd^rya, the son ofMinaS the poet, bring offspring ^

for ourselves with food. May we have an invigorat-

ing autumn, with quickening rain ®.
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NOTES.
A critical examination of Professor von Roth’s remarks on this hymn,

together with some supplementary notes of my own, will be found in the Pre-

face to this volume.

According to the Anukrama^^ik^ this hymn is a dialogue

between Agastya, the Maruts, and Indra. A careful consi-

deration of the hymn would probably have led us to a similar

conclusion, but I doubt whether it would have led us to

adopt the same distribution of the verses among the poet,

the Maruts, and Indra, as that adopted by the author of the

Anukrama^^ikd. He assigns the first two verses to Indra,

the third, fifth, seventh, and ninth to the Maruts, the

fourth, sixth, eighth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth to Indra,

and the three concluding verses to Agastya. I think that

the two verses in the beginning, as well as the three con-

cluding verses, belong certainly to Agastya or to whoever
else the real performer of the sacrifice may have been. The
two verses in the beginning cannot be ascribed to Indra,

who, to judge from his language, would never say:
‘ By what strong desire may we arrest the Maruts ? ’ It

might seem, in fact, as if the three following verses too

should be ascribed to the sacrificer, so that the dialogue

between Indra and the Maruts would begin only with the

sixth verse. The third verse might well be addressed to

Indra by the sacrificer, and in the fourth verse we might

see a description of all that he had done for Indra. What
is against this view, however, is the phrase prabhnW^ me
adri^. If used by the sacrificer, it might seem to mean,
‘ my stone, i. e. the stone used for squeezing the Soma, has

been brought forth,’ But though Professor Roth assigns

this meaning to prdbh/^fta in our passage, I doubt whether,

in connection with ddri, or with vd^a, prabhnta can mean
anything but hurled. Thus we read :

I, 6i, asmaf ft (fti) pra bhara—vntr^ya va^ram.

Hurl thou, Indra, the thunderbolt against this Vr/tra.

V, 3!^, 7. ydt Im v^asya prd-bhntau dad^bha.

When Indra conquered him in the hurling of the

thunderbolt,
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I therefore suppose the dialogue to begin with verse 3,
and I find that Langlois, though it may be from different

reasons, arrived at the same conclusion.

There can be little doubt that the other verses, to verse

12, are rightly apportioned between Indra and the Maruts.

Verse 12 might perhaps be attributed again to the wor-

shipper of the Maruts, but as there is no absolute necessity

for assigning it to him, it is better to follow the tradition

and to take it as the last verse of Indra's speech. It would
seem, in fact, as if these ten verses, from 3 to 12, formed

an independent poem, which was intended to show the

divine power of the Maruts. That their divine power was
sometimes denied, and that Indra’s occasional contempt of

them was well known to the Vedic poets, will become
evident from other hymns. This dialogue seems therefore

to have been distinctly intended to show that, in spite of

occasional misunderstandings between the Maruts and the

all-powerful Indra, Indra himself had fully recognised their

power and accepted their friendship. If we suppose that

this dialogue was repeated at sacrifices in honour of the

Maruts, or that possibly it was acted by two parties, one

representing Indra, the other the Maruts and their followers,

then the two verses in the beginning and the three at the

end ought to be placed in the mouth of the actual sacrificer,

whoever he was. He begins by asking, Who has attracted

the Maruts to his sacrifice, and by what act of praise and

worship can they be delighted ? Then follows the dialogue

in honour of the Maruts, and after it the sacrificer asks

again, ‘Who has magnified the Maruts, i. e. have not we
magnified them ?

’ and he implores them to grant him their

friendship in recognition of his acts of worship. If then

we suppose that the dialogue was the work of Minddrya

Mdnya, the fourteenth verse, too, would lose something of

its obscurity. Coming from the mouth of the actual sacri-

ficer, it would mean, ‘ the wisdom, or the poetical power, of

Mdnya has brought us to this, has induced us to do

this, i. e. to perform this dialogue of M^nya, so that he,

Mdnya, should assist, as a poet assists the priest at a

sacrifice.’ Of course all this is and can only be guess-work.
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We do not know the age of Mdnya nor that of Agastya.
We do not know whether they were contemporaries or not.

But supposing that M^nya was present at the sacrifice,

vipra might be meant for Mdnya; and in the last words, too,
® the singer has recited these prayers for you,’ the singer

(^arita) might again be Mdnya, the powerful poet whose
services the sacrificer had engaged, and whose famous
dialogue between Indra and the Maruts was considered a

safe means of winning their favour. It would be in keeping

with all this, if in the last verse the sacrificer once more
informed the Maruts that this hymn of praise was the work
of the famous poet Minddrya, the son of Mdna, and if he then

concluded with the usual prayer for safety, food, and progeny.

No verse of this hymn occurs in the Sima-veda
;
verse 3=

VS. XXXIII, 27 ;
verse 4=VS. XXXIII, 78; verse 6=TB.

n, 8,3,5; verse 8=TB. 11,8,3, 6; verse 9=VS. XXXIII, 79.

Verse 1 ,

Note 1. As samdni occurs in the Veda as the femi-

nine of sam^na (cf. IV, 51, 9; X, 191, 3; 4), samdnyS

might, no doubt, be taken as an instrumental, belonging

to i'ubha. We should then have to translate :
‘ With what

equal splendour are the Maruts endowed ? ’ S^ya;^a adopts

the same explanation, while Wilson, who seems to have

read samanya/^, translates ‘of one dignity.’ Professor Roth,

s. V. myaksh, would seem to take sam^ny^ as some kind

of substantive, and he refers to another passage, I, 167, 4,

sidh^ra;^yS"iva mariita/^ mimikshu^, without, however, de-

tailing his interpretation of these passages.

It cannot be said that Siya^a’s explanation is objec-

tionable, yet there is something awkward in qualifying by

an adjective, however indefinite, what forms the subject

of an interrogative sentence, and it would be possible to

avoid this, by taking saminyS as an adverb. It is clearly

used as an adverb in III, 54, 7 ;
VIII, 83, 8.

Note 2. MimikshUi?5 is the perfect of myaksh, in the

sense of to be firmly joined with something. It has there-

fore a more definite meaning than the Latin miscere and

the Greek which come from the same source, i, e.
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from a root mik or mig, in Sanskrit also mb in miy-ra;

(see Curtins, Grundziige, p. 300.) There may be indeed

one or two passages in the Veda where myaksh seems to

have the simple meaning of mixing, but it will be seen that

they constitute a small minority compared with those where

myaksh has the meaning of holding to, sticking to
;

I mean
X, 104, a. mimikshdi^ yam ddraya^ indra tubhyam.

The Soma which the stones have mixed for thee.

This form cannot be derived from mimiksh, but is the

3rd pers, plur. perf. Parasm. of myaksh. It may, however,

be translated, ‘ This Soma which the stones have grasped or

squeezed for thee,’ as may be seen from passages quoted

hereafter, in which myaksh is construed with an accusative.

II, 3, II. ghntdm mimikshe.

The butter has been mixed.

This form cannot be derived from mimiksh, but is the

3rd pers. sing. perf. Atm. of myaksh. If the meaning of

mixing should be considered inadmissible, we might in

this verse also translate, ‘The butter has become fixed,

solid, or coagulated.’

Leaving out of consideration for the present the forms

which are derived from mimiksh, we find the following

passages in which myaksh occurs. Its original meaning

must have been to be mixed with, to be joined to, and

in many passages that original sense is still to be recog-

nised, only with the additional idea of being firmly joined,

of sticking to, or, in an active sense, laying hold of, grasping

firmly,

1 . Without any case

:

I, 169, 3. amyak sa te indra rishtik asm6 (fti).

This thy spear, O Indra, sat firm for us.

This would mean that Indra held his weapon well, as a

soldier ought to hold his spear. Amyak is the 3rd pers.

sing, of a second aor. Parasm., dmyaksham, amyak(sh+ 1)

;

(Say. pripnoti.) Cf. VIII, 61, 18.

3. With locative :

X, 44, 2. mimyaksha vd^a^ nrf-pate gabhastau.

In thy fist, O king, the thunderbolt rests firmly.
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I, 167, 3. mimyaksha ydshu sii-dhiti

—

ris\itik.

To whom clings the well-grasped spear.

VI5 50, 5. mimyaksha y^shu rodasi mi devii

Towhom the goddess Rodasi clings. (S^y. sa;/2ga/^>^/2ate.)

VIj II, 5. amyakshi sadma sadane przthivySA

The seat was firmly set on the seat of the earth. (Sdy.

gamyate, parignhyate.) It is the 3rd pers. sing. aor. pass.

VI5 29, a. K yasmin haste niry&.k mimikshi5>^ a rdthe

hira/^ydye rathe-sthtt, S. ra.?maya>^ gabhastyo^ sthfirayo^

& adhvan isvks^k vrl^2M^h yu^dna.^.

To whose hand men cling, in whose golden chariot the

drivers stand firm, in whose strong fists the reins are w'ell

held, on whose path the harnessed stallions hold together.

(Sdy. dsi>^yante, dpftryante
; or isinka,nti, pilrayanti.)

X, 96, 3. fndre nf rup^ hdritd mimikshire.

Bright colours stuck or clung or settled on Indra. (Sdy.

nishiktdni babhiivu^
;
mihe>^ sanantdt karma/n rftpam.)

3. With instrumental

:

I, 165, I. kayd i*ubhS mariita/^ sam mimikshu/^.

To what splendour do the Maruts cling; or, what

splendour clings to them.?

V, 58, 5. svayd maty^ mariita/^ sdm mimikshu/5:. (See

also I, 165, 1.)

The Maruts cling to their own thought or will. (Sdy.

vnsh/yd samyak si?7>^anti.)

I, 167, 4, yavy^ sddhdra;^y^-iva manita^ mimikshu^.

The Maruts cling to the young maid, as if she belonged

to all. See I, 173, ;
VIII, 98, 8 ;

or VI, ^7, 6.

I, 87, 6. bhdsui-bhi^ sam mimikshire.

The Maruts were joined with splendour. (Sdy. me^^um
i/^Manti.)

4. With accusative:

VIII, 61, 18. nf ya va^ram mimikshdtu//.

Thy two arms which have firmly grasped the thunderbolt.

(Sty. p^r^grihnit^/^.)

Here I should also prefer to place VII, ao, 4, ifwe might

read mimikshe or mimyaksha, for it is impossible to take

mlmikshan for anything but a participle of the desiderative

of mih, which does not yield an appropriate meaning.
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ni va^ram fndra^ mimikshan.

Grasping firmly the thunderbolt. (Sdy. .^atrushu pr4-

payan.)

VI, 29, 3. .rriye te pad^ diiva^ a mimikshu;^.

Thy servants embrace thy feet for their happiness. (Sdy.

dsi;?>^anti, samarpayanti.)

Like other verbs which mean to join, myaksh, if accom-

panied by prepositions expressive of separation, means to

separate. (Cf. vi-yukta, se-junctus.)

II, 28, 6. apo (iti) su myaksha varu^^a bhiyasam mat.

Remove well from me, O Varu^^a, terror. (S^y. apa-

gamaya.)

Quite distinct from this is the desiderative or inchoative

verb mimiksh, from mih, in the sense of to sprinkle, or

to shower, chiefly used with reference to the gods who
are asked to sprinkle the sacrifice with rain. Thus we

read :

I, 142, 3. madhvd ya^/iam mimikshati.

(Narii*a^^sa) sprinkles the sacrifice with rain.

IX, 107, 6. madhvd yzgnixa mimiksha na/^.

Sprinkle (O Soma) our sacrifice with rain.

I, 34, 3. trik adya madhund mimikshatam.

O A.fvins, sprinkle the sacrifice with rain thrice to-day

!

I, 47, 4. madhvi yagnim mimikshatam.''

O Ajvins, sprinkle the sacrifice with rain

!

5 . Without madhu

:

I, 22, 13. mahi dyaii^ pnthivi ka, na/z imam yzgnim

mimikshatdm.

May the great heaven and earth sprinkle this our sacrifice.

6, With madhu in the accusative

:

VI, 70, 5, madhu nak dyavdprfthivi (iti) mimikshatalm.

May heaven and earth shower down rain for us.

Very frequently the A.fvins are asked to sprinkle the

sacrifice with their whip. This whip seems originally, like

the whip of the Maruts, to have been intended for the

cracking noise of the storm, preceding the rain. Then as

whips had possibly some similarity to the instruments used

for sprinkling butter on the sacrificial viands, the Asvins are
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asked to sprinkle the sacrifice with their whip, i. e. to give

rain:

I, 157, 4. madhu-matyi na>^ ka^aya mimikshatam.

O Alvins, sprinkle us with your rain-giving whip.

I, 2,2, 3. t&yi ya^/lam mimikshatam.

O Alvins, sprinkle the sacrifice with it (your whip).

7. Lastly, we find such phrases as,

I, 48, 16. sam nai^ r^ya—mimikshva.

Sprinkle us with wealth, i, e. shower wealth down upon
us. Here mih is really treated as a Hu-verb in the

Atmanepada, though others take it for mimikshasva.

As an adjective, mimikshii is applied to Indra (III, 50, 3),

and mimiksha to Soma (VI, 34, 4).

Note 3. I do not see how et^sa^ can here be taken in

any sense but that suggested by the Pada, ^-itisa^, come
near. Professor Roth thinks it not impossible that it may
be meant for the fallow deer, the usual team of the

Maruts. These Etas are mentioned in verse 5, but there

the Pada gives quite correctly 6tin, not ^-it^n, and Siya^^a

explains it accordingly by gantfin.

Note 4. The idea that the Maruts proclaim their own

strength occurred before, I, 87, 3. It is a perfectly natural

conception, for the louder the voice of the wind, the greater

its strength, and vice versa.

Verse 2.

Note 1. Manas here, as elsewhere, is used in the sense of

thought preceding speech, desire, or devotion not yet ex-

pressed in prayer. See Taitt. Sa/^^h. V, i, 3, 3. yat purusho

manas^lbhiga/^y^^ati tad vkkk vadati, what a man grasps in

his mind, that he expresses by speech. Professor Roth sug-

gests an emendation which is ingenious, but not necessary,

viz. maha ndmasS,, with great adoration, an expression which

occurs, if not in VI, 17, at least in VII, i. We
find, however, the phrase mahS mdnasd in

VI, 40, 4. & ydhi ^‘a.yvat u.yata yaydtha fndra mah^ manas^

soma-p6yam,

dpa hxiihmtni srimvdik ima na^ atha te y^Lgnih tanve

vaya^ dh^t.
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Come hither, thou hast always come, Indra, to our

libation through our yearning great desire. Mayest thou

hear these our prayers, and may then the sacrifice put

vigour in thy body.

It is curious to observe that throughout the Rig-veda the

instrumental singular mah^ is always used as an adjective

belonging to some term or other for praise and prayer.

Besides the passages mentioned, we find

:

II, 1^4, 1, ay^ vidhema navayi maha gir£

Let us sacrifice with this new great song.

VI, 51^, 17. su-ukt4na mah^ namasd ^ vivise.

I worship with a hymn with great adoration, or I worship

with a great hymn in adoration. VIII, 46, 14. giya girS

maha vf-i^etasam. Celebrate the wise Indra with a great

song. Otherwise we might translate. Thou hast always

come with a great yearning desire.

Verse 3 .

ITote 1. We ought to scan kuta^ tvam indra mdhina^

san, because ydsi, being anuddtta, could not begin a new

pdda. It would be more natural to translate kiita^ by

why? for the Maruts evidently wish to express their sur-

prise at Indra s going to do battle alone and without their

assistance. I do not think, however, that in the Rig-veda,

even in the latest hymns, kuta^ has as yet a causal meaning,

and I have therefore translated it in the same sense in which

it occurs before in the poet’s address to the Maruts.

Note 2. Sat-pati, lord of men, means lord of real men,

of heroes, and should not be translated by good lord. Sat

by itself is frequently used in the sense of heroes, of men

physically rather than morally good

:

II, I, 3. tvam agne fndra>^ vrishdhhAk satdm asi.

Thou, Agni, art Indra, the hero among heroes.

Ij 173, 7. samat-su tvd .rura satam urd^^am.

Thee, 0 hero, in battles the protector of (good and true)

men.

Note 3. The meaning of sdm prfy^Mase is very much the

same as that of sdm vadasva in I, 170, 5.

Note 4. 5ubhdnd is evidently meant as a name for the
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Maruts, who thus speak of themselves in the third person,

which is by no means unusual in the Rig-veda.

Mahldhara explains suhhknddA by .?obhanair va^aiiai>^i.

Verse 4.

Indra certainly addresses his old friends, the Maruts,

very unceremoniously, but this, though at first startling,

was evidently the intention of the poet. He wished to

represent a squabble between Indra and the Maruts, such

as they were familiar with in their own village life, and

this was to be followed by a reconciliation. The boorish

rudeness, selfishness, and boastfulness here ascribed to

Indra may seem offensive to those who cannot divest

themselves of the modern meaning of deities, but looked

upon from the right point of view, it is really full of interest.

Hote 1. Brdhm^;2i and mataya>^ are here mentioned

separately in the same way as a distinction is made
between brdhman, st6ma, and ukthd, IV, 2,2,, i

;
VI, 2,^, 1

;

between hribrntni and gfra^. III, 51? ^ j between brahma,

gfra>^, and stdma/^, VI, 38, 3 ;
between brdhma, gfra/%, ukthS,

and mdnma, VI, 38, 4, &c.

Ifote 2. 5am, which I have here translated by sweet, is

a difficult word to render. It is used as a substantive, as

an adjective, and as an adverb; and in several instances

it must remain doubtful whether it was meant for one or

the other. The adverbial character is almost always, if

not always, applicable, though in English there is no

adverb of such general import as sim, and we must there-

fore render it differently, although we are able to perceive

that in the mind of the poet it might still have been con-

ceived as an adverb, in the sense of 'well’ I shall arrange

the principal passages in which sim occurs according to the

verbs with which it is construed.

1. With bhh

:

VIII, 79, 7. bhava na^ soma .yam hrid6.

Be thou, Soma, well (pleasant) to our heart. Cf. VIII,

82, 3.

VIII, 48, 4. .ydm na^ bhava hridd ^ pitd.^ indo (fti).
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Be thou well (sweet) to our heart, when drunk, O Soma

!

Cf.X, 9, 4.

I, 90, 9. ^am na^ bhavatu aryaml
May Aryaman be well (kind) to us I

VI, 74, 1, sim nB.k bhutam dvi-pade i*am ^atu^-pade.

May Soma and Rudrabe well (kind) to our men and cattle.

Here i^am might be rendered as an adverb, or as an
adjective, or even as a substantive, in the sense of health

or blessing.

Cf. VII, 54j I
;

IX, 69, 7. The expression dvipad and
y^dtu/^-pad is curiously like what occurs in the prayers of

the Eugubian tables, Fisovie San^ie, ditu ocre Fisi, tote

Jovine, ocrer Fisie, totar Jovinar dupursus, peturpursus
fato fito (Umbrische Sprachdenkmaler, ed. Aufrecht, p. 198);

and also in the edicts of Piyadasi, dupada-z^atupadesu

pakhivdlii^alesu, ^aux bipMes, aux quadrupedes, aux vola-

tiles, aux animaux qui se meuvent dans les eaux.’ See
Burnouf, Lotus, p. 667.

II, 38, II. sim yit stotr/-hhyB.k dpaye bhavdti.

Whatmaybe well (a pleasure) for the praisers, for the friend.

X; 37; 10. i'am na^ bhava Hkshasd.

Be kind to us with thy light

!

2. With as

:

VIII, 17, 6. soma.^ sim astu te hnde.
May the Soma be well (agreeable) to thy heart 1

Ij ^3 7- te santu pra-y^etase.

May the Somas be well (pleasing) to thee, the wise

!

V, II, 5. tiibhyam manish^ iyam astu ^am hrfde.

May this prayer be well (acceptable) to thy heart

!

I, 1 1 4, I. ydthd .ram asat dvi-pdde Htu/^-pade.

That it may be well for our men and cattle. Cf. X,

1^5 ;
I

; 3 *

VII, 85
, 8. .ram nsik kshdme .ram -Cim (I'ti) yoge na.^ astu.

May it be well with us in keeping and acquiring

!

V, 7 ? 9* ^ te—agne .rdm dsti dhayase.

He who is lief to thee to support, i.e. he whom thou

likest to support.

V, 74, 9. sim Urn (fti) sd vam—asmakam astu ^arkntf/^

Let there be happiness to you—glory to us

!
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3 . With as or bhii understood

:

VI, 45, 22i. sim ydt gave nd ^dkine.

A song which is pleasant to the mighty Indra, as food

to an ox.

VIII, 13, II. sim it hi te.

For it is well for thee.

X, 86, 15. manthd// te indra ^dm hr/d6 .

The mixture is pleasant to thy heart, O Indra

!

X, 97, 18, dram kamdya, sim hndd.

Enough for love, pleasant to the heart.

VI, 34, 3. ^am tdt asmai.

That is pleasant to him.

VI, 21, 4. kd^ te ya^/?a^ mdnase sim vdrdya.

What sacrifice seems to thy mind pleasant to select ?

4. With kar

:

I, 43, 6. j-dm na^ karati arvate.

May he do well to our horse, i. e. may he benefit our horses.

IV, I, 3. tokaya tu^d—^am k?^fdhi.

Do good to our children and progeny, or bless us for

the procreation of children.

VIII, 18, 8. i-dm nak karata/^ aj'vfnd.

May the two Ai’vins do us good

!

5 . With vah

:

I, 157, 3. i*dm na/2 a vakshat dvi-pade ^dtu^-pade.

May he bring blessing to us for man and cattle.

VIII, 5, 2,0. tena na^—parve tokaya .ram gave, vahatam

pivari/e isha>^.

Bring to us rich food, a blessing to cattle, to children,

and to the ox.

6. With verbs, such as pu, vd, and others, where it is

clearly used as an adverb :

IX, II, 3. sd>^ naA pavasva sim gave .ram ^dndya i’dm

arvate, ram rd^an 6shadhtbhya>^,

Do thou, king Soma, stream upon us, a blessing for the

ox,^"a blessing for man, a blessing for the horse, a blessing

for the plants. Cf. IX, ii, 7 ; 4 ; 61, 15 ; 109, 5.

VII, 35, 4. rdm na^ ishird/^ abhf vdtu vdtay^.
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May the brisk wind blow kindly upon us, or blow a
blessing upon us I

VII, 35, 6. sim m.k tvashifd gniWAh iha srinoti.

May Tvash/ar with the goddesses hear us here well, i. e.

auspiciously

!

VII, 33j 8. i-dm nav^ surya>^—dt etu.

May the sun rise auspiciously for us

!

VIII, 18, 9. ^dm na^ tapatu suryai.

May the sun warm us well

!

Ill, 13, 6. sim xidih sokd,—dgne.

Shine well for us, O Agni

!

Sim Yoh.

Sim also occurs in a phrase that has puzzled the inter-

preters of the Veda very much, viz. sim y6h. These are

two words, and must both be taken as substantives
, though

originally they may have been adverbs. Their meaning

seems to have been much the same, and in English they

may safely be rendered by health and wealth, in the old

acceptation of these words :

Ij 93 j 7* dhattam yd̂ mdndya sim yoh.

Give,~A^i ahd~Soma,to the sacrificeThealth and wealth.

I, 106, ^. sim yoh yat te mdnu^-hitam tat tmahe.

Brfhaspati, we ask for health and wealth which thou

gavest to Manu,.

114, 2. ydt ^dm kz. y6k kz. mixmh d~ye^6 pit^ tat

a.syima tava rudra pra-nitishu.

Rudra, the health and wealth which Manu, the father,

obtained, may we reach it under thy guidance.

II, 33, 13. yani mdnu^ dvW/^ita pitS na^ ta sim kz y6h kz

rudrdsya vajmi.

The medicines which our father Manu chose, those I

desire, the health and wealth of Rudra.

'T, 189, 2. bhava tokaya tanaydya jam y6h.

Be to our offspring health and wealth I

"TV, 12,, 5. yikkhz tokaya tdnaydya jam yoh.

Give to our offspring health and wealth

!

^5 69, 3. i7e tokdya tdnaydya jam y6k.

I ask for our offspring health and wealth,

[32] 9
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VI, 50, 7, dhata tokaya tdnaydya i*am y6h.

Give to our offspring health and wealth !

X, 182,^1. atha karat y4g*aminiya sim y6k.

May he then produce for the sacrificer health and wealth.

VII, 69, 5. t^na nsik sim yoh—ni aivin^l vahatam.

On that chariot bring to us, Amns, health and wealth.

Ill, 17, 3. atha bhava ya^am&naya sim y6k
Then, Agni, be health and wealth to the sacrificer.

Ill, 18, 4. hrihit sfiyzh .ya^amindshu dhehi, revat agne

viwamitreshu ^am y6>^.

Give, Agni, much food to those who praise thee, give to

the Vi^yvUmitras richly health and wealth.

X, 15, 4. itha na^ sim y6h arapd>^ dadhAta.

And give us health and wealth without a flaw ! Cf. X, 59, 8.

X, 37, II. tat asm6 .yam y6h arapa^ dadhdtana.

And give to us health and wealth without a flaw!

V, 47, 7. tdt astu mitra-varu^^S. tat agne i’am y6h asma-

bhyam idam astu i'astdm.

Let this, O Mitra-Varu;^a, let this, 0 Agni, be health and

wealth to us
;
may this be auspicious

!

V, 53, 14. vmh/vi sim y6h Spa.^ usrf bhesha^am syS[ma

maruta^ sahd.

Let us be together with you, O Maruts, after health,

wealth, water, and medicine have been showered down in

the morning.

VIII, 39, 4. .ram >^a yih ka miysiA dadhe.

He gave health, wealth, and happiness.

VIII, 71, 15. agnfm simydk kz. d^tave.

We ask Agni to give us health and wealth.

X, 9, 4. .ram yih abhf sravantu na^.

May the waters come to us, as health and wealth, or may

they run towards us auspiciously.

JSTote 3. If we retain the reading of the MSS. .riishma-4

iyarti, we must take it as an independent phrase, and

translate it by ' my strength rises.’ For .rfishma, though in

this and other places it is frequently explained as an adjective,

meaning powerful, is, as far as I can see, always a substantive,

and means breath, strength. There may be a few passages

in which, as there occur several words for strength, it might
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be possible to translate i’lishma by strong. But even there

it is better to keep to the general meaning of jushma, and
translate it as a substantive.

lyarti means to rise and to raise. It is particularly

applied to prayers raised by the poet in honour of the gods,

and the similes used in connection with this, show clearly

what the action implied by iyarti really is. For instance,

Ij 116, 1, stdmin iyarmi abhriyi-iva vataA
I stir up hymns as the wind stirs the clouds.

X, 1 16, 9. su-va>&asyam iyarmi sfndhau-iva prd irayam
nSvam arkai^.

I stir up sweet praise, as if I rowed a ship on the river

with hymns.

In the sense of rising it occurs,

X, 140, pivaka-var^a/^ .yukra-varM-^ anuna-varM/^, ut

iyarshi bhiniind.

Thou risest up with splendour, Agni, thou of bright,

resplendent, undiminished majesty.

We might therefore safely translate in our verse ‘ my
strength rises,’ although it is true that such ‘a phrase does

not occur again, and that in other passages where iyarti and

j*iishma occur together, the former governs the latter in the

accusative. Cf. IV, 17, 12; X, 75, 3.

Mahidhara translates, ‘ my held-up thunderbolt moves on

destroying everything,’ but he admits another rendering in

which adri would mean the stone used for pressing the Soma.

Verse 6.

Note 1, If, as we can hardly avoid, we ascribe this verse

to the Maruts, we must recognise in it the usual offer of help

to Indra on the part of the Maruts. The question then only

is, who are the strong friends inwhose company they appear?

It would be well if one could render antam6bhi^ by horses, as

S^yana does, but there is no authority for it. Sva-kshatra is

an adjective, meaning ^dowedj^th independent strength
,

synonymous with sva“taTOS,Tri66, ^^.~^It is applied to the

mind of Indra, 1
, 54, 3 ;

V, 35? 4; to the Maruts, V, 48, i, but

never to horses. As it stands, we can only suppose that a

distinction is made between the Maruts and their followers,

Q 2
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and that after calling together their followers^ and adorning

themselves for battle, they proceed to harness their chariots.

Cf. I, 107, %,

ISTote 2. Etin, in all MSS. which I consulted, has here

the accent on the first syllable, and Professor Aufrecht

ought not to have altered the word into etan. If the accent

had not been preserved by the tradition of the schools, the

later interpreters would certainly have taken etdn for the

demonstrative pronoun. As it is, in spite of accent and

termination, Siya^^a in I, 166, 10, seems to take i\kh for

ete. In other passages, however, Saya;2a, too, has perceived

the difference, and in I, 169, 6, he explains the word very

fully as pr/shadvar^d gantiro vk 2isvk vL In this passage

the Etas are clearly the deer of the Maruts, the Pr^shatis :

I, 169, 6. ddha yat eshslm pr2;thu-budhnasa>^

In the next verse, however, ^ta seems applied to the

Maruts themselves

:

1, 169, 7. prati ghora^^dm etdnim ayas^m manitim srinvt

i-yatSm upabdf/^.

The sound of the terrible, speckled, indefatigable Maruts

is heard, as they approach
;
unless we translate :

The noise of the terrible deer of the indefatigable Maruts

is heard, as they approach.

In I, 166, 10, a;;^seshu etd.^:, I adopt Professor Roth’s

conjecture, that itkk means the skins of the fallow deer, so

that we should have to translate: On their shoulders are

the deer-skins.

In the other passages where eta occurs it is used as a

simile only, and therefore throws no light on the relation of

the Etas to the Maruts. In both passages, however (V, 54,

5 ;
X, 77, 2^), the simile refers to the Maruts, though to

their speed only, and not to their colour.

‘Note 3. Maha/^-bhi>?5, which I have translated ^wlth all

our might,’ seems to be used almost as an adverb, mightily

or quickly (makshu), although the original meaning, with

our powers, through our might, is likewise applicable. The

original meaning is quite perceptible in passages like

V, 6:^, 3. ddhdrayatam prfthivim uta dy^m mftra-ri^dni

varu^d maha/if-bhi^.
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Kings Mitra and Varu/^a, you have supported heaven

and earth by your powers.

-^VII, 3, 7. tihhlA na/2 agne amitai/^ maha>^-bhi// i*atam

pflrbhi/^ %asibhi/^ ni pdhi.

With those immeasurable powers, O Agni, protect us,

with a hundred iron strongholds.

I, 90, 2, te—maha/2-bhi/^, vrata rakshante vuvaha.

They always protect the laws by their powers.

VII, 71,1. tvam nsi/i agne mihaA-hhi/z pdhi.

Protect us, Agni, with thy power.

In other passages, however, we see maha/^-bhi/z used of

the light or of the flames of Agni and of the dawn :

IV, 14, I. devi/i rOi^amina// maha/^-bhi^.

Agni, the god, brilliant with his powers.

VI, 64, 2. devi roy^amini maha/^^-bhi/^.

O goddess, brilliant with thy powers.

The powers of the Maruts are referred to by the same

name in the following passages :

V, 58, 5. prd-pra^dyante—-maha//-bhi>^.

The Maruts are born with their powers.

VII, 58, 2, pra y6 maha/^-bhi/^ 6^asd uti santi.

The Maruts who excel in power and strength. Cf. Ill,

4, 6.

Verse 6.

Note 1. Indra in this dialogue is evidently represented

as claiming everything for himself alone. He affects con-

tempt for the help proffered by the Maruts, and seems to

deny that he was at any time beholden to their assistance.

By asking, Where was that custom that I should be with

you and you with me in battle ? he implies that it was not

always their custom, and that he can dispense with their

succour now. He wants to be alone, as in his former battle

with Ahi, and does not wish that they should join him

(cf. I, 33, 4). Professor Roth takes sam-adhatta in the

sense of implicating, but it can hardly be said that the

Maruts ever implicated Indra in his fight against Ahi.

Certainly this is not in keeping with the general tenor of

this dialogue where, on the contrary, Indra shuns the
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company of the Maruts. But while on this point I differ

from Professor Roth, I think he has rightly interpreted the

meaning of anamam. Out of the four passages in which

badhasnai72 occurs, it is three times joined with nam, and

every time has the sense of to- bend away from, to escape

from. See also Sonne, in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xii, p. 348.

Verse 7.

INote 1. See VII, 39, 6. sakshimahi yd^ebhi^ mi devai^.

ISlote 2. The last words leave no doubt as to their

meaning, for the phrase is one of frequent occurrence. The
only difficulty is the vocative where we should

expect the nominative. It is quite possible, however, that

the Maruts should here address themselves, though, no
doubt, it would be easy to alter the accent. As to the

phrase itself, see

VIII, 61, 4. tath^ it asat indra kratvd yathd vis2i/i.

May it be so, O Indra, as thou mayest desire by thy mind.

VIII, 66, 4. vsigrf—it karat indra-^ kratvd yathd vaj'at.

May Indra with the thunderbolt act as he may desire in

his mind. Cf. VIII, 'zo, 17 ;
z8

^ 4, &c.

Verse 8.

Note 1. Here again Indra claims everything for himself,

denying that the Maruts in any way assisted him while

performing his great deeds. These deeds are the killing of

Vrztra, who withholds the waters, i. e. the rain from the

earth, and the consequent liberation of the waters, so that

they flow down freely for the benefit of Manu, that is, of

man.

When Indra says that he slew Vritxz. indriy6^a, he

evidently chooses that word with a purpose, and we must
therefore translate it here, not only by might, but by
Indra’s peculiar might. Ii^riyA

,
as derived from indra

,

means originally Indra-hood. then power in general
,
just

as verethr^hna in Zend means victory in general, though
originally it meant the slaying of Vntra.

On BiHEtm, see Bollensen, Z. D. M. G. XXII, p. 594.
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He takes badhitn for a contraction of badhisham, in analogy

with badhts and badhtt. He refers to akramlm, X, 166, 5,

and badhim, X, 2^8, 7,

Verse 9.

ISTote 1. Anutta, in the sense of ^ not shaken,’ not shake-

able, inebranlable, is strange
;
likewise the genitive, where

we expect the instrumental. Still, nud, by itself, occurs

in similar phrases, e. g. VI, 17, 5, nutthik ay^yutam, thou

shookest what is unshakeable, which might have been ex-

pressed by 3Lkuky3.Ya/i anuttam, and I cannot bring myself

to believe that in our passage Aufrecht’s conjectural emen-

dation is called for. He (K. Z. XXVI, 61 1) takes anutta

for anudatta, like pratta for pradatta, &c., and proposes to

omit the negative particle, translating the verse :
‘ Certainly

it is conceded to thee, there is none among the gods like

unto thee.’

But though I cannot adopt this emendation here, I think

that in other passages Aufrecht’s rendering of anutta is far

more appropriate than to take it for a-nutta
;
for instance,

I, 80, 7; III, 31, 13; VII, 34, il.

There I'emains one verse in which anutta seems to mean

not shaken, not overcome, namely, VIII, 90, 5, tvdm

vritrSm hawsi apratini ^ka^ it dnuttd ^arsham-dhr/t^, thou,

being alone, killest the irresistible enemies with the

thunderbolt (?). However, anud4
,
in the sense of conceding,

yielding, nachgeben, is certainly a very familiar idea in

Vedic poetry.

II, I a, 10. yi/z jardhate ni anu-daditi sridhyim, who

does not forgive the hurter his hurt.

I, 53, 8; II, ai, 4; 33, II ; X, 38, 5, Indra is called

ananudi^, not yielding, not surrendering.

We must therefore admit two anuttas, one d-nutta, the

other dnu(da)tta. In dnutta-manyu I prefer the former,

‘ of irresistible fury,’ while Aufrecht prefers the latter, ‘ of

recognised, or universally-admitted fury.’

Note 2. Devdti in the ordinary sense of a deity never

occurs in the Rig-veda. The word, in fact, as a feminine

substantive occurs but twice, and in the tenth Mawi^ala
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only. But even there it does not mean deity. In X, 24, 6,

dev^^ devatayi means, O gods, by your godhead, i. e. by
your divine power. In X, 98, 1, br/haspate prati me
devatim ihi, I take devatd in the same sense as devat^ti,

and translate, O Brdiaspati, come to my sacrifice.

In all other places where devati occurs in the Rig-veda

it is a local adverb, and means among the gods, I shall

only quote those passages in which Professor Roth assigns

to devatd a different meaning :

I, 55, 3, pra virye;2a devat4 ati /^ekite.

He is pre-eminent among the gods by his strength.

I, 22f 5. sa^ ^^ttct devitk padam.

He knows the place among the gods.

I, 100, 15. ni ydsya devSA devdtd nd mivtkk Spsik ^and

^avasa^ antam

He, the end of whose power neither the gods among the

gods, nor mortals, nor even the waters have reached.

Here the translation of devatd in the sense of ^by their

godhead,’ would be equally applicable, yet nothing would

be gained as, in either case, devatd is a weak repetition.

VI, 4, 7. fndram na tvd i^dvasd devdtd vdydm prmanti

radhas^ nri-tzxakh.

The best among men celebrate thee, O Agni, as like

unto Indra in strength among the gods, as like unto Vdyu
in liberality. See also devatdti, VIII, 74, 3 ; X, 8, 2.

Note 3 . The juxta-position of ^dlyamdna/^ and gk\Ah

would seem to show that, if the latter had a past, the

former had a future meaning. To us, ^ No one who will be

born and no one who has been born,’ would certainly

sound more natural. The Hindu, however, is familiar with

the idea as here expressed, and in order to comprehend all

beings, he speaks of those who are bom and those who are

being bom. Thus in a Pada^-ish/a of the Pdvamdnis (IX,

67) we read

:

yan me garbhe vasata^ pSpam ugram,

ya^^iyaminasya ^a Vxmkvd anyat,

^dtasya kz. yzk Mpi vardhato me,

tat pivarndnibhir aham pundmi.

ISTote 4. Karishy^ is written in all the MSS. without a
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Visarga, and unless we add the Visarga on our own authority,

we should have to take it as an entirely anomalous acc.

plur. neut. of a passive participle of the future, karishyam

standing for kdryam, faciendum. It is much easier,

however, to explain this form ifwe add the Visarga, and read

karishyd'/^, which would then be a second person singular of

a Vedic conjunctive of the future. This form occurs at least

once more in the Veda :

IV, 30, 23. utA nunam yat indriyam karishya>5 indra

pau?;2syam, adya nakii^ tat a minat.

O Indra, let no man destroy to-day whatever manly feat

thou art now going to achieve.

Verse 10.

Note 1. As I have translated these words, they sound

rather abrupt. The meaning, however, would be clear

enough, viz. almighty power belongs to me, therefore I can

dare and do. If this abrupt expression should offend, it

may be avoided, by taking the participle dadhr/shvan as a

finite verb, and translating. Whatever I have been daring, I

shall do according to my will.

Verse 11.

Note 1. In this verse Indra, after having declined with no

uncertain sound the friendship of the Maruts, seems to

repent himself of his unkindness towards his old friends.

The words of praise which they addressed to him inverse 9,

in spite of the rebuff they had received from Indra, have

touched his heart, and we may suppose that, after this,

their reconciliation was complete. The words of Indra are

clear enough, the only difficulty occurs in the last w^ords,

which are so idiomatic that it is impossible to render them

in English. In tanve tanubhi^, literally for the body by

the bodies, tanfi is used like the pronoun self. Both must

therefore refer to the same subject. We cannot translate

‘ for myself made by yourselves,’ but must take the two

words together, so that they should mean, * the hymn which

you have made for your own benefit and by your own

exertions.’
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Verse 13.

3Srote 1. Spiegelj in his review, called my attention to the

Zend api-vat, which Burnouf discussed in his ^fitudes/

p. 328. Burnouf tries to show that vat in Zend has the

meaning of knowing, and that it occurs with the pi'eposition

api, in apivatah^ and apivatditi. If this is the same word

as in Sanskrit, then apivdtayati would be a causative,

meaning to make known. The meaning of vat, however,

is doubtful in Zend, and hardly appropriate in the few pas-

sages where it occurs in the Veda. Roth, in the Dictionary,

explains vat by verstehn, begreifen, the causative by be-

greiflich machen; but in our passage he translates it by

belebend, Ludwig by aufspurend. Till we get more light, I

shall feel content to translate apivat by to approach, to

obtain, and the causative by to make approach, to invite,

to welcome.

The following are the passages in which api-vat occurs :

VII, 3, 10. api kratum su-^6tasam vatema.

May we obtain an excellent understanding
;
not, Awaken

in us a good sense.

VII, 60, 6. dpi krdtum su-/^dtasam vdtanta^.

They (Mitra and Varm^a) obtaining an excellent under-

standing.

1, 128, 2. tarn ya^/?a-s^dham dpi vatayamasi.

Him, Agni, the performer of the sacrifice, we make

approach, we invite.

X, 20; I ; 25, 1, bhddram na^ dpi vdtaya mdna^, ddksham

utd krdtum.

Bring to us, i. e. give us, a good mind, and a strong under-

standing. .

X, 13, 5. pitrd putrasa^ dpi avlvatan ritzm.

The sons obtained the right forthe father (an obscure verse).

As to svapivdta, VII, 46, 3, I should derive it from van,

in the sense of implored, desired; see, however, Muir, San-

skrit Texts, IV, p. 314, note; Nirukta, ed. Roth, p. 135.

ITote 2. On ndvedd>^, see IV, 23, 4.

Verse 14.

note 1. This is a verse which, without some conjectural
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alterations, it seems impossible to translate. Siya^^a, of

course^ has a translation ready for it, so has M. Langlois,

but both of them offend against the simplest rules of

grammar and logic. The first question is, who is meant
by asmSn (which is here used as an amphimacer), the

sacrificers or the Maruts? The verb i iakre would w^ell

apply to the medh^ m^nyasya, the hymn of Manya, which

is intended to bring the Maruts to the sacrifice, this bringing

to the sacrifice being the very meaning of d kar. But then

we have the vocative maruta/2 in the next line, and even if

we changed the vocative into the accusative, we should not

gain much, as the Maruts could hardly call upon anybod^^

to turn them towards the sage.

If, on the contrary, we admit that asm^n refers to those

who offer the sacrifice, then we must make a distinction,

which, it is true, is not an unusual one, between those who
here speak of themselves in the first person, and who provide

the sacrifice, and the poet M^nddrya Mdnya, who was

employed by them to compose or to recite this hymn.

But even if we adopt this alternative, many difficulties

still remain. First of all, we have to change the accent of

iakr6 into ^akre, which may seem a slight change, but is not

the less objectionable when we consider that in our emenda-

tions of the Vedic hymns we must think rather of accidents

that might happen in oral traditions than of the lapsus
calami of later scribes. Secondly, we must suppose that

the ,hymn of Mindirya Manya ends with verse 13, and

that the last verses were supplied by the sacrificers them-

selves. Possibly the dialogue only, from verse 3 to verse

12, was the work of Mdnya, and the rest added at some

solemn occasion.

Other difficulties, however, remain. DuvasySt is taken

by Sdya^a as an ablative of duvasya, worthy of diivas,

i. e. of worship, of sacrifice. Unfortunately this duvasyd does

not occur again, though it would be formed quite regularly,

like namasy^, worthy of worship, from namas, worship.

If we take duvasySt as the 3rd pers. sing, of the present

in the Vedic conjunctive, we must also confess that this

conjunctive does not occur again. But the verb duvasyati
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occurs frequently. It seems to have two meanings. It is

derived from d\ivas, which in the Vedicdanguage means
worship or sacrifice, just as karma, work, has assumed the

special sense of sacrifice. Derived from diivas in this sense,

duvasyati means to worship. But diivas meant originally

any opus operatum. The root from which diivas is

derived, is lost in Sanskrit, but it exists in other languages.

It must have been du or dii in the sense of acting, or

sedulously working. It exists in Zend as du, to do, in

Gothic as taujan, gataujan, Old High-German zawjan,

Modern German zauen (Grimm, Gram. R p. 1041). The
Gothic tavi,opus, Old High-German zouwi, Middle High-

German gezbuwe (Grimm, Gram. iii. p. 499), come from

the same source; and it is possible, too, that the Old

Norse taufr, modern tofrar, incantamenta, the Old High-

German zoupar, Middle High-German zouber, both

neuter, and the modern Zauber, may find their expla-

nation in the Sanskrit diivas. Derived from diivas, in the

sense of work, we have duvasyati in the sense of helping,

providing, the German schaffen and verschaffen.

In the sense of worshipping, duvasyati occurs,

III, 2, 8. duvasydta—̂ dtd-vedasam.

Worship <?dtavedas.

V, 28, 6. Ii^uhota duvasyata agnim.

Invoke, worship Agni. Cf. Ill, 13, 3 ;
i, 13.

Ill, 3, 1, agni/t hi devan—duvasyati.

Agni performs the worship of the gods. Cf. VII, 82, 5.

I, 167, 6 , suta-soma^ duvasyan.

He who has poured out Soma and worships.

In many passages duvasyati is joined with an instru-

mental :

V, 42, II. nama/2-bhi/^ devam—duvasya.

Worship the god with praises.

I, 78, a. tam u tvd gotama^^ girS—duvasyati.

Gotama worships thee with a song.

V, 49, 2. su-uktai^ devam—duvasya.

Worship the god with hymns.

VI, 16, 46. viti yik devdm—duvasy^t.

He who worships the god with a feast.
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X, 14, I, yatnam—havishi duvasya.

Worship Yama with an oblation.

VI, 15, 6. agnfm-agnim va^ samfdhd duvasyata.

Worship Agni with your log of wood. Cf. VIII, 44, i,

III, I, 2. samit-hhiA agn/m namasd duvasyan.

They worshipped Agni with logs of wood, with praise.

In the more general and, I suppose, more original sense

of caring for, attending, we find duvasyati

:

III, 51, 3. anehasa^ stdbha^ indra/^ duvasyati.

Indra provides for the matchless worshippers.

I, 1 1 2
, 15 * kalim yS^hhiA—duvasyatha.^.

By the succours with which you help Kali. Cf. 1 , 1 12, 21.

I, 52, 10. duvasyanti svasdra/^ ahrayd/^am.

The sisters attend the proud (Agni).

1, 1 1 9, 10. yuvam pedave—^vetam—duvasyatha/^.

You provide for Pedu the white horse.

If, then, we take duvasyati in the sense of working for,

assisting, it may be with the special sense of assisting at a

sacred act, like hiaKovuv
;
and if we take duvis, as it has the

accent on the last syllable, as the performer of a sacrifice,

we may venture to translate, ‘ that he should help, as the

singer helps the performer of the sacrifice The singer

or the poet '‘may be called the assistant at a sacrifice, for

his presence w^as not necessary at all sacrifices, the songs

constituting an ornament rather than an essential part in

most sacred acts. But though I think it right to offer this

conjectural interpretation, I am far from supposing that it

gives us the real sense of this difficult verse. Duvasyat

may be, as Sdya^^a suggests, an ablative of duvasya ; and

duvasya, like namasya, if we change the accent, may mean

he who is to be worshipped, or worshipping. In this way

a different interpretation might suggest itself, though I

confess I do not see that any other interpretation as yet

suggested is satisfactory. Some happy thought may some

day or other clear up this difficulty, when those who have

a Kar in the sense of officiating at a sacrifice is equally constiued

with a dative, X, 97, 22. ydsmai knVzdti brdhma^d>^, he for whom

a Brdhma;/a performs a sacrifice.
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toiled, but toiled in a wrong direction, will receive scant

thanks for the trouble they have taken. See Bollensen,

Z. D. M. G. XVIII, p. 606.

Note 2. In the second line, the words 6 sd varta remind

us of similar phrases in the Veda, but we want an ac-

cusative, governed by varta ;
whereas maruta^, to judge

from its accent, can only be a vocative. Thus we read :

1. 138, 4. 6 (iti) su tvA vavntimahi stdmebhi^.

May we turn thee quickly hither by our praises

!

VIII, 7, 33. 6 (iti) sii v^sh;2a/<!—^vav^ftySm.

May I turn the heroes quickly hither

!

Compare also passages like III, 33, 8

:

6 (iti) sii svasdra^ kirdve srinota.

Listen quickly, O sisters, to the poet.

1 . 139, 7. 6 (iti) sii na^ agne srin\x\x\.

Hear us quickly, O Agni.

Cf. 1 , 183, 1 ;
II, 34, 15 ;

VII, 59 , 5 ; VIII, a, 19 ; X, 179, 3.

Unless we change the accent, we must translate, ‘ Bring

hither quickly !’ and we must take these words as addressed

to the kdrii, the poet, whose hymn is supposed to attract the

gods to the sacrifice. By a quick transition, the next words,

maruta^ vipram akkha, would then have to be taken as ad-

dressed to the gods, ‘ Maruts, on to the sage !’ and the last

words would become intelligible by laying stress on the vaJi,

‘ for you, and not for Indra or any other god, has the singer

recited these hymns.’ See, however, Preface, p. xxi.

Verse 16.

Note 1. I translate Mdnya, the son of Mina, because the

poet, so called in 1, 189, 8, is in all probability the same as

our Mindirya Minya. But it may also be Minya, the

descendant of Mandiri. The Minas are mentioned 1 , 173,

5; 183, 8.

Note 2. Wkg. S. XXXIV, 48, The second line is diffi-

cult, owing to the uncertain meaning of vayim.

1 ishi“ yistshra has been rendered, ‘ Come hither with

a There was a misprint in the Sawhiti text, eshi mstead of dshi,

which was afterwards repeated whenever the same verse occurred

again.
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water or drink or rain/ ydstsh^a being the aorist without

the augment and with the intermediate vowel lengthened.

The indicative occurs in

V, 58, 6. yat pra aydsish^^a prishstthhi^ a^ai>^.

When you Maruts came forth with your fallow deer and

your horses.

But what is the meaning of vayam? Vay^ means a

germ, a sprout, an offshoot, a branch, as may be seen from

the following passages

:

II, 5, 4. vidvSn asya vratS dhruva vaya^-iva anu rohate.

He who knows his eternal laws, springs up like young

sprouts, (Better vay£-iva.)

VI, 7, 6, tasya ft um (fti) vf^va bhuvana adhi murdhani

vaya^-iva ruruhu^^.

From above the head of Vairvanara all worlds have

grown, like young sprouts.

VIII, 13, 6. stota—^vaya/2:-iva dnu rohate. (Better vaya-iva.)

The worshipper grows up like young sprouts.

VIII, 13, 17. fndram ksho/^te avardhayan vaya^^-iva.

The people made Indra to grow like young sprouts,

VIII, 19, 33, yasya te agne anye agnaya^^ upa-kshfta/^

vaya^-iva.

Agni, of whom the other fires are like parasitical shoots.

59} vaya^ ft agne agnaya^ te anyd.

O Agni, the other fires are indeed offshoots of thee.

II} 35} 8. vaya/2 ft anya bhuvanini asya.

The other worlds are indeed his (the rising sun’s) off-

shoots,

VI, 13, 1, tvdt visvk—saiibhagdni agne vf yanti vanina^^

na vaya^.

From thee, O Agni, spring all happinesses, as the sprouts

of a tree.

VI, 24, 3. vrzkshasya n\i (na?) te—vaya/^ vf lataya/2

ruruhu^.

Succours sprang from thee, like the branches of a tree.

V, I, T. yahva/z-iva pra vayam ut-^Mnd/2 pra bhanava/^

sisrate nakam ikkka.

Like birds (?) flying up to a branch, the flames of Agni

went up to heaven
;
(or like strong men reaching up to.)
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VI, 57j 5* tarn ptshnik su-matfm vayam vr^’kshdsya pra

vayam-iva fndrasya ks, ^ rabMmahe,
Let us reach this favour of Pushan and of Indra, as one

reaches forth to the branch of a tree.

There remain some doubtful passages in which vaya

occurs, VII, 40, 5, and X, 92, 3 ; 134, 5 . In the first pas-

sage, as in our own, vByS./z is trisyllabic.

If vaya can be used in the sense of offshoot or sprout,

we may conclude that the same word, used in the singular,

might mean offspring, particularly when joined with tanve.

' Give a branch to our body,’ would be understood even in

languages less metaphorical than that of the Vedas
;
and as

the prayer for ^ olive branches’ is a constant theme of the

Vedic poets, the very absence of that prayer here, might

justify us in assigning this sense to vayam. In VI, 2, 5, the

expression vayavantam kshayam, a house with branches,

means the same as nr/vantam, a house with children and

men. See M. M., On Btos and vayas, in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift,

vol. XV, p. 315. Benfey (Endungen in ians, p. 37) takes

vayim as a genitive plural, referring it to the Maruts, as

closely connected with each other, like branches of a tree.

This is much the same interpretation as that of Mahldhara

(VS. XXXIV, 48), who translates ^come near for the body,

i. e. for the bodily strength of the fellows, the Maruts.’

Ludwig takes it as a possible instrumental of vayam.

It is preferable, how'ever, to take yasish^fa as a precative

Atm., in order to account for the long % and to accept it as

a third person singular, referring to st6ma/^.

Ifote 3. Vn^ana means an enclosure, a z’ofzoj, whether it

be derived from vrigy to ward off, like arx from arcere, or

from vrig, in the sense of clearing, as in vnkta-barhis, barhfA

pra vringQy 1, 116, i. In either case the meaning remains

much the same, viz. a field, cleared for pasture or agri-

culture,—a clearing, as it is called in America, or a camp,

—

enclosed with hurdles or walls, so as to be capable of

defence against wild animals or against enemies. In this

sense, however, vn^ana is a neuter, while as a masculine it

means powerful, invigorating. See Preface, p. xx.
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ASHTAKA II, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 1-3.

O THE MaRUTS (the StORM-GODS).

1. Let US now proclaim for the robust^ host, for

the herald^ of the powerful (Indra), their ancient

greatness ! O ye strong-voiced Maruts, you heroes,

prove your powers on your march, as with a torch, as

with a sword ®

!

2. Like parents bringing a dainty to ^ their own ®

son, the wild (Maruts) play playfully at the sacri-

fices. The Rudras reach the worshipper with their

protection, strong in themselves, they do not fail the

sacrificer.

3. For him to whom the immortal guardians have

given fulness of wealth, and who is himself a giver

of oblations, the Maruts, who gladden men with

the milk (of rain), pour out, like friends, many
clouds.

4. You who have stirred^ up the clouds with

might, your horses rushed^ forth, self-guided. All

beings who dwell in houses * are afraid of you, your

march is brilliant with your spears thrust forth.

5. When they whose march is terrible have caused

the rocks to tremble^, or when the manly Maruts

have shaken the back of heaven, then every lord of

the forest fears at your racing, each shrub flies out

of your way whirling like chariot-wheels K

6. You, O terrible Maruts, whose ranks are never

broken, favourably^ fulfil our prayer®! Wherever

your gory-toothed® lightning bites*, it crunches®

cattle, like a well-aimed bolt ®.

[32] -P
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7. The Maruts whose gifts are firm, whose bounties

are never ceasing, who do not revile and who are

highly praised at the sacrifices, they sing their song ^

for to drink the sweet juice : they know the first

manly deeds of the hero (Indra).

8. The man whom you have guarded, O Maruts,

shield him with hundredfold strongholds from injury^

and mischief,—the man whom you, O fearful, power-

ful singers, protect from reproach in the prosperity of

his children.

9. On your chariots, O Maruts, there are all good

things, strong weapons^ are piled up clashing against

each other. When you are on your journeys, you

carry the rings ^ on your shoulders, and your axle

turns the two wheels at once®.

10. In their manly arms there are many good

things, on their chests golden chains \ flaring ®

ornaments, on their shoulders speckled deer-skins ®,

on their fellies sharp edges *
;

as birds spread their

wings, they spread out splendours behind.

11. They, mighty by might, all-powerful powers^,

visible from afar like the heavens ® with the stars,

sweet-toned, soft-tongued singers with their mouths®,

the Maruts, united with Indra, shout all around.

12. This is your greatness^, O well-born Maruts!

—

your bounty® extends far, as the sway® of Aditi^.

Not even® Indra in his scorn® can injure that bounty,

on whatever man you have bestowed it for his good

deeds,

13. This is your kinship (with us), O Maruts, that

you, immortals, in former years have often protected

the singer h Having through this prayer granted a

hearing to man, all these heroes together have

become well-known by their valiant deeds.
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14. That we may long flourish, O Maruts, with

your wealth, O ye racers, that our men may spread

in the camp, therefore let me achieve the rite with

these offerings.

15. May this praise, O Maruts, this song of

Mindirya, the son of Mina, the poet, ask you

with food for offspring for ourselves ! May we
have an invigorating autumn, with quickening

rain

!
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Agastya, the reputed son of

Mitrivarui^au, and brother of Vasish^/^a. The metre in

verses 1--13 is (ra^gsiti, in 14, 15 Trish/ubh. No verse of this

hymn occurs in SV., VS,, AV., TS., TB.

Verse 1.

Kote 1. Rabhasa, an adjective of rdbhas, and this again

from the root rabh, to rush upon a thing, i-rabh, to begin a
thing. From this root rabh we have the Latin robur, in

the general sense of strength, while in rabies the original

meaning of impetuous motion has been more clearly pre-

served. The Greek AdySpo?, too, as pointed out by Cowell,

comes from this root. In the Vedic Sanskrit, derivatives

from the root rabh convey the meaning both ofquickness and
of strength. Quickness in ancient languages frequently im-
plies strength, and strength implies quickness, as we see, for

instance, from the German sn el, which, from meaning origin-

ally strong, comes to mean in modern German quick, and
quick only. The German bald again, meaning soon, comes
from the Gothic balths, the English bold. Thus we read

:

^45> i adatta sam rabha/J,

The child (Agni) acquired vigour.

Indra is called rabha^-d^>^, giver of strength
; and

rabhasa, vigorous, is applied not only to the Maruts, who
V, 58, 5, are called rabhish/;^^^, the most vigorous, but

also to Agni, II, 10, 4, and to Indra, III, 31, 12,

In the sense of rabid, furious, it occurs in

X, 95 j 14- adha enam vrikiA rabhasfea>^ adyu^.
May rabid wolves eat him

!

In the next verse rabhasa, the epithet of the wolves, is

replaced by a.fiva, which means unlucky, uncanny.
In our hymn rabhasd occurs once more, and is applied

there, in verse 10, to the a%'i or glittering ornaments of
the Maruts. Here Styma. translates it by lovely, and it

was most likely intended to convey the idea of lively or
brilliant splendour, though it may mean also strong. See
also IX, 96, I.
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Note 2, Ketu, derived from an old root Id, in Sanskrit

ki, to perceive, from which also ^itra, conspicuous, ken-

speckled, beautiful, means originally that by which a thing

is perceived or known, whether a sign, or a flag, or a herald.

It is the Gothic haidu, species. It then takes the more

general sense of light and splendour. In our passage, herald

seems to me the most appropriate rendering, though B. and

R. prefer the sense of banner. The Maruts come before

Indra, they announce the arrival of Indra, they are the first

of his army.

Note 3 . The real difficulty of our verse lies in the two

comparisons aidha-iva and yudha-iva. Neither of them

occurs again in the Rig-veda. B. and R. explain aidha as

an instrumental of afdh, flaming, or flame, and derive it

from the root idh, to kindle, with the preposition L Pro-

fessor Bollensen in his excellent article Zur Herstellung

des Veda (Orient und Occident, vol. iii, p. 473) says :
‘ The

analysis of the text given in the Pada, viz. aidhS-iva and

yudhS-iva, is contrary to all sense. The common predicate

is tavishfoi kartana, exercise your power, you roarers,

i. e. blow as if you meant to kindle the fire on the altar,

show your power as if you went to battle. We ought

therefore to read aidhe
|

va and yudh6
|
va. Both are

infinitives, aidh is nothing but the root idh + to kindle,

to light.’ Now this is certainly a very ingenious explana-

tion, but it rests on a supposition which I cannot consider

as proved, viz. that in the Veda, as in Pili, the compara-

tive particle iva may be changed, as shown in the preface

to the first edition, to va. It must be admitted that the

two short syllables of iva are occasionally counted in the

Veda as one, but yudhe-iva, though it might become yudha

iva, would never in the Veda become yudheva.

As yudha occurs frequently in the Veda, we may begin

by admitting that the parallel form aidha must be explained

in analogy to yudhS. Now yiidh is a verbal noun and

means fighting. We have the accusative yudham, I, 53, 7

;

the genitive yudhaA, VIII, 37, 17 ;
the dative yudhe, I, 61,

13 ;
the locative yudhf, I, 8, 3 ; the instrumental yudha, I,

53, 7, &c. ;
loc. plur. yut-su, I, 91, 21. As long as yiidh
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retains the general predicative meaning of fighting, some

of these cases may be called infinitives. But yddh soon

assumes not only the meaning of battle, battle-ground, but

also of instrument of fighting, weapon. In another passage,

X, 103, 2, yiidha^ may be taken as a vocative plural, meaning

fighters. Passages in which yiidh means clearly weapon,

are, for instance,

V, 52, 5. a rukmai/^ a yudha nara/^ ;"2shva7^ ri^tih asn'kshata.

With their bright chains, with their weapon, the tall men
have stretched forth the spears.

X, 55> 8. pitvi somasya 6ivih S vridhinik suraA nf/2

yudhli adhamat dasyun.

The hero, growing, after drinking the Soma, blew away
from the sky the enemies with his weapon. See also X, 103,4.

I therefore take yddh in our passage also in the sense of

weapon or sword, and, in accordance with this, I assign to

aidh the meaning of torch. Whether aidh comes from idh

with the preposition i, which, after all, would only give edh,

or whether we have in the Sanskrit afdh the same peculiar

strengthening which this very root shows in Greek and
Latin would be difficult to decide. The torch of the
Maruts is the lightning, the weapon the thunderbolt, and
by both they manifest their strength

; ferro et igne, as

Ludwig remarks.

Wilson: We proclaim eagerly, Maruts, your ancient

greatness, for (the sake of inducing) your prompt appear-
ance, as the indication of (the approach of) the showerer (of

benefits). Loud-roaring and mighty Maruts, you exert
your vigorous energies for the advance (to the sacrifice), as
if it was to battle.

Verse 2,

iUTote 1. That dpa can be construed with the accusative
is clear from many passages

:

35> ^pa imim ys^nam a vahdta/^ indram.
Bring Indra to this sacrifice

!

I, 25, 4. vaya^ na vasati% dpa.

As birds (fly) to their nests.

^ Schleicher, Compendium, § 36, aWco^ aWripy atBovaai and § 49,
aides, aidilis aestas.
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Note 2. Nitya, from ni + tya^ means originally what is

inside, in tern us, then what is one’s own; and is opposed

to nishi^a, from nis + tya, w^hat is outside, strange, or

hostile. Nitya has been well compared with ni^a, literally

eingeboren, then, like nitya, one’s own- What is inside,

or in a thing or place, is its own, is peculiar to it, does not

move or change, and hence the secondary meanings of nitya,

one’s own, unchanging, eternal. Thus we find nitya used

in the sense of internal or domestic

:

I, 73, 4. tarn tvd nara/^ dame a nityzm iddham agne

sa/^anta kshitishu dhruv&u.

Our men worshipped thee, O Agni, lighted within the

house in safe places-

This I believe to be a more appropriate rendering than if

we take nitya in the sense of always, continuously lighted,

or, as some propose, in the sense of eternal, everlasting.

VII, I, 2. dakshayya// yi/i dame asa nitya//.

Agni who is to be pleased within the house, i. e. as belong-

ing to the house, and, in that sense, who is to be pleased

always. Cf. 1 , 140, 7 ; 141, 2 ;
X, I2, 2, and III, 25» 5 i

where

nftya//, however, may have been intended as an adjective

belonging to the vocative siino.

Most frequently nitya occurs with sfinii, I, 66, i
;
i85j 2;

tanaya. III, 15, 2 ;
X, 39, 14 ;

tokd, II, 2, ii
;

ipf, VII, 88, 6

;

pati, I, 71, I, and has always the meaning of ones own,

very much like the later Sanskrit ni^a, which never occurs

in the Rig-veda, though it makes its appearance in the

Atharva;/a.

Nfsh/ya, extraneus, occurs three times in the Rig-veda •.

VI, 75,19. yi/i nzA svik iram/t yik ka, nishtya/i£‘igMmsati.

Whoever wishes to hurt us, our own friend or a stranger

from without.

X, 133, 5. ya^ na,^ indra abhi-dasati sa-nabhi// ya^ ks,

nish/ya/z.

Hewho infests us,0 Indra,whether a relative or a stranger.

VIII, 1, 13. mat bhhma nishzfya/z-iva indra tvad ara;/a/2-iva.

a Apa-tya
;

cf. Bopp, Accentuationssystem, § 138, f/rt-aa-at, Nach-

kommen.
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Let US not be like outsiders, O Indra, not like strangers

to thee.

Wilson : Ever accepting the sweet (libation), as (they

would) a son, they sport playfully at sacrifices, demolishing

(all intruders).

Ludwig : Wie einen nicht absterbenden Sohn das

Madhu bringend.
Verse 4.

note 1. Avyata, aVedic second aorist of vi (a^), to stir up,

to excite. From it pravaya/^a, a goad, pra-vetar, a driver.

The Greek ot-o--rpo?, gad-fly, has been referred to the same

root. See Fick, Worterbuch, p. 170.

Roth (Wenzel, Instrumental, p. 54) translates :
‘ While you

quickly throw yourselves into the mists from a verb vyL
Note 2. Adhra^an, from dhra^, a root which, by meta-

thesis of aspiration, would assume the form of dra^^ or

dragh. In Greek, the final medial aspirate being hardened,

reacts on the initial media, and changes it to t, as bdhu

becomes Trijxv^, budh 'ttvO, bandh 7rez^^. This would give us

rpex, the Greek root for running, Goth, thrag-jan.

NTote 3 . Harmya is used here as an adjective of bhdvana,

and can only mean living in houses. It does not, however,

occur again in the same sense, though it occurs sevei'al

times as a substantive, meaning house. Its original mean-

ing is fire-pit, then hearth, then house, a transition of

meaning analogous to that of aedes. Most of the ancient

nations begin their kitchen with a fire-pit. ‘ They dig a

hole in the ground, take a piece of the animal’s raw hide,

and press it down with their hands close to the sides of the

hole, which thus becomes a sort of pot or basin. This they

fill with water, and they make a number of stones red-hot

in a fire close by. The meat is put into the water, and the

stones dropped in till the meat is boiled. Gatlin describes

the process as awkward and tedious, and says that since the

Assinaboins had learnt from the Mandans to make pottery,

and had been supplied with vessels by the traders, they had
entirely done away the custom, excepting at public fes-

tivals; where they seem, like all others of the human
family, to take pleasure in cherishing and perpetuating
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their ancient customs^” ’ This pit was called harmya^ or

gharma, which is the Latin form us. Thus we read :

VII, 56, 16. te harmye-stha/^ sisavaJi na jubhra/^.

The Maruts bright like boys standing by the hearth.

From meaning fire-pit, or hearth, harmya afterwards takes

the more general sense of house

:

VII, 55, 6. teshdm sam hanma^^ aksh&i yathi idam

harmyam tathd.

We shut their eyes as we shut this house (possibly, this

oven).

VII, 76, 2,, pratiK 4' agat adhi harmyebhya/^.

The dawn comes near, over the house-tops.

X, 46, 3. gktik a harmy^shu.

Agni, born in the houses.

X, 73, 10. many6>^ iyiya harmyeshu tasthau.

He came from Manyu, he remained in the houses.

In some of these passages harmya might be taken in

the sense of householder
;
but as harmya in VII, 55 ?

<5
,
has

clearly the meaning of a building, it seems better not to

assign to it unnecessarily any new significations.

If harmya or *harma meant originally a fire-pit, then a

hearth, a house, we see the close connection between

harma and gharma, harmya and gharmya. Thus by the

side of harmyesh^/iia we find gharmyeshif/^a (RV. X, 106, 5).

We find gharma meaning, not only heat in general, but

fire-pit, hearth ; and we find the same word used for what

we should call the pit, a place of torture and punishment

from which the gods save their worshippers, or into which

they throw the evil-doers,

V, 35^, 5. yiiyutsantam tamasi harmye dhK/i.

3
- Tylor, Early History of Mankind, p. 262.

^ Spiegel, who had formerly identified harmya with the Zend

zairimya in zairimya;/ura, has afterwards recalled this identifica-

tion; see Spiegel, Av. XJbers. I, p. 190; Commentar fiber den

Avesta, I, p. 297; Justi, Handbuch, p. 119; Haug, Pahlavi

Glossary, p. 22. According to the Parsis, the Hairimya;2ura, a

daSva animal which appears at the rising of the sun, is the turtle,

and Darmesteter (Ormazd et Ahriman, p. 283) identifies zair in

zair-imya with the Greek Sanskrit har-mu/a.
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When thoUj Indra, hadst placed Sushm^ who was anxious

to fight, in the darkness of the pit.

In the next verse we find

asurye tamasi, in the ghastly darkness.

VIII, 5, 23. yuvam kduv^ysL nasatyd api-riptiya harmye

^ai'vat ut57̂ da^asyatha^.

You, Ndsatyas, always grant your aid to Ka;2va when
thrown into the pit.

This fiery pit into which Atri is thrown, and whence he,

too, was saved by the Alvins, is likewise called gharma,

I, lia, 7 ;
I19, 6

;
VIII, 73, 3 ;

X, 80, 3.

Lastly we find :

X, 1 14, 10. yada yama/2 bhavati harmyd hita^.

When Yama is seated in the house, or in the nether world.

When the Pitars, too, the spirits of the departed, the

Manes, are called gharma-sad, this is probably intended to

mean, dwelling on the hearth (X, 15, 9 and 10), and not

dwelling in the abode of Yama.
Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. ii, p. 234 :

‘ Die ihr die Luft erfiillt

mit eurer Kraft, hervorstiirmt ihr selbst-gelenkten Laufes.’

Verse 6.

I^Tote 1. Nad certainly means to sound, and the causative

might be translated by ^ to make cry or shriek.’ If we took

parvata in the sense of cloud, we might translate, ' When
you make the clouds roar;* if we took parvata for moun-
tain, we might, with Professor Wilson, render the passage

by ' When your brilliant coursers make the mountains echo.’

But nad, like other roots which afterwards take the mean-
ing of sounding, means originally to vibrate, to shake

;
and

if we compare analogous passages where nad occurs, we
shall see that in our verse, too, the Vedic poet undoubtedly

meant nad to be taken in that sense

:

VIII, 20, 5. a^yuti Mt vzJi ^man a nanadati parvatdsa/^J

vanaspatii^, bhiimi^ y^meshu rebate.

At your racing even things that are immovable vibrate,

the rocks, the lord of the forest
;
the earth quivers on your

ways. (See I, 37? 7^ ^ote i.) Grassmann here translates

nadayanta by erschuttern,but inVIII, 20, 5 by erdrohnt
ISTote 2. See 1, 37, 7, note i.
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N'ote 3 . Rathiyantt-iva does not occur again. Saya?;a

explains it, like a woman who wishes for a chariot, or who
rides in a chariot. I join it with oshadhi, and take it in the

sense of upamSndd iMre (PAn. Ill, i, 10), i.e. to behave

like or to be like a chariot, whether the comparison is meant

to express simply the quickness of chariots or the whirling

of their wheels. The Pada has rathiyanti, whereas the

more regular form is that of the Sa;;/hitd, rathiyanti. Cf.

Pr^tMkhya, 587.
Verse 6.

NTote 1. Su-i^etiind, the instrumental of su-y^etd, kindness,

good-mindedness, favour. This word occurs in the instru-

mental only, and always refers to the kindness of the gods;

not, like sumatf, to the kindness of the worshipper also :

I, 79, 9. a nn/i agne su->^etund rayim vi^vayu-poshasam,

mir<^ikam dhehi ^ivase.

Give us, O Agni, through thy favour wealth which sup-

ports our whole life, give us grace to live.

1, 127, II. siA nak nedish/4am dadmdna/^ S, bhara agne

dtvihhih si-kdinkk su-/^etun4 mahai tkyifi su-/^etuni.

Thou, O Agni, seen close to us, bring to us, in union

with the gods, by thy favour, great riches, by thy favour

!

1, 159, 5. asmabhyam dydvapr/thivi (iti) su-/^et\ind rayi'm

dhattam vasu-mantam .yata-gvinam.

Give to us, O DyivAprfthivi, by your favour, wealth,

consisting of treasures and many flocks.

V, 51, II. svasti dyivdpr^thivi (fti) su-^etdni.

Give us, O DydvipWthivi, happiness through your favour

!

V, 64, 2. tS bAhav4 su-/^etdni pra yantam asmai ar>^ate.

Stretch out your arms with kindness to this worshipper

!

In one passage of the ninth Ma;^(^ala (IX, 65, 30) we meet

with su-^etunam, as an accusative, refeiring to Soma, the

gracious, and this would pre-suppose a substantive v^etuna,

which, however, does not exist.

Tfote 2. Sumatf has, no doubt, in most passages in the

Rig-veda, the meaning of favour, the favour of the gods,

‘ Let us obtain your favour, let us be in your favour,’ are

familiar expressions of the Vedic poets. But there are also

numerous passages where that meaning is inapplicable, and
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where, as m our passage, we must translate sumatf by
prayer or desire.

In the following passages sumatf is clearly used in its

original sense of favour, blessing, or even gift

:

I, 73, 6 (7). su-matfm bhfkshamd;2d>^.

Begging for thy favour.

I, 17 1, I. su-uktena bhikshe su-matfm tur&dm.
With a hymn I beg for the favour of the quick Maruts.

I, IT4, 3. aj-yama te su-matfm.

May we obtain thy favour ! Cf. 1, 1 14, 9.

I, 1 14, 4. su-matfm ft vayam asya K vrimmahe.
We choose his favour. Cf. Ill, 33, ii.

I, T17, 23. sadd kavi (fti) su-matfm & >lake vim,
I always desire your favour, O ye wise A.yvins.

I, 156, 3. mzhik te vish?2o (fti) su-matfm bha^imahe.
May we, O Vish;2u, enjoy the favour of thee, the mighty

!

Bhiksh, to beg, used above, is an old desiderative form
of bha^, and means to wish to enjoy.

Ill, 4, I, su-matfm r^si vasva^

Thou grantest the favour of wealth.

VII, 39, I. urdhva/2 agnfy^ su-matfm vasva^ ai-ret.

The lighted fire went up for the favour ofwealth. Cf. VII,

60, II; IX, 97, 26.

Ill, 57, 6. vaso (fti) rasva su-matfm vlsvi-ganyim.

Grant us, O Vasu, thy favour,which is glorious among men

!

VII, 100, 2. tvam vishno (fti) su-matfm visvi-ganyim—dik,

Mayest thou, Vish^^u, give thy favour, which is glorious

among men!

X, II, 7. yih te ague su-matfm marta.^ akshat.

The mortal who obtained thy favour, O Agni.

IIj 349 15* arva>^i si maruta^ yi vah itiA 6 (fti) sii visri-iva

su-matfA gigitu.

Your help, O Maruts, which is to usward, your favour
may it come near, like a cow!

VIII, 22, 4. asmin akkha su-matf/2 vAm .fubha>^ patl (fti) i
dhenu>5-iva dhavatu.

May your favour, O A^ins, hasten towards us, like a cow

!

But this meaning is by no means the invariable meaning
of sumatf, and it will easily be seen that, in the following
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passages, the word must be translated by prayer. Thus

when Sarasvati is called (I, 3, ii) ^etanti su-matinam, this

can only mean she who knows of the prayers, as before she is

called ^odayitri sunr/tinim, she who excites songs of praise

:

I, 15 1, 7. i.kkhz. glraJi su-matim gantam asma-yu (iti).

Come towards the songs, towards the prayer, you who are

longing for us. Cf. X, 20, 10.

43 j 3* ttish^nm ismdJi su-matfm y^ikiddhi na/^.

Sitting quiet, listen, O S'akuni (bird), to our prayer

!

V, I, 10, a bhandishZ/^asya su-matim ^ikiddhi.

Take notice ofthe prayer of thy best praiser ! Cf. V, 33, i

.

VII, 18, 4. a xidJi indra/2 su-matim gantu ikkhdi.

May Indra come to our prayer

!

VII, 31, 10. pra->^etase pra su-matim k?7;2udhvam.

Make a prayer for the wise god

!

IX, 96, 2. su-matim yati kkkhz.. •

He (Soma) goes near to the prayer.

X, 148, 3. nsht;24m vipra^ su-matfm Bakina//.

Thou, the wise, desiring the prayer of the jS^shis.

VIII, 22, 6. tS, vdm adya sumati-bhi/5 .?ubha4 pati (fti)

afvind pra stuvtmahi.

Let us praise to-day the glorious Alvins with our prayers.

IX, 74, I. tarn imahe su-mati.

We implore him with prayer.

In our passage the verb pipartana, fill or fulfil, indicates

in what sense sumati ought to be taken. Su-matim pipar-

tana is no more than kamam pipartana, fulfil our desire

!

See VII, 62, 3. K na4 kSmam piipurantu ; I, 158, 2. kama-

pr6;/a-iva manasd. OrKSumna, see Burnouf, feudes, p^

and Aufrecht, in Kuhi?s ZeitsdSft,VoITTv”^^

]5rbti^.'’Trrm52^:a^^ to ancient and

modern interpreters. It is mentioned as a difficult word

in the Nigha?^/u, and all that Yaska has to say is that it

means possessed of cutting teeth (Nir. VI, 30. krivirdati

vikartanadanti). Professor Roth, in his note to this passage,

says that krivi can never have the meaning of well, which

is ascribed to it in the Nigha^^^u III, 23, but seems rather

to mean an animal, perhaps the wild boar, fcdirpos, with

metathesis of v and r. He translates our passage: ‘Where
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your lightning with boar-teethT^ears/ In-^his Dictionary,

however, he only says, 'krivis, perhaps the name of an

animal, and d ant, tooth.’ Skyana. contents himself with

explaining krivirdatt by vikshepa;2ai‘tladantt; having teeth

that scatter about.

My own translation is founded on the supposition that

knVis, the first portion of knVirdatt, has nothing to do with

krivi, but is a dialectic variety of kravis, raw flesh, the

Greek Kpias, Latin caro, cruor. It means what is raw,

bloody, or gory. From it the adjective krfira, horrible,

cruentus (Curtius, Grundzuge, p. 14^:^ ;
Kuhn, Zeitschrift,

vol. ii, p. 1^35). A name of the goddess Durgi in later

Sanskrit is krflradanti, and with a similar conception the

lightning, I believe, is here called krivirdatt, with gory teeth.

Note 4. It should be observed that in radati the simile

of the teeth of the lightning is carried on. For radati may
be supposed to have had in the Veda, too, the original

meaning of ridere and rddere, to scratch, to gnaw. Rada
and radana in the later Sanskrit mean tooth. It is curious,

however, that there is no other passage in the Rig-veda

where rad clearly means to bite. It means to cut, in

I, 5i, 12. g6k na parva v/ rada tirajH.

Cut his joint through, as the joint of an ox.

But in most passages where rad occurs in the Veda, it

has the meaning of giving. It is not the same which we
have in the Zend r^d, to give, and which Justi rightly

identifies with the root rddh. But rad, to divide, may, like

the German theilen in zutheilen,have taken the meaning
ofgiving, Greek baloi means to divide, but yields Sat?, portion,

meal, just as Sanskrit day, to divide, yields diyas, share, i. e.

inheritance.

This meaning is evident in the following passages

:

VII, 79, 4. tavat usha^ radha/^ asmabhyam rdsva yavat

stotr/^bhyaA arada^ grmiinS.,

Grant us, Ushas, so much wealth. as thou hast given to

the singers, when praised.

1, 1 16, 7* kakshivate aradatam piiram-dhim.

You gave wisdom to Kakshivat.

1, 169, 8. rada mariit-bhi.^ j’urudha^ g6-agr4^.
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Give to the Maruts gifts, rich in cattle.

VII, 62, 3. vf na^ sahasram i*urudha4 radantu.

May they (the gods) give to us a thousand gifts!

I, 1 17, II. va^am vipraya—radantd.

Giving spoil to the sage

!

VI, 61, 6. rada piisha-iva na/z sanim.

Give us, Sarasvatt, wealth, like Pushan I

IX, 93, 4. rada indo (iti) rayim.

Give us, O Indra, wealth 1

VII, 32, 18. rada-vaso (iti).

Indra, thou who givest wealth 1

In many passages, how^ever, this verb rad is connected

with w^ords meaning way or path, and it then becomes a

question whether it simply means to grant a way, or to cut

a way open for some one. In Zend, too, the same idiom

occurs, and Professor Justi explains it by ‘prepare a way.^

I subjoin the principal passages

:

VI, 30, 3. yat dbhya// arada^ gatiim indra.

That thou hast cut a way for them (the rivers). Cf. VII,

74, 4-

IV, 19, 2. pra vartanif// aradak vuvi-dhen^^.

Thou (Indra) hast cut open the paths for all the cows.

X, 75, 2. pra te aradat varuna/i y£tave patha^.

Varu^^a cut the paths for thee to go.

VII, 87, 1, radat patha/e varu;^a>^ siirydya.

Varu;^a cut paths for Surya.

V, 80, 3. patha/^ radanti suvitaya devi.

She, the dawn, cutting open the paths for welfare.

VII, 60, 4. yasmai dditya/^ adhvana>^ radanti.

For whom the Adityas cut roads.

II, 30, 2. patha>^ radanti/^—dhiinaya/2 yanti artham.

Cutting their paths, the rivers go to their goal.

This last verse seems to show that the cutting open of

a road is really the idea expressed by rad in all these

passages. And thus we find the rivers themselves saying

that Indra cut them out or delivered them

:

III, 33, 6. indra/i asman aradat v^a-bdhu^. Cf. X, 89, 7.

Note 5, Ri;^ati, like the preceding expressions krfvirdati

and radati, is not chosen at random, for though it has the
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general meaning of crushing or destroying, it is used by

the Vedic poets with special reference to the chewing or

crunching by means of the teeth. For instance,

1, 148, 4. purum dasma^ nf rmati ^ambhai.^.

Agni crunches many things with his jaws.

1, 127, 4. sthira kit anna nf rin^ti d^asd.

Even tough morsels he (Agni) crunches fiercely.

In a more general sense we find it used,

V, 41, 10. sokik-kessik nf rbikti vand.

Agni with flaming hair swallows or destroys the forests.

IV, 19, 3. dhim vigtmz. vf ri^^d^

Thou destroyedst Ahi with the thunderbolt.

X, ISO, I. sadya^^a^rtdnd/^ nf ri^^dti .ydtrun.

As soon as bom he destroys his enemies.

Note 6. Siidhitd-iva barha^^d. I think the explanation

of this phrase given by Sdya;^a may be retained. He ex-

plains siidhitd by suhita, i. e. sush^>^u preritd, well thrown,

well levelled, and barha;/d by hatis, tatsddhand hetir vd, a

blow or its instrument, a weapon. Professor Roth takes

barha^2d as an instrumental, used adverbially, in the sense

of powerfully, but he does not explain in what sense

siidhitd-iva ought then to be taken. We cannot well refer

it to didydt, lightning, on account of the iva, which requires

something that can form a simile of the lightning. Nor is

su-dhitd ever used as a substantive so as to take the place

of svadhittva. Sii-dhita has apparently many meanings,

but they all centre in one common conception. Sii-dhita

means well placed, of a thing which is at rest, well arranged,

well ordered, secure
;
or it means well sent, well thrown, of

a thing which has been in motion. Applied to human
beings, it means well disposed or kind.

Ill, 23, 1, nf/^-mathita/2 sii-dhita^ ^ sadha-sthe.

Agni produced by rubbin^5i5,d well placed in his abode.

VII, 42, 4. sii-prita.^ agnf^ sd-^hita^ dame L
Agni, who is cherished and well placed in the house.

Ill, 29, 2. ara?zyo^ nf-hita^ ^dta-veddA garbhaA-iva sd-

dhita/^ garbhtetshu.

Agni placed in the two fire-sticks, well placed like an

embryo in the mothers. Cf, X, 27, 16.
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VIII, 60, 4. abhi praya?;2si sii-dhitd ^ vaso (iti) gahi.

Come, O Vasu, to these well-placed offerings. Cf. I, 135,

4; VI, 15, 15; X, 53, 2.

X, 70, 8. su-dhM havw^shi.

The well-placed offerings.

IV, 2, 10 (adhvaram), VII, 7, 3 (barhiV^).

As applied to ayus, life, siidhita may be translated by
well established, safe

:

II, 27, 10. a.ryama ^yu;;2shi su-dhitini purvi.

May we obtain the happy long lives of our forefathers.

IV, 50, 8. sHi it ksheti su-dhitaA okasi sve.

That man dwells secure in his own house.

Applied to a missile weapon, siidhita may mean well

placed, as it were, well shouldered, well held, before it is

thrown
;
or well levelled, well aimed, when it is thrown :

1, 167, 3. mimyaksha yeshu sii-dhita

—

rish.tik.

To whom the well held spear sticks fast.

VI, 33, 3. tvam tan indra ubhay&n amftrdn dfeS. Yritv^nl

ia .rhra, vadhi^ vdnd-iva sii-dhitebhi^ atkai>^.

Thou, Indra, O hero, struckest both enemies, the bar-

barous and the Aryan fiends, like forests with well-aimed

weapons.

Applied to a poem, siidhita means well arranged or

perfect:

1, 140, II. iddm agne sii-dhitam diii^-dhitdt adhi priyat

mn (fti) ^it manmana/^ prdya/^ astu te.

May this perfect prayer be more agreeable to thee than

an imperfect one, though thou likest it.

VII, 32, 13. mantram akharvam sii-dhitam.

A poem, not mean, well contrived.

As applied to men, siidhita means very much the same

as hita, well disposed, kind

:

IV, 6, 7, adha mitra/^ na sii-dhita^^ pdvaka^ agnf/^ didaya

manushfshu vikshii.

Then, like a kind friend, Agni shone among the children

of man.

V, 3, 2. mitram sii-dhitam.

VI, 15, 2. mitrdm na yam sii-dhitam.

VIII, 23, 8, mitram na ^ane sii-dhitam nta-vani.

[32] Q
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X, 115, 7. mitrasai na ye su-dhit^>?j.

At last su-dhita, without reference to human beings,

takes the general sense of kind, good

:

III, II, 8. pari vuvdni sii-dhitd a,gn6/i aj-ydma mdnma-

hhUi.

May we obtain through our prayers all the goods of

Agni.

Here, however, prayi;/^si may have to be supplied, and

in that case this passage, too, should be classed with those

mentioned above, VIII, 60, 4, See.

If then we consider that siidhita, as applied to weapons,

means well held or well aimed, we can hardly doubt that

barha;2i is here, as S^y^na. says, some kind of weapon. I

should derive it from barhayati, to crush, which we have,

for instance,

I3 1335 3‘ pii'ahga-bhnshifim ambhrhdm pM/^im indra

sam mriuz, sarvam raksha^ nf barhaya.

Pound together the fearful Pua^i with his fiery weapons,

strike down every Rakshas.

II, 23, 8. br/haspate deva-nida.^ nf barhaya.

Br/haspati strike down the scoffers of the gods. Cf. VI,

<5 i, 3.

Barha;^d would therefore mean a weapon intended to

crush an enemy, a block of stone, it may be, or a heavy

club, and in that sense barhd;?^ occurs at least once

more

:

VIII, 63, 7. yat pa;Ua-^anyayd vi.ra indre gh6sha>^ isri-

kshata, istrinit harhink vipa^.

When shouts have been sent up to Indra by the people

of the five clans, then the club scattered the spears
;

or,

then he scattered the spears with his club.

In other passages Professor Roth is no doubt right when
he assigns to hathank an adverbial meaning, but I do not
think that this meaning would be appropriate in our verse.

Grassmann also translates, ‘ ein wohlgezielter Pfeil.’

Verse 7.

Kote 1. Alktrinasa/i, a word which occurs but once more,
and which had evidently become unintelligible even at the
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time of Y^ska. He (Nir. VI, 2) explains it by alam^tardano

megha/^, the cloud which opens easily. This, at least, is the

translation given by Professor Roth, though not without

hesitation. Alamatardana/^, as a compound, is explained

by the commentator as atardanapary^pta/2, alam itardayi-

tum udakam, i. e. capable of letting off the water. But

Devar^^aya^an explains it differently. He says : alam

paryiptam atardanam hlmsi yasya, bahudakatva/^^/zabalo

megho vii-eshyate, i. e. whose injuring is great
;
the dark

cloud is so called because it contains much water. Saya/za,

too, attempts several explanations. In III, 30, 10, he seems

to derive it from trfh, to kill, not, like Y^ska, from trid,

and he explains its meaning as the cloud which is exceed-

ingly hurt by reason of its holding so much water. In our

passage he explains it either as anat;^f;/a, free from injury,

or good hurters of enemies, or good givers of rewards.

From all this I am afraid we gain nothing. Let us now

see what modern commentators have proposed in order to

discover an appropriate meaning in this word. Professor

Roth suggests that the word may be derived from ri, to

give, and the sufSx t;^^V^a, and the negative particle, thus

meaning, one who does not give or yield anything. But,

if so, how is this adjective applicable to the Maruts, who in

this very verse are praised for their generosity.? Langlois

in our passage translates, ‘heureux de nos louanges;’ in

III, 30, 10, ‘ qui laissait fletrir les plantes/ Wilson in our

passage translates, ‘devoid of malevolence;’ but in III, 30,

10, ‘heavy/

I do not pretend to solve all these difficulties, but I may

say this in defence of my own explanation that it fulfils the

condition of being applicable both to the Maruts and to

the demon Bala. The suffix trim is certainly irregular,

and I should much prefer to write alitri;/a, for in that case

we might derive latrin from litra, and to this latra, i. e.

r^tra, I should ascribe* the sense of barking. The root rai

or ra means to bark, and has been connected by Professor

Aufrecht with Latin rire, inrire, and possibly inritare^

a Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. ix, p. 233.

Q 2
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thus showing a transition of meaning from barking, to pro-

voking or attacking. The same root ri explains also the

Latin l^trare, to bark, allatrare, to assail; and, whatever

ancient etymologists may say to the contrary, the Latin

latro, an assailer. The old derivation ^latrones eos antiqui

dicebant, qui conduct! militabant, diro rijs Aarpeta?,’ seems to

me one ofthose etymologies in which the scholars of Rome,

who had learnt a little Greek, delighted as much as scholars

who know a little Sanskrit delight in finding some plausible

derivation for any Greek or Latin word in Sanskrit. I know
that Curtius (Grundziige, p. 326) and Corssen (Kritische

Nachtrage, p. 239) take a different view
;
but a foreign

word, derived from kdrpoi^y pay, hire, would never have

proved so fertile as latro has been in Latin.

If then we could write al4tri;2asa^, we should have an

appropriate epithet of the Maruts, in the sense of not

assailing or not reviling, in fact, free from malevolence, as

Wilson translated the word, or rather Siya^^a^s explanation

of it, itardanarahita. What gives me some confidence in

this explanation is this, that it is equally applicable to the

other passage where aldtrf;/a occurs, III, 30, 10 :

alAtrmi/i vaM^ indra vra^ia^ g6k pura hanto>^ bhayamina/^

VI ira.

Without barking did Vala, the keeper of the cow, full of

fear, open, before thou struckest him.

If it should be objected that vra^ means always stable,

and is not used again in the sense of keeper, one might
reply that vra^a/2, in the nom. sing., occurs in this one
single passage only, and that bhayamdna/^, fearing, clearly

implies a personification. Otherwise, one might translate

:

Wala was quiet, O Indra, and the stable of the cow came
open, full of fear, before thou struckest.’ The meaning of

slktrmi would remain the same, the not-barking being here

used as a sign that Indra’s enemy was cowed, and no longer

inclined to revile or defy the power of Indra. Horn. hymn,
in Merc. I45> kvv^s keX&Kovro,

ISTote 2. See I, 38, 15, note i, page 95.
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Verse 8,

35Tote 1. Abhi-hruti seems to have the meaning of assault,

injury, insult. It occurs but once, but abhi-hrut, a feminine

substantive with the same meaning, occurs several times.

The verb hru, which is not mentioned in the Dhatupaf/za,

but has been identified with hvar, occurs in our hymn,
v'erse 12:

I, 128, 5. sa/z na/i trasate du/z-itat abhi-hriita/^ sa7;isat

agliat abhi-hruta//.

He protects us from evil, from assault, from evil speaking,

Torn assault.

X, 63, II, trayadhvam na/z du/z-evaya/z abhi-hruta-^.

Protect us from mischievous injury

!

1, 189, 6. abhi-hriitim asi hi deva vishpa^f.

For thou, god, art the deliverer from all assaults. Vishpa/,

ieliverer, from vi and spai*, to bind.

Vf-hruta, which occurs twice, means evidently what has

Deen injured or spoiled :

VIII, 1,12. fshkartd vi-hrutam piinar (iti).

He who sets right what has been injured. Cf. VIII, 20, 26.

Avi-hruta again clearly means uninjured, intact, entire

:

V^ 66, 2. ta hf kshatram avi-hrutam—a,ydte.

For they both have obtained uninjured power.

X, 170, 1. §,y\x/z dadhat ya^y7a-patau avi-hrutam.

Giving uninjured life to the lord of the sacrifice.

Verse 9.

iKTote 1. Tavisha certainly means strength, and that it is

[sed in the plural in the sense of acts of strength, we can

ee from the first verse of our hymn and other passages.

Jut when we read that tavishawi are placed on the chariots

f the Maruts, just as before bhadrS, good things, food, &c.,

,re mentioned, it is clear that so abstract a meaning as

trength or powers would not be applicable here. We
light take it in the modern sense of forces, i. e. your armies,

our comoanions are on vour chariots, striving with each
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of Strength, seemed a preferable rendering. As to mitha-

spr/dhya, see I, X195 3, p. 164.

JN'ote 2. The rendering of this passage must depend on

the question whether the khadis, whatever they are, can be

carried on the shoulders or not. We saw before (p. 120)

that kh^dis were used both as ornaments and as weapons,

and that, when used as weapons, they were most likely rings

or quoits with sharp edges. There is at least one other

passage where these khadfs are said to be worn on the

shoulders

:

VII, 56, 13. a;;2seshu a maruta// khddaya/2 va^ vaksha>^-su

rukma'/^ upa-^ii*riyi^a;^.

On your shoulders are the quoits, on your chests the

golden chains are fastened.

In other places the khidis are said to be in the hands,

hasteshu, but this would only show that they are there when
actually used for fighting. Thus we read :

1, 168, 3. a esh^m ameshu rambhmi-iva rarabhe, hasteshu

khidik kz. kritili kd. sim dadhe.

To their shoulders there clings as if a clinging wife, in

their hands the quoit is held and the dagger.

In V, 58, 2, the Maruts are called kh^'di-hasta, holding

quoits in their hands. There is one passage which

w^mentioned before (p. 112), where the khddis are said to

be'fen the feet of the Maruts, and on the strength of this

passage Professor Roth proposes to alter pra-patheshu to

prd-padeshu, and to translate, ^The khadis are on your
forefeet.’ I do not think this emendation necessary.

Though we do not know the exact shape and character

of the khadi, we know that it was a w^eapon, most likely a

ring, occasionally used for ornament, and carried along

either on the feet or on the shoulders, but in actual battle

held in the hand. The w’eapon which Vish^m holds in one
of his right hands, the so-called >^akra, may be the modern
i-epresentation of the ancient khadi. What, however, is

quite certain is this, that khadi in the Veda never means
food, as Skyzinsi optionally interprets it. This interpretation

is accepted by Wilson, who translates, ' At your resting-

places on the road refreshments (are ready).’ Nay, he
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goes on in a note to use this passage as a proof of the

advanced civilisation of India at the time of the Vedic
i?zshis. ‘ The expression/ he says, ^ is worthy of note, as

indicating the existence of accommodations for the use of

travellers : the prapatha is the choltri of the south of India,

the sarai of the Mohammedans, a place by the road-side

where the travellers may find shelter and provisions.’

IS^oto 3 . This last passage shows that the poet is really

representing to himself the Maruts as on their journey, and
he therefore adds, ‘ your axle turns the two (IV, 30, 2)

wheels together,’ which probably means no more than, ‘ your

chariot is going smoothly or quickly.’ Though the expres-

sion seems to us hardly correct, yet one can well imagine

how the axle was supposed to turn the wheels as the horses

were drawing the axle, and the axle acted on the wheels.

Anyhow, no other translation seems possible. Samaya in

the Veda means together, at once, and is the Greek 6/a^,

generally ofxov or the Latin s im u 1 . Cf. 1
, 56, 6 ; 73, 6

;

113, 10 ; 163, 3 ;
VII, 66

, 15 ;
IX, 75, 4 ; 85, 5 ; 97, 56.

Vrzt means to turn, and is frequently used with reference

to the wheels

:

VIII, 46, 23. daja i’yiva/z—nemi'm nf vavntu>^.

The ten black horses turn down the felly or the wheel.

IV, 30, 2. satra te anu krish/aya/z visvdiA >^akra-iva

vavrztu/z.

All men turn always round thee, like wheels.

That the Atmanepada of vrzt may be used in an active

sense we see from

I, 1 9 1, 15. tata^ visham pra vavrz’te.

I turn the poison out from here.

All the words used in this sentence are very old words,

and we can with few exceptions turn them into Greek or

Latin. In Latin we should have axis vos(ter) circos

simul divert it. In Greek v{iJ,(ov) kvkX(o ojxfi ....

Verse 10.

Note 1. See I, 64, 4, note i, page iii.

Note 2. See 1 , 166, i, note i, page 212.
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Note 3. On eta in the sense of fallow deer, or, it may be,

antelope, see 1, 165, 5, note 2, page 196.

£ta originally means variegated, and thus becomes a

name of any speckled deer, it being difficult to say what

exact species is meant. Sdya;2a in our passage explains

iikh by mklavar;/^ mdl^>5
,
many-coloured wreaths or chains,

which may be right. Yet the suggestion of Professor Roth

that eti/^, deer, stands here for the skins of fallow deer, is

certainly more poetical, and quite in accordance with the

Vedic idiom, which uses, for instance, go, cow, not only in

the sense of milk,—that is done even in more homely

English,—but also for leather, and thong. It is likewise

in accordance with what we know of the earliest dress of

the Vedic Indians, that deer-skins should here be men-

tioned. We learn from Ajvaliyana’s Grzhya-sfitras, of

which we now possess an excellent edition by Professor

Stenzler, and a reprint of the text and commentary by
Rama Nir^ya^^a Vidy^ratna, in the Bibliotheca Indica,

that a boy when he was brought to his tutor, i. e. from the

eighth to possibly the twenty-fourth year, had to be well

combed, and attired in a new dress. A Brihma^^a should

wear the skin of an antelope (ai;^eya), the Kshatriya the

skin of a deer (raurava), the Vaij’ya the skin of a goat (^^a).

If they wore dresses, that of the Brahma;^a should be dark

red (kishdya), that of the Kshatriya bright red (miw^sh/>^a),

that of the Vauya yellow (hiridra). The girdle of the

Brahmawa should be of Mun^a grass, that of the Kshatriya

a bow-string, that of the Vai.rya made of sheep’s wool.

The same regulations occur in other Sutras, as, for instance,

the Dharma-sutras of the Apastambtyas and Gautamas,
though there are certain characteristic differences in each,

which maybe due either to local or to chronological causes.

Thus according to the Apastambiya-sutras, which have
been published by Professor Biihler, the Br^hma^^a may
wear the skin of the hari^^a deer, or that of the antelope

(ai?^eyam), but the latter must be from the black antelope

(kr2sh?2am), and, a proviso is added, that if a man wears
the black antelope skin, he must never spread it out to sit

or sleep on it. As materials for the dress, Apastamba
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allows ssim^ hemp%‘ or kshuma, flax, and he adds that

woollen dresses are allowed to all castes, as well as the

kambala (masc.), which seems to be any cloth made of

vegetable substances (darbh^dinirmitam Mram kambalam).

He then adds a curious remark, which would seem to show

Sonsi is an old Aryan word, though its meanings differ, Hesy-

chius and Eustathius mention Kawa as being synonymous with

^tados, reed. Pollux gives two forms, Kawa and Kava, (Pollux X,

166, TTTavdKa de yp'lados rj iv tols aKarlois kcli mvav Kokovcnv, VII,

176, KovvaL di t6 Ik Kavd^ayv rrXeyfia.) This is important, because the

same difference of spelling occurs also in Kawa^Ls and Kdva^os or

Kavpaposj a model, a lay figure, which Lobeck derives from Kdvpm.

In Old Norse \ve have hanp-r, in A. S. hsenep, hemp, Old High-

Germ. hanaf.

The occurrence of the word .yawa is of importance as showing at

how early a time the Aryans of India were acquainted with the uses

and the name of hemp. Our word hemp, the A. S. hsenep, the

Old Norse hanp-r, are all borrowed from Latin cannabis, which,

like other borrowed words, has undergone the regular changes re-

quired by Grimm’s law in Low-German, and also in High-German,

hanaf. The Slavonic nations seem to have borrow^ed their word

for hemp (Lith. kanap^) from the Goths, the Celtic nations (Ir.

canaib) from the Romans (cf. Kuhn, Beitrage, voL ii, p. 382).

The Latin cannabis is borrowed from Greek, and the Greeks, to

judge from the account of Herodotus, most likely adopted the word

from the Aryan Thracians and Scythians (Her. IV, 74; Pictet, Les

Aryens, vol. i, p. 314). Kdvpa^ts being a foreign word, it would be

useless to attempt an explanation of the final element bis, which

is added to .ya«a, the Sanskrit ^vord for hemp. It may be visa,

fibre, or it may be anything else. Certain it is that the main ele-

ment in the name of hemp vras the same among the settlers in

Northern India, and among the Thiacians and Scythians through

whom the Greeks first became acquainted with hemp.

The history of the word Kawa^is must be kept distinct from that

of the Greek Kdvpa or Kdva, reed. Both spellings occur, for Pollux,

X, 166, writes irrapdKa de iari yjrlado? fj ip roh aKarlois ^p Kal Kavap

Kokovaip, but VII, 176, Kdppat, de to sk Kavd^cop TrXiyfia, This WOrd

Kdppa may be the same as the Sansknt ja/2a, only \vitb this differ-

ence, that it was retained as common property by Greeks and

Indians before they separated, and was applied differently in later

times by the one and the other.
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that the Brahmawas preferred skins, and the Kshatriyas

clothes, for he says that those who wish well to the Brkh-

mandiS should wear a^ina, skins, and those who wish well to

the Kshatriyas should wear vastra, clothes, and those who

wish well to both should wear both, but, in that case, the skin

should always form the outer garment. The Dharma-siit'ras

of the Gautamas, which were published in India, prescribe

likewise for the Brdhma;^a the black antelope skin, and allow

clothes of hemp or linen (j‘i;2akshauma/feira) as well as kuta-

pas (woollen cloth) for all. What is new among the Gau-

tamas is, that they add the kirpdsa, the cotton dress, which

is important as showing an early knowledge of this manu-

facture. The karp^sa dress occurs once more as a present

to be given to the Potar priest (Asv. vSrauta-shtras IX, 4),

and was evidently considered as a valuable present, taking

precedence of the kshaumi or linen dress. It is provided

that the cotton dress should not be dyed, for this, I sup-

pose, is the meaning of avikrita. Immediately after, how-

ever, it is said, that some authorities say the dress should

be dyed red (kdshdyam apy eke), the very expression which

occurred in Apastamba, and that, in that case, the red for

the Brdhma;2a’s dress should be taken from the bark of

trees (virksha). Manu, who here, as elsewhere, simply

paraphrases the ancient Sutras, says, II, 41 :

kdrsh;2arauravabdstini ^armd;2i brahma/^dri;2a/^

vastrann ^nupurvye^^a .r4;2akshaum&vikdni ka.

* Let BrahmaMrins wear (as outer garments) the skins of

the black antelope, the deer, the goat, (as under garments)

dresses of hemp, flax, and sheep’s wool, in the order of the

three castes.’

The Sanskrit name for a dressed skin is a^ina, a word
which does not occur in the Rig-veda, but which, if Bopp
is right in deriving it from a^a, goat, as alyk from

would have meant originally, not skin in general, but a

goat-skin. The skins of the eta, here ascribed to the

Maruts, would be identical with the ameya, which Asvalk-

yana ascribes to the Brdhma^^a, not, as we should expect, to

the Kshatriya, if, as has been supposed, aineya is derived

from ena, which is a secondary foi'm, particularly in the
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feminine ent, of eta. There is, however, another word, edsi,

a kind of sheep, which, but for Fes t us, might be haedus,
and by its side em, a kind of antelope. These two forms

pre-suppose an earlier en^a or ar«a, and point therefore in

a different direction, though hardly to apv€s.

ISTote 4 . I translate kshura by sharp edges, but it might

have been translated literally by razors, for, strange as it

may sound, razors were known, not only during the Vedic

period, but even previous to the Aryan separation. The
Sanskrit kshura is the Greek ^vpos or In the Veda
we have clear allusions to shaving :

X, 145^, 4. yadS te vata/z anu-vati sqM/i, vapta-iva jrmariu

vapasi pra bhuma.

When the wind blows after thy blast, then thou shavest

the earth as a barber shaves the beard. Cf. Ij 65, 4.

If, as B. and R. suggest, vaptar, barber, is connected with

the more modern name for barber in Sanskrit, viz, n^pita,

we should have to admit a root svap, in the sense of tearing

or pulling, vellere, from which we might derive the Vedic

svapu (VII, 5^, 3)> beak. Corresponding to this we find in

Old High-German snabui, beak, (schnepfe, snipe,) and

in Old Norse nef. The Anglo-Saxon neb means mouth

and nose, while in modern English neb or nib is used for

the bill or beak of a bird^/ Another derivation of napita,

proposed by ProfessorWeber (Kuhn’s Beitrage, vol. i, p. 505),

who takes napita as a dialectic form of sndpitar, balneator,

or lavator, might be admitted if it could be proved that in

India also the barber was at the same time a balneator,

Burnouf, Lotus, p. 451^, translating from the Sdma/ii'Ta-phala

Sutta, mentions among the different professions of the

people those of ^ portier,’ ‘ barbier,’ and ^ baigneur.’

Verse 11 .

Note 1. Vf-bhiitaya^ is properly a substantive, meaning

O' Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, vol. iii, pp. 400, 409, There

IS not yet sufficient evidence to show that Sanskiit sv, German sn,

and Sanskrit n are interchangeable, but there is at least one case

that may be analogous. Sanskrit sva«^, to embrace, to twist round

a person, German slango, Schlange, snake, and Sanskrit n^ga,

snake. Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, vol. iii, p. 364.
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power, but, like other substantives^, and particularly sub-

stantives with prepositions, it can be used as an adjective,

and is, in fact, more frequently used as an adjective than as

a substantive. In English we may translate it by power.

It is a substantive,

I, 8, 9. eva hi te vi-bhutaya^ utaya^ indra mll-vate sadya>^

j^it santi dai*ushe.

For indeed thy powers, O Indra, are at once shelters for

a sacrificer, like me.

But it is an adjective,

I, 30, 5. vi-bhutii^ astu sunr/td.

May the prayer be powerful.

VI, 17, 4. maham anunam tavasam vf-bhutim matsarasaA

^rhr/shanta pra-saham.

The sweet draughts of Soma delighted the great, the

perfect, the strong, the powerful, the unyielding Indra.

Cf. VIII, 49 .
6

; 50, 6.

Vibhva/^!, with the Svarita on the last syllable, has to be

pronounced vihhuk/L In III, 6, 9, we find vi-bhava^.

liTote 2. See I, 87, i, note i, page i 5o.

Hote 3 . See I, 6, 5, note i, page 41.

Verse 12.

Note 1. Mahi-tvanam, greatness, is formed by the suffix

tvana, which Professor Aufrecht has identified with the

Greek cr6v7
j
(avvov)

; see Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. i, p. 482.

The origin of this suffix has been explained by Professor

Benfey, ibid. vol. vii, p. 120, who traces it back to the suffix

tvan, for instance, i-tvan, goer, in prdta^-itvd=prdtaA-y^vd.

Note 2. Vratd is one of the many words which, though

we may perceive their one central idea, and their original

purport, we have to translate by various terms in order to

make them intelligible in every passage where they occur.

Vrata (from vrt, vrinoti), I believe, meant originally what is

enclosed, protected, set apart, the Greek rojud? :

1. V, 46, 7. ySA plirthivdsa^ ya/2 apSm api vrat^ tS.k na/2

devt/2 su-bavd/2 .yarma ya>fe>6^ata.

a See Benfey, Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. ii, p. 216.
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O ye gracious goddesses, who are on the earth or in the

realm of the waters, grant us your protection I

Here vrata is used like vr?^ana, see I, 165, 15, note 3,

page 208.

X, 1 14, 2. tasim ni klkyu/i kavaya// ni-d^nam pareshu yi/i

guhyeshu vrateshu.

The poets discovered their (the Nirr/tis’) origin, who are '

in the far hidden chambers.

1^35 3* ^si triti/i giihyena vratena.

Thou art Trita within the hidden place, or with the

secret work.

Dr. Muir sent me another passage :

III, 54, 5. didrzsrc eshkm avama sidhusl pareshu ya

guhyeshu vrateshu.

2. Vrati means what is fenced off or forbidden, what is

determined, what is settled, and hence, like dharman, law,

ordinance. Virayati means to prohibit. In this sense vrata

occurs very frequently :

I, 25, 1, yat >^it hf te vis^A yathi pra deva varu;2a vratam,

mintmasi dyavi-dyavi.

Whatever law of thine we break, O Varu^^a, day by day,

men as we are.

II, 8, 3. yasya vratdm na mfyate.

Whose law is not broken.

III, 32, 8. indrasya karma su-kr7td puruV^i vratfoi dev^A

na minanti vi.yve.

The deeds of Indra are well done and many, all the gods

do not break his laws, or do not injure his ordinances.

II, 24, 12. vii*vam satyam maghavana yuvok it apa/^ /^ana

pra minanti vratam v^m.

All that is yours, O powerful gods, is true; even the

watef-s do not break your law.

II, 38, 7. naki/2 asya tani vrata devasya savitii/^ minanti

No one breaks these laws of this god Savitar. Cf. II,

3S, 9-

I, 92, 12. aminati daivydni vrat^ni.

Not injuring the divine ordinances. Cf. 1, 124, 2.

X, 12, 5. kat asya ati vratam y^akrima.

Which of his laws have we overstepped ?
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VIII, 25, 16, tasya vratani anu va>5 y^ardmasi.

His ordinances we follow.

X, 33, 9. na devandm ati vratam jata-dtmd .^ana ^ivati.

No one lives beyond the statute of the gods, even if he

had a hundred lives.

VII, 5, 4. tava tri-dhatu pr/thivi uta dyau/2: vaiVvdnara

vratam agne say^anta.

The earth and the sky followed thy threefold law, O
Agni Vaijvdnara.

VII, 87, 7. yi/i mriliykti y^akriishe i^it aga^ vayam sydma

varu;/e andga>5
,
anu vratdni adite^ ;^/dhanta^.

Let us be sinless before Varu^^a, who is gracious even to

him who has committed sin, performing the laws of Aditi

!

II, 28, 8. nama/^ purd te varu;/a uta nunam uta aparam

tuvi-^dta bravdma, tve hi kam parvate na i^ritdni dpra-

^yutdni du/z-dabha vratani.

Formerly, and now, and also in future let us give praise

to thee, O Varu;/a ;
for in thee, O unconquerable, all laws

are grounded, immovable as on a rock.

A very frequent expression is anu vratam, according to

the command of a god, II, 38, 3 ; 6 ;
VIII, 40, 8 ;

or simply

anu vratdm, according to law and order

:

I, 136, 5. tarn aryama abhf rakshati r^^-ydntam dnu

vratam.

Aryaman protects him who acts uprightly according

to law.

Cf.III, 61,1; IV,i3,2; V, 69,1.

3 . The laws or ordinances or institutions of the gods are

sometimes taken for the sacrifices which are supposed to be

enjoined by the gods, and the performance of which is, in a

certain sense, the performance of the divine will.

I3 93s 8. ya/^ agnishomi havishd saparyat devaSri/^d

mdnasi yi/t gh^^t^na, tasya vratam rakshatam p^tam am-

hasa/5.

He who worships Agni and Soma with oblations, with a

godly mind, or with an offering, protect his sacrifice, shield

him from evil

!

I, 31, 2. tvam agne prathama^^ angirai^-tama^ kavi/z

dev^him pari bhfishasi vratam.
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Agni, the first and wisest of poets, thou performest the

sacrifice of the gods.

Ill, 3, 9. tasya vratani bhiiri-poshma^ vayam fipa bhu-

shema dame S, snvrzlcti-hhiA.

Let us, who possess much wealth, perform with prayers

the sacrifices of Agni within our house.

In another acceptation the vratas of the gods are „w^hat

they perform and establish themselves, their owm deeds

:

III, 6, 5. vrata te agne mahata^ niahani tava kratvd

rodasi (iti) ^ tatantha.

The deeds of thee, the great Agni, are great, by thy

power thou hast stretched out heaven and earth.

VIII, 42, 1, astabhnat dyam asura/2 vLva-veda/^ amimita

varimawam pr/thivya/^, a asidat visvii bhiivandni sam-rSV

visvk it tani varu^^asya vratani.

The wise spirit established the sky, and made the width

of the earth, as king he approached all beings,— all these

are the works of Varu;m.

VI, 14, 3. turvanta^^s dasyum iyava^ vrataf/^ sikshantaA

avratam.

Men fight the fiend, trying to overcome by their deeds

him who performs no sacrifices ;
or, the lawless enemy.

Lastly, vrata comes to mean sway, power, or work, and

the expression vrat6 tava signifies, at thy command, under

thy auspices

:

I, 24, 15. atha vayam dditya vrate tava dnagasa/^: aditaye

syima.

Then, O Aditya, under thy auspices may we be guiltless

before Aditi.

VI, 54, 9. pushan tava vrate vayam na rishyema kadd

kanL

O Pfishan, may we never fail under thy protection.

X, 36, 13. ye savitii/^ satya-savasya visve mitrasya vrate

varuj^^asya deva>^.

All the gods w^ho are in the power of Savitar, Mitra, and

Varu;?a.

V, 83, 5. yasya vratd p;r2thivi namnamiti yasya vrat^

.yapha-vat ^arbhuriti, yasya vrate 6sha,6MA visvi-tupik

tidik par^anya mahi .yarma yzkkhz..
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At whose bidding the earth bows down, at whose bidding

hoofed animals run about, at whose bidding the plants

assume all shapes, mayest thou, O Par^nya, yield us great

protection

!

Note 3. Ditra, if derived from da, would mean gift,

and that meaning is certainly the most applicable in some
passages where it occurs :

IX, 97, 55. asi bhaga>^i 4si ddtrasya d^ta.

Thou art Bhaga, thou art the giver of the gift.

In other passages, too, particularly in those where the

verb dd or some similar verb occurs in the same verse, it

can hardly be doubted that the poet took d^tra, like ddtra

or ddttra, in the sense of gift, bounty, largess

:

I, 1 1 6, 6. yam a^vini dadathu^ ivetam d^-vam—tdt vdm
ddtram mdhi klrtdnyam bhut.

The white horse, O Ajvins, which you gave, that your

gift was great and to be praised.

1, 185, 3. anehd/^ ditram aditcA anarvam huve.

I call for the unrivalled, the uninjured bounty of Aditi.

VII, 56, ai. mS vdik ditrCt maruta/^ nik arima.

May we not fall away from your bounty, O Maruts I

III, 54, 16. yuvam hi sthay4 rayi-daii na^ rayteim ditrdm

rakshethe.

For you, Nisatyas, are our givers of riches, you protect

the gift.

VI, 20, 7. ri£‘isvB,no datram di.rushe dkh.

To Rigisvdin, the giver, thou givest the gift.

VIII, 43, 33. tat te sahasva imahe ditrdm yit nd upa-

dasyati, tvat agne varyam vasu.

We ask thee, strong hero, for the gift which does not

perish
;
we ask from thee the precious wealth.

X, 69, 4. ditram rakshasva yat idam te asmd (fti).

Protect this gift of thine which thou hast given to us.

VIII, 44, 18. uishe viryasya hi ditrasyaagne svi^-pati^.

For thou, 0 Agni, lord of heaven, art the master of the

precious gift. Cf. IV, 38, i.

Professor Roth considers that ditrd is derived rather from

di, to divide, and that It means share, lot, possession. But

is not a single passage where the meaning of gift or
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bounty does not answer all purposes. In VII, 56, ai, ma
va^ ditr& maruta/^ ni/^ ar^ma, is surely best translated by,

Met us not fall away from your bounty,’ and in our own
passage the same meaning should be assigned to datra.

The idea of ditra, bounty, is by no means incompatible

with vrata, realm, dominion, sway, if we consider that the

sphere within which the bounty of a king or a god is

exercised and accepted, is in one sense his realm. What
the poet therefore says in our passage is simply this, that

the bounty of the Maruts extends as far as the realm of

Aditi, i. e. is endless, or extends everywhere, Aditi being in

its original conception the deity of the unbounded world

beyond, the earliest attempt at expressing the Infinite.

As to datra occurring once with the accent on the first

syllable in the sense of sickle, see M. M.,‘ Uber eine Stelle

in Yaska’s Commentar zum Naigha;?/uka,’ Zeitschrift der

Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, 1853, vol. vii,

P* 375-

VIII, 78, 10. tava ft indi'a aham d-i’asd haste d^tram >^ana

a dade.

Trusting in thee alone, O Indra, I take the sickle in my
hand.

This d&ra, sickle, is derived from do, to cut.

Aditi, the Infinite.

ISfote 4. Aditi, an ancient god or goddess, is in reality

the earliest name invented to express the Infinite
;
not the

Infinite as the result of a long process of abstract reasoning,

but the visible Infinite, visible, as it w’ere, to the naked eye,

the endless expanse beyond the earth, beyond the clouds,

beyond the sky. That was called A-diti, the un-bound,

the un-bounded
;
one might almost say, but for fear of

misunderstandings, the Absolute, for it is derived from

diti, bond, and the negative particle, and meant therefore

originally what is free from bonds of any kind, whether of

space or time, free from physical weakness, free from moral

guilt. Such a conception became of necessity a being, a

person, a god. To us such a name and such a conception

seem decidedly modern, and to find in the Veda Aditi, the

[323 R
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Infinite, as the mother of the principal gods, is certainly,

at first sight, startling. But the fact is that the thoughts

of primitive humanity were not only different from our

thoughts, but different also from what we think their

thoughts ought to have been. The poets of the Veda

indulged freely in theogonic speculations, without being

frightened by any contradictions. They knew of Indra as

the greatest of gods, they knew of Agni as the god of gods,

they knew of Varu;2a as the ruler of all, but they were by

no means startled at the idea that their Indra had a mother,

or that their Agni was bom like a babe from the friction of

two fire-sticks, or that Varu/^a and his brother Mitra were

nursed in the lap of Aditi. Some poet would take hold of

the idea of an unbounded power, of Aditi, originally without

any reference to other gods. Very soon these ideas met,

and, without any misgivings, either the gods were made

subordinate to, and represented as the sons of Aditi, or where

Indra was to be praised as supreme, Aditi was represented

as doing him homage.

VIII, 12, 14. uta sva-ra^e aditiy^ stomam indriya ^t^anat.

And Aditi produced a hymn for Indra, the king.

Here Professor Roth takes Aditi as an epithet of Agni,

not as the name of the goddess Aditi, while Dr. Muir rightly

takes it in the latter sense, and likewise retains stdmam in-

stead of somam, as printed by Professor Aufrecht. Cf.

VII, 38, 4.

The idea of the Infinite, as I have tried to show else-

where, was most powerfully impressed on the awakening

mind, or, as we now say, was revealed, by the East^ ^ It

is impossible to enter fully into all the thoughts and feelings

that passed through the minds of the early poets when they

formed names for that far, far East from whence even the

early dawn, the sun, the day, their own life, seemed to

spring. A new life flashed up every morning before their

eyes, and the fresh breezes of the dawn reached them like

greetings from the distant lands beyond the mountains,

beyond the clouds, beyond the dawn, beyond “ the immortal

Lectures on the Science of Language, Second Series, p. 499.
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sea which brought us hither.” The dawn seemed to them
to open golden gates for the sun to pass in triumph, and
while those gates were open, their eyes and their mind
strove in their childish way to pierce beyond the limits

of this finite world. That silent aspect awakened in the

human mind the conception of the Infinite, the Immortal,

the Divine.’ Aditi is a name for that distant East, but

Aditi is more than the dawn. Aditi is beyond the dawn,

and in one place (1, 113, 19) the dawn is called 'the face of

Aditi,’ aditer anikam. Thus we read :

V, 62, 8. hira^ya-rupam ushasa/ii vi-ush/'au aya/^-sth6;/am

lit-it^ sliryasya, a rohatha^ varu;/a mitra gartam ata/^

>^aksh^the (iti) aditim ditim ka,,

Mitra and Varm^a, you mount your chariot, which is

golden, when the dawn bursts forth, and has iron poles at

the setting of the sun : from thence you see Aditi and Diti,

i. e. w’hat is yonder and what is here.

If we keep this original conception of Aditi clearly before

our mind, the various forms which Aditi assumes, even in

the hymns of the Veda, will not seem incoherent. Aditi is

not a prominent deity in the Veda, she is celebrated rather

in her sons, the Adityas, than in her own person. While

there are so many hymns addressed to Ushas, the dawn,

or Indra, or Agni, or Savitar, there is but one hymn, X, 72,

w^hich from our point of view, though not from that of Indian

theologians, might be called a hymn to Aditi. Nevertheless

Aditi is a familiar name
;

a name of the past, whether in

time or in thought only, and a name that lives on in the

name of the Adityas, the sons of Aditi, including the prin-

cipal deities of the Veda.

Aditi and the Adityas.

Thus we read

:

I, 107, 2. upa na^ dcvK/i avasa i gamantu angirasam

sama-bhi^ stuyamina//, indraA indriyaf/^ mariita/^ mariit-

hhik kdityzi/i naA aditi/^ .irarma ya;;2sat.

May the gods come to us with their help, praised by the

songs ofthe Angiras,—Indra with his powers,the Maruts with

the storms, may Aditi with the Adityas give us protection 1

T? 2
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X, 66, 3. i'ndra/2 visu-bhi/2 pari pdtu n2,h gayam MityM
nB,k iditik sirmz yzkM3.tn, rudra/2 rudrebhi>^: deva>^ mn/a-

y^ti nak tvash/d na>?: gnabhi>^ suvitfya^invatu.

May Indra with the Vasus watch our house, may Aditi

with the Adityas give us protection, may the divine Rudra

with the Rudras have mercy upon us, may Tvash/ar with

the mothers bring us to happiness!

III, 54, 20. ddityaU naA aditi^ m;^otu yikkhzxitM na>^

mardta/^ ^arma bhadram.

May Aditi with the Adityas hear us, may the Maruts

give us good protection!

In another passage Varu;2a takes the place of Aditi as

the leader of the Adityas

:

VII, 35, 6. ^am na/2 fndra/2 vasu-bhi/^ deva^ astu i^am

^dityebhi/2 varu;2a/^ su-i*a^2sa^, i-am na/^ rudraA rudrebhi/^

^aldsha/^ i'am na/2 tvash/i gnabhi^ iha srinotyi.

May Indra bless us, the god with the Vasus ! May Varu^^a,

the glorious, bless us with the Adityas I May the relieving

Rudra with the Rudras bless us ! May Tvash/ar with the

mothers kindly hear us here

!

Even in passages where the poet seems to profess an

exclusive worship of Aditi, as in

V, 69, 3. prdta^ devim aditim ^ohavimi madhyandine

iit-it§- suryasya,

I invoke the divine Aditi early in the morning, at noon,

and at the setting of the sun,

Mitra and Varu^^a, her principal sons, are mentioned imme-

diately after, and implored, like her, to bestow blessings on

their worshipper.

Her exclusive worship appears once, in VIII, 19, 14.

A very frequent expression is that of iditya/2 aditi^

without any copula, to signify the Adityas and Aditi

:

IV, 25, 3. ka^ devSnS.m ava^ adya vrMte ka^ Adityan

aditim gyd\Ah \ttt.

Who does choose now the protection of the gods ? Who
asks the Adityas, Aditi, for their light?

VI, 51, 5. vi^ve ^dityd^ adite sa-^6shd^ asmabhyam
i-arma bahulam vi yanta.
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All ye Adityas, Aditi together, grant to us your manifold

protection

!

X, 39, II. na tarn ri^anau adite kuta-^ ^ana na a;?Aa>^

a^noti du/Mtam niki/i bhayam.

0 ye two kings (the Aiwins), Aditi, no evil reaches him
from anywhere, no misfortune, no fear (whom you protect).

Cf. VII, 66, 6.

X, 63, 5. tan a vivasa namasi suv;>"/kti-bhi/^ maha/i idityan

aditim svastaye.

1 cherish them with worship and with hymns, the great

Adityas, Aditi, for happiness’ sake.

X, 63, 17. eva plate/2 sunu/2 avivr/dhat va/2 viWe dditya//

adite manishi.

The wise son of Plati magnified you, all ye Adityas, Aditi

!

X, 65, 9. par^anyavati vrzshabhS purishiwa indraviyu (iti)

varu^^a/i niitra/2 aryama, devan ddityan aditim havamahe ye

parthivasa/2 divyasa.^ ap-s6 ye.

There are Par^nya and Vdta, the powerful, the givers of

rain, Indra and Viyu, Varu^^a, Mitra, Aryaman, we call the

divine Adityas, Aditi, those who dwell on the earth, in

heaven, in the waters.

We may not be justified in saying that there ever was a

period in the history of the religious thought of India,

a period preceding the worship of the Adityas, when Aditi,

the Infinite, was worshipped, though to the sage who first

coined this name, it expressed, no doubt, for a time the

principal, if not the only object of his faith and worship.

Aditi and Daksha.

Soon, however, the same mental process which led on

later speculators from the earth to the elephant, and from

the elephant to the tortoise, led the Vedic poets beyond

Aditi, the Infinite. There was something beyond that

Infinite which for a time they had grasped by the name

of Aditi, and this, whether intentionally or by a mere

accident of language, they called daksha, literally power

or the powerful. All this, no doubt, sounds strikingly

modern, yet, though the passages in which this daksha

is mentioned are few in number, I should not venture to
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say that they are necessarily modern, even if by modern we

mean only later than 1000 B.C. Nothing can bring the

perplexity of the ancient mind, if once drawn into this vortex

of speculation, more clearly before us than if we read :

X, 72, 4-5. iditek daksha^ a^iyata dakshit \Xm (iti)

aditi>^ parij

—

iditi/i hi a^anish/a daksha yK duhitS tava, tarn

deva// anu ^iyanta bhadra/^ amr/ta-bandhava^.

Daksha was born of Aditi, and Aditi from Daksha. For

Aditi was born, O Daksha, she who is thy daughter
;
after her

the gods were born, the blessed, who share in immortality.

Or, in more mythological language

:

X, 64, 5. dakshasya vi adite^anmani vrate ra^dna rnitr^-

varu;2^ S vivasasi.

Or thou, O Aditi, nursest in the birthplace of Daksha the

two kings, Mitra and Varu;^a.

Nay, even this does not suffice. There is something again

beyond Aditi and Daksha, and one poet says :

X, 5, 7. asat sat parame vf-oman dakshasya ^anman
adite/^ upa-sthe.

Not-being and Being are in the highest heaven, in the

birthplace of Daksha, in the lap of Aditi.

At last something like a theogony, though full of contra-

dictions, was imagined, and in the same hymn from which

we have already quoted, the poet says

:

X, 72, 1-4. devanim mi vayam^an^ privoMma vipanydy^,

ukth^shu .yasyamaneshu ya^ (yat ?) pa^yit ut-tare yuge. 1

.

brahma?2a/2 pati/2 etS sam karmfira/5:-iva adhamat, devanam

purvy^ yuge asata/i sat a^iyata. 2.

devanim yuge prathame sat a^dyata, tat asA/i anu

^iyanta tat uttina-pada>^ pari. 3.

bhu/^ ^a^^e uttina-pada^ hhxiva/i astk a^^yanta, adite/^

daksha/^ a^iyata, dakshat (iti) aditi^ pari. 4.

1. Let us now with praise proclaim the births of the

gods, that a man may see them in a future age, whenever

these hymns are sung.

2. Brahma;/aspati®' blew them together like a smith (with

^ Brahma^aspati, literally the lord of prayer, or the lord of the

sacrifice, sometimes a representative of Agni (I, 38, 13, note), but
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his bellows)
;
in a former age of the gods, Being was born

from Not-being.

3. In the first age of the gods, Being was born from

Not-being, after it were born the Regions (space), from them

Uttanapada
;

4. From Uttdnapad the Earth was born, the Regions

were born from the Earth. Daksha was born of Aditi, and

Aditi from Daksha.

The ideas of Being and Not-being (to 6v and to (jlij or)

are familiar to the Hindus from a very early time in their

intellectual growth, and they can only have been the result

of abstract speculation. Therefore daksha, too, in the

sense of power or p otentia, may have been a metaphysical

conception. But it may also have been suggested by a

mere accident of language, a never-failing source of ancient

thoughts. The name daksha-pitara/^, an epithet of the gods,

has generally been translated by ‘those who have Daksha

for their father.’ But it may have been used originally in

a very different sense. Professor Roth has, I think, con-

vincingly proved that this epithet daksha-pitar, as given to

certain gods, does not mean, the gods who have Daksha

for their father, but that it had originally the simpler

meaning of fathers of strength, or, as he translates it,

‘preserving, possessing, granting faculties This is par-

ticularly clear in one passage :

III, 27, 9. bhut^nam garbham a dadhe, dakshasya pitaram.

I place Agni, the source of all beings, the father of

strength

by no means identical with him (see VII, 41, i); sometimes per-

forming the deeds of Indra, but again by no means identical with

him (see II, 23, 18. indrewa yugS—nih apam aub^a/^ arwavam
;

cf.

Vni, 96, 15). In II, 26, 3, he is called father of the gods (devanam

pitaram); in II, 23, 2, the creator of all beings (vijvesham ^anM).

a The accent in this case cannot help us m determining whether

daksha-pitar means having Daksla for their father (Ao/cpoTrarojp), or

father of strength. In the first case daksha would rightly retain

its accent (daksha-pitar) as a Bahuvrihi
;

in the second, the analogy

of such Tatpurusha compounds as grM-pati (Fin, VI, 2, 18)

would be sufficient to justify the piirvapadaprakrftisvaratvam.
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After this we can hardly hesitate how to translate the

next verse

:

VI, 50, 2. su-^"6tisha/2—daksha-pitr/n—devan.

The resplendent gods, the fathers of strength.

It may seem more doubtful, when we come to gods like

Mitra and Varu;/a, whom we are so much accustomed to

regard as Adityas, or sons of Aditi, and who therefore,

according to the theogony mentioned before, would have

the best claim to the name of sons of Daksha
;
yet here,

too, the original and simple meaning is preferable; nay, it

is most likely that from passages like this, the later ex-

planation, which makes Mitra and Varu;?2a the sons of

Daksha, may have sprung.

VII, 66, 2. y£—su-dakshi daksha-pitari.

Mitra and Varu^^a, who are of good strength, the fathers

of strength.

Lastly, even men may claim this name
;

for, unless we
change the accent, we must translate

:

VIII, 63, 10, avasyavay^ yushm^'bhi/^ ddksha-pitara>^:.

We suppliants, being, through your aid, fathers of

strength.

But whatever view we take, whether we take ddksha in

the sense of power, as a personification of a philosophical

conception, or as the result of a mythological misunder-

standing occasioned by the name of daksha-pitar, the fact

remains that in certain hymns of the Rig-veda (VIII, 25, 5)
Daksha, like Aditi, has become a divine person, and has

retained his place as one of the Adityas to the very latest

time of Puri/fic tradition.

Aditi in her Cosmic Character.

But to return to Aditi, Let us look upon her as the

Infinite personified, and most passages, even those where
she is presented as a subordinate deity, will become
intelligible.

Aditi, in her cosmic character, is the Beyond, the un-

bounded realm beyond earth, sky, and heaven, and origin-

ally she was distinct from the sky, the earth, and the ocean.

Aditi is mentioned by the side of heaven and earth, which
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shows that, though in more general language she may be

identified with heaven and earth in their unlimited character,

her original conception was different. This we see in pas-

sages where different deities or powers are invoked together,

particularly if they are invoked together in the same verse,

and where Aditi holds a separate place by the side of heaven

and earth

:

I, 94, 16 (final), tat na^ mxtxkh wixMnzh mamahantdm
aditi/^ smdhUi^ prfthivi uta dyaM.
May Mitra and Varuwa grant us this, may Aditi, Sindhu

(sea), the Earth, and the Sky!

In other passages, too, where Aditi has assumed a more
personal character, she still holds her own by the side of

heaven and earth
;

cf. IX, 97, 58 (final);

I, 191, 6. dyaii/^ va/2 pita pr^thivi mata soma/^ bhrata

iditi/i svasi.

The Sky is your father, the Earth your mother, Soma
your brother, Aditi your sister.

VIII, 'loi, 15. mata rudraV^im duhita vasundm svasd

adityfoim amr/tasya nihhik, pra mi voy^am >^ikitiishe^naya

m^ gdm andgdm aditim vadhish/a.

The mother of the Rudras, the daughter of the Vasus,

the sister of the Adityas, the source of immortality, I tell

it forth to the man of understanding, may he not offend the

cow, the guiltless Aditi ! Cf. 1 , 153. 3 ;
IX, 96, 15 ;

V^^asan.

Sa;^;2hit^ XIII, 49.

VI, 5- dyau// pitar (iti) pr/thivi mata/2 adhruk agne

hhrktsik vasava/2 mrf/ata na/2, viVve aditya/2 adite sa-^6sha/2

asmabhyam i*arma bahulam vi yanta.

Sky, father. Earth, kind mother, Fire, brother, bright

gods, have mercy upon us ! All Adityas (and) Aditi

together, grant us your manifold protection!

X, 63, 10. su-trama;2am pr/thivim dyam anehasam su-

ssLTmknam dditim su-pranitim, daivim navam su-aritram

dndgasam asravauttm a ruhema svastaye.

Let us for welfare step into the divine boat, with good
oars, faultless and leakless—the well-protecting Earth, the

peerless Sky, the sheltering, well-guiding Aditi I

X, 66, 4, aditi/2 dydvdpnthivi (iti).
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Aditi, and Heaven and Earth.

Where two or more verses come together, the fact that

Aditi is mentioned by the side of Heaven and Earth may
seem less convincing, because in these Nivids or long strings

of invocations different names or representatives of one and

the same power are not unfrequently put together. For

instance,

X, 36, 1-3. ushasanaktd hrzhsiti (iti) su-pe.yasd dyav^-

kshSImd varu;2a/^ mitrih aryama, indram huve mariita^

parvatin apa/2 ddityfo dySvipr/thivi (iti) apa/^ svar (fti

sva>^). I.

dyau/2 kz. m/z przthb/i kz, pra->^etas^ ntdvari (fty rita-

vari) rakshatdm d;;2hasa^ risha>^, ma dUi^-viddtrd mh-ritik

nz.h li-ata tat dev^ndm ava>5^ adya vr^V^imahe. 2.

vfi‘vasmit nzih iditUz patu hnhsiszik mitS mitrasya vdru-

ndLSyzL revata/2 sva/^-vat ^oti^ avr/kam naj-imahi. 3.

1. There are the grand and beautiful Morning and Night,

Heaven and Earth, Varu;^a, Mitra, Aryaman
;

I call Indra,

the Maruts, the Waters, the Adityas, Heaven and Earth,

the Waters, the Heaven.

2. May Heaven and Earth, the provident, the righteous,

preserve us from sin and mischief ! May the malevolent

Nirrzti not rule over us ! This blessing of the gods we
ask for to-day.

3. May Aditi protect us from all sin, the mother of

Mitra and of the rich Varuzza ! May we obtain heavenly

light without enemies ! This blessing of the gods we ask

for to-day.

Here we cannot but admit that Dyav^kshamd, heaven and

earth, is meant for the same divine couple as Dyavdprzthivi,

heaven and earth, although under slightly differing names

they are invoked separately. The waters are invoked twice

in the same verse and under the same name
;
nor is there

any indication that, as in other passages, the waters of

the sky are meant as distinct from the waters of the sea.

Nevertheless even here, Aditi, who in the third verse is

called distinctly the mother of Mitra and Varu^za, cannot

well have been meant for the same deity as Heaven and

Earth, mentioned in the second verse
;
and the author of
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these two verses, while asking the same blessing from both,

must have been aware of the original independent character

of Aditi.

Aditi as Mother.

In this character of a deity of the far East, of an Orient

in the true sense of the word, Aditi was naturally thought

of as the mother of certain gods, particularly of those that

were connected with the daily rising and setting of the sun.

If it was asked whence comes the dawn, or the sun, or

whence come day and night, or Mitra and Varu/^a, or any of

the bright, solar, eastern deities, the natural answer was that

they come from the Orient, that they are the sons of Aditi.

Thus we read in

IX, 74, 3. urvf gavyuti/^ iiitth ritdm yate.

Wide is the space for him who goes on the right path

of Aditi.

In VIII, !^5, 3, we are told that Aditi bore Mitra and

Varu/^a, and these in verse 5 are called the sons of Daksha

(power), and the grandsons of Savas, which again means

might : ndpiti ^dvasa^ mahiA silnu (iti) dakshasya su-kratu

(iti). In X, 36, 3, Aditi is called the mother of Mitra and

Varuna; likewise in X, 132, 6; see also VI, 67, 4. In

VIII, 47, 9, Aditi is called the mother of Mitra, Aryaman,

Varu;2a, who in VII, 60, 5 are called her sons. In X, ii, i,

Varu;2a is called yahva/2 adite/?, the son of Aditi (cf. VIII,

19, 12); in VII, 4I3 2, Bhaga is mentioned as her son. In

X, 72, 8, we hear of eight sons of Aditi, but it is added that

she approached the gods with seven sons only, and that

the eighth (mArtAudij addled egg) was thrown away : ash/aii

putrisa/^ adite^ ye £-ata/i tanvaA pari, dev^n lipa pra ait

sapta-bhi^ par^ mdrta;^<^am dsyat.

In X, 63, 2, the gods in general are represented as born

from Aditi, the waters, and the earth: ye stha^ta/^ adite^

at-bhya/2 pari ye pnthivy^A te me iha .yruta havam.

You who are born of Aditi, from the water, you who are

born of the earth, hear ye all my call

!

The number seven, with regard to the Adityas, occurs

also in
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IX, 1 14, 3. saptd df^a/^ nani-suryi/^ sapta h6tara>^

ritvigdih^ deva^ dditya^ ye sapta t^bhi^ soma abhf raksha

n2L/L

There are seven regions with their different sunS; there

are seven Hotars as priests, those who are the seven gods,

the Adityas> with them, O Soma, protect us

!

The Seven Adityas.

This number of seven Adityas requires an explanation.

To say that seven is a solemn or sacred number is to say

very little, for however solemn or sacred that number may
be elsewhere, it is not more sacred than any other number

in the Veda. The often-mentioned seven rivers have a real

geographical foundation, like the seven hills of Rome. The
seven flames or treasures of Agni (V, i, 5) and of Soma and

Rudra (VI, 74, i), the seven paridhis or logs at certain

sacrifices (X, 90, 15), the seven Harits or horses of the sun,

the seven Hotar priests (III, 7, 7 ; 10, 4), the seven cities

of the enemy destroyed by Indra (I, 63, 7), and even

the seven i?2shis (X, 82, 2 ; 109, 4), all these do not prove

that the number of seven was more sacred than the number
of one or three or five or ten used in the Veda in a very

similar way. With regard to the seven Adityas, however,

we are still able to see that their number of seven or

eight had something to do with solar movements. If their

number had always been eight, we should feel inclined to

trace the number of the Adityas back to the eight regions,

or the eight cardinal points of the heaven. Thus we read :

35? ash/au vi akhyat kakiibha/^ pnthivya>^.

The god Savitar lighted up the eight points of the earth

(not the eight hills).

But we have seen already that though the number of

Adityas was originally supposed to have been eight, it was
reduced to seven, and this could hardly be said in any
sense of the eight points of the compass. Cf, Taitt. Ar.

I? 7>

As we cannot think in ancient India of the seven planets,

I can only suggest the seven days or tithis of the^ four

parvans of the lunar month as a possible prototype of the
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Adityas. This might even explain the destruction of the

eighth Aditya, considering that the eighth day of each

parvan, owing to its uncertainty, might be represented as

exposed to decay and destruction. This would explain

such passages as,

IV, 7, 5, ya^ish///am sapta dhama-bhi/^.

Agni, most worthy of sacrifice in the seven stations.

IX, 102, 2. ya^/msya sapta dhama-bhL4.

In the seven stations of the sacrifice.

The seven threads of the sacrifice may have the same
origin :

II, 5, 2. a yasmin sapta rai*maya>^ tata>4 ya^/7asya netari,

manushvat daivyam ash/amam.

In whom, as the leader of the sacrifice, the seven threads

are stretched out,—the eighth divine being is manlike (^).

The sacrifice itself is called, X, 124, i, sapta-tantu, having

seven threads.

X, 122, 3. sapta dhsimini pari-yan Amartya/^.

Agni, the immortal, who goes round the seven stations.

X, 8, 4. usha//-usha^ hi vaso (fti) agram 6shi tvam yamd-

yoh abhava/iJ vi-bh^vd,ntfya saptd dadhishe paddhi^andyan

mitrdm tanve svayai.

For thou, Vasu (Agni), comest first every morning, thou

art the illuminator of the twins (day and night). Thou
boldest the seven places for the sacrifice, creating Mitra (the

sun) for thy own body.

X, 5, 6. sapta maryadd^ kavdya// tatakshu/2 tafsam ekam

ft abhf d.mhMrik gdt.

The sages established the seven divisions, but mischief

befell one of them.

I, 22, 16. dta^ devd'/^ avantu na/^ yitdJz vishnuk vi->^akrame

pr2thivya7^ sapta dhama-bhi/^.

May the gods protect us from whence Vish/^u strode

forth, by the seven stations of the earth

!

Even the names of the seven or eight Adityas are not

definitely known, at least not from the hymns of the Rig-

veda. In II, 27, i, we have a list of six names : Mitrd,

Aryamdn, Bhdga, Vdru^^a, Ddksha, A-insdik. These with

Aditi would give us seven* In VI, $0^ i, we have Aditi,
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VixMm., Mitra, Agni, Aryaman, Savitar, and Bhaga. In

I, 89, 3, Bhaga, Mitra, Aditi, Daksha, Aryaman, Yiruna,

Soma, Ai-vind, and Sarasvat! are invoked together with an

old invocation, purvaya ni-vidd. In the Taittiriya-dra^^yaka,

I, 13, 3, we find the following list: i. Mitra, 2,.Yamn3.,

3. Dhdtar, 4. Aryaman, 5. 6. Bhaga, 7. Indra,

8. Vivasvat, but there, too, the eighth son is said to be

Mkrtandz, or, according to the commentator, Aditya.

The character of Aditi as the mother of certain gods is

also indicated by some of her epithets, such as ra^-putrd,

having kings for her sons ; su-putr^, having good sons
;

ugra-putrd, having terrible sons :

II, 27, 7. pipartu na^ aditi>4 ra^a-putrS. dti dvdshd^^si

aryama su-gebhiA, bnhat mitrdsya varu;2asya ^drma lipa

syima puru-vir^A irisht^/i.

May Aditi with her royal sons, may Aryaman carry us

on easy roads across the hatreds
;
may we with many sons

and without hurt obtain the great protection of Mitra and

Varu;/a

!

III, 4, II. barhii^ na/5 dst^m iditi/i su-putrC

May Aditi with her excellent sons sit on our sacred pile !

VIII, 67, II. parshi dine gabhire a ugra-putre

sata^, mS.ki/i tokasya na^ rishat.

Protect us, O goddess with terrible sons, from the enemy
in shallow or deep water, and no one will hurt our off-

spring !

Aditi identified with other Deities.

Aditi, however, for the very reason that she was origin-

ally intended for the Infinite, for something beyond the

visible world, w^as liable to be identified with a number of

finite deities which might all be represented as resting on
Aditi, as participating in Aditi, as being Aditi, Thus we
read

:

Ij 89, 10 (final), aditi/4 dyaii/? aditi.^ antariksham aditi/^

m^ta sik pitK sik putra/^, visve devaA iditiA pa;S/&a

aditi/2^tim aditiy^ ^ni-tvam.

Aditi is the heaven, Aditi the sky, Aditi the mother, the
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father, the son. All the gods are Aditi, the five clans, the

past is Aditi, Aditi is the future.

But although Aditi may thus be said to be everything,

heaven, sky, and all the gods, no passage occurs, in the

Rig-veda at least, where the special meaning of heaven or

earth is expressed by Aditi. In X, 63, 3, where Aditi

seems to mean sky, we shall see that it ought to be taken

as a masculine, either in the sense of Aditya, or as an

epithet, unbounded, immortal. In 1
, 72, 9, we ought probably

to read p?'/thvi and pronounce prfthuvi, and translate ‘ the

wide Aditi, the mother with her sons;' and not, as Benfey

does, ‘ the Earth, the eternal mother.'

It is more difficult to determine whether in one passage

Aditi has not been used in the sense of life after life, or as

the name of the place whither people went after death, or

of the deity presiding over that place. In a well-known

hymn, supposed to have been uttered by Sun^kseps. when
on the point of being sacrificed by his own father, the

following verse occurs

:

I, I. ka^ naJi mahyai aditaye piina^^ dat, pitaram

dmdyam maltiram ka,.

Who will give us back to the great Aditi, that I may see

father and mother ?

As the supposed utterer of this hymn is still among the

living, Aditi can hardly be taken in the sense of earth, nor

would the wish to see father and mother be intelligible in

the mouth of one who is going to be sacrificed by his own
father. If we discard the story of 6*una^.yepa, and take the

hymn as uttered by any poet who craves for the protection

of the gods in the presence of danger and death, then we
may choose between the two meanings of earth or liberty,

and translate, either, Who will give us back to the great

earth? or, Who will restore us to the great Aditi, the

goddess of freedom ?

Aditi and Diti.

There is one other passage which might receive light if

w^-e could take Aditi in the sense of Hades, but I give this

translation as a mere guess :
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IV, 2, II. k^, nak su-apatyfya deva di'tim ^a r&va

aditim urushya.

That we may enjoy our wealth and healthy offspring, give

us this life on earth, keep off the life to come I Cf. 1 , 15:^, 6.

It should be borne in mind that Diti occurs in the Rig-

veda thrice only, and in one passage it should, I believe, be

changed into Aditi. This passage occurs in VII, 15, 12.

tvam agne vira-vat ya^a// deva>^ kz. savita bhdga/^, ditih kz.

dati vSryam. Here the name of Diti is so unusual, and

that of Aditi, on the contrary, so natural, that I have little

doubt that the poet had put the name of Aditi
;
and that

later reciters, not aware of the occasional license of putting

two short syllables instead of one, changed it into Aditi.

If we remove this passage, then Diti, in the Rig-veda at

least, occurs twice only, and each time together or in con-

trast with Aditi
;

cf. V, 62, 8, page 243, I have no doubt,

therefore, that Professor Roth is right when he says that

Diti is a being without any definite conception, a mere

reflex of Aditi. We can clearly watch her first emergence

into existence through what is hardly more than a play of

words, whereas in the epic and Pura/^ic literature this Diti

(like the Suras) has growm into a definite person, one of the

daughters of Daksha, the wife of Kajyapa, the mother of

the enemies of the gods, the Daityas. Such is the growth

of legend, mythology and religion

!

Aditi in her Moral Character.

Besides the cosmical character of Aditi, which we have

hitherto examined, this goddess has also assumed a very

prominent moral character. Aditi, like Varu^^a, delivers

from sin. Why this should be so, we can still understand

if we watch the transition which led from a purely cosmical

to a moral conception ofAditi. Sin in the Veda is frequently

conceived as a bond or a chain from which the repentant

sinner wishes to be freed :

VII, 86, 5. ava drugdhani pftry^ srigz, nzk ava ya vaydm
kzkrivnk tanubhi/^, ava Tkgz.n pa.yu-tr?pam na t&yiim sr^^a

vatsam na d&mnzJi vasish/-^am.

Absolve us from the sins of our fathers, and from those
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which we have committed with our own bodies. Release

Vasish^>^a, O king, like a thief who has feasted on stolen

cattle
;
release him like a calf from the rope \

VIII, 67, 14. te m/z ^sniA vrikknkm adityasa//: mumd-^ata

stendm baddham-iva adite.

O Adityas, deliver us from the mouth of the wolves, like

a bound thief, O Aditi ! Cf. VIII, 67, 18.

6'una/^.fepa, who, as we saw before, wishes to be restored

to the great Aditi, is represented as bound (dita) by ropes,

and in V, 2, 7, we read :

suxidi/i-sQpzm kit nf-ditam sahasrat yupit amu^y^a^ isa.-

mish^a hi sa^, eva asmat agne vf mumugdhi pa^an hotar (iti)

^ikitva^ iha tii ni-sadya.

0 Agni, thou hast released the bound 5una/^i*epa from

the stake, for he had prayed
;
thus take from us, too, these

ropes, O sagacious Hotar, after thou hast settled here.

Expressions like these, words like d£man, bond, ni-dita,

bound, naturally suggested a-diti, the un-bound or un-

bounded, as one of those deities who could best remove

the bonds of sin or misery. If we once realise this con-

catenation of thought and language, many passages of the

Veda that seemed obscure, will become intelligible.

VII, 51, 1 . dditySnim avasa nutanena sakshimahi sirma,nk

jdm-tamena, anaga/^-tve aditi-tve turasa-^ imam ya^??am

dadhatu .yroshamiwd/^:.

May we obtain the new favour of the Adityas, their best

protection; may the quick Maruts listen and place this

sacrifice in guiltlessness and Aditi-hood.

1 have translated the last words literally, in order to

make their meaning quite clear. Agas has the same

meaning as the Greek ayos, guilt, abomination ;
an-dgds-

tva, therefore, as applied to a sacrifice or to the man who

makes it, means guiltlessness, purity. Aditi-tva, Aditi-hood,

has a similar meaning, it means freedom from bonds, from

anything that hinders the proper performance of a religious

act ;
it may cpme to mean perfection or holiness.

a See M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, 2nd ed.,

p. 541.

[32] S
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Aditi having once been conceived as granting this adititvd,

soon assumed a very definite moral character, and hence the

following invocations :

I, 15. lit ut-tamam varu;^a pf^am asmat iva adhamim

v{ madhyamam ^rathaya, atha vaydm dditya vrat6 tava

andgasa^ aditaye syima.

O Varu;^a5 lift the highest rope, draw off the lowest,

remove the middle; then, O Aditya, let us be in thy

service free of guilt before Aditi.

V, 82,^ 6. in^igassA dditaye devasya savitii^ sav6, vf^vd

vim^ni dhtmahi.

May we, guiltless before Aditi, and in the keeping of the

god Savitar, obtain all goods ! Professor Roth here trans-

lates Aditi by freedom or security.

1, 1

6

a, aa. anigd^-tvam mA iditih knV^otu.

May Aditi give us sinlessness I Cf. VII, 51, i.

IV, I a, 4. ydt >^it hi te purusha-tra yavish/^a a;^itti-bhi^

Uzkrivai. kat krzdhi sii asman adite^ andgin vi

end^;/si sisratha/i vfshvak agne.

Whatever, O youthful god, we have committed against

thee, men as we are, whatever sin through thoughtlessness,

make us guiltless of Aditi, loosen the sins on all sides, O
Agni!

VII, 93, 7, saA agne ena namasa sam-iddha^ ikkAa mitram

vdrui^am mdram voAqA^ yat sim S.gaA kakrimi tat sii mrila

tat aryama aditi^^ iirrathantu.

O Agni, thou who hast been kindled with this adoration,

greet Mitra, Varu/^a, and Indra. Whatever sin we have com-
mitted, do thou pardon it ! May Aryaman, Aditi loose it!

Here the plural iLsrathantu should be observed, instead

of the dual.

VIII, 18, 6-7. aditi^ na^ dfvi payiim aditi^^ ndktam adva-

ya^, aditi/^s pdtu Amhasah sadS.-vridhA.

uta ByS. nak div4 mati^ aditi/? htyS gamat, sA j-dm-tAti

xnayaA karat apa sridha/?.

May Aditi by day protect our cattle, may she, who never

deceives, protect by night
;
may she, with steady increase,

protect us from evil

!

And may she, the thoughtful Aditi, come with help to
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US by day
;
may she kindly bring happiness to us, and carry

away all enemies ! Cf. X, 36, 3, page 251,

X, 87, 18. ^ vw>^yantam aditaye dui^:-evd^.

May the evil-doers be cut off from Aditi ! or literally,

may they be rooted out before Aditi I

II, 27, 14. ddite mitra varu;^a uta mrih yat va^ vayam
kakrtmi kat kit aga/^, uni ai'yim abhayam gyotUi indra mS
na^ dtrgha/^ abhf na^an timisxkh,

Aditi, Mitra, and also Varu?/a forgive, if we have com-
mitted any sin against you. May I obtain the wide and
fearless light, O Indra ! May not the long darkness

reach us!

VII, 87, 7. yih mriliykti iSaknishe ^it ^g2Lh vayam sy^ma
varu^^e anag^>^, anu vratfoi iditdi r/dhdnta/2 yuyam pita

svastf-bhi/2 sdda na^.

May we be sinless before Varu;ta, who is gracious even to

him who has committed sin, and may we follow the laws of

Aditi ! Protect us always with your blessings

!

Lastly, Aditi, like all other gods, is represented as a giver

of worldly goods, and implored to bestow them on her

worshippers, or to protect them by her power

:

I, 43, 2. yathi nai^: dditi^ kdrat pirve nr/-bhya^ yath^

gdve, yatha tokl[ya rudn'yam.

That Aditi may bring Rudra’s favour to our cattle, our
* men, our cow, our offspring.

1, 153, 3. pipaya dhemi^ dditi>^ ntaya^ndya mitrdvaru;^^

havi/i:-de.

Aditi^ the cow, gives food to the righteous man, O Mitra

and Varu;2a, who makes offerings to the gods. Cf. VIII,

loi, 15.

I, 185, 3. aneha^ ditram idltek anarvam huve.

I call for the unrivalled, uninjured gift of Aditi. Here

Professor Roth again assigns to Aditi the meaning of free-

dom or security.

VII, 40, 2. didesh/u devi iditi/i mkmk.
May the divine Aditi assign wealth 1

X, 100, 1, i sarva-titim aditim vrzVrimahe.

We implore Aditi for health and wealth.

I, 94, 15, yasmai tvim su-dravi?2a^ didksd.k andgi/^-tvam

S 2
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adite sarva-titd, yam bhadr^^2a j'avasd i^odaydsi pra^-vatd

rddhasd te sydma.

To whom thou, possessor of good treasures, grantest

guiltlessness, O Aditi, in health and wealth % whom thou

quickenest with precious strength and with riches in pro-

geny, may we be they! Cf. II, 40, 6
;
IV, 2,5 ) 5 I

X, ii,

The principal epithets of Aditi have been mentioned in

the passages quoted above, and they throw no further light

on the nature of the goddess. She was called devi, god-

dess, again and again ; another frequent epithet is anarvan,

uninjured, unscathed. Being invoked to grant light (VII, 82,,

10), she is herself called luminous, ^dtishmatt, 1, 136, 3 ;

and svarvati, heavenly. Being the goddess of the infinite

expanse, she, even with greater right than the dawn, is

called liru/^t, VIII, 67, 12,

;

uruvya^as, V, 46, 6 ;
uruvra^,

VIII, 6y, 12*, and possibly prfthvi in I, 7^^, 9. As support-

ing everything, she is called dharayatkshiti, supporting the

earth, I, 136, 3 ;
and viiva^anyd, VII, 10, 4. To her sons

she owes the names of ra^aputrd, II, 27, 7 ;
suputra, III, 4,

II
;
and ugraputrd, VIII, 67, ii : to her wealth that of

sudravi?2as, I, 94, 15, though others refer this epithet to

Agni. There remains one name pastyS, IV, 55 j 3 5
VIII,

27, 5, meaning housewife, which again indicates her character

as mother of the gods.

I have thus given all the evidence that can be collected

from the Rig-veda as throwing light on the character of the

goddess Aditi, and I have carefully excluded everything

that rests only on the authority of the Ya^r- or Atharva-

vedas, or of the Br^hma^^as and Ara^^yakas, because in all

they give beyond the repetitions from the Rig-veda, they

seem to me to represent a later phase of thought that ought

not to be mixed up with the more primitive conceptions of

the Rig-veda. Not that the Rig-veda is free from what

seems decidedly modern, or at all events secondary and

late. But it is well to keep the great collections, as such,

^ On sarvatati, salus, see Benfey^s excellent remarks in Orient

tind Occident, voL ii, p. 519, Professor Roth takes aditi here as

an epithet of Agni.
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separate, whatever our opinions ‘may be as to the age of
their component parts.

In the Atharva-veda Aditi appears more unintelligible,

more completely mythological, than in the Rig-veda. We
read, for instance, Atharva-veda VII, 6, i

:

‘ Aditi is the sky, Aditi is the welkin, Aditi is mother, is

father, is son
;
all the gods are Aditi, and the five clans of

men
; Aditi is what was, Aditi is what will be.

‘We invoke for our protection the great mother of the
well-ruling gods, the wife of i?/ta, the powerful, never-aging,

far-spreading, the sheltering, well-guiding Aditi.’

In the Taittiriya-ara?2yaka and similar works the mytho-
logical confusion becomes greater still. Much valuable mate-
rial for an analytical study of Aditi may be found in B. and
R.’s Dictionary, and in several of Dr. Muir s excellent contri-

butions to a knowledge ofVedic theogonyand mythology.

Aditi as an Adjective.

But although the foregoing remarks give as complete

a description of Aditi as can be gathered from the hymns
of the Rig-veda, a few words have to be added on certain

passages where the word dditi occurs, and where it clearly

cannot mean the goddess Aditi, as a feminine, but must be

taken either as the name of a corresponding masculine

deity, or as an adjective in the sense of unrestrained,

independent, free.

V, 59, 8. mfmitu dy^u/i kdxWk vttaye na//.

May the boundless Dyu (sky) help us to our repast 1

Here aditi must either be taken in the sense of Aditya,

or better in its original sense of unbounded, as an adjective

belonging to Dyii, the masculine deity of the sky.

Dyii or the sky is called aditi or unbounded in another

passage, X, 63, 3 :

y^bhya/^ matS madhu-mat pfnvate paya/^ piyusham dy^u/^

aditik ddri-barha>^.

The gods to whom their mother yields the sweet milk,

and the unbounded sky, as firm as a rock, their food.

IV, 3, 8. kathll .rardhdya martitdm nt%a katha sure

bn*hat6 pHkk/iyimindiA, prdti brava^ aditaye tur^ya.
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How wilt thou tell it to the host of the Maruts, how to

the bright heaven, when thou art asked ? How to the quick

Aditi ?

Here Aditi cannot be the goddess, partly on account of

the masculine gender of turfya, partly because she is never

called quick. Aditi must here be the name of one of the

Adityas, or it may refer back to sure br^liate. It can

hardly be joined, as Professor Roth proposes, with i-drdh^ya

manit^m, owing to the intervening shre br^hat6.

In several passages aditi, as an epithet, refers to Agni

:

IV, I, 20 (final), vi'i’veshdm aditi^ ya^wiyS.n&m vuveshim
atithi^ manushij^im.

He, Agni, the Aditi, or the freest, among all the gods
;

he the guest among all men.

The same play on the words aditi and atithi occurs again

:

VII, 9, 3. amfira^ kavi'/?: aditiA vivdsv^n su-sa;;?sat mitrd^

atithiy^ s\vi.h na^, >6itra-bhinu^ ushasS,m bhiti agre.

The wise poet, Aditi, Vivasvat, Mitra with his good com-

pany, our welcome guest, he (Agni) with brilliant light

came at the head of the dawns.

Here, though I admit that several renderings are pos-

sible, Aditi is meant as a name of Agni, to whom the whole,

hymn is addressed, and who, as usual, is identified with

other gods, or, at all events, invoked by their names. We
may translate aditi.^: vivasvin by ^the brilliant Aditi,’ or
*' the unchecked, the brilliant,’ or by ‘ the boundless Vivasvat,’

but on no account can we take dditi here as the female

goddess. The same applies to VIII, 19, 14, where Aditi,

unless we suppose the goddess brought in in the most
abrupt way, must be taken as a name of Agni

; while in

X, 91^, 14, aditim anarvd?2am, to judge from other epithets

given in the same verse, has most likely to be taken again

as an appellative of Agni. In some passages it would, no
doubt, be possible to take Aditi as the name of a female
deity, if it were certain that no other meaning could be
assigned to this word. But if we once know that Aditi

was the name of a male deity also, the structure of these

passages becomes far more perfect, if we take Aditi in that

sense

:
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IV, 39, 3. ^igasam tam iditi/i krmotn si/i mitrewa

vAru«ena sa-^6shi<^.

May Aditi ma|ce him free from sin, he who is allied with

Mitra and Varurea.

We have had several passages in which Aditi, the female

deity, is represented as sa^osh^-^ or allied with other

Adityas, but if sa^ is the right reading here, Aditi in this

verse can only be the male deity. The pronoun sa cannot

refer to tam.

With regard to other passages, such as IX, 81, 5 ;
VI,

51, 3, and even some of those translated above in which

Aditi has been taken as a female goddess, the question

must be left open till further evidence can be obtained.

There is only one more passage which has been often dis-

cussed, and where aditi was supposed to have the meaning

of earth

:

VII, 18, 8. du-^-idhyaA aditim srevdyanta.^ a^etasa/2 vi

^grihhre pdrush?2lm.

Professor Roth in one of his earliest essays translated

this line, ‘ The evil-disposed wished to dry the earth, the

fools split the Parush^l,’ and he supposed its meaning to

have been that the enemies of Sudds swam across the

Parush«i in order to attack Sudds. We might accept this

translation, if it could be explained how by throwing them-

selves into the river, the enemies made the earth dry,

though even then there would remain this difficulty that,

with the exception of one other doubtful passage, discussed

before, dditi never means earth. We might possibly trans-

late :
‘ The evil-disposed, the fools, laid dry and divided

the boundless river ParushwL’ This would be a description

of a stratagem very common in ancient warfare, viz. diverting

the course of a river and laying its original bed dry by

digging a new channel, and thus dividing the old river.

This is also the sense accepted by Siyawa, who does not

say that vigraha means dividing the waves of a river, as

Professor Roth renders kiilabheda, but that it means

dividing or cutting through its banks. In the Dictionary

Professor Roth assigns to dditi in this passage the meaning

of endless, inexhaustible.
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iTana.

ITote 5. Nothing is more difficult in the interpretation of

the Veda than to gain an accurate knowledge of the power

of particles and conjunctions. The particle ksmi, we are

told, is used both affirmatively and negatively, a statement

which shows better than anything else the uncertainty to

which every translation of Vedic hymns is as yet exposed.

It is perfectly true that in the text of the Rig-veda, as we
now read it, ^ana means both indeed and no. But this very

fact shows that we ought to distinguish where the first

collectors of the Vedic hymns have not distinguished, and
that while in the former case we read ^and, we ought in the

latter to read na.

I begin with those passages in which >^ana is used

emphatically, though originally it may have been a double

negation.

I a. In negative sentences

:

1, 18, 7. yasmdt rite na sfdhyati y^-gnih vipa>^-Ma>^ ^ana.

Without whom the sacrifice does not succeed, not even

that of the sage.

V, 34, 5. na asunvatd sa^ate piishyatd kzxiL

He does not cling to a man who offers no libations, even

though he be thriving.

I, 24, 6. nahi te kshatram na saha/^ na manyiim vdya^
i^and ami (fti) patdyanta^ apu^.

For thy power, thy strength, thy anger even these birds

which fly up, do not reach. Cf. I, 100, 15,

^55? 5* tr^tiyam asya ndki^ a dadharshati vdya^ i^and

patayanta^ patatri?2a^.

This third step no one approaches, not even the winged
birds which fly up.

I? 55 j
I* divd4 i^it asya varima vf papratha, indi'am nd

mahna pr/thivi ^and prdti.

The width of the heavens is stretched out, even the earth

in her greatness is no match for Indra.

I b. In positive sentences

:

VII, 32, 13. ptrvi/i ksLni prd-sitaya>^ taranti tdm yik fndre

kdrmawd bhdvat.
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Even many snares pass him who is with Indra in his work.

VIII, 2, 14. uktham >^ana j-asyam^nam igoh ^xih a ^iketa,

na g^yatram gtyamanam.

He (Indra) marks indeed a poor man's prayer that is

recited, but not a hymn that is sung. (Doubtful.)

VIII, 78, 10. tava ft indra aham t-sisi, haste datram ^ana

i dade.

Hoping in thee alone, O Indra, I take even this sickle in

my hand.

55j 6- ^a.nd ^rat dadhati tvishi-mate indraya

va^ram ni-ghanighnate vadham.

Then indeed they believe in Indra, the majestic, when he

hurls the bolt to strike.

1, 1 52, 2. etat k2ini tva/2 vi i^iketat eshim.

Does one of them understand even this?

IV, 18, 9. mamat ^and used in the same sense as

niamat ^it.

1, 139, 2. dhlhhiA kani mdnas^ svebhU aksha-bhi^.

V, 41, 13. vayah kana su-bhvaL^ a ava yanti.

VII, 18, 9. kana ft abhi-pitvdm ^agama.

VIII, 91, 3. I ^ani tvi >^ikitsima^ adhi ^ana tv^ na

imasi.

We wish to know thee, indeed, but we cannot understand

thee.

X, 49, 5. aham randhayam mr/gayam sxutarwan^ yat ma

a^ihita vayiinlL ^ana dnu-shak.

VI, 26, 7. aham ^and tat sun~bhi^ tnasytm.

May I also obtain this with the lords.

Ic. Frequently kana occurs after interrogative pro-

nouns, to which it imparts an indefinite meaning, and

principally in negative sentences

:

I, 74, 7. na yoh upabdi/^ asvyak srinvk rathasya kat kana,

yat agne yasi dutyam.

No sound of horses is heard, and no sound of the chariot,

when thou, O Agni, goest on thy message.

I, 81, 5. na tvS-vdn indra ka.^ ^ana na ^taJi nd ^ani-

shyate.

No one is like thee, O Indra, no one has been born, no

one will be

!
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I, 84, 20. te radhimsi ma te titaya^ vaso (fti) asmSn
kadd ^ana dabhan.

May thy gifts, may thy help, O Vasu, never fail us

!

Many more passages might be given to illustrate the

use of i^ana or ka^ y^ana and its derivatives in negative

sentences.

Cf. 1 , 105, 3; 135,1; 139,5; 11,16,3; 23,5; 28,6; III,

3^>4; IV, 31, 9; V, 4^, 61 82,2; VI, 3,2; 20,4; 47,1;

3 ; 48,17; 54, 9; 59, 4; 69, 8; 75,16; VII, 32, i; 19;

59 ^ 3 ; 82, 7 ; 104, 3 ;
VIII, 19, 6 ; 23, 15 ; 24, 15 ; 28, 4

;

47, 7; 64, 2; 66, 13; 68,19; IX, 61, 27; 69,6; 114,4;
X, 33, 9 ; 39 ,

^ I ; 48, 5 ; 49, ; 59, 8 ; 62, 9 ; 85, 3 ; 86,

II
; 95,1; 112,9; 119,6; 7; 128, 4; 129, .2; 152,1;

168, 3; 185, 2.

Id. In a few passages, however, we find the indefinite

pronoun kis ^and used in sentences which are not negative

:

III, 30, T, ti'tikshante abhwastim ^ndndm mdra tvat S.

kik kditii hf pra-keta^.

They bear the scoffing of men; for, Indra, from thee

comes every wisdom.

I, 1 13, 8. usha^ mritim kam >^ana bodhayantt.

Ushas,who wakes every dead (or one who is as if dead).

I, 1 9 1, 7. idrzsh^§,A ki'm ka,ni iha vaA sarve sdkam nf

^syata.

Invisible ones, whatever you are, vanish all together

!

II. We now come to passages in which ^ana stands for

ka. na, and therefore renders the sentence negative without

any further negative particle. It might seem possible to

escape from this admission, by taking certain sentences in

an interrogative sense. But this would apply to certain

sentences only, and would seem forced even there

:

II, 16, 2. yasmat mdrdt bnhataA kfm y^and im rit6.

Beside whom, (beside) the great Indra, there is not

anything.

II, 24, 12. v/xvam satydm magha-vdna yuvoy^ ft ^pa^ y^ana

pra minanti vratam vdm.

Everything, you mighty ones, belongs indeed to you

;

even the waters do not transgress your law.
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IV, 30,3. visve kani it ana tvi dev&a^ indra yuyudhu/2.

Even all the gods do not ever fight thee, O Indra.

V, 34, 7* du/2-ge i^ana dhriyate visvaA ^ puru yi/i

asya tavishim a^ukrudhat.

Even in a stronghold many a man is not often preserved

who has excited his anger.

VII, 83, 2. yasmin bhavati kim ka.ni priyam.

In which struggle there is nothing good whatsoever.

VII, 86, 6. svapna/^ ^ana it anntasya pra-yotl

Even sleep does not remove all evil.

In this passage I formerly took ^ana as affirmative, not

as negative, and therefore assigned to prayota the same
meaning which Siyam assigns to it, one who brings or

mixes, whereas it ought to be, as rightly seen by Roth, one

who removes.

VIII, 1, 3 - mahe ^ana tvdm adri-va>^ para j^ulkfya deydm.

na sahasrilya na ayiitiya va^i-va/^ na jat^ya .rata-magha.

I should not give thee up, wielder of the thunderbolt,

even for a great price, not for a thousand, not for ten

thousand (?), not for a hundred, 0 Indra, thou who art

possessed of a hundred powers!

VIII, 5I5 7 * kad^ ^ana stan-^ asi.

Thou art never sterile.

VIII, 52, 7. kadS /^ana pra yukkhzsu

Thou art never weary.

VIII, 55, 5. ^akshushd ^ana sam-naje.

Not to be reached even with eye.

X, 56, 4. mshimni/i eshim pitaraA ^ana Wre.

liTote 6. Considering the particular circumstances men-

tioned in this and the preceding hymn, of Indra s forsaking

his companions, the Maruts, or even scorning their help, one

feels strongly tempted to take tya^s in its etymological

sense of leaving or forsaking, and to translate, by his for-

saking you, or, if he should forsake you. The poet may
have meant the word to convey that idea, which no doubt

would be most appropriate here; but it must be con-

fessed, at the same time, that in other passages where tyagas

occurs, that meaning could hardly be ascribed to it. Strange

as it may seem, no one who is acquainted with the general
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train of thought in the Vedic hymns can fail to see that

ty4fas in most passages means attack, onslaught ; it may be

even the instrument of an attack, a weapon. How it should

come to take this meaning is indeed difficult to explain, and

I do not wonder that Professor Roth in his Dictionary

simply renders the word by forlornness, need, danger, or by

estrangement, unkindness, malignity. But let us look at

the passages, and we shall see that these abstract conceptions

^re quite out of place :

VIII, 47, 7. na tarn tigmam ^ana tyi£^a.k na drisad abhf

tarn gurd.

No sharp blow, no heavy one, shall come near him whom
you protect.

Here the two adjectives tigmd, sharp, and guni, heavy,

point to something tangible, and I feel much inclined to

take tyafas in this passage as a weapon, as something that

is let offwith violence, rather than in the more abstract sense

of onslaught.

1, 169, 1, maha^ kit asi tyigdiSB.k varut^.

Thou art the shielder from a great attack.

IV, 43, 4. kik vim mahik kit tya^asa^ abhike urushydtam

mddhvl dasrl na/2 dti.

Who is against your great attack ? Protect us with your

help, O Ai’vins, ye strong ones.

Here Professor Roth seems to join mahik kit tyd^asa/?

abhike urushyatam, but in that case it would be impossible

to construe the first words, kik vim,

1, 1 1 9, 8. aga>^Matam knpamd;2am pard-vati pitd-^ svasya

tya^asi nf-bddhitam.

You went from afar to the suppliant, who had been struck

down by the violence of his own father.

According to Professor Roth tya^s would here mean

-forlornness, need, or danger. But ni'bddhita is a strong verb,

as we may see in

VIII, 64, 2. pada pa/nn arddhdsa^ nf bddhasva mah^n asi.

Strike the useless Pams down with thy foot, for thou art

great.

X, 18, II. lit svanka^va. pn’thivi m^ nf bidhathd>?5.

Open, O earth, do not press on him (i. e. the dead, who is
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to be buried; cf. M. M., Uber Todtenbestattungj Zeitschrift

der D. M. G., vol. ix, p. xv).

VII, 83, 6. yatra r^^-bhi^ da^a-bhi^ ni-badhitam pra

su-dfeam dVatam tr/tsu-bhi-^ saha.

Where you protected Sudis'with the Tr/tsus, when he

was pressed or set upon by the ten kings.

Another passage in which tya^as occurs is,

VI, 62, 10. sanutyena tya^asi martyasya vanushyatam api

^trsha vavr^ktam.

By your covert attack turn back the heads of those even

who harass the mortal.

Though this passage may seem less decisive, yet it is

difficult to see how tya^asi could here, according to Professor

Roth, be rendered by forlornness or danger. Something is

required by which enemies can be turned back. Nor can

it be doubtful that i*irsh£ is governed by vavrzlctam, meaning

turn back their heads, for the same expression occurs again

in I, 33, 5. pirt kit .rtrsh^ vavri^yi/i te indra aya^dna/2

ya^a-bhi^ spardhamdnA/^.

Professor Benfey translates this verse by, ‘ Kopfuber flohn

sie alle vor dir;’ but it may be rendered more literally,

^ These lawless people fighting with the pious turned away
their heads.’

X, 144, 6. eva tat indrak mdun4 deveshu ^it dhirayate

mdhi tya^ay?:.

Indeed through this draught Indra can hold out against

that great attack even among the gods.

X, 79, 6. kfm deveshu tya^a/^ 6na/i ^akartha.

What insult, what sin hast thou committed among the

gods?

In these two passages the meaning of tya^s as attack or

assault is at least as appropriate as that proposed by Professor

Roth, estrangement, malignity.

There remains one passage, VI, 3, i. yam tvam mitr^/^a

virunak sa-goshAh deva pSsi tyd^asi martam amhzh.

I confess that the construction of this verse is not clear

to me, and I doubt whether it is possible to use tya^sa as

a verbal noun governing an accusative. If this were possible,

one might translate, ^ The mortal whom thou, O God (Agni),
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Varuf^a, together with Mitra, protectest by pushing back

evil.’ More probably we should translate, 'Whom thou

protectest from evil by thy might.’

If it be asked how tyafas can possibly have the meaning

which has been assigned to it in all the passages in which

it occurs, viz. that of forcibly attacking or pushing away, we

can only account for it by supposing that ty^, before it

came to mean to leave, meant to push off, to drive away

with violence (verstossen instead ofverlassen). This meaning

may still be perceived occasionally in the use of tya^ ; e. g.

devds tya^antu mim, may the gods forsake me I i. e. may
the gods drive me awayl Even in the latest Sanskrit tya^

is used with regard to an arrow that is let off. ' To expel ’ is

expressed by nis-tya^. Those who believe in the production

of new roots by the addition of prepositional prefixes might

possibly see in tya^ an original ati-a^, to drive off; but,

however that may be, there is evidence enough to show

that tya^ expressed originally a more violent act of separa-

tion than it does in ordinary Sanskrit, though here, too,

passages occur in which tya^ may be translated by to

throw, to fling
;
for instance, khe dhfllii^ yas tya^ed \xkk^\t

mflrdhni tasyaiva sd patet, he who throws up dust in the air,

it will fall on his head. Ind. Spr. 1582.

Mu^, too, is used in a similar manner
;
for instance,va^am

mokshyate te mahendra^, Mahdbh. XIV, 263. Cf. Dham-
mapada, ver. 389.

Verse 13 .

l^ote 1. ^a^sa, masc., means a spell, whether for good or

for evil, a blessing as well as a curse. It means a curse, or,

at all events, a calumny

:

I, 18, 3. mk simsaA ararusha^ dhurtfy^ pras^^ak

mdrtyasya.

Let not the curse of the enemy, the onslaught of a mortal

hurt us.

I, 94, 8. asm^kam sims3.k abhi astu du^-dhySy^.

May our curse overcome the wicked I

III, 18, 2. tapa sims^m drarusha>5 .

Burn the curse of the enemy 1
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VII, 2,5, 2. dre tarn ja^sam krmuhi mnitsdk.

Take far away the curse of the reviler ! Cf. VII, 34, 12^.

It means blessing

:

II, utd va,k simssixa u^i^dm-iva ^masi.

We desire your blessing as a blessing for suppliants.

X, 31, 1, a na^ devanim upa vetu sims3,&»

May the blessing of the gods come to us

!

X, 7, 1, urushya na^ urd-bhi^ deva i-a^^^sai^.

Protect us, god, with thy wide blessings 1

II, ^^3, 10. mat na^ duk-simssik abhi-dipsd^ trata pra su-

^a^sd^ matf-bhi^ tdrishtmahi.

Let not an evil-speaking enemy conquer us
;
may we,

enjoying good report, increase by our prayers

!

In some passages, however, as pointed out by Grassmann,

i^a^sa may best be rendered by singer, praiser. Grassmann

marks one passage only,

II, a6, I, ft sirnszA vanavat vanushyatd^.

May the righteous singer conquer his enemies.

He admits, however, doubtfully, the explanation of B. R.,

that sims^k may be taken as one word, meaning,

‘ requiring the right.’ This explanation seems surrendered

by B. R. in the second edition of their Dictionary, and I

doubt whether simsB,/i can mean here anything but singer.

That being so, the same meaning seems more appropriate

in other verses also, which I formerly translated differ-

ently, e. g.

VII, 56, 19. imd sims3Lm vanushyata^ nf pdnti.

They, the Maruts, protect the singer from his enemy.

Lastly, simsB, means praise, the spell addressed by

men to the gods, or prayer:

I, 33, 7. pra sunvata^ stuvata^ ^awsam dva/^.

Thou hast regarded the prayer of him who offers libation

and praise.

X, 42, 6. yasmin vayam dadhimd simsam fndre,

Indra in whom we place our hope. Cf. asams, Wester-

gaard, Radices Linguae Sanscritae, s.v. sa7ns.
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MAiVi^ALA I, HYMN 167.

ASHrAKA II, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 4-5.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. O Indra, a thousand have been thy helps ac-

corded to us, a thousand, O driver of the bays, have

been thy most delightful viands. May thousands of

treasures richly to enjoy, may goods ^ come to us a

thousandfold.

2. May the Maruts come towards us with their

aids, the mighty ones, or with their best aids from the

great heaven, now that thek furthest. steeds have

rushed forth on the distant shore of the sea

;

3. There clings ^ to the Maruts one who moves in

secret, like a man’s wife (the lightning ®), and who is

like a spear carried behind®, well grasped, resplen-

dent, gold-adorned; there is also with them

(the voice of thunder), like unto a courtly, eloquent

woman.

4. Far away the brilliant, untiring Maruts cling

to their young maid, as if she belonged to them alH;

but the terrible ones did not drive away Rodast (the

lightning), for they wished her to grow ® their friend.

5. When the divine Rodasi with dishevelled

locks, the manly-minded, wished to follow them, she

went, like Siiryi (the Dawn), to the chariot of her

servant, with terrible look, as with the pace of a

cloud.

6. As soon as the poet with the libations, O
Maruts, had sung his song at the sacrifice, pouring

out Soma, the youthful men (the Maruts) placed the

young maid (in their chariot) as their companion for

victory, mighty in assemblies.
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7. I praise what is the praiseworthy true greatness

of those Maruts, that the manly-minded, proud, and

strong one (Rodasi) drives with them towards the

blessed mothers.

8. They protect^ Mitra and Yaxunz from the

unspeakable, and Aryaman also finds out the in-

famous. Even what is firm and unshakable is

being shaken®; but he who dispenses treasures®,

O Maruts, has grown (in strength).

9. No people indeed, whether near to us, or from

afar, have ever found the end of your strength,

O Maruts ! The Maruts, strong in daring strength,

have, like the sea, boldly^ surrounded their haters.

10. May we to-day, may we to-morrow in battle

be called the most beloved of Indra. We were so

formerly, may we truly be so day by day, and may
the lord of the Maruts be with us.

11. May this praise, O Maruts, this song of

Mindirya, the son of Mina, the poet, ask you

with food for offspring for ourselves! May we

have an invigorating autumn, with quickening rain

!

[3*] T
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Agastya, addressed to the Maruts, but the

first verse to Indra. Metre TrishA-ibh throughout.

No verse of this hymn occurs in the Sima-veda^ nor in the

other Sa^^^hitSs.

Verse 1.

Note 1, We must keep as a general term, distinct

from a^va, horses, and go, cows, for the poets themselves

distinguish between gavyanta/i:, axvaydnta^, and va^ayanta-^;

see IV, 17, 16; VI, 8, 6.

Verse 3.

Note 1. On mimyaksha, see before, 1, 165, i, note 2.

Note 2. The spear of the Maruts is meant for the light-

ning, and we actually find nsh/f-vidyuta/^, having the

lightning for their spear, as an epithet of the Maruts,

I, 168, 5 ; V, 52, 13.

The rest of this verse is difficult, and has been variously

rendered by different scholars. We must remember that

the lightning is represented as the wife or the beloved of

the Maruts. In that character she is called Rodasi, with the

accent on the last syllable, and kept distinct from rddasi,

the dual, with the accent on the antepenultimate, which

means heaven and earth.

This Rodasi occurs

:

V, 56, 8. i yasmin tasthdu su-rd;^^ni bibhrati siki mariitsu

rodasi.

The chariot on which, carrying pleasant gifts, stands

Rodasi among the Maruts.

VI, 50, 5. mimyaksha y^shu rodasi mi devi.

To whom clings the divine Rodasi.

VI, 66, 6. ddha sma eshu rodasi sva-j’o>^i^ d amavatsu
tasthau na roka//.

When they (the Maruts) had joined the two Rodas, i.e.

heaven and earth, then the self-brilliant Rodasi came among
the strong ones.

The name of R6dasi, heaven and earth, is so much more
frequent in the Rig-veda than that of Rodasi, that in
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several passages the iti which stands after duals, has been

wrongly inserted after Rodasi in the singular. It is so in

our hymn, verse 4, where we must read rodasim instead of

rodasi iti, and again in X, 92, ii.

Besides the lightning, however, the thunder also may be

said to be in the company of the Maruts, to be their friend

or their wife, and it is this double relationship which seems

to be hinted at in our hymn.

The thunder is called Va^, voice, the voice of heaven,

also called by the author of the Anukrama;^i, Amh^rinu
It w^as natural to identify this ambhr///a with Greek o^piyLOs^

terrible, particularly as it is used of the thunder, o^pipov

e^povTricre, Hes. Th, 839, and is applied to Athene as ojSptjuto-

TTarpr}, But there are difficulties pointed out by Curtius.

Grundzuge, p. 532, which have not yet been removed. This

Vtk says of herself (X, 125, 12) that she stretched the bow

for Rudra, the father of the Maruts, that her birth-place

is in the waters (clouds), and that she fills heaven and

earth. See also X, 114, 8.

In 1 , 173, 3. duta/2 nd rodasi kataX vdk.

The voice (thunder) moved betvveen heaven and earth,

like a messenger.

In VIII, 100, 10 and ii, after it has been said that the

thunderbolt lies hidden in the water, the poet says
:
yat

vdk vadanti avi->^etanSni rdsh/ri devdndm ni-sasada mandra,

when the voice, the queen of the gods, the delightful, uttering

incomprehensible sounds, sat down. If, in our verse, we

take in the sense of thunder, but as a feminine, it

seems to me that the poet, speaking of the lightning and

thunder as the two companions of the Maruts, represents

the first, Rodasi, or the lightning, as the recognised wife,

hiding herself in the house, while the other, the loud thunder,

is represented as a more public companion of the Maruts,

distinctly called vidatheshu pa^rat (verse 6), a good speaker

at assemblies. This contrast, if it is really what the poet

intended, throws a curious light on the social character of

the Vedic times, as it presupposes two classes of wives, not

necessarily simultaneous, however,—a house-wife, w^ho stays

at home and is not much seen, and a wife who appears in
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public and takes part in the society and conversation of

the sabha, the assembly-room, and the vidathas, the meet-

ings. The loud voice of the thunder as well as the usual

hiding of the lightning might well suggest this comparison.

That good manners, such as are required in public, and

ready speech, were highly esteemed in Vedic times, we

learn from such words as sabheya and vidathya. Sabheya,

from sabh^, assembly, court, comes to mean courtly, polite

;

vidathya, from vidatha, assembly, experienced, learned.

VIII, 4, 9. /feandrdi^ yiti sabh^m lipa.

Thy friend, Indra, goes brilliant towards the assembly.

X, 34, 6. sabhi'm eti kitavd.^.

The gambler goes to the assembly.

VI, 38, 6. bnhat va^ vkyzli u/^yate sabhdsu.

Your great strength is spoken of in the assemblies.

Wealth is described as consisting in sabhis, houses,

IV, 5 ; and a friend is described as sabhdsaha, strong in

the assembly, X, 71, 10.

Sabhdya is used as an epithet of vipra (II, j^4, 13), and

a son is praised as sabheya, vidathya, and sadanya, i.e. as

distinguished in the assemblies.

Vidathya, in fact, means much the same as sabheya,

namely, good for, distinguished at vidathas, meetings for

social, political, or religious purposes, IV, % \
VII, 36,

8, &c.

Note 3 . Upard ni rishfik. I do not see how upard can

here mean the cloud, if it ever has that meaning, I take

lipara as opposed to purva, i.e. behind, as opposed to

before. In that sense lipara is used, X, 77, 3 ; X, 15, ;

44, 7, &c. It would therefore mean the spear on the

back, or the spear drawn back before it is hurled forward.

B. R. propose to read sa^/^-vS.k, colloquium, but they give

no explanation. The reference to VS. IX, a, is wrong.

Verse 4.

Note 1. The fourth verse carries on the same ideas which
were hinted at in the third. We must again change rodasi,

the dual, into rodasim, which is sufficiently indicated by
the accent. Yavyi I take as an instrumental of yavt, or of
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yavyi. It means the youthful maid, and corresponds to

yuvati in verse 6. Yavyd would be the exact form which

Curtius (Grundzuge, p. 589) postulated as the Sanskrit pro-

totype of Hebe^ Now, if the Maruts correspond to Mars in

Latin, and to Ares in Greek, the fact that in the Iliad

Hebe bathes and clothes Ares^, may be of some signific-

ance. S^dh^ram is used in the sense of uxor communis,
and would show a familiarity with the idea of polyandry

recognised in the epic poetry of the Mahdbh^rata.

But although the Maruts cling to this maid (the Ykk,

or thunder), they do not cast off Rodasi, their lawful wife,

the lightning, but wish her to grow for their friendship, i. e.

as their friend.

Ay&a/i: yavya must be scanned w — w — w . In VI.

66, 5, ay^sa/^ mahna must be scanned as ^ kj

(mahimn^?).

Note 2. Vr/dham, as the accent shows, is here an infini-

tive governed by^ushanta.

Verse 6.

See von Bradke, Dyaus Asura, p. 76.

Verse 6.

I translate arka by poet. The construction would become

too cumbersome if we translated, ‘as soon as the hymn

with the libations was there for you, as soon as the sacrificer

sang his song.’

Verse 7-

The meaning of the second line is obscure, unless we

adopt Ludwig’s ingenious view that Rodasi is here con-

ceived as Eileithyia, the goddess who helps mothers in

childbirth. I confess that it is a bold conjecture, and there

is nothing in Vedic literature to support it. All I can say

is that Eileithyia is in Greek, like Hebe (Yavyd) and Ares

(Marut), a child of Hera, and that lightning as well as dawn

might become a symbol of birth. The etymology and the

^ Wir miissen em vorgriechisches ydvd oder moglicherweise

yivyd aimehmen.
^ II. V, 905.
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very form of ElkeCdvia is doubtful, and so is that of Rodasu
It is tempting to connect rodast, in the sense of heaven

and earth, with O. S. radur, A. S. rodor (Grimm, Myth,

p. 663,), but that is impossible. Cf. I, loi, 7.

Verse 8.

ITote 1. I do not see how pinti, the plural, can refer to

Mitra and Varuwa, nor how these gods could here be intro-

duced as acting the part of the Maruts. I therefore refer

pinti to the Maruts, who may be said to protect Mitra and
Vamna., day and night, and all that belongs to them, from
evil and disgrace. Aryaman is then brought in, as being
constantly connected with Mitri-varu«au, and the finding

out, the perceiving from a distance, of the infamous enemies,

who might injure Mitrd-varu«au, is parenthetically ascribed

to him. See Ludwig, Anmerkungen, p. 239.

Note 2. TTyavante cannot and need not be taken for

^yavayanti, though akyntakut is a common epithet of the

Maruts. It is quite true that the shaking of the unshakable
mountains is the work of the Maruts, but that is under-

stood, even though it is not expressed. In V, 60, 3, we read,

parvata^ k\\. mdhi vrtddhiA bibhdya, even the very great
mountain feared, i. e. the Maruts.

Note 3 . Dati in d^tivara has been derived by certain

Sanskrit scholars from da, to give. It means, no doubt,
gift, but it is derived from da (do, dyati), to share, and
means first, a share, and then a gift. Dativara is applied
to the Maruts, V, 58, 3; III, 51, 9, and must therefore be
applied to them in our passage also, though the construc-
tion becomes thereby extremely difficult. It means pos-
sessed of a treasure of goods which they distribute. The
growing, too, which is here predicated by vavrfdhe, leads
us to think of the Maruts, as in 1, 37, 5) or of their friend
Indra, I, 53, 3; 81, i ; VI, 30, i. It is never, so far as
I know, applied to the sacrificer.

Verse 9.

ISTote 1. DhnshatsL is used as an adverb
;
see I, 71, 5

;

^74> 4 > 4j Perhaps tman^ maybe supplied as
in I, 54, 4,
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MAA^i^ALA I, HYMN 168.

ASHJAKA I, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 6-7 .

To THE Maruts {the Storm-gods).

1. To every sacrifice^ you hasten together you

accept prayer after prayer, O quick Maruts ! Let me
therefore bring you hither by my prayers from

heaven and earth, for our welfare, and for our great

protection

;

2. The shakers who were born to bring food and

lights self-born and self-supported, like springs

like thousandfold waves of water, aye, visibly like

unto excellent bulls

3. Those Maruts, Iike Soma-drops \which squeezed

from ripe stems dwell, when drunk, in the hearts of

the worshipper—see how on their shoulders there

clings as if a clinging wife ; in their hands the quoit

is held and the sword.

4. Lightly they have come down from heaven of

their own accord: Immortals, stir yourselves with

the whip ! The mighty Maruts on dustless paths,

armed with brilliant spears, have shaken down even

the strong places.

5. O ye Maruts, who are armed with lightning-

spears, who stirs you from within by himself, as the

jaws are stirred by the tongue^? You shake the

sky ^ as if on the search for food
;
you are invoked

by many ®, like the (solar) horse of the day K

6. Where, O Maruts, is the top, where the bottom

of the mighty sky where you came? When you

tlurow down with the thunderbolt what is strong,

like brittle things, you fly across the terrible sea

!
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7. As your conquest is violent, splendid, terrible,

full and crushing, so, O Maruts, is your gift de-

lightful, like the largess of a liberal worshipper,

wide-spreading, laughing like heavenly lightning.

8. From the tires of their chariot-wheels streams

gush forth, when they send out the voice of the

clouds ; the lightnings smiled upon the earth, when
the Maruts shower down fatness (fertile rain).

9. Pmni^ brought forth for the great fight the

terrible train of the untiring Maruts : when fed they

produced the dark cloud ®, and then looked about for

invigorating food ^

10. May this praise, O Maruts, this song of

MindeLrya, the son of Mdna, the poet, ask you
with food for offspring for ourselves ! May we
have an invigorating autumn, with quickening rain

!
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Agastya. Verses J-7, (9agati

:

8-10, Trish/ubh. No verse of this hymn occurs in the

SV., VS., TS., AS.

Verse 1,

There can be little doubt that the text of the first line is

corrupt. Ludwig admits this, but both he and Grassmann

translate the verse.

Grassmann : Durch stetes Opfer mocht ich euch gewin-

nen recht, Gebet, das zu euch Gottern drengt, empfangt ihr

gern.

Ludwig : Bei jedem opfer ist zusammen mit euch der

siegreich thatige, in jedem lied hat der fromme an euch

gedacht.

Ludwig proposes to read ididhiye or devay§^ a didhiye,

but even then the construction remains difficult.

ISTote 1. Yzgni-ysgni, an adverbial expression, much the

same as yagne (I, 136, i); it occurs once more in

VI, 48, 1.

NTote 2. Tiiturva;d/2 does occur here only, but is formed

like ^gurvam, I, 142, 8, and j‘iuukvani, VIII, 23, 5. Pos-

sibly tuturva«i>^ might stand for the host of the Maruts

in the singular, 'you hasten together to every sacrifice.’

As to dadhidhve, used in a similar sense, see IV, 34, 3 ; 37, i-

As a conjecture, though no more, I propose to read

ev2Ly&h u.

]£va, in the sense of going, quick, is used of the horses of

the Maruts, I, 166, 4. More frequently it has the sense

of going, moving, than of manner (mos), and as an adverb

eva and evam mean in this way (K. Z. II, 235). From

this is derived evayH^, in the sense of quickly moving, an

epithet applied to Vish/m, I, 156, i, and to the Maruts,

V, 41, 16 : kathi dd.fema namasi su-danun eva-ya marutaA

a^^Ma-ukthai^, How shall we worship with praise and invo-

cations the liberal quick-moving Maruts? I read, with

Roth, eva-y^[^ ;
otherwise we should have to take evay^ as
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an adverbial instrumental^ like dsaya from asd
;
see Grass-

mann, s, v. dsay^.

In onehymn (V, 87) Evay^-marut, as one word, has become

an invocation, reminding us of <I>06
/
3£, or Evoe Bacche,

and similar forms. Possibly ?/ta may be viatica, though the

vowels do not correspond regularly (see yayi, I, 87, 2,

note 1}.

From eva we have also eva-y^van (fern. evaydVart, VI,

48, 12), which Benfey proposed to divide into evay^-van,

quick, again an epithet of Vish;zu and the Maruts. If then

we read evaya/^ u, without the accent on the last syllable,

we should have a proper invocation of the Maruts, 'You,

quick Maruts, accept prayer after prayer.*

Terse 2.

INote 1. Isham svar are joined again in VII, 66, 9. sahd

isham sva^ ka, dhimahi. It seems to mean food and light,

or water and light, water being considered as invigorating

and supporting, Abhi^dyanta governs the accusative.

ITote 2. The meaning of spring was first assigned to

vavra by Grassmann.

Note 3. Though I cannot findgdva^ and ukshinak again,

used in apposition to each other, I have little doubt that

Grassmann is right in taking both as one word, like ravpos

/
3ovs in Greek.

Terse 3.

Note 1. The first line of this verse is extremely difficult.

Grassmann translates

:

Den Somasaften gleichen sie, den kraftigen,

Die eingeschlurft sich regen, nimmer wirkungslos.

Ludwig : Die wie Soma, das gepresst aus saftvollen

Stengel, aufgenommen ins innere freundlich weilen.

It may be that the Maruts are likened to Somas, because

they refresh and strengthen. So we read VIII, 48, 9 :

tvam hi naA tanvS.^ Soma gopd^ glitre-gdtre ni-sasdttha.

For thou, O Soma, has sat down as a guardian in every

member of our body.

It is possible, therefore, though I shall say no more, that

the poet wished to say.that the Maruts, bringing rain and
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cooling the air, are like Somas in their refreshing and in-

vigorating power, when stirring the hearts of men. In X,

78, Zy the Maruts are once more compared with Somas,

su-j‘arma;^a/^ na soma^ r/tdm yate. Should there be a

dative hidden in asate ?

Rambhi;?! I now take with Skyam in the sense of a wife

clinging to the shoulders of her husband, though what is

meant is the spear, or some other weapon, slung over the

shoulders; see I, 367, 3.

Verse 5 .

K'ote 1. Hanva-iva ^hvayi gives no sense, if we take

hanvd as an instrum, sing. Hanu is generally used in the

dual, in the Rig-veda always, meaning the two jaws or the

two lips. Thus Ait. Br. VII, t i. hanu sa^ihve
;
AV. X,

Zy 7. hanvor hi ^ihvdm adadha/^, he placed the tongue in

the jaws. I should therefore prefer to read hanu iva, which

would improve the metre also, or take hanva for a dual, as

Saya;^^a does.

One might also translate, ‘ Who amongst you, O Maruts,

moves by himself, as the jaws by the tongue,’ but the

simile would not be so perfect. The meaning is the same

as in the preceding verse, viz. that the Maruts are self-born,

self-determined, and that they move along without horses

and chariots. In X, 78, z, the Maruts are called svayu^,

like the winds.

Note 2. I feel doubtful about dhanva/^yut, and feel

inclined towards Siyanas explanation, w^ho takes dhanvan

for antariksha. It would then correspond to parvata->&yut,

dhruva-i^yiit, &c.

Note 3. Purupraisha may also be, You w’^ho have the

command of many.

Note 4. As to ahanya/^ na etasaAy see V, i, 4. sveta/^

vd^i^dyate agre ahndm.

Verse 6.

Vithura translated before, I, 87, 3, by broken, means also

breakable or brittle. S4ya«a explains it by grass, which

may be true, though I see no authority for it. Grassmann

translates it by leaves. It is derived from vyath.
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Verse 7.

Sati and rkti are used on purpose, the former meaning

the acquisition or conquest of good things, the latter the

giving away of them. The onslaught of the Mariits is first

described as violent and crushing ; their liberality in giving

away what they have conquered, chiefly rain, is represented

as delightful, like the gifts of a liberal worshipper. Then

follows p;"fthu^rayi asuryeva ^a;'^^ati. Here asury^ re-

minds us of the asuryi in the preceding hymn, where it

occurred as an epithet of Rodasi, the lightning. Prfthu-

wide-spreading, seems to apply best to the rain, that

is, the rdti, though it might also apply to the lightning.

However, the rclti is the storm with rain and lightning, and

I therefore propose to read ^a^^/^ati for^a;?^ati. is

a root which occurs here only, and gaggh too is a root

which is unknown to most students of Sanskrit. Benfey^,

to whom we owe so much, was the first to point out that

gaggh^ which Ydska explains by to make a noise and

applies to murmuring waters, is a popular form of^aksh, to

laugh, a reduplicated form of has. He shows that ksh is

changed into kkh in akkhk for akshS,, and into gh and ggh^

in Pdli and Prakrit, e. g. ght for kshd. The original form

^ksh, to laugh, occurs 1, 33, 7. tvam et^n rudata/^ ^kshata/?^

ka ayodhaya^, thou foughtest them, the crying and the

laughing.

That the lightning is often represented as laughing we
see from the very next verse, dva smayanta vidyiita^, the

lightnings laughed down ; and the very fact that this idea

occurs in the next verse confirms me in the view that it was

in the poet’s mind in the preceding one. See also I, 23, is.

haskirdt vidyiitaA pdri itakgtt^k avantu nak maxAtah mri-

/ayantu na^.

In the only other passage where ^a%* occurs, VIII, 43, 8,

ar^J-fshd ^^^andbhdvan, applied to Agni, admits of the

same correction, ^a^ianibhdvan, and of the same trans-

lation, ‘ laughing with splendour.’

Benfey’s objection to the spelling of g^hgh with two

a Gott. Nachr., 1876, No. 13, s. 324,
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aspirates is just with regard to pronunciation, but this

would hardly justify our changing the style of our MSS.,
which, in this and in other cases, write the two aspirates,

though intending them for non-aspirate and aspirate.

* Verse 9.

Note 1. 'Prisni, the mother of the Maruts, who are often

called Pni*ni-m^tara>5, go-rndtara.^-, and sindhu-nidtara/^.

Note 2. As to svadhd in the sense of food, see before,

1, 6, 4, note 2,, and X, 157, 5.

Note 3. Abhva is more than dark clouds, it is the dark

gathering of clouds before a storm, ein Unwetter, or, if

conceived as a masculine, as in I, 39, 8, ein Ungethum.

Such words are simply untranslatable.
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MAA^Z^ALA I, HYMN 170.

ASHrAKA I, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 8-9.

Dialogue between Indra and his Worshipper,

Agastya.

1. Indra : There is no such thing to-day, nor will

it be so to-morrow. Who knows what strange thing ^

this is? We must consult the thought of another,

for even what we once knew seems to vanish.

2. Agastya ; Wliy dost thou wish to kill us,

O Indra ? the Maruts are thy brothers
; fare kindly

with them, and do not strike us in battle.

3. The Maruts : O brother Agastya, why, being

a friend, dost thou despise us ? We know quite

well what thy mind was. Dost thou not wish to

give to us ?

4. Agastya : Let them prepare the altar, let

them light the fire in front! Here we two will

spread* for thee the sacrifice, to be seen^ by the

immortal.

5. Agastya: Thou rulest, O lord oftreasures
;
thou,

lord of friends, art the most generous. Indra, speak

again with the Maruts, and then consume our

offerings at the right season.
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NOTES.

Although this hymn is not directly addressed to the

Maruts, yet as it refers to the before-mentioned rivalry

between the Maruts and Indra, and as the author is sup-

posed to be the same, namely Agastya, I give its translation

here.

None of its verses occurs in SV., VS., TS., AV.
The Anukrama;dk4 ascribes verses i, 3, 4 to Indra, 2 and

5 to Agastya
;
Ludwig assigns verses i and 3 to the Maruts,

2, 4, and 5 to Agastya
;
Grassmann gives verse i to Indra,

2 and 3 to the Maruts, and 4 and 5 to Agastya.

The hymn admits of several explanations. There was

a sacrifice in which Indra and the Maruts were invoked

together, and it is quite possible that our hymn may owe

its origin to this. But it is possible also that the sacrifice

may be the embodiment of the same ideas which were

originally expressed in this and similar hymns, namely, that

Indra, however powerful by himself, could not dispense

with the assistance of the storm-gods. I prefer to take the

latter view, but I do not consider the former so untenable

as I did formerly. The idea that a great god like Indra

did not like to be praised together with others is an old

idea, and we find traces of it in the hymns themselves, e. g.

II, 33, 4. md' du/2Stutt, ma sahuti.

It is quite possible, therefore, that our hymn contains the

libretto of a little ceremonial drama in which different

choruses of priests are introduced as preparing a sacrifice

for the Maruts and for Indra, and as trying to appease the

great Indra, who is supposed to feel slighted. Possibly

Indra and the Maruts too may have been actually repre-

sented by some actors, so that here, as elsewhere, the first

seeds of the drama would be found in sacrificial per-

formances.

I propose, though this can only be hypothetical, to take

the first verse as a vehement complaint of Indra, when

asked to share the sacrifice with the Maruts. In the second
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verse Agastya is introduced as trying to pacify Indra. The
third verse is most likely an appeal of the Maruts to remind

Indra that the sacrifice was originally intended for them.

Verses 4 and 5 belong to Agastya, who, though frightened

into obedience to Indra, still implores him to make his

peace with the Maruts.

Verse 1 .

"Note 1. In the first verse Indra expresses his surprise in

disconnected sentences, saying that such a thing has never

happened before. I do not take adbhuta (nie da gewesen)

in the sense of future, because that is already contained in

.rvas. The second line expresses that Indra does not

remember such a thing, and must ask some one else,

whether he remembers anything like it. We ought to

take abhisaj^;2^are;2ya as one word, and probably in the

sense of to be approached or to be accepted. Abhisai?;2Mrin,

however, means also changeable.

Verse 2.

Kote 1. Vadhi/^ is the augmentless indicative, not sub-

junctive; see, however, Delbriick, Synt Forsch. I, pp. 21,

115 -

Verse 4.

Wote 1. ^etana refers to yzgnz. as In VIII, 13, 8. It

means that which attracts the attention of the gods (IV,

7, 2), and might be translated by beacon.

Kote 2, The dual tanavS.vahai is strange. It may refer,

as Grassmann supposes, to Agastya and his wife, Lopa-
mudr^, but even that is very unusual. See Oldenberg,
K. Z. XXXIX, 62. Professor Oldenberg (K. Z. XXXIX,
5o seq.) takes this and the next hymn as parts of the same
Akhydna hymn, and as intimately connected with the

Marutvattya ^Sstra of the midday Savana, in the Soma
sacrifice.
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MANBALA I, HYMN 171 .

ASHrAKA II, ADHYAYA 4
,
VARGA 11.

THE MaRUTS (the StORM-GODs).

1. I come to you with this adoration, with a

hymn I implore the favour^ of the quick (Maruts).

O Maruts, you have rejoiced^ in it clearly®, put

dow’n then all anger and unharness your horses

!

2. This reverent praise of yours, O Maruts,

fashioned in the heart, has been offered by the

rnind^ O gods! Come to it, pleased in your mind,

for you give increase to (our) worship

3. May the Maruts when they have been praised

be gracious to us, and likewise Maghavat (Indra),

the best giver of happiness, when he has been

praised. May our trees (our lances)^ through our

valour stand always erect, O Maruts

!

4. I am afraid of this powerful one, and trembling

in fear of Indra. For you the offerings were pre-

pared,—we have now put them away, forgive us !

5. Thou through whom the Mdnas^ see the

mornings, whenever the eternal dawns flash forth

with power®, O Indra, O strong hero, grant thou

glory to us with the Maruts, terrible with the

terrible ones, strong and a giver of victoIy^

6. O Indra, protect thou these bravest of men^
(the Maruts), let thy anger be turned away® from

the Maruts, for thou hast become® victorious to-

gether with those brilliant heroes. May we have an

invigorating autumn, with quickening rain I

[3*] u
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NOTES.

The Anukrama^^i assigns verses i and % to the Maruts,

the rest to Indra Marutvat. The poet is again Agastya.

The whole hymn corresponds to the situation as described

in the preceding hymns, and leads on to a kind of compro-

mise between the Maruts, who seem really the favourite gods

of the poet, and Indra, an irresistible and supreme deity

whose claims cannot be disregarded.

None of the verses of this hymn occurs in SV.j VS., TS.,

AV.

Verse 1.

Note 1. Sumati here means clearly favour, as in I, 73, 6,

7; while in I, 166, 6 it means equally clearly prayer.

Note 2. Ludwig takes rard;2atd as referring to sirktdna

and namasd. The accent of rara;^atd is irregular, and like-

wise the retaining of the final long d in the Pada text.

Otherwise the form is perfectly regular, namely the 2 p.

plural of the reduplicated aorist, or the so-called aorist

of the causative^. Pi;rini (VII, 4, 2, 3) gives a number of

verbs which form that aorist as ^ and not as v./ — e. g.

a^’ajasat, notari^asat; ababadhat, ayayd/^at, &c. Some verbs

may take both forms, e. g. abibhra^at and ababhra^at. This

option applies to all Kaj^^y^di verbs, and one of these is

rsLn, which therefore at the time of K^tydyana was supposed

to have formed its reduplicated aorist both as arard;^at and

as arirai^at Without the augment we expect rira?2ata or

rard/^ata. The question is why the final a should have

been lengthened not only in the Sa^/^hita, that would be

explicable, but in the Pada text also. The conjunctive of

the perfect would be rira/^ata. See also Delbruck,Verbum,

p. III.

Note 3 . Vedyibhis, which Ludwig translates here by um
dessentwillen, was ihr erfaren sollt, I have trans-

lated by clearly, though tentatively only.

^ See Sanskrit Grammar, § 372, note.
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Verse 2.

Ifote 1. The same idea is expressed in X, 47, 7. hrzdi-

spnsdi/i manasa va/^yamdna/^.

Hote 2. Namasa/^ vndhisa/^ is intended to convey the

idea that the Maruts increase or bless those who worship

them.

Verse 3.

ITote 1. The second line has given rise to various inter-

pretations.

GrASSMANN :

Uns mogen aufrecht stehn wie schone Baume
Nach unsrem Wunsch, O Maruts, alle Tage.

Ludwig*. Hoch mbgen sein unsere kampfenden lanzen,

alle tage,*0 Marut, sigesstreben.

As komy^ never occurs again, it must for the present be

left unexplained.

There was another difficult passage, I, 88, 3. medha vana

na knVmvante ilrdhv^, which I translated, ' May the Maruts

stir up our minds as they stir up the forests.’ I pointed out

there that lirdhva means not only upright, but straight and

strong (I, 172, 3; II, 30, 3), and I conjectured that the

erect trees might have been used as a symbol of strength

and triumph. Vana, however, may have been used poetic-

ally for anything made of wood, just as cow is used for

leather or anything made of leather. In that case vana

might be meant for the wooden walls of houses, or even

for lances (like bovpara from 6opi;=Sk. daru), and the adjec-

tive would probably have to determine the true meaning.

If connected with komala it might have the same meaning

as ev£€(rros.

Prof. Oldenberg suggests that vanani may be meant for

the wooden vessels containing the Soma.

Verse 5 .

l^ote 1. The M^nas are the people of Manya, see 1, 165,

1 5, note I, and there is no necessity for taking mana, with

Grassmann, as a general name for poet (Kuhn’s Zeitschrift,

vol. xvi; p. 174).
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Kote 2. It is doubtful to which word ^avasS. belongs.

I take it to be used adverbially with vyushrishu.

Verse 6.

Note 1. We might also translate, ‘protect men from the

stronger one,’ as we read I, 120, 4. pitam ka, sahyasa/?

yuvam ke. rabhyasa/2 na/i ; and still more clearly in IV, 55, i.

sahiyasa/^ varu;2a mitra mart&t. But I doubt whether nr^n

by itself would be used in the sense of our men, while

nara// is a common name of the Maruts, whether as divi/z

nara//, I, 64, 4, or as nara/^ by themselves, I, 64, 10 ; 166,

13. &;c.

Note 2. On the meaning of avayi in avayitahe/d^, see

Introduction, p. xx.

Note 3 . On dadhana/^, see VIII, 97, 13, &c.
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MAiVZ?ALA I, HYMN 172.

ASHTAKA II, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 12.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. May your march be brilliant, brilliant through

your protection, O Maruts, you bounteous givers,

shining like snakes

!

2 . May that straightforward shaft of 5’ours, O
Maruts, bounteous givers, be far from us, and far

the stone which you hurl

!

3 . Spare, O bounteous givers, the people of

Trfwaskanda, lift us up that we may live

!
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NOTES.

The hymn is ascribed to Agastya, the metre is Gdyatri.

None of its verses occurs in SV., VS., TS., AV.

Verse 1.

Prof, Oldenberg conjectures /kitri uti/^, and possibly mahi-

bhinava/^ for ahibhanava^. See for y&mdih ^itra^ tlti V,

52, 2. te yaman pdnti
;
also VI, 48, 9.
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MANDALA II, HYMN 34 .

ASHrAKA II, ADHYAYA 7
,
VARGA 19-21.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. The Maruts charged with rain\ endowed with

fierce force, terrible like wild beasts^, blazing® in

their strength^, brilliant like fires, and impetuous®,

have uncovered the (rain-giving) cows by blowing

away the cloud®.

2. The (Maruts) with their rings^ appeared like

the heavens with their stars®, they shone wide like

streams from clouds as soon as Rudra, the strong

man, was born for you, O golden-breasted Maruts,

in the bright lap of Pmni®.

3. They wash® their horses like racers in the

courses, they hasten with the points of the reed®

on their quick steeds. O golden-jawed® Maruts,

violently shaking (}’our jaws), you go quick with

your spotted deer®, being friends of one mind.

4. Those Maruts have grown to feed® all these

beings, or, it may be, (they have come) hither for

the sake of a friend, they who always bring quicken-

ing rain. They have spotted horses, their bounties

cannot be taken away, they are like headlong

charioteers on their ways

5. O Maruts, wielding your brilliant spears, come

hither on smooth® roads with your fiery® cows

(clouds) whose udders are swelling
;
(come hither),

beincr of one mind, like swans toward their nests, to

enjoy the sweet offering.

6. O one-minded Maruts, come to our prayers,

come to our libations like (Indra) praised by men®

!
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Fulfil (our prayer) like the udder of a barren cow

and make the prayer glorious by booty to the singer.

7. Grant us this strong horse for our chariot, a

draught^ that rouses our prayers, from day to day,

food to the singers, and to the poet in our home-

steads^ luck®, wisdom, inviolable and invincible

strength.

8. When the gold-breasted Maruts harness the

horses to their chariots, bounteous^ in wealth, then

it is as if a cow in the folds poured out® to her calf

copious food, to every man who has offered libations.

9. Whatever mortal enemy may have placed us

among wolves h shield us from hurt, ye Vasus!

Turn the wheels with burning heat® against him,

and strike down the weapon of the impious fiend, O
Rudras

!

10. Your march, O Maruts, appears brilliant,

whether even friends have milked the udder of

Pmni, or whether, O sons of Rudra, you mean to

blanae him who praises you, and to weaken those

who are weakening Trita, O unbeguiled heroesh

11. We invoke you, the great Maruts, the con-

stant wanderers, at the offering of the rapid Vish;2u^

;

holding ladles (full of libations) and prayerful we ask

the golden-coloured and exalted Maruts for glorious

wealth.

12. The Daj'agvas (Maruts?)^ carried on® the

sacrifice first
; may they rouse us at the break of

dawn. Like the dawn, they uncover the dark nights

with the red (rays), the strong ones, with their bril-

liant light, as with a sea of milk.

1 3. With the (morning) clouds, as if with glitter-

ing red ornaments^, these Maruts have grown great

in the sacred places®. Streaming down with rush-
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ing splendour®, they have assumed their bright and

brilliant colour.

14. Approaching^ them for their great protection

to help us, we invoke them with this worship, they

whom Trita may bring near, like the five Hotri

priests for victory®, descending on their chariot to

help.

15. May that grace of yours by which you help

the wretched^ across all anguish, and by which you

deliver the worshipper from the reviler, come hither,

O Maruts
;
may your favour approach us like a cow

(going to her calf)

!
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NOTES.

Hymn ascribed to Gr/tsamada. Metre, 1-14 Gagati^ 15

Trish^bh, according to the paribhSshd in the Sarvdnu-

krama;2i la, 13. See also Ludwig, III, p. 59 ;
Bergaigne,

Recherches sur I’histoire de la liturgie vedique, 1889, pp.

66 seq.
;
Oldenberg, Prolegomena, p. 144. None of its verses

occurs in SV., VS., AV. The first verse is found in TB.

II5 5i 5j 45 three various readings, viz. tavishebhir

ixrmihhi/i instead of tdvishibhir ary^ina/?, bhnimim instead of

bhnmim, and ripa instead of apa.

Verse 1 .

Note 1 . ‘Dhtrivd.rik, a word of doubtful import, possi-

bly meaning wishing for rain, or the suitors of the streams

of rain. The Maruts are sometimes represented as varas

or suitors
;

cf. V, 60, 4.

Note 2 . Cf. II, 33, II.

Note S. Bergaigne, II, 381, translates arkinak by chan-

tres^ singers, deriving it, as it would seem, from arka

which, as he maintains (Journ. Asiat. 1884, IV, pp. 194

seq.), means always song in the RV. (Rel. Vdd. I, 279).

This, however, is not the case, as has been well shown

by Pischel, Ved. Stud.J, pp. 23 seq. Besides, unless we
change arkina/i into arkma/z, we must connect it with axkl,

light. Thus we read VIII, 41, 8, arkmk pada.

Note 4 . Tavishebhir firmi'bhi/^, the reading of the

Taittiriyas, is explained by Siya^^a by balavadbhir gama-

na\h. It may have been taken from RV. VI, 61, 2.

Note 6. On see I, 64, 12®; I, 87, i.

Note 6. Bhnmi seems to me a name of the cloud,

driven about by the wind. The Taittiriyas read bhriimim,

and Skyana explains it by megha;;2 dharnantaj kalayantak.

In most passages, no doubt, hhrimi means quick, fresh, and
is opposed to radhra, IV, 32, 2; VII, 56, 20. In I, 31, 16, as

applied to Agni, it may mean quick. But in our passage

that meaning is impossible, and I prefer the traditional
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meaning of cloud to that of storm-wind, adopted by Benfey

and Roth. The expression ‘ to blow a storm-wind ’ is not

usual, while dham is used in the sense of blowing away

clouds and darkness. The cows would then be the waters

in the clouds. It is possible, however, that Saya;?a’s

explanation, according to which bhr/mi is a musical instru-

ment, may rest on some traditional authority. In this case

it would correspond to dhamanta/^ va//am, in I, 85. 10 2.

Verse 2.

Hote 1. On khadin, see I, 166, 9, note 2. On rukma-

vakshas, I, 64,4, note i. Golden-breasted is meant for

armed with golden chest-plates. The meaning seems to

be that the Maruts with their brilliant khadis appear like

the heavens with their brilliant stars. The Maruts are not

themselves lightning and rain, but they are seen in them,

as Agni is not the fire, but present in the fire, or the god

of fire. Thus we read, RV. Ill, 26, 6. agneA bhamam
marutam 6^a/i, ‘ The splendour of Agni, the strength of

the Maruts,’ i. e. the lightning. It must be admitted, how-

ever, that a conjecture, proposed by Bollensen (Z.D.M.G.

XLI, p. 501), would improve the verse. He proposes to

read r^sh/aya/^ instead of vrfsh/aya//. We should then

have to translate, ' Their spears shone like lightnings from

the clouds.’ These rfsh/is or spears are mentioned by the

side of khadi and rukma in RV. V, 54 j and the com-

pound rfsh/fvidyuta/^ is applied to the Maruts in I, 168, 5

and V, 53, 13. The difficulty which remains is abhn'ya/^.

Note 2. On dyavo na strzbhi//, see note to I, 87, i.

Note 3. The second line is full of difficulties. No
doubt the Maruts are represented as the sons of Rudra

(V, 60, 5 ;
VI, 66, 3), and as the sons of Pmni, fern., being

called PrAni-matara/^. Their birth is sometimes spoken of

as unknown (VII, 56, 3), but hardly as mysterious. Who
knows their birth, hardly means more than ^the wind blow-

eth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof,

but canst not tell whence it cometh.’ Pr^sni as a feminine

is the speckled sky, and the cloud may have been conceived
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as the udder at the same time that Przsni was conceived

as a cow (I, 160, 3). Nothing seems therefore more natural

than that we should translate, ‘ When Rudra had begotten

you in the bright lap of Przsni/ The bright lap, ^ukrdm

udha/2, is an idiomatic expression (VI, 66^ i
;
IV, 3, 10), and

I see no reason why we should with Roth, K.Z. XXVI, 49,

change the ^ukre of the padap^Z/^a into sukrik and refer it

to vrzshL

The real difSculty lies in a^ani. Can it mean he begot,

as Bergaigne (Religion Vddique, III, 35) interprets it?

Wherever a^ani occurs it means he was born, and I doubt

whether it can mean anything else. It is easy to suggest

a^anit, for though the third person of the aorist never

occurs in the RV., the other persons, such as a^nish/a,

£^s.nlshtMA, are there. But, as the verse now stands, we

must translate, ‘ When Rudra was born for you, he the

strong one in the bright udder of PrisnV Could Rudra

be here conceived as the son, he who in other passages is

represented as the husband of Pmni? There is another

passage which may yield the same sense, VI, 66, 3. vide

hf mahi^ mahi sIl, s^^ ft pr/sni/i subhve gdrbham i

adhdt, ‘ for she, the great, is known as the mother of the

great, that very Przsni conceived the germ (the Maruts) for

the strong one.’

Verse 3.

Note 1. Ukshante is explained by washing, cleaning the

horses, before they start for a new race. See V, 59, i.

ukshante afVcin, followed by tdrushante 4 IX, 109,

10. isva/z nd nikta^ dhandya
;

vS'atap. Br. XI, 5, 5, 13.

Pischel (Ved. Stud. I, 189) supposes that it always refers

to the washing after a race.

Note 2. Nadasya kar^^ai^ is very difficult, Sdya;2a’s

explanation, meghasya madhyaprade^ai/2, ‘ through the

hollows of the cloud,’ presupposes that nada by itself can

in the RV. be used in the sense of cloud, and that kar;2a,

ear, may have the meaning of a hole or a passage. To
take, as BR. propose, kama in the sense of kar;2a, eared,

with long ears, would not help us much. Grassmann’s
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translation, ‘ mit der Wolke schnellen Fittigen/ is based

on a conjectural reading, nadasya par^ai/^. Ludwig s trans«

lation, ‘mit des fluszes wellen den raschen eilen sie,’ is

ingenious, but too bold, for kar;/a never means waves, nor

nada river in the Rig-veda. The Vedarthayatna gives:

‘ they rush with steeds that make the roar,’ taking kan/aiy^

for kart;7bhi^, which again is simply impossible. The best

explanation is that suggested by Pischel, Ved. Stud-, p. 189.

He takes nada for reed, and points out that whips were

made of reeds. The kar;^a would be the sharp point of

the reed, most useful for a whip. I cannot, however, follow

him in taking ksxxhhih in the sense of accelerating. I think

it refers to a.rva in the preceding pida.

Hote 3 . Hira;/ya.yipra//. Siprkj in the dual i^ipre, is in-

tended for the jaws, the upper and lower jaws, as in RV. I,

1 01, 10. vi syasva i'lpre, open the jaws. See Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 249, note. RV. Ill, 32, i
;
V, 35, 2, i^ipre

and hanii
;
VIII, 76, 10 ;

X, 96, 9. .n'pre hari;n davidhvata//

;

X, 105, 5. .rfprdbhyam i’ipnVdvdn. In the plural, however,

.riprM, V, 54, II {si^rkk i'trshasu vitSitkA hira^^yayi/^), VIII,

7, 25, is intended for something worn on the head, made

of gold or gold threads. As we speak of the ears of

a cap. that is, lappets which protect the ears, or of the

cheeks of a machine, so in this case the jaws seem to have

been intended for what protects the jaws, and not neces-

sarily for the real jaw-bones of an animal, used as an

helmet, and afterwai'ds imitated in any kind of metal.

As to .riprin it may mean helmeted or possessed of jaws.

To be possessed of jaws is no peculiar distinction, yet in

several of the passages where dprin occurs, there is a clear

reference to eating and drinking; see VI, 44, 14; VIIL 2,

28 ; 17, 4 ; 32, 24 ; 33, 7 ; 92, 4 ;
see also .n'pravdn in VI,

17, 2. It is possible therefore that like sujripra, .yiprin also

was used in the sense of possessed of jaw-bones, i. e. of

strong jaw-bones. Even such epithets as hira;?ya-.yipra,

harwipra, hiri-.yipra may mean possessed of golden, possibly

of strong jaws. (M. M., Biographies of Words, p. 263, note.)

Roth takes harmpra as yellow-jawed, hiri.yipra as golden-

cheeked, or with golden helmet, hira^^yaripra, with golden
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helmet A decision between golden-jawed or golden-hel-

meted is difficult, yet golden-jawed is applicable in all cases.

In our passage we must be guided by davidhvata/2, which

together with sipm occurs again X, 96, 9, ^ipre va^iya

hari;a davidhvata/^, shaking the golden jaws, and it seems

best to translate : O ye golden-jawed Maruts, shaking (your

jaws), you go to feed.

Hote 4 . If we retain the accent in pr^ksham, we shall

have to take it as an adverb, from pnksha, quick, vigorous,

like the German snel. This view is supported by Pischel,

Ved. Stud. I, 96. If, however, we could change the accent

into pr/ksham, we might defend Sdya^^a’s interpretation.

We should have to take pr/ksham as the accusative of

pz-'eksh, corresponding to the dative pr^kshe in the next

verse. Triksh. is used together with .?ubh, ish, (VI,

62, 4), and as we have .yubham yd, we might take pr/ksham

yd in the sense of going for food, in search of food. But
it is better to tak^ pr/ksham as an adverb. In the next

verse pnkshe is really a kind of infinitive, governing

bhuvand.

Iffote 5 . Tradition explains the Prfshatis as spotted deer,

but pr/shada.rva, as an epithet of the Maruts, need not mean
having Prahatis for their horses, but having spotted horses.

See Bergaigne, Rel.Ved. II, p. 378, note.

Verse 4.

ITotel, Ludwig translates : Zu narung haben sie alle dise

wesen gebracht; Grassmann: Zur Labung netzten alle

diese Wesen sie. Ludwig suggests /^itrdya for mitrdya;
Oldenberg, far better, mitrdyava/^, looking for friends, like

mitrdyuvai^:, in I, 173, 10.

Hote 2. On vayfina, see Pischel in Vedische Studien^

p. 301. But why does Pischel translate ^2^ipya by bulls,

referring to VI, 67, ii ?

Verse 5 .

lETote 1. AdhvasmabhL^ seems to mean unimpeded or
smooth. Cf. IX, 91, 3.

Hote 2. The meaning of fndhanvabhi^ is very doubtful.
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Verse 6.

Kote 1 . Nara;;^ na simszJi^ the original form of Nard-

sd^inszh, I take here as a proper name, Manneriob (like

Frauenlob, the poet) referring to Indra. Bergaigne, I,

P- 305, doubts whether Nardi‘a?//sa can be a proper name
in our passage, but on p. 308 he calls it an appellation of

Indra.

Kote 2 A.rvam iva, gives a sense, but one quite in-

appropriate to the Veda. It would mean, ‘fill the cow
in her udder like a mare/ I therefore propose to read

asvam iva (asuam iva), from asu, a cow that is barren,

or a cow that has not yet calved. Thus we read,

I, 3 13
, 3. yabhi/i dhenum asvam pmvatha/^, ‘with the

same help with which you nourish a barren cow.’ Cf.

I, 1 16, 33. staryam pipyathu/^ gam, ‘you have filled the

barren cow.’ If asvam iva dhenum is a simile, we want an

object to which it refers, and this we find in dhiyam. Thus
we read, V, 71, 3 ;

VII, 94, 2
;
IX, 19, 3

,
pipyatam dhfya/^,

to fulfil prayers. I know, of course, that such changes in

the sacred text will for the present seem most objection-

able to my friends in India, but I doubt not that the time

will come when they will see that such emendations are

inevitable. I see that in the appendix to the Petersburg

Dictionary, s.v. asu, the same conjecture has been sug-

gested.

Verse 7.

'Note 1. Here again I have taken great liberties. Apa-

nam is explained by Sdya;^a as a participle for apnuvantam.

This participle, though quite correct (see Lindner, Altin-

dische Nominalbildung, p. 54), does not occur again in the

RV., nor does it yield a proper meaning. It could only

mean, ‘ give us a horse to the chariot, an obtaining prayer,

rousing the attention (of the gods) day by day.’ Apana

may mean a drinking or carousing, and I do not see why

we should not take it in that sense. Sacrifices in ancient

times w’ere often festivals ; VII, 33
, 3. ima brahma sa-

dhamade ^shasva, ‘ accept these prayers at our feast.’ If

we suppose that ipana refers to the drinking of Soma, then
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nothing is more appropriate than to call the drinking

^itayat, exciting, brdhma, a hymn. Anyhow I can dis-

cover no better meaning in this line. Grassmann, who
knows that >&itayati means to excite, yet translates :

‘ Gebt

Gebet, das durchdringt, euch erinnernd Tag fiir Tag.’

Ludwig: *Das erfolgreiche brahma, das erinnernde tag

fiir tag.’ Possibly we should have to change the accent

from ^pina to apana. Apind in IX, lo, 5 is equally

obscure.

ISTote 2. On vr^^ana, see I, 165, 15^. For fuller discus-

sions of the various meanings of vn^ana, see Geldner,

Ved. Stud. I, 139 ;
Oldenberg, Gottinger gel. Anzeigen,

1890, pp. 410 seq.
;
Ph. Colinet, Les principes de Texeg^se

vedique d’apres MM. Pischel et Geldner, p. 28; Ludwig,

liber Methode bei Interpretation des Rigveda, 1890, pp.

27 seq.

Kote 3 . Sam' means acquiring, success, luck, gain, and is

often placed in juxtaposition with medhd, wisdom. If they

are thus placed side by side, sanf looks almost like an ad-

jective, meaning efficient. RV. I, 18, 6. sanfm medhdm
ayisisham, ^I had asked for efficient, true, real wisdom,’

or, * I had asked for success and wisdom.’ In such pas-

sages, however, as V, 27, 4. dddat riki. sanfm yate dadat

medhdm rftiyatd, it is clear that sanf was considered as

independent and different from medhS' {rikkydXi = riXk-

yate).

Terse 8.

Note 1. On sud&ava>^, see note to I, 64, 6. It must often

be left open whether sud^nu was understood as bounteous,

or as having good rain or good Soma.

Note 2. Pinvate, lit. to make swell or abound.

Terse 9.

Note 1. Vr/katfti is an old locative of vrzkatdt, wolf-

hood. To place us in wolfhood means to treat us as wolves,

or as vogelfrei. Others take it to mean treating us as a

wolf would treat us.

Note 2. Tapushiy^akrfy^. According to Lanman (p.571)
tdpush^ might be taken as an acc. dual fern. I know,
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however, of no strictly analogous cases, and prefer to take

tapushi as an instrumental, this being its usual employ-

ment

Verse 10.

Hote 1. The second line is obscure. Neither Grassmann

nor Ludwig nor Sdya«a can extract any intelligible meaning

from it. I have translated it, but I am far from satisfied.

There may be an antithesis between the friends (the Maruts

themselves, see V, 53, a), milking the udder of Vrism, and

the Maruts coming to blame their friends for not offering

them sacrifices, or for offering them sacrifices in common

with Indra. In the first case when they, as friends, milk

the cloud, their approach is brilliant and auspicious. In

the second case, when they come to blame those who ought

to celebrate them, or those who are actually hostile to

them by causing the ruin or decay of a friend of the

Maruts, such as Trita, their approach is likewise brilliant,

but not auspicious. Trita is a friend of the Maruts whom

they assist in battle, and it is possible that this legend may

be alluded to here. Sometimes Trita seems also connected

with the third libation which was offered at sunset, just

as Vish«u represented the second libation which was

offered at noon». Thus we read, VIII, la, 16. yat somam

indra vish?ravi yat vd gha trite 4pty^ yat vk mariitsu

mandase, ‘whether you, Indra, enjoy the Soma near

Vish«u, or near Trita Aptya, or among the Maruts.’

5dkapfi«i, as quoted by Ydska (Nir. XII, 19), explains

the three steps of Vishwu as earth, sky, and heaven^;

Aur«avibha distinguishes Samiroha«a, Vish«upada, and

Gayariras. But all this does not help us to disentangle our

verse. It should be added that Bergaigne makes Tritdm

to be governed by duhfi/-: (Rel. Ved. II, 337). We ^ould

then have to translate, ‘or whether they milk Trita in

order to blame the singer, to make them old who make

a Odinn is styled Thridi, by the side of Hdr and TafnhSr (the

high and the even high) as the Third High. At other times he is

Tveggi (secundus). Grimm’s Teutonic Mythology, vol. 1, p. 162.

[33]
X
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Others old, or who themselves become old/ This, however,

does not help ns much. Professor Oldenberg conjectures

that possibly ^uratdm might be changed to ^ratdm, and

that the dual of the verb might refer to Rudra and Prssni

;

or we might read^urata for^rata, if it refers to Rudriyas.

Navaminasya might also be used in the sense of making a

noise (see I, ^^9,5), and possibly navaminasya nidd might have

been intended for shouting and laughing to scorn. But all

this leaves the true meaning ofthe verse as unfathomable as

ever.

Verse 11.

Hote 1, Vish^or eshasya prabhr^thd is obscure. At the

oifering of the rapid Vish;2U is supposed to mean, when the

rapid Vish/^u offers Soma. The same phrase occurs again,

VII, 40, 5. In VIII, 20, 3, we can translate, ‘we know
the strength of the Maruts, and of the hasting Vish;2u,

the bounteous gods.’ In VII, 39, 5, the reading is vish^m
eshdm. Bergaigne (II, 419) is inclined to take vishnn esha

as Soma. We should then translate, ‘at the offering of

Soma/
Verse 12.

Kote 1. The Dai’agvas are mentioned as an old priestly

family, like the Ahgiras, and they seem also, like the

Ahgiras, to have their prototypes or their ancestors among
the divine hosts. Could they here be identified with the

Maruts? They are said to have been the first to carry

on the sacrifice, and they are asked to rouse men at the

Wreak of the day. Now the same may be said of the

Maruts. They are often connected with the dawn, probably

because the storms break forth with greater vigour in the

morning, or, it may be, because the chasing away of the

darkness of the night recalls the struggle between the dark-

ness of the thunderstorm and the brightness of the sun.

The matutinal character of the Maruts appears, for instance,

in V, 53, 14 (usri bhesha^m), and their father Dyaus is

likewise called vnshabhd^ usrfyaA, V, 58, 6. In the second

line iirj^zute, though in the singular, refers also to the

Maruts in the plural; see Bergaigne, Melanges Renier,
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Paris, 1886, p. 80. There still remain two difficult words,

maha^ and go-an/asa. The former (see Lanman, p. 301)
may be taken as an adjective referring to the Dai‘ag\^as

or Maruts, unless we take it as an adverb, quickly, like

makshu. If we could change it into mahl, it would form
an appropriate adjective to ^otishi, as in IV, 50, 4. On
g6-ar«asa all that can be said is that it mostly occurs where
something is uncovered or revealed, so I, 112, 18 ; X, 38, 2.

ISTote 2. On ya^uam vah, to carry on the sacrifice like

a wagon, see Bergaigne, Rel Ved. II, 259-260. See also

RV. VIII, 26, 15 ; 58, 1, and ya^;^a-vahas.

Verse 13.

Kote 1. In interpreting this obscure verse we must begin

with what is clear. The avwia/i angkyah are the well-

known ornaments of the Maruts, mentioned I, 37, 2, note

;

I, 64, 4, note, &c. The Maruts shine in these ornaments

or paints, I, 85, 3 ; 87, i
; V, 56, i ; X, 78, 7. Though we

do not know their special character, we know that, like

the daggers, spears, and bracelets of the Maruts, they were

supposed to contribute to their beautiful appearance.

Again, we know that when the Maruts are said to grow
(vavrfdhu//), that means that they grow in strength, in

spirits, and in splendour, or, in a physical sense, that the

storms increase, that the thunder roars, and the lightnings

flash, see V, 55, 3 ; 59, 5. Now if it is said that the Rudras
grew with ksho;ris, as if with bright red ornaments, we
must have in these ksho^^is the physical prototype of what
are metaphorically called their glittering ornaments. And
here we can only think either of the bright morning clouds

(referring to ushdV^ na xamxh aru;zai7̂ apa urwute in the

preceding verse), or lightnings. These bright clouds of

heaven are sometimes conceived as the mothers (III, 9, 2.

apa/2 and more especially the mothers of the

Maruts, who are in consequence called Sindhu-mitara/2,

X, 78, 6, a name elsewhere given to Soma, IX, 61, 7, and

to the Aivins, I, 46, 2. It is said of a well-known hero,

Pururavas (originally a solar hero), that as soon as he was
born the women (gnd/2) were there, and immediately after-

X 2
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wards that the rivers increased or cherished him, X, 95, 7.

In other passages too ,these celestial rivers or waters or

clouds are represented as women, whether mothers or wives

(X, 124, 7). A number of names are given to these beings,

when introduced as the companions of the Apsaras Urvai*!,

and it is said of them that they came along like aj^^aya^

aru^ayaZ:, like bright red ornaments, X, 95, 6. It seems clear

therefore that the zrun&A ^ngiydik of the Maruts have to be

explained by the bright red clouds of the morning, or in

more mythological language, by the Apsaras, who are said

to be like aru;2aya>^ a%*dya/2. Hence, whatever its ety-

mology may have been, ksho;2ibhi.^ in our passage must

refer to the clouds of heaven, and the verse can only be

translated, ‘ the Rudras grew with the clouds as with their

red ornaments,’ that is, the clouds were their red orna-

ments, and as the clouds grew in splendour, the Maruts

grew with their splendid ornaments.

Professor Geldner arrived at a similar conclusion. In

Bezzenberger’s Beitrage, XI, p. 327, and more recently in

Ved. Stud.^ p. 277, he assigned to ksho/^i the meaning of

woman, which is quite possible, and would make it a

synonym of the celestial gnis. But he translates, ® the

Maruts excite themselves with red colours as with women.’

These are hardly Vedic thoughts, and the position of nd

would remain anomalous. Nor should we gain much if we
read te ksho/^aya/^ aru^zebhi^ na a%ibhi^, ‘these Rudras

were delighted like wives by bright ornaments.’ The bright

ornaments have once for all a settled meaning, they are

peculiar to the Maruts, and cannot in a Marut hymn be

taken in any other sense.

Then comes the question, how is the meaning assigned

to ksho;zt, namely cloud, or, as personified, Apsaras, ap-

plicable to other passages? In X, 95, 9, it seems most
appropriate: ‘So long as the mortal (Pururavas), longing

for the immortal (Apsaras), does not come near with

strength to those ksho^^is, i. e. those Apsaras, or morning
clouds, they beautified their bodies like ducks ’ (an excellent

imdge, if one watches ducks cleaning themselves in the

water),.‘like sporting horses biting each other.’ Geldner
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translates this verse somewhat differently, Ved. Stud. I,

p. 276.

Having disposed of these two passages where ksho?n

occurs in the plural, we have next to consider those where

it stands in the dual. Here ksho;/i always means heaven

and earth, like rodasi, dy^vapr/thivi, &c.

VIII, 7, 22. sam u tye mahati/^ apa// sam ksho;/i sam u

suryam . .
.
parvai-a/z dadhu//. They, the Maruts, set the

great waters (the sky), heaven and earth and the sun piece-

meal (or, they put them together piece by piece).

VIII, 52, 10. sam indra/i Taya.k br/liati/iJ adhunuta sam
ksho^n sam u suryam. Indra shook the great treasures,

heaven and earth, and the sun.

VIII, 99, 6. anu te .?ushmam turayantam iyatu/^ ksho;n

i’ljum na matara. Heaven and earth followed thy rapid

strength, like mother-cows their calf.

II, 16, 3. na kshombhyam paribhv^ te indrij^am. Thy
strength is not to be compassed by heaven and earth.

If after this we look at the passage translated by Professor

Geldner, I, 180, 5. apd// ksho;^i sa>^ate mahini vim, w’e see

at once that apa/^ and ksho«i cannot be separated, and that

we must translate, your Mihini reaches heaven and earth

and the sky. Mahind, according to Professor Geldner,

means the magnificent woman, namely Suryd, but it is

possible that it may have been meant for ' mahima, your

greatness reaches heaven and earth and the sky.’ Api/i,

which Professor Geldner translates ' from the water,’ is the

acc. plural, meaning the waters between heaven and earth,

or the sky. It occurs again in connection with heaven and

earth, the sun, heaven, and generally without any copula.

Thus, VIII, 7, 22. apa/^, ksho?2i, suryam, i.e. the waters (the

sky), heaven and earth, the sun. I, 36, 8. rodasi apa^,

heaven and earth and the winters ; cf. V, 31, 6. Likewise

1, 52, 12. apa/2 sva/^ paribhu/^ eshi a diVam; V, 14, 4.

dvindat gaA apa/^ sva//
;
VI, 47, 14. gih

;
cf. VI, 60,

2. VII, 44, I. dyavdpr/tbivi apa/^ sva/^, cf. X, 36, i
;
IX.

90,4; 91, 6.

There remain five passages where kshowi/^ occurs, and

where Professor Geldner’s conjecture that it means women
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holds good. In I, 54, i, it may mean real women, or the

women of the clouds. In I, 57, 4 5 ^739 7 5
VIII, 3,

10; 13, 17; also in X, 9, women seems the most

plausible translation.

ITote 2. i^/tasya sadanini is almost impossible to trans-

late. It may be the places in heaven where the Maruts

are supposed to be, or the places where sacrifices are

offered to them.

Kote 3 . Atyena pa^as^ has been explained in different

ways. Siya/^a renders it by always moving power;

Grassmann by ‘ mit schnell erregtem Schimmer
;

’ Ludwig,
‘ mit eilender kraft,’ though he is no longer satisfied with

this meaning, and suggests ‘ net for catching.’ Roth has

touched several times on this word. In the Allgemeine

Monatsschrift of 1851, p. 87, he suggested for pa]g*as the

meaning of ‘ impression of a foot or of a carriage, perhaps

also reflection.’ In his Notes on the Nii*ukta, p. 78 seq.,

he is very hard on the Indian commentators who explain

the word by strength, but who never go conscienj^iously

through all the passages in which a word occurs. He then

still maintained that the word ought to be translated by

track.

It seems, however, that the most appropriate meaning in

the passages in which p%as occurs is splendour, though of

course a stream of light may be conceived as a bright

train or path. In some the meaning of light seems quite

inevitable, for instance. III, 15, i. vf p^asd przthiinA

Agni, shining with broad light.

VIII, 46, ^ • y^hf makhaya p%use. Come hither,

Vdyu, for strong light.

Ill, 14, 1, (agnf^) pnthivy^m asret Agni assumed

(or spread) splendour on earth.

VII, 10, I. ushik na przthu ai-ret. (Agni,)

like the lover of the dawn, assumed (or spread) wide

splendour.

Ill, 61, 5. urdhvam madhudh^ divf pigah aj-ret. The
dawn assumed rising splendour in the sky,

VII, 3, 4. vf ydsya te prfthivy^m pigah ayret. Thou
(Agni) whose splendour spread on earth.
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IX, 68, 3. abhivra^an akshitam £ dade. (Soma)

approaching assumed imperishable splendour. This splen-

dour of Soma is also mentioned in IX, 109, 31, and the

expression that he shakes his splendour {yrithk kar) occurs

IX, 76, I
; 88, 5. (Cf. Geldner, Ved. Stud. I, p. ii*j)

In VI, 31, 7. abhi tvt p%a^ rakshasa/^ vi tasthe, it would,

no doubt, seem preferable to translate, ' the power of the

Rakshas came upon thee,’ but the ugram the fierce

light, is not out of place either, while in most of the pas-

sages which we have examined, the meaning of power would

be entirely out of place.

In I, 1 31, II, heaven and earth seem to be called p%asi.

the two splendours. Pischel, Ved. Stud. p. 87, translates

atyena pa^as^ by * durch das stattliche Ross,’ namely the

Soma, but p%*as seems to be something that belongs to

Soma, not Soma himself.

Verse 14.

ISote 1 . Grassmann suggests iy£ni/i instead of iyana//.

ISTote 2. Abhish^ye, for superiority or victory, rather

than for assistance. Abhishri, with accent on the last

syllable, means conqueror or victorious
;
see RV. I, 9, i ;

III, 34, 4; X, 100, 13
; 104, 10.

Verse 15 .

ISote 1. On radhra and its various applications, see Pischel,

Ved. Stud. I, p. 134.
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MANDALA V, HYMN 52 .

ASHrAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 8-10.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. O 6yiv45va, sing boldly with^ the Maruts, the

singers who, worthy themselves of sacrifice, rejoice

in their guileless glory^ according to their nature.

2. They are indeed boldly the friends of strong

power; they on their march protect all who by

themselves are full of daring \

3. Like rushing bulls, these Maruts spring over^

the dark cows (the clouds)®, and then we perceive

the might of the Maruts in heaven and on earth.

4. Let us boldly offer praise and sacrifice to your

Maruts, to all them who protect the generation of

men, who protect the mortal from injury.

5. They who are worthy, bounteous, men of per-

fect strength, to those heavenly Maruts who are

worthy of sacrifice, praise the sacrifice

!

6. The tall men\ coming near with their bright

chains, and their weapon, have hurled forth their

spears. Behind these Maruts there came by itself

the splendour of heaven, like laughing lightnings®.

7. Those who have grown up on earth, or in the

wide sky, or in the realm of the rivers, or in the

abode of the great heaven,

8. Praise that host of the Maruts, endowed with

true strength and boldness \ whether those rushing

heroes have by themselves harnessed (their horses)

for triumph,

9. Or whether these brilliant Maruts have in the

(speckled) cloud clothed themselves in wooP, or
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whether by their strength they cut the mountain

asunder with the tire of their chariot ;

10. Call them comers, or goers, or enterers, or

followers, under all these names, they watch on the

straw ^ for my sacrifice.

11. The men (the Maruts) watch, and their steeds

watch. Then, so brilliant are their forms to be

seen, that people say, Look at the strangers^

!

12. In measured steps^ and wildly shouting^ the

gleemen® have danced toward the well (the cloud).

They who appeared one by one like thieves, were

helpers to me to see the light^.

13. Worship, therefore, O seer, that host of

Maruts, and keep and delight them with your voice,

they who are themselves wise^ poets, tall heroes

armed with lightning-spears.

14. Approach, O seer, the host of Maruts, as a

woman approaches a friend, for a gift^
;
and you.

Maruts, bold in your strength^, hasten hither, even

from heaven, when you have been praised by our

hymns.

15. If he, after perceiving them, has approached

them as gods with an offering, then may he for a

gift remain united with the brilliant (Maruts), who
by their ornaments are glorious on their march.

16. They, the wise^ Maruts; the lords, who, when

there was inquiry for their kindred, told me of the

cow, they told me of Pr/sni as their mother, and of

the strong Rudra as their father.

17. The seven and seven heroes^ gave me each

a hundred. Oji the Yamuni I clear off glorious

wealth in cows, 'I clear wealth in horses.
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NOTES.

This hymn is ascribed to Atreya. Metre,

Anush/ubh, i~5, 7-15; Pahkti, 6, i5
,
and 17. Sdya^^a

seems to take verse 1 5 as an AnushAibh, which of course

is a mistake. No verse of this hymn occurs in SV., VS.,

TS., TB., MS., AV.
Verse 1.

Note 1. One expects the dative or accusative after ar>^a.

The instrumental leaves us no choice but to translate,

' Sing with the Maruts, who are themselves famous as

singers.' Cf. I, 6, 8 ; V, 60, 8.

Note 2. On sthizJt madanti, see Gaedicke, Accusativ,

P- 75 -

Verse 2.

Note 1. Dh;^/shadvinas may also refer to the Maruts.

Verse 8.

Note 1. One expects ddhi instead of ati, see Gaedicke,

Accusativ, p. 95 seq.

Note 2. See note to I, 37, 5 ;
also, Bartholomae in

Bezzenberger’s Beitrage, XV, 211. The whole verse has

been discussed by Benfey, Vedica und Verwandtes, p. 152
seq.

Verse 6.

Note 1. This verse has been discussed before, I, 168, 7,

note. Benfey (Nachrichten der K. Ges. der Wiss. zu

Gottingen, 1876, 28 Juni; comp. Vedica und Verwandtes,

p, 141) translated it : ‘ Reran . . . haben die Helden, die

hehren, ihre Speere geschleudert
;
ihnen, den Maruts, nach

(erheben sich) traun gleichsam lachende Blitze, erhebt sich

selbst des Himmels Glanz.’ Rishvih seems here, as in

verse 13, to refer to the Maruts, as in IV, 19, i, r/shvam

refers to Indra, though it can be used of weapons also, see

VI, 18, 10. As to the instrumentalis comitativus in

rukmafy^ and yudh^i, see Lanman, p. 335.
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ITote 2. Benfey^s explanation of gkghghzXxh is ingenious,

though it leaves some difficulties. The writing of g/g/^ in

Devanigari may have been meant for gg/i, as in akhkhali-

kr/tya, VII, 103, 3. But there remains the fact that^aksh
occurs in the sense of laughing, I, 33, 7, and one does not

see why it should have undergone a Prakritic change in

our passage, and not there. It might be a mimetic word, to

express the sound of rattling and clattering
;

cf. ^a^ana-
bhavan, VIII, 43, 8.

Verse 8,

Kote 1. As to the adjective in the masculine gender after

jardhas, see 1
^ 37, i, note. The meaning of r/bhvas, bold,

rabid, is doubtful; see Bergaigne, Rel. Ved.II, 408.

Verse 9 .

Kote 1. Saya;/a takes Parush;^^ as the name of one of

the rivers of the Punjab, called the Irivati, and at present

the Ravi. Parush;^! might mean speckled, muddy, as a

synonym of przsnl Roth has suggested that parush;?!

might here mean cloud. But what is the meaning of

parush?2i in a similar passage, IV, 22, 2. (fndra/^) sriye

parush;^im ushami;^a/^ yasyA/z parv^;^i sakhySya

vivye ? If it means that Indra clothed himself in speckled

wool, that wool might be intended for what we call woolly

or fleecy clouds. As the Maruts often perform the same

acts as Indra, we might read in our verse uta sma te

parush^zis urnk/t, and pronounce uta sma te parush;/ia

though Lanman, p. 395, objects to ias for is in the

acc. plur. See, however, httih adeviA in VIII, 61, 16. The

instrumental singular is possible, but again unusual with

vas, parush;^y4 ur;/d. Possibly the original meaning of

parush?^! may have been forgotten, and if the name of the

river Parush;2i was generally known, it might easily have

taken the place of parush;/!, the cloud. For other explana-

tions see Roth, Uber gewisse Kurzungen, Wien, 1887 ;

Bartholomae, in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, XXIX, 583 ; Schmidt,

Die Pluralbildungen der indogermanischen Neutra, 1889,

p. 307,
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Verse 10.

Kote 1. Vish/ara^ does not occur again, and Lanman is

therefore quite justified in assigning to it the meaning of

straw (p. 339). He paraphrases: ‘Let their customs carry

them where they may, yet when I sacrifice, they wait

quietly on the straw, i.e. the altar, for it.’ He reads in the

Pada text vi-st^re for vi-stara/2. Vish^f^rin, which occurs

AV. IV, I, does not throw much light on the exact

meaning of vish/dra in this place. If we retain vish/dra/5
,

the nominative, we must assign to it the meaning of crowd,

and refer it to the Maruts.

Verse 11.

Note 1. PArdvata is a turtle-dove (VS. XXIV, (^5), and it

is just possible that the Maruts might have been compared
to them. But pdrivata is used in VIII, 100, 6, as an epithet

of vasu, wealth, and in VIII, 34, 18, we read of ratis (not

r^tris), i. e. gifts of Pirdvata. The river Sarasvati is called

pdrivataghni, killing Pdrivata, VI, 61, 2, and in the

Pa;1/^av. Br. IX, 4, ii, we hear that Turairavas and the

Pdrdvatas offered their Somas together. I am therefore

inclined to take PirSvata, lit. distant people, extranei,
strangers, as a name of an Aryan border clan with whom
the Vedic Aryas were sometimes at war, sometimes at

peace. In that case the frontier-river, the Sarasvati, might
be called the destroyer or enemy of the Pdrdvatas. As
their wealth and gifts have been mentioned, to compare
the Maruts with the Pdrivatas may mean no more than
that the Maruts also are rich and generous. Ludwig
thinks of the Tlapvijrac, which seems more doubtful. For
a different interpretation see Delbruck, Syntax, p. 531.

Verse 12.

ISTote 1. I take >^^anda^stubh in the sense of stepping

(according to) a measure, as explained in my Preface(ist ed.),

p. cii, though I do not ‘doubt that that meaning was after-

wards forgotten, and replaced by the technical meaning
of stubh, to shout. See Bohtlingk-Roth, s.v. stubh, and
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stofahagrantha, Sama-veda, Bibl. Ind., II, p. 519. It can

hardly be supposed that such artificial performances of

Vedic hymns, as are preserved in the Sama-veda, could

have suggested the first names of the ancient metres.

Hot© 2. Kubhanyu can only be derived from bhan, to

shout.

Hot© S. The kinuak are probably intended here for

strolling minstrels who, when they approached the well

of a village (here the cloud), might be taken either for

friends or foes.

Hot© 4. Drzsi tvishe. Grassmann translates: ^Wie
Rauberbanden schienen sie geschart zum Andrang meinem

Blick.’ Ludwig better: ‘Heifer waren sie, glanz zu sehn.’

We must either read dris6 tvishe, to see the light, or drzs6

tvishi, to be seen by light. See, however, P. G., Ved. Stud,

p. 2^5.

Vers© 13.

Hot© 1. Vedhas, wise. The different possible meanings

of this word have been discussed by Ludwig, Z.D.M.G.

XL, p. 716 ;
and by Bartholomae, in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift,

XXVII, p. 361.

Vers© 14.

Hot© 1. On ddn^, see Lanman, pp. 533> 335 5
P- G., Ved.

Stud. p. 10 1.

Hot© 2. DhrishmvsJi dgasi to be read - ^ .

Vers© 15.

This verse, as Roth says, is very obscure, and the

translation is purely tentative. Grassmann derives vak-

sha^^a from vah in the sense of an offering. It may more

easily be derived from vaksh, i. e. what gives increase,

and be taken as an instrumental. Pischel shows that in

many passages vaksha«5, in the plural has the meaning of

yoni, also of the yoni on the altar. But even this meaning

does not throw much light on our passage. The first pada

may possibly be taken in an interrogative and conditional

sense, or we may translate :
‘ Now, having perceived them,

may he, as a refreshing draught goes to the gods, come
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together with the Maruts for his reward.'' Whatever the

verse may mean, eshim devfo cannot mean the gods of

the Maruts, or prove the existence of idols, as Bollensen

(Z.D.M.G. XXII, 587) and even Muir (S.T. V, 454)

imagined. The translation of Pischel, Ved. Stud. p. loi,

suribhi/2 a%-ibhi>^ mit ‘ Herren, die schmieren, d. h. ordent-

lich bezahlen,’ seems too exclusively German. Could

a?2^in be an adjective, in the sense of possessed of

Verse 16.

lifote 1. If i'fkvas is not to be derived from sak (see

Hubschmann, Vocalsystem, pp. 64, 186), we should have

to derive nis^ night, from a root altogether different from

that which yields nakt, nakta, &c. But how does .fikvas

come to mean, according to Ludwig, both bunch of flowers,

and flaming ? Does he conn^t it with sikht ? Surely, if

.yiksh may stand for .di-ak-s, why not .rik-yas for ^sisak-

vas ? ‘ Bright' leaves it doubtful whether it means clever or

flaming.

Verse 17.

Ifote 1. The seven, seven heroes need not be the

Maruts, but some liberal patrons who rewarded Sy&v§isva,

See Bergaigne, Rel. Ved. II, 371.
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MAiVZ^ALA V, HYMN 53.

ASHTAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 11-13.

To THE Maruts (the Stor.m-gods).

1. Who knows their birth ? or who was of yore

in the favour of the Maruts, when they harnessed

the spotted deer ^ ?

2. Who has heard them when they had mounted

their chariots, how they went forth ? For the sake

of what liberal giver (Sudis) did they run, and their

comrades followed (as) streams of rain (filled) with

food ?

3. They themselves said to me when day by day^

they came to the feast with their birds ®
: they (the

Maruts) are manly youths and blameless
;
seeing

them, praise them thus
;

4. They who shine by themselves in their

ornaments \ their daggers, their garlands, their

golden chains, their rings, going® on their chariots

and on dry land.

5. O Maruts, givers of quickening rain, I am
made to rejoice, following after your chariots, as

after days ^ going with rain.

6. The bucket which the bounteous heroes shook

down from heaven for their worshipper, that cloud

they send^ along heaven and earth, and showers

follow on the dry land.

7. The rivers having pierced ^ the air with a rush

of water, went forth like milk-cows; when your

spotted deer roll about ® like horses that have hasted

to the resting-place on their road.

8 . Come hither, O Maruts, from heaven, from the

sky, even from near ^
;
dp not go far away

!
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9. Let not the Rasd, the Anitabh^, the Kubhd,

the Krumu, let not the Sindhu delay you ! Let not

the marshy Sarayu prevent you ! May your favour

be with us alone

!

10. The showers come forth after the host of your

chariots, after, the terrible Marut-host of the ever-

youthful heroes h

11. Let us then follow with our praises and our

prayers each host ofyours, each troop, each companyh
12. To what well-bom generous worshipper have

the Maruts gone to-day on that march,

1 3. On which you bring to kith and kin the never-

failing seed of corn? Give us that for which we
ask you, wealth and everlasting happiness

!

14. Let us safely pass through our revilers, leaving

behind the unspeakable and the enemies. Let us

be with you when in the morning ^ you shower down
health, wealth water, and medicine, O Maruts

!

15. That mortal, O men, O Maruts, whom you

protect, may well be always beloved by the gods,

and rich in valiant offspring. May we be such !

16. Praise the liberal Maruts, and may they

delight on the path of this man here who praises

them, like cows in fodder. When they go, call after

them as for old friends, praise them who love you,

with your song

!
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Sykvksva. Atreya. Metre, i, 5, 10, n, 15

Kakubh; 2 Brihditli 3 AnushAibh
; 4 Pura-ushmh

; 6,7,

9, 13, 14, 16 SatobnTiati ; 8, 12 GAyatri. No verse of this

hymn occurs in SV., VS., AV. ;
the sixth verse is found in

TS. II, 4, 8, i; MS. II, 4, 7; Ka//^aka XI, 9.

Verse 1.

Note 1. Kil^si, as fern, of kil^sa, does not occur again.

It seems to have meant spotted or marked with pocks, and

would be intended for the prz'shatis. Does Kaildsa come
from the same source ?

Verse 2.

Note 1. Kasmai sasru/^ is much the same as kasmai adya

sd^tdya . .
.
pra yayu^, in verse 12. We must then begin

a new sentence, anu dpaya/^, their comrades after, namely

sasru/^. Thus we read in verse 10 tdm va/^ i*irdham . . .

anu prd yanti vrishtiysi/i, where the streams of rain are

represented as the followers of the Maruts. We might also

translate in our sentence : For what liberal giver did their

comrades, the streams of rain with food follow after (the

Maruts).

Verse 3.

Note 1. tJpa dyubhii^ occurs again VIII, 40, 8, and

seems to mean from day to day.

Note 2. The birds of the Maruts, probably of the same

character as the birds of the Alvins.

Verse 4.

Note 1. I translate zngi by ornament in general, not by

paint or ointment, though that may have been its original

meaning.

Note 2. On .n-aya, see Fin. Ill, 3, 24. Dhdnvasu may

possibly have been intended as governed by svdbhanava//,

and not hynsriyik; see, however, VIII, 33, 6. ^ma.yrushu

sriti/i.

C32]
Y
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Verse 6.

3Srote 1. On dy^va/5
,
nom. plur., and rathdn, acc, plur.,

compare Bergaigne, Melanges Renter, p. 88. The text is

doubtful, and may be a corruption of vnshrf/^ dyava/^ yati>^

iva.

Verse 6.

Note 1. The Taittiriyas, TS. II, 4, 8, i, read par^dnyd>^

;

the Maitreyas, pra par^anya^^ sr^^tS.m and yantu.

Verse 7.

Note 1. Tatnddnd, as trzd occurs in the Veda in the

Parasmaipada only, may be intended for a passive, bored,

dug out, tapped. One would, however, expect in that case an

instrumental, marudbhi^, bywhom they were brought forth.

Note 2. The words vi yad vartanta enya^ have received

various explanations. Wilson translates :
‘ When the rivers

rush in various directions.’ Sclyaj>2a admits also another

meaning : ‘When the rivers grow.’ Ludwig translates :
‘ Sich

verteilend gehn die schimmernden auszeinander.’ Grass-

mann, very boldly: ‘Wie Hengste traufelnd, wenn vom
Wege heimgekehrt, sie zu den bunten Stuten gehn.’ Vi-vnt

seems, however, to have a very special meaning, namely,

rolling on the ground, and this the spotted deer are here

said to have done, like horses at the end of their journey.

We read of the sacrificial horse, .Sat. Br. XIII, 5, i, 16. sa

yady ava vd ^ighred vi va varteta, samnddho me ya^j?a iti

ha vidydt
;

cf. XI, 2, 5, 3. In the TS. VII, i, 19, 3, the com-
mentator explains vivartanam by nirgatya bhtimau vilu;^-

^^anam, the rolling on the ground. The same meaning is

applicable to Mahiparinibbina Sutta, p. 66 (Childers),where

the Bhikkhus are said to roll on the ground when they hear

of Buddha’s death ; also to Mahibh. Ill, 1 1953 (of a wild

boar). The meaning therefore in our passage seems to be,

when the deer roll on the ground, as horses are wont to

do at the end of a journey.

-

Verse 8.

Note 1. AmSt corresponds here to p^^'thivi in other

places. Originally it may have meant from the home. .
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"Verse 9.

This verse has often been discussed on account of the

names of the rivers which it contains. 6*yava.yva had

mentioned the Yamuni in 52, 17, and some interpreters

have been inclined to give to parush;/i in 52, 9 a geogra-

phical meaning, taking it for the river Ravi, instead of

translating it by cloud. The geographical names are

certainly interesting, but they have been discussed so often

that I need not dwell on them here. (See M. M., India,

p. 163.)

The Rasd, known to the Zoroastrians as the Ra?/ha, was

originally the name of a real river, but when the Aiy^as

moved away from it into the Punjib, it assumed a mythical

character, and became a kind of Okeanos, surrounding the

extreme limits of the world.

Anitabhd seems to be the name of a new river or part

of a river. It can hardly be taken as an epithet of Rasd,

as Ludwig suggests. Anitabhd, whose splendour has not

departed (Ludwig), or, amitabhi, of endless splendour,

would hardly be Vedic formations. (Chips, I, p. 157;

Hibbert Lect, p. 207 ;
India, pp. 166, 173, notes.)

Kubha is the or of the Greeks, the Kabul

river. The Krumu I take to be the Kurrum. (India,

p. 177, note.)

The Sindhu is the Indus, though it is difficult to say

which part of it, while the Sarayu has been supposed to be

the Sarayu, the affluent of the Gahga, but may also be a

more general name for some more northern river in the

Punjab. (See Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 17 f., 45 5

Muir, S. T. II, p. XXV, note.)

Verse 10.

Note 1. Navyasindm has been a puzzle to all interpreters.

Saya;za seems to me to give the right interpretation,

namely, nutan&nam. As from a%as^, instr. sing., straight-

way, a?!^asiha was formed, straightforward ;
from navyasa,

instr. sing., anew, navyasina seems to have been formed in

the sense of new. Navyasindm might then be a somewhat

Y 2
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irregular gen. plur., referring to ga;2am mSrutam, the Marut-

host of the young men ; see V, 58, i. Lanman (p. 515)

takes it for a gen. plur. fern., but in that case it could not

refer to rath^n^m. Zimmer translates endlos, Bergaigne

(II5 400) thinks of new or rejuvenescent mothers.

Verse 11.

Kote 1. See III, 26, 6.

Verse 14 .

Note L Usri, in the morning. Lanman (p. 4^7) proposes

to read ushdri, but the metre would be better preserved by
reading vnsh/vi as trisyllabic. The difficulty is the con-

struction of the gerund vrishtvi, which refers to the Maruts,

and sydma saha, which refers to the sacrificers.

Note 2. On sim yo^, see I, 165, 4, note 2,.

The metrical structure of this hymn is interesting. If

we represent the foot of eight syllables by a, that of twelve

by b, we find the following succession

:

IIL

I a b a
TT •<

[
3 a a a a

2 a a b a
ii

^
\ 4 b a a

5 a a a TVJf 8 a a a

6 b a b a
IV

^
1 9 b a b a

7 b a b a
1

ri2 a a a

10 a b a VI 13 b a b a f 16 a b a

11 a b a 11x4 b a b a baba

We find that I contains the question, II the answer, III

description of rain, IV prayer and invitation, V praise of

the companions, VI prayer, VII conclusion. Comp. Olden-
berg's Prolegomena, p. 106 seq.
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MAiVZ>ALA V, HYMN 54.

ASHTAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 14-16.

To THE Maruts (the Stor.m-gods).

1. You have fashioned^ this speech for the bril-

liant Marut-host which shakes the mountains : cele-

brate then the great manhood in honour of that host

who praises the warm milk (of the sacrifice), and

sacrifices on the height of heaven whose glory is

brilliant.

2. O Maruts, your powerful men (came) forth

searching for water, invigorating, harnessing their

horses, swarming around. When they aim with the

lightning, Trita shouts, and the waters murmur,

running around on their course.

3. These Maruts are men brilliant with lightning,

they shoot with thunderbolts, they blaze with the

wind, they shake the mountains, and suddenly, when

wishing to give water h they whirl the hail; they

have thundering strengtfi, they are robust, they are

ever-powerful.

4. When you drive forth ^ the nights, O Rudras,

the days, O powerful men, the sky, the mists, ye

shakers, the plains, like ships, and the strongholds,

O Maruts, you suffer nowhere.

5. That strength of yours, O Maruts, that great-

ness extended far as the sun extends its daily course,

when you, like your deer on their march, went down

to the (western) mountain with untouched splendour^.

6. Your host, O Maruts, shone forth when, O
sages, you strip, like a caterpillar, the waving tree
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Conduct then, O friends, our service ^ to a good end,

as the eye conducts the man in walking.

7. That man, O Maruts, is not overpowered, he

is not killed, he does not fail, he does -not shake, he

does not drop, his goods do not perish, nor his

protections, if you lead him rightly, whether he be a

seer or a king.

8. The men with their steeds, like conquerors of

clans, like Aryaman (Mitra and Varu^a)^, the

Maruts, carrying waterskins^, fill the well; when

the strong ones roar, they moisten the earth with

the juice of sweetness®.

9. When the Maruts come forth this earth bows,

the heaven bows, the paths in the sky bow, and the

cloud-mountains with their quickening rain.

10. When you rejoice at sunrise, O Maruts, toiling

together^, men of Svar (sun-light), men of Dyu
(heaven), your horses never tire in running, and you

quickly reach the end of your journey.

11. On your shoulders are the spears, on your

feet rings, on your chests golden chains, O Maruts,

on your chariot gems ; fiery lightnings in your fists,

and golden headbands tied round your heads \

12. O Maruts, you shake the red apple ^ from the

firmament, whose splendour no enemy ® can touch

;

the hamlets bowed when the Maruts blazed, and the

pious people (the Maruts) intoned their far-reaching

shout.

13. O wise Maruts, let us carry off^ the wealth of

food which you have bestowed on us
;
give us O

Maruts, such thousandfold wealth as never fails®,

like the star Tishya * from heaven

!

14. O Maruts, you protect our wealth of excellent

men, and the seer, clever in song
;

you give to
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Bharata. (the warrior) ^ a strong horse you make
the king to be obeyed

15. O you who are quickly ready to help, I

implore you for wealth whereby we may overshadow

all men, like the sky. O Maruts, be pleased with

this word of mine, and let us speed by its speed

over a hundred winters

!
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NOTES.

The same poet, 5yivi^va Atreya. Metre, 1-13, 15

6^agati; 14 Trish/ubh. None of the verses of this hymn
occurs in SV., VS., AV., TS., TB., MS.

Verse 1.

Kote 1. Ana^a, explained as a 2nd pers. plur, perf., re-

ferring to the same people who are addressed by ary^ata.

It may be also the first person of the imperative
;

see

Benfey, tJber die Entstehung der mit r anlautenden Per-

sonalendungen, p. 5, note.

Note 2. Possibly the second line of this verse may refer

to ceremonial technicalities. Gharma means heat and

summer, but also the sacrificial vessel (formus) in which

the milk is heated, and the warm milk itself. Ya^an can

only mean sacrificing, and diva^ pr/shZ-^a is the back of

heaven, the highest roof of heaven
;
see tripmhif^a: Thus

we read, I, 115, 3. harita>5 . . . divd/^ a przshtkim asthu.^.

See also I, 164, 10 ; 166, 5; III, 2, 12 ;
IX, 36, 6

;
66

, 5 ;

69, 5; 83, ; 86, 27- It would seem therefore as if the

Maruts themselves were here represented as performing

sacrificial acts in the highest heaven, praising the milk,

that is, the rain, which they pour down from heaven to

earth. Possibly the text is corrupt. If ya^u could have

the same meaning as praya^u, I should like to conjecture,

divii^ ^ p;"fsh/^am ya^ave. In IX, 61, 12. fndrdya yag*-

yave seems to mean 'to the chasing Indra.’ See also Aya^i

(erjagend), obtaining. Might we conjecture diva £ pr^'ksha-

y^vane? Pr^kshaydma occurs as a name; see also II,

34. 3-

Verse 8.

Note 1* Abdd, wish to give water, is very doubtful. Both
abda and abdi, in abdimat, mean cloud. The text seems

corrupt.
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Verse 4.

N'ote 1. The meaning of vya^ is doubtful. It may
simply mean to make visible.

Verse 5.

NTote 1. The last words ana^vadam yat ni a}4tana girim

are difficult. Siya;/a has an explanation ready, viz. when
you throw down the cloud or the mountain which gives

no water or which does not give up the horses carried off

by the Pa;ns. Grassmann too is ready \rith an explanation

:

‘ Als ihr unnahbar glanzend, Hirschen gleich, den Berg auf

eurer Fahrt durchranntet, den kein Ross erreicht.’ Ludwig

:

*Als ihr nider gehn machtet den nicht vergangliches ge-

benden (d. i. die waszer ; oder : die rosse venveigernden

berg/

Giri may be the cloud, and nothing could be more

appropriate than that the Maruts should come down upon

the cloud or go over it, in order to make it give up the

rain. But ajvadi means ‘giving horses,’ and though rain-

clouds may be compared to horses, it does not follow that

ajva by itself could mean rain. Ajvada is used of the

dawn, I, 1 13, 18, possibly as giving horses, that is, wealth,

but possibly also, as bringing the horses to the morning

sun. These horses start with the dawn or the sun in the

morning, and they rest in the evening. The legend that

Agni hid himself in an A.fvattha tree (Sdya?/a, RV. 1 , 65, i)

may owe its origin to a.rvattha, i. e. horse-stable, having

been a name of the West (K, Z, I, 467) ;
cf. tish///adgu, at

sunset. In X, 8, 3, the Dawns are called aiwabudhni/^,

which may mean that they had their resting-place among
the horses. The Maruts, more particularly, are said to

dwell in the Ai'vattha tree, when Indra called them to his

help against Vr/tra ; cf. ^at, Brdhm. IV, 3, 3, 6 ;
Pair.

Grihy. II, 15, 4. Possibly therefore, though I say no more,

possibly the Dawn or the East might have been called

a.fvadi, the West anarvadi, and in that case it might be

said that the Maruts are of unsullied splendour, when they
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go down to the western mountain. M. Bergaigne explains,

‘ La montagne qui ne donne pas, qui retient le cheval, le

cheval mythique, soleil ou dclair.’ My own impression,

however, is that ana^addm is an old mistake, though

I cannot accept Ludwig’s conjecture a-najva-ddm. Why
not anu svadhaEm, or ana^va-ydi^, moving without horses ?

cf. V, 43, 10.

Verse 6.

Note 1. This is, no doubt, a bold simile, but a very true

one. In one night caterpillars will eat off the whole foliage

of a tree, and in the same way a violent storm in the

autumn will strip every leaf. Ar;^as4m as an adjective,

with the accent on the last syllable, does not occur again,

but it can hardly mean anything but waving. If it will

stand for the sea, we might translate, ‘ When you clear the

waving sea (or air), as the caterpillar a tree.’

Not© 2. Ardmati seems here to mean service or obe-

dience, not a person who is willing to serve.

Verse 8.

Note 1. To translate aryama^^a^ by friends is unsatisfac-

tory, Bergaigne takes it for Aryaman, Mitra, and Varu;?a,

the three Aryamans, as we say the two Mitras, and points

out that these three gods do send rain, in I, 79, 3 ; VII,

40, 4,

Note 2. It ought to be kavandhfna>^ as much as

kdvandha, V, 85, 3.

Not© 3 . MddhvaA andhasd; Grassmann, ‘ mit des Honigs
Seim.’

Verse 10.

Not© 1. Sabharas is evidently a recognised epithet of

the Maruts, see VS. XVII, 81 and 84, but its meaning is

doubtful. We have vi^dbharasam, IV, i, 19, as an epithet

of Agni, which does not help us much. If bharas means
burden, sabharas may mean those who Work together,

companions, friends.
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Verse 11.

ISTote 1. See Muir, S. T. V, p. 149. On sipr§./i Sc., see

II, 34, 3= note.

Verse 12.

Ifote 1. The red apple to be shaken from the firmament

can only be the lightning, Vi-dhu is construed with two

accusatives, as in III, 45, 4 ;
V, 57, 3. Gaedicke, Accusativ,

p. 266.

'Note 2, Aryih cannot be a vocative, on account of the

accent, nor a nominative on account of the context. There

remains nothing but to take it as a genitive, and connect

it with ag^/bhita, though such a construction has few

parallels, except perhaps in such sentences as havya//

/&arsha;/m£m, VI, 22, i, &c. Possibly it may be intended

as an epithet of the Maruts. Bergaigne (Journ. As. 1884,

p. 190), ^ au profit du pauvre/ Geldner (Ved. Stud. I, p. 148)

proposes a very bold translation: ‘The sacrificial nets

are being contracted, when the Maruts rush on. The

priests (ntdyu) roar their (as catching-net) extended shout-

ing.’ The sense is said to be that when the Maruts

appear, all priests try to catch them by shouting. See,

however, Oldenberg in Gott. Gel. Anzeigen, 1 890, p, 414.

Verse 13.

ISTote 1. For rathya//,see II, 24, 15. rtyi/i sydma rathya/^

vayasvata/if ; VI, 48, 9,

ISTote 2. R^ranta, 2nd pers. plur. imp. intens., but Pada

has raranta. Why not rar^ta

Note 3. Yukk/izil has been compared by Kuhn (K.Z.

Ill, 328) with dvcTKet
;
but see Brugmann, Grundriss, I, pp.

no, it8.

3Srote 4. Tishya must be the name of a star, hardly, as

Sdya^/a suggests, of the sun. It ought to be a star which

does not set. See Weber, Uber alte iranische Sternnamen,

p, 14. Ludwig quotes from TS, II, 2, 10, i seq*, an

identification of Tishya with Rudra*
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Verse 14.

3S*ote 1. Grassmann marks this verse as late, Ludwig

defends it We must know what is meant by late before

we decide. Bharata may mean simply a warrior, or a

Bharata
;
see Ludwig, III, 175-176; Oldenberg, Buddha

(1st edition), p. 413.

Kote 2. Arvantam v%am, a horse, his strength. See

Bergaigne, Rel. Vdd. II, 405 ; Pischel, Ved. Stud. p. 46.

M'ote 3 . Could xrush/imat here mean obedient ?
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MAiVZ?ALA V, HYMN 55.

ASHJAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 17-18.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. The chasing’ Maruts with gleaming spears,

the golden-breasted, have gained great strength,

they move along on quick well-broken horses ;

—

when they went in triumph, the chariots followed.

2. You have yourselves, you know, acquired

power
;
you shine bright and wide, you great ones.

They have even measured the sky wuth their

strength ;—^when they went in triumph, the chariots

followed.

3. The strong heroes, born together, and nour-

ished together, have further grown to real beauty.

They shine brilliantly like the rays of the sun ;

—

when they went in triumph, the chariots followed.

4. Your greatness, O Maruts, is to be honoured,

it is to be yearned for like the sight of the sun.

Place us also in immortality;—^when they went in

triumph, the chariots followed.

5. O Maruts, you raise’ the rain from the sea,

and rain it down, O yeomen^ ! Your milch-cows, O
destroyers®, are never destroyed ;

—^when they went

in triumph, the c|jiariots followed.

6. When you have joined the deer as horses’ to

the shafts, and have clothed yourselves in golden

garments, then, O Maruts, you scatter all enemies ;

—

when they went in triumph, the chariots followed.

7. Not mountains, not rivers have kept you back,

wherever you see, O Maruts, there you go. You
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go even round heaven and earth ;—when they went

in triumph, the chariots followed,

8. Be it old, O Maruts, or be it new, be it spoken,

O Vasus, or be it recited, you take cognisance of

it all ;—^when they went in triumph, the chariots

followed.

9. Have mercy on us, O Maruts, do not strike us,

extend to us your manifold protection. Do remem-
ber the praise, the friendship ;—^when they went in

triumph, the chariots followed.

10. Lead -us, O Maruts, towards greater wealth,

and out of tribulations, when you have been praised.

O worshipful Maruts, accept our offering, and let us

be lords of treasures !
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NOTES.

The same poet, vSyavijva Atreya. Metre, 1-9 6^agati;

10 Trish/ubh. None of the verses occurs in SV., VS.,

AV. Verse 5 is found in TS. II, 4, 8, % ;
MS. II, 4, 7.

The refrain probably means that when the Maruts march
in triumph, the chariots of their army, or the chariots of

other gods, follow. The latter view is taken by Siya;/a,

TS. II, 4, 8,

Verse 1.

Note 1. Praya^u, generally explained by rushing for-

ward, but in that sense hardly to be derived from ya^,

to sacrifice, may stand for an old Vedic form prayakshyu,

changed into praya^yu by priests who had forgotten the

root yaksh, and thought of nothing but sacrifices. This

root yaksh has-been identified by Grassmann with OHG.
jag6n (venari, persequi), originally to rush after, to hunt,

to try to injure or kill (cf. mr2ga;/ydva/^, X, 40, 4). This

would explain most derivations from yaksh, not excepting

the later Yakshas, and would yield an excellent sense for

prayakshyu, as an epithet of the Maruts. See note to VII,

56, 16. Pischel, Ved. Stud. I, p. 98, is satisfied with deriv-

ing praya^u and pmh///apraya^ from the root ya^, to

sacrifice, and translates it by sacrificing, but in the sense of

causing sacrifices to be offered.

Verse 5.

Note 1. The verb irayatha is transitive
; see Gaedicke,

Accusativ, p. 54, and compare AV. IV, 27, 4. apa/^:

samudrli'd dfvam ud vahanti.

Note 2. I have translated purishka/^ by yeomen, in the

sense of cultivators of the land. I have followed Roth,

who shows that purisha means soil, and that purishin is

used for an occupier of the soil, a landlord. See K, Z.

XXVI, p. 65.

Note 3 . Basra, powerful, a common epithet ofthe Ajvins,

seems here, when joined with dasyanti, to retain something
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of its etymological meanings which comes out clearly in

ddsj to attack, unless it is derived from da;;^s.

Verse 6.

"Note 1. I prefer to translate here ‘ the deer as horses,’ not

‘ the speckled horses/ See, however, II, 34, 4, and Pischel,

Ved. Stud. p. 2,26,
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MAiVi?ALA V, HYMN 56 .

ASHTAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 19-20.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. O Agni, on to the strong host (of the Maruts),

bedecked with golden chains and ornaments^. To-

day I call the folk of the Maruts down from the

light of heaven.

2. As thou (Agni) thinkest in thine heart, to the

same object my wishes have gone. Strengthen thou

these Maruts, terrible to behold, who have come

nearest to thy invocations.

3. Like a bountiful lady^, the earth comes towards

us, staggering, yet rejoicing ; for your onslaught, O
Maruts, is vigorous, like a bear, and fearful, like a

wild bull.

4. They who by their strength disperse wildly^

like bulls, impatient of the yoke, they by their

marches make the heavenly stone, the rocky moun-

tain (cloud)® to shake.

5. Arise, for now I call with my hymns ^ the troop

of these Maruts, grown strong together, the mani-

fold, the incomparable, as if calling a drove of bulls.

6. Harness the red mares to the chariot, har-

ness the ruddy horses to the chariots, harness the

two bays, ready to drive in the yoke, most vehement

to drive in the yoke.

7. And this red stallion too, loudly neighing, has

been placed here, beautiful to behold; may it not

cause you delay on your marches, O Maruts ;
spur

him forth on your chariots.

[3*3 2
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8. We call towards us the glorious chariot of the

Maruts, whereon there stands also Rodasi carrying

delightful gifts, among the Maruts.

9, I call hither this your host, brilliant on chariots,

terrible and glorious, among which she, the well-

born and fortunate, the bounteous lady, is also mag-
nified among the Maruts.
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NOTES.
The same poet and deity, though Agni is invoked in

the first, possibly in the second verse also. Metre, i, 2, 4-6,

8, 9 Bnhati
; 3, 7 Satob;^2hati. None of the verses occurs

in SV., VS., AV., TS., MS.

Verse 1,

Note 1. Here again some interpreters of the Veda take

a%i in the sense of paint, war-paint. ‘ It may be so, but the

more general meaning of colours or ornament seems, as yet,

safer.
Verse 3.

Note 1. The earth is frequently represented as trembling

under the fury of the Maruts. Here she is first called

mi//^ushmatt, a curious compound which, in our verse, may
possibly have a more special meaning. As the earth is

not only struck down by the storm, but at the same time

covered with water and fertilised, she is represented as

struck down and staggering, but likewise as rejoicing,

possibly, as drunk.
Verse 4.

Note 1. YntM means pell-mell, confusedly, wildly
;
see

also Geldner, Ved. Stud. p. 115.

Note 2. Asmi svarya/^ seems to mean the thunderbolt

like va^ra/^ svarya^^i in I, 32, 2 ; 61, 6. See also V, 30, 8.

In that case we should have to translate, ‘they let the

heavenly bolt fall down on the rocky mountain.’ But

>^ivayati is never used for the hurling of the thunderbolt,

nor is it construed with two accusatives. It always means

to shake what is firm, and we have therefore to translate,

‘ they shake the heavenly stone (the sky), the rocky moun-

tain (the cloud).’ Parvata and giri often occur together, as

in 37 j 7; VIII, 64, 5.

Verse 5.

Note 1. Stomai/^ may possibly refer to samukshMnam.

Verse 8.

Note 1. On Rodasf, see before, 1, 167, 3,

Z 2
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UhNDKLK V, HYMN 57.

ASHrAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 21-22.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. O Rudras, joined by Indra, friends on golden

chariots, come hither for our welfare ! This prayer

from us is acceptable to you like the springs of

heaven to a thirsty soul longing for water.

2. O you sons of "Prisni, you are armed with

daggers and spears, you are wise, carrying good

bows and arrows and quivers, possessed of good

horses and chariots. With your good weapons, O
Maruts, you go to triumph

!

3. You shake ^ the sky and the mountains (clouds)

for wealth to the liberal giver; the forests bend

down out of your way from fear^. O sons of Trism,

you rouse the earth when you, O terrible ones, have

harnessed the spotted deer for triumph !

4. The Maruts, blazing with the wind, clothed in

rain, are as like one another as twins, and well

adorned. They have tawny horses, and red horses,

they are faultless, endowed with exceeding vigour

;

they are in greatness wide as the heaven.

5. Rich in rain-drops, well adorned, bounteous,

terrible to behold, of inexhaustible wealth, noble by
birth, golden-breasted, these singers of the sky ^ have

obtained their immortal name^.

6. Spears are on your two shoulders, in your

arms are placed strengfth, power, and might. Manly
thoughts dwell in your heads, on your chariots are

weapons, and every beauty has been laid on your

bodies.
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7. O Maruts, you have given us wealth of cows,

horses, chariots, and heroes, golden wealth ! O men
of Rudra, bestow on us great praise, and may I

enjoy your divine protection !

8. Hark, O heroes, O Maruts! Be gracious to

us ! You who are of great bounty, immortal, right-

eous, truly listening to us, poets, young, dwelling on

mighty mountains ^ and grown mighty.
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NOTES.

The same poet and deity. Metre, 1-6 Gagsiti; 7, 8

TrishAibh. None of its verses occurs in SV., VS., AV.,

TS.; verse 6 in MS. IV, ii, 4.

Verse 3.

Note 1. Dhti is construed with two accusatives, see RV.
Ill, 45, 4; otherwise vasu might be connected with

d^iishe. The third pdda is almost literally repeated soon

after, V, do, a ;
see note i to I, 37, 7.

Note 2. Y^mana^ bhiy£ may be from fear of your

approach.

Verse 6.

Note 1. In divi/i arkik even Bergaigne allows that arka

may mean singer, not song.

Note 2. N^'ma, name, is here as elsewhere what is meant

by the name, therefore immortal being or immortality.

Verse 8.

Note 1. Bnliadgiraya^ cannot well mean with a powerful

voice. The Maruts are called girish^^-^a, VIII, 94, 12,, dwell-

ing on mountains, and like br^haddiva, bWhadgiri seems to

have been intended for dwelling on high mountains.
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MANDALA V, HYMN 58.

ASHrAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3
, VARGA 23.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. I praise^ now the powerful company of these

ever-young Maruts, who drive violently along with

quick horses; aye, the sovereigns are lords ofAmrfta
(the immortal).

2. The terrible company, the powerful, adorned

with quoits on their hands, given to roaring, potent,

dispensing treasures, they who are beneficent, infinite

in greatness, praise, O poet, these men of great

wealth

!

3. May your water-carriers come here to-day, all

the Maruts who stir up the rain. That fire which

has been lighted for you, O Maruts, accept it, O
young singers

!

4. O worshipful Maruts, you create for man an

active king, fashioned by Vibhvan '

;

from you comes

the man who can fight with his fist, and is quick

with his arm, from you the man with good horses

and valiant heroes.

5. Like the spokes of a wheel, no one is last, like

the days they are born on and on, not deficient in

might. The very high sons of Frzsni are full of

fury, the Maruts cling firmly to their own willh

6. When you have come forth with your speckled,

deer as horses ^ on strong-fellied chariots, O Maruts,

the waters gush, the forests go asunder^ ;—let Dyu®

(Sky) roar down, the bull of the Dawn.

7. At their approach, even the earth opened wide.
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and they placed (sowed) their own^ strength (the

rain), as a husband the germ. Indeed they have

harnessed the winds as horses to the yoke, and the

men of Rudra have changed their sweat into rain.

8. Hark, O heroes, O Maruts! Be gracious to

us ! You who are of great bounty, immortal, right-

eous, truly listening to us, poets, young, dwelling on
mighty mountains, and grown mighty.
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NOTES.

The same poet and deity. Metre, Trishifubh. None of

the verses occurs in SV., VS., AV., TS. Verses 3 and 5
are found in TB. II, 5, 5, 3 ;

II, 8, 5, 7 ;
MS. IV, ii, 2 ;

IV, 4, 18.

Verse 1.

35Tote 1. On stushe, see M.M., Selected Essays, I, p. 161^;

Wilhelm, De infinitivi forma et usu, p. 10; Bartholomae,

in Bezzenberger s Beitrage, XV, p. aip. I take stushe as

I pers. sing. Aor. Atm. (not, as Avery, of the Present) in

many places where it has been taken as an infinitive. For

instance, II, 31, 5 ;
VI, 49, i

; 31, 3 (with voke) ; 62, i (with

huve)
; VIII, 5, 4 ; 7, 3^ 5 74) i

; 84, 1 (here the second

pada must begin with stushe). It may be an indicative or

a subjunctive. As to stushe, without an accent, its charac-

ter cannot be doubtful; see I, 122, 8 ; 159, i
;
V, 33, 6

;

VI, 21, 2 ; 48, 14; VIII, 21, 9 ; 23, 2 ; 23, 7 (grme). In

II, 20, 4, tarn u stushe fndram tdm grintshcj grintshe is an

aorist with vikara/^a, like punishd, I praise that Indra, I

laud him. In I, 46, i, stushe may be the infinitive, but not

necessarily. It is an infinitive in I, 122, 7* stushe si v^m

varu;^a mitra riti7/, your gift^ Varu;?a and Mitra, is to be

praised. Likewise in VIII, 4, 17 (see BR. s. v. siman)

;

24, I
; 63, 3, though in several of these passages it must

remain doubtful whether stushe should be taken as an

absolute infinitive, or as a finite verb. In VIII, 65, 5, fndra

grmlshe u stushe, means, ‘ Indra, I laud and praise,’ as in II,

30,4-

Verse 4.

'Note 1. Vibhva-tash/a is generally explained as made

by a master, or by Vibhvan, one of the i?fbhus. This

may be so, though it seems a bold expression (see Ber-

gaigne, II, 410-411). But may it not be a mere synonym

of sutash^, and intended for vibhvane tash/a? see Selected

Essays, I, p. 143.
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Verse 6.

Note 1. See Taitt. Br. II, 8, 5, 7. As to mimikshu^, see

note to I, 165, I.

Verse 6.

Note 1. On pr/shattbhi^ see II, 34, 4; V, 55, 6.

Bergaigne's note (H p. 378) does not settle the question

whether the horses of the Maruts were speckled, or whether

they had speckled deer for their horses.

Note 2. On xlndXi van^ni, see V, 57, 3.

Note 3 . Dyaus, the father of the Maruts, the oldest and

highest god of heaven^ the strong bull^ or, it may be, the

man of the dawn. See v. Bradke, Dyaus Asura^ p. 63

;

Bergaigne, I, p. 316.

Verse 7.

Note 1. Roth conjectures sv&m for svam, taking it as a

locative of su, genetrix. This is not without difficulties,

nor is it necessary. That we find in the Rig-veda no other

locative in dm after monosyllabic stems in u is perhaps no

serious objection. But the text as it stands can be trans-

lated, ‘as a husband the germ, they have placed (sown)

their own strength.’ 6‘dvas is the same as vmh^^yam and
vri^nl sdNZ.h in VIII, 3, 8; 10. Dhu-^ is used like dhd in

retodhd.
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MAiVZ?ALA V, HYMN 59.

ASHTAKA IV, ADHYAYA 8, VARGA 24.

To THE Maruts {the Storm-gods).

1. They truly ^ tried to make you grant them
welfare. Do thou sing ^ praises to Heaven (Dyu),

I offer sacrifice {rita.) to the Earth. The Maruts

wash their horses and race to the air, they soften

their splendour by waving mists.

2. The earth trembles with fear from their onset.

She sways like a full ship, that goes rolling The
heroes who appear on their marches, visible from

afar, strive together within the great (sacrificial)

assembly

3. Your horn is exalted for glory as the horns

ofcows
;
your eye is like the sun when the mist is

scattered. Like strong racers, you are beautiful,

O heroes, you think of glory, like manly youths

4. Who could reach, O Maruts, the great wise

thoughts, who the great manly deeds of you, great

ones ? You shake the earth like a speck of dust,

when you are carried forth for granting welfare.

5. These kinsmen^ (the Maruts) are like red

horses, like heroes eager for battle, and they have

rushed forward to fight. They are like well-grown

manly youths, and the men have grown strong, with

streams of rain they dim the eye of the sun.

6. At their outbreak there is none among them

who is the eldest, or the youngest, or the middle

:

they have grown by their own might, these sons of

Pmni, noble by birth, the boys of Dyaus; come

hither to us

!
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7. Those who like birds flew with strength in

rows^ from the ridge of the mighty heaven to its

ends, their horses shook the springs ^ of the moun-

tain (cloud) so that people on both sides ® knew it.

8. May^ Dyaus Aditi (the unbounded)^ roar for

our feast, may the dew-lighted Dawns come striving

together
;

these, the Maruts, O poet, (the sons) of

Rudra, have shaken the heavenly bucket (cloud),

when they had been praised.
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NOTES.

The same poet and deity. Metre, 1-7 Gsigati; 8 Tri-

sh/ubh. None of the verses occurs in SV., VS., AV., TB.,

TS., MS.

Verse 1.

Note 1. If we accept the text as it stands, we have to

translate, ‘The spy called out to you to grant welfare.’

The spy is then either Agni (Bergaigne, II, p. 378) or the

priest See also VIII, 61, 15 ; X, 35, 8. But there are

many objections to this. Pra-krand is not used in that

sense, and we should expect pra krant suvitaya. Pra-kar.

when it is construed with a dative, means generally to

prepare some one for something, to cause some one to do

a thing. Thus, I, 186, 10. pro a^^fnau avase kr^Vmdhvam,

get the A.rvins to protect. VI, 21, 9. pra utaye varu;/am

mitram fndram mardta/^ krishva avase m/^ adyi, make
Varum, Mitra, and Indra to protect, make the Maruts to

protect us to-day. X, 64, 7. prd va^ vdyiim—stdmai/^

k^^ZOTdhvam sakhyltya piishd^^am, make Vd}^ by your

praises to be your friend. I, 112, 8. prd andhdm sromm
Mkshase etave k;"2tha^, whereby you make the blind and

lame to see and to walk. The poet therefore seems to

have said in our verse also, ‘They (my men or priests)

made you or wished you to give them welfare.* What spa^

can mean in such a sentence, is difficult to say. Till we
know better, we must simply accept it as a particle of

asseveration, like ba/.

Note 2. AtM may also be the first person.

Verse 2.

Note 1. With regard to vyathir yati, cf. I, 117, 15.

samudram avyathfr ^aganvfo, and VIII, 45, 19. vyathir

^aganvdV;/sa/^ ;
Bergaigne, Journ. As. 1884, p. 490,

Note 2. Mahe vidathe must be taken as a locative sing.

It occurs again X, g6, i. We have similar forms in mahe

rim, IX, 66, 13, &c. The locative is governed by anti/i,
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as in II, 8. viddthe anta^ eshim. The etymology

and the meaning of vidatha have been often discussed,

for the last time by M. Regnaud, Revue de Thistoire

des religions, 1890. Prof. Roth, as M. Regnaud states,

explains it by conseil, avis, reunion oil Ton deli-

bere, assemblee, troupe, armde. Grassmann takes

it generally for reunion, rencontre, combat. Geldner

derives it from vid, in the sense of art, science.

Ludwig derives it likewise from vid, but in the sense of

Bekanntschaft, then Gesellschaft, and lastly as synony-

mous with ya^^a, sacrifice, assemblage. M. Regnaud differs

from all his predecessors, and derives vidatha from vidh,

to sacrifice. He maintains that *vidhatha would become

vidatha, like adhakfrom dah or dhagh, and phaliga for parigha.

I know nothing about the etymology of phaliga, but if it

stands for parigha, the second aspirate has lost its aspiration

and thrown it on the initial. In adhak, the final has lost

its aspiration, and thus allowed its appearance in the initial.

But in vidatha, if it stood for vidhatha, there would be no

phonetic excuse whatever for changing dh into d, at least

in Sanskrit. It is possible that in Sanskrit such a form as

vidhatha might have been avoided, but there is no phonetic

law to prevent the formation of such a word as vidhatha,

like u^atha, ys^atha, &c. We say vidhatha in the a pers.

plur., as we say bodhatha. No Sanskrit grammarian could

derive vidatha from vidh. If therefore vidatha signifies

sacrifice, this is not because it is derived from vidh, to

sacrifice. Vidatha may have been the name of a sacred

act, as veda is of sacred knowledge. But the fact remains

that it is best translated by assembly, particularly an

assembly for sacrificial purposes.

Verse 3 .

Wote 1, On .rriydse, see I, 87, 6.

ISTot© 2. I see no necessity for changing sfirya^ into

sfira^, see Bergaigne, Melanges Renier, p. 94. He would

translate, ‘ they are like the eye of the sun.’

ISTote 3. Mixyth may be bridegrooms, as in V, 60, 4
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{Y2X&h iva), but there is nothing to indicate that meaning
here. The difficulty is to find a word to express jriyase.

It means to shine, but at the same time to excel. Possibly

it may have even a more definite meaning, such as to shine

in battle, or to triumph.

Verse 5.

N’ote 1. As to sabandhu, see VIII, jao, 21.

Verse 7.

Note 1. On stinik.stt Gaedicke, p. 164; Bergaigne, Mel.

Renier, p. 94.

ITote 2. The meaning of nabhanii, spring, is doubtful.

Note 3. Ubhaye refers to many on both sides, and

cannot be taken for ubhe, heaven and earth. It may
mean all, particularly when there are two sides only, as

in a battle.

Verse 8.

Kote 1. Ludwig seems to have seen the true meaning of

this verse, namely that, though Dyaus may roar for the

feast, and though the Dawns may strive to come near,

the Maruts alone deserve the sacrifice, because they opened

the chest of rain.

Note 2. On Dyaus Aditi, see note to I, 166, 12, p. 261,

where the translation has to be corrected.
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MAiVZ?ALA V, HYMN 60 .

ASHTAKA IV, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 25.

To Agni and the Maruts.

1. I implore^ Agni, the gracious, with salutations,

may he sit down here, and gather what we have

made^. I offer® (him sacrifice) as with racing

chariots; may I, turning to the right, accomplish

this hymn to the Maruts.

2. Those who approached on their glorious deer,

on their easy chariots, the Rudras, the Maruts,

—

through fear of you, ye terrible ones, the forests

even bend down, the earth shakes, and also the

mountain (cloud).

3. At your shouting, even the mountain (cloud),

grown large, fears, and the ridge of heaven trembles.

When you play together, O Maruts, armed with

spears, you run together like waters.

4. Like rich suitors the Maruts have themselves ^

adorned their bodies with golden ornaments
; more

•glorious for glory®, and powerful on their chariots,

they have- brought together splendours on their

bodies.

5. As brothers, no one being the eldest or the

youngest, they have grown up together to happi-

ness. Young is their clever father Rudra, flowing

with plenty is Vrism (their mother), always kind to

the Maruts.

6. O happy Maruts, whether you are in the

highest, or in the middle, or in the lowest heaven,

from thence, O Rudras, or thou also, O Agni,

take notice of this libation which we offer.
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7. When Agni, and you, wealthy Maruts, drive

down from the higher heaven over the ridges,

give then, if pleased, you roarers, O destroyers of

enemies^, wealth to the sacrificer who prepares

(Soma-juice).

8. Agni, be pleased to drink Soma with the

brilliant Maruts, the singers, approaching in com-

panies^, with the men (Ayus*), who brighten and

enliven everything; do this, O Vairvinara (Agni),

thou who art always endowed with splendour.

C32] A a
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NOTES.

This hymn, by the same poet, is supposed to be addressed

either to the Maruts alone, or to the Maruts and Agni.

The same might have been said of hymn 56 and others

which are used for the Agnimaruta 5astra. See Bergaigne,

Recherches sur Thistoire de la liturgie vedique, p. 38. Metre,

1-6 Trish/ubh
; 7, 8 (Jagati. No verse of this hymn occurs

in SV., VS., AV., TS., TB., except verse i in AV. VII, 50,

3; TB. II, 7, 13, 4; MS. IV, 14, II
;
verse 3 in TS. Ill,

I, II, 5; MS. IV, 13, 5; verse 6 in TB. II, 7, I3, 4.

Verse 1.

The AV. reads svSvasum, prasaktd, pradakshif^Am, all of

them inferior readings. The TB, agrees with RV., except

that it seems to read prasapta.^ (prakarshe;2a samigata^).

“Note 1. That tl or td has originally the meaning of im-

ploring, asking, begging, we see from such passages as

RV. Ill, 48, 3. upasth^ya m^taram dnnam ai^^a, 'he, having

approached his mother, asked for food,’ unless we prefer

to construe td with two accusatives, ' he, having approached,

asked his mother for food.’ The same verb is also con-

strued with the accusative of the god implored, the dative

of the object, and the instrumental of the means by which

he is implored. See RV, VIII, 71, 14, agnfm i/ishva dvase

gi'thdbhi/2, implore Agni with songs for his protection.

Whether the root td is distantly connected with either ish,

to desire (Brugmann, I, 59 or with ard, to stir, or with ar,

to go, is a question which admits of many, or of no answer.

ISfote 2. Yiki krftam seems to have the settled meaning

of gathering in what one has made at play, or in battle

;

see X, 43, 9 ; 43» 5 ;
IX, 97, 58 ;

X, 103, 2. The same

meaning is applicable here, though we may also translate,

^ Take notice of our krfta or our karma, i. e. the sacrifice.’

A similar thought is expressed in verse 6. Sty^na. explains

vi^dnatu and vi/^inuydt.

Note 3. Perhaps pra bhare means, ' I am carried forth,’ as

111 V, 59, 4, where it is applied to the Maruts.
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Verse 4.

Note 1. See note o, to Ij 6, 4. Instead of svadhabhi// we
have svayam in VII, 56, ii.

Note 2. 6‘riye sriykmszJi is difficult to translate
;

cf. II,

33, 3, siishthdik stiyi. asi. Ludwig translates, zu herlichkeit

die herlichen.

Verse 7 .

Note 1. On ru^das, see Aufrecht, Bezzenb. Beitr. XIV,

p. 3a.

Verse 8.

Note 1. On ga;mri, see BR. s.v.; Lanman, 372; Benfey.

Vedicaund VerwandteSjp, 108; Pischel,Ved. Stud. 1
, 53 seq.

Ludwig translates scharenherlich, but what does that mean ^

‘ Shining in their companies * is a possible meaning, but the

analogy of abhimi and adhvarai“ri points in another direc-

tion.

Note 2. On the Ayus as a proper name, see Bergaigne,

ReLVed. I, 52 ; II, 323.

A a 2
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MANDALA V, HYMN 61 .

ASMARA IV, ADHYAYA 8, VARGA 26-29.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Who are you, O men, the very best, who have

approached one by one, from the furthest distance^?

2. Where are your horses, where the bridles ?

How could you, how did you come ?—the seat on

the back, the rein in the nostrils ?

3. Their goad is on the croup the heroes

stretched their legs apart *. . .

4. Move along, heroes, young men, the sons of an

excellent mother h so that you may warm yourselves

at our fire

5. (i.) May the woman, if she stretched out her

arm ^ as a rest for the hero, praised by vS'ydvi.yva

gain cattle consisting of horses, cows, and a hundred

sheep.

6. {2.) Many a woman is even more often kindlier

than a godless and miserly man,

7. (3.) A woman who finds out the weak, the

thirsty, the needy, and is mindful of the gods.

8. (4.) Even though many an unpraiseworthy

miser (Pa?^i) is called a man, she is worth as much
in weregild.

9. (5.) Also the young woman joyfully whispered

to me, to iSyiva, the road,—and the two bays went

straight to Purumi/>^a \ the wise, the far-famed,

10. (6.) Who gave me a hundred cows, like

VaidadaYvi, like Taranta, in magnificence.

11. (i.) The Maruts, who drive on their quick

horses, drinking the delightful mead, have gained

glory here

;
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12. (2.) They on whose chariots Rodasi^ glitters

in glory®, like the golden disk above in heaven
;

13. (3.) That youthful company of the hlaruts,

with blazing chariots, blameless, triumphant, irre-

sistible,

14. (4.) Who now knows of them where the

strikers rejoice, the well-born, the faultless ?

15. {5.) You who are fond of praise, become the

leaders of the mortal, listening to his imploring

invocations, thus is my thought^.

16. (6.) Bring then to us delightful and resplen-

dent ^ treasures, ye worshipful Maruts, destroyers of

enemies.

17. (i.) O night, like a charioteer, carry away this

hymn to Ddrbhya, and these songs, O goddess.

18. (2.) And then tell him thus from me, ‘When

Rathavlti offers Soma, my desire never goes away

from me.’

19. (3.) That mighty Rathaviti dwells among

people rich in cattle S retired among the mountains.
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NOTES.

This hymn is of a very composite nature. It is addressed

to the Maruts by 6'ydvi^a. According to the Anukrama^i,

however, the Maruts are addressed in vv. I“4
j ti~i 6 only;

w. 5~8 are addressed to 5a*fiyasi Tarantamahisht, 9 to

Purumi//i:a Vaidadam, 10 to Taranta Vaidada.rvi, i7-'i9to

Rathaviti Darbhya. None of the verses occurs in SV.,

VS., AV, TS., TB., MS. Metre, 1-4, 6-8, 10-19 Gdyatri

;

5 AnushAibh
; 9 Satobnliati.

It has been pointed out that in the hymns addressed to

the Maruts beginning with V, 5a, and ending with V, 60,

there is the usual decrease in the number of verses of each

successive hymn, viz. 17, 16, 15, 10, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8. Our hymn,

however, which is the last in the collection of hymns ad-

dressed by 5ydvlrva to the Maruts, breaks the rule, and

it has been suggested with great plausibility that it contains

a number of verses thrown together at random. Possibly

the four verses in the beginning formed an independent

hymn, addressed to the Maruts, and again and 11-16,

followed by an appendix, 17-19. These verses refer to a

legend which will have to be discussed at verse 5.

Verse 1.

Note 1. As to paramasyl^ pardvdta^, see TS. IV, i, 9, 3,

where we also find (IV, i, 9, 2) parasyd adhi sa;;^vata^.

Verse 3 .

Note 1. ffaghane, like ^ghanata^^, may mean simply

behind, as agre and agrataA mean before.

Note 2. It is clear that the Maruts are here supposed

to sit astride on their horses. This is also shown by
przshtM sadas (v. 2), and by putrakrfth^ ni ^naya^, they

stretched out their legs, &s yvvaiKes kv r^Kvomda, Zimmer

(p. 2$o) says, ‘ Zum Reiten wurde das Ross nicht benutzt.’

On p. 2gS modifies this by saying, ' Keine einzige klare

Stelle des Rigveda ist mir bekannt, wo das Reiten beim
Kampfe erwahnt wiirde

; man fahrt immer zu Wagen, wie

die Griechen in homerischen Zeiten.’
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Verse 4.

Nfote 1. Bhadra^4naya/^5 generally rendered by ‘pos-

sessed of beautiful wives/ seems really to mean ‘ possessed

of an excellent mother.’ ^^ani clearly means mother, when
Agni dvimdti, having two mothers, is called dvi^ani/^

;
for

it is never said that he has two wives. Besides, the Maruts

are constantly addressed as the sons of their mother, Prisn'u

while their wives are mentioned but rarely. However, the

other meaning is not impossible. See also Bergaigne, II,

387 seq.

N‘ote 2. The fire here intended is, I suppose, the sacri-

ficial fire, to which the Maruts are here invited as they had

been in former hymns.
Verse 6.

Note 1. Ludwig compares the A. S. expression healsge-

bedde
;
see also RV. X, 10, 10.

Note 2. I have very little belief in the legends which are

told in the Brdhma;/as and in the Anukrama;zi in illustra-

tion of certain apparently personal and historical allusions

in the hymns of the Veda. It is clear in many cases that

they are made up from indications contained in the hymns,

as in IX, 58, 3, and it seems best therefore to forget them

altogether in interpreting the w^ords of the Vedic hymns.

The story told in the introductory verses, quoted by

SiLyansLy is this :
—‘*Ary^aninas Atreya was chosen by Ratha-

viti Ddrbhya to be his Ritvlg" priest At the sacrifice

Ar^andnas saw the daughter of Rathaviti and asked her

in marriage for his son 5yav^^va. Rathaviti consulted his

wife, but she declined on the ground that no daughter of

theirs had ever been given to a man who was not a poet

(iffshi). Thereupon SytvLsva. performed penance, and

travelled about collecting alms. He thus came to Sdisi-

yasi, who recommended him, as a i?fshi, to her husband,

king Taranta. King Taranta was very generous to him,

and sent him on to his younger brother, Purumi/i^a. On
his way to Purumi//^a, 6‘y4vlrva saw the Maruts, and com-

posed a hymn in their praise (w. 11--16). He had thus

become a real poet or Rishi^ and on returning home, he

received from Rathaviti his daughter in marriage,’
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6*aunaka confirms the same story, see Saya;2a’s com-

mentary to V, 6x, 17. Here therefore we have to deal

with two princely brothers, both Vaidadai*vis, namely

Taranta and PurumiZ/^a. They both give presents to

5yavlfva, who is a Brihmaf^a, and he marries the daughter

of another prince, Rathaviti Ddrbhya.

In the T^;/^ya-Brdhma;/a, however, XIII, 7, 12, another

story is told, which I quoted in my edition of the Rig-veda

at IX, 583 3 (vol. V, p. xxxiii). Here Dhvasra and Puru-

shanti are introduced as wishing to give presents to the

two Vaidada^is, Taranta and PurumiMa, These hesitate

for a while, because they have no right to accept a present

without deserving it or having done something for it.

They then compose a hymn in praise of Dhvasra arid

Purushanti, and after that feel justified in accepting their

present.

Here therefore the Vaidadax’vis are receivers, not givers

of presents, therefore of princely, not, as has been sup-

posed, of priestly rank, and this would agree better with

the words of verse 9, purumi/Mya viprdya. See on all

this Oldenberg in Z. D. M. G. XLII, p.

If we accept this story, we have to take sAstydiSi in verse

6 as a proper name.

But ^irtyasi may be a comparative of sas-vsit (see B.-R.

S.V.), and would then mean, more frequent. We expect,

no doubt, an adverb rather like i*aj*vat, but a feminine

corresponding to vasyasi is perhaps admissible. In that

case we should have simply to deal with some woman, tvd

stri, who, as the poet says, is as good as, if not better

than, many a man.

Verse 8.

This verse is very obscure. Siya;2a translates : ‘And the

other half (the husband of Sajiyasi, viz. Taranta) is a man
not praised (enough), thus I, the poet, say: and that

Taranta is equal or just in the giving of wealth.’ Grass-

mann translates :
‘ Und dagegen ist mancher nicht lobens-

werth geizig, der ein Mann sich nennt, ein solcher ist der
Strafe verfallenZ Ludwig: ^Auch mancher halbmensch,
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ungepriesen, der “ mensch ” zwar heiszt, doch ein Pa;n ist,

der ist auf bose gabe nur bedacht/

The first light that was thrown on this verse came from

Prof. Roth. He showed (Z. D. M. G. XLI, p. 673) that

vairadeya means weregild, the German wergelt, the price

to be given for a man killed. Vaira would here be derived

from vira, man, the Goth, wair, the Latin vir, and vaira-

deya would mean what is to be given as the value of a

man. Still I doubt whether Prof. Roth has discovered

the true meaning of the verse. He translates: ^So ist

auch mancher Mann nicht zu loben, mehr ein Pa7/i (un-

fromm^ gegen die Gotter karg, zugleich Bezeichnung

habsiichtiger Damonen), obschon man ihn einen Menschen

nennt—nur am Wergeld steht er den andern gleich.’ I

confess I do not see much point in this. It is quite clear

that the poet praises a charitable woman, and wishes to say

that she is sometimes better than a man, if he gives

nothing. Now the weregild^ if we may say so^ for women

was generally, though not always, less than that for men,

and I therefore propose to read sS va/radeye it sam^, and

translate :
^ Even though many an unpraiseworthy miser

(Pa?d) is called man, she is like him in weregild, i.e. she is

worth as much, even though she is a woman.* On uta, see

Delbruck, Syntaktische Forschungen, V,p. 528.

Verse 9 .

Hote 1. PurumiZ/^a is here clearly the man from whom
benefits are expected, and therefore could not be the same

as PurumiZ/^a Vaidada.fvi, mentioned by the commentator,

who accepted gifts from Dhvasra and Purushanti. Nor

can Taranta Vaidadajvi in the next verse be taken for a

recipient, but only for a giver, and therefore, most likely, a

prince. The whole story, however, is by no means clear,

and I doubt whether the commentator drew his informa-

tion from any source except his own brain.

Verse 11.

I agree with Ludwig that a new hymn begins with

verse ii.
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Verse 12.

I?*ote 1. I have adopted the reading Rodasi vibhr^^ate in

my translation
;

cf. VI, 65, 5^ where Rodast is compared

with a r6ka>^.

ISTote 2. Roth (K.Z. XXVI, 51) takes iriy^dhi as i*riyas

adhi, but such a sandhi has not yet been established in the

hymns of the Rig-veda, see Oldenberg, Proleg. p. 459, Anm.
I. Oldenberg himself suggests i^rfyd^dhi, and would trans-

late, ^They whose charms shine over the two worlds on

their chariots/ Pischel (Ved. Stud. p. 54) translates ydshim

sriyS. by ‘for whose sake.’

Verse 15.

H*ote 1. On itthli dhiy£, see Pischel, Ved. Stud. p. 184.

Verse 16.

Ifote 1. The Pada ought to have puru-zl^andrd', as sug-

gested by Grassmann and Ludwig.

Verses 17-19.

These verses are very peculiar, and may refer to histori-

cal events, for Dilbhya or Ddrbhya and Rathavtti sound

like real names. Of course the Indian commentators are

never at a loss to tell us what it all refers to, but we can

never say how little they knew, and how much they invented.

The invocation of Ormyd, if it is meant for the Night, and

the request that she may convey the hymn to Dirbhya, is

different from the usual style of the hymns. See, however,

VIII, 2J4, and Oldenberg, Z.D.M.G. XXXIX, 89.

The following names, occurring in our hymn, have the sanc-

tion ofthe Anukrama;2i : 6'ariyasi Tarantamahisht (V, 6 1 , 5

;

8), PurumtZ^a Vaidada.yvi (V, 61^ 9), Taranta Vaidada.yvi

(V, 5 1, 10), Rathaviti Ddlbhya (V, 61, 17-19). There is

another Purumi/^a, a Sauhotra, in IV, 43, and a Purumi/i^a

Ahgirasa in VIII, 71.

Verse 19.

Kote 1. See Oldenberg, Z.D.M.G. XXXIX, 89. He
corrects g6matt4 to gdmatlm, the name of a river, men-

tioned in a very similar way in VIII, ^4, 30.
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MAiVZ^ALA V, HYMN 87.

ASHrAKA IV, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 83-34.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Let your voice-born.^ prayers go forth to the

great Vish^^u, accompanied by the Maruts, Evayi-

marut, and to the chasing host, adorned with good

rings, the strong, in their jubilant throng, to the

shouting power (of the Maruts).

2. O Maruts, you who are born great, and pro-

claim it yourselves by knowledge, Evaydmarut, that

power of yours cannot be approached by "wisdom,

that (power) of theirs (cannot be approached) by

gift or might^ ;
they are like unapproachable moun-

tains.

3. They who are heard with their voice from the

high heaven, the brilliant and strong, Evaydmarut,

in whose council no tyrant^ reigns, the rushing

chariots^ of these roaring Maruts come forth®, like

fires with their own lightning.

4. The wide-striding (Vish»u)^ strode forth from

the great common seat, Evaydmarut. When he has

started by himself from his 0"wn place along the

ridges, O ye striving, mighty® Maruts, he goes

together with the heroes (the Maruts), conferring

blessings.

5. Impetuous, like your own shout, the strong one

(Vish«u) made everything tremble, the terrible, the

wanderer^, the mighty, Evayllmarut ;
strong with him

you advanced self-luminous, with firm reins, golden

coloured, well-armed®, speeding along.

6. Your greatness is infinite, ye Maruts, endowed
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with full power, may that terrible power help, Evayi-

marut. In your raid^ you are indeed to be seen as

charioteers ;
deliver us therefore from the enemy,

like shining fires.

7. May then these Rudras, lively like fires and

with vigorous shine, help, Evayimarut. The seat

of the earth is stretched out far and wide^, when the

hosts of these faultless Maruts come quickly to the

races.

8. Come kindly on your path, O Maruts, listen to

the call of him who praises you, Evayimarut. Con-

fidants of the great Vish;?u, may you together, like

charioteers, keep all hateful things far^, by your

wonderful skill.

9. Come zealously^ to our sacrifice, ye worshipful,

hear our guileless call, Evayimarut. Like the oldest

mountains in the sky, O wise guardians, prove your-

selves for him irresistible to the enemy.
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NOTES.

This hymn is evidently a later addition at the end of the

fifth Ma«^fala. It is addressed to the Maruts, and is

ascribed to Evay^marut Atreya. None of its verses occurs

in SV., VS., AV., TS., TB., MS., except the first, which is

found in SV. I, 462. Metre, Ati^gati.

The name of the poet is due to the refrain Evay^marut

which occurs in every verse, and sometimes as an integral

portion of the verse. Evaylmarut is a sacrificial shout, much

like Ewt in Greek, Evoe in Latin, though I do not mean

to say that the two are identical, Evayd/;, as I explained

in note to I, 168, i, is an epithet of Vish/^u, as well as of

the Maruts, meaning quickly moving. Evayimarut, there-

fore, may mean the ‘quick Marut.’ This is strange, no

doubt, because in the Rig-veda the Maruts always occur in

the plural, except in some doubtful passages. Still Evayi-

marut, the quick Marut, might be a name of Vishwu,

It cannot be taken as a Dvandva, Vish«u and the

Maruts.

This hymn was translated by Benfey in his glossary to

the Sima-veda, p. 39. Benfey takes evayd as identical

with evoi, and explains it as an adverbial instrumental,

like Iniyi, in the sense of stiirmisch. But this would leave

eva34van unexplained.

Verse 1.

Note 1. Gm-g&Ji may mean ‘produced on the mountains,’

but it may also mean ‘produced in the throat or voice,’ and

it is so explained elsewhere, for instance in SV. I, 462

(Bibl. Ind, vol. i, p. 922). girau vd^i nishpann^//
;
[also by

another commentator, hrfdaye gkik, ya^wa^ti vd ity

uktam]. Oldenberg suggests gir^e, which would be much

better, considering how Vishwu is called girikshit, girish/M,

&c. ; see Bergaigne, II, 47- Most of the epithets have

occurred before. I take j^vase as a substantive, like

jardhas, not as an adjective. As to dhiinivrata, see V, 58,

2 ;
as to prdy^u, V, 55, i.
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V’erse 2.

ISTote 1. Kratvd, din^, and mahnl[ seem to me in this

place to belong together. The difBculty lies in the transi-

tion from V2ih to esh^m, but this is not uncommon. On
mahin^=mahimnd, dina, and mahnS, see Wenzel^ Instru-

mentalis, p. 1 7 ;
Lanman, p. 533. Pischel, Ved. Stud. p. loi,

translates, ‘Ihre Macht gereicht ihnen zu grosser Gabe.'

See also VIII, 20, 14. GkxSJt mahin^, born by greatness,

seems to mean born in greatness, or bom great. It would

be easy to write mahfnd^.

Verse 3.

Note 1. The translation of frt is purely conjectural.

Note 2. Syandr^sa/i!, as suggested by Oldenberg, are

probably meant for rathi/^. Syandana is a carriage in

later Sanskrit. In VIII, 20, 2, we have to supply rathai^

;

in VI, 66, 2, rath^.

Note 3 . Prd, with the verb understood, they come forth

;

cf. VII, 87, I. pra iruimsi samudriyd nadindm; X, 75, i.

Dhuni, like dhiiti, has become almost a name of the Maruts,

see I, 64, 5.

Verse 4.

Note 1. The god here meant seems to be Vishj^u,

mentioned already in verse i, and probably recalled by the

Evayd in Evayclmarut.

Note 2. We must either take vispardhasa/^ and vima-

hasaA with Benfey as names of the horses, or accept them
as vocatives, addressed to the Maruts. Vimahas is used as

an epithet of the Maruts, see I, 86, i.

Verse 6.

Note 1. On yayl/^, see note to I, 87, 2 ; but it seems
better to take it here as an adjective.

Note 2. On svdyudha, see Geldner, Ved. Stud. I, p. 143;
Oldenberg, Gdtt. GeL Anzeigen, 1890, p. 424.

Verse 6.

Note 1. Prasiti may be, as Ludwig translates it, fang-

schnur, a noose, but it can hardly mean Noth, as Grassmann
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suggests. I take it here in the sense of shooting forth,

onslaught, raid ; cf. VII, 46, 4. Geldner, Ved. Stud. I,

p. 139, takes it for a trap. Lanman, p. 386, is right in con-

sidering the locative in au before consonants a sure sign of

the modern origin of this hymn.

Verse 7 .

I^ote 1. The idea that the earth is stretched out or

becomes large during a thunderstorm has been met with

before, V, 58, 7. We read I, 37, 8 ; 87, 3, that at the

racings of the Maruts the earth trembled, ai!d that the

Maruts enlarged the fences in their races. I therefore

translate, though tentatively only, that the earth is opened

far and wide, as a race-course for the faultless Maruts,

whose hosts a, appear, a^meshu, on the courses, maha//,

quickly. If the accent of paprathe could be changed, we
might translate, * at whose coursings (a^eshu a) the seat of

the earth is quickly stretched out far and wide,’ and then

take sirdMmsi adbhutainasam in apposition to rudrfea/^.

Adbhutainas, in whom no fault is seen.

Bergaigne translates, ‘faisant du mal mysterieusement/

See Geldner, in K.Z. XXVIII, 199, Anm.a\ Bezzenberger’s

Beitrage, III, 169,

Verse 8.

Kote 1. Cf.VI, 48, 10.

Verse 9 .

ITote 1. Su.yami, generally explained as a shortened in-

strumental, for suj*ami=suxamyd, used in an adverbial

sense. Su.rami has a short i here, because it stands at the

end of a pdda, otherwise the i is long, see VII, 16, a ; X, 28,

1%^ even before a vowel. ’^The same applies in theRig-veda

to .rami ; it has short i at the end of a pada, see II, 31, 6 ;

VIII, 45, 37 ; X, 40, I. The phrase dhiy^ .rami, which has

short i in II, 31, 6
;
X, 40, i, has long i in IX, 74, 7. dhiyK

simt It is shortened, however, before vowels in the middle

of a pdda, and written jamy ;
see I, 87, 5 ; III, 55, 3.
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MAiVZ?ALA VI, HYMN 66.

ASHrAKA V, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 7-8.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. This may well be a marvel, even to an in-

telligent man, that anything should have taken the

same name dhenu, cow:—the one is always brim-

ming to give milk among men, but Vrisni (the cloud,

the mother of the Maruts) poured out her bright

udder once (only).

2. The Maruts who shone like kindled fires, as

they grew stronger twice and thrice,—their golden,

dustless (chariots^) became full of manly courage

and strength.

3. They who^ are the sons of the bounteous

Rudra, and whom she indeed was strong enough

to bear ;
for she, the great, is known as the mother

of the great, that very YrisrCx conceived the germ

for the strong one (Rudra).

4. They who do not shrink from being born in

this way^, and who within (the womb) clean them-

selves from all impurity ^ when they have been

brought forth brilliant, according to their pleasure,

they sprinkle their bodies with splendour.

5. Among them there is no one who does not

strive to be brought forth quickly ; and they assume

the defiant name of Maruts. They who are not

(unkind^), never tiring in strength^, will the generous

sacrificer be able to bring down these fierce ones ?

6. Fierce in strength, followed by daring armies,

these Maruts have brought together heaven and

earth \ both firmly established ^
;

then the self-
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shining Rodas! stood among the impetuous Maruts,

like ® a light,

7. Even though your carriage, O Maruts, be with-

out your deer without horses, and not driven by

any charioteer, without drag®, and without reins, yet,

crossing the air®, it passes between heaven and

earth, finishing its courses.

8. No one can stop, no one can overcome him

whom you, O Maruts, protect in battle. He whom
you protect in his kith, his cattle, his kin, and his

waters, he breaks the stronghold at the close of the

dayh

9. Offer a beautiful song to the host of the

Maruts, the singers, the quick, the strong, who

resist violence with violence; O Agni, the earth

trembles before the champions.

10. Blazing like the flame of the sacrifices, flicker-

ing like the tongues of the fire, shouters, like roaring

fighters, the flame-bom Maruts are unassailable.

11. I invite with my call this strong and Marut-

like son of Rudra^, armed with flaming spears.

Bright thoughts, like wild waters from the moun-

tain strove to reach the host of heaven.
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NOTES.

Hymn ascribed to Bharadvi^a Bdrhaspatya. None of

Its verses occurs in SV., VS., AV. Verse 2, in MS. IV,

14, II. Verse 9 in TS. IV, i, ii, 3; TB. II, 8, 5, 5;

MS. IV, 10, 3. Verse 10 in MS. IV, 14, ii. Metre,

Trish^ubh.

Verse 1.

The meaning seems to be that it is strange that two

things, namely, a real cow and the cloud, i. e. PW^ni, the

mother of the Maruts, should both be called dhenu, cow

;

that the one should always yield milk to men, while the

other has her bright udder milked but once. This may
mean that dhenu, a cow, yields her milk always, that

dhenu, a cloud, yields rain but once, or, that Pwni gave

birth but once to the Maruts. See also VI, 48, 221

Gaedicke, Accusativ, p. 19 ;
Delbriick, Tempuslehre, p. 102*

Dhenu must be taken as the neuter form, and as a nomin-

ative, as is shown by II, 37, 2. dadi^ yik nd'ma patyate.

Verse 2.

Note 1. It seems necessary to take are^ava^ hira/^yayd-

sa-^ for rathd/2:, chariots, as in V, 87, 3. Sdyaj^a takes the

same view, and I do not see how the verse gives sense in

any other way. The fii'st pdda might be referred to the

Maruts, or to the chariots.

Verse 3.

Note 1. The relative pronouns may be supposed to carry

on the subject, viz. Manita^, from the preceding verse,

unless we supply eshdm matd. I am doubtful about maho
mahi; cf. I, 102, i; II, 33, 8. Grassmann proposes to

read mahdm, gen. plur.; Ludwig thinks of garbha. It may
also be a compound, as in mahdmaha, mahdmahivrata, or

an adverb, but the construction remains difScult throughout.

Oldenberg suggests that the second pdda may have been

yd'n ko mi ^risnlA dAdhrivVi bharadhyai.
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Verse 4.

ISTote 1. A tentative rendering and no more. I take ayd

for ay4' as an adverb in the sense of thus, in this way, see

I, 87, 4, note 3. Grassmann seems to take it as an instr.

fern., dependent on ^niisha^, which is possible, but without

analogy. Lanman, p. 358, takes it for ayd/^, nom. plur.

of aya, wanderer, and translates, ‘ as long as the ones now
wanderers quit not their birth/ Grassmann :

‘ Die nicht

verleugnen die Geburt aus jener.’ But is £-a.n with instru-

mental ever used of a woman giving birth to a child?

Ludwig :
‘ Die sich nicht weigem der geburt.’

K’ote 2. Ph with accusative occurs AV. XIX, 33, 3.

Verse 5.

This verse is again very obscure. It would be more

honest to say that it is untranslatable. Possibly the poet

may have taken dohase in the same sense as duhre in verse

4. The Maruts are born as by being milked from the udder

of Pmni. It would then mean, ^ Among whom there is no

one not striving to be born quickly.’

H'ote 1. Stauna is an unknown word. Sdyawa explains

it as stena, thieves. It probably meant something not

favourable, something that must be denied of the Maruts.

This is all we can say. It cannot be a corruption of

stavdni/^, praised.

15‘ote 2. Ayis can hardly refer to P;r/^ni, never tiring to

suckle the Maruts. In B.-R. ayas is explained as sich

nicht anstrengend, behende, leicht, unermiidlich. See also

Windisch, K. Z. XXVII, 170; also Johansson, Bezzenb.

Beitr. XV, p. 180.

Verse 6.

Note L To join together heaven and earth is, as Ber-

gaigne remarks (II, p. 374, n. i), the apparent effect of a

thunderstorm, when the clouds cover both in impenetrable

darkness. We have the same expression in VIII, so, 4.

Note 2. On sumeke, see Geldner, K. Z. XXIV, 145

;

and Windisch, Festgruss an Bohtlingk, p. 114.

Note 3. The na, placed before roka//, is irregular, see

Bergaigne, Melanges Renier, p. 79. Oldenberg suggests

B b 2
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narok^^=nn-okiA, ‘she who is fond of the men,’ namely,

of the Maruts. The corruption may be due to the writers

of our text.
Verse 7.

ISTote 1. Anena^ is strange, and might be changed into

aneta>^ ; it cannot be anenl^, without guilt.

Note 2. If avasa in an-avasa comes from ava-so, it may
mean the step for descending or ascending, or possibly a

drag. Bergaigne explains it by sine via tic o.

Note 3 . Ra^§a^-tu>^3 according to Ludwig, den Staub

aufwirbeind, which seems too much opposed to are;2u,

dustless. Ra^as + tar means to pass through the air,

and in that sense only conquering the air. Geldner, Ved.

Stud. p. 1:^3, ignores the various shades of meaning in tur

at the end of compounds.

Verse 8.

Note 1. Pi'rye dy6>^, according to Grassmann, ‘ on the

decisive day,’ like p&ye divf.

Verse 11.

Note 1. I have translated Rudrdsya shmim by the son

of Rudra. It is true that a single Marut, as the son of

Rudra, is not mentioned ; but on the other hand, one could

hardly call the whole company of the Maruts, the miruta

scil. ga;2:aj the son of Rudra. In 1 , 64, 12, we have Rudrasya

sunu in one pdda, and mdruta in the next. The
i?fbhus also are called in the same line savasaJi napdta^,

and indrasya suno, IV, 37, 4. Here sunu corresponds

almost to the English offspring, only it is masculine.

Note 2, Giraya^ may have been meant for girya>^, a

possible ablative of giri; see Lanman, p. 383. Ugri^ would

then refer to Spa^, unless we break the sentence into two,

viz. ‘ my bright thoughts tend to the host of heaven,’ and
‘ the fierce Maruts strive like waters from the mountain.’

If we compare, however, IX, 95, 3, ap^m iva fd firmaya/^

tirturS,niiA pra manish^/^ irate s6mamjLkMa, we see that

the whole verse forms one sentence. All would be right

if we could change giraya^ into giribhya^, but is not this

a conjecture nim is facilis?
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MAiVZ?ALA VII, HYMN 56.

ASHTAKA V, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 23-26.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Who are these resplendent men, dwelling to-

gether, the boys of Rudra, also ^ with good horses ?

2. No one indeed knows their births, they alone

know each other’s birthplace.

3. They plucked each other with their beaks ^

;

the hawks, rushing like the wind, strove together.

4. A wise man understands these secrets S that

Frzsni, the great, bore an udder.

5. May that clan be rich in heroes by the Maruts,

always victorious, rich in manhood

!

'

6. They are quickest to go, most splendid with

splendour, endowed with beauty, strong with strength.

7. Strong is your strength, steadfast your powers,

and thus by tlie Maruts is this clan mighty.

8. Resplendent is your breath, furious are the

minds of the wild host, like a shouting maniac \

9. Keep from us entirely your flame, let not your

hatred reach us here.

10. I call on the dear names of your swift ones,

so that the greedy should be satisfied h O Maruts,

11. The well-armed, the swift, decked with beauti-

ful chains, who themselves adorn their bodies.

12. Bright are the libations for you, the bright

ones, O Maruts, a bright sacrifice I prepare for the

bright. In proper order came those who truly

follow the order, the bright bom, the bright, the

pure.

1 3. On your shoulders, O Maruts, are the rings,
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on your chests the golden chains are fastened
;
far-

shining like lightnings with showers^, you wield

your weapons, according to your wont.

14. Your hidden^ splendours come forth; spread

out your powers (names), O racers ! Accept, O
Maruts, this thousandfold, domestic share, as an

offering for the house-gods

15. If you thus listen, O Maruts, to this praise,

at the invocation of the powerful sage, give him

quickly a share of wealth in plentiful offspring, which

no selfish enemy shall be able to hurt.

16. The Maruts, who are fleet like racers, the

manly youths, shone like Yakshas^; they are

beautiful like boys standing round the hearth, they

play about like calves who are still sucking.

1 7. May the bounteous Maruts be gracious to us,

opening up to us the firm heaven and earth. May
that bolt of yours which kills cattle and men, be

far from us I Incline to us, O Vasus, with your

favours.

18. The Hotrt priest calls on you again and

again, sitting down and praising your common gift,

O Maruts. O strong ones, he who is the guardian

of so much wealth, he calls on you with praises,

free from guile.

19. These Maruts stop the swift, they bend
strength by strength^, they ward off the curse of

the plotter, and tum*^ their heavy hatred on the

enemy.

20. These Maruts stir up even the sluggfard^,

even the vagrant as the gods ® pleased. O strong

ones, drive away the darkness, and grant us all our
kith and kin.

21. May we not fall away from your bounty, O
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Maruts, may we not stay behind, O charioteers, in

the distribution of your gifts. Let us share in the

brilliant wealth, the well-acquired, that belongs to

you, O strong ones,

22. When valiant men fiercely fight together, for

rivers, plants, and houses ’, then, O Maruts, sons of

Rudra, be in battles our protectors from the enemy.

23. O Maruts, you have valued ^ the praises

which our fathers have formerly recited to you ; with

the Maruts the victor is terrible in battle, with the

Maruts alone the racer wins the prize.

24. O Maruts, may we have a strong son, who
is lord among men, a ruler, through whom we may
cross the waters to dwell in safety, and then obtain

our own home for you ’.

25. May Indra then, Varu«a, Mitra, Agni, the

waters, the plants, the trees of the forest be pleased

with us. Let us be in the keeping, in the lap of

the Maruts
;
protect us always with your favours.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Vasish///a. Verse i occurs in SV, I, 433

;

verse 10 in TS. II, i, ii, i
;
MS. IV, ii, 2 ; verse iiz in TB.

II, 8, 5,5 ;
MS. IV, 14, 18 ;

verse 13 in TB. II, 8, 5, 5 ;
MS.

IV, 14, 18 ;
verse 14 in TS. IV, 3, 13, 6

;
MS. IV, 10, 5 ;

verse 16 in TS. IV, 3, 13, 7 ;
MS. IV, 10, 5 ;

verse 19 in

TB. II, 8, 5, 6 ;
MS. IV, 14, 18. Metre, i-ii Dvipad^

Vir^^; 12-25 Trish/ubh.

Verse 1.

Note 1. The SV. reads athd for the older adhd. Sanik^

in the edition of the Bibl. Ind. is a misprint for sani/d.

Verse 3.

Note 1. Sva-pu is explained by Roth as possibly a

broom, raising the dust. Grassmann translates it by light,

Ludwig by blowing. I suggest to take it for *vapft, in the

sense of beak or claw, from vap, which follows immediately.

See note to I, 88, 4. I do not see how the other meanings

assigned to svapti give any sense. Oldenberg therefore

suggests pavanta, ^ Sie stromten hell auf einander zu mit

ihren svapfis.'

Verse 4.

Note 1 . Siya^a explains et^ni ni;^y^ by .rvetavar^^dni

maruddtmak^ni bhiitdni. He takes udhas as a locative.

Verse 8.

Note 1. Geldner translates :
‘ Der Spielmann des wilden

Heeres ist wie ein Muni,’ and adds, ‘Aberwas ist ein Muni
im Veda?’

Verse 10.

Note 1. I read t^'^pdn for tnpdt of the Pada text, and

refer vava.yin^^ to the Maruts. The TS. has tnpdt, and

the commentary explains it by t;>'2:ptim. The first line is

VM^, the second TrishAibh, and the Trish/ubh metre is

afterwards carried on.
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Verse 11.

This verse refers to the Maruts, not, as Ludwig thinks,

to the priests. Dr. v. Bradke (Dyaus Asura, p. 65) proposes

to join verses 10 and ii into one Trish/ubh, and possibly to

insert £ before huve. I doubt whether for the present such

changes are justified. On the structure of this hymn, see

Oldenberg, Prol. 96, Anm. 3 ;
aoo, Anm. 5.

Verse 13.

Wote 1. TB. II, 8, 5, 6, reads vynshfihhi/i (not vrfshri-

bhi/2), and the commentator explains, vyr/sh/ibhir ayudha-

vLeshair vyrfsh^ydkhyair, vi^eshe^a ro^am^ni/^ sthita/^.

And again, rzshfaya, eva vinsh/aU'dd vyrzshfaya ity u^yante.

Bollensen, Z. D. M. G. XLI, 501, conjectures r/shribhi/^ for

vrishAhhi/i, which is very ingenious. See also note i to

II, 34, 2.

Verse 14.

Ifote 1. BudhnyS, explained by budhne bhav^ni, and also

by kHlaprav^^ttSni.

Note 2. G^zhamedhlya may refer to the Maruts as grfha-

medhis or gWhamedhinas ;
see RV. VII, 59 j

lo
J
VS.XXIV,

16. The grfhamedWyi ishri in 6'at. Br. XI, 5, a, 4, is meant

for the Maruts.

Verse 16.

Note 1. Yakshadr/^ai is explained as wishing to see a

sacrifice or feast. Ludwig retains this meaning. Grassmann

translates, ‘ wie feurige Blitze funkeln.’ Yaksha may mean

a shooting star or any meteor, literally what shoots or

hastens along; see VII, 6 j, 5. na y^su ^itram didrise nd

yakshdm ; also note to V, 55, i. But dm is not sadm.

If we follow the later Sanskrit, yaksha would mean a class

of spirits, followers of Kuvera, also ghosts in general. If

this is not too modern a conception for the Rig-veda, we

might translate yakshadm, ‘appearing as ghosts’ (see

KauJ. Sutra 95 in BR.), or, considering the expression

AtyaA nd yamsat yakshabh^'/t viks^iA, I, 19O) 4i tS’ke it

for a name of horses.
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Verse 19.

ITote 1. Does not sahasa £ stand for sahasd and not

for sahasa/^ i ? Comp. Oldenberg, Prolegomena, 465 seq.

Note 2. On dadhanti, see Hubschmann, Indogerm. Vocal-

system, p. 12,,

Verse 20.

jNote 1. On radhra, see Pischel, Ved. Stud. pp. 124 seq.

N’ote 2. Bhnmi is doubtful, but as it stands b)'* the side

of radhra, it seems to have a bad meaning, such as a

vagrant, unsteady.

ITote 3 . The Vasus are often menfioned with the Adityas

and Rudras, see III, 8, 8 ;
X, 66, 12 ; 128, 9. By them-

selves they became almost synonymous with the Devas.

Thus in VII, ii, 4, we read that Agni became the master

of all sacrifices, kratum hi asya Vdsava/^ ^shanta atha

devak dadhire havyavaham, Tor the Vasus liked his wisdom,

therefore the Devas made him the carrier of offerings.’ See

also V, 3, 10. pita Vaso yadi tat ^osha5l&se. In one pas-

sage, VI, 50, 4, Vasava/^ means the Maruts. In our passage

it seems better to take it in the sense of gods, but we might

also refer it to the Maruts.

Verse 22.

Kote 1. With pdda b, compare VII, 70, 3 b.

Verse 23.

INote 1, I have taken bhuri kakra in the sense of magni

facere, though I can find no analogous passages.

Verse 24,

Ifote 1. This verse has been well explained by Dr. v.

Bradke, Dyaus Asura, p. 66. Svam 6ka^, our own home,

occurs IV, 50, 8 ;
V, 33, 4 ;

VI, 41, i
;
VIII, 72, 14. Abhyas

means generally to obtain what is not our own. See also

VII, 48, 2. Yak, which I have translated 'for you,’ may
also mean ' from you.’

Verse 25.

This verse is marked as a galita taken from VII, 34, 25,

while the last pida is a galita taken from VII, i, 25,
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MAiVmLA VII, HYMN 67.

ASHTAKA V, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 27.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. O ye worshipful, your company of Maruts is

fond of honey, they who delight in their strength at

the sacrifices, the Maruts, who shake even the wide

heaven and earth, and fill the well, when they move
about, the terrible ones.

2. Truly the Maruts find out the man who praises

them, and guide the thoughts of the sacrificer. Sit

down then to rejoice to-day, on the altar' in our

assemblies ^ well pleased.

3. Others do not shine so much as these Maruts

with their golden chains, their weapons, and their

own bodies; the all-adorned, adorning heaven and

earth, brighten themselves with the same brightness,

when starting for triumph.

4. May your shining thunderbolt be far from us,

O Maruts, whatever sin we may commit against

you, men as we are : O worshipful, let us not fall

under' its power, let your best favour rest on us.

5. May the Maruts be pleased wfith whatever little

we have done here, they the faultless, the bright,

the pure. Protect us, ye worshipful, with your

favours, lead us to prosperity through booty.

6. And let the manly Maruts, when they have

been praised, under whatever names, enjoy these

offerings! Grant that our offspring may not die',

raise up for us riches^ glory, and wealth.

7. O Maruts, when you have thus been praised,

come all together with help towards our lords who

with their hundredfold wealth freely prosper us ;

—

protect us always with your favours

!
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Vasish^/^a. None of its verses occurs in SV.,

VS., AV., TS., TB., MS. Metre, Trish/ubh.

Vers© 1.

This hymn has been translated by Geldner and Kaegi.

The first verse is most difficult. G.-K. avoid all difficulties

by translating, ‘ Beim Fest des sussen Trankes weiss man
tuchtig euch zu begeistern, hehre Schaar der Marut.’

Ludwig grapples with them by translating: ‘An cures

madhu kraft, o zu vererende, freut bei den opfern sich

der Marut geschlecht.’ I doubt, however, whether .ravas

is ever ascribed to madhu, though it is ascribed to

Soma. Oldenberg suggests, ‘The sweet ones’ is your

Marut-name, O worshipful, they who rejoice in their

strength at the sacrifices.’ Here the difficulty would be

that M^rutam nS,ma is the recognised term for the name,

i.e. the kin of the Maruts.^ Still, unless we venture on a

conjecture, this would seem to be the best rendering.

Could we change madhva.^ va^ n^ma marutam into madh-

vid va>^ n^ma mSrutam? Madhvad is a Vedic word,

though it occurs once only, in 1, 164, 2,2,, and as trisyllabic.

Its very rarity would help to account for the change. The
meaning would then be, ‘your Marut kin eats honey, is

fond of honey.’

It has been proved that the present madati is always

neutral, meaning to rejoice, while mand (Par.) is transitive,

to make rejoice. Otherwise madhvad might possibly have

been taken in the sense of sweet things, as in I, 180, 4;
IX, 89, 3, and construed with madanti.

Verse 2.

Not© 1. Barhis, which I translate by altar, is the simplest

form of an altar, mere turf or kui“a'grass, on which the

offerings are placed. See note to VII, 46, 4.

Not© 2. On vidatha, see my note, V, 59, a.
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1

verse a.

See Gaedicfce, Accusativ, p. 341 ; his rendering would be^puble but or tte 4. Without any verb of motio?4

ttaougrth^rid”'” ‘

Verse 4 .

ITote 1. On api bhfi and api as, see B.-R. s. v.

Verse 8.

ITote 1. An^^-ta cannot be rendered by immortality inour sense, it simply means not dying.
^

pi

Note 2. GigrM, imp. aor. cans, of gar. Riyi/,, acc.
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MAiVZ?ALA VII, HYMN 58 .

ASHTAKA V, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 28.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Sing to the company (of the Maruts), growing

up together, the strong among the divine host^

:

they stir heaven and earth by their might, they

mount up to the firmament from the abyss of

Nimti^.

2. Even your birth ^ was with fire and fury, O
Maruts ! You, terrible, wrathful, never tiring ! You
who stand forth with might and strength

; every one

who sees the sun*, fears at your coming.

3. Grant mighty strength to our lords, if the

Maruts are pleased with our praise. As a trodden

path furthers a man, may they further us
;
help us

with your brilliant favours.

4. Favoured by you, O Maruts, a wise man wins

a hundred, favoured by you a strong racer wins a

thousand, favoured by you a king also kills his

enemy : may that gift of yours prevail, O ye shakers.

5. I invite these bounteous sons of Rudra^, will

these Maruts turn again to us ? Whatever they

hated secretly or openly, that sin we pray the swift

ones to forgive.

6. This praise of our lords has been spoken : may
the Maruts be pleased with this hymn. Keep far

from us, O strong ones, all hatred, protect us always

with your favours

!
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Vasish^'.^a. None of its verses occurs in

SV., VS., AV., TS., TB., MS. Metre, Trish/ubh.

Verse 1.

Note 1 . Dhiman is one of the cruces of translators, and
it remains so after all that has been written on the subject

by Bergaigne, III, Q,io seq. There are many words in the

Veda which it is simply impossible to translate, because

their meaning has not yet been differentiated, and they

convey such general or rather vague concepts that it is ut-

terly impossible to match them in our modern languages.

Translators are often blamed that they do not always

render the same Vedic by the same English word. It

would be simply impossible to do so, because, according to

the different surroundings in which it occurs, the same word

receives different shades of meaning which in English can

only be approximately expressed by different words.

Bergaigne is, no doubt, right when he says that dhi-man

is derived from dhi, to set or settle, and that it therefore

meant at first what is settled. From this he proceeds to

argue that the original meaning of dhiman, from which all

others are derived, is law. But law is a very late and very

abstract word, and we must never forget that words always

progress from the concrete to the abstract, from the material

to the spiritual, and but seldom, and at a much later time, in

an opposite direction. Now even if w’e were to admit that

dhdman does not occur in the Veda in the sense of settlement,

i.e. abode, this is certainly its most general meaning after-

wards, and no one would maintain that a settlement, i.e. a

household, was called dhiman, because it involved a settle-

ment, i. e. laws. The same applies to vrata. Bergaigne (III,

a 1

3

)
agrees with me4:hat vrata should be derived from

var, to surround, to guard, and not from var, to choose,

but he thinks that it meant at once ‘garde, protection,’
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and not ' lieu clos/ I still hold that like vofxos, vrata must

have meant first a real hedge, or and then only an

abstract enclosure, i.e. a law, vop^os. In this case we can see

the actual transition of thought. People would begin by say-

ing, ‘there is a fence here against your cattle,' and this would

in time assume the meaning ‘there is a defence against your

cattle straying on my meadow.' But it would be impossi-

ble to begin, as Bergaigne (p. 216) does, with the abstract

meaning of protection, law, and then return and use the

word in such phrases as V, 46, 7. aplim vrate, ‘ within the

pale of the waters.'

Dhdman, therefore, meant originally, I still believe, what

was actually laid down or settled, hence an abode. When,
as in the Veda, it means law, I do not say that this was
necessarily derived from the meaning of abode. I only

maintain that it was a second, if not a secondary, meaning,

and that, at all events, the meaning of abode cannot be

derived from that of law.

After dhiman meant what is settled, it has sometimes to

be translated by law, by nature, sometimes by class, or

clan, where it comes very near to ndman, name, while

sometimes it may best be rendered by a general and
abstract suffix, or even by a plural. Thus in our passage,

dafvyasya dMmmk is not very different from devdn^m.
What is peculiar to our passage is the genitive governed

by tuvishmin. After all the learning which Bergaigne has

expended on the analysis of dhdman, he does not help us

to a translation of our sentence. If we translate ‘of the

divine law, powerful,’ we have words, but no sense. I take

dafvyasya dh^mna^^ as a genitivus partitivus, such as AV.
IV, 37, 5. dshadhlnim viriidhdm virylvati. See Kuhn,
Zeitschrift XIII, 120; Siecke, Genitivus, p. 14, Grassmann

:

"Die machtig walten in der Gotter Wohnsitz.' Ludwig: ‘Die

von gdttlicher natur, die starke.' He denies that tuvishm^n
could be followed by the genitive. I do not maintain that

I am satisfied on that point. All I say in this as in many
other cases is that my translation gives something which
we can understand. Let others give us something better.
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ISTote 2 . On Nirrzti, see Hibbert Lectures, p. 545 ;
Lect.

Science of Lang., vol. ii, p. $62. Ava;;/^a, literally with-

out beams of support, or bottomless.

Verse 2.

ISTote 1. On^anus, see Lanman, p. 571.

Wote 2. Svardnk, according to Grassmann, der lichte

Himmel
;
according to Ludwig, jeder der das licht schaut.

Siyazza, among other meanings, gives that of tree. See

VII, 83, 2.

Verse 3.

On the construction of this verse, see Delbriick, Syntax,

p. 384, and Bergaigne, Melanges Renier, p. 82.

Verse 5.

ITote 1. With regard to tan mt//zusha/z rudrdsya, ‘ these

bounteous (sons) of Rudra,^ see VIII, 29/3-

c c
[32]
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MAiVZ>ALA VII, HYMN 69.

ASHrAKA V, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 29-30.

To THE Maruts and Rudra.

1. Whom you protect again and again, O gods,

and whom you lead, to him, O Agni, Varu^a, Mitra,

Aryaman, and Maruts, yield your protection.

2. He who sacrifices, O gods, overcomes his

enemies by your protection on a happy day. He
who gives to your delight, spreads forth his dwell-

ing, spreads out much food.

3. This Vasish//^a will not despise even the last

among you, O Maruts
;
drink ^ all of you, to-day, at

my libation here, full of desire.

4. Your help does not indeed fail that man in

battle to whom you granted it, O men! Your
newest favour has turned hither, come quick then,

ye who wish to drink.

5. O ye whose gifts are cheering, come to drink

the (juice of the Soma) flowers : these are your

libations, O Maruts, for I gave them to you, do not

go elsewhere!

6. Sit down on our altar and protect^ us, to give

us brilliant riches. O Maruts, who never miss the

Soma mead, hail to you here to enjoy yourselves.

7. Having adorned their bodies, the swans with

dark blue backs came flying in secret^—the whole
flock sat down all around me, like gay men, delight-

ing in the Soma offering.

8. O Maruts, that hateful man who beyond our

thoughts tries to hurt -us, O Vasus, may he catch

the snares of Druh, kill him with your hottest bolt

!
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9. O you Maruts, full of heat, here is the libation

;

be pleased to accept it, O you who destroy the

enemies by your helph

10. O you who accept the domestic sacrifices’,

come hither, O Maruts, do not keep away, you who
are bounteous by your help®.

11. O Maruts, strong and wise, with sun-bright

skins, I choose the sacrifice for you here and there’.

12. We sacrifice to Tryambaka’, the sweet-

scented, wealth-increasing (Rudra). May I be de-

tached from death, like a gourd from its stem, but

not® from the immortal®.

c c 2
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NOTES.
Ascribed to Vasish/^a. Verse is addressed to Rudra.

Verse 3 occurs SV. I, 341 ;
verse 8, AV. VII, 77, 3

;

TS. IV, 3, 13, 3 ;
MS. IV, 10, 5 ; verse 9, AV. VII, 77, i

;

TS. IV, 3, 13, 3; MS. IV, 10, 5 ; verse 10, TS. IV, 3, 13,

5 ; MS. IV, 10, 5 ;
verse ii, TA. I, 4, 3 ;

MS. IV, 10, 3 ;

verse la, VS. Ill, 60 ; AV. XIV, i, 17; TS. I, 8, 6, 3;
MS. I, 10, 4 ;

tA. X, 56 ; S'at. Br. II, 6, 3, 13.

Metre, i, 3, 5 Brdiati; 3, 4, 6 Satobr^liatt
; 7, 8 Trish^ubh;

9, 10, II Giyatrt; 13 AnushAibh.

Verse 2.

With p^da a compare 1 , 110,7; with c and d, VIII, 37, 16.

Verse 3.

Note 1. SV. has pibantu, and as a various reading the

comment, gives pivanta. Sut6 sikk is a standing phrase.

Verse 6.

Note 1. I cannot see how avitd can stand for avish^a

(Delbruck, Verb, 186
;
Whitney, Gram. § 908). I translate

as if the text gave dvati.

Verse 7.

Note 1. On the secret approach of the Maruts, see I, 88, 5.

Verse 8.

The text in the AV. VII, 77, 3, is bad, y6 no mirto
maruto durhrfwdyiis, prati munkdAkxa sik, and tapas4 for

hdnmancl. The TS. IV, 3, 13, 3, has tirAk saty&i. It reads

besides, yd no mdrto vasavo durhn%4yiis tira/^ saty^ini

maruta^ ^gh^L^is^t druha^ p£sam, and tdpasd. Tira^

^ittlini may mean ‘beyond all conception,’ as Grassmann
takes it, or ‘ unobserved,’ as B.-R. suggest. Tiri^ saty&i
might mean ‘ in spite of all pledges,’ but that is probably
an emendation. All this shows the unsettled state of

Vedic tradition, outside that of the Rig-veda
;

see Olden-
berg, Prolegomena, p. 338.

Verse 9.

Note 1. Otf, taken here as a dative, by Lanman, p. 383.
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Verse 10.

Note 1. On the Maruts gr/hamedhina^ see ^Sat. Br. II,

5) 3, 4‘ Possibly the Maruts may be called gnhamedhas,
i. e. gnhasthas, pei'forming the Grihysi sacrifices. See on

these names TS. I, 8, 4^ i
;

2,-

Note 2. The last pida in the TS. is pramu;S^dnto no

a;;2hasa>^.

Verse 11.

Note 1. On ihdha^ see Delbriick, Syntax, p. 5 1- It means
‘ here and there/ that is, ^ again and again.’

Verse 12.

Note 1. Tryambaka is a name of Rudra, but its original

meaning is doubtful. Some commentators explain it by
‘three-eyed,’ but its natural meaning would be ‘having
three mothers.’ The .Sat. Br. II, 6, 2, 9, derives it from
Stry-ambikd, because Ambiki, Rudra’s sister, shares the

sacrifice with him.
y\

Note 2. On md with optative, see Delbruck, Synt. Forsch.

I, 194; Syntax, 338, 361, Anm. i.

Note 3 . That am«t4t is right, not, as Grassmann suggests,

amrztz, is clear from the parallel forms, pr^t6 m\xnkkml
n^miita^, or it6 mukshiya m^miita/;. Pischel in Z.D.M. G.
XL, I a I, demands too much logical accuracy from a poet

;

see AV. XIV, i, 17 ; VS. Ill, 60.

All scholars seem to agree that this hymn is a composite
hymn, and that it breaks the law of decrease in the number of

verses. It begins with three Pragdthas, verses i and a, 3 and 4,

5 and 6, which may be in their right place. Then follow two
Trishftibhs, 7 and 8, which may form a hymn by themselves.

The next three Gdyatris, which clearly belong together, are
a later addition

; so is the last verse, which ought to stand
in the Atharva rather than in the Rig-veda. The Pada
text does not divide this last verse. See on this subject,

Oldenberg, Z.D.M.G. XXXVIII,449 seq., Proleg. aoo; 511

;

Bergaigne, Recherches sur I’histoire de la Samhitd, II, 10.
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MA7VZPALA VIII, HYMN 7.

ASHTAKA V, ADHYAyA 8, VARGA 18-24.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. When the sage has poured out the threefold’^

draught to you, O Maruts, then you shine forth in

the mountains (clouds).

2. Aye, when, O bright Maruts, growing in

strength, you have seen your way, then the moun-

tains (clouds) have gone down

3. The sons of Vrisni, the bulls, have risen

together with the winds, they have drawn forth the

swelling draught.

4. The Maruts sow the mist, they shake the

mountains (clouds), when they go their way with

the winds,

5. When the mountain bent down before your

march, the rivers before your rule, before your

great power (blast).

6. We invoke you by night for our protection,

you by day, you while the sacrifice proceeds.

7. And they rise up on their courses, the beauti-

ful, of reddish hue’^, the bulls, above the ridge of

the sky.

8. With might they send forth a ray of light, that

the sun may have a path to walk ^
: they have

spread far and wide with their lights.

9. Accept, O Maruts, this my speech, this hymn
of praise, O Afbhukshans this my call.

10. The Prwnis^ (the clouds) yielded three lakes

(from their udders) as mead for the wielder of the

thunderbolt (Indra), the well, the water-skin, the

watering-pot
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11. O Maruts, whenever we call you from

heaven, wishing for your favour, come hither to-

wards us.

12. For you are bounteous \ in our house, O
Rudras, i?fbhukshans

:
you are attentive, when you

enjoy (the libations).

1 3. O Maruts, bring to us from heaven enrapturing

wealth, which nourishes many, which satisfies all.

14. When you have seen your way, brilliant

Maruts, as it were from above ^ the mountains, you

rejoice in the (Soma) drops which have been pressed

out.

1 5. Let the mortal with his prayers ask the favour

of that immense, unconquerable (host) ^ of them,

16. Who like torrents^ foam along heaven and

earth with their streams of rain, drawing the inex-

haustible well.

17. These sons of Vrism rise up together with

rattlings, with chariots, with the winds, and with

songs of praise.

18. That (help) with which you helped TurvaJa,

Yadu, and Ka«va when he carried off riches, that

we pray for, greatly for our wealth.

19. O bounteous Maruts, may these draughts,

swelling like butter, strengthen you, together with

the prayers of Kfl;?va.

20. Where do you rejoice now, O bounteous

Maruts, when an altar has been prepared for you }

What priest serves you ?

21. For you forwhom we have prepared an altar,

do not, as it was with you formerly, in return for

these praises, gladden the companies of our sacri-

fice.

22. These Maruts have brought together piece
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by piece ^ the great waters, heaven and earth, the

sun, and the thunderbolt ;

23. And, while performing their manly work,

they have trodden Vrttra. to pieces, and the dark

mountains (clouds).

24. They protected the strength and intelligence

of the fighting Trita, they protected Indra in his

struggle with Vritra..

25. Holding lightnings in their hands, they hasten

heavenward, golden helmets^ are on their head;

the brilliant Maruts have adorned themselves for

beauty.

26. When with U.rand^ you have come from afar

to Uksh^orandhra (ox-hollow) \ he roared from fear,

like Dyu (the sky).

27. O gods, come to us with your golden-hoofed

horses, for the offering of the sacrifice \

28. When the red leader leads their spotted deer

in their chariot, the brilliant Maruts approach and

let the waters run.

29. The heroes went downwards to KSarya;2dvat,

to Sushoma, to Ar^ika, to Pastydvat.

30. When will you come hither, O Maruts, to the

sage who calls you so, with your consolations to the

suppliant ?

31. What then now? Where are your friends,

now that you have forsaken Indra ? Who is counted

in your friendship ?

32. O Kd^^vas, I praise Agni, together with our

Maruts, who carry the thunderbolt in their hands,

and are armed with golden daggers.

33. Might I succeed in bringing hither the strong

hunters, hither with their splendid booty for the

newest blessings.
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34. The hills even sink low, as if they thought

themselves valleys, the mountains even bow them-

selves down.

35. The crossing (horses) bring them hither,

flying through the air ;
they bestow strength on the

man who praises them.

36. The old fire ^ has been born, like the shine ^

by the splendour of the sun, and the Maruts have

spread far and wide with their lights.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Punarvatsa KdOTa. Verse 8 occurs MS.

IV, 1^, 5 ;
verse ii in TS. I, 5, ii, 4; MS. IV, 10, 4 ,

verse 38 in AV. XIII, i, 21. Metre, Giyatri.

Verse 1,

M’ote 1. TrishMbham is an adjective belonging to fsham.

The same expression occurs again, VIII, 69, i, as a galita, and

is therefore of little help. In IX, 62, 24, the isha/i are called

parish/iibha^, which seems to mean something like pari-

srut, i. e. standing round about. I therefore take trishifubh

in our passage simply as threefold, referring probably to

the morning, noon, and evening sacrifice. The sacrifice is

often called trivnt, X, 5^^, 4 ; 124, i. Some scholars ascribe

to stubh in trish/ubh the meaning of liturgical shouting.

Verse 2.

Note 1. Besides nf ahisata, we find lid ahdsata, I, 9, 4,

and dpa ahAsata, IX, 73, 6. On see verse 14, and V, 55,

7. It is often impossible to say whether the Vedic Aorist

should be translated in English by the perfect or the im-

perfect. If we take the verse as describing an historical

fact, it would be, ‘ When you saw your way, or, as soon as

you had seen your way, the clouds fell.’ If it is meant as

a repeated event, it would be, ‘ when, i. e. whenever you

have seen your way, the clouds have fallen.’ The difficulty

lies in English, and though the grammars lay down rules,

usage does not conform to them. The difference in the

use of tenses in English is so great that in the revised

version of the Bible, a number of passages had to be trans-

lated differently for the English and for the American

public. Thus in Rom. ii. 12, the English edition gives,

‘ For as many as have sinned without law, shall perish

without law.’ The American edition changes this into ‘As

many as sinned without the law.’ Gal. iii. 22, English:

‘The scripture hath shut up;’ American: ‘The scripture

shut up.’ It was on account of this and other changes of
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idiom which have sprung up between English and American,

that different editions of the revised version had actually to

be printed for England and America. No wonder, there-

fore^ that an American critic should in his innocence have

charged me with not knowing the difference between the

aorist, the imperfect^ and the perfect in Vedic Sanskrit!

Verse 7.

'Note 1. Aruj^apsu, perhaps reddish-coloured, an epithet

of the dawn, here applied to the Maruts. The Maruts are

sometimes called vr^shapsu, ahrutapsu, 1, 5^, 4 ; VIII, i^o, 7.

Verse 8.

Note 1. The relation between the light cast forth by the

Maruts and the path of the sun is not quite clear, except

that in other places also the Maruts are connected with the

morning. The darkness preceding a thunderstorm may be
identified with the darkness of the night, preceding the

sunrise. See Bergaigne, II, 379 seq.

Verse 9.

Note 1. The meaning of j^^bhukshan is doubtful. It is

applied to Indra and the Maruts. See Bergaigne, II, 403 ;

404 note
; 41 2,^

Verse 10.

Note 1. The Frzsnis in the plural fern, are the clouds, see

VIII, 6, 19. Mythologically there is but one Vrism^ the
mother of the Maruts. See also Bergaigne, II, 397.
Note 2. I am doubtful about the three lakes of Madhu,

here of rain, poured from their udders by the clouds. The
number three is common enough, and Ludwig has pointed
out a parallel passage from the AV. X, 10, 10-1^2^, where
we read of three pdtras, filled with milk and Soma. Many
similar passages have been collected by Bergaigne, I, 177,
but again without a definite result. The question is whether
the three words utsa, kavandha, and udrin are meant as
names of the three p^tras, in our passage, of the three
lakes, or whether they should be taken as an apposition.
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the three lakes, namely, the well (of the sky), the skin full

of water, and udrin, the watering-pot. Udrin is elsewhere

an adjective only, but I think we must here translate, ®the

well, the water-skin, the watering-pot.’

Verse 12.

'Note 1. On suddnava.^ as vocative, see Delbriick, Syntax,

p. io6.

Verse 14.

IS'ote 1. For adhi with genitive, one expects ati. But

Delbruck doubts whether ati can govern the genitive. See

Altind. Syntax, p. 440.

Verse 15.

Kote 1. As adibhyasya can only refer to et^vata.^, I have

taken etivat in the sense of ga;2a, followed by esh^m. But

I am not certain that the rendering is right.

Verse 16.

Note 1. I have ventured to translate drapsd/2 by torrents.

Neither drops nor sparks nor banners seem to yield an

appropriate simile, but I feel very doubtful. See VIII, 96,

13 ; IX, 73, I.

Verse 22.

Note 1. I thought at first that by sdm pa.v'va.si/i dadhu^

was meant the mixing or confounding together ofheaven and

earth
;
it being impossible, during a storm, to distinguish the

two. But there is clearly, as Ludwig points out, an opposi-

tion between sam dadhui^ and vi yayu/2. I therefore take

parva.ya^ in verse 2,(2, in the sense of piece by piece, as in

AV. IV, m, 7. sam dadhat parushd paru^ while in verse

2^3 it means in pieces.

Vers© 25,

Note 1. On .ripr^^, see note to II, 34, 3.

Verse 26.

Note 1. Uksh?^d^ randhram, ' the hollow of the bull,’ what-

ever that may be, is not mentioned again. If it is meant for
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the dark cloud which hides the rain, then the roar of the bull

would be the thunder of the cloud, stirred by the Maruts.

Auksh;^orandhra, however, is the technical name of certain

Simans, so that Uksh^^orandhra may have been, like Ui*and

(later Ujanas), a proper name. See Tindys, Br. XIII, 9,

18 ; 19.

iNote 2. If usink stands for u^anayd it might mean, ^ with

desire,’ but it seems more likely that it refers to the iSfshi,

who is called Uj-and in the Rig-veda, and Ui'anas in later

writings. See Lanman, p. 562, 1 . ai
; Bergaigne, II, 338,

n. 3 ;
Schmidt, K. Z. XXVI, 402, n. i.

Verse 27.

'Note 1. On makhasya ddvane, see note to I, 6, 8, where I

accepted the old explanation, ^ Come to the offering of the
priest.’ But does makha mean priest ? In later Sanskrit it

means sacrifice, so that makhdsya davane has been translated,
^ for the offering of the sacrifice,’ that is, 'that we may be able

to offer you sacrifice.’ If makha means glad and refers to

Soma, which is doubtful, the sense would be the same.
Possibly dkvine may here be derived from do, to divide,

but this would not help us much.

Verse 28.

The AV. reads yam tvk pr/shatt rathe prash^fir vahati

rohita, jubha y^si rininn apa>^, which yields no help.

Verse 29.

This verse is very difficult. First of all, nf^akraya can
hardly mean ' without a chariot ’ (B.-R.), but seems an ad-
verb, meaning downwards. But the chief difficulty lies in

this, that we must decide, once for all, whether words, such
as sushoma, i-arya/^dvat, dr^lka, pastyavat, &c., are to be
interpreted in their natural sense, as expressing localities,

well known to the poet, or in their technical sense, as names
of sacrificial vessels. That this decision is by no means
easy, may be inferred from the fact that two scholars, Roth
and Ludwig, differ completely, the former preferi'ing the
technical, the latter the geographical meaning. We must
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remember that m the hymns to the Maruts the poets speak

occasionally of the countries, far and near, visited by the

storm-winds. We must also bear in mind that in our very

passage the poet asks the Maruts to come to him, and not

to tarry with other people. When, therefore, he says, that

they went to 5arya;^^ivat, See., is that likely to be meant

for a tank of Soma at his own or any other sacrifice ?

vSarya^^ivat is derived from .rarya, this from i'ara. vSara

means reed, arrow
;
.rarya, made of reeds, i-aryi, an arrow,

but also reeds tied together and used at the sacrifice for

carrying Soma-oblations. From it, i-arya^^a, which, accord-

ing to SsLya^^a, means lands in Kurukshetra (RV. VIII, 6,

39), and from which 5arya;?ivat is derived, as the name of

a lake in that neighbourhood (not a Landstrich, B.-R.).

When this i*arya^ivat occurs in the Rig-veda, the question

is, does it mean that lake, evidently a famous lake and a

holy place in the early settlements of the Vedic Aryas, or

does it mean, as others suppose, a sacrificial vessel made of

reeds ? It occurs in the Rig-veda seven times.

In I, 84, 14, Indra is said to have found the head of the

horse, which had been removed among the mountains

(clouds) at SdLvysinkv^t. This seems to me the lake in

which the sun sets. In the 8th Mandsila i*arya;2dvat occurs

three times. In VIII, 6, 39, Indra is invoked to rejoice

at 5arya;/ivat, or, according to others, in a vessel full of

Soma. In our passage the Maruts went to ^arya^^llvat, to

Sushoma, Ar^ika, and Pasty^vat, countries, it would seem,

not vessels. In VIII, 64, ii, after saying that the Soma
had been prepared among the Pilrus, it is added that the

Soma is sweetest in .Sarya/^ivat, on the Sushomd, and in

Ar^ktya. In IX, 65, 22, we read of Somas prepared far

and near, and at vSarya;2ivat, and in the next verse we read

of Somas to be found either among the Ar^ikas, among
the Pastyds, or among the Five Tribes. In IX, 113, i; 2,

Indra is asked to drink Soma at 6'arya;24vat, and the Soma
is asked to come from Ar^ika. In X, 35, 2, the aid is

implored of heaven and earth, of the rivers and the moun-
tains, and these mountains are called .rarya^^ivata^.
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Ar^ikty^, besides the three passages mentioned already,

occurs X, 75, 5, where it is clearly a river as well as

Sushomd, while in IX, 65, !Z3, the Ar^ikas, in the plural,

could only be the name of a people-

Taking all this into account, it seems to me that we

ought to accept the tradition that Sarya^^Avsit was a lake

and the adjoining district in Kurukshetra, that Ar^ikd was

the name of a river, Ar^ika the name of the adjoining

country, Ar^tkS^, of the inhabitants, Ar^ikiyd another

name of Ar^iki, the river, and Ar^ikiyam another name of

the country Ar^ika. Sushoma in our passage is probably

the name of the country near the Sushomi, and Pastyivat,

though it might be an adjective meaning filled with ham-
lets, is probably another geographical name

;
see, however,

IX, 65, 23. Ludwig takes 6‘arya^avat as a name of the

Eastern Sarasvati; see Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p.

19 ;
but we should expect Saryafi&vati as the name of a

river. See also Bergaigne, I, 206, who, according to his

system, takes all these names as ' preparateurs celestes du

Soma.’

Verse 31.

See I, 38, I, note i.

Verse 36.

ISTote 1. Siya^^a may be right in stating that this verse

was intended for an Agnimiruta sacrifice, and that there-

fore Agni was praised first, and afterwards the Maruts. In

that case pfirvya might mean first.

ISTote 2, ^>?:andas is doubtful
;
see, however, I, 92, 6,
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MAN'DALA VIII, HYMN 20.

ASHZAKA VI, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 36-40.

To THE M4RUTS (the Storm-gods).

1. Come hither, do not fail, when you march

forward ! Do not stay away, O united friends, you

who can bend even what is firm.

2. O Maruts, i?2bhukshans, come hither on your

flaming strong fellies O Rudras, come to us to-day

with food, you much-desired ones, come to the

sacrifice, you friends of the Sobharis

3. For we know itadeed the terrible strength of

the sons of Rudra, of the vigorous Maruts, the

liberal givers ^ of Soma ® (rain).

4. The islands (clouds) were scattered, but the

monster remained^, heaven and earth were joined

together. O you who are armed with bright rings,

the tracts (of the sky)^ expanded, whenever you

stir, radiant with your own splendour.

5. Even things that cannot be thrown down
resound at your race, the mountains, the lord of the

forest,—the earth quivers on your marches.

-6. The upper sky makes wide room, to let your

violence pass, O Maruts, when these strong-armed

heroes display their energies in their own bodies.

7. According to their wont these men, exceeding

terrible, impetuous, with strong and unbending

forms \ bring with them beautiful light \

8. The arrow of the Sobharis is shot from the

bowstrings at the golden chest on the chariot of the

Maruts^. They, the kindred of the cow (Pwni),
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the well-born, should enjoy their food, the great

ones should help us.

9. Bring forward, O strongly-anointed^ (priests),

your libations to the strong host of the Maruts, the

strongly advancing.

10. O Maruts, O heroes, come quickly hither, like

winged hawks, *on your chariot with strong horses,

of strong shape, with strong naves, to enjoy our

libations.

1 1. Their anointing is the same, the golden chains

shine on their arms, their spears sparkle.

12. These strong, manly, strong-armed Maruts,

do not strive among themselves ;
firm are the bows,

the weapons on your chariot, and on your faces are

splendours.

13. They whose terrible name^, wide-spreading

like the ocean, is the one of all that is of use, whose

strength is like the vigour of their father,

14. Worship these Maruts, and praise them ! Of
these shouters, as of moving spokes no one is the

last
;
this is theirs by gift, by greatness ^ is it theirs.

15. Happy is he who was under your protection,

O Maruts, in former mornings, or who may be so

even now.

16. Or he, O men, whose libations you went to

enjoy
;
that mighty one, O shakers, will obtain your

favours with brilliant riches and booty.

17. As the sons of Rudra, the servants of the

divine Dyu will it, O youths, so shall it be.

18. Whatever liberal givers may worship ^ the

Maruts, and move about together as generous ^

benefactors, even from them turn ® towards us with

a kinder heart, you youths

!

19. O Sobhari, call loud with your newest song

[32] D d
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the young, strong, and pure Maruts, as the plougher

calls the cows.

20. Worship the Maruts with a song, they who
are strong like a boxer, called in to assist those who
call ^ for him in all fights

;
(worship them) the most

glorious, like bright-shining bulls.

21. Yes, O united friends, kindred, O Maruts, by

a common birth, the oxen lick one another’s humps
2 2. O ye dancers, with golden ornaments on your

chests, even a mortal comes (to ask) for your brother-

hood ^
; take care of us, ye Maruts, for your friend-

ship lasts for ever.

23. O bounteous Maruts, bring us some of your

Marut-medicine, you friends, and (quick, like) steeds.

24. With the favours whereby you favour the

Sindhu, whereby you save, whereby you help Krivi

with those propitious favours be our delight, O
delightful ones, ye who never hate your followers ^

25. O Maruts, for whom we have prepared good
altars, whatever medicine ^ there is on the Sindhu,

on the Asikni, in the seas, on the mountains,

26. Seeing it, you carry it all on your bodies.

Bless us with it ! Down to the earth, O Maruts
with what hurts our sick one,—straighten what is

crooked

!
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Sobhari Kinva,
;
metre, Kdkubha pragdtha.

Verse i = SV. I, 401 ;
verse i:ji= SV. I, 404,

Verse 1.

SV. reads sth^ta, and dridM kid yamayish;2ava/5.

Verse 2.

ISrote 1. It might be better to supply rathai^, but the poet

may have used pars pro toto.

15’ote 2. The Sobharis, who are mentioned in the 8th

Ma^^^ala only, are clearly a clan of that name, and their

hymns form a small collection by itself See Oldenberg,

Prolegomena, p. ^2^09 seq.

Verse 3.

Note 1 . Mi/^vas is sometimes used by itself in the

sense of patron or benefactor, VII, 86, 7 ; 97, 2. Whether

it can govern a genitive is doubtful, but see VII, 58, 5, note.

Note 2. Here again, as in II, 34, ii, Vish;>^u esha seems

to mean Soma, possibly the food, or even the seed (retas)

of Vish;2U. Saya^a too takes Vish;^u as a name of rain.

In I, 154, 5, we read that the spring of madhu is in the

highest place of Vishj^u. Could it mean the generous sons

of Yishnvi ?
*

Verse 4.

Note 1. My translation is purely conjectural. I take

dvipa for isolated or scattered clouds, different from the

duk%kun^, which I take for the black mass of storm-clouds,

threatening destruction. Grassmann : ^ Die Wolkeninseln
stoben und das Unheil floh.’ Ludwig :

‘ Empor stigen

gewaltig die waszerinseln, still stand das ungluck/

Note 2. The coming together of heaven and earth and
their apparent widening have been ascribed to the Maruts
before. It seems hardly possible to translate dhanvini
here by bows. I take it for the wide expanse, as if the

desert, of the sky.

D d 2
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Verse 7.

"Note 1. On psu in vr/shapsu, see note to VIII, 7, 7.

Note 2. Possibly ^riyam vdhante has to be taken like

j-ubham yd, see Gaedicke, Accusativ, p. 163.

Verse 8.

Note 1. In support of the translation which I proposed

in I^ 85, 10, note 2,^ all I can say is that a^ is a verb used

for shooting forth an arrow, see I, 112,, 16, and that vd^aa

may be used in the sense of bd;^a, reed and arrow, and that

go is used for bowstring, see B.-R. s.v. The question,

however, arises, how does this verse come in here ? How
does the fact that the Sobharis, who are praising the storm-

gods, shoot their arrow at the golden chest on their chariot,

agree with what precedes and follows ?

Let us look first whether a more natural translation can

be found. B.-R. translate :
‘ The sacrificial music of the

Sobharis is furnished and therefore made more attractive

by draughts of milk (or animal food).’ In order to support

such a translation, it should be proved, firsts that vd;2a ever

means sacrificial music, and that such sacrificial music can

be spoken of as a^ate (it is furnished), gobhi>^ (by milk-

draughts). Grassmann translates: ‘Durch Milchtrank

wird der Sobharis Musik belohnt.’ Here again it must be

proved that v^^a can mean sacrificial music, and a^yate, it

is rewarded. Ludwig translates :
‘ Mit der milch wird

gesalbt den Sobhari der zapfen am wagen am goldnen

korbe.’ This is explained to mean that ' the bolt on the

chariot of the Maruts is to be greased with milk, so tliat

the milk may stream down on the Sobharis.’ I doubt
whether vd^a can mean bolt, and I do not see that the

intention of the poet, namely to ask for rain, would be con-

veyed by such words.

interprets : ' Through the cows, i. e. the hymns,
of the Sobharis the lyre of the Maruts is made evident;’

or, ‘ by the cows, i. e. the Maruts, the lyre is manifested for

the sake of the Sobharis.’

In support of my own translation I can only appeal to a
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custom ascribed by Herodotus (IV, 94) to another ancient

Aryan tribe, namely the Thracians, who, when there is

thunder and lightning, shoot arrows against the sky. Hero-

dotus in trying to find a motive for this says they do it to

threaten the god, because they believe in no other god but

their own. This may be so
;
the only question is whether

in shooting their arrows against the sky, they hoped to

drive the clouds away, or wished them to give up their

treasure, namely the rain. I should feel inclined to take

the latter view, but in either case we see that what the

Thracians did, was exactly what the Sobharis are said to

do here^ namely to shoot an arrow at the golden chest or

treasure on the chariot of the Maruts. This is, of course,

no more than a conjecture, and I shall gladly give it up, if

a more appropriate meaning can be elicited from this line.

What is against it is the frequent occurrence of Sin£‘ with

gobhi^ in the sense of covering with milk, see IX, 45, 3

;

V, 3, 2, &c. As to rdthe k6i*e hira^yaye, see VIII, 22, 9.

Verse 9.

Note 1. Vnshad-a^^aya^ for vr£sha;^-a^^aya^, see J.

Schmidt, K. Z. XXVI, 358. It cannot mean 'raining

down ointments,’ as Grassmann supposes, because that

would be varshad-aj^^aya.^:, if it existed at all. Besides,

the a;^^s are never poured down, nor are they sacrificial

viands. The repetition of the word vr/shan is intentional,

and has been discussed before.

Vers© 13.

Kote 1. Ndman is, of course, more than the mere name

;

but name can be used in much the same sense.

Vers© 14.

ISTot© 1. The simile of the aras, as in V, 58, 5, seems to

require another negative.

ISTote 2. See V, 87, 2, on dinK and mahna.

Vers© 17.

NTote 1. On divd>^ asurasya vedhasa^, see von Bradke,

Dyaus Asiira, pp. 44 and 46. It should be remembered,
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however, that vedhas and medhas interchange. Thus in

RV. IX, lOQ,^ 4, we have vedh^m, in SV. I, loi, medh^m.

On medhis^ the Zend mazd^, see Darmesteter, Ormazd^

p. 29. I take servant in the sense of worshipper, from

vidh.
Verse 18.

ISTote 1. Arhanti, in the sense of arhayanti, to worship,

seems better than to be worthy of, or to have a right to.

Note 2. MtlMshsiA can be nominative, see Lanman,

p. 511 ; but it may also refer to the Maruts, and then be

accusative.

Note 3. Instead of & vavndhvam, which Ludwig trans-

lates, Nemt uns fur euch in besitz, Grassmann trans-

lates, Wendet euch zu uns her. He read therefore S

vavnddhvam, and this, the plural corresponding to a

vavntsva, seems to be the right reading.

Verse 20.

Note 1. Grassmann proposes to change prftsii hbtnshu

into yutsd prftsiishu. But may not hdtnshu be used here in a

sense corresponding to that of hdvya? Havya has almost

the technical meaning of an ally who is to be called for

assistance. Thus IV, 24, 2. sik vritrahitye hivyaA
; VII,

32, 24. bhdre-bhare ka hdvya^, See. Now a hAvyak, one

who is called, presupposes a hotriy one who calls for assist-

ance. It is true that hotri, from hu, to pour out, has so

completely become a technical name that it seems strange

to see it used here, in a new etymological sense, as caller.

But the connection with havya may justify what may
have been meant as a play on the words. Wilson seems

to have taken the verse in a similar sense, when he trans-

lates :
‘ and like a boxer who has been challenged over his

challengers.’ He, like Ludwig, takes hotri as a challenger.

I prefer to take it as calling for aid. I am not satisfied,

however, with either translation, nor does Grassmann or

Ludwig offer anything useful.

Verse 21.

Note 1. In the SV. mardta^ and rihite have the accent
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on the second syllable. Sdbandhava/^ was used before of

the Maruts, V, 59, 5 ;
according to its accent it would here

refer to g^va^^. I can see no meaning in this verse except

a very naturalistic one, namely that the Maruts, who are

described as friends and brothers, as never quarrelling and

always of one mind, are here compared to oxen, grazing

in the same field, and so far from fighting, actually licking

the humps on each other’s backs.

Verse 22.

Kote 1. Grassmann, ‘ geht euch an um eure Bruderschaft
;

’

possibly, ^ becomes your brother.’

Verse 24.

Note 1. It is, no doubt, very tempting to change turvatha

into turvai’am, as Ludwig proposes. The difficulty isto under-

stand how such a change should have come about. Sindhu

may mean here, not so much the river, as the people living

on its shores. Krivi is said to be an old name of

the Pa^Hlas (vSat. Br. XIII, 5, 4, 7). But, because the

Pa^Mlas were called Krivis, and because in later times we
often hear of Kuru-Pai®^S,las, it does in no way follow that

the Krivis were identical with the Kurus. It proves rather

the contrary. Kuru may be derived from kar, and may
have meant active, but it may also have had a very dif-

ferent original meaning. A derivation of krivi from kar is

still more objectionable.

Note 2. Asa^advisha^, which I translate by not hating

your followers, is translated by Ludwig :
‘ ihr, denen kein

haszer folgt’ It may also be rendered by ‘ hating those

who do not follow you.’

Verse 25.

Note 1. The medicines are generally brought by Rudra,

and by his sons, the Maruts.

Verse 26.

Note 1. As to ksham^ rapa.^, see X, 59, 8-10
;
AV. VI,

57, 3 ;
as to fshkarta, VIII, i, 12.
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MAiVi?ALA VIII, HYMN 94.

ASHTAKA VI, ADHYAYA 6, VARGA 28-29.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. The cow, wishing for glory, the mother of the

bounteous Maruts, sends forth her milk; the two
horses ^ have been harnessed to the chariots,

—

2 . She in whose lap ^ all gods observe their duties,

sun and moon (also), that they may be Seen ;

3. Therefore all our friends \ the singers, invite

the Maruts always, to drink (our) Soma.

4. This Soma here has been prepared, the Maruts
drink of it, the A^^ins also drink of the lord

(Soma) h

5. Mitra, Aryaman, Varu;^a drink of the Soma
which is continually^ clarified, dwelling in three

abodes procuring offspring.

6. May Indra also rejoice to his satisfaction in

this pressed juice, mixed with milk, like a Hotrz^
at the morning-sacrifice.

7. Did the brilliant lords flare up ? Endowed
with pure strength they rush, like water, through

their enemies.

8. Shall I now choose the favour of you, the

great gods, who by yourselves shine forth mar-
vellously,

9. The Maruts, who, when going to drink Soma,
spread out the whole earth and the lights of heaven.

10. I call now them who are endowed with pure
strength, you, O Maruts, from heaven, that you may
drink the Soma here

;
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11. I call now those Maruts who hold heaven

and earth asunder, that they may drink the Soma
here

;

12. I call now that manly company of the Maruts,

dwelling in the mountains, that they may drink the

Soma here.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Bindu or P6tadaksha. Metre, Giyatrt.

Verse i= SV. I, 149; verse 4=SV. I, 174; II, 1135;
verse 5=SV. II, 1136 ;

verse 6=SV. II, 1x37. The whole

hymn can easily be divided into trik^LS.

Verse 1.

N'ote 1. I adopt Ludwig’s correction of the Pada, chang-

ing vihriik to vahnt iti, though it interrupts somewhat the

connection between the first and second verses. Still it

seems as impossible to change P;^^>ni, the mother of the

Maruts, into a cart-horse as into a sucking-calf. This we
should have to do, if we took dhayati in its usual sense of

sucking. Still dhayati means to suck, not to suckle. The
commentary to the SV. explains vahni>^ as vodkrl, the

driver.

Verse 2.

I^’ote 1. I should prefer to take upasthe in the sense of

proximity, which, as in the case of vr^kshopasthe, may be

translated by shadow, or protection.

Verse 3.

Ifote 1. I cannot believe that we can take aryd £ in our

passage as aty^ and translate it with Pischel (Z. D M. G.

XL, p. 125) by ‘ our singers among the Aryas.* With the

plural kclravaA we should expect ary^shu not arye

see also Bergaigne, III, 287 ;
II, !^i8. Pdda a and b are

galita, see VI, 45, 33,

Verse 4.

l^’ote 1. Svar^^ seems to be meant for Soma as lord,

not as brilliant.

Verse 6.

Note 1. Tini is generally explained by fir/^istukanirmita

daj-^pavitra ; see also Bergaigne, I, 179.

Note 2. The three abodes are either the morning, noon,
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and evening sacrifices, or the three Soma-vessels, the

Dronaksihsay Adhavantya, and Piitabhnt.

Verse 6.

lUote 1. I do not see why h6tS,-iva should not mean ‘like

the priest,’ for the priest also rejoices in the libation
;
see

Arthasa;^graha, ed. Thibaut, pp. 10 and 20. Ludwig
prefers to take hotd for Agni, fire.

Verse 9.

ISTote 1. See note to I, 6, 9, and 10, note i.
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MAiVZ>ALA X, HYMN 77.

ASHJAKA VIII, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 10-11.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Let me with my voice shower^ wealth like

cloud-showers like sacrifices of a sage, rich in

oblations. I have praised the goodly host of the

Maruts®, so that they may be worthy of a Brahman^,

so that they may be glorious.

2. These boys have prepared their ornaments for

beauty, the goodly host of the Maruts, through

many nights
;
the sons of Dyu struggled, like harts,

they, the Adityas, grew high, like banners

3. They who by their own might seem to have

risen above heaven and earth, like the sun above

the cloud, they are glorious, like brilliant heroes,

they shine forth like foe-destroying youths.

4. When you move along on the bottom of the

waters, the earth seems to break and to meltk This

perfect sacrifice is meet for you, come hither

together, as if enjoying our offerings.

5. You are as drivers^ on the poles with their

reins, and as brilliant with light at daybreak
;
like

hawks, you are famous destroyers of foes
;

like

wells ® springing forth, you scatter moisture.

6. When you, O Maruts, come from afar, knowing
the great treasure of the hidden place, O Vasus, the

treasure which has to be gained, then keep away
also from afar all who hate us.

7. The man who, firm in his sacrifice, offers gifts

to the Maruts to the end of the ceremony ^ he
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gains health and wealth, blessed with offspring
;
he

shall also be in the keeping of the gods.

8. They are indeed our guardians, to be wor-

shipped at all sacrifices, most blissful by their name
of Adityas

;
may they, swiftly driving on their

chariots, protect our prayer, quick even on their

march, delighting in our sacrifice.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Syftmarajmi Bhirgava. On the metre, see

Rig-veda, translation, Introd. p. civ; Benfey, Quantitats-

versch. IV, a
; 38-39 ; Oldenberg, Prolegomena, 93. This

hymn and the next belong closely together. They are

both so artificial and obscure that a translation of them

can only be tentative. None of its verses occurs in SV.,

VS., AV., TS., TB., MS.

Verse 1.

Note 1. I take prushd for prushd«i.

Note 2. I do not think that abhrapnisha^ can be meant

for the Maruts.

Note 3 . The nd in many of the verses seems to be due

to a mere trick, and untranslatable.

Note 4 . Or, ‘ I have praised the priestly host, so that

they may be worthy of good Marut-hood.’

Verse 2.

Note 1. Akrd4 banners, Grassmann ;
columns, Ludwig.

The meaning is utterly unknown.

Verse 4.

Note 1. See Aurel Mayr, Beitrage aus dem Rig-Veda,

p. i!^. ‘ The earth melted/ see Ps. xlvi. 6.

Verse 6.

Note 1. Prayu^ seems to mean here a driver
;
pra-yu^

is often used of the Maruts as harnessing or driving their

horses
;
see I, 85, 5 ; V, 5^^, 8.

Note 2. Prava has been derived from pru, to float. I

should prefer to derive it from pra-van, from which

we have pra-va^^a, precipice, possibly the Latin ad-

jective pronus, and, very irregularly, Greek nipr\viis.

Stems in radical n frequently enter the class of stems

in k and a, and pravan would become pravH^ or

prava/^, as -^an becomes and -gzh] cf. Lanman,
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p. 478. Others take vana for a mere suffix like vat. Prava,

rushing forward, would have been a good name for a

spring. This, of course, is a mere conjecture. Others

derive pravd-s from vd, to blow. As a substantive pravd

as well as upavd occurs AV. XII, i, 51. vd'tasya prav^m

upav^m dnu vity ar^fy^. But these words mean the blow-

ing before and the blowing after, and not blowers. There

are the verbs pravd and anuvi in Tandya, Br. I, 9, 7; TS.
Ill, 5i 31 IV, 4, I, I. They are there referred to dawn
and night. These passages, however, seem too technical

to allow us to fix the original meaning of prava->^. PravS.

in RV. I, 34, remains unexplained.

Verse 7.

Wote 1. On ndrzki, see Ludwig’s note.
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MKNDKLK X, HYMN 78 .

ASH^AKA VIII, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 12-13.

To THE Maruts (the Storm-gods).

1. Full of devotion like priests with their prayers,

wealthy like pious men, who please the gods with

their offerings, beautiful to behold like brilliant

kings, without a blemish like the youths of our

hamlets

—

2. They who are gold-breasted like Agni with

his splendour, quick to help like self-harnessed

winds, good leaders like the oldest experts, they are

to the righteous man like Somas, that yield the best

protection.

3. They who are roaring and hasting like winds,

brilliant like the tongues of fires, powerful like

mailed soldiers, full of blessings like the prayers

of our fathers,

4. Who hold together like the spokes of chariot-

wheels, who glance forward like victorious heroes,

who scatter ghrfta^ like wooing youths, who chant

beautifully like singers, intoning a hymn of praise,

5. Who are swift like the best of horses, who are

bounteous like lords of chariots on a suit, who are

hastening on like water with downward floods, who
are like the manifold ^ Angiras with their (numerous)

songs.

6. These noble sons of Sindhu ^ are like grinding-

stones, they are always like Soma-stones®, tearing

everything to pieces
;
these sons of a good mother

are like playful children, they are by their glare like

a great troop on its march.
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7. Illumining the sacrifice^ like the rays of the

dawn, they shone forth in their ornaments like

triumphant warriors
;
the Maruts with bright spears

seem like running rivers, from afar they measure

many miles.

8. O gods, make us happy and rich, prospering

us, your praisers, O Maruts ! Remember our praise

and our friendship, for from of old there are always

with you gifts of treasures.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Syumara^mi Bhdrgava. None of its verses

occurs elsewhere. Metre, i, 3, 4, 8 Trish/ubh
; 2, 5-7

tPagati.

Verse 4.

IJ’ote 1. Ghr^taprush, Fett spriihend, Gluth austheilend,

according to Grassmann
;

ghn’ta-spriihend, according to

Ludwig. SAya.n2i takes vareyava/^ as wishing to give pre-

sents, and explains that such gifts were preceded by a gift

of water, so that gh^^tapriisha/^ would mean, giving water or

rain. The real meaning is difficult.

Verse 6.

N’ote 1. Vwvarfipa may have been meant in a more

special and mythological sense.

Verse 6.

ITote 1. Sfndhu-mitai'a>^ may be a synonym of Pwni-

mS,tara/2, sindhu being used as a name of the water in the

sky. It may also mean, having the river Sindhu for their

mother, i. e. coming from the region of the river. Bergaigne

translates (II, 397), ' qui out pour m^re la riviere cdleste.

Cette riviere peut 6tre une des formes de la vache qui passe

aussi pour leur mere.’

Note 2. The grlfv^^a^ and ddraya^ are probably meant

for stones used for pounding corn and squeezing Soma.

Verse 7. j
Note 1. On adhvararri, see Pischel, Ved. Stj/d. p. 53.
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MANDALA I, HYMN 43 .

ASHJAKA I, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 26-27.

To Rudra.

1. What could we say to Rudra, the wise, the

most liberal, the most powerful, that is most welcome
to his heart,

—

2. So that Aditi ^ may bring Rudra’s healing to

the cattle, to men, to cow, and kith,

3. So that Mitra, that Varu;^a, that Rudra hear

us, and all the united Maruts

4. We implore Rudra, the lord of songs, the lord

of animal sacrifices the possessor of healing

medicines ^ for health, wealth ®, and his favour.

5. He who shines like the bright sun, and like

gold, who is the best Vasu among the gods,

6. May he bring health to our horse, welfare to

ram and ewe, to men, to women, and to the cow

!

7. Bestow on us, O Soma, the happiness of a
hundred men, great glory of strong manhood ^

;

8. O Soma^, let not those who harass and injure

overthrow us
; O Indu, help us to booty

!

9. Whatever beings are thine, the immortal, in

the highest place of the law, on its summit^, in its

centre, O Soma, cherish them, remember them who
honour thee.

E e 2
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Ka;/va Ghaura, and addressed to Rudra (i,

2, 4'6), to Rudra and Mitr&-Varuj?2au (3), and to Soma (7-9).

Metre, Gdyatri (1-8) ;
Anushifubh (9). Verse 2^ in TS. Ill,

4, II,
;
MS. IV, iZi 6.

The hymn may be divided into two, the first from 1-6,

the second from 7-9. See, however, Bergaigne, III, 32,

n. I
;
and Recherches sur Thist. de la Sa;;2hitd, I, 65. He

would prefer to divide the whole into three hymns.

Verse 1.

See TA. X, 17, I
;
Delbriick, Synt. Forsch. I, 246.

Verse 2.

Note 1. Ludwig takes Aditi here as a name of Rudra

;

also Hillebrandt, liber die Gottin Aditi, p. 6.

Verse 3.

Note 1. The vLve sa^dshasa/^, following on Rudra, can

hardly be meant for any but the Maruts, who are often

called sa^dshasa/i. But it may also have been intended

for all the gods together.

Verse 4.

Note 1. Gdthapatim and medhapatim are both difficult.

We expect gdthdpatim and medhd'patim. If, as Ludwig
maintains, gdtha in Zend is equivalent to ritu, season, then

g^thapati might be r^tupati, a name of Agni, X, 2, i. But

this is extremely doubtful. We must derive g^thdpati from

gdtha, I, 167, 6, and medhapati from medha, animal sacri-

fice, till we know more on the subject.

Note 2. Craldsha-bhesha^am, an epithet of Rudra ; see

VIII, 29, 5, where Rudra is intended. In II, 33, 7, the arm
of Rudra is called bhesha^a-^

;
in VII, 35, 6, Rudra

himself is called ^alasha^. 6^dldsha seems connected with

^la, water. Bergaigne, III, 32, translates it by adoucis-

sant.

Note 3. On Sdmy6h^ see note 2 to I, 165, 4.
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Verse 7.

ITote 1. Tuvi-n;"2m;^a would seem more appropriate as a

vocative. In verse 8, too, I should prefer to take Soma as

a vocative, like Benfey and Grassmann.

Verse 8.

Note 1. I read Soma, paribi'dha/^. See Delbriick, Synt.

Forsch. p. 116.

Verse 9.

Note 1. Unless we can take mhrdh^ for a locative, attracted

by n^bh^, I should propose to read mtardhdn nSbhd. It can

hardly be an adverbial Dvandva, mtlrdhi-ndbh^, nor do I

see how it can be applied as a nominative to Rudra. The
whole verse is difficult, possibly a later addition. On rftasya

amr/tasya dhaman, see IX, 97, 3^^ ;
no, 4 (dharman).
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MAiVi?ALA I, HYMN 114 .

ASHZAKA I, ADHYAYA 8, VARGA 5-6.

To Rudra.

1. We offer these prayers^ to Rudra, the strong,

whose hair is braided % who rules over heroes ®, that

he may be a blessing to man and beast, that every-

thing in this our village may be prosperous and free

from disease.

2. Be gracious to us, O Rudra, and give us joy,

and we shall honour thee, the ruler of heroes, with

worship. What health and wealth father Manu
acquired by his sacrifices, may we obtain the same,

0 Rudra, under thy guidance,

3. O bounteous Rudra, may we by sacrifice

obtain the goodwill of thee, the ruler of heroes

;

come to our clans, well-disposed, and, with unharmed
men, we shall offer our libation to thee.

4. We call down for our help the fierce Rudra,

who fulfils our sacrifice, the swift, the wise
;
may he

drive far away from us the anger of the gods
;
we

desire his goodwill only.

5. We call down with worship the red boar of the

sky, the god with braided hair, the blazing form

;

may he who carries in his hand the best medicines

grant us protection, shield, and shelter

!

6. This speech is spoken for the father of the

Maruts, sweeter than sweet, a joy ^ to Rudra
;
grant

to us also, O immortal, the food of mortals, be
gracious to us and to our kith and kin !

7. Do not slay our great or our small ones, our
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growing or our grown ones, our father or our mother,

and do not hurt our own ^ bodies, O Rudra

!

8. O Rudra, hurt us not in our kith and kin, nor

in our own life, not in our cows, nor in our horses

!

Do not slay our men in thy wrath : carrying liba-

tions, we call on thee always.

9. Like a shepherd I have driven these praises

near to thee
;
O father of the Maruts, grant us thy

favour ! For thy goodwill is auspicious, and most

gracious, hence we desire thy protection alone.

10. Let thy cow-slaying and thy man-slaying be

far away and let thy favour be with us, O ruler of

heroes ! Be gracious to us, and bless us, O god,

and then give us twofold protection

11. We have uttered our supplication to him,

desiring his help
; may Rudra with the Maruts hear

our call. May Mitra, Varu^a, Aditi, the River,

Earth, and the Sky grant us this !
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Kutsa Ahgirasa. Metre, 1-9 Gagati
; 10, 1

1

TrishAibh. Verse i=VS. XVI, 48; TS. IV, 5, 10, i
;

MS. II, 9, 9 (ydth^l na^ jdm) ;
verse a=TS. IV, 5, 10, 2;

verse 7=:VS. XVI, 15; TS. IV, 5, 10, 2; verse 8=VS.
XVI, 16; TS. Ill, 4, II, 3 ;

IV, 5, 10, 3 ;
MS. IV, 12, 6

(liyushi
;
havfshmanto ndmasA vidhema te) ; verse io=TS.

IV, 5, 10, 3.

Verse 1.

ITote 1. TS. reads imSm matfm, and yathi na^ ^dm.

note 2. Kapardin is an epithet not only of Rudra, but

also of Pfishan (VI, 55, a ; IX, 67, ii), and of a Vedic clan,

the Trftsus (VII, 83, 8) or Vasishi'/^as
;

see Roth, Zur
Literatur und Geschichte des Weda, pp. 94 seq.

; Olden-

herg, Z.D.M.G. XLII, p. 307. Kaparda is the name of a

shell, and the hair twisted together in the form of a shell

seems to have suggested the name of kapardin.

note 3. Kshaydd-vira means ‘ruling over heroes,’ just

as manddd-vira (VIII, 69, i) means ‘ delighting heroes.’

This meaning is applicable to all passages where kshaydd-

vira occurs, and there is no reason why we should translate

it by ‘ destroyer of heroes,’ which can hardly be considered

as an epitheton ornans. No doubt, a god who rules and

protects can also be conceived as punishing and destroying,

and this is particularly the case with Rudra. Hence in

certain passages Rudra may well be invoked as nrrhdn (IV

3, 6), just as we read of the Maruts (VII, 56, 17) : ‘ May
that bolt of yours which kills cattle and men be far from

us! Incline to us, O Vasu, with your favours !
’ See Muir,

S.T. IV, p. 301, note.

Verse 2.

TS. reads dya^d and prdwltau. See Ludwig, Notes,

p. 365.
" '

Verse e.

BTote-' 1* 0n the meaming of vardhana and v^'fdh in Zend,
see Darmesteter, Ormazd, pp. 41, 6 ; 93, i.
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Verse 7.

Note 1. TS. reads priy^ nas tanuva^ rudra rtrisha^.

Priya, dear, used like (piXo^, in the sense of our own. See

Bergaigne, III, 15:^.

Verse 8.

• See Colebrooke, Misc. Ess. I, p. 141 (ed. 1837) ;
and

vS'vetdj'vat. Up. in S. B. E. XV, p. ^^54, note. Ayushi for

^yaii is supported by VS, and TS. I propose to read iyau

for dyaii. Bhdmita>^ is supported by TS. and vSvet. Up.,

while VS. reads bhdmfna.^, which Mahidhara refers to

virltn. The last line is the same in RV. and VS., but the

TS. reads havfshmanto namas^ vidhema te, while the 5vet.

Up. reads havishmanta^ sadasi tvi havdmahe.

Verse 9 .

Note 1. As to the simile^ see RV. X, 1^7, 8, and Muir
S.T. IV, p. 304, note.

Verse 10.

Note 1. TS. reads SrA't te, goghnd (°6), purushaghn^,

kshayddvlr^ya, rdkshd for mril&, deva brflhi.

Note 2. I take dvibdrhA/^, which stands for dvibarha/^:,

as an adjective to jdrma, or possibly as an adverb, see

Lanman, p. 560. It can hardly refer to Rudra, as Grass-

mann supposes. See J. Schmidt, Pluralbildungen der

Neutra, pp. I3C2^ seq.
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MAiVX>ALA II, HYMN 33 .

ASHTAKA II, ADHYAYA 7, VARGA 16-18.

To Rudra, the Father of the Maruts

(the Storm-gods).

1. O father of the Maruts, let thy favour come

near, and do not deprive us of the sight of the sun

;

may the hero (Rudra) be gracious to our horse

and may we increase in offspring, O Rudra !

2. May I attain to a hundred winters through

the most blissful medicines which thou hast given

!

Put away far ^ from us all hatred, put away anguish,

put away sicknesses in all directions !

3. In beauty thou art the most beautiful of all

that exists, O Rudra, the strongest of the strong,

thou wielder of the thunderbolt ! Carry us happily

to the other shore of our anguish, and ward off all

assaults of mischiefs

4. Let us not incense thee, O Rudra, by our

worship, not by bad praise, O hero, and not by
divided praise! Raise up our men by thy medicines,

for I hear thou art the best of all physicians.

5. He who is invoked^ by invocations and libations,

may I pay off ^ that Rudra with my hymns of praise.

Let not him who is kind-hearted ®, who readily hears

our call, the tawny, with beautiful cheeks, deliver us

to this wrath !

6. The manly hero with the Maruts has gladdened

me, the suppliant, with more vigorous health. May
I without mischief find shade, as if from sunshine

may I gain the favour of Rudra I
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7. O Rudra, where is thy softly stroking hand

which cures and relieves ^ ? Thou, the remover of

all heaven-sent mischief, wilt thou, O strong hero,

bear with me ?

8. *I send forth a great, great hymn of praise to

the bright tawny bull. Let me reverence ^ the fiery

god ^ with prostrations ; we celebrate the flaring

name ^ of Rudra.

9. He, the fierce god, with strong limbs, assuming

many forms, the tawny Rudra, decked himself

with brilliant golden ornaments. From Rudra, who
is lord of this wide world, divine power ^ will never

depart.

10. Worthily thou bearest arrows and bow,

worthily, O worshipful the golden, variegated

chain; worthily thou cuttest every fiend ^ here to

pieces, for there is nothing indeed stronger than

thou, O Rudra.

11. Praise him, the famous, sitting in his chariot^

the youthful, who is fierce and attacks like a terrible

wild beast ^ {the lion). And when thou hast been

praised, O Rudra, be gracious to him who magnifies

thee, and let thy armies ® mow down others than us

!

12. O Rudra, a boy indeed makes obeisan^^o
his father who comes to greet him ^

; I praise the^

lord of brave men, the giver of mamlrgifts, and thou,'

when thou hast been praised, wilt give Us^ thy

medicines.

13. O Maruts, those pure medicines of yours,

the most beneficent and delightful, O heroes, those

which Manu our father, chose, those I crave from

Rudra, as health and wealth.

14. May the weapon of Rudra avoid us^, may
the great anger of the flaring one pass us by.
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Unstring thy strong bows ^ for the sake of our

liberal lords, O bounteous Rudra, be gracious to

our kith and kin.

15. Thus, O tawny and manly god, showing

thyself^, so as neither to be angry nor to kill, be
mindful of our invocations and, rich in brave sons,

we shall magnify thee in the congregation.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Gr2tsamada, Metre, Trish^ubh. See Muir,

S, T, IV, 309 ;
Geldner and Kaegi, p. 90. Bergaigne, III,

153 ;
Leop. V. Schroeder, Indiens Literatur und Cultur,

343. Verse i=TB. II, 8, 5
, 9 ;

verse 2=TB. II, 8, 6, 8 ;

verse io=tA. IV^ 5, 7; verse ii=TS. IV, 5, 10, 3 ;
AV.

XVIII, I, 40 ;
verse 14=VS. XVI, 50 ;

TS. IV, 5, 10, 4

;

verse i5=TB. II, 8, 6
, 9.

Verse L

UTote 1. The words abhf na^ vira^ drvati kshameta admit

of different interpretation. Grassmann has :
‘ Der Held

sei huldreich unsren schnellen Rossen
;

’ Muir :
® May the

hero spare our horses ;
’ Ludwig :

‘ Unser held mdge tiich-

tig zu Rosse sein.’ The passages quoted by Ludwig from

the 5at Br. Ill, 7, 3, i, and IV, 3, 4, 14, do not bear out the

meaning of tiichtig sein, to be strong, they rather mean, to

suffer, to submit to, with a dative. Yet v\xi,h by itself may
mean son or offspring (III, 4, 9; VII, i, 21 ; 56, 24), and

if abhi-ksham in our passage could mean to be capable and

strong, Ludwig’s translation would be justified. But if we
take vlrd, hero, as intended for Rudra, as Indra also is often

called simply vira, abhi kshameta would lend itself to the

translation of ^ to be gracious,’ or ‘to spare,’ and I therefore

translate :
‘ May the hero (Rudra) be gracious to our

horse.’ It should be understood in the same sense in verse

7, at least I see no reason to vary the translation as Geldner

does, and also Ludwig, while Muir is right and consistent.

Our poet uses the verb abhiksham frequently, II, 28, 3

;

29, 2 (abhikshant&ra/? ?). It seems confined to the second

Maj^<^ala.

Verse 2.

Note 1. Vitaram, wherever it occurs, is always joined

with vi in the Rig-veda.
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Verse 3.

Note 1. If rapas is derived from rap, to whisper, it would

have meant originally what is whispered, that is, slander,

accusation, and then only crime. Latin crimen also meant

originally what is heard, Leumund. Crimen is not con-

nected with the Greek KpLvco. The i in crimen has to be

accounted for like the t in liber, from lubh (libh). The r

is irregular, unless we find an analogy in increpare.

Verse 5.

Note 1. Havate, we expect huyate. Ludwig's explana-

tion has not solved the difficulty, and suhava/^ points back

to yo havate. Oldenberg suggests an anacoluthon, He
who invokes—may 1.

Note 2. I formerly took ava dishiya in the sense of ‘ to

unloose,' used originally with reference to tethered horses.

As horses are unloosed before they can do their work, so

the gods are, as it were, unloosed by prayer, or set off, so

that they may fulfil what they are asked to do ; see RV. I,

25, 3. In the passage quoted by Ludwig from the TS. I, 8, 6,

2, the same meaning seemed quite appropriate: dvaRudram
adimahi—^ydtha naA .yr^yasa^ karat, ^ We unloosed Rudra,

that he might make us happier.’ Ludwig takes it to mean,
‘ We have bound, tied, or obliged Rudra, so that he make us

happy,’ but the preposition ava is against this interpreta-

tion. Muir proposes ' to avert ’ or ^ to propitiate,’ the latter

being adopted by Geldner.

However, in an article lately publishedbyRoth onWergeld
in the Veda (Z.D.M.G. XLI, 672), ava-day has been recog-

nised as an almost technical legal term, meaning ‘to pay off,

to compound.’- Thus, T^;^<^ya Br. XVI, i, 12, we read

sditSiM vairsLm tad devdn avadayate, ‘ He portions off,

i.e. he satisfies, or pacifies, the gods who were offended, by
giving a hundred cows.’ With ni^, we find TB. I, 6, 10, 1.

pra^S rudr£n nfr dva dayate
;
the same occurs in Maitr. S.

I, 10, 20, where we also read, gnheshv eva Rudram nir ava
dayata esha te Rudra bh^gas. See also Ait. Br. II, 7, i. There
is a verse quoted, av^mba Rudrdm adimahi, in TS. I, 8, 6, 2

;
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and again in MS. I, lo^ 4 ;
KktA. IX, 7 ;

Kap. S. VIII, 10;

VS. Ill, 58, and this gives us the right key to our verse,

namely, ' May I pay off, may I pacify, Rudra with my
songs of praise,’ dishiya being the optat. of the aorist,

adimahi the aor. ind.

ITote 3. On r/dudara^ see Benfey, Quantitatsversch.V, i

;

p. 2,$ I
Geldner, K.Z. XXVIII, aoi; Ludwig, Susses in

seinem bauche habend
;
Bergaigne, misericordieux. The

meaning is doubtful.

Verse 6.

ISTote 1 . Ghr^ntvSL^ divided into gh;^/;^i-iva, is a difficult

form. Various attempts have been made to explain it.

Grassmann translates :
^ Wie Schatten von der Gluth mog

unversehrt ich des Rudra Huld erreichen,’ preferring to write

gh;"2;^er va. Ludwig, in his notes : 'Bei hitze,’ taking ghrmi

as a locative. Muir :
^ Shade in the heat.’ Geldner : ^ Vor

Sonnengluth den Schatten,’ takingghmrf as an instrumental.

Lanman (p. 379} takes the same view, though he admits

that this would be the only example of an instrumental in

the masculine, contracted to t He translates :
^ As by the

heat unharmed, to shelter bring me.’ He adds ;
^ It may be

ablative with elision and crasis,’ and this is likewise Roth’s

view. Weber thinks that we may retain ghrinlva, in the

Sa;;2hitd text, but should divide it into ghrai-iva, ^ like a

man suffering from heat’ (Ind. Stud. XIII, p. 58). I think

we must take into account a parallel passage, VI, 16, 38.

upa khtyim iva ghrinth aganma .ydrma te vaydm, see M.M.,

Preface to translation of Rig-veda, p. cxliii. Probably the

apparent irregularity of the metre led to the change of

^rlntt iva to ghr/:^iva, but ghrzmr iva can be scanned

;
see M.M., 1 . c., p. cxlviii.

Verse 7.

Note 1. Gdlisha by itself occurs but once more as an

epithet of Rudra, VII, 35, 6, and twice in composition,

^dldshabhesha^a
5
see I, 43, 4. The second pdda begins

with hdsta^.
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Vers© 8.

Note 1. Namasya is difficult, but we can hardly take it

for namasyAmasi, masi being supplied from grzntmsisl

Nor do we gain by taking namasya for an instrumental.

Perhaps it is best to take it as a ist pers. of the im-

perative.

Not© 2. The meaning of kalmaltkin is unknown.

Not© 3 . I think it is best to translate n^ma by name,

though, no doubt, it implies more than the mere name.

Geldner’s ^ majestatisch Wesen’ is right, but it is only one

side of ndma. See VIII, 2,0, 13, note i.

Vers© 9.

Not© 1. On vai, see Delbriick, Syntax, p. 483. On
asurya, see von Bradke, Dyaus Asura, pp. 12^9, 34,

Vers© 10.

Not© 1. I have changed ya^atam into ya^ata.

Not© 2. Arhan iddm dayase vf^rvam abhvam has been

rendered in different ways. Grassmann :
' Du theilst alle

diese Macht aus.' Ludwig :
' Du besitzest all dise gewalt.’

Geldner: ^Du besitzest hochste Macht.’ Muir: ^Thou^

possessest all this vast world.’ Dayase is used, no doubt,

in the sense of cutting and distributing, but never in the

sense of possessing. In several places, however, it has been

translated by to cut and to destroy, e. g. X, 80, 2. agnik

vritrKzzi dayate putuni^ ^Agni cuts up many enemies.’

VI, 2,2, 9. visvtk a^rya dayase vf m&ySJz, ^thou destroyest

all deceits.’ See also IV, 7, 10 ; VI, 6, 5. As to abhva in

the sense of fiend, we had it before in I, 39, 8. & yih na/i

abhva^ ishate, vf tdm yuyota. In other places it assumes

a more neutral character, meaning monster, or monstrous

power
;
see B.-R. s.v. ^To distribute power’ is not a Vedic

conception, nor does dbhva ever mean power in the sense

of 'ungeheure Macht, or Urkraft’ (Delbriick, Chrest. p. 49).

Vers© 11.

Note 1. AV. XVIII, I, 40, has gartasadam ^dnindm
r%lnam, and anydm asmdt te. Garta-sad, literally, sitting
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in the hole, probably the place of the chariot where the

king sat, separated from the driver. These divided chariots

can be seen in the ancient monuments of Assyria and

Babylon. The king seems to stand in a box of his own,

fighting, while the charioteer holds the reins, so as not to

interfere with the king. See, however, Bergaigne, III, 122

seq.; Z.D.M.G. XL, 681.

'Note 2. The mrtga hhimi is probably meant for the lion,

cf. I, 154, 2, and Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 78-

JSTote 3. As to the sen^s of Rudi'a, see TS. IV, 5, 2, i,

sen^nt ; AV. XI, 2, 31; Pir. Grihy. Ill, 8, ii.

Verse 12.

IS’ote 1. The sense would be better if vandamdnam could

be changed to vandamS,na>^.

Verse 13.

ITote 1. That father Manu obtained health and w^ealth

from Rudra was mentioned before, I, 114, 2, and it is

curious that the Vedic authority of Manu’s Smn'ti should

be based on the well-known sentence, yat kimka. Manur

abravlt tad bhesha^am, Taitt. Sa^h. II, 2, 10, 2 ;
cf. M. M.,

Hist, of Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 89.

Verse 14.

N’ote 1. The VS. reads pdri no rudrasya hetir vra^aktu,

pAri tveshasya durmatfr aghAy6>5 . Yrigyth is the 3rd pers.

sing, in s of the aor. opt.

Note 2. Rudra is called sthiradhanvan ; see also IV, 4,

5; VIII, 19, 20; X, 1 16, 5; 6; 120,4; 134,2; Maitr. S.

II, 9, 9.

Verse 15.

Note 1. iTekitdna, the vocative of the participle.

Note 2. Muir seems to translate bodhi, which Saya;^a

explains by budhyasva, by ‘'think of us now.’ The TB.
reads havana.rrfi^.
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MAiVZ>ALA VI, HYMN 74.

ASHTAKA V, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 18.

To Soma and Rudra,

r. Soma and Rudra, may you maintain your

divine dominion, and may the oblations reach you
properly. Bringing the seven treasures to every

house, be kind to our children and our cattle.

2. Soma and Rudra, draw far away in every

direction ^ the disease ^ which has entered our house.

Drive far away Nirrfti and may auspicious glories

belong to us

!

3. Soma and Rudra, bestow all these remedies on

our bodies. Tear away and remove from us ^ what-

ever evil we have committed, which clings to our

bodies.

4. Soma and Rudra, wielding sharp weapons and

sharp bolts, kind friends, be gracious unto us here

!

Deliver us from the snare of Varuwa, and guard us,

as kind-hearted gods

!
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NOTES.

Ascribed to BMradv%"a Birhaspatya. Verse occurs

TS. I, 8, 5 ;
AV. VII, 4%, i

;
verse 3, TS. I, 8, 2!^, 5 ;

AV VII, %. All the four verses, but in a different

order (3, i, 2, 4), in MS. IV, ii, a
;
see also Kkth, XI, 12,

Metre, Trish/ubh.

This is the only hymn addressed to Soma and Rudra.

In the J^Ty^S-ndogya Up. Ill, 7 and 9, the Rudras are said

to have Indra, while the Maruts have Soma at their

head.

It is translated by Geldner and Kaegi.

The whole hymn betrays its secondary character
;
first

by violating the law of decrease, secondly by duals in au

before consonants, and thirdly by using a very large

number of passages from other hymns. Compare verse i,

pada c, with V, i, 5, c
;

verse pida c, with I, 1^4, 9, c
;

verse pada d, with VI, i, 12, d. Phrases like verse i,

p^da d, .ram n^k bhutam dvipade sim Mtu/zpade, occur

again and again, with slight modifications ; see 1, 114, i

;

^573 35 VII, 54, I
; X, 165, I. Sumanasyamdni also is

suspicious. It occurs again in the next hymn, the last of

the Mai^^ala, in VII, 33, 14, likewise a suspected hymn,
and in the tenth Ma^^^ala, X, 51, 5 ; 7.

Verse 2,

NTote 1. On vfshfiy^lm, see II, 33, 2.

Ifote 2. Amlvi has been identified with avia by Pick,

Orient und Occident, III, p. 121. The difficulty is m=:n.

3!Srote 3 . The AV. reads bldhethim duram nir;^^tim, the

AV, and TS. read kritim kid 6ndik pra mumuk-
tam asmat.

Verse 3 .

N'ote 1. AV. reads asmdt for asm^ and asat for asti. '

Verse 4 .

In the Maitr. S. the second half of this verse is, mumuktam
asmfo grasit^n abhfke prd ya^/^^atam vrish^nk .rintamdni.

F f 2
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MAiVZ^ALA VII, HYMN 46 .

ASHrAKA V, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 13.

To Rudra.

1. Offer ye these songs to Rudra whose bow is

strong, whose arrows are swift, the self-dependent ^

god, the unconquered conqueror, the intelligent,

whose weapons are sharp—may he hear us !

2. For, being the lord he looks after what is

born on earth ; being the universal ruler, he looks

after what is born in heaven. Protecting us, come
to our protecting doors, be without illness among
our people, O Rudra !

3. May that thunderbolt of thine, which, sent

from heaven, traverses the earth, pass us by ! A
thousand medicines are thine, O thou who art

freely accessible ^
;

do not hurt us in our kith

and kin

!

4. Do not strike us, O Rudra, do not forsake us !

May we not be in thy way when thou rushest forth

furiously. Let us have our altar and a good report

among men ^—protect us always with your favours !
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Vasish//^a. Verse i occurs TB. II, 8, 6, 8.

Metre, 1-3 Cagati
; 4 Trish/ubh.

Verse 1.

K'ote 1. The TB. has svadhdmne for svadh^vne, midh^slciQ

for vedhase, and .yrzV^otana for srinotw na/z. The commen-

tator explains both svadhdmne=svakiyasthanayuktiya, and

svadhivne=svadha.fabdavd/&yen^nnena yuktS^ya va. On
vedhas, see Bartholomae, K. Z. XXVII, 361 ;

Ludwig,

Z. D. M.G. XL, 716.

Verse 2.

"Note 1. Geldner translates kshaye/^a by ' from his high

seat/ The meaning of kshaya in this place seems defined

by the parallel expression simf^^yena.

Verse 3.

Note 1. Svapivita has been variously translated. Grass-

mann gives Vielbegehrter
;

Ludwig, des windhauch in

schlaf versenkt
; Roth, wohl verstehend, denkend

;
Geld-

ner, freundlicher
;
Muir, thou who art easy of access, which

seems to me the right rendering
;

cf. supSyana. It is de-

rived from api-f vat, which occurs six times in the Rig-veda.

As a simple verb it means ‘to go near, to attend,’ as a causa-

tive, the same, or ‘to bring near.’ Thus, VII, 3, 10. api

kratum su-y^etasam vatema, may we obtain wisdom, full of

good thoughts. VII, 60, 6. api krdtum su-^etasam vi,tan-

ta/2, (the gods) obtaining wisdom, full of good thoughts (for

their worshippers). X, 20, i (X, 2,^, i). bhadrdm nsi/i api

v^taya mana/^, let us obtain a good mind. I, 128, 2. tarn

ya^??a-s^dham api vdtaydmasi, we go near to, or we bidng

near Agni, the performer of the sacrifice. I, 165, 13. man-
mS,ni-—api-vdtdyanta^, bringing the prayers near, or attend-

ing to the prayers. X, 13, 5. pitre putrasa/^ api avivatan

Wtam, the sons brought the sacrifice to the father.

Api-vdta would then mean approach, or in a more
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spiritual sense, attention, regard, and su-apivita would

mean either of easy approach, opposed to durdharsha, or

full of kind attention and regard. See Muir, S.T. IV,

p. 314, note. Bergaigne, III, 306, does not help us much,

though he points out where the difficulty lies.

The following are the Zend passages in which api-vat

occurs, with some notes sent me by Dr. Stein: Apivatah^,

Y. 9, 25, 2. p. sg. med. c. Gen. ^ Horn, du verstehst dich auf

rechte Preisspruche ’ d.h. 'kannst sie wiirdigen;’ apivatdit^

da^naydo mS,zdaya9n6is, V. 9, 2, 47,
^ vertraut mit dem

Gesetz ;

’ da^nSm zarazca dit apa^ca aotit, yt. 9, 26 :
' wer

das Gesetz lernt und in dasselbe eindringt;’ verezydtuca

irkci vat6y6tfi, Y. 35, 5, ' das richtig erkannte fiihre er aus

und theile es mit;’ Y. 44, 18 scheint apivaiti i. p. sg. med.

in der Bedeutung: ^in Erfahrung gebracht haben;’ die

Stelle ist indess sehr dunkel.

Verse 4.

ISTote 1. A na^ bha^a barhishi ^ivaj*a;;2sd seems a very

simple sentence. It has been translated without any mis-

givings by Grassmann, Ludwig, Geldner and Kaegi and

others.

Grassmann translates :
^ Lass lange lebend uns die Streu

noch schmucken.’

Ludwig :
^ Gib uns anteil an dem barhis als verheiszung

des lebens.’

Kaegi and Geldner (or Roth) :
^ Verstatt uns Theil an

Opfer und an Herrschaft.’

Bergaigne often points to such translations with scorn,

but after he has written several pages on the words in ques-

tion, here on £-ivsiSB,7nsa, he is indeed very positive that it

means ^ formule qui donne la vie ’ (I, p. 306), but what such

a * formule ’ is, and how this meaning fits the whole sentence,

he does not tell us.

Let us begin with what is clear. A bha^a na/2 with

locative, means ^appoint us to something,’ i. e. ^give us

something.’ Thus I, 121, 15. ^ nsik bha^a gdshu, means
^ divide us, distribute us, appoint us to cows,’ i. e. ‘give us

cows as our share.’ The same expression is used when
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instead of cows or riches, the gods are asked to give long

life, glory, or sinlessness. Thus we read, I, 104, 6. sd^ tvam
na/2 indra surye sa^^ apsd andgdstvd K bha^a ^iva^a;;2se, that

is, ^ Indra, allow us to share and rejoice in the sun, in water,

in sinlessness and praise of men.’ X, 45, 10. a tdm bha^a

saui'ravaseshu, ^ give him, let him share in, good renown.’

When we are once familiar with this phraseology, we
cannot doubt that in our passage also we have to translate,

® let us have our barhis, our homely altar, and good report

among men.’

Another word nardi’a^^sa had originally the same meaning

as g-iv'dssimsB.y but it was chiefly used as a name of Agni.

He was called Nardi*a;;2sa, i. e. Mannerlob, or dy6/2 simsa.,

Himmelslob, as a German poet was once called Frauenlob,

not only because he praised women, but because he was

praised by women. As we can say, God is my song, the

Vedic Rishis might call any god the sdmsa.^ i. e. the praise

or song of men, of the fathers, or of the gods. So far from

agreeing with Bergaigne, ^on comprendrait moins bien

qu’une locution dont le sens propre aurait 6t6 “ eloge

mortel ” edt ddsignd celui qui est loud par le mortel,’

nothing is easier and better confirmed by other languages,

while the invocation of ^une formule sacrde ’ is almost un-

intelligible. If in a later hymn Indra is called gy^slcitkak

mantra^, in X, 50, 4, I should translate, ^ thou art the

oldest or the best song,’ that is, ^ the theme of the oldest

song,’ but not thou art a magic formula. There is no

necessity therefore for taking as a possessive

compound, possessed of the praise of men, nor must we
forget that in words which become almost proper names

the accent is by no means always a safe guide.
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MANDALA 1, HYMN 2.

ASH^AKA I, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 3-4.

To Vayu.

1. Come hither, O Viyu, thou beautiful one^!

These Somas are ready, drink of them, hear our

call

!

2. O Viyu, the praisers celebrate thee with

hymns, they who know the feast-days^, and have

prepared the Soma.

3. O Viyu, thy satisfying stream^ goes to the

worshipper, wide-reaching, to the Soma-draught.

4. O Indra and Viyu, these (libations of Soma)
are poured out

;
come hither for the sake of ^ our

offerings, for the drops (of Soma) long for you.

5. O Indra and Viyu, you perceive the libations,

you who are rich in booty ^
;
come then quickly

hither

!

6. O Viyu and Indra, come near to the work ^ of

the sacrificer, quick, thus is my prayer O ye men

!

7. I call Mitra, endowed with holy strength

and Varuwa, who destroys all enemies
; who both

fulfil a prayer accompanied by fat offerings ^

8. On the right way, O Mitra and Varu«a, you

have obtained great wisdom, you who increase the

right and adhere to the right ^

;

9. These two sages, Mitra and Varuwa, the

mighty, wide-ruling, give us efficient strength.
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Madhuy^/^^andas Vai^v^mitra^ and addressed

to Vayu (1-3)5 Indra and Viyu (4-6)3 and to Mitra and

Varu;^a (7-9). Metre^ Giyatrt. Verse 4=VS. VII, 8 ;

XXXIII3 56; TS. I3 4, 4. i; MS L 3, 6. Verse 7 = SV.

II3 T97
;
VS. XXXIII3 57. Verse 8= SV. II, 198. Verse

9= SV. II, 199.

This hymn, with the hymn I, 3, belongs to the Pra-uga

ceremony. It consists of three trfy&as.

Verse 1.

I^’ote 1. Dar^ata, as applied to the wind, may be intended

for visible, but its more general meaning is conspicuous,

clarus, insignis.

Verse 2.

Hote 1. Aharvid, which Benfey translates by tagekundig,

Grassmann, die des Tages (Anbruch) kundig, seems to

have two meanings. When applied to men, poets or

priests, it means those who know (vid) the right days or

seasons for every sacrifice, but when it is applied to certain

deities, particularly those of the morning, it means finding

(vind), bringing back the day, like lucifer. Thus the

Alvins are called aharvidS. (VIII, 5, 9 ;
2, 1 ), The power

(daksha) of Vish/m is called aharvid, conquering, or bring-

ing, the light of the day (I, 156, 4). The priests, as in-

viting these gods, might possibly themselves be called

aharvid, bringing back the light of day, but this seems

doubtful.

Verse 3.

Note 1. This verse, though it seems easy, is really full of

difficulties. The meaning of dhena is very doubtful. It is

explained as lips by native authorities, and would in that

case be derived from dhe, to suck. But though this mean-

ing is possible in some passages, particularly where dhene

occurs in the dual, in other passages dhend seems clearly to
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mean a stream of milk, or of some other liquid, poured out

(vis;"2sh/a) from the clouds or at a sacrifice. It often occurs

in the dual dhene, and has then been taken as the upper

and lower lips (not the nares, as Roth suggests), distin-

guished from J'ipre, the upper and lower jaws. See note on

345 3 - SAyana (Rv. Bh. I, 101, 10) explains it by
^ihvopa^ihvike. Durga adds (Nirukta Bhishya, VI, 17)

ddhastye da;;2sh/re vk ^ihvopa^ihvike vk, ity eke, tayor hy

anna^i^ dhlyate.

Benfey translates: ^Viyu, deine vorkostende Lippe

schreitet zum Opferer, weit hingestreckt zum Somatrank.'

Praprm/^att can hardly mean vorkostend.

Verse 4.

Note 1. The instrumental prayobhi^ is best translated

here by Tor the sake of;’ see Wenzel, Instrumental,

p. 104.

Verse 5.

Note 1. On v^^int and vi^a, see ^ India, what can it

teach us?’ pp. 164, 166. The transition of meaning from

va^a, booty, to v^^a, wealth in general, finds an analogy in

the German kriegen, to obtain, also in Gewinn, and A.S.

winnan, to strive, to fight, to obtain. Va^inivasCi, in the

dual, is a frequent epithet of the A.fvins, II, 37? 5 5
V, 74,

6 ; 7 ; 75 ; 3 ; 78, 3 ;
VIII, 5, 3 ; ; 8, 10 ; 9, 4; lo,

5; 22, 7; 14; 18; 26, 3; 85, 3; loi, 8; of Indra, III, 42,

5;X, 96, 8.

It differs little from vi^inivat, which is likewise applied

to the Ai'vins, I, 120, 10, and comes to mean simply

wealthy, liberal; cf. 1, 122, 8 ;
VII, 69, t. Vd^inivatt is an

epithet of Ushas, Sarasvatl, and Sindhu. A common

phrase is v^^ebhi^ v%fntvatl, lit. wealthy in wealth, cf. I,

3, 10. Vd^ini occurs as the feminine of vd^in, wealthy, or

strong, but never in the sense of mare ;
cf. Ill, 61, i. lisha^

vlf^ena v^^ni, Ushas wealthy by wealth or booty ;
VI, 61, 6.

Sarasvati v%eshu vi^ni, Sarasvati, strong in battles; cf.

I, 4, 8 ; 9. Native commentators generally explain vk^’ini

by sacrifice, vd^inivasu, by dwelling in the sacrifice. I

take vkgini in compounds like vd^ntvasu as a collective
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substantive, like padmini, Ijihini, vdhint, tretini, anikint, &c.,

and in the sense of wealth
;

unless we may look upon

vd^inivat as formed in analogy to such words as tavishi-mat,

only that in this case tavisht exists in the sense of strength.

Pischefs explanation, Ved. Stud. p. 9, rich in mares, takes

for granted the existence of vd^ini in the sense of mare.

I have not found any passage where v^^int has necessarily

that sense.

Verse 6.

ISTote 1. NishkWta can hardly mean here what it means
in later Sanskrit, a rendezvous.

K'ote 2. On I'ttha dhiyd', see Pischel, Ved. Stud. p. 184.

Verse 7.

I^'ote 1. Putadaksha, cf. phtakratu, VIII, 68, 17.

K'ote 2. GYiritkki seems to be taken here in a technical

sense, like ghntavat, i.e. with oblations of butter thrown

into the fire. In I, 167, 3, I took in the more
general sense of bright, resplendent, while others ascribed

to it the meaning of bringing fatness, i. e. rain. It may
also mean accompanied by ghee. See B.-R. s. v.

Verse 8.

IS'ote 1. i?/taspm, probably not very different from

ntasSp.
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mKNDKLA I, HYMN 134 .

ASHrAKA II, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 23.

To VAyu.

1. O Vi)™, may the quick racers bring thee

towards the offerings, to the early drink here, to

the early drink of Soma ! May SinWti ^ (the Dawn)
stand erect, approving thy mind ! Come near on

thy harnessed chariot to share, O Viyu, to share

in the sacrifice ®
!

—
2. May the delightful drops of Soma delight thee,

the drops made by us, well-made, and heaven-directed,

yes, made with milk, and heaven-directed. When his

performed aids assume strength for achievement,

our prayers implore the assembled steeds for gifts,

yes, the prayers implore them.

3. Viyu yokes the two ruddy, Viyu yokes the

two red horses, Viyu yokes to the chariot the two

swift horses to draw in the yoke, the strongest to

draw in the yoke. Awake Purandhi (the Morning)^

as a lover wakes a sleeping maid, reveal heaven and

earth, brighten the dawn, yes, for glory brighten the

dawn.

4. For thee the bright dawns spread out in the

distance beautiful garments, in their houses^, in

their rays, beautiful in their new rays. To thee the

juice-yielding^ cow pours out all treasures. Thou
hast brought forth the Maruts from the flanks yes,

from the flanks of heaven.

5. For thee the white, bright, rushing Somas,

strong in raptures, have rushed to the whirl, they
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have rushed to the whirl of the waters. The tired

hunter asks luck of thee in the chase ^
;

thou

shieldest ^ by thy power from every being, yes, thou

shieldest by thy power from powerful spirits ®.

6. Thou, O Viyu, art worthy as the first before

all others to drink these our Somas, thou art worthy

to drink these poured-out Somas. Among the

people also who invoke thee and have turned to

thee ^ all the cows pour out the milk, they pour out

butter and milk (for the Soma).
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Paru^y^^epa Daivoddsi, and addressed to

Vayu. Metre, 1-5 Atyashri
;

6 Ash/i. No verse occurs

in the other Vedas.

Verse 1.

Note 1. Ptirvapiti may here imply that V^yu receives

his libation first, before the other gods, see verse 6.

Note 2. Whatever the etymology of sunr/t^ may be, in

our passage, which describes the morning sacrifice and the

arrival of V^yu as the first of the gods, it can hardly mean
anything but dawn. 'O'rdhvi sthk is an expression applied

frequently to the rise of the dawn or the morning, see III,

55, 14 ; 61, 3 ; VIII, 45, In the last passage sfinntd is

simply the dawn. Ludwig translates, 'deine treflichkeit

erhebe sich, gunstig aufnemend die absicht.’ He^ like Ber-

gaigne. III, 295, takes sunritt as su-nri-ti, virtue. It seems

to me that sfinrAa may be formed irregularly in analogy to

an-nta, and then mean true, good. In other places sunr/tam

seems to mean hymn, like ritavkksL, IX, 113, 2. In places

where it occurs as a name of Ushas, one feels tempted to

conjecture su-nr^’tfis. See also Bartholomae, in Bezzenb.

Beitr. XV, 24.

Note 3 . On makhdsya d^vdne, see note to I, 6, 8 ;
but

also note to VIII, 7, 27.

Verse 2.

My translation is purely tentative, and I doubt whether

the text can be correct. I have taken krd;2a here in the

sense of made, but I am quite aware that this meaning

becomes incongruous in our very verse, when repeated for

the third time. On its other meanings, see Pischel, Ved.

Stud. p. 67. For the whole verse, compare VI, 36, 3.

Grassmann translates

;

Die lust’gen Indu’s mogen, V^yu, dich erfreuen.

Die starken, die wir schon gebraut, die himmlischen.

Die milchgemischten, himmlischen

;

Wenn Tranke tixchtig deinen Sinn
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Uns zu gewinnen, bei dir sind,

Dann fordere Lieder die verelnte Rosseschar,

Die Speisen zu empfangen auf.

Ludwig : Erfreuen sollen dich die frohen tropfen, Vdyu,

von uns bereitet, die morgendlichen, mit milch bereitet, die

morgendlichenj dasz der (opfer) tuchtigkeit zukomen hilf-

leistungen zum gelingen, gewart, die insgesammt herwarts

gerichteten gespanne (antworten) zur (mit) beschenkung den

liedern, ihn sprechen an die lieder.

These translations may serve to show that certain verses

in the Veda are simply hopeless, and that the translators

must not be held responsible if they cannot achieve the

impossible.

Verse 3.

Hote 1. Purandhi may have meant originally doorkeeper

or bar-holder (cardo), from pM and dhi, being formed like

ishudhf, vr/shandhi, j-evadlif, &c. Purandhri also may have

been TrvXcapos, janitor, or rather janitrix, then housewife.

Grassmann translates it by Segensfulle, Ludwig by Fulle

;

Bergaigne, III, 476, has a long note on purandhi, as one of

the many names of ‘ la femelle.’ Whatever it meant ety-

mologically, in our passage, where she is to be woke by

the wind in the morning (cf. ushasa^^ budhi, I, 137, 2,), it

is again a characteristic epithet of the dawn, ttoKlovxos,

TTokid^, 'iro\aiTL$, See also Pischel, Vedica, p. 1^02^ ;
Hille-

brandt, Wiener Zeitschrift, III, 188; 2,59*

Verse 4.

Note 1. I have translated da^su as a locative ;
could it

be a nom. plur. of da^su, baov, referring to vastrS<, the ter-

minations being left out ? see Lanman, p. 415.

Note 2. Sabardughi, juice-yielding. Roth explains it

as quickly yielding, identifying sabar with Greek a^ap. But

Greek ^ never represents Sanskrit b. Sabar, juice, milk,

water, would really seem to yield the true source of A. S.

ssp, O. H. G. saf, sap, for it is clear that neither ottos, nor

Lat. sucus, would correspond with A. S. ssep; see Brug-

mann, Grundriss, vol. i, § ^2,8 ; also Bartholomae, in

Bezzenb. Beitr, XV, 17.
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Wote 3 . Vakshd/^ibhya^, from the flanks. It would

be better if we could refer vaksha/^dbhya/^ to Dhenu, the

cow, the mother of the Maruts, while Dyaus is their father,

see V, 36. Here, however, Vdyii is conceived as their

father, and dyaus (fern.) as their mother.

Verse 5.

‘Note 1. I have followed Ludwig in his explanation of

tsart, hunter, watcher, and takvaviya, chase of the takva,

whatever animal it may be.

Note 2. Oldenberg suggests prdsi for pdsi, which on many
accounts would be excellent.

Note 3 . On asurya, see von Bradke, Dyaus Asura, p. 39,

and Bergaigne, Journal Asiatique, 1884, p. 510.

Verse 6.

ISTote 1. Vihutmat is translated by Roth as not sacrificing.

But vihutmat can hardly be separated from vihava and

vihavya, and seems to mean therefore invoking, possibly,

invoking towards diffei'ent sides. Hu, to sacrifice, does not

take the preposition vi. Vavar^usht is doubtful. With-

out some other words, it can hardly mean ‘ those who have

turned towards the gods,’ as we read in X, 12^0, 3 (tve

krdtum api vn3%anti vijve)
;
nor is it likely to be the same

as vr^kta-barhis, ‘ those who have prepared the barhis.’

I have translated it in the former sense. See Geldner,

Ved. Stud. p. 144, and Oldenberg, Gott. Gel. Anz. 1890,

p. 414.
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MAiVi7ALA X, HYMN 168.

ASH^AKA VIII, ADHYAyA 8
,
VARGA 26.

To VlxA.

1. Now for the greatness of the chariot of Vita '!

Its roar goes crashing and thundering. It moves

touching the sky, and creating red sheens or

it goes scattering the dust of the earth.

2. Afterwards there rise the gusts of Vita they

go towards him, like women to a feast The god

goes with them on the same chariot, he, the king of

the whole of this world.

3. When he moves on his paths along the sky, he

rests not even a single day ^
; the friend of the

waters, the first-born, the holy, where was he born,

whence did he spring ?

4. The breath of the gods, the germ^ of the world,

that god moves wherever he listeth
;

his roars in-

deed are heard, not his form—let us offer sacrifice

to that Vita !

[3*3 Gg
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NOTES.

Ascribed to Anila Vitdyana, and addressed to Viyu,

here called Vita. The metre is Trish^ubh. This hymn

does not occur in the other Vedas. See Muir, Sanskrit

Texts, V, p. 145 ;
Geldner and Kaegi, p. 95.

Verse 1.

Note 1. For this use of the accusative, see Pischel,

Ved. Stud. p. 13.

Note 2. AruK^ni is explained by Geldner, Ved. Stud,

p. 274, as the reddish colours of the lightning.

Verse 2.

Note 1. Vish^.^^ means kind or variety. Anu seems to

refer to ratha, which I take as the subject of the whole of

the first verse.

Note 2. ‘ Sie gehn mit einander zum Tanz,’ Geldner and

Kaegi.

Verse 3.

Note 1. Geldner and Kaegi propose aha for aha/2.

Verse 4.

Note 1. Vdta seems to be called the garbha of the world,

in the sense of being its source or life.
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MAN-DALA X, HYMN 186.

ASHrAKA VIII, ADHYAYA 8, VARGA 44 .

To VAta.

1. May Vdta waft medicine, healthful, delightful

to our heart
;
may he prolong our lives !

2. Thou, O Vdta, art our father, and our brother,

and our friend
;
do thou grant us to live !

3. O Vdta, from that treasure of the immortal

which is placed in thy house yonder, give us to

live

!

NOTES.

Ascribed to Ula V^tdyana, and addressed to Viyu,

under the name of Vata. The metre is G^yatri. Verse i

occurs in SV. I, 184; II, 1190; Taitt. Br. II, 4, i, 8 ;

Taitt. Ar. IV, 42, 8. Verse 3 in SV. II, 1192 ; Taitt. Br. II,

4, I, 8 ;
Taitt. Ar. IV, 42, 7.

Gg 2
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The following Index of Words was commenced by Professor Thibaut,

and continued and finished by Dr. Wiaternitz. I beg to express my grati-

tude to both of them, more particularly to Dr. Winternitz, who has spared

no pains in order to make the Index as complete and as accurate as

possible.—F. M. M.

The Index contains all the words of the hymns translated in this volume,

and besides, all the words about w^hich something is said in the Notes.

The lists of passages are complete, except when three dots (. ,
.)

are put

after the word (e. g. ikkhz, . . .).

Three figures refer to Ma^^fala, hymn, and verse, a small figure to a note,

e. g. X, 77, 2^, stands for Ma«^/ala X, hymn 77, verse 2, note i (the word

occurs in X, 77, 2, and also in note i).

If a word occurs in a note only, the passage is put in parentheses, e. g.

(V, 61, 4^) means that the word occurs in note i on V, 61, 4, but not in

V, 61, 4.

In the case of longer notes, it seemed advisable to refer to the page.

One number refers to the page, e. g. (287) means that the word occurs in a

note on page 287.



L INDEX OF WORDS.

amsa,f shoulder

:

awseshu, I, 64, 4; 166, 9; 10;

168, 3; V, 54, Ti; ¥11,56,13;
imsayoh ^dhi, V, 57, 6.

awhati, tribulation

:

a;;2hatf-bh7a/&, V, 55, 10.

awzhas, anguish

:

^ha^, II, 34, 15; 33, 2; im-
hasai>, II, 3 3 , 3 -

akanish^>&a

;

dkanish^>6asa^, among whom none
is the youngest, V, 59, 6 ; 60, 5.

akava, not deficient

;

£kav^y6, V, 58, 5.

aket6, without light

;

aketdve, I, 6, 3,

aktii, night

:

aktlin, V, 54, 4.

akr£, banner (?)

:

akrli/7, X, 77, 2^.

aksha, axle

:

£ksha>&, 1, 166, 9^
^kshita, unceasing;

dkshitam (bf^am), V, 53, 13;
6tsam, the inexhaustible well,

I, 64, 6^; VIII, 7, 16.

akshwa-ygivan, crossing

;

aksh;2a-y^vSna^, the crossing

(horses), VIII, 7, 35.

akhidray^man, never-wearying

:

akhidray^ma-bhi/& (steeds), I, 38,

II®.

akhkhalikrz

:

akhkhalikr/tya, (V, 52, 6^.)

Agastya

:

agastya, 1, 170, 3; (287 seq.)

agribhita-jOi^is, untouched splen-

dour

;

£gnbhita-jo>^isha^,V, 54? 5^5 -am,
V, 54, 12^.

Agni, the god

;

agne, I, 19, 1-9 ;
VI, 66, 9 ;

VII,

59, I
;
dgne, V, 56, i

; 60, 6 ;

8 ;
agnf^, V, 60, 7 ;

VII, 56,

25; agni^ nd, X, 78^ 2; agnf>&

^Ini purvya/&, VIII, 7, 36; ag-

nim, I, 38, 13^
;
V, 60, i

;
VIII,

7, 32.—Agni and the Maruts,

(339; 354; V, 59, i^)—- Agni
has two mothers, (V, 61, 4\)

—

h6t^=Agni, (VIII, 94, 6^)
agni, fire, light:

agnfi>, V, 58, 3; agnfm, X, 121,

7; I, 170, 4; agn^ya^ yathS,
V, 87, 7; agnaya^ ni \6h%.n^h,
VI, 66, 2 ;

a^niyah na juju-
II, 34, i; jujukv^wsai>

xii agn£ya^, V, 87, 6 ;
agnaya^S*

na sva-vidyuta^, V, 87, 3 ;
ag-

neh guhva>6, VI, 66, 10; agni-
nSmgih\^/6, X, 78, 3.

agni-tap, warming oneself at the
fire

:

agni-t£pa^, V, 61, 4^.

agni-bhr%-as, fiery

;

agni-bhr^asa/^, V, 54, rr.

%ra:
£gre, in the beginning, X, 121,

I.—agra, top of a tree, (I, 37,
6^)

agratas and agre, before :

(V, 61, 3\)
aghd, mischief:

aghat, I, 166, 8.

aghnya, bull

:

dghnyam, I, 37, 5’.

£nga, limb

:

£ngai/&, II, 33, 9.

ang^ :

te ahga, they alone, VII, 56, 2;
yat angd, aye when, VIII, 7, 2.

Angiras

:

angirasa^ (viJva-rup^/6), X, 78,
5^—Angiras and Da.fagvas, (II,

34, 12*.)

a^arama

:

aiarama^, no one being last, V,

,
58, 5 -

akhka^ prep. c. acc. . , ,

:

approach thou, V, 52, 14; 15;
on to, I, 165, 14.

a/§yuta, unshakable

;

£^yuta, I, 85, 4; 167, 8; VIII,

20, 5.
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a/&yuta-iyt!it, shaking the unshakable

:

epithet of Indra [not of the

Mamts, correct on p, 278],

(I, 167, 82)

a^:
%ati, he drives, VI, 66, 7.

—

a^yate, the arrow is shot, VIII,

20, 8^; (I, 85, io2.)^vf %atha,
you drive forth, V, 54, 4’.

a^£, goat

;

(234.)

a^a-ajva, having goats for his horses

:

ep. of Piishan, (I, 87, 4’.)

a^ara, never growing old

:

a^ari^, I, 64, 3.

a^ina, skin

;

(234,)

a^ira, ready, swift (horses)

:

a^ira, I, 134, 3 ;
V, 56, 6.

%-oshya, unwelcome

:

%oshya>&, I, 38, 5^.

a^ma, racing •

%meshu, I, 37, 8’; lo^; 87, 3;
V, 87, 7\

%man, racing

:

%man (Loc.),I,i66, 5; VIII, 20,5.

a^yesh/^a

:

a^yesh/M^, among whom none is

the eldest, V, 59, 6 ; a^yesh-

/^asa^ V, 60, 5.

%ra, a plain :

%ran, V, 54, 4.

a«y&, to bow

:

sam aiyanta, V, 54, 12.

a%:
a%ate (a^i), they brighten them-

selves, VII, 57, 3.—a%, with
gdbhii?, to cover with milk,

(VIII, 20, 8^; 405.)—pr£ ana^a,

you have fashioned, V, 54, i.

—

with vf, to deck, adorn oneself

;

VI a%ate, I, 64, 4; vi ana^re,

I, 87, I
;

vf a%ata, VIII, 7,

25.

—

sim a%e, I prepare, I,

64, I.

aw^as&, straightway, and a^asina,
straightforward

:

(V, 53, 10^)
a%-f

: ^
a%i a%ate, they brighten them-

selves with brightness, VII, 57,

3 ;
samSn£ra a%f, their anoint-

ing is the same, VIII, 20, ii.—
pi. the glittering ornaments of
the Maruts, a%£ya^, I, 166,

10 ;
a%fn, X, 77, 2 ;

a%f-bhi^.

I, 37, 22; 64, 4^; 85, 3; 87, I
;

V, 52, 15^; 5<5, ri; X, 78, 7;
(aru;7ebhi/^) II, 34,

13I;
(307;

3o8);a%fshu,V,53, 4^-(VIII,
20, 9\)

a%in, possessed of aw^is ?

(V, 52, 15^)
a%i-mat, well-adorned

:

a%i-manta/&, V, 57, 5.

dtas:

£ta^, from yonder, I, 6, 9 ;
from

thence, I, 165, 5; V, 60, 6;
ata^ y^it, even from them, VIII,

20, 18.

iti

:

^£nan ati tasthau, I, 64, 13 ;
across,

34, IS*—iti==£dhi? V, 52,
3i;^(VIII, 7, 141.)—pfirvi/j ati

ksh^pa^ through many nights,

X, 77, 2 ;
iti kshapa>6, Gen., (I,

64, 82.)

£tithi, guest

:

play on the words atithi and £diti,

(262,)

dtka, garment

:

dtkSn, V, 55, 6.

£tya, rushing, horse, racer

:

^tyam, I, 64, 6^
;
atyam na sdptim,

(I, 85, i') ;
vr/shawa^ vnsha-

bh^sa/6 atyS/6, strong and power-
ful horses (140) ;

atya>6-iva, V,

59, aj aty^sa/^ ui, VII, 56, t 6;
^tyah iva a^fshu, II, 34, 3.

—

£tyena pa^gasa, with rushing
splendour, II, 34, 13^.

fitra

:

now, I, 165, II
;
here, I, 165, 13

;

V, 61, II
;
VII, 57, 5.

atra, food

:

(I, 86, io«.)

atrd, tooth, jaw, eater, ogre

:

(I, 86, 10^.)

atrfn, tusky fiend

:

atriwam, I, 86, io2,

£tha, therefore

:

I, 87, 4; 1 14, 9; (VII, 56. !’•)

adas, yonder

:

X, 186, 3.

£dabhya, unbeguiled, unconquerable

:

ad^bhy^^, II, 34, 10; adSbhyasya,

VIII, 7, 15'-

Aditi

:

Aditi, (241 seqq.)
;
Mitya/5 6diti^,

(244); earth, (255; 263); as

adj. unbound, unbounded, (257)

;

unrestrained, independent, free,
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(261 seqq.)
;

masc. = Aditya 53, 7 ;
asya adhvanai?, V, 54, 10

;

(255 ; 261); ep. of Agni (262). %2Xi.h adhva, a trodden path,

—iditib, I, 43, 2'; 114, II ; / VII, 58, 3.

adite^-iva, I, i66, 12.—DyatiA Adhvard, sacrifice

:

Aditi^, V, 59, 8^. adhvar^m, I, 19, i
;
VII, 56, 12 ;

aditi-tv^, Aditi-hood, perfection or adhvard, I, 165, 2; X, 77, 8;

holiness: VIII, 7, 6; adhvar^sya-iva, VI,

. (;57 .)

a-du, not worshipping

:

£duva^, nom. plur., (I, 37, 14^.)

adeva-tra, godless

:

adeva-trit, V, 61, 6. v

adbhuta, n., strange thing :

^
£dbhutam, I, 170,

^dbhuta-enas, in whom no fault is

seen, faultless

:

£dbhuta-enasam, V, 87, 7^.

^ya, to-day . . .

-^ri, stone

:

thunderbolt, idriJb, I, 165, 4^
;

p. XV
;
XXI

; (182) ;
£drim, I, 85,

5^; adriw^j I, 168, 6.—Soma-
stone, adrim, I, 88, 3 ;

ddraya;6

nd, X, 78, 6\—mountain, £dnm,
V, 52, 9; adrayai?, V, 87, 2.

adrivat, wielding the thunderbolt

:

adriva^, voc., (I, 85, 5^)
zds<xh, without guile

:

adrfiha/&, I, 19,
3‘'*.

adroghd, guiltless

:

adroghim, V, 52, i,

advaySvin, free from guile

:

ddvay^vi, VII, 56, 18.

advesha, kind

:

advesha/^>, V, 87, 8.

adha, then . , .

;

ddha, also VI T, 56, i’.—adha yat,

now that, 1, 167, 2,—adha priyS,

for adha-priyfi, (I, 38, i^.)

ddhi, over, on, in (c. Loc.), from (c.

Abl.) . . .

:

deveshu £dhi, above all gods, X,
12 1, 8.—(V, 52, 3^)—jriy^dhi,

not jriyds adhi, V, 61, 12^.

—

adhi snfin^ diva^, above the
ridge of the sky, VIII, 7, 7;
^dhi-iva gir^T^iim, as it were
from above the mountains,
VIII, 7, 14^

adhr/sh/a, unassailable

:

ddhnsh^^sa^, V, 87, 2 ;
ddhnsh^^A

VI, 66, 10.

adhri-gu, irresistible

:

adhri-g^va>6, I, 64, 3.

^dhvan, road, way, journey

:

adhvan I, 37, 13 ;
^dhvana^, V,

66, 10.

adhvara-jri, illumining the sacrifice :

adhvara-jnyai6,X,78, 7^
;
(V,6o, 8^.)

adhvare-stha, firm in the sacrifice

:

adhvare“Sth^/&, X,
adhvasmdn, smooth

:

adhvasm£-bhi^ pathi-bhi^, on
smooth roads, 11, 34, 5^

an, to breathe

:

prfiwata;5>, of the breathing (world),

X, 121, 3.

/ananuda, not yielding

:

ananuda>&, (I, 165, 9^.)

anant^-jushma, of endless prowess

:

anant£“jushma>&, I, 64, 10.

anabhijfi, without rems

:

anabhW/^, VI, 66, 7.

anamiv^, without illness

:

anamM/&, VII, 46, 2.

£narus, without wound

:

(
66 )

anarvan

:

anarv^;zam, unscathed, I, $7, i^;

(65 seqq.); epithet of Aditi,

260)
;
^ditimanarv^/zam=Agni,

262.)

anavady^, faultless

:

anavadyai-6, I, 6, 8 ;
anavady^a^,

VII, 57, 5.

anavabhra-rSdhas, of inexhaustible

wealth

:

anavabhra-rfidhasa^, 1, 166, 7 ;
II,

34 , 4; V, 57 , 5 -

anavasd, without drag (?)

:

anavasa/6, VI, 66, 7*-*.

anajv^, without horses

:

anajv£^, VI, 66, 7 ; (67.)

anajva-da, the West (?)

:

anajva-dam, V, 54, 5^
anajva-ya, moving without horses

:

anajva-va^ (?), (V, 54, 5^)
an-ag^stv^ guiltlessness, purity

:

(257.)
anatur^, free from disease

:

anatur^m, I, 114, i.

dnadhr/sh^a, unconquerable:
anadhnsh^asa^, I, 19, 4.

dnanata, never flinching :

^nanata>6, I, 87, i.
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Anitabha, N. of a river

:

V, 53 . 9^-

dnika

:

dditer dnikam, the face of Aditi

(the dawn), (243.)—mar^t^m
dnikam, the tram of the Maruts,

I, 168, 9.—anikeshu ddhi, on
the faces, VIII, 20, 12.

dnu, prep. . . .

:

according to, svadh^m anu, see

svadh^
;
inu ^6sham, according

to pleasure, VI, 66, 4.—dnu
dyun, day by day, 1 , 167, 10 ;

(I,

6, 8®.)—anu atakshata, I, 86, 3^

;

dnu sell. sasrui^,V, 53, 2^.—after,

X, 168, 2\—synizesis, p. cxxii.

dnutta, not shaken, strong

:

dnuttam, I, 165, 9^
dnutta-manyu, of irresistible fury

:

(I, 165, 9\)
anu-patha, follower

:

dnu-pathai?, V, 52, 10,

anu-bhartr/, comforting

:

anu-bhartri, I, 88, 6^; (178.)

anu-stubh

:

Anushmbh=' After-step,’ p. xevi.

anu-svadh^m, according to their

nature

:

\ 52 ,
I.

aneta

:

anend^ for anetdi>? (VI, 66, 7^.)

anedya, blameless

:

anedya^, I, 87, 4 ; 165, 12 ;
V, 61,

1 3 ; p. xviii seq.

anena, without deer

:

anen^/6, VI, 66, 7^
anends, without guilt

:

^neiiU, (VI, 66, 7^)
dnta, end

:

dntam, the hem of a garment, I,

37, 6^.—jdvasai6 dntam, I, 167,

9.—dntdn divd/&, V, 59, 7.

anta^-patha, enterer ;

dnta/&-pathd^, V, 52, 10.

antamd, friend

:

antamdbhi^, I, 165, 5^.

antdr

;

antai?, from within, I, 168, 5.

—

c. Loc. within, V, 59, 22.—antd^

sdnta^, within (the womb), VI,

66, 4.

antariksha, sky, air

:

antdriksham, V, 54, 4; 55, 2

;

dxvib ^ antdriksMt, V, 53, 8 ;

uraii antdrikshe, V, 52, 7 ;
an-

tdrikshe rdg-asa/6, the air in the

sky, X, 1 2 1, 5^; antdrikshe,

through the air, I, 165, 2 ;
X,

168, 3 ;
antdrikshewa, VIII, 7,

35.—antdriksha, pnthivf, and
dyd, (50) ;

rddasi antdnksham,
(I, 64, 9^.)

antarikshya

:

antdrikshyai> pathyai^, the paths in

the sky, V, 54, 9.

dnti, near

:

I, 167, 9.

.dndhas, (Soma) juice

:

'J dndhasai> (mddhva/&), I, 85, 6^

;

andhasa (mddhva>6), V, 54, 8®;

dndha»2si pitdye, to drink the

(juice of the Soma) flowers,

,vii, 59, 5.

anya, other . * .

:

nd tvdd anyd>b, no other than thou,

X, 1 2 1,
10.— anyai^, enemy,

VII, 56, 15.

anydtas, to a different place

;

anydta^, p. xl.

anydtra, elsewhere

:

VII, 59 , 5.

dp, water

:

dpa/:?, V, 54, 2 ; 58, 6; VII, 56,

25 ;
dpa/&-iva,V, 60, 3 ;

VIII, 94,

7 ;
girdya/.? iid ^pa^ ugrd^, VI,

66, 1 ;
dlpa^ nd, X, 78, 5 ;

dpa>6

br/hatfi?, the great waters, X,
1 2 1, 7^; 8; 9; mahadl6 apd^,

VIII, 7, 22
;
apd^ mdtr&, (307)

;

apd/6, I, 165, 8; VIII, 7, 28.

—

apd^ Idrema, cross the waters,

VII, 56, 24.—apd^, the waters

(at sacrifices), I, 64, i®; 6*^,

—

apdm ar«avdm, I, 85, 9 ;
apdm

nd urmdya^, I, 168, 2 ;
apdim

budhnd, X, 77, 4 ;
bhiirvd«i

apdm, I, 134, 5; apam sdkhd,

the friend of the waters (Vata),

X, 168, 3.—ap“s6, VI, 66, 8.

—

apd>£>, the waters between heaven
and earth, the sky, (309.)—dpai>,

Acc. (cf. Lanman,483),V, 53, 14.

dpatya, ‘Nachkommen *

:

^(215, note \)
apa-bhartrz, the remover

:

apa-bhartd (rdpasa>6), II, 33, 7.

dpas, n., work, deed

:

dpai», (I, 64, i“)
;
dpdwsi (ndri), I,

apds, m^., workman

;

ap^i?, (I, 64, I®); apdsam (dd-

ksham), efficient, I, 2, 9.
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apSrd, infinite

:

apSr^^, V, 87j 6.

£pi, adv. :

even, II, 34, 10; also, X, 77, 7.

api, pr^ep.

:

dpi (bhiama, c. Loc.), under, VII,

api-vata, approach, attention, regard

;

(VII. 46, 3^)
apurvya, incomparable

:

dpiirvyam, V, 56, 5 ;
dpurvya^

prathamdii, as the first before

all others, I, 134, 6.

apejds, without form

:

apejase, I, 6, 3.

aprati-skuta, irresistible

:

dprati-skuta>6, V, 61, 13.

dpra-jasta, infamous:
apra-jastan, I, 167, 8.

Apsaras

:

(307; 308.)

dbibhivas, fearless

:

dbibhyusha, I, 6, 7 ;
dbibhyusha^,

(I, 6, i\)

abda, cloud

:

(V, 54 , 3^)
abd^, wish to give water (?)

:

abda-yd, wishing to give water, V,

54, 3
^-

abdi-mdt, with clouds

:

(V, 54 ,
3^0

abhf, prep., to ;

yd/& y^arshawfy6 abhf (bhdvaii ?), who
surpasses all men, I, 86, 5'.

—

abhf dyffn=dnu dyun, (I, 6, 8^.)

—synizesis of abhf, p. cxxii.

abhf-iti, assault

:

abhf“itii> rapasa>&, II, 33, 3.

abhi-^«6, knee-deep

:

I, 37, 10^
abhftas, all around

:

abhftaA ma, VII, 59, 7.

abhf-dyu, hastening, or, heaven-
directed. [It is doubtful which
IS the right meaning]

:

abhidyu-bhi^, hasting, I, 6, 8®;

abhi-dyava/i, hastening heaven-
ward, or, shining forth, VIII,

7, 25 ; 1, 134.2 (bis); X,77. 3;
78, 4.

abhi-matfn, adversary

:

abhi-mitfnam, I, 85, 3,

abhi-jr^

:

cf. ga«ajrl', (V, 60, 8’.)

abhfsh^i, victory

:

abhfsh/aye, II, 34, 14^

abhish/i, conqueror, victorious

:

(II, 34, 14®.)

abhisam-^are«ya, to be approached,

accepted, consulted:

abhisam-iardwyam, I, 170, i'.

abhisa,;ziarin, changeable

:

(1, 170, i‘,)

abhi-svartr/, intoning:

abhi-svart^ra^ arkdm, intoning a

hymn of praise, X, 78, 4.

abhf-hrut, assault, injury

:

(I, 166, Z\)

abhf-hruti, injury

;

abhf-hrute^, I, 166, S\
dbhiru, fearless

:

abhiravai6, I, 87, 6.

abhlju, rein, bridle

:

abhljava^, I, 38, 12^; V, 61, 2.

abhok-han, slayer of the demon :

abhok-hanaii, I, 64, 3^.

abhrd, cloud

:

abhr^t nd surya>6, X, 77, 3.

abhra-prdsh, cloud-shower

:

abhra-prdsha/i, X, 77,

abhrfya, belonging to the cloud

:

abhrfydm v^-^am, the voice of the

clouds, I, 168, 8 ;
abhrfya>{> vri-

sh^aya^, streams from clouds,

II, 34,
dbhva, fiend

:

dbhva/^, I, 39, 8^
;
vfjvam dbhvam,

II, 33, 10^; dbhvam, the dark

cloud, I, 168, 9^
ama, onslaught

:

dmaii, V, 56, 3 ;
dmdt, V, 59, 2 ;

dmdya va^ y^tave, VIII, 20,

6 .

amdti, impetus, power, light

:

amati/b, I, 64, 9®.

dmadhyama

:

dmadhyamdsa/5
,
among whom none

is the middle, V, 59, 6.

amartya, immortal

:

amartyd^, I, 168, 4.

ama-vat, violent, impetuous

:

dma-vatt, I, 168, 7 ;
dma-vat, V,

58, I
;
ama-van, V, 87, 5; ama-

vat-su, VI, 66, 6 ;
dma-vantai>,

I. 38, 7; VIII, 20, 7.

amat, from near

:

V, 53, 8\
dmita, infinite :

amitd/&, V, 58, 2.

dmivd, sickness

:

dmiva/Si, II, 33, 2 ;
dmiva, VI, 74,

22.
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amrzta, immortal, pi. the immortals

:

amr/ta^, I, 38, 4 ;
amrzta (Rudra),

I, ri4, 6; amr/tasya (Indra), I,

170, 4 ;
(Rudra), T, 43, 9^.—am-

ntam nama, V, 57, 5.—amnta^
(Maruts), I, 166, 3 ;

amntasa^,
I, 166, 13 ;

V, 57, 8

;

58, 8.

amr/ta, n., the immortal, immor-
tality, not dying

:

amr/tam, X, 121, 2 ;
amr/tasya,V,

58, I
;
VII, 57,

61
; X, 186, 3;

amr/tat, VII, 59, 12®.

amnta-tva, immortality

:

amr/ta-tvdm ^ inre, they became
immortal (I, 6, 4®) ;

amnta-tv6
dadh^tana, V, 55, 4.

^mndhra, unceasing

:

dmrzdhram (rain), T, 37, ii.

ambhr/»a, o'/Spiftoj? (275.)
aya, wanderer

:

£y^^, (VI, 66, 4^)
ayd, going

:

ay^sa/^, (I, 64, ii\)

dyai>-dawsh^ra, with iron tusks

:

aya>5>-da»2sh^rln, I, 88, 5.

ay^, adv., hence

:

I, 87, 4^.—Instrum., ay^ dhiy^,

through this prayer, I, 166, 13.

for ay^, VI, 66, 4^

,

ay^s, untiring

:

^ ayi(^, (I, 87, 4^) ;
ay^sa^ 1 , 64, 1

;

167,4^; VI, 66, 5^
;
£yasai>, VII,

58, 2 ;
ay^sEm, 1, 168, 9.—ay^^,

not striving (?), VI, 66, 5^.

ar, to hurt

:

(65 seq.
;

1, 64, 15!
; 85, 5®) ;

«pa-

trimd, we have offended, (66.)

ara, spoke

:

ar^>&-iva,like the spokes of a wheel,

V, 58, 5 ;
rdthSnSm ni. zrUb, X,

78,4; ar^«^m n6. i^aramd/^, as of

moving spokes no one is the

last, VIII, 20, 14^
arakshds, guileless

: ^
araksh£/6, V, 87, 9.

aratM, not a charioteer;

^rathii>, VI, 66, 7.

arap^s, without mischief

;

arap^i^, II, 33, 6.

dram, properly

:

VI, 74, 1 ;
dramkWwvantu, let them

prepare, 1, 170, 4; dram-kntd^,
ready, I, 2, i.

ardmati, service

:

ardmatim, V, 54, 6®.

ararivas, hostile

:

ararushe, on the enemy, VII, 56,

19; (66.)

araru, enemy

:

(
66.)

ara^in, dark

:

/ ai%inai> (pdrvatdn), VIII, 7, 23.

/ drati, enemy

:

^ V, 53, 14; ardtaya/6, I, 43,
8.

arddhas, miserly

:

aradhdsa^, V, 61, 6.

ardvan, selfish :

drdvd, VII, 56, 15.

dri, friend

:

viVve SLTyibj VIII, 94, 3^
dri, enemy

:

arydy&, Gen., V, 54, 12^
;
Abl., VII,

56^ 22.—(66); (I, 64, 15.1)—
Sivib = arib = araya/&, pp. xxxix

;

xli.

drish^a, inviolable

:

drish^am (sdhai>), II, 34, 7.

drish/a-grdma, whose ranks are never
broken

:

drish^a-grdmd^, I, 166, 6,

drish^a-vira, with unharmed men

:

drishfa-vird/6, I, 114, 3.

aru;zd, red

:

aru«6bhi^ a;7̂ f-bhii6
,

II, 34, 13^;

aru;2af/6, with the red (rays), II,

34, 12.—Red (horses), aruwd-
bhi/&, I, 88, 2 ;

aruwd, I, 134, 3.—aru^dni, red sheens, X, 168,

i\
aru«d-ajva, having red horses

:

aru«d-ajvd^, V, 57, 4.

aru«d-psu, reddish-coloured

:

aruwd-psava/6 (Maruts), VIII, 7,
7’.

aru«f, red

:

aruwf, the ruddy cows, (I, 64, 7^.)

—a%dya/6 aru?zdya^, bright red
ornaments, (308.)

arushd, red
;
m. f., red horse :

arusham (horse), I, 6, ;
arushd-

sya, I, 85, 5'^; drush?4 red mares,
V, 56, 6 ;

arushd/^ vd/i', V, 56, 7 ;

arushdsa^ ixsv^j, V, 59, 5 ;
aru-

shdm varahdm, I, 114, 5.—(See

17 seqq.) Adj. red, (17719);
white, bright, (19, 24) ;

vr/shan

arushd, fire in the shape of light-

ning,(I8); the red hero, (18, 25);
the red horses of the Sun and of

Agni, (19 seq.)
;
the cloud as one

of the horses of the Maruts, (20.)
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—N. pr. of a deity, the Morning
Sun, (20-23, 26, 27); the red
cloud, (27.)—arusht, fern. adj. or
subst. (23) ;

fern, subst. dawn,
&c. (24) ;

flames? (27.)

£rus, n., a wound

;

(6s j 66) ;
(I, 64, 15K)

arem, dustless:

are;2dvai>, I, 168, 4; VI, 66, 2^
arepas, blameless

:

arepSsaA, I, 64, 2 ;
V, 53, 3 ; 57, 4

;

61, 14; X, 78, I.

arka, song

:

the music of the Maruts, (T, 38,
15^

;
II, 34, ;

ark£m (nA), I,

19, 4^
; 85, 2 ;

166, 72.—Song of
praise, hymn, arkam, VI, 66, 9 ;

X, 78, 4; arkaii>, I, 88, 4.

ark^, singer

:

arka^, I, 167, 6^; div^^ ark^/6, V,

,
57, 5^

;
(II, 34, i^)

arkm, musical

:

arkfwara, I, 38, 15^; avkinah,
(
11

,

34, i^)

ar^, see rik,

ar^atri, shouter

:

ari^^traya;6, VI, 66, 10.

Ary^aninas Atreya

:

(V, 61, s\)
aril, light

:

(1,87,62; II, 34, is.)

arifn, blazing

:

ariina>6, II, 34, i^.

arils, splendour

:

ariishR sura/&, VIII, 7, 36.

arwav^, wave, waving

:

samudram ar;zavam, the surging

sea, I, 19, 72
;
ap^m arwavdm,

the stream of water, I, 85, 9;
tvesham ar«avam, the terrible

sea, I, 168, 6 ; arnavaih, by
waving mists, V, 59, i.

ar«as, the sea

:

ar;2ai>, I, 167, 9; VIII, 20, 13.

arnasi, waving:
arwasam, V, 54, 6^,

drtha, n., errand

;

drtham, I, 38, 2,

arbhaka, small

:

mah^ntam uti arbhakdm, 1, 114, 7.

arya:

arye among the Aryas, (Pischel,

VIII, 94, 3^)
Aryaman

:

aryamd, I, 167, 8’; dryaman,VII,

59, I
;
aryam^, VIII, 94, 5.—

aryamd«ai> (the three Arya-
mans, i.e. Aryaman, Mitra, and
Varu;za), V, 54, S\

arvat, horse, racer

:

£rvi, VII, 56, 23; 58, 4; arvat-

bhiif, 1, 64, 13 ;
arvantam Y^gam,

a strong horse, V, 54, 142;

£rvate, I, 43, 6; drvati, IT, 33,
i^.—(65 ;

67.)

—

ixY% the right

horse, (I, 39, 6^)
£rvan, horse, racer, (66 seq.)

£rvan, hurting

:

(65; 66); (I, 64, 15\)
arvii^i : «

arv^iai> vai vavr/tyim, let me
bring you hither, I, 168, i

;

arvaii si—uti/6, may that grace
come hither, II, 34, 15; arvak
(ayam yagnih)^ it is meet for

you, X, 77, 4.

arh, to be worthy

:

aihase, X, 77, arhasi (pitim),

1, 134, 6 (bis)
;
arhan, II, 33, 10

(tris)
;

arhantai, V, 52, 5.—6r-

hanti, they w’orship,V 1 1 1, 20, 1 8^
alamatardana, explanation of all-

tr/;za, (227.)

aX^trini, not reviling

:

al^tra^sai>, I, 166, 7^
av, to protect, to save, to help

:

avatha, V, 54, 14; dvatha, VIII,

20, 24 ;
VI, 66, 8 ;

avatu, V, 87,

6; avantu, V, 87, 7 ;
X, 77, 8;

avata (conj. for avit£), Vll, 59,
6^; ^vat, I, 85, 7^; (134); Slvata,

I?64>i3; x66, 8; 13; ava,VIII,

7, 18; avan avantiy6, VII, 46,

2.

—^vya, having granted, I,

166, 13.—anu avan, VIII, 7,

24.—pr^ avata, VII, 57, 5 ;
pra-

avita (with Gen.), I, 87, 4.

ava, adv., down

:

I, 168, 4 ;
8.

avamsif abyss

:

ava?«jat, VII, 58, i
2

,

avata, well

:

avatam, I, 85, 10^
;

1 1.—

(

1 , 64, 6^)
avady£, unspeakable:

avady^'t, I, 167, 8; avadyam, V,

53, 14.—avady^ni, impurity, VI,

66, 4.

avani, course

:

avan^, V, 54, 2.

avam£, lowest

:

avanie, in the lowest (heaven), V,

60, 6.
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^vayita-he/as

:

£vayita-he/S;& bh£va, let thy anger
be turned away from (Instr.), I,

171, 62.

avara

:

^varam, the bottom, I, 168, 6

;

dvaran, descending, II, 34, 14.

/£vas, help, protection

:

dva^, 1,39,7; VIII, 94, 8; 1,114,

9; £vasa, I, 39, 7; 85, ii
;

166,

2
;
VII, 59, 2 ;

£vase, 1 , 168, i

;

II, 34, 14 ;
1 , 1 14, 4 ;

^vasa^, V,

57, 7 ;
dva/6-bhii>, 1, 86, 6^

; 167,
2.—avasa, by (his) will, X, 12 r, 6.

avas^, drag (?)

:

(VI, 66, 7^.)

avasy6
,
desiring help

:

avasyavay&, I, 114, ii.

£v^ta, unconquere4 (90*)

avEta (or dvata), never dried up

;

avlt^m, I, 38, 7\
avikr/ta, not dyed

:

(2340
avithura, immovable

:

dvithurai?, I, 87, i
;

(I, 87, 3^,)

£vi-hruta, uninjured, intact

:

(I, 166,

aj, to eat

:

prd aj^na, 1 , 170, 5.

aj, to reach, to attain to

:

Ijata, I, 85, 2 ; 87, 5 ;
Ir^the, I, 2,

8 ;
ajnutha, V, 54, 10 ;

ajy^ma,
I, 1 14, 2; 3; ajiya, II, 33, 2;
6.—abhi ajyam, I, 166, 14.-61
ajnavat, V, 59, 4.—pra ajnu-

vantu, VI, 74, I.

aj£s, impious fiend

:

<Lsisz/jj II, 34, 9.

£jiva, unlucky, uncanny

:

(I, 166, i\)

Irma-didyu, shooting with thunder-
bolts :

Ifma-didyava^, V, 54, 3.

Ifman, stone

:

Irm^, I, 172, 2.—djm^nam sva~

ryam, the heavenly stone (the

sky), V, 56, 4“

ajman-maya, made of stone

:

ajman-mayi (vO), (I, 88, 3^.)

ajva, horse

:

lfva6-iva, V, 53, 7 ; 59, 5 ;
6jv^-

sa6 na ^y^shfMsa^, X, 78, 5

;

djv^ rapti-iva,(I, 85, i^)
;
g6shu,

Ifveshu, I, 114, 8; vnshabhi^
djvai^, stallions, (139) ; ajva and
v%a, (I, 167, i\)—For ^jv^m-

iva, read asvam-iva, II, 34, 6\

—

The horses of the Maruts, Ifv^-

sa6, I, 38, 12; V, 59 } 71 ifva>£>,

V, 54, 10; 61, 2 ;
ifvan, I, 171,

i; n, 34 , 3; 8; V, 55, 6^; 58,

7; 59, I
;

^.fvai6, I, 88, 2 ;
V,

55, 1 ;
VIII, 7, 27 ;

pr/shatibhi6
£jvai>6, V, 58, 6^; (I, 37, 2\)

a^fvattha, horse-stable, i.e. West:
(V, 54, 5 .)

ajva-da, giving horses, the dawn, the
East (?)

:

,
(V,54,5M

ajva-par«a, winged with horses

:

ifva-par«ai^, (I, 87, 4^); I, 88, i.

£jva-budhna, having their resting-

place among the horses

:

djva-budhna6, the Dawns (V, 54,

5))
ajva-yat, wishing horses

:

ajvaydnta^, (I, 167, i^)

ajva-yfi^, harnessing horses

:

^
ajva-yi^a^, V, 54, 2.

ajva-vat

:

^jva-vat r^dha;&, wealth of horses,

,V, 57, 7.

Ajvin

:

a/vm^i, the Ajvins, VIII, 94, 4.

^jvya, consisting of horses

:

dsvyam (rMia6), V, 52, 17;
vyam pajfim, V, 6 t, 5.

£shS/6a, imconquered

:

dshS/6clya, VII, 46, i.

as, to throw

:

asyatha, you hurl, I, 173, 2 ;
as-

yatu arc asm at, may he drive

far away from us, I, 114, 4;
dsyan, scattering, X, 168, i.

—

pra asyatha, you cast forwards,

h 39, —vf asyatha, you scatter,

V, 55 ,
6 .

as, to be :

na/i astii, may it be ours, X, 121,

10
;
yushmakam astu, may yours

be, I, 39, 2 ;
4.—va6 santu, I, 38,

12 ; 39, 3 ;
smasi esharn, wc are

their servants, I, 37, 15; me
astu, I, 165, 10 ;

va^ sfinti, you
have for (dat.), I, 85, 12.

—

s6nti, there arc, I, 37, 14 ;
6sti

(with dat.), there is enough for,

I, 37, 15; na itsti, there is no
such thing, I, 170, i.—ydt sy^-

tana, syal, I, 38, 4^
;
syama te,

may we be such, V, 53, 15.

—

asan, may they be, I, 38, 152

;
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(96) ;
asati, V, 53, 15 ;

yitht
Isatha, V, 61, 4; ^sa ya^ va
asati, who was or who may be
so, VIII, 20, 15 ;

tdtha ft asat,

so shall it be, VIII, 20, 17

;

astu, though it be, VI, 66, 7.

—

sy^ma saha, V, 53, 14^; sam-
drtsi sthana, V, 87, 6 ;

(irdhv^

santu, I, 1 7 1, 3 ;
jim. with as,

(191 seq.)

—

in\i syat mb, may
he be with us, I, 167, 10.

—

ant^/6 sdntay&, VI, 66, 4.—abhi
sy^ma, may we obtain, VII, 56,

24^—pri santi, they stand forth,

VII, 58, 2 ;
prd astu, may it

prevail, VII, 58, 4.

asawyata/6 (not asawyattaii)

:

(I, 64, 13^)

asaia-dvish, not hating the fol-

lowers :

asaia-dvisha/5>, VIII, 20, 24^.

ds^mi, whole

:

ds^mi-bhi4 I, 39, 9 ;
dsSmi, whole,

I, 39, 10 (bis).—adv., wholly, I,

39j 9-

^sami-javas, of perfect strength

:

^
lsllmi-javasa>6, V, 52, 5.

AsiknT, N. of a river

;

dsiknySm, VI 1
1, 20, 23.

£511, breath

:

£sui;, X, 12 1, 7,

asura, divine

:

£surl^, I, 64, 2 ;
div£^ asurasya,

VIII, 20, i7\--£sura^, lord,

VII, 56, 24.

asurya, divine
;

n., divine power

:

asurya, I, 167, 5 ;
asnry£-iva, like

heavenly lightning, I, 168, 7^

—

asuryam, II, 33, 9^
;
VI, 74, i

;

asuryat, I, 134, 5^
asu, barren

:

asvam-iva (conjecture for ajvam-
iva) dhen6m, like a barren cow,
II, 34, 62.

dstuta, unpraiseworthy

:

£stuta^, V, 61, 8.

astn, archer:

£stara^, I, 64, 10.

asmad . . .

:

iyam asmat matf^, this prayer
from us, V, 57, r

;
asman, I,

165, 14^; (203.)—asme tanushu,
on our bodies, VI, 74, 3.—na^
(iJtaya^), accorded to us, 1, 167,
I.—asmaka for asm^kam, p.

cxviii.—no (nai), short, p. Ixxxii

seq.

ah, to say

:

Waxih, X, 121, 4; V, S3, 3.

£ha, indeed

:

V, 52, 6; VIII, 20, 20; (X, 168,

3^.)—^t aha, thereupon, I, 6, 4.

—n£ £ha, nowhere, never, V, 54,

4; lo-

ahai>-vfd, (i) knowing the days, (2)

finding, bringing back the day,

lucifer

:

ahai6-vfda^, knowing the feast-

days, I, 2, 2^
£han, day

:

£hini, I, 88, 4^
;
V, 54, 4 ;

£hani

vfjva, always, 1, 171, 3 ;
£hS-iva,

V, 58, 5 ;
£hani priye, on a

happy day, VII, 59, 2 ;
kata-

mat >^an£ aha^, not even a single

day, X, 168, 3 ;
kshap^bhii>

aha-bhi>^>, by night and by day,

(I, 64, 82)

ahanya, of the day

:

ahanya>6, I, 168, 5^
aham-y6, proud

:

aham-yti/&, I, 167, 7,

£hi-bh£nu, shining like snakes

:

£hi-bh^nava^, I, 172, ih
£hi-manyu, whose ire is like the ire

of serpents

:

£hi-manyava4 I, 64, 8 ;
9^.

ahi-h£tya, the killing of Ahi

:

ahi-hatye, I, 165, 6.

£hruta-psu, with unbending forms

:

£hruta-psavay6, VIII, 20, 7; (VIII,

7, 7^)

a, prep :

with Loc., on, in, ddhvan a, I, 37,

13 ;
dh£nvan kit I, 38, 7 ;

%meshu K, on the courses, V,

87, 7\—with Acc., over, I, 38,

10; towards, V, 52, 12 ;
I, 167,

2 ;
on to, V, 56, I

;
^6sham a,

to his satisfaction, VIII, 94, 6 ;

t r%as, through the air (?), (VI I,

57 f
3^0—with Abl, divih ff, from

heaven, V, 53, 8; 54, i^; asmat

% towards us, V, 56, 3.—pan ^
vdih U agub, I, 88, 4 ;

^ tc, before
thee, I, 165, g.—ii, 6, I, 165,

14^ VII, 59, 5; VIII, 7,33.-
adv., here, I, 37, 6; hither, II,

34, 4 ; m6hu/^ il, V, 54, 3.
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pronominal base, see ay^.

%as, ayosy guilt, sin

:

^
%ai>, VII, 57, 4; (257.)

Angirasa

:

Purunii/>6a Angirasa, (362.)

%a, skin of a goat

:

(232.)
a^i, 1 ace, course

:

a^i'sbu, II, 34, 3 ;
(I, 37, S\)

at, then:
^t dha, thereupon, I, 6, 4^

;
^t it,

then only, I, 87, 5 ; 168, 9.

atura, sick

:

^turasya, VIII, 20, 26.

atma-d^, he who gives breath

:

^tma-d^/6, X, 121, 2
; (4.)

^tmdn, breath

:

^tm^ devginam, the breath of the
gods (V^taj, X, 168, 4.

Atreya

:

Aiy^aninas Atreya, (V, 61, 5®.)

^-dardird, tearing to pieces

:

^
^-dardir^say^ (adrayai>), X, 78, 6.

Adityd, the Adityas

:

idity^sa^, X, 77, 2 ;
adity^na n^m-

n^, X, 77, 8.—adityd = n^ka,

(X, 1 2 1,
— Vasus, Adityas,

Rudras, (VII, 56, ^208.)- (See

243 seqq.)
;
adity^ aditii^, (244)

;

eight A., (251 seq.)
;

seven A.,

(252 seqq.); six A., (253.)

adhavaniya, a Soma-vessel

:

(VIII, 94, 5^)
i(-dhita, known

:

^-dhitam, what we once knew, I,

170, I.

i-dhrzsh, see dhr/sh.

ap, to find

:

I, 167, 9; ap^nam=^pnU"
vantam, (II, 34, 7’-)

^-pathi, comer:
^-pathaya^, V, 52, 10.

i-pathf, wanderer

:

S,-pathyay&, I, 64, II.

§.plnd, a draught

:

ap^ndm, II, 34, 7^
tpi, friend

:

apayay&, II, 34, 10; V, 53, 2\
api-tva, friendship

:

api-tvdm, VIII, 20, 22.

k-p/iMbyz, honourable :

%-^nkkhyz,m, I, 64, 13^
t-bhfif, mighty

;

a-bhfivay&, I, 64, 1^
; 6 ; 86, 5^

^-bhfishewya, to be honoured

:

^-bhfish6«yam, V^ 55, 4.

ambhnwi, the voice of the thunder

:

a-ya^i, erjagend, obtaining:

,,
(V, 54 ,

i^.)

ayu, life

:

ayau (for ayali), I, 114, 8^
ayfi, man

:

^yli-bhi^, with the men (Ayus), V,
60, 82.—^yafi, read ^yau, 1, 114,
8\

^yudha, weapon

:

Syudha, I, 39, 2 ;
V, 57, 6 ;

VIII,
20, 12

;
^yudhaii>, Vll, 56, 13 ;

A,
-f t 7 j'

siyus, life

:

Ij 37, 15 ;
ayushi, (1, 1 14, 8)

;

ayfi^zshi pra tSrishat, X, 186, i

;

^yu;;2shi sfi*dhitani, (235,)
^rl, a shoemaker’s awl

:

^
(Ij 37 , 2*

; 88, 3\)
ar^t, far

:

Sr^t kit yuyota, VII, 58, 6 ;
X, 77,

6 .

Ir^ttat, from afar

:

,
I, 167, 9-

aru^atnfi, breaking through

;

Sru^atnfi-bhi/> (c. Acc.), I, 6, 5,

^ru72i, red flame :

^ru«ishu, I, 64, 7^,

Srd, far

:

are X’akWma, we have put away, I,

171,4 ;
^rd, may it be tar, 1, 172,

2 (bis)
;

yiT, 56, 17 ; 1, 114, 10;
ar6 asmat asyatu, may he drive

far away from us, 1, 1 14, 4 ;
are

badhetham, VI, 74, 2.

Ar^ikci, N. of a country :

^r^ike, VIII, 7, 29^—A sacrificial

vessel, (VIII, 7, 29'.)—Ar^ikaX,

N. of the people of Ar^ika, (398

.
seq.)

Ar^gika, N. of a river :

^ (399-)
Ar^^ikiya, n, = Ar^ika, the country :

(398 seq.)—Ar^ikiyS, f.=Ar^ika,
the river, (399.)

avis, openly

:

dv\h (karta), 1
, 86, 9 ;

VII, 58, 5.

a-vrita, invested

:

I, 87, 4.

wish :

^-jdsaX, V, 56, 2.

^j^, cleft

:

I, 39, 32.

a-jfr, milk (for the Soma)

:

^-jfram, I, 1 34, 6 (bis).
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Sjd, quick, swift

:

X, 78, 5.—aj6-bhi>&, on the
quick steeds, I, 37, 14; II, 34,

^ ^
3‘‘5 V, 55, I

;
6i, II.

aju-ajva, with quick horses :

ifti-ajva/6, V, 58, i
;
(I, 37, 2\)

as, to sit

:

^ate, they are enthroned (as gods),

I, 19, 6; ^sate,they dwell, 1, 168,
3.—upa-^ate, they revere, X,
121, 2.

^s, mouth

:

^s^ vdndyasai>, visibly like, I, 168,
2.—iis, mouth, as the instrument
of praise (41-43) ;

etvmology

(42, note a-)
;

instr. (43 seq.).

Ssan, mouth

:

Ssa-bhii>, I, 166, II®.

M:
instr. isaya, (I, 168, i^)

as^t, coram

:

(42 seq.)

asya, mouth

:

asyg, I, 38, 14.

i, to go ...

;

ijhiihj approaching for (twoAcc.),
II, 34, 14^

;
yatfe vrishrf, going

with rain, V, 53, 5^; vy^thi>6

yati' (a ship) that goes rolling,V,
59, 2^

;
ritim yate, to the right-

eous man, X, 78, 2 ;
tyante,they

move along, V, 55, i
;
5yate, X,

168, 2 ;
!yamana>&, X, 168, 3.

—

dti iySma, let us pass, V, 53, 14.—adhi-itM, you listen (c. Gen.),
VII, 56, 15.—anu yanti, they
follow, V, 53, 6.—i[-itasa/&, they
are come, 1, 165, i®

;
hpaliayati,

he comes (to ask) for (Acc.),

V I I I

,

2 o, 2 2^.—tit-itaj6 suray&, the
risen sun, X, 121, 6; ht-ite

stfrye, at sunrise, V, 54, 10.

—

nf>&-etave, to come forth, I, 37,
9^.—p^rS itana, move along, V,
6r, 4.—pra yantu, go forth, V,

87, I
;
praydt-bhya^, V, 54, 9

;

pra-yati adhvare,while the sacri-

fice proceeds, VIII, 7, 6; ^nu
prd yanti, V, 53, 10.—vf yayu/&
parva-jd^, they have trodden to
pieces,VIII, 7, 23; (VIII, 7, 22’.)

food

:

f/abhi>&, V, 53, 2.

It, indeed , . .

:

^t ft, then only, I, 87, 5 ; 168, 9

;

ev^ ft, 1, 165, 12
;
gha ft, II, 34,

14 ;
ft u, V, 55, 7 ;

s^ s^ ft, VI,

66, 3 ;
sddam ft, I, 114, 8,

itds, from here :

itiA (opp. to dtai>), I, 6, 10.

fti

:

V, 52, II
; 53, 3; 61, 8; 18.

iti, pace :

ity^ (ndbhasai>), I, 167, 5.

itthii, thus :

1) 39, 1 ; 7 ; 165, 3 ;
vn, 56, 15

;

VIII, 7, 30.—ittha dhiya, thus

is my thought,V, 6i, 15^
; 1, 2, 6\

ftvan, see prlta^-ftvan.

iddm, this here . . .

:

dy^m im^m, X, 12 1, i
;
iy5m prz-

thivf, V, 54, 9.—asy5, X, 121, 3 ;

I, 86, 4^ ; 5 ;
asya, his (Indra’s),

1, 6, a\—esham, I, 37, 3'
; 9 ;

13; 15; 38,8; 12; 165,13; V,

52, 15^
; 87, 2^

;
et^vatai> esh^m,

VIII, 7, 15^
;
t£t esham, this is

theirs, VIII, 20, 14 (bis).—im^,

here are, I, 165, 4 ;
im6 Marfi-

taA (opp. anyg), VII, 57, 3.—
idam, here, II, 33, 10.

id£m-idam, again and again ;

VIJ, 59, I.

ina, strong

:

initsa>&, V, 54, 8.

fndu, (Soma) drop

:

/{ndu-bhi>&, VIII, 7, 14 ;
fndava>6, I,

2, 4 ; 134, 2.—indo, O Indu, I,

43 ,
8 .

Indra :

indra, Indra, I, 6, 5 ; 165, 3 ; 5 ; 7

;

167, i; 170, 2; 5; 171, 6; In-

dra^ I, 85, 9 ; 165, 10 ;
i66, 12;

VII, 56, 25 ;
VIII, 94, 6; \%o

fndra^ >§a, I, 2, 5 ; 6 ;
fndram, 1,

6, 10; 87, 5; VIII, 7, 24; 31;
mdre«a, I, 6, 7; indr^ya, I, 165,
II

;
fndrasya, I, 6, 8 ; 167, 10 ;

fndrat, I, 17 1, 4 ;
mdre, I, 166,

II. — Indra called vira, (II,

,
33, I'O

mdra-vat, joined by Indra

;

fndra-vanta^, V, 57, i.

Indravayu, Indra and VEyu :

fndravayu, I, 2, 4.

indriy^, vigour

;

indriydm, I, 85,2.—indriye«a, with
(Indra’s) might, I, 165, 8^

indh, to kindle

:

idh^n^/&, VI, 66, 2.

—

sim indhatS,m
(agnfm), let them light (the fire),

[32] Hh
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I, 170, 4; s£tn-iddhai&, V, 58, 3.

-*(1, 166, i\)

mdhanvan, fiery :

fndhanva-bhii?, II, 34, 5^.

iradh :

iradhyai, for achievement, 1, 1 34? 2.

irin, tyrant (?)

:

V, 87, 3^
irya, active

:

iryam (r^^anam), V, 58, 4.

iva, like . . .

:

ih£-iva, almost close by, I, 37, 3.

—

iva and n£, I, 85, 8\—iva, as one
syllable, I, 166, i®; p. cxix.

ish, to rush :

ishawanta, ishanta, I, 134, 5 ; p.

cxxii.

ish, food

:

fsham, I, 168, 2^; II, 34, 7; 8;
isha, I, 88, i

; 165, 15 ; 166, 15 ;

167, II
; 168, 10 ; p. XX

;
VIII,

20, 2 ;
ish4 bhu^^, VIII, 20, 8 ;

isha^ (acc. pl.)> Ij 165, 12 ;
VII,

59, 2 ;
p.xviii; ish^m, I, 168, 5.

—ish^ sasrtishi>6, waters, ram-
clouds, I, 86, 5^.—fshai>, viands,

1,167,1 .—fsham,draught,VI 1 1,7,

i^; 3 ;
fsha^, draughts,VIII,7,i9.

ishd, autumn :

ishdm, I, 165, 15 ; 166, 15 ; 167,

II
;
168, 10 ; 171, 6 ; p. xx.

isha«y, to hasten

:

is^ia«ya^a, V, 52, 14.

ifahird, invigorating

:

ishir^m, I, 168, 9.

ishu, arrow :

fshum, I, 39, 10 ; 64, 10.

ishu-mat, carrying good arrows

:

fshu-manta^, V, 57, 2.

ishkri, see kn.
fshd, rite, oblation :

fshdm, I, 166, 14; ish/dya^, VI,

74, I.

ishmm, speeding along

:

ishmma/&, I, 87, 6 ; V, 87, 5 ;
VII,

56, II.— ishmfwam, strong, V,

52, 16.

ihd, here . . .

:

ihd-iva, almost close by,- 1, 37, 3.

—

—iha-iha, here and there, VII,

59,

% to ask for (with two Acc.)

:

finahe, I, 6, lo
;
V, 53, 13 ;

imahe,
I, 43, 4 ;

II, 34, II.—dva imahe,

we pray to forgive, VII, 58, 5.

—

See also i.

i, pronominal base, see ay^, and
im.

iksh :

abhi afkshetam, they look up to

(acc.), X, 1 2 1, 6.

ihkh, to toss :

ifikhdyanti, I, 19, 7.

idj to implore, to ask :

f/e, V, 60, i^
;

\tte (with double
Acc.), I, 134, 5.

im

;

I, 38, ti; 85, II
; 134, 2; 167, 8

(bis)
;
V, 54, 4 ;

y^t im, I, 87, 5 ;

167, 5 17 ;
VII, 56, 21 ;

y6im,

y, 61, II
;
keim,VII, 56, 1 ;

fipa

im, I, 1 7 1, 2.

ir :

'

a-irire, they produced, assumed, I,

6, 4®.—ut-ir£yanti (v^>^am), they

send out, 1, 168, 8
;

fit irayatha,

you raise,V, 55,5^; fit irayanta,

they have risen, VIII, 7, 3 ;
fit

irate, VIII, 7, 7 ;
17.—pr^ irate,

they come forth, VII, 56, 14;
prfi airata, they expanded, VII 1

,

20, 4 ;
pr£ iraySini, I send forth,

II, 3^, 8 ;
sfim pifi irate, they

rise, X, 168, 2.

ivat, so much :

ivata^, VII, 56, 18.

isj to rule, to be lord (with Gen.)

:

ue, X, 1 2 1, 3; ije, I, 165, 10;
uishe, I, 170, 5 ;

islue, V, 87, 3 ;

ijirc, V, 58, I.— I, 87, 4 ;

Kranat, II, 33, 9.

ijana-krzt, conferring powers

:

ijaiia-k7'zta/>, I, 64, 5'.

ish, to shrink

:

ishante, VI, 66, 4.

u, particle . . .

:

nfi vai u, II, 33, 9.—u before loka,

p. Ixxiv seqq.

iiktha, praise, hymn :

uktham, I, 86,4; uktha, I, 165,

4^; ukthani, VII, 56, 33; uk-
thaf>&,VII, 56, 18 ;

ukthebhifi, I,

2, 2.—vdhnii? ukthaf/j, the priest

with his hymns (41).

ukthd-\4has, offeringhymnsof praise:

(40.)

ukthya, praiseworthy

:

ukthyam, I, 64, 14'*.— ukthyam
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(g^yatram), praising, of praise,

1, 38, 14.
uksh, to sprinkle, to pour out, to

wash

:

uksh^nti, I, 166, 3; ukshdnte, TI,

34, 3^; V, 59, i; ukshama«&>&,

VI, 66, 4.—i ukshata, I, 87, 2.

-(I, 85, 2\)
uksh, to grow

:

see vaksh.

ukshdn, bull

:

I, 64, 2^
;
V, 52, 3 ;

g^vai>

ukshawa^, excellent bulls, I, 168,
2®.— uksh»£^ r^ndhram, ^ the

hollow of the bull,’ VIII, 7, 26^
Ukshworandhra, N. pr.

;

(VIII, 7, 26\)
ugrd, terrible, strong

:

ugr^i>, 1, 19, 4 ;
VI, 66, 6 ;

VII, 56,

6 ; 57, I
;

I, 134. 5; ugrifsaA,

VIII, 2 0, 12 ;
^pa^ ugrai6, wild

waters,VI, 66, 1 1^; ugra^, 1, 166,

6 ; 8 ;
V, 57, 3 ; 60, 2 ;

n^rih, I,

165, 6 ; 10; VII, 56, 23 ;
II, 33,

9; ugra^ ugr6bhi>6, I, 171, 5;
ugr^n, VI, 66, 5 ;

ugram, VII,

56, 7; VIII, 20, 3; II, 33 j

ugr^ya manydve, fierce anger, I,

37, 7. “7-dyafi/6 ugr^, the awful

heaven, X, 121, 5^
ugr£-putra, having terrible sons :

ugra-putra (Aditi), (254 ;
260.)

ugr£-bahu, strong-armed :

ugrd-bahavai>, VIII, 20, 12.

fit, prep. . .

.

utfl, and, also
;
even . . .

:

then, after yat, I, 85, 5.—ut^ va,

aye, or also, I, 86, 3 ;
V, 60, 6

;

V, 58, 1 ;
ut£ sma—ntk sma~utd,

whether—or whether, V, 52, 8 ;

9 ;
m^—utfi m^, 1, 1 1 4, 7 (tris).

—

ut£ gha, even though, V, 6r, 8^

;

nunSm utd, even now, VIII, 20,

ni-rtk :

ut-r/>^i -^2ignQ, to the end of the

ceremony, X, 77, 7\
ut6, also

:

V, 55) 4 ;
VIII, 94, 6 ; I, i34) 6 5

X, i68, I.

fit-o^as, ever-powerful

:

fit-o^asa>6, V, 54, 3.

ut-tamd, highest

:

ut-tamdm, exalted, V, 59, 3 ;
ut-

tame, in the highest (heaven),

V, 60, 6.

fit-tara, higher

:

fit-tarat div^i>, V, 60, 7 ;
fit-tara

dyafi^, VIII, 20, 6.

ut-bhid, breaking out

;

ut-bhfda>6, V, 59, 6.

fitsa, spring, well (cloud)

:

fitsam, I, 64, 6*; (I, 85, 10^);

1,85, II
;
V, 52,12^; 54, 8; VII,

57, i; VIII, 7, 10^ 16; dh&h
fitsS>&, the springs of heaven, V,

57, I.

utsa-dhi, the lid of the well

:

utsa-dhfm, I, 88, 4^; (176*)

uddn, water

:

ud£-bhii>, I, 85, 5; nimnafi> ud^-

bhi/&, X, 78, 5.

udanyfi, longing for water

:

udan) ava^, V, 54, 2 ;
udanydve, V,

57,' I.

uda-vah£, water-carrier

:

uda-vahena, I, 38, 9 ;
uda-v^hasa/?,

58, 3.

udrin, \vatering-pot

:

udri«am, VIII, 7, 10^.

und, to water, moisten :

vi-undanti, I, 38, 9 ;
vi undanti, I,

85, 5 ;
V, 54, 8.

fipa, prep. . . . :

with Loc., fipa r£theshu, I, 39, 6 ;

87, 2.—with Acc., to, I, 166, 2^

;

fipa te, near to thee, 1, 114, 9.

—

fipa dyfi-bhi^, dayby day,V, 53,3^.

upa-ma, very high

:

upa-miisai?, V, 58, 5.

fipara, carried behind

:

fipara, I, 167, 3®,

upari, above

:

V, 61, 12.

upava, the blowing after

:

(X, 77, 5^.)

Upastut^jN, pr., son ofVWshdhavya

:

(152 seq.).—See stu.

upd-stha, lap

:

upfi-sthe, VII, 56, 25 ;
VIII, 94, 2^

upa-hatnfi, attacking

:

upa-hatnfim, II, 33, ii.

upa-hvara, cleft

:

upa-hvarfishu, I, 87, 2,

upara, injury

:

(
66 .)

ubj-:

ni^ aub^atjhe forced out, I, 85, 9.

ubh^, both

:

ubhe, heaven and earth, (V, 59,

7®) ;
VI, 66, 6 ;

ubhfi rfidas?,

VIII, 20, 4.

H h 2
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ubhaya

:

ubh^ye, people on both sjdes, V,

59, f-
ur6, wide

:

ur{i, I, 85, 6 ; 7 ;
iirati antarikshe,

V, 52, 7; ur^vaA, V, 57, 4;
iirvi, VII, 57, I.—uru as one
syllable, p. Ixxvi.

uru-krama, wide-striding

:

urii-krama^ (Vish«u), V, 87, 4^
uru-kshaya, wide-ruling

:

uru-ksh£y^, I, 2, 9.

ur6-loka

:

urtj-lokam (ant^riksham), p. Ixxvii.

urU“Vy£>^as

:

ep. of Aditi, (260.)

uru-vyl«^, wide-reaching:

uruif, ep. of Aditi, (260.)—uru/^T,

I, 2, 3.

uru-vra^a

:

uru-vra^o-S, ep. of Aditi, (260,)

urushy, to deliver

:

urushyata, V, 87, 6.

see uru-vy£^^,

Ur^aji

:

(308.)
urv&ruk^, gourd

:

urvSruk2m~iva, VII, 59, 12.

urviy^, wide

:

V, 55, 2.

iiloka for u loka

:

pp. Ixxiv seqq.

uj, see vaj.

Ujanas

:

= U.rana, (VIII, 7, 262.)

UjanI, N. of a jRishi

:

ujdn^, with Ujan^, VIII, 7, 26®.

uj^nS, desire

:

ujana, with desire, (VIII, 7, 26®.)

ushds, dawn

:

ush^sai, vi-ushdshu, ush^^ na, II,

34, 12 ; ushasa^, the Dawns, V,

59,8; 1. 134,3 (bis); 4; usMt-
bhi;&, I, 6, 3^

;
ushasam na

ket^va^, X, 78, 7.

usrd:

ksh£pai> usrib ^a, and usr^/&, by
night and by day, (I, 64, 8®.)

—

usr^/6-iva, the heavens, I, 87,

—usrai?, the mornings, 1, 171, 5.

usri:

usri, in the morning, (II, 34, 12^);

V, 53, 14^-

usrfya, bright

:

usriyai>, the bright ones (days or

clouds), I, 6, 5®; usrfya^, (11,

34,
12'^.)—usriyai6 vWshabhd/6,

the bull of the Dawn, V, 58, 6®.

(fitf, protection, help, favour

:

^ citf^, II, 34, 15; VII, 59, 4; utr,

instr., I, 64, 13 ; 172, ;
VII,

57,7; 59,9'; 10; CTt£ye,lI,34,

14; VlII, 7, 6 ;
ut£ya>&, I, 167,

i; V, 54, 7; I, 134,2; uti-bhi>&,

favours, I, 39, 8 ; 9; VII, 58,3;
VIII, 20,24; uti'shu,VIII,20, 15.

udhan and iidhar, udder

:

tfdha^divy^ni, the heavenly udders
(clouds), I, 64, 5.—Iidhani, II,

34, 2*; 6.—tidha^, II, 34, 10;
VI, 66, I

;
VII, 56, 4^

ffma, guardian

:

ijfmasa>&, I, 166, 3 ;
ffmS^, V, 52,

^ 12 ;
X, 77, 8.

ur«i, wool

:

ijr«^^ vasata, V, 52, 9^.

hrwu

:

£pa {ir«ute,she uncovers, 1 1, 34, i2h

firdhvd, erect

:

hrdhv^ krwavante, they stir up, I,

88, 3^
;
lirdhvdm nunudre, they

pushed up, I, 85, 10; 88, 4;
iardhv^ santu, may they stand

erect, I, 171, 3^; firdhv^n rijib

karta, lift us up, I, 172, 3 ;
ur-

dhv^ tish/>6atu, may (the dawn)
stand erect, I, 134, i®.

urmf, wave

:

urmaya^, I, 168, 2.

urmy^, night

:

(irmye, V, 61, lyh
fih, see vah.

fih, to watch

:

ohate, V, 52, 10
;

1 1 ;
ni ohate, V,

52, II,—ohate (sakhitve), he is

counted (in your friendship),

VIII, 7,31.

ri, to go

:

iyarti, it rises, I, 165, 4®; p. xv;
xxi.—arta, it came, V, 52, 6,

—

^ fyarta, bring, VIII, 7, 13.—fit

arpaya, raise up, II, 33, 4.—ma
nf^ arama, may we not fall

away, VII, 56, 21,—pr6 arata,

come on, I, 39,
5^.—sam-arS«A^,

coming together, I, 165, 3.

ri, to hurt, see ar.

rikti, praise

;

su-rzkti (?), (I, 64, I®.}

rikvan, singer

:

rCkvimb (Maruts),!, 87, 5 ;
r/kva-
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bhi^, V, 52, I
; 60, 8.—r/kva-

hh\h, men to celebrate them,

nkshilea?:
r/ksha^ na, V, 56, 3.

rtk^ to sing, praise

:

ar/^ati, I, 6, 8’
;
dr^anti, 1, 165, ;

p. xiii; ivkz,, V, 59, ;
arianta/&,

I, 85, 2 ;
ariate, I, 87, 2 ;

an-
rikiih (arkdm), I, 19, 4^

;
ariat,

I, 165, 14.— Inf. nkisQy (I, 87,
6^)—^prd irkdi^ V, 52, ; 5;
pra ariata, V, 54, i

;
VII, 58, i

;

pra£ry§anti, I, 166, 7^
rikis^ praiser

:

rtkisQ^ (I, 87, 6^)
ri^ipyd, headlong

:

r/^ipy^sa>6, II, 34, 4^.

n^ishd, what remains of the Soma-
plant after it has been squeezed:

(I, 64, I2«.)

r/^ishfn, impetuous

:

rz^ishi^am, I, 64, 12®; rigi^indih,

I, 87, I
;

ir, 34, I.

ring, to strive, to yearn :

ringitZy you advanced, V, 87, 5

;

rmg^i% straightforward, I, 172,

2 ;
Inf. n%£se, (I, 87, 6^)

;
r/^i-

sh£ from rig, (I, 64, 12®.)—nf

n%ate, they gam, I, 37, 3^.

—

sdm asmin rzw^ate, they yearn
for it, I, 6, 9.

rz«a-y^, going after debt

:

(1, 87, 4’.)

rz«a-yavan, searching out sin :

rz«a-y^va, I, 87, 4'\

rHi, right
;

rite, sacrifice

:

rzt^na, in proper order, VII, 56,

j 2 ;
on the right way, I, 2, 8 ;

rztdm yate, to the righteous

man, X, 78, 2.—rztasya s^da-

neshu, in the sacred places, II,

34, 13*^; ntdsya parasmin dh^-
man, in the highest place of the

law, I, 43, 9^—rztdm, sacrifice.

V, 59, 1 ;
rztdsya, VIII, 7, 21

;

rztSiam, I, 165, 13.— (I, 38,

6\)
r/ta-^ata, well-born

:

^
rzl^-^Sta^, V, 61, 14.

rzta-^;za, righteous

:

rt\.2^-gnih, V, 57, 8 ; 58, 8.

Wta-yfi, pious

:

r/ta-ydva^, V, 54, 12®.

7'ztd-van, holy

:

rzti-vfi, X, 168, 3.

rzta-vakd, hymn

:

(1, 134, 1®.)

rzta-vndh, increasing the right

:

rita-vrzdhau (mitravaru»au), I, 2,

8 .

rzta-s§[p, following the order

:

rzta-s^pai6, VII, 56, 12 ;
(I, 2, 8^)

rzta-spm, adhering to the right

:

rzta-sprzV^ (mitravaruwau), I, 2,

riti, hurting

:

(63} i (1, 64, 15’.)

rzti-sah, defying all onslaughts

:

rzti-saham, I, 64, 15^.

ritu-tha, at the right season :

1, 170, 5.

rztupati, N. of Agni

:

(]> 43, 4^)
rzdudara, kmdhearted (?)

:

ridudirak, II, 33, 5®.

rzdh, to accomplish

:

rzdhyim, V, 60, i.

rzdhak, far

:

VII, 57, 4-

jRzbhu, the i^zbhus

:

(V, 58, 4^; VI, 66, tx\)
ribhukshan (?)

:

rzbhuksha»a^, VIII, 7, 9^; 12;

20, 2,

rzbhuksh^s, lord

:

ribhuksha^, I, 167, 10.

ribhvas, bold, rabid

:

rzbhvasam, V, 52, 8’.

rz'sh

:

tir£& (srfdha^) ^rshanti, they rush

through, VIII, 94, 7.

rzshi, seer

:

rishe, V, 52, 13; 14; rzshe, V,

59, 8 ;
rzshim va ra^^nam va, V,

54, 7 ;
rzshim—r%"inam, V, 54,

I4-—(V, 61, 5I)

rishi-dvish, enemy of the poets :

rzshi-dvishe, I, 39, 10.

rz’sh^f, spear

:

rishtiA, I, 167, 3^; rzsh^aya^, I,

64, 4; (II, 34, 2’}; V, 54; II
;

57, 6 ;
VI II, 20, II

;
risht^k, V,

52, 6 ;
rzsh^f-bhiA, I, 37, 2 ; 64,

8^; 85, 4; (VII, 56, 13'); i-'Sh-

/ishu, 1, 166, 4.

rish/i-mdt, armed with spears :

rish/imat-bhi/&, I, 88, i; (170);
rzshd-manta>&, V, 57, 2 ; 60, 3.

rish^i-vidyut, armed with lightning-

spears ;

rzsh^f-vidyuta/&, (1, 167, 3^) ;
V, 52,
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13; r/sh/i-vidyuta^, I, 168, 5;
(II, 34, 2^)

r/shvd, tall

:

Wshv^sa^, I, 64, 2 ;
nshv^/&, V, 52,

6^; 13.

^ka, alone

:

6ka^, X, 121,1; 3; 8; 1, 165,

3; ekam, I, 165, 6; VIII, 20,

13 ;
^kasya ht me, 1, 165, 10.

—

^ka/6-ekai^, one by one, V, 61, i.

ekam-eka

:

^kam-eka jat^, each a hundred, V,

52, 17.

e^:
e^ati, (the earth) trembles, V, 59,

2.—e^atha, you stir, VIII, 20, 4.

eda., a kind of sheep

:

(I, 166, 10®; 235.)

ewa, a kind of antelope

;

(I, 166, iqS; 235.)
eta, the fallow deer :

(I, 165, i^); V, 54, 5 ;
et^n,

1, 165, 5^.— speckled deer-

skins, I, 166, 10^; (232; 234
seq.)—eta>6 n^, like harts, X,

77, 2.—See ena.

etad, this . . .

:

et^ni vijva^atani, all these created

things, X, 12 1,
10.—et^n and

^t^n, (I, 165, 5^)—ete, there

they are, I, 165, 12.—etat tyat,

I, 88, 5; eshii sy^, I, 88, 6.

—

et^ni ni«ya, these secrets, VII,

56, 4h
6taja, the (solar) horse ;

etaja^, I, 168, 5^
et^vat, so much

:

et^vat, VII, 57, 3.—et^vata>6 >^it

esh^m, of that immense (host)

of them, VIII, 7, 15^
ena, fern, eni

;

enya^, spotted deer, V, 53, 7®.

—

See 4ta, (234 seq.)

enad, this

:

en^, instr., II, 34, 14; V, 53, 12

;

en^n, VJ 52, 6.

^nas, sin

:

gnaA, VII, 58, 5 ;
VI, 74, 3.

6man, march

:

^ma-bhi>6, V, 59, 2.

6va, horse

:

4visa^, I, 166, 4; (1, 168, I®.)

ev£

:

tvi ft, truly, I, 165, 12 ;
eva and

evdm, (I, 168, i^)—ev^, thus,

,
n, 33, 15.

evam, thus

:

adverb of eva, (I, 168, i^.)

evay^, quickly moving, quick :

eva-y^^, I, 168, (conjecture for

deva-yto); (365.)
evayamarut, Evayimarut, a sacri-

ficial shout

:

evayamarut, V, 87, i to 9 ; (365);
(1, 168, i\)

eva-yavan, the constant wanderer

:

eva-yavna^, II, 34, ii.—fern, eva-

y^vari, (I, 168, i®); (365.)
esha, rapid

;

esh£sya (vfsh«o>&), II, 34, ii^;

VIII, 20, 3*^,

ai«eya, skin of an antelope

:

(232; 234.)
aidh, torch

:

aidh^-iva, I, 166, i®.

6, see
6kas, home

:

svam 6kai>, VII, 56, 24^

/
^as, power

:

I, 39, 10; V, 57, 6; VII, 56,

7; I, 165, 10; 6^asa, I, 19, 4;
8; 39 j 8; 85, 4; 10; V, 52, 9;
14^; 55, 2; 56, 4; 59, 7; VII,

58, 2; VIII, 7, 8; 6^a/>-bhi^,

VII, 56, 6.

—

6g\yah, stronger,

II, 33, 10.

oshadhi, plant

:

dshadhi^, I, 166, 5; dshadhishu,
VII, 56, 22 ;

6shadhi>6 (nom.),
VJI, 56, 25.

auksh«orandhra

:

(VIII, 7, 26h)

Ka, Who, the Unknown God

:

(P/ 3.)

kakubh, hump ;

kakfibha^ nhat6 mith^/5, they lick

one another’s humps, VIII, 20,

2T^
kakuh^, exalted

:

kakuh^n, II, 34, ii,

K£«va

:

k^wvam, I, 39, 9; VIII, 7. 18;
kd72vaya, I, 39, 7^— I,

37, i; ka«veshu, I, 37, i^;

VIII, 7, 32.
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k£t, interrog. part.

:

VIII, 94, 7 ;
8,—See kfm.

katam^

;

katamdt ian£ ^ha/6, even a single

day, X, 168, 3.

kathdm, how

;

V, 61, 2.

kath^, how

:

V, 53, 2; 61, 2.

kad^, when

:

VIII, 7, 30.

kddha

:

when, I, 38, i^; where, VIII, 7,

3 i‘

kadha-pn

:

kadha-priyay6 (read kadha priyai>),

1,38,1^; VIII, 7,31.
kan, see ^akan^.

kapanSi, a caterpillar

:

kapana-iva, V, 54, 6^.

kaparda, a shell, the hair twisted

together in the form of a shell

:

(1, 1 14,
kapardin, with braided hair

:

kapardine (rudr^ya), I, 114,
kapardinam, 1, 114, 5.

kam, part.

:

I, 39. 7; 87, 6'; 88
, 2; 3 (bis);

VII, 57, 3; VIII, 94, 2; hi kam,
VII, 59, 5.

kambala, m., cloth made of vege-

table substance

:

kdr«aiy& naddsya, with the points

of the reed, II, 34, 3^.

kalmalikm, fiery (?)

:

kalmalikfnam, II, 33, 8^
kdvandha, water-skin

:

kavandham, VIII, 7, lo^; (V, 54,
82.)^

kavandhm, carrying water-skins

:

kavandhfna>&, V, 54, 8^.

kavi, poet
;
wise :

kavaya/?, V, 52, 13; kdvayayf?, V,

57, 8; 58, 8; wise, VII, 59, ii

;

kavaya^, V, 58^, 3 ;
kavfm, wise,

I, 1 1 4, 4; kavi, I, 2, 9.

kaja, whip

:

kaj^^, I, 37, 3^; klfaya, I, 168,

4.

KSwva

:

kawvasya, VIII, 7, 19.

k^ma, desii e

:

k^mam, I, 85, ii
;
k^masya, 1, 86,

8; k^Lma/^, V, 61, 18.

kamin, loving, desiring

:

kfimina^, V, 53, 16; VII, 59, 3.

—

kammam, the needy, V, 61, 7.

kiimya, beloved

:

k^my^, I, 6, 2; V, 61, 16; k^m-
yaij6, I, 6, 8.

k^rfi, poet, singer

:

kSrfi/7, I, 165, 14; kar6^, I, 165,

15; 166,15; 167,11; 168,10;
karave, II, 34, 7 ;

karava/6, VIII,

94, 3 *

karp^sa, cotton dress

:

>340
kavya

:

k^vya, wise thoughts, V, 59, 4.

kishaya, dark red :

(232, 234.)
k^h/>6a, fence :

I, 37, 10®,

kim, interrog. pron. , . ,

:

kasmai deviiya havisha vidhema,
X, 1 2 1, i~9

;
kfm te, what has

happened to thee? I, 165, 3;
ka^ nfi, I, 165, 13 ;

kd^ nunam,
V, 61, 14; kdt ha nunam, what
then now? I, 38, VIII, 7,

3 1 ; k£t drtham, what errand ?

I, 38, 2; k£t vo/^6ma, what
could we say? I, 43, i.—kfm,

why? I, 170, 2; 3.—kfm with
iana, indef. pron., (265 seq.)

—

'kih k\i, any one, I, 37, 13;
ke ^it, a few only, I, 87, ;

V, 52, 12
;
k6na >^it, whatever,

I, 87, 2.

kird«a, speck of dust

:

kirdwam, V, 59, 4.

killsf, spotted deer

:

kilasya^, V, 53, i\
kirin, gleeman

:

kirlTza/^, V, 52, 12®,

kutapa, woollen cloth

;

,(2340
kutas, whence

:

kfita^, I, 165, i; 3^; X, 168, 3;

p. xiv.

kup, cans., to rouse

:

kopdyatha, V, 57, j'.

kubhanyfi, wildly shouting

:

kubhanydva/6, V, 52, 12*^.

Kfibha, the Kabul river

;

kfibhi, V, 53,
kumfir^, boy

:

kumErd/6, II, 33, 12.

Kuru

:

(VIII, 20,
24I.)
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Kurukshetra

:

(398 seq.)

kuvit, mterrog. part.

:

VII, 58, 5.

kfilabheda, cutting through the

banks (of a river)

:

(263.)

k&h^i>ai&==k6 shth^b :

(1, 38, ii.)

ketfi, light

:

ketdm, I, 6, 3^
;

ketdna, V, 60, 8 ;

ketava^ (usbasam), rays, X, 78,
7.—ketdve, herald, I, 166, i^.

—

See aketd.

Kaillsa

:

from kilSsa? (V, 53, i\)

komyil (?):

I, 171, s'-

kri, to make . . . : kd/a, cask, bucket (cloud)

:

kr/«avante urdhva, may they stir k6j^^, I, 87, 2 ^
;
kdjam, V, 53, 6 ;

up,I,88,3;ijrdhviLnkarta, 1,172, 59, 8.—k6je hirawydye, at the

3 ;
bhtfri >^akartha, thou hast golden chest (on the chariot),

achieved much, I, 165, 7; VIII, 20, 8\
bhtfri«i krz»£vima, I, 165, 7 ;

^krdtu, power of body and mind

:

p. XVI
;

bhflri ^akra, you have krdtvi, wisdom, I, 39, i
;

V, 87,
valued, VII, 56, 23^.—krzwdti, 2^; with our mind, I, 165, 7*-^;

he performs a sacrifice for krkum, I, 64, 13 ;
a, 8; VIII,

(Dat.), (205, note®*); knwvdnta^
; 7, 24 ;

might, I, 19, 2.

brdhma, maldng prayer, 1, 88, 4 ;
krand, to roar

:

kntd M, whatever little we ^ >&akradat bhiy^, VIII, 7, 26.

—

have done, VII, 57, 5.—karRma ava krandatu, V, 58, 6.—pra
^gay&, VII, 57, 4 ;

krztdm dnai6, krand, to call out, (V, 59, i^)

VI, 74, 3. — y^ni karishy^ krandast, heaven and earth

:

jferauhf, do what thou wilt do, krdndasT, X, 121, 6\
*^1, 165, 9^; p. xvii; yii nd kram, to stride

:

krMvai, I, 165, 10.—kartana ^akrame, V, 87, 4 ;
dnu krSmema,

tavish^«i, prove your powers, I, let us follow, V, 53, ti
;
akra-

166, I.—Sre >^akrzma, we have mim, (I, 165, 8h)
put away, I, 171, 4.—mii kirim kravfs, raw flesh;

karat, may it not cause delay, (I, 166, 6®.)

V, 56, 7.—knt£m, made (at kiS«d, made (?)

:

play, or in battle), V, 60, ^
kra«^a^, kra«^^ (bis), I, 134,

iakrire satrSi, they have brought / 2^.

together, V, 60, 4.—kr/«ute s/Knvi:
mina^ deva-tr^, she is mindful knvim, VIII, 20, 24’.

of the gods, V, 61, 7.—^akrird krfvi^-dat, gory-toothed:
vndhd,I, 85, 1 ;

kridhi ^iv^tave, krivi^-dati, I, 166, 6 '\

X, 186, 2.—dram kr/Tzvantu, kr!^, to play :

let them prepare, 1 , 170, 4.—^ kri7anti, I, 166, 2; kn7atha, V,
asm^n i^akrd, has brought us 60, 3.

hither, I, 165, 14^
; (203) ;

a kri/d, playful:

akaram dpa te, I have driven kri/am(jtlrdha^), I, 37, i; 5; kri/d>6,

near to thee, I, 114, 9 .—%vih 1 , 166, 2.

karta, make manifest, I, 86, 9.— kri/f, sportive, playful

:

ishkarta, straighten, VIII, 20, kri/ayad, I, 87, 3 ;
(slAlab)^ X,

2 6\—prd akran, they tried to 78, 6.

make, V, 59, —See krdwd, krudh:
nib-kritL mK tvS. X*ukrudhSma, let us not

kritf, sword : incense thee, II, 33, 4,

kritib, 1, 168, 3. krddhmin, furious:

krish, to plough : krddhmi, VII, 56, 8.

Hrkrishat, VIII, 20, 19, Krdmu, the Kurrum ;

k/ip;
^

Krdmui?, V, 53, 9^
tdbhiy^ kalpasva s^dhu-yii, fare krdra, horrible

;

kindly with them, I, 170, 2. (I, i66, 6®.)
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Krfiradanti, N, of Durg^

;

(I, i66, 6\)
kva, where

:

I, 38, 2^ (bis)
; 3 (bis, and kvo)

;

1, 165, 6 ;
V, 61, 2 (bis)

;
VIII,

7i 20; II, 33, 7 ;
kva svit, kva, I,

168, 6; X, 168, 3.—kva, pro-

nounced kuva, (86.)

ksh£p, night

:

kshapa>&, by night, I, 64, 8®

;

piirvfe ^ti kshapai6, through
many nights, X, 77, 2.

ksham

;

abhi kshameta nai> arvati, may he
be gracious to our horse, II, 33,

abhi iakshamithai? ma, wilt

thou bear with me? II, 33, 7.

ksham, earth

:

ksham^, on earth, V, 52, 3; down
to the earth, VIII, 20, 26^

kshamya, earthly:

kshamyasya ^anmanai>, what is

born on earth, VII, 46, 2.

kshaya, dwelling

:

ksMye, I, 86, i
;

kshayam, VII,

59, 2.

kshiya, lordship

:

kshdyewa, being the lord, VII, 46,

2^
kshaydt-vira, ruling over heroes

:

kshaydt-vtraya (rudr^ya), I, 114,

I®; 2; kshaydt-virasya, I, 114,

3; ksh^yat-vira, I, 114, 10.

kshar, to flow :

ksharati, (the ship) sways, V, 59,

2.

—prd aksharat, he has poured
out, VIII, 7, I.

kshi, to dwell

;

ksheti, V, 61, 19 .—

%

ksheti, he
acquires, I, 64, 13.

kshitf, hamlet

:

kshitinam, X, 78, i.

kshipr^-ishu, with swift arrows

:

kshipra-ishave (Rudra), VII, 46, i.

kshud

:

kshddante apa/??, the waters gush,

V, 58, 6; kshodanti, they stir,

VII, 58, I.

kshumS, flax

:

(233-)

kshurd, sharp edge

:

kshura^, 1, 166, lo^
kshom;

kshonibhi^, with the (morning)

clouds, II, 34, 1
3^—ksho«t!6, pi,

women, (308 ; 309 seq.); ksho^f,

du., heaven and earth, VIII, 7,

22 ; (309.)

kshddas, rush of water

:

kshddas^, V, 53, 7.

kshaumi, linen dress

:

(234-)
^

kshm^, earth

:

kshmay^ Hrati, it traverses the

earth, VII, 46, 3.

khSd, to chew up :

khidatha, I, 64, 7^.

khidf, ring, quoit

:

khidf>&, I, 168, 3.—kh&daya^, I,

166,92; V,54, II
;
VII, 56, 13;

khadishu, V, 53, 4.—(I, 64, io‘-;

n, 34, 2I)

khadfn, having rings

:

khldma^, II, 34, 2

1

kh^di-hasta, adorned with rings on
their hands, or, holding the

quoits m their hands

:

kh^di-hastam, V, 58, 2; (I, 166,

9*.)

ga«a, host, company

:

ga/2a^, I, 87, 4 (bis); V, 61, 13 ;

VII, 56, 7 ;
(VI, 66, 1 1^) ;

ga«dm,

1,38,15; 64, 12; V, 52, 13; 14;

53, 10; 56, i; 58, I
; 2; VIII,

94,12; X,77, I*;

V,53, II
;
gaw^iya, VII, 58, i.—

ga«ate, hosts (of Indra), I, 6, 8.

ga«a-jri, marching in companies :

ga«a-jriyai?, 1, 64, 9 ;
gawafri-bhi^,

V, 60, 8^
; p. Ixxxviii.

ygabhasti, fist

:

^
gdbhastyo^, I, 64, 10 ;

V, 54, ii

;

from our hands, 1,88, 6^
; (178.)

gam, to go :

gdnta, he will live in, I, 86, 3^.

—

gaXib adhvE,a trodden path,VI I,

58, 3.—^ gahi, come hither, I, 6,

9; 19, 1--9.—rfipa^gatam, I, 2, 4;

^ xi2Lh 6pa gantana, VIII, 7, ii

;

27.—pratiagatha,VIII,2o,i6.

—

sam-^agmana^,coming together,

I, 6
, 7.

gam, earth

:

gmih, I, 37, 6 .

gaya, house :

gdyam, VI, 74, 2.

gar, see grt.

gardt-mat, p. xxy.

garta-sdd, sitting in the chariot (hole):

garta-sadam, II, 33, iih
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gdrbha, germ : voice-born :

gdrbham, X, 12 1, 7 *, V, 58, 7 ;
VI,

^

giri-^ay6, V, 87, i\

66, 3^
;
bhdvanasya g£rbhai>, the giri-sthii, dwelling on mountains :

germ of the world, X, 168, 4^ giri-sth^m (m^rutamga«am),VIII,
garbha-tva, the form of new-born 94, 12; (V, 57, 8^; 87, i^)

babes :
gur6, heavy

:

garbha-tvam, I, 6, 4®. gur6, I, 39, 3 ;
VII, 56, 19; laghu

gdvya, consisting of cows : and guru, light and heavy syl-

(r^dha^) gdvyam,V, 52, 17; pajlim lables, p. xcvn.
gdvyam, V, 6i, 5. guh, to hide :

gavylt, desirous of cows : . gtfhata, I, 86, 10.

gavy£nta/6, (I, 167, i^.) ^yg^ha, hiding-place :

gS, to go : g6h^, I, 6, 5 ;
gdhE (>^dranti), in

^igiti, V, 87, 4 ;
I, 2, 3.—ddhi ga- secret, I, 167, 3.

tana, do remember (c. (xen.), V, g6hya, hideous

:

55, 9 ;
adhi gata, VIII, 20, 22 ;

X, 78, 8.—^ gat, she went to, I,

167, 5 ; 6 ^-igatu, n, 34, 15 ;
^

^igitana^V, 59,6; a^igata,VII,

57, 7.—upa gat, I, 38, s.—pdria
va^ a agui?, they went round you
and came back to, 1, 88, 4^

;
pin

gat, may it pass by, II, 33, 14.

—

pra ^igata, come forth, 1,85,6;
prd^igati, I, 87, 5.

/gattj, path :

gat6m, V, 87, 8.

gatha, song :

gatham, I, 167, 6 ;
(I, 43, 4^)

gathd-pati, lord of songs :

gatha-patim (rudrani), I, 43, 4^
gayatra, song

:

glyatram (ukthyam), I, 38, 14.

gfr, speech, song

.

iyam g&, 1, 165, 15 ; 166, 15 ; 167,

II
; 168, 10; im^m me giram,

VIII, 7, 9; gira, I, 38, 13; V,

52,13; 53,16; 87, 3 ;
VIII, 20,

19 ; 20 ;
gfrai&, I, 64, i

;
V, 61,

17 ;
VII, 46, i; (I, 37, 10^;

165, 4h)

gfr, singer

:

gira^ (the Maruts), I, 6, 6^
; 9

;

37,
girf, mountain, cloud :

giri*, VIII, 7, 5 ;
girfn, I, 37, 12 ;

girdya^ 1
, 64, 7; VIII, 7, 34 ;

gi-

rfm anajva-dam, western moun-
tain, V, 54, 5^

;
giraya/& for gir-

yaA (?), VI, 66, ii®; adhi-iva

girMm, VIII, 7, 14.— gin/j

(pirvatd^), gnarled (cloud), I,

37, 7^; parvatam girfm, V,

56, 42.

giri-kshft, ep. of Vishnu

:

(V, 87, i\)

g6hyam, I, 86, lo.

gurta-tama, most delightful

:

giirta-tamay&, 1, 167, i.

gri (gar), caus., to raise up :

l-igrzta, VII, 57, 61
gr/dhra, hawk .

grzdhra^, I, 88, 4\
gnha, house:

gnh6, X, 186, 3.

gnha-medha, accepting the domestic
sacrifices

:

gr/ha-medhasai?,VII,59,io^; (VII,

56, 142.)

gnhamedhin :

maruta^ grihamedhina/&, (VII, 56,

14®; 59), io‘-)

gr/ha-medhiya, offering for the
house-gods

:

gWha-medlnyam, VII, 56, 142,

grz, to praise

:

^raimasi, I, 64, 12; II, 33, 8;
gn«antam, VII, 57, 2 ;

grzwate,

VI, 66, 9 ;
gr/«ihi, V, 53, 16 ;

gnwishe, (V, 58, i^)
;
II, 33, 12 ;

graana/^, V, 55, 10 ; 59, 8 ;
gn-

VII, 56, 18 .—

K

gnwanti,

they invite, VI II, 94, 3.—-ijpa
gr/«imasi, II, 34, 14.

gai, to sing

:

g%a, I, 38, 14 ;
g^iyat, I, 167, 6 ;

agu^, (175.) — abhi gaya, VIII,

20, 19.—pra gSyata, I, 37, 1 ; 4*

g6, cow, bull ;

ga6i>-iva, V, 56, 3 ;
g^vai6 nd, 1, 38,

2 ;
V, 53, 16 ; 56, 4; gKva/j na

uksh^iwa^ 1 ,
1 68

,
2®

;
guva)6,VI 1 1,

20, 21^; g^^-iva, VlII, 20, 19;
gdvam sdrgam-iva, V, 56, 5

;

gdvam-iva, V, 59, 3. — gave, I,

43, 2 ; 6 ;
g6shu, VI, 66, 8 ;

I,

1 14, 8,—g6shu, among the cows
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(clouds), I, 37,5''; g^^the (rain-

giving) cows, II, 34, I.—gali/&,

the cow (Prijiii), VIII, 94, ;

g^m, V, 52, 16.—g6, cow, milk,

leather, thong, (232); g6bhi^,

from the bowstrings, VIII, 20,

8^; milk, I, 134, 2.

g6-ar«as, a sea of milk :

g6-ar«asa, II, 34, 12^.

go-ghna, cow^-slaymg

:

go-ghnam, I, 114, 10.

g6-^^ta, name of the Maruts ;

il, 85, 3M
Gotama :

gdtamaya, I, 85, ii
;
g6tam^ai>, I,

88, 4^; g6tama>6, 1, 88, 5; (125.)

godha, not godh&>6

;

p. Ixvii.

gop^, guardian :

gop^^, VIT, 56, 18 ;
(I, 86, ih)

gopay, to guard

:

gopEyatam, VI, 74, 4.

go-pitha, a draught of milk :

go-pUh%a, I, 19, i^.

go-pithd, keeping :

go-pith6 devi(nSm, X, 77, 7.

g6-bandhu, the kindred of the cow
(Prwni)

:

g6-bandhava>&, VIII, 20, 8.

:6-mat, rich in cattle :

g6-mati (vra^6), I, 86, 3 ;
g6-matti6

£nu, V, 61, 19^
;
g6-mat riidha^,

wealth of cows, V, 57, 7.—g6-

mata^, (Soma) mixed with milk,

yiii, 94, 6.

g6-m^tr/, having the cow (Pr/mi) as

their mother

:

g6-matara^, I, 85, 3^
; (

1, 168, 9^)
go-hdn,“killing cattle

:

go-ha, VII, 56, 17.

gna, woman

:

‘ gr^ma, village

:

gr^me asmfn, I, 114, i.

grama-^ft, conqueror of clans

:

grama-^i'ta^, V, 54, 8.

gr^van, grinding-stone

:

gr^va«ai> na, X, 78, 6^.

gha, particle

:

I, 37, Ji; gha ft, II, 34, 14; utd

gha,V, 6 1, 8; M gha,VIII,2o,2i.

gharma, formus, pit

:

(217 seq.); (V, 54, i\)

gharma-sad, dwelling on the hearth

(the Pitns)

:

(218.)

gharma-stiibh, who praises the warm
milk (of the sacrifice)

:

gharma-stfibhe, V, 54,

gharmya and gharmye-stha

:

see harmya, (217.)

ghrmi

:

ghri«i-iva, i.e. ghn^er iva? as if

from sunshine, II, 33, 6\

ghnta, fatness

:

ghrztam, fatness (rain), I, 85, 3 ;

87, 2 ;
168, 8.—ghr/tam na, like

butter, VIII, 7, 19 ;
ghrztam

jfram, butter and milk for the

Soma, I, 134, 6.

ghrita-prfish, scattering ghrita :

ghrzta-prfisha>&, X, 78, 4^.

ghrzt^-vat, fat

:

ghrzta-vat (payai>), I, 64, 6®.

ghrzt^i

:

ghrit^>^t, resplendent, I, 167, 3.

—

ghrzt^i^im (dhiyam), accompa-
nied by fat offerings, I, 2, 7^

ghrzshu, brisk :

ghrzshum, I, 64, 12.

ghrzsh/i, boar

:

(i> 37, 4’.)

ghr/shvi, wild ;

ghrzshvaye, I, 37, 4^
;
ghrzshvaya^,

I, 85, I
; 166, 2.

ghrishvi-rMhaSjWhose gifts are cheer-

ing :

ghrzshvi-r^dhasa^, VII, 59, 5.

ghord, terrible :

ghor^^, I, 167, 4.

ghori-varpas, of terrible designs :

ghord-varpasai>, I, 19, 5 ; 64, 2^

ghdsha, shout, roar

:

ghdshai^, X, r68, r
;
ghdsham, V,

54, 12 ;
ghdshi^, X, 168, 4.

^a, and . . .

:

also, I, 165, 12
;
see Aand (264 ;

266 seq.)
;

>^a-ia, I, 168, 3; ^o,

VI, 66, 3.

^akfina, delighting in (Loc.)

:

AakanK^y X, 77, 8.

^akra, wheel:
Aakr^, I, 166, 9^— iakra, the

weapon, (I, 166, q\)

iakrf, wheel

:

^akriya, the wheels, II, 34, 9^; on
their ghariot, II, 34, 14.

i&aksh

:

pra /^akshaya, reveal, I, 134, 3.

—

sam-^dkshya, wherever I have
looked for you, I, 165, 12.
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^dksha/za, sight

:

^dkshawam, V, 55, 4.

^dkshasj sight

:

^akshas^, I, 87, 5.

Mkshus, eye :

idkshu^, V, 54, 6; 59, f; 5.

^at

:

vi iatayasva, put away, II, 33,
2.

i£tu>&-pad, beast

:

dvi-padai> /^atu>&-pada>&, man and
beast, X, 121, 3 ;

s6m dvi-pade
^£tuA-pade, (191); I, 1 1 4, i;
VI, 74, 1 ;

p. CXI.

y&and :

i^and, not even, I, 166, X,
168, 3 ; (264 seqq.)

;
nahf /^anl,

not even, VII, 59, 3.—iana, in

negative sentences, (264) ;
in

positive sentences, (264 seq.)

;

with interrogative pronouns,(265
seq.)

;
^an^, for kd. ni, (264

;

266 seq.)

^anish/y6a, best

:

^^nish^i>^ su-matf>6, VII, 57, 4.

^andr4 bright

;

iandr^^, X, 121, 9 ;
>§andri[n,Vin,

20, 20.

>landrd-vat, golden

:

^andrd-vat, V, 57, 7.

>^andrd-var«a, in bright splendour :

iandr4-var«^/6, I, X65, 12.

^ar^ to move

:

^drati, VII, 46, 3; X, 168, 4;
Mrantam, I, 6, i

;
Hranti, I,

167, 3; Hranti, VIII, 20, 18.

—

i ^ara, come, 1,114, 3*— ^ara,

come, VII, 46, 2.

>^aritha, movable

:

sthS.t6>6 ^aratham, what stands

and mbves, pp, Ixxii seq.

—

k^cti-

tha, flock, movable property,

p. Ixxiii.

iaramd, last

:

^aramdm, VII, 59, 3 : toarnd/^,

VIII, 20, i4\
^ark^rya, glorious

;

(176,)

i^arkntya, glorious

:

/^arkrftyam, I, 64, 14,

>§drman, skin

;

>ldrma-iva, I, 85, 5®.

^arshawf, pi., men

:

^arsha«iy&, I, 86, 5.—iarsha^InSm,
the swift gods (Maruts), I, 86,

^^ru, beautiful

:

^^rum (adhvaram), fair, 1, 19, i.

—

y^arava6, V, 59, 3.

y&i, to gather

:

VI /^ayat krztam, may he gather
what we have made, V, 60,

i^.

-{'i, to perceive, to see

:

aiidhvam, I, 87, 2; V, 55, 7;
VIII, 7, 2^; 14; Myate,1, 167,
8.—ni-y^etara^, they find out,

VII, 57, 2,—ketd, from ^i (I,

166, i^).

y^it, to perceive, &c.

:

iitdyante, they see, I, 171, 5.

—

iitayante, they appear, V, 59,

2 ;
iitayanta, they appeared,

II, 34, 2; ^ekite, appears, II,

34, 10 ;
^ekitana, showing thy-

self, II, 33, i5\—-^6tati, he
looks after (Gen.), VII, 46, 2 ;

^etatha/6, you perceive (Gen.),

I, 2, 5 ;
i^etatha, you think of

(Dat.), V, 59, 3.—/likitdshe, to

the intelligent man, VI, 66, i ;

y^iketa, he understands, VII, 56,

4; yath^ /^iketati, that he may
hear, I, 43, 3.—a/’eti, it was
known, I, 88, 5.—^ ^ikitrire,

they have become well known,
I, 166, 13.—y^iUyat, exciting,

rousing, II, 34, 7’.

kit, even . . .

:

nd y^it, I, 39, 4 ;
VI, 66, I

; 5 ;

VII, 56, 15 ;
kit gha, I, 37 ,

ii;

VIII, 20, 21 ;
X’lt hi, VII, 59,

7.

—

yih kit, X, X2I, 8 ;
ydtha

Xit, V, 56, 2.

—

Vixh Xit, see kim,
—krite Xit, whatever little we
have done, VII, 57, 5.

Xittd, thought

:

Xitt^m, I, 170, I
;

tiraXi Xitt^ni,

VII, 59, 8^
Xitra, brilliant, beautiful

:

kitrih, I, 88, 2 ; (171) ;
I, 166, 4

;

172, I (bis); Mram, II, 34, 10;
VI, 66, 9; Xitra^, I, 165, 13;
VIII, 7, 7; X, 78, i; the

bright ones (the clouds), I, 38,

11®; Xntrafy6, I, 64, 4 ;
Xitr^, V,

52, II
;

I, 134, 4 ;
Xitr%a, for

mitr^ya, Ludwig, (II, 34, 4^).

—

Xitrdm, splendour, I, 37, 3®.

—

Mtri, from ki, (I, 166, i®.)

Xitr£-bhlnu, of beautiful splendour

:

Xitrd-bh^navaX?, I, 64, 7^
; 85, ii.
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^itr£-v%a, with splendid booty

:

Mrd-v%anj VIII, 7, 33,
kirim

:

>^ir£m karat, may it not cause
delay, V, 56, 7.

i^ud, to stir

:

>&odata, I, 168, 4.—pr£ ^odata,

spur forth, V, 56, 7.

^etana, to be seen :

^etanam, I, 170, 4^
^o, see -^a.

^6da, goad

:

i6dai?, V, 61, 3.

^yu, to shake, caus., to throw down

:

i^yavante, I, 167, 8^; a^Ui^yavitana,

Ij 37 j 12^ (bis); d^uiyavui>, I,

166, 5; 168, 4; V, 53, 6;
j^ydvam, I, 165, 10 ;

ylyaviyatha,

I, 168, 6.—y^yu, to send down
the rain, (135)—^ a^uiyavuy^,

V, 59, 8—pra iyavayanti, I, 37,

II
; 64, 3 ;

V, 56, 4^; pra-

^yavdyantai>, I, 85, 4 ;
pra

aiuy$yavuy6, V, 59, 7.

^/6ad, to appear

:

>^i>adayStha, I, 165, 12;
p. xviii.

^Mnday^-sttibh, stepping according
to a measure

:

>&Mndai>-stt!ibha/^>,V, 52, 12'^; p. xcvi

seq.

^Mndas, shine

:

^Mnda>6, VIII, 7, 361
i^y^andu

:

vnsha iMndu/f, (147.)
^y6ardfs, shelter:

^^ardi-6, I, 114, 5.

MyK, shadow

:

v&Mya, X, 1 2 1, 2®; i/^ayam, II,

33 ;
6 .

-^a, from -^gan

:

(X, 77 , 5I)

g'aksh=^a^^/j, to laugh

:

(284) ;
(V, S2, 6^)

Mgot, world:
^agata^, X

,
1 2 1 , 3 .

— ^dgatai>

sth3.tuyS>, of what is movable
and what is immovable, p.

Ixxiv.

^dgmi, rushing about

:

g*figmayay6, I, 85, 8,

^aghana, croup

:

^aghdne, on the croup, or behind,
V, 61, 3*.

^aghanatas, behind

:

(V, 61, 3^)
gSLgg^, to laugh :

gigg^aXi (conjecture for ^aj^^ati),

I, 168,
7I

;
(V, 52, 6K)

g&ghgk, to laugh

:

gigbgbat^h, V, 52, 61
^a%, see gaggL
^a%-a«l-bhu, to rattle

:

^a^^a«^-bh^van, (V, 52, 6^.

)

^an, to be born, caus., to beget

:

a^ayath^>6, I, 6, 3 ;
^^ayanta, I,

37, 2 ;
^a^^ire, I, 64, 2 ; 4

;

%ani, II, 34, 2»; g-ani, VIII,

7, 3^ 5
^^yaminaA ^atdi6, who

is now born and who has been
born, 1 , 1 65, 9®

;
gitib, X, 1 2 1, i

;

168, 3 ;
gatU, V, 55, 3 ; 87, 2^

;

^^tdsya, of all that exists, 11, 33,

3; ^^t^ni, X, 1 2 1, TO.—̂ and-
yanti^, X, 12 1, 7; 8 ;

^andyanta^,
I, 85, 2 ;

a^anayanta, I, 168, 9;
^anayatha, V, 58, 4 ; iganayab^
1 , 134, 4 ;

dfvam^a^^na, X, 121,

9. — abhi-^ayanta, they were
born to bring (Acc.), I, 168, 2\
—pr£-pra ^^yante,they are born
on and on, V, 58, 5 ;

pr^ ^^ye-
mahi pra-^^bhiy6, may we in-

crease in offspring, II, 33, i.

-^an :

-g-a^ and -gU, (X, 77, 5^)
^dna, man

:

^dnay6, I, 86, i; ^dnam, I, 166, 8;
^dnaya, I, 166, 12

;
II, 34, 8;

^dnasa^ jura-^, valiant men, VII,

56, 22
;
^an^n, I, 37, 12 ; 64,

13 ;
^£nSnSm, VII, 56, 24.

^ani, wife

:

^dnayay^^, 1 , 85, i^; V, 61, 3^; ginib,
mothers, 1, 167, 7*.

y^anitrz, begetter

:

^
g-anit^ przthivy^i(7, X, 121, 9.

g-anCtra, birthplace

;

^anftram, VII, 56, 2,

^anhs, birth

:

g-an^sha, V, 57, 5 ; 59^ 6 ;
^an6-

sha^, VI, 66, 4^
;
^antfwshi, VII,

56, 2 ;
ganubj VII, 58, 2\

jant6, a man

:

g-antdm, VII, 58, 3,

gunman, what is born

:

g-inmana^, VII, 46, 2 ;
g£nmane,

host, I, 166, 1.—ganmana, after

the kind, I, 87, 5.
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^abh:
,(I. 37, 5^-)

^ambha, tasting

:

girsMte, I, 37, 5^
^ar, to praise

:

^arante tv^m ikkhz.^ I, 2, 2

;

^ar^lyai, I, 38, 13.

^£ra, the weakening

:

gir^jz, II, 34, 10.

gdiriirt, praiser, singer

:

^arita, I, 38, 5 ; 165, 14 ;
garitre,

n, 34, 6; 33, II
;
^ant6/6, V,

87, 8 ;
garitaraii, I, 2, 2.

^alasha, relieving

:

galasha;6, II, 33, 7'; (I, 43, 42.)

^alSsha-bhesha^a, the possessor of
healing medicines (Rudra)

;

^alasha-bhesha^am, I, 43, 4®; (II,

,
33, 7^)

^asuri, weak

:

gdsurim, V, 61, 7.

people

:

giisu na^, among our people, VII,

46, 3 ;
(X, 77, 5^“.)

gita, see gan.

g^'na, birth

:

^inam, I, 37, 9; V, 53, i.

g^ni, mother

:

(V, 61, 4M
gami-tv£, kinship

:

g§.mi-tv^im, I, 166, 13.

gir^, lover

:

^ardA, I, 134, 3.

g^-vat, procuring offspring

:

g^-vata/& (Soma), VIII, 94, 5.

gi, to overpower

:

^lyate, V, 54, 7.

gigatntj, hasting

:

gigatndvai6, X, 78, 3 ; 5.

/gigivds, victorious

:

"v gigivawsay6, X, 78, 4.

gigisha, valour

:

gigish^ (Instr.), I, 171, 3.

ginv, to rouse, to gladden :

gfnvatha, VIII, 7, 21.—gmvanta^
sim, I, 64, 8.

gihmdm, athwart

:

I, 85, II.

gihv^, tongue

:

gihv^, I, 87, 5 ;
gihvdya, 1 , 168,5’;

agnin^m ni gihvKh, X, 78, 3 ;

agn6i> gihvdya pShi, drink with
the tongue of Agni, (34.)

gita for gina, (90,)

gird-d^nu, bringing quickening rain

:

gW-d^num, I, 165, 15; 166, 15;

167,11 ; 168, 10; I 7 i, 6 ;p.xx;
gird-danava/&,(ii3

; 115); 11,34,

4 ;
V, 54, 9 ;

gira-d£inava/&, V,

53 , 5 -

giv, to live

:

givdse, I, 37, 15; 172, 3; X, 186,

3; givatave, X, 186, 2.

’giva-jaw2sa, good report among
men:

giva-ja;72se, VII, 46, 4’.

gu, to stir up

:

gunanti, V, 58, 3 ;
VII, 56, 20.

giigurva«i

:

(1, 168, i^.)

gur, to weaken :

gurat^m, II, 34, 10’; gugurv^n,
hoary, I, 37, 8.

gush, to be pleased, to accept

:

gugushui>, I, 165, 2 ;
gusht«^, I,

171, 2 ;
gush^dhvam, V, 55, 10;

58, 3 ;
VII, 56, 14; yath^gush-

dnta, VII, 56, 20; gushanta, VII,

56, 25 ; 58, 6; gtigoshan it, VII,

58, 3 ;
gugushifana, VII, 59, 9.

—^gushanta, they wished (with

Infin.), I, 167, 4 ;
gdshat, I,

167, 5.

gush^a-tama, most beloved

:

g6sh^a-tamasa^, I, 87, i.

guhff, tongue

:

guhva^, VI, 66, 10.

gu, see gu.

gu, quick :

gtjva/6, I, 134, i.

grz, see gar.

g6sha, pleasure :

dnu gdshain, VI, 66, 4 ;
gd'.ham a,

to his satisfaction, VIII, 94,

^
6 .

g/7^, to know

:

te manai6 6nu ganati', approving
thy mind, I, 134, i

;
(I, 86, 3’.) ,

—vf gSnati, she finds out, V, 61,

7 ;
see viganivas.

gydsh/Aa, oldest, bek :

gydsh^^ebhi^, I, 167, 2 ;
gydsh-

^Msa/&, V, 87, 9; X, 78, 5;
gyfisht/Mhy X, 78, 2 ;

gyesh//ja^

mantraZ^, (439.)

gydtishmat, brilliant

:

gydtishmanta^ X, 77, 5 ;
gydtish-

matt, epithet of Aditi, (260.)
gydtis, light

:

gy6ti/6, I, S6f 10; gydtish^, II,

34, 12.
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takva-vTya, chase of the takva (?) :

takva-vfye, I, 134,
5I.

taksh, to fashion

:

Us\itih, 1 , 17 1, 2; (V, 58, 4^)—dnu
£takshata, you have granted, I,

86
, 3^

tatas, from that

:

tata^, X, 186, 3.

t^tra, there

;

I, 170, 4; t£tro, among them, I,

,
37 ,

X 4 .

tatha, so

:

t£tha It asat, so shall it be, VIII,

tad, pron. . . ,

:

sih, read s^ ? V, 61, 8^
;
s^ it,

that very (Primi), VI, 66, 3 ;

t^ya dij^, this way, I, 85, ii

;

syama t6, may we be such, V,

53, 15*—tat, therefore, so, then,
I, 166, 14; 167, 10

;
VII, 56,

25; VIII, 94, 3; yatra-tat, V,

55 , 7 ,
y^th^ iit-tat it, V, 56, 2.

—sa and sas, p. cxvii.

tan, to expand, to spread :

tatana/&, I, 38, 14’
;

lanav^vahai,

I, 170, 4®; tanvate, I, 134, 4;
tanushva, unstring (the bow),
II, 33, 14; tat^na, it extended,
V, 54, 5-—tat^nlma nrm abhf,

we may overshadow all men, V,

54, 15*—^ tanv^nti, they shoot,
I, 19, 8; U tatdnan, may they
spread, I, 166, 14.—6t atnata,

they stretched out, I, 37, 10.

—

vi-tat^^, tied, V, 54, ii
;

vi-

tatam, far-reaching, V, 54, 12.

tan, race :

tana,- 1, 39, 4'.

tana, race

:

tdnaya, I, 39, 7.

tanaya, children

:

tanayasya, I, i66, 8; tokam ta-

nayam, kith and kin, I, 64, 14 ;

VII, 56, 20; tokaya tanayaya,
V, 53 ,i 3 ; 1,114,6; 11,33,14;
toke tanaye, VI, 66, 8; I, 114,

8; tok6shu tdnayeshu, VII, 46,

t£na, adv., for ever, continually

:

I 38,i3^;Vin, 94, 5^
tanu, body, self

:

tanva^, I, 1 14, 7 ; 165, 5 ;
V, 60, 4

;

VII, 56, II
; 59, 7; tanushu, I,

85, 3%- 88, 3; V, 57, 6; 60,4;
VIII, 20, 6; 12; 26; VI, 74,

3 (bis); tanvam, VI, 66, 4;
tanubhi^, VII, 57, 3,—tanvS, for

ourselves, I, 165, 15; p. xx; I,

166, 15 ; 167, II
; 168, 10; tanvS

tantibhii>, for your own sake, and
by your own efforts, 1, 165, 1

;

p. xviii.

tapas

:

tdpasa, (VII, 59, 8’.)

tapish/z&a, hottest

:

tapish^/5ena hinman^, VII, 59, 8.

tdpus, burning heat

:

tdpush^, II, 34, 9^.

tamas, darkness

:

tama)6, 1, 38, 9 ; 86, 10; tdm^;«si,

VII, 56, 20.

tar, see tn,
Taranta

:

tarantd^-iva, like Taranta, V, 61,

10; .Sajiyas^ Tarantamahishi,
Taranta Vaidadajvi, (359 seq.

;

^
362; V,6 i, 5‘^; 9b)

taras, speed

:

tarasa, V, 54, 15.

tarutr/, he who overcomes

:

nd tarutd', VI, 66, 8.

tavds, strong

:

tavdsam, I, 64, 12 ;
V, 58, 2; ta-

vasai>, 1 , 1 66, 8 ;
tavdsa^, V, 60, 4;

tavdse, V, 87, i
;
1 , 114, i

;
tavdi>-

tama^ tavdsam, the strongest of
the strong, II, 33, 3.

tavishd, powerful :

^ tavisha/5
,
I, 165, 6 ; 8 ;

V, 87, 5 ;

asmSit tavishat, I, 171, 4; tavi-

sh^^,V, 54, 3; tavishebhi/6 urmf-

.
(298) ;

(II, 34, i^)
tavisha, power

:

tavishL'«i,1, 166, i
;
strongweapons,

I, 166, 9b

J tavishi, power

:

tdvishi, I, 39, 2; 4; tavishibhi/6, 1
,

64, 5 ; 10 ; 87, 4 ; 166, 4 ;
II,

34, i
; (298) ;

tdvisM^, I, 64, 7 ;

tdvishim, V, 55, 2.

tdvishi-mat, powerful

:

tdvishi-mantam, V, 58, i
;

(I, 2,

5^; 443O
tavisht-yd, growing in strength

:

tavishi-yava/??, VIII, 7, 2.

tavyas, most powerful

:

tavyase (rudraya), I, 43, i.

tay6, thief

:

^

ta)^dva^, V, 52, 12,

tigmd-ayudha, having sharp weapons

:

tigmd-dyudhau (Soma and Rudra),
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VI, 74, 4 ;
tigmd-^yudhaya

^Rudra), VII, 46, i.

tigm£-heti, having sharp bolts

:

tigma-heti, VI, 74, 4.

tir£s, across:

tira^, I, i 9 j 7; 8
;
through, V, 53,

14; VIII, 94, 7.

—

tirdi ^ittKni,

beyond thoughts, VII, 59, 8^.

tish/y&adgu, at sunset

:

(V, 54 , 5M
tishyS, N. of a star

:

tishya/j, V, 54, 13^
td, part. :

VIII, 7,11.
tu^

:

Inf. tuj-ise, (I, 87, 6K)

tuturvdm, hastening

:

tuturvdMj I, 168,

tur, to hasten

:

turayante, II, 34, 3.

-tur at the end of compounds

:

(VI, 66, 7^)
turd, quick

:

turdsa/> (Maruts), I, 166, 14;
tur^dm, I, 17 1, I

;
VII, 56,

10; 58, 5; tur^ya,VI, 66, 9;
turdm, VII, 56, 19.

tura«y6, rushing

:

tura;2ydvai6, I, 134, 5.

Turajravas

;

(V, 52, II>.)

turv, to save

:

tiarvatha, VIII, 20, 24'.—turvdwe,

Turvaja

:

Turviiam, VIII, 7, 18; (VIII,

20, 24'.)

tuvi-^&t£, mighty

:

tuvi-g-StSi&j I, 168, 4 ;
tuvi-^lta6,

I) 2
> 9 -

tuvi-dyumnd, vigorous

:

tuvi-dyumn^sai>, I, 88, 3’* tuvi-

dyumnli^, V, 87, 7.

tuvi-nr/m^d, of strong manhood

;

tuvi-nrim«dm (jrdva/&), I, 43, 7^.

,(tdvi-magha, of great bounty :

tdvi-maghdsa;6, V, 57, 8 ; 58, 8.

tdvi-manyu, wrathful

:

tdvi-manyava^, VII, 58, 2.

tuvi-mrakshd

;

(I, 64, 4®.)

tuvi-radhas, of great wealth

;

-.^Juvi-riLdhasa/>, V, 58, 2.

tdvishmat, strong

:

ttivishmdn, I, 165, 6 ;
VII, 56, 7 ;

58, x\

tuvi-svan, strong-voiced

:

tuvi-svana^, I, 166, i.

tuvi-svdni, loudly neighing

:

tlSfvi-svdni^, V, 56, 7.

.

tuyam, quick

:

VII, 59 , 4.

Triwa-skandd

:

tr/Tza-skanddsya, I, 172, 3.

Tntsu

:

Tntsus, or Vasishif^as, are called

Kapardina^, (I, 114, i®,)

trzd, to pierce

:

tatrzdan^/6, V, 53, 7'; (227.)

trip, to be satisfied, caus. to satisfy

:

tarpayanta, I, 85, ii
;
tripan (for

tripdt, Pada), VII, 56, lo’-.

triptd-awju, (squeezed) from ripe

stems

:

triptd-awajava/&, I, 168, 3.

trish, to be thirsty

:

trishyantam, V, 61, 7.

trishu-iydvas, flickering

;

trishu-^ydvasai>, VI, 66, 10.

trishzzdg*, thirsty

:

trishwd^e, I, 85, ii
;
V, 57, i.

trish«d, greed

:

trzsh^ayd saha, I, 38, 6,

tri, to cross

:

tdrema apa^, VII, 56, 24 ;
tarati,

VII, 59, 2; tdrema, let us
speed, V, 54, 15; rd^as tar, to

pass through the air, (VI, 66,
7'^)

;
see tarutr/.—tdrushante ii,

they race, V, 59, r.—pid tirate,

he spreads forth, VII, 59, 2 ;

prd tiradhvam, VII, 56, 14;
prd tirata na/?, lead us to (Dat.),

VII, 57, 5 ;
prd tireta, help us,

VII, 58, 3 ;
prd tarishat* (ilyuwz-

shi), may he prolong, X, 186,

I.—vf tirati, it furthers, VII,

58, 3.

tokd, kith

:

toHya, I, 43, 2; tokdm tdnayam,
kith and kin, I, 64, 14; VII,

56, 20; tokiiya tdnayaya, V, 53,

13; I, 114, 6; II, 33, 14; tokd
tdnayc, VI, 66, 8; I, 114, 8;
tokdshu tdnayeshu, VII, 46, 3.

tmdn, self :

tmdne tok^ya tanaydya, to us and
to our kith and kin, I, 114, 6.

tmdnd, by oneself

:

(I, 167, 9'); I, 168, 4; 5; V, 52,

2; 6j 8; 87, 4 5
VIII, 94, 8;

freely, VII, 57, 7; barhd«a
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tmana, by their own might, X, tv^-datta, given by thee:

77, 3* tv^-dattebhi>6, II, 33, 2.

tyag, to push off, to drive away, then, tv^-vat, like unto thee ;

to leave : tv^-van, I, 165, 9.

(270.) tvish, to blaze, to flare up :

ty%as : atitvishanta, V, 54, 12 ;
atvishanta,

ty%asa, in his scorn, I, 166, 12®; VIII, 94, 7.—(I, 37, 4^.)

(267 seqq.)
;

ty%as, leaving, tvfsh, glare

:

forsaking, (267); attack, on- tvisM, X, 78, 6.—dmf tvishi, to
slaught, (268 seqq.); weapon, ^ see the light, V, 52, 12^

^
(268.) /tvfshi-mat, blazing;

tydd, pron. . . . : tvishi-manta>S^, VI, '66, 10.

etat ty^t, I, 88, 5 ;
esh^ sy^, I,

88
,
6 ,

tratn, protector

:

trat^ray6, VII, 56, 22.

tri, three

:

tisrdy6 kshapa>&, Acc., (I, 64, 8^)

;

trl»i sarawsi, three lakes, VIII,

7, lol
tri-ambaka, see tryambaka.
Trita :

tritam, II, 34, 10^; trita^^, II, 34,

14; V, 54, 2 ;
tritasya,VIII, 7,

24.

tri-dh^tu, threefold

:

tri-dh^tflni, I, 85, 12.

tri-vrzt, threefold

:

of the sacrifice, (VIII, 7, i\)

tris, thrice

:

dvii6 trf-6, VI, 66, 2

tri-sadhastha, dwelling in three
abodes (Soma)

:

tri-sadhasthdsya, VIII, 94, 5^.

tri-stdbh, threefold

:

tri-stflbham (sham, the threefold

draught, VIII, 7, i^,—tri-stubh

Three-step,* p. xcvi.

trai, to protect

;

triiyadhve, V, 53, 15; VII, 59, i.

tryambaka, N. of Rudra :

tryambakam, VII, 59, i2\
tva, pron.

:

.jUa stri', some woman, V, 61, 6;
•

tvakshas, energy;

tvdksh^wsi, VIII, 20, 6.

tvakshiyaws, more vigorous

:

tv^kshiyas^ vayasa, II, 33, 6.

tvad, pron. . , .

;

ki'm te, what has happened to thee,

yit te asmd, what thou hast

against us, I, 165, 3.-—tfibhya

for tdbhyam, p. cxvii seq.

tvash^il, I, 85, 9^,

[32] I

tveshd, terrible, fierce, blazing

;

tvesha^, V, 87, 5; tvesham, I, 38,

15; 168, 6; 9; V, 53, 10; 56,

9; 58, 2 ; 87, 6; VIII, 20, 13;
I, 114,4; 5; n, 33, 8; tvesh^-

sya, II, 33, 14; tvesh^)&, I, 38,

7; VIII, 20, 7; tvesh^, I, 168,

7 *

tvesh^-dyumna, endowed with ter-

rible vigour

:

tvesha-dyumnaya, I, 37, 4®.

tvesha-pratika, with terrible look

:

tveshd-pratik^, I, 167, 5.

tveshd-ylma, whose march is ter-

rible ;

tveshd-yEmli>, I, 166, 5.

tveshd-ratha, with blazing chariots

:

tveshd-ratha/&, V, 61, 13.

tveshd-sa^dm, terrible to behold

:

tveshi-s^Lmdrisa^, 1 , 85, 8 ;
V,57, 5,

tveshya, fire and lury

;

tveshyS/za, VII, 58, 2.

ts^rin, hunter, watcher

;

tsiri, I, 134, 5K

dams:
dasra from dams ? (V, 55, 5'^.)

da^sana

:

dawsanai^, valiant deeds, I, 166,

1 3 ; da;«sana, by wonderful skill,

, V, 87, 8.

ddwsii, 8a(rv

:

ddmsUf Nom. pi.? (I, 134, 4’.)

daksha, power

:

daksham, X, 121, 8; I, 134, 2;
ddksham ap^sam, I, 2, 9,

—

Daksha and Aditi, (245 seqq.

;

251.)

ddksha-pitri, father of strength

:

ddksha-pitara^,{247 seq.); ddksha-
pitarl, (248.)

ddkshiwa, largess

;

ddkshiwS, I, 168, 7.
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dagh:
ma paj>&^t daghma, let us not stay

behind, VII, 56, 21.

datra, or d£ttra, gift, bounty

:

(240.)

Dadhya^; N. pr.

:

(153-)
dabh, to hurt

:

a-ddbhat, VII, 56, 15.

dam, house

:

dam-su, I, 134, 4'.

d£ma, house

:

dame, VIII, 7, 12; ddme-dame,
VI, 74, i._

damya, domestic

:

ddmyam, VII, 56, 14.

day, to divide

:

dayase, thou cuttest, II, 33, 10®.

—

(I, 166, 6^)—See di (do),

dartri, breaker

:

ddrt^, VI, 66, 8.

darjata, visible, conspicuus, beau-
tiful :

darjatdm, I, 38,13; darjat^^, V,

56, 7; darjata, 1, 2, 1*
;
darjat^,

I, 64, 9.

d^ivya, to be seen :

d£rjyl, V, 52, II.

davidhvat, violently shaking

:

ddvidhvata>6, II, 34, 3^
Daja-gva

:

daja-gvaZi (Maruts?), II, 34, 12’.

dajasy, to help

:

dajasy^tha, VIII, 20, 24; dajas-

ydnta/?7, bounteous, VII, 56, 17.

das, to perish

:

lipa dasyanti, V, 54, 7 ; 55, 5’.—
ddsamSnai?, tired, I, 134, 5.

dasmd-var/^as, sliining forth marvel-
lously ;

dasma-var^asam, VIII, 94, 8.

dasra, destroyer

:

dasr^/j, V, 55,
5"*.

da, to give

:

d^ta, II, 34, 7 ;
(c. Gen.), VII, 56,

15; dehi, X, t86, 3; dada, V,

57, 7; dadu^, V, 52, 17; dadat,

V, 61, 10; dad^ta (pra-^^yai

amritasya), VII, 57,6; d^tave,

VII, 59, 6 ;
dad6shai>, (I, 6, i‘^)

;

ni ditsasi, dost thou not wish
to give, I, 170, 3.—dadd, you
have protected, I, 39, 9^

—

anutta=dnu-datta, (1, 165,9^)

—

pdrl dihjdo not forsake,VI I,

46, 4.—See divdn.

da (do, dyati), to share, to divide :

ava dishiya, may I pay off, II, 33,
5^^(I,i67,8^ VIII, 7, 27^-
See day.

dS, to bind

:

ni-dita, bound, (257.)
diiti-vSi a, dispensing treasures :

d^ti-varai>, I, 167, 8^
;
d^ti-v^ram,

V, 58, 2.

datr?, giver

:

dMram (bhure>&), II, 33, 12.

d^tra, sickle

:

(241.)

datra, bounty:
d^tr^m, I, 166, 12^; datr&, VII,

56, 21.

dadhrzvi, strong

:

diLdhrzvi/6, VI, 66, 3.

dand, gift

:

dina, for a gift, V, 52, 14^; 15;
by gift, V, 87, 2^

;
VIII, 20, 14.

dinava, demon

:

(ii4seq.)
danu

:

giver or gift, (115.)—m., demon,

(114 seq.)-~f., rain(?), (115-)—
n., water, ram, (X13; 115) ;

Soma, (115.)

dantj, givmg

:

(113 seq.)

d^{nu-^itra, dew-lighted

:

danu--^itra/6 ushasa/>,V, 59, 8 ; (115.)

dSinunasp^ti, ep. of Mitra-Varu»au
and the Ajvins

:

danu-mat

:

danumat vasu, the treasure of ram,

dayas, share, inheritance

:

(I, 166, 6\)
Darbhya

:

Rathaviti Darbhya, (V, 61, 5®; 359
seq.); darbhyaya, V, 61, 17^

D^lbhya, sec Darbhya.
davdn, giving

:

makhasya dzlv^ne, for the offering

of the sacrifice, VIII, 7, 27^; I,

134, I (bis); to the ofiering of
the priest, (47 seq.)—suvit^ya

davflne, to grant welfare, V, 59,
i^; 4.—davdne, for gifts, I,

134, 2.

daj, to give, to sacrifice

:

d^ati, VII, 59, 2 ; dadajimfi, 1
,

86, 6 ;
ddd^jat, X, 77, 7 ;

dl-

jtishe, I, 85, 12; V, 57? 3^5
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2, 3 ;
dad^jtjshe, I, 166, 3 ;

V,

53, 6.

d^.fv^s, see daj.

das, to attack

:

^(V, 55, 5^)
Diti and Aditi

:

^
(255 seq.)

didnkshe/zya, to be yearned for

:

didr/kshe;>zyam, V, 55, 4.

didyd, flame

:

didy6m, VII, 56, 9.—weapon, (I,

6, 82.)

didytit, weapon, Indra’s weapon or
thunderbolt

:

didy6t, lightning, I, 166, 6 ;
shin-

ing thunderbolt, VII, 57, 4;
VII, 46^, 3; (I, 6, 81)—didy6t
(adhvar^ya), flame, VI, 66, 10.

didhishti:^

didhishavai> ni rathya>6, like lords
of chariots on a suit, X, 78, 5.

div (divyati), to throw forth, to
break for’^h, to shine

:

(I, 6, 81)
div, see dy/nlhai
dfvishd, d^htam, ‘rifice

:

dfvish/ik-sriljiiy '86, 4.

divi-spm, touching the sky

:

diyi-spnk, X, 168, i,

divya, heavenly

:

divyam kdjam, V, 59, 8 ;
divy£sya

gdnmana>&, VII, 46, 2 ;
divy^ni,

I, 64, 3 ; 5,—divy^y6-iva stn-
bhi^, heavens, I, 166, ii^; (I,

87, i^)

dij, to display

:

deduate, VIII, 20, 6.

du, direction :

taya db^, this way, I, 85, 11.

dirghd, long:

dirgham, I, 37, ir; 166, 12.—Adv.,

1, 166, 14 ;
V, 54, 5 ;

dirgham
prithfi, far and wide, V, 87, 7^

dirgha-yajas, far-famed

:

dirgha-yajase, V, 61, 9.

du^-ga, stronghold :

du/»-gimi, V, 54, 4.

du>6-dlidrtu, irresistible :

du^-dhartava>5, V, 87, 9.

dui^>-dht!ir, impatient of the yoke

:

du/6-dht!ira/6, V, 56, 4.

du/.;-matf, hatred

:

du/>matf^, VII, 56, 9; II, 33,
14*

dui>-mfida, madman :

durmdd^>6-iva, I, 39, 5,

d6^-stuti, bad praise

:

dtii>-stuti, II, 33, 4.

dUi6-hdna, difficult to be conquered :

dui>-han^, I, 38, 6.

dui»-hrr«ay6, hateful

:

duv6-hr/«^y6^, VII, 59, 8.

duii/6una, monster

:

duiM6na, VIII, 20, 4^.

dudhra, wild

:

dudhriy?) (ga6y5), V, 56, 3.

dudhra-kr/t, making to reel s

dudhra-kr2ta^, I, 64, ii.

dttr, door

:

d6rai>, VII, 46, 2.

duvas, worship

:

ddvay6, (1, 37, 14^); worship, sacri-

fice, work, (204.)
duvds, worshipper

:

duvase, I, 165, 14^
; (205) ; p. xix

;

duvdsa^, 1, 168, 3.

duvasy, to care for, to attend

:

duvasy^t, he should help, I, 165,

14^; p. xix.—duvasyan, sacri-

ficing, I, 167, 6.—(203 seqq.)

duvasy£, worthy of worship

;

(203 ; 205.)
dustdra, invincible

:

dustaram, I, 64, 14 ;
II, 34, 7.

duh, to milk

:

duhinti, I, 64, 5 ;
62; duhfi/6, II,

34, 10 ;
duduhe (tfdha^), VI, 66,

i; duhre, duhrate, I, 134, 6;
dohate, I, 134, 4 ;

duduhr6,
VIII, 7, I ©2.—dhukshdnta, they
have drawn forth, VIII, 7, 3 ;

duhanta^ dtsam, drawing the
well, VIII, 7, 16.—ni/5 duhr6,
they have been brought forth,

VI, 66, 4.—See doh£s.

du, worshipper

:

dfiva^, Nom. pi., I, 37, 14k
dure-drzj, visible from alar

;

dure-drJja^, I, 166, ii
;
V, 59,

2.

dr/7M, strong

:

dr/M /‘It, I, 64, 3 ;
(VIII, 20, ;

dn7/>ani /it, I, 168, 4.—dr/Z/a,
made fast, X, 121, 5^

dm, to see

:

drikshase, mayest thou be seen, 1,

6, 72
; dmi tvishd, to see the

light, V, 52, 12^
;
dme k^im,

that they may be seen, VIII,

94, 2.—Gf. didriksh^T/ya.

-dm, in yaksha-dm

:

(VII, 56, i6k)

I 1 2
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dnh

:

dadriha?2am, strong, I, 85, 10.

dr^, see ddrtr/.

dev£, god

:

dev^ya, X, 121, 1-9; dev^^, X,
1 2 1, 2 ;

dev6shu adhi deva^

eka>6, he who alone is God above
all gods, X, 1 2 1, 8^; devaiiam isu/6,

X, 121, 7; devanam, X,
168, 4 ;

devanam go-pithe, in

the keeping of the gods, X, 77,

7 ;
jresh/>6a^ devanim v£sui»,

the best Vasu among the gods
(Rudra), I, 43, 5; Vasus =
Devas, (VII, 56; 20®) ;

nahi

deva>& na m£rtya/6, I, 19, 2.

—

vijve devasaA, I, 19, 3®; dev^^
\uve,VIII, 94, 2.—The Maruts,
dev^sai>, 1

, 19, 6 ;
devi;&, 1

, 167,

4; d6vasa>6, I, 39> 5 ; VIII, 7,

27 i
VII, 59, i; devl^, I, 17 1,

2 ;
VII, 59, 2 ;

X, 78, 8 ;
dev^n,

V, 52, 15^; mah^nim devanim,
VIII, 94, 8.—Rudia, deva, I,

114, 10; II, 33, 15; dev%a,
VII, 46, I.— deva>6, V^ta,
X, 168, 2; 4.— dev£, divine,

brilliant, p. xxxvii; devfm (v^r-

k^ry^m), sacred, I, 88
,

4^;

(176) ;
devf, ep. of Aditi, (260)

;

devi, 0 goddess (the night), V,

61, 17.—deva for dev^, dual, p.

111 .

deva-avf, pleasing the gods :

deva-avya/&, X, 78, i.

devata, among the pds :

—

1.165,
pi*; p.xvii.

deva-tSti

:

(I, 165, 9^)
devatta, god-given

:

devattam, I, 37, 4.

deva-tr^*, towards the gods

:

V, 61, 7.

deva-ya^y^, sacrifice

:

deva-yagydya, 1
, 114, 3.

deva-ydt, pious

:

deva-y£ntai», I, 6, 6.

deva-y^ (?)

;

deva-y^, I, 168, j, see eva-

desh«^, gift

:

desh«£m, VII, 58, 4.

dafvya, divine

:

dafvyasya, V, 57, 7 ;
VII, 58, i*

;

r£pasa/& dafvyasya, heaven-sent
mischief, II, 33, 7; dafvyam

h4/a^, the anger of the gods, I,

114, 4.

do, see da,

d6s, arm :

d6b, V, 6r, 5\
dohds :

dohase, to give milk, VI, 66, i
;

dohase, to be brought forth,

.
yi, 66, 5^

dyavaksh^ma, heaven and earth ;

(250.)

dy^vapnthiv^', heaven and earth ;

V, 55, 7; (250.)
dyu, to shine

:

(1, 37, 4^.)

dyfi, heaven, sky, Dyu :

Dyaus = Zeus, p. xxiv
;

dyafi^

lditi>6, the boundless Dyu (sky),

(261); V, 59, 8®; dya6>6, Dyu
(the bull of the Dawn), V, 58,

6®; dya6>& na, VIII, 7, 26;
prithivf ut£ dyafii^, Earth and
Sky, I, 1 1 4, I iva^ pntvKsa/j,

the sons </.
-- X, 77, 2 ;

divd/- •• iS.).^’Ssa/&, the

servanu Dyu,
VIII, 20, I,

,

z' ^ ray&, V,

54, 10 ;
I, 64, 4 ;

dwkh miiryay&,

V, 59, 6 ;
diva/j uksha/za^, I, 6.},

2^
;

diva^, (sons) of heaven, I,

86, I
;

divib jardhaya, host of

heaven, VI, 66, ii; div6, to

heaven (Dyu), V, 59, i
;
dy6^

Amsah, ‘ Himmelslob,’ (439.)

—

diva/j vaksh£«abhya^, from the
flanks of heaven (Dyu, f.,mother
of the Maruts), I, 134, 4®.

—

diva^, from heaven, I, 6, 10 ;

168, 4; V, 52, 14; 53, 8;

54, 13 ;
(bnhata/^j, V, 87, 3 ;

VIII, 7,11; 13; 94,10; VII, 46,

3 ;
divay^, of heaven,V, 52, 5 ; 6 ;

7 ; 57, 1 ; 59, 7 ;
I, 37, fi; 38,

2 ;
div^i^ arkaj6, singers of the

sky, V, 57, 5^
;
diva^ prishifMm,

back of heaven, I, 166, 5 ;
V,

54, I®
;

divkb s^nu, ridge of
heaven, V, 60, 3 ;

(snun^),VIII,

7, 7 ;
divai6 roX’an^t, from the

light of heaven, I, 6, 9^
;
V, 56,

I : ro/^an^^, the lights of heaven,
Yin, 94, 9 ;

roX’an^ divf, I, 6, i

;

divd^ var^ham arusham, the red
boar of the sky (Rudra), 1, 1 14,

5 ;
diva^ prithivy^/5, X, 77, 3 ;

divf, 1,19, fii; 85,2; V, 52, 3;
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61, 12; ^dhi dyavi, I, 39> 4?
divf(uttame,madhyara4

,
avame),

V, 60, 6 ;
divai> tJt-tarSt, V, 60,

7 ;
dya6i> tit-tara, VIII, 20, 6 .

—
dy^m im^m, X, 12 1, i

;
dyatj/&

ugra, X, 1 2 1, 5^; divam ^a^^na,

X, 1 2 1, 9; dyto, V, 57, 3;
dyati/6-iva, V, 57, 4 ;

dya6i>, V,

54 j 9 ?
dy^va>6 na str/-bhi>&, (I,

87, i^); II, 34, s.—pnthiv!;

r%as, dy6, (I, 19, 3^)
; (50;

51.)

dy6, day

:

dy^va/6, V, 53, 5^
;

divS, by day,

I, 38, 9 ;
VIII, 7, 6 ;

tipa dyd-,

bhii6, inu dyun, day by day, V,

53, 3’; I, 167, 10; div6-dive,

from day to day, II, 34, 7

;

p^rye dy6i>, at the close of the

day, VI, 66, 8h

dyut, to shine

:

ddvidyutati, they sparkle, VIII,

20, II
;

VI dyutayanta, they

shone wide, II, 34, 2.

dyu-mdt, brilliant :

dyu-mantam, I, 64, 14.

dyumn£, brilliant

:

dyumnaf/6, VIII, 20, 16; (I, 37,

4^-)

dyumna-jravas, of brilliant glory

:

dyumna-jravase, V, 54, i.

drapsa, torrent (?) :

draps^/6, VIII, 7, 16'.

drapsin, scattering ram-drops:
drapsmai>, I, 64, 2.

dravat-pE»i, quick-hoofed

;

(1, 38, ii^)

drdviwa, wealth

:

draviwam, V, 54, 15.

dru

:

dravat, quickly, I, 2, 5.

Drfih

:

druha/:> pajjln, the snares of Drub,
VII, 59, 8.

drowakalaja, a Soma-vessel

;

(VIII, 94, 5^.)

dvi-^ani, having two mothers (Agnij

:

dvi-^ani^, (V, 61, 4^)

dvita, twice

:

I, 37, 9-

dvi-pad, man

:

dvi-pdday6 X4tu>5»-pada/», man and
beast, X, 121, 3; dvi-pade

Htuy^-pade, I, r 14, I
;
VI, 74, i

;

(191 ; 435); P- cxi.

dvi-barhas, twofold

:

dvi-bdrhai> (probably dvi-barha>{7),

I, 1 14,
10--*.

dvi-m^tr/, having two mothers
(Agni) ;

dvi-mata, (V, 61, 4^.)

dvfsh, enemy

:

dvisham, I, 39, 10; dvisha^, VII,

59, 2.

dvis, twice

:

dvii& tnhy twice and thrice, VI,

66, 2.

dvlpa, island

:

dvip^ni, islands (clouds), VIII, 20,

4^-

dv6shas

:

dvesha^, haters, I, 167, 9 ;
X,

77,6.—dv6sh^wsi, hateful things,

V, 87, 8 ;
dv6sha^, hatred, VII,

56, 19; 58, 6; II, 33, 2.

dhan, to shake

:

dhanayante, I, 88, 3®; dhana-
yanta, they have rushed forth,

I, 167, 2.

dhdna, treasure

;

dhdn^, I, 64, 13.

dhdna-ary§ :

dhdna-ar/^am, may be dhdna-
ri/lam, p. Ixxxv®-.

dhana-spr/t, wealth-acquiring :

dhana-spr/tam, I, 64, 14^; VIII,

7, 18.

dhdnus, bow

:

from dhan, (66.)

dhdnva-ar«as

:

dhanva-ar;2asa^, may be dhdnii-

arwasa^, p. Ixxxv**’.

dhanva--^y6t, shaking the sky :

dhanva-^y6ta^, I, 168, 5^
dhdnvan, bow

:

dhdnvani, VIII, 20, 12; dhanva, II,

33, 10; (66); (VIII, 20,4*.)

dhdnvan, desert, dry land ;

dhanvan ht SC, I, 38, 7 ;
dhdnva-

su, V, 53, 4^; dhaiivani, V, 53,
6.—dhanvani, the tracts (of the

sky), VIII, 20, 4\
dhdrman, power

:

dharmawa, I, 134, 5 (bis),

clhav, to run :

dhavadhve, V, 60, 3.

dha, to place, to bring, to offer, to

bestow, to give (c. Loc. and
Dat.)

;
pass,, to take, to assume;

to gain . . .

:
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dadh6 (vr/kd-tati), II, 34, 9^
dhu/&, V, 58, 7^ dadhanti, VII,

56, 19^.— dadhidhve, will you

take, I, 38, I
;
dadhidhve, you

accept, 1, 168, I-; dadhanai?, X,

121,7, 8; 1,6,4; tavishii? dha,

to take strength, (I, 64, 7^)

;

dadhire (varwam), they Jiave

assumed, II, 34, 13; dadhana^,

having become, I, 17 1,
6^;

dadhe mude, I am made to

rejoice, V, 53, 5.—^ dadhana>6,

bringing, I, 165, 12; p. xviii

;

K dadhanai6 nama, assuming a

name, VI, 66, 5 ;
gdrbham a

adhSt, she conceived the germ,

VI, 66, 3 ;
a-hita, piled up, I,

166, 9.—ni dhatt^, put down, I,

1 71, i; ^dhi ni dhehi asme,

bestow on us, I, 43, 7.—sam-
adhatta mam ekam, you left

me alone, I, 165, 6^; p. xvi;

sim dadhe, it is held, I, 168, 3 ;

sam vi-dydt^ dadhati, they aim

with the lightning, V, 54, 2 ;

sam dadhui? parva-ja>&, they

have brought together piece by
piece, VIII, 7, 22^—See dhiitr/,

and dhyi for dhimahi.

dh^tri, bestowing

:

dh^tlra/a, VIII, 7, 35.

dhEnya

:

dhanyam bi'^am, the seed of corn,

V, 53> 13-

dhaman, abode, law, company :

dhSima-bhi/?, in their own ways, I,

85, II.—dh^mna^ (m2(i utasya),

domain, I, 87, 6^
;
(daivyasya),

host, VII, 58, — parasmin

dhaman r/tdsya, in the highest

place of the law, I, 43, 9^

—

(27; 383 seq.)

dh^lrayjlt-kshiti, supporting the earth

:

ep. of Aditi, (260.)

dh^rS, stream

:

dhMi&, I, 85, 5^^
dhirivard, charged with rain :

dharlvar^i;, II, 34, i^
dhav, to run

:

vi-dhiivata/j, rushing about, 1, 88, 5.

dhiy^-vasu, rich in prayers :

dhiy^-vasui6, I, 64, 15®.

dhiyi-jdm, engaged in prayer

;

(166.)

dhl^, prayer

:

dWyam, I, 88, 4; 11, 34, 6®; I, 2,

7 ;
dhiyam-dhiyam, pi ayer after

prayer, I, x68, i
;

dhiysi, I, 166,

1 3 ;
dhiy^ jam!

,
(V, 8 7, 9^

) ; ( 1 6 6)

;

dhiya^, I, 134, 2 (bis); dhiya^,
I, 87, 4 ;

dhibhii^, V, 52, 14.

—

itth^ dhiya, thus is my thought,
V, 61, 15^

;
I, 2, 6^

dhiti, prayer :

dhiti-bhi^, V, 53, II.

dhira, wise

:

dhlra^, I, 64, i
;
VII, 56, 4.

dhdni, roaring

:

dhunaya^, the roarers (Maruts),
I, 64, 5"; 87,3; V, 60,7; VI,

66, 10; X, 78, 3; dhunin&m,
V, 87, 3^ VIII, 20, 14.---

dh6nii>, shouting, VII, 56, 8*.

dhfini-vrata, given to roaring

:

dhiini-vratam, V, 58, 2 ;
dhtjni-

vrataya, V, 87, i.

dhtir, shaft, yoke

:

dhu>&-s6,V, 55, 6; X, 77, 5; dhuri,

V, 56, 6 (bis); 58, 7; I, 134, 3

(bis).

dhd, to shake (with two Acc.)

:

dhunutM, I, 37,6; V, 57,
3I.—

vf dhunutha, V, 54, i2\
dhu^-s£d, charioteer

:

dh<i/&-sdda^, II, 34, 4,

dhil'ti, shaker

:

dhtoya^ (Maruts), 1, 57, 6 ; 39, i

;

10 ;V, 54, 4; VII, 58,^^; VIII,

20, 16; (V, 87, 3®) ;
dhutaya^, I,

64, 5; 87, 3; 168,2; V, 6x, 14.

dhui v

:

dhurvawe, (48.)

dhr/, to hold

:

dadhire, I, 64, 10; 85, 3; (n^-

mani), I, 87, 5 ;
dadhfira, he

established, X, 12 1, i
;
dhara-

yante vratSi, they observe thcii

duties, VIII, 94, 2; dhardye-
tham, may you maintain, VI, 74,

I.— iidhi dadhire, they
clothed themselves in beauty,

I, 85, 2^“~vf finu dhire, they
spread out behind, I, x66, 10,

—nf dadhr6, he holds himself

down (Dat.), I, 37, 7*.

dhr/sh, to defy

:

^-dhr/she, I, 39, ;
V, 87, 2.— da-

dhnshv^n, daring, I, 165, lo^
dhrishat^, adv., boldly

;

I, 167, 9^
dhrzshat«vfn, full of daring

:

^^^^rzshat-vma^, V, 52, 2^
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bold

:

dhr/sh«u, 1 , 6, 2 ;
dhr/sh/zli,VI,66,5;

dhr/sh«6na, 1, 167, 9 ;
dhr/sh^a-

vay&, V, 52, 14**
; pp. cxxi ;

cxxiv;

dhnsb«6y&, VII, 56, 8.

dhWshwlj-o^as, endowed with fierce

force

:

dhr/sh«fi-o^asay6, II, 34, i.

dhnshwu-y^, boldly

:

V, 52, i; 2 ; 4.

dhrzsh«u-sena, followed by daring

armies

:

dhr/sh?2fi-senS^, VI, 66, 6.

dhe, to suck

:

galj/6 dhayati, the cow sends forth

her milk, VIII, 94, i\
dh6ni, stream (of milk)

;
du., lips :

dhena, I, 2, 3^
dhenfi, milch-cow

:

dhen<i^, 11
, 34, 8 ;

I, 134, 4*;

dhenfim, II, 34, 6; dhenavaZ),

V, 53 > 7 ; 55,5; 1,134,6; dhe-

nfin^m, V, 61, 10 ;
dhenfi-bhi>&,

II, 34, 5.—dhenfi (neut.), VI,

66, i^.

dh6sh/y&a, most generous

:

dh6sh2f^ai6, I, 170, 5.

dhmt, to blow

;

dhimanta^, I, 85, 10 ;
II, 34, i®.

—

dhdmanti ^nu, foam along, VIII,

tdsya dhimahi, that we pray for, \
VIII, 7, 18.

dhrag, to float

:

dhr%ata^, I, 165, 2.—pra adh-

ra^^an, they rushed forth, I,

166, 4I
dhru

:

dhruvase. Inf., (I, 87, 6^.)

dhruva, firm

:

dhruv^wi, I, 167, 8.

dhruva-X-yfit, throwing down what is

firm :

dhruva-^yfitai?,!, 64, 1 1 ;(1, 168, 5-.)

dhvan, to dun, to dm :

(I, 64, 5
*-*.)

Dhvasra

:

(360); (V, 61, 5^;

na, not . . .

:

nahi-na, I, 19, 3; 39, 4; na-n6, I,

170, I
;
nfiki^-nl, 1, 165, 9.

—

kva na, wheie not, I, 38, 2 ^
;
na,

not, interrog., I, 170, 3.—i^a

and kmi, (264; 266 scq.)— na

dha, nowhere, never, V, 54, 4 ;

10.— ar^«fim na /§aramay6 for

ariiwfim na na^^aramd^, VIII, 20,

14'.

na, like . . .

:

nd and iva, I, 85, ni r6ka^,

VI, 66, 61— 1
, 64, 9"; VIII, 20,

14I
;
X, 77, 1®.

nakis

:

n£kii6, nothing, I, 165, 9 ;
no one,

VII, 56, 2 ;
not, VIII, 20, 12.

nakt, n£kta, night :

(V, 52, i6^)—n£ktam, by night,

VIII, 7, 6 .

naksh, to reach :

n£kshanti, I, 166, 2 ;
ndkshante,

VII, 58, I.

nad, Gaus., to cause to tremble

:

nadayanta, I, 166, 5^
;
(I, 37, 7^)

nad, to roar :

n^nadati, 1, 64,8.—^n^nadati,they
resound, VIII, 20, 5.

nada, reed

:

nadasya, II, 34, 3^
nadi, river

:

nadfn^m,V, 52, 7 ;
nadya^,V, 55, 7.

napit, offspring :

mih^^ napfitam, I, 37, ii\—java-

sa^ naplta>&, (VI, 66, ii^)

nabbanfi, spring.

nabhanfin, V, 59, yK
yiiabhas, the sky between heaven and
^ earth

:

(X, 1 21, 5^.)—n^bhasa^, cloud, I,

167, 5 *

nam, to bow

:

anamam (vadha-snaf/6), I escaped,

I, 165, 6^; p. xvi; namadhvam,
incline, VII, 56, 17; kuvit ndzw-

sante, will they turn, VII, 58,

5.—^ namanti, they bend, VII,

56, 19 ;
pi'citi nanama, he makes

obeisance, II, 33, 12.

nama^-vrzkti

:

(1, 64, 1®-)
^ ,

namayishzzu, able to bend :

namayishzzava^, VIII, 20,

namas, worship

;

namasa,(I, 165, 2^); II, 34» M;
114, 2 ; 5 ; 1, 171, I

;
namasa/:?

(vrzdhasa/??), I, 171, 2**^; ntoa/6-

bhi^, salutations, V, 60, i; II,

33,4; 8 ;
nama/) (avoHma), sup-

plication, I, 114, II.

namasy, to worship

:

namasya, V, 52, 13 ;
II, 33,

8*.
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namasya, worthy of worship

:

(203; 205.)

namasvat, reverent

:

ndmasvSn, I, 171, 2.

namasvfn, worshipper

:

namasvmam, I, 166, 2.

Namu^i, name of a demon :

(I, 64, 3^)
ndraja»2sa, ‘ Mannerlob :

Indra, (II, 34, 6^) ;
Agni, (439.) „

narokas, fond of men :

narok^^ = nrz-okSi>, Oldenberg for

nd r6ka;&, (VI, 66, 6\)

'^narya, manly

:

ndri apazwsi, I, 85, 9® ;
naryai>, T,

166, 5 ;
naryeshu, I, 166, 10.

narya-apas, epithet of Indra :

(I, 85, 9®0

ndva, new

:

ndvydz^zsi, newest, I, 38, 3; navyase,

VIII, 7, 33; naviyast(su-mati>5>),

VII, 59, 4 ;
navishfMy^, VIII,

20, 19.

ndvedas, mindful (c. Gen.)

:

navedd>&, 1, 165, 13^; ndvedasa^,V,

55,
ndvya, new

:

ndvyeshu, I, 134, 4.

ndvyasina, ever-youthful

:

ndvyasindm, V, 53, 10^
; 58, i.

naj, to come near ;

nlrate, I, 165, 9.—abhi najat, he
will obtain, VIII, 20, 16.—prd-

;2ak, let it reach, VII, 56, 9.

naj, to vanish

:

VI najyati, I, 170, r.

nas, du., nostrils

:

nas6/5>, V, 6 1, 2.

nahf, not indeed

:

1, 19) 2 ; 39)4; VII, 59, 4 ; nahi n6,

I, 167, 9 ;
nahf /^ana, not even,

VII, 59, 3; nahfsma,VIII,7, 21.

n^ka, the firmament

:

n^ka/&, X, 1 2 1, 5®
;
n&am, I, 85,

7; V, 54, X2^; VII, 58, i; n^-

kasya ddhi ro^ane, I, 19, 6^.

—

n^ka, ro>&and, surya, (50.)

nadh;
n^dhamdnam, suppliant, VIII, 7,

30; II, 33, 6.

ndpita, barber

:

(I, 166, 10*)

n^bhi

:

nSlbhl, in the centre, I, 43, 9^
nfCman, name

:

n^ma ya^izfyam, I, 6, 4 ;
nSmIni

ya^wiydni, I, 87, 5 ;
amntam

n^ma, V, 57, 5’^
;
n^ma, VI, 66,

i; 5; VII, 56,10; VIII, 20,13';

II, 33, 8®; namamarutam, com-
pany of the Maruts, VII, 57, i'

;

ntoani, powers, VII, 56, 14;
ntoa-bhi^, V, 52, 10

;
VII, 57,

6 ;
ddityena namnS, by their

name of Adityas, X, 77, 8 ;
nd-

man and dhdman, (384).
n^ri, woman

:

nrz-bhyayE? njiri^ya/&, to men and
women, I, 43, 6 ;

p. Ixxxviii.

nfii-riti, sin :

I, 38, 6\—nib-nteh, of
Nirriti, VII, 58, i^; nf>6-;7tim,

VI, 74, 2.

nii>-kntd

:

nii>-kritdm, the work (of the sacri-

ficer), I, 2, 6'.

nf-^akrayd, adv., downwards

:

VIII, 7, 29^
ni-y&etr;, he who finds out

:

ni-i^et^ra>5, VII, 57, 2.

ni^d, ‘ eingeboren,’ one's own

:

(I, 166, 2“.)

ni»yd, secret

:

ni«y^, VII, 56, 4^
nftya, one's own

:

nftyam, I, 166, 2^,

nid, to blame

:

nide, II, 34, 10'.

nfd, reviler, enemy:
nidd/6 (Abl.), II, 34, 15 ;

V, 87, 6

;

9; nidd>6 (Acc. pi.), V, 53, 14.

ni-dhf, treasure

:

ni-dhi/5, X, 186, 3.

nf-dhruvi, lasting

:

dsti nf-dhruvi, it lasts, VIII, 20, 22.

nf-mula, companion :

nf-mijldm, I, 167, 6.

ni-mishat, see mish.

ni-rn6ghamana

:

ni-meghamdnaA, streaming down,
n, 34) 13-

nimnd, downward :

nimnaf^ udd-bhiZ>, with downward
floods, X, 78, 5*

ni-yfit, steed

:

ni-y6ta/&, I, 167, 2 ;
V, 52, ii

;
I,

134, 2.

niyfitvat, with steeds

:

niyfitvanta^, V, 54, 8 ;
niyfitvatd

(rdthena), I, 134, i.

nij, night

:

(V,sa, t6\)
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nishangm, carrying quivers

;

nishangi«ay&, V, 57, 2.

nishka, golden chain ;

nishkJm, II, 33, 10.

nfsh^ya, strange, hostile

:

(I, 166, 2^*.)

nis, out of, from (c. Abl.)

:

nib (nayata), V, 55, 10; nib (ia-

krame), V, 87, 4.

nt, to lead

:

ndyatha, VII, 59, i.—nayata ikkbn

nib^ lead us towaids, and out of,

V, 55, 10.—anu neshatha, con-
duct, V, 54, 6.—VI nayanti, they
lead about, I, 64, 6^—See pra-

netn.
nila-pr/sh^/6a :

nila-przsh/M^ ha»2S^sa>6, the swans
with dark blue backs,VII, 59, 7.

116, indeed
;
now . . .

:

ni\L\h n6, I, 165, 9 ;
utd va nd, V,

60, 6 ;
ut6 nd, VIII, 94, 6 ;

ya
nd, I, 165, 10; y4 kz. nd, V, 87,

2 ;
yan ko nd, VI, 66, 3.—nd

^it, mterrog, part., I, 39, ;
VI,

66, 1 ; 5 ;
VII, 56, 15 ;

n6, in-

terrog., I, 64, 15 ^
;

II, 33, 7 ;
V,

52, 15^
nu, to shout :

andshata, I, 6, 6 ;
ndvamdnasya,

who praises you, II, 34, io\

nud, to push

:

nunudre, I, 85, 10; ii; 88, 4;
nutthSiyf?, thou shookest, (I, 165,

9^)—dpa nudanta, they drove

away, I, 167, 4 ;
para-ndde, to

attack, I, 39, 2.

ndtana, new

:

ndtanam, V, 55, 8,

nundm, now

:

• I, 39,

1

; 165, 12 ; 170, 1 ;
V, 56,

5 ; 58,

1

;
VIII, 20, 15.—kat ha

nunfim, I, 38, i
;
VIII, 7, 31 ;

kv^i nunam, I, 38, 2 ;
VIII, 7,

20 ;
kad ndnam, V, 61, 14.

nr/, man ;
hero

:

narad nd ra«vah, like gay men,VII,

59, 7 ;
nr/-bhyad (pdjve, gave,

tokaya), I, 43, 2 ;
nr/-bhyad

n^ri-bhyad, I, 43, 6 ;
jatasya

nr/wfoi, I, 43, 7 ;
naram na sh>i-

sad (Indra), II, 34, 6’
;
nr/-l)hid,

1, 64, 15 ;
ndii apawsijSee ndrya.

— naid (Indra and Vdyu), I, 2,

6
;
narad, men (Mariits), I, 37,

1)
; 86, 8 ; 165, ir

;
V, 53, 15 ;

54, 10; 59, 3 ;
61, I

;
VII, 59,

4; VIII, 20, 10; 16; narad, I,

39, 3; 64, 4; 10; 85, 8; 166,

i3;V, 52, 5; 6; 8; ii; 53, 3;

6; 54, 3; 8; 55, 3; 57, 8; 58, 8;

59,2; 5; 61, 3 ;
VII, 56, i; 57,

6; VIII, 7, 29; 20, 6; 7; nr/n,

I, 171,6^; V, 54,15; 58,2; nr/-
XT . . ^

I, 167, 10.

nr/-okas, see narokas.

nrit, to dance

:

nr/tud, V, 52, 12.

nr/-tama, most manly

:

nr/-tamlsad, I, 87, i.

nr/td, dancer

:

nr/tavad (the Maruts),VIII, 20, 22.

nr/-manas, manly-minded

:

. nrz-mdndd, I, 167, 5.

fnrimni) manhood

:

nrimwam, V, 54, i
;
VII, 56, 5 ;

nr/m»a, manly thoughts, V, 57,

6 ;
nr/m«aid, manly courage,VI,

66, 2.

nr/-vat, with children and men

:

(208.)

nr/-v^has, who can carry the heroes

:

nr/-v^hasd, I, 6, 2.

nr/-sdd, friend of man :

nr/-sddad, I, 64, 9,

nr/-hdn, killing men

:

nr/-h^,VII,56, 17.—Ep. of Rudra,

(I, 114, i«.)

n6dishifda, nearest

:

n6dish/dam, V, 56, 2.

n6ma, many a

:

nemad, V, 61, 8,

nemi, felly

;

neinayad, I, 38, 12,

Nddhas

:

nddhad, I, 64, (124 seq.)

nad, ship :

navad, V, 54, 4 ;
nadd, V, 59, 2,

paksha, wing

:

pakshlln, 1, 166, 10.

pakshm, winged :

jyenfead pakshiwad, VIII, 20, 10.

pa^rd, mighty

:

pa^rd'm, I, 167, 6.

pa^dan, five

:

pa?7da h6tr/n, II, 34, 14.

Pawdala

:

knvi=?ar«dala? (VIII, 20, 24^)

pa«i, miser

:

pa;/fd, V, 61, 8.
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pat, to fly :

paptia^, V, 59, 7 ;
patata^, VIII,

7, 35 .—

K

paptata, fly to, I, 88,

I®
;

i apaptan, VII, 59, 7.

—

vf patatha, you fly across, I,

168, 6; VI papatan, they were
scattered, VIII, 20, 4.

pat (patyate)

:

pdtyam^nam, having taken (a

name), VI, 66, i
;

t£vishii> pat,

(I, 64, 7^)

pdti, lord : ^
bhfitSya pdti^, X, 121, i

;
brah-

ma«a/6 patim, 1, 38, 13^
;
pdtayai&

rayi«^m, X, 121, 10; V, 55, 10.

patn^ -Wife-:

—^ini with patn^, (I, 85, i^.)

pathm, path

:

path^ (yam^ya), on the path, I,

38, 5®; kena ^it pathSt, I, 87,

2; pathi-bhii?, II, 34, 5 ;
X, 168,

3 ;
pdnth^m silrylya y^tave, a

path for the sun to walk, VIII,

7, 8^
pathya, path, course

:

pathylA, V, 54, 9; VI, 66, 7.
pad, to go, depart

:

padish/£, I, 38, 6®.

pad, foot

:

pat-su, V, 54, II,

pan, to glorify

:

panayanta, I, 87, 3.

panasyu, praiseworthy, glorious

:

panasy6m, I, 38, 15; V, 56, 9;
panasydva^, X, 77, 3.

p^niyas, more glorious

:

pdniyasi (tavishi), I, 39, 2.

payay&-dh^, sucking

:

payai>-dh^^, VII, 56, 16.

payay&“Vndh, increasing the rain

:

paya/&-vndha/&, I, 64, ii.

payas, milk (rain)

:

pdyasi, I, 64, 5 ;
166, 3 ;

payai6

ghriti-vat, I, 64, 6^.

par, see pr/.

para, highest

:

pdrasmin dhtoan, I, 43, 9; pdram,
top, I, 168, 6,—pdre yuge, in

former years, I, 166, 13.

pdra-para, one after another:
pdra-par^, I, 38, 6.

parama, further

:

param^, I, 167, a
;
paramdsya^,

V, 61,

pards, beyond (c. Acc.)

:

pari6, I, 19,

^i\% prep. , . ,

:

adv., far away, I, 167, 4.

parikat, from afar

:

X, 77, 6

parR^ais, far away

:

Sre para-^ai^, VI, 74, 2.

par^-\dt, far:

pari-vata>6, from afar, I, 39, i
;

VIII, 7, 26 ;
X, 78, 7 ;

far, V,

53, 8 ;
paramasya/& parii-vata/6,

from the furthest distance, V,

61, para-vdti, in the dis-

tance, I, 134, 4.

pdri, prep. . . .

:

pdri (tasthiisha^), round, I, 6, i-;

(agUi6), I, 88, 4.—With Abl.,

from, V, 59, 7; VII, 46, 3.—
pan-, excessive, (104 seq.)

—

Synizesis of pdri, p. cxxiii.

pari-kroj^, reviler

:

pari-krojdm, (104.)

pankshSma, withered away

:

(104.)

pari-^man, traveller

:

pari-^man (Indra), I, 6, 9.

p£ri-^ri, running, swarming around :

pdri-^raya/&, I, 64, 5 ;
V, 54, 2

(bis).

pari-dveshas, a great hater;

pdri-dveshasa^, (104.)

pari-pii:

pari-pn'ya^, great lovers or sur-

rounding friends, (105.)

pdri-prita, loved very much :

pdri-prita/&, (105.)

pari-pr6sh, scattering moisture

;

pari-prfisha^, X, 77, 5.

pari-ba[dh, harasser :

pari-badha/j, I, 43, 8‘.

pari-manyfl, wrathful

;

pari-manyavc, I, 39, lo^

pari-rdp, enemy

:

pan-rdpa^, (104.)

parilaghu, p c r 1 c v i s

:

(104-)

parish^^dna, abode

:

(1,6, 1-); (29-)

pari-stubh

:

pari-stfibha^, shouting all around,

1,166,11 .—pari-st6bhai6 { isha/.>)

,

standing round about, (VIII, 7,

pari-spndh, rival

:

pari-sprzdha/.>, (104.)

pari-srut

:

pari-stubh-pari-srut
,
(V 1 1

1 , 7 ,
ri.)
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pariwas, wealth

:

pan«asa, I, i66, 14.

parushwi, (speckled) cloud

:

pdrush«yam, V, 52, 9^
;

(V, 53,

,
9^)

parus, knot

:

(66) ; p. XXV.

par^anya, cloud

:

par^dnyena, I, 38, 9^; par^£nya>&

iva, I, 38, 14^
;
par^dnyam, V,

,
S3, 6’.

parvata, mountain (cloud)

:

parvata^, V, 60, 2 ; 3 ;
pdivatai?

%\r\h, I, 37, 7^; parvatam girim,

V, 56, 4*^; parvatam, I, 85, 10;
pirvata^, I, 64, 3 ;

V, 54, 9 ;

55, 7 ;
VIII, 7, 2 ; 34 ;

pirva-
t^sa^, V, 87, 9; VIII, 20, 5;
parvatan, I, 19, 7^; 39, 5;

64, 11; 166,5!; V, 57, 3; VIII,

7, 4 ; 23 ;
parvatasya, V, 59, 7 ;

parvatanam (^ja^), " 3^

;

parvateshu, V, 61^ 'I, 7,

I
; 20, 25.

—

farvata-,^y6t,s’
’

ns:

/ parvata-z^ytate, 54, i
,

...ta-

-^y6ta,6,V, 54, 3; (I, 168, 5^)
parvan, knot

:

(66) ; p. XXV.

parva-j£s, piece by piece, to pieces :

parva-ja^, VIII, 7, 22^; 23.

parjana, valley

:

pfcanRsa/&, VIII, 7, 34.
pavf, tire (of a wheel)

:

pavf-bhi^, I, 64, II
;

pavy^, I, 88,

2^; V, 52, 9; pavfshn, I, 166,

10; pavf-bhyai>, I, 168, 8.

paj, to see

:

p^jyan, I, 88, 5 !
V, 53, 3 ;

pajy-
antai&, VIII, 20, 26.—pan-apaj-
yat, he looked over, X, 121, 8 ;

pan apajyan, they looked about
tor (Acc.), I, 168, 9.

paj6, cattle :

pajva/>, I, 166, 6 ;
paj6in (a.fvyam),

V, 61, 5 ;
pajve, I, 43, 2.

pajupa, shepherd :

pajupuy5>-iva, I, 114, 9^
pajX’at, behind

;

pajHt dagh, to stay behind, VII,

56, 2 1.

Pastya, N. of a people :

(398.)
Pastya-vat, N. of a country

:

pastya-vati, VIII, 7, 29^—Adj.,

filled with hamlets, (399.)

—

Subst., sacrificial vessel, (VIII,

pastvS. housewife, ep. of Aditij.

(2^0^
pa, to protect

:

p^nti, 1, 167, 8^
;
V, 52, 2 ; 4 ;

pasi,

I, t34, 5' (bis); pahi, 1,171,6';
pithana, I, 166, 8; yuyam
pata,VII, 56, 25; 57,7; 58, 6;

47, 4.—111 panti, they ward otf,

VII, 56,19.
pa, to drink :

pathd, I, 86, i
;

pihi, I, 2, i
;

pi-

t^zh, I, 168, 3 ;
pi'banti asya,

VIII, 94, 4; 5 ;
piba, V, 60, 8 ;

pibata, VII, 59, 3^; pfbantai^,

V, 61, II
;
pibadhyai, I, 88, 4.

p%as, splendour

:

pi(§-asa atyena, II, 34, 13®.

p%asvat, brilliant

:

p%asvanta/& (vir2L>&), X, 77, 3.

pl«{, hand, hoof

:

(I, 38, n'.)
patra, vessel

:

three p^tras, filled with milk and
Soma, (VIII, 7, lol)

Pathya

:

Vnshan PSthya, (153.)

plr£, the other shore

:

p^r6, 1, 167, 2 ;
plr£m (pdrshi nay&),

II, 33, 3 ;
pirdm, the end, V,

paravata, pi., extranei, strangers:

p^ravata/5>, V, 52, ii\
pSravata-hdn :

p^ravata-ghni (Sarasvati), (V, 52,

ii').

p^rthiva, earthly
;
earth :

piirthivarn (sadma), I, 38, 10^
;
V,

87, 7^
;
p^rthiv^, divySini, I, 64,

3 ;
piirthivi^, V, 52, 7.—p^r-

thivSt ddhi, from above the

earth, I, 6, 10
; (51 seq.)

;
p^r-

thiva, r%as, dy6,(1, 19, 3^) ;
par-

thivSni, earth, sky, and heaven,

(52) ;
vijvl p^rthivanijthe whole

earth, VIII, 94, 9.

parya

:

p^rye dy6^, at the close of the

day,VI, 66, 8\
pivakd, pure

:

p^vakasa^, I, 64, 2; p^vakam, I,

64, 13 ;
pavak6bhi^, V, 60, 8

;

p§,vakd^, VII, 56, 12 ; 57, 5;
pivakan, VIII, 20, 19.—p^vaka

V —w —, p. cxvi seq.
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paja, snare

:

the snares of (Drub), VII,

59, 8 ;
varuwasya p^^t, VI, 74, 4.

pitr/j father

:

pit^, I, 38, 1 ;
X, 186, 2 ;

pitaram,

11,33,12; pitaram utd mat^ram,
I, 114, 7 ; 87, 5 ;

pitr/-

n^m na j£wsa>6, like the prayers

of our fathers, X, 78, 3.

—

minub pit^j I, 114, 2; II, 33,

1 3.—pita>6 marutim, Rudra, the

father of the Maruts, I, 114, 9 ;

n, 33, I
;

pita, V, 60, 5 ;
pi-

taram, V, 52, 16 ;
pitre marii-

tim, I, 114, 6.

pftrya, of the father or fathers :

pitrySm (ukth^ni), VII, 56, 23

;

pitryam (vaya^), VIII, 20, 13.

pinv, to sprinkle, pour out

:

pinvanti, I, 64, 5 ;
6^; pinvate, II,

34, 8^; pmvanti titsam, they fill

the well, V, 54, 8 ;
VII, 57, i.

pi'pishvat, crushing

;

pipishvad, I, 168, 7.

pipishu, wishing to drink :

pipishavai;, VII, 59, 4.

pippala, apple

;

pippalam rtijat, the red apple (the

lightning), V, 54, i2\
pu, to adorn

:

pipue, he decked himself,! I, 33, 9 ;

pipue, it has been laid, V, 57, 6 ;

pishfam, bedecked, V, 56, i.

—

abhf pipijre,they have adorned,

V, 60, 4.—^ pijan^^, adoraing,

VII, 57, 3.

pfj, gold

:

(I, 64, S\)

pua, gazelle

:

pij^^-iva, I, 64, 8\

pijdhga, tawny

:

pijlngai^ (horses), I, 88, 2.

pijdhga-ajva, having tawny horses :

pudhga-ajvi/^?, V, 57, 4.

pish, see pipishvat,

pitf, drinking

;

ptt^ye, for to drink, 1, 166, 7 ;
VII,

59,5; asyd s6masya pitaye,VI 1 1

,

94, 10 to 12
;
pitim arhasijthou

artworthy to drink,1, 1 34,6 (bis),

pfiws, man

:

pumsibj V, 61, 6 ;
ptiman, V, 61, 8.

putrd, son

:

putrim, I, 38, 1 ;
putr^/& (pmnei>),

V, 58, 5 ;
(rudrdsya), VI, 66, 3 ;

div^ putrm^, X, 77, 2.

putra-knth£

:

putra-k;7thentigdnayaZ?,a)?yyj/aiK€s

€v Tf/ci/oTTOtta, V, 61, 3^.

ptinar, again

:

I, 6, 4; VII, 58, 5 ;
VIIl, 20, 26,

p6r, stronghold

;

p(ii6-bhi'i6, I, 166, 8. /

puiandhri. housewife : r

TTTTstrtt)
' ^

puram-dhi, morning, dawn

:

p6ram-dhim, I, 134, 3^
piiras, in front

:

pura^, I, 170, 4.

pura

:

of yore, I, 39, 7; V, 53, I
;

for-

merly, I, 167, 10; VII, 56, 23 ;

VIII, 7, 31.

purisha, soil

:

from pr>, (I, 64, 12“; V, 55, 52.)

purishin

:

purishfKi, marshy, V, 53, 9.—puri-

shi«a/6, cultivators of the land,

yeomen, V, 55, 5^.

pur6, many

:

purd, I, 166, 3 ; 13 ;
pflrvibhi^, I,

^6,^ 6 ;
pfirvf>6, X, 77, 2.

puru-kshYi, nourishing many

:

purii-ksh6m, VIII, 7, 13.

puni-X’andrrl, resplendent

;

puru-z^andr^ (for Pada puru-z^and-

r^/.;),V, 61, i6\
puru-tama, manifold

:

puru-tamam, V, 56, 5.

puru-drapsd, rich in r«iin-drops :

puru-drapsa/j, V, 57, 5.

puru-prafsha, invoked by many

:

purii“prafsha^, I, 168, 5’’.

Puru-mi/>&a

:

puru-mi/Mya, V, 6 t, 9^; (V, 61,

5“); (359 seq.; 362.)

puru-rupa, assuming many iorms :

puru-rffpa^, 11, 33, 9.

piirusha-ghnd, man-slaying

:

purusha-ghniim, I, X14, to.

purushella, men as we arc :

VII, 57, 4.

Purushanti

:

(360); (V, 61, s'-i; 9*.)

puru-spnh, much-desired

:

puru-spr/ha/6
,
VIII, 20, 3

.

Pururavas

;

(307.)
push, to prosper

;

pfishyati, I> 64, 13^; pushyema, let

us foster, I, 64, 14; pfishyantt

nrim«dm, rich in manhood, VII,
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56, 5 ;
push/^m, prosperous, I, .^ritana, battle :

» 114, I.—See pushyas* pr/tanSsu, I, 85, 8; VII, 56,22;
/pushifi, pi osperity : / 23 ; 59, 4.

J pusMshu, I, 166, 8. .^ypr/thivi, earth :

push/i-vdrdhana, wealth-increasing pr/thivf, antariksha, dy6, (50)

;

(Rudra)
:

prithivf, r%as, d;5^, (I, 19, 3^)

;

pushd-vardhanam, VII, 59, 12.

pushyas, prosperity

:

^pushy^se, VII, 57, 5.

pu, to clean

:

punishe,(V, 58, i’)
;
punSn^>&, who

clean themselves from(Acc.),VI,

66,4^; putasya, clarified (Soma),
VIII, 94, 5.—pavanta, (VII, 56,

puta-daksha, endowed with holy
strength

:

puta-daksham, I, 2, 7^.

puta-dakshas, endowed with pure
strength

:

puta-dakshasay^, VIII, 94, 7 ;
10.

putabh^vt, a Soma-vessel

:

(VIII, 94, 5^0

Pfiru, N. ol a people

:

i398.)
puiva, former, old;

pijivasu vi-ush/ishu, VIII, 20, 15 ;

purvin-iva sikMn, V, 53, 16

;

ptfrvam, ancient, I, 166, i.

—

purva, before, opposed to fipara,

behind, (I, 167, 3^)
purva-piti, the early draught

:

pfirva-pitaye, I, 19, 9^; 134,
(bis).

pfirvya, old

:

purvyciiTijV, 55, 8; purvya^ (agni^),

old, or, first, VIII, 7, 36^
Pushan :

is kapardm, (I, 114, i®.)

pr/ksli, food

:

p//ks]iam ya, to go in search of

food, (11, 34, 3^); pr/kshe, to

feed, II, 34, 4'.

p//kshani, adv., quick

:

II, 34,
3“-

Prikshayruna, N. pr,

;

(V, 54,
pr/ksha-yuvan f.?) :

pWksha-ya\ane, (V, 54,
pr/X*

:

pra-pr/>7X'atT (dhenfi), satisfying,

I, 2, 3‘.—pr/kshasc, (I, 6, 7'.)

przV/fit, a libenil worshipper

:

prmtu/2, I, 168, 7.

pr/t, banks fight

:

p/it-hu, I, 64, 14 ;
Vni, 20, 20*.

prithivl', X, 121, 5; I, 39, 6;
the earth trembles, I, 37, 8 ;

V,

54, 9; 56,3s* 60, 2; VI, 66, 9;
opens wide, V, 58, 7; przthivi

ut£dyafi>&, 1, 114, II
;
pnthivfm,

X,i2i, i; V,57, 3; (vi-unddnti),

I, 38, 9 ;
V, 54, 8 ;

prithivy^Xi,

X, 121, 9; I, 38, 2; 39, 3; X,

77, 3 ;
168, I

;
prithivyai, V,

59, I
;

prithivy^m, I, 168, 8.

—

prithivf, i. e. przthuv^', (255);
=prithvf, pp. exx

;
exxi.

prithfi, broad

:

prithtim, I, 37, ii
;

dirgham
przthfi, far and wide, V, 87, 7.

—

przthvf, (255 ;
260.)

prithu-^r£ya, wide-spreading

:

pnthu-^rdyi, I, 168, 7k
przthfi-pi«i

:

(1, 38, 11^)
Prwni, Prijni, the mother of the

Maruts

:

^rtsnih, I, 168, 9^; V, 60, 5; VI,

66, 1:3!; VII, 56, 4; (V, 61,

4^; VIII, 94, i'); pmnim, V,

52, 161 pmnyl/2, II, 34, 2®;

10 ;
przjneXi putrS/6, V, 58, 5.

—

pr/jnayaX>, the clouds, VIII, 7,

lok
pmni-matrz, pi., sons of Pmni

:

przjni-mataraXi, I, 38, 4 ;
V, 57, 2 ;

3;prr, 1,85,2; V, 59, 6; VIII,

7, 3; 17—(I, 85, 3'; 168, -gi;

II, 34, 2*; V, 61,
4I; X, 78,

.
6’.)

pnshat-ajva, with spotted horses

:

przshat-ajvaXi, I, 87, 4’
;

przshat-

ajvasa/j, II, 34, 4.— (I, 37, 2^;

,
n, 34, 3^)

przshati, the spotted deer (the

y clouds)

:

pr/shatibhiXi, I, 37, 2^; 64, 8; II

34, 3®; V, 58, 6'
;

pr/sha^Xi, I,

39, 6; 85, 4; 5; V, 55, 6^; 57,

3 ;
VIII, 7, 28 ;

przshatishu, V,

60, 2.—(I, 87, 4^; V, 53, Ik)

prish/M, back :

prish/Mm (divdXi), I, 166, 5 ;
(V,

54, x^)
;

p77sh/X>e (sddaXi), V, 61,

2 ;
(V, 61, 3®.)
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pr/sh/^a-praya^

:

(V, 55, i;.)

prish/^ci-ya^van :

diva^ % przsh^^a-ya^vane, who sa-

crificeb on the height of heaven,

V, 54,
pr/ (or par), to carry over

:

parshatha, you carry off, I, 86, 7^

;

parshi na>& pSriim ^whasai>, carry

us to the other shore of anguish,

n, 33, 3.—^ti p^r^yatha, you
help across, II, 34, 15; (I, 86,

7^.)—apa par, to remove, ni^ par,

to throw down, (I, 86, 7^)
prr, to fill

:

pipartana, fulfil, 1, 166, 6^
; (221.)

—pur«^ (na6/j), full, V, 59, 2.

p6jas, form :

p6ja^, I, 6, 3 ;
see apejas.

p6sha, fulness :

p6sham (rflyd>6), I, 166, 3.

padwsya, valour

:

pad»2syebhi^, I, 165, 7; VI, 66,

2 ;
pad«>2syS, manly deeds, I,

166, 7; V, 59, 4; vrzshKi

pafiwsyam, manly work, VIII,

7, 33.

pyai, to fill, to swell

:

pipyata, II, 34, 6^; pip^ya, it is

brimming, VI, 66, i
;
pipy6shim

(fsham), swelling, VIII, 7, 3;.

pipy6shii» (fsha>6), VIII, 7, 19.

pra, prep. . . .

:

prd (dti tasthafi), I, 64, 13 ;
pnt

(verb understood), V, 54, 2 ; 87,

f ;
pra ratheshu, I, 85, 5.

pra-avitn, see av.

pra-kr?/m, playing about

:

pra-kri/fna^ (the Maruts), (I, 6,

8^); VII, 56,16.
pr^-ietas, wise :

pra->&etasa^, I, 39, 9 ;
V, 87, 9

;

prd-ietasai>, I, 64, 8 ;
attentive,

VI 1 1, 7, 12 ;
pri->6eUse (rudr^ya),

43j
pra^i^A, to ask:

sdm przH’Mse, thou greatest, 1,165,
3®

; p. XV.

—

See %-p/Mhyn.,
pra-^^, offspring

:

pra-^^yai, VII, 57, 6 ;
pra-^abhi/j

pr^ ^Ryemahi, II, 33, i.—pra-
gU, beings, I, 43, 9.

Pra^Rpati ;

pr%Rpate, X, 121, 10,

pra-^^atr#, expert

:

pra-^^RtRrai&nd X, 7 8,2.

pra-tardm, further

:

y, 55, 3.

pra-tavas, endowed with exceeding
power

:

pra-tavasa^, I, 87, i.

prdti, prep. . . ,

:

to, 1, 19, I
; 171, I

;
towards, I,

88, 6; 165, 12; me arapat

prdti, V, 61, 9.

prati-skdbh, see sLimbh.
pratna, old :

pratnasya, I, 87, 5.

pra-tvakshas, endowed with exceed-
ing vigour

:

pra-tvakshasai>, I, 87, i
;
V, 57,

4-

prath, to spread

:

prdthish^/ja,(the earth)opened wide,

58, 7 ;
paprathe, (the earth)

is stretched out, V, 87, 7^—

R

paprathan, they spread out,

VIII, 94, 9.

prathama, first

:

prathamani, I, 166, 7; prathamR^,
II, 34, 12 ;

prathama^ apfirvya>6,

I, 134, 6^
prathama-^R, first-born :

prathama-^>‘a/(7, X, 168, 3.

pra-ddkshi«'t, turning to the right

:

V, 60, I.

pra-div

:

pra-dfvR, always, V, 60, 8.

pra-db, region :

pra-clua^, X, 121, 4.

prd-niti, guidance :

pra-nitishu, I, 114, 2\

pra-nct; z, leader

:

pra-netaiM/& martam, V, 61, 15 ;

pra-nctara/; (mannia), they
guide, VII, 57, 2.

pra-patha, journey

:

pra-path*eshu, I, 166, ij\

prd-pada

:

pra-padeshu, Roth for pra-pathe-

shu, (1, 166, 9*“^,)

pra-bhz'itha, otlcring

:

pra-bhnthe, 11, 34, iih
pra-ya^yu, chasing:

pra-yj\£ryava/^, I, 39, 9 ; 86, 7; VII,

56, 14 ; prd-yJMfyava/j, V, 55, i'

;

pra-ya^yave, V, 87, i
;

pra-

ya^yCm, hunters, VI 11, 7, 33.

prayas, offering

:

prdyawsi, I, 86, 7 ;
pntya^, 1, 134,

I
;
prdya>5-bhi/6, for the sake of

our offerings, I, 2, 4^
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prdyasvat, enjoying the offerings :

prdyasvantai>, X, 77, 4.

pra-y%, driver

:

pra-y6^^, X, 77, 5^-

pra-y6dh, eager for battle

:

pra-y6dhaA, V, 59, 5.

pra-yotr?, one who removes

:

pra-yot^, (267.)
pravd, spring, well

:

prav^sa^, X, 77, 5®.

pra-va«a, pronus :

(X, 77, 5®

)

pravatvat, bowing

:

pravatvati, pravdtvati>&, pravat-

vanta/j, V, 54, 9.

pra-van

;

prava=pravan, (X, 77, 5®)
pravaya«a, a goad

;

(1, 166, 4'.)

pravS, the blowing before :

(X, 77, 5^)
pra-vetn, driver

:

(I, 166, 4>.)

prd-jasti, great praise

;

pra-jastim, V, 57, 7.

pra-jis, command :

pra-jfsham, X, 121, 2
; (4.)

prashrt, leader

:

prdsh/i/j, I, 39, 6^
;
VIII, 7, 28.

prd-sita, springing forth

:

prd-sitlsa^ (wells), X, 77, 5.

pri-siti, raid

:

prd-sitau, V, 87, 6^
;
msi te bhilma

prd-sitau, may w^e not be in thy

way when thou rushest forth,

VII, 46, 4.

pra-sthRvan, marching forward :

pra-sthavana^, VIII, 20, i.

pr^

:

prasi, for pasi, (Oldenberg, 1, 134,

.
5*^.)

prawat, see an.

prat^^, early

:

I, 64, 15; at the morning sacri-

fice, VIII, 94, 6.

priya, beloved

:

priytS I, 85, 7/,
priyasya, I, 87, 6 ;

kddha priya^, for kadha-priyai>

(see kadha-pri), 1, 38, VIII,

7, 31 ;
pnya (nama), VII, 56,

TO
;
t^hani priy^, on a happy day,

VII, 59, 2 ;
priysi/^ tanv^^, our

own bodies, I, 114, 7^
pn, to please

:

pipriya«a^, well pleased, VII, 57,

2.

pru, to float

:

(X, 77, 5^)
pnish, to shower down :

prush^uvinti, I, 168, 8
;

prusha
(for Pada prusha), let me
shower, X, 77,

pr4sh^>6a, most beloved

:

pr6sh^Mi>, I, 167, 10.

phaliga, for parigha (?)

:

(350-)

ba^, particle of asseveration

:

(V, 59, i^)

badh, see vadh.

bandh, to bind

:

baddhdm dsti tanushu, it clings to

our bodies, VI, 74, 3.

bdndhana, stem

:

urvSrukdm iva bdndhan^t, like a
gourd from its stem, VII, 59,
12.

bandhu-esh£

:

bandhu-esh6, when there was in-

quiry for their kindred, V, 52,
16.

babhrfi, tawny

:

babhrfi/^, II, 33, 5 ; 9 ;
babhrdve,

II, 33, 8
;
babhro, II, 33, 15.

barhd«R, weapon, bolt

:

barhiwi, I, 166, 6®
;

(226,)—^bar-

h^l trndn^, by their own
might, X, 77,

3.*

barhis, grass-pile, altar :

barhi/^, I, 85, 6 ;
VII, 57, 2^

; 39,

6 ;
barhfshi, I, 85, 7 ; 86, 4

;

VII, 46, 4^
b£la, strength

:

bdlam, I, 37, 12 ;
V, 57, 6.

bala-d^, giving strength

:

bala-d^^, X, 121, 2.

bahula, manifold

:

bahuldm, V, 55, 9.

bawa, reed, arrow

:

(VIII, 20, 8h)

bidh, to drive away

:

ire badhetham, VI, 74, 2.—bi-
dhante ipa, I, 85, 3 ;

ipa bi-

dhadhvam, VII, 56, 20.—nf-

badhita, struck down, (268 seq.)

bihfi, arm

:

bahu (the regions are the two
arms of Hira??yagarbha), X,
121, 4; bih6-bhi/&, I, 85, 6^;

bihdshu, I, 166, 10; VIII, 20,

1 1 ;
bihY6i>, V, 57, 6.
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b^hti-qg-as, strong-armed

:

bahti-o^asa/?, VIII, 20, 6.

bah6-^ijta, quick with his arm

:

blhd-^uta^, V, 58, 4.

b^a, seed

:

b^-am, V, 53, 13.

biidh, to awake

;

Sayawa, bodhi=budhyasva,(II,33,

15^.)—pra bodhaya, awake, I,

134, 3*

budhna, bottom

:

budhne apil'm, X, 77, 4.

badhnya, hidden

:

budhnyl, VII, 56, 14^
brih

:

barhayati, to crush, (226.)—upa-
barbrihat, she stretched out
(d6>6, her arm), V, 61, sh—Cf.

vrih.

brihdt, great, mighty

:

bnhdt, V, 55, I
; 2 ; 57, 8 ; 58,

8 ;
bnh£t vdya^, VII, 58, 3

;

bnhat ^fhite, VIII, 20, 6

;

bnh£t vadema, we shall mag-
nify, II, 33, 15 ;

bnbantam
kratum, I, 2, 8 ;

apa^ br/hat!'i6,

X, 1 3 1, 7^; 9; br/hata>& dUvih,

V, 59j 7 ; 87, 3.

br/hat-giri, dwelling on mighty
mountains

:

br/hat-girayay6, V, 57, 58, 8.

bnhdt-diva, coming from the great

heaven

:

bnhat-divaii», 1, 167, 2 ;
(V, 57, 8h)

brihat-vayas, of great strength

:

brihat-vayasa/6 (the Maruts), (I,

.
3 7.?'-)

Brzhaspati, a variety of Agm

:

(I, 38, 13^)
bradhnd, bright:

bradhnam, I, 6, i\
Br£hma«aspdti, lord of prayer:

N. ofAgni, (1 , 3 8, 1
3
') ;

(2 6, note \)
brahma«ydt, prayerful

:

brahmawydnta;^, II, 34, ii.

brahmdn, m, priest:

brahm^ kal>, VIII, 7, 20; brah-
m^«ain, X, 77?

brahman, n., prayer, hymn

:

brahma, I, 37, 4 ; 88, 4 ; 165, ii

;

II, 34, 7^
;
brdhmSd, I, 165, 2

;

4^; 14; II, 34, 6; brdhmawa^
p^tim, lord of prayer, 1, 38, 13^

brfi, to speak

:

bruve (pdm^n fti), he is called, V,

61, 8.—ddhi brfihi na^, bless

us, I, 1 14, 10.—dpa bruvate,

they implore, I, 134, 2.—pra
bi*uv£te, they proclaim, V, 87,
3.—s£m bruvate, they talk

together, I, 37, 13.

bhaksh, to enjoy

:

bhakshtya (c Gen.), V, 57, 7.

bhdga, luck

:

bhagam, luck, 1, 13^, 5 ;
bhdge

m wealth, II, 34, 8.

bha^, to obtain

:

bhe^dre, V, 57, 5,—a bha^a naZ>,

appoint us to, give us, help us

to (Loc.), I, 43, 8; VII, 46,
4^

;
bha^atana, VII, 56, 21.

—

Desider., bhiksh, (220.)

bhadra, good, auspicious

:

bhadr^, good things, I, 166, 9^;

10
;
(saujravas^m), VI, 74, 2 ;

(vastra), beautiful, I, 134, 4;
bhadra (ratiy&), I, 168, 7^; (su-

matfi6), I, 1 14, 9.

bhddra-^ani, having an excellent

mother

:

bhddra-^^naya^, V, 61, 4^
bhan, to shout

:

(V, 52, 12®.)

bhandat-ishd, in jubilant throng

:

bhandat-ish/aye, V, 87, i.

bharatd, Bharata (the warrior)

:

bharatilya, V, 54, 14^
bharas, burden (^)

:

(V, 54, loh)

bhdrtr/, husband

:

bh^rtE-iva, V, 58, 7.

bha, to shine

:

vi-bhati, he shines forth, X, 1 2 1 , 6,

bhEgE, share

:

bhEgtlm, VII, 56, 14,

bhEni'i, splendour

:

bhanfii> divfi^, V, 52, 6 ;
bhEnfun,

V, 59, I
;
bhEnfi-bhi/j, I, 87, 6

;

VIII, 7,8; 36.

bhEm, to be in wrath;
bhEmitdi&, I, 1x4, 8^

bhEma, vigour:

bhEmena, I, 165, 8.

bhEmm

:

bhEmina//, VS. for bhEmitd/.?, (I,

114, sg
bhEs, light

:

bhEsa, X, 77, 5.

bhiksh, to beg, to implore

:

(220); bhikshe, I, 171, i; bhik-

sheta, VIII, 7, 15.
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bhind, to cut asunder

:

bhindanti, V, 52, 9.— bibhidu>6 vf,

they clove asunder, I, 85, 10,
bhiyfc.fear:

bhi^sl, V, 59, 2 ;
bhiySse, (I, 87,

6^)

bhish%, physician

:

bhishdk-tamam bhish%Sm, the
best of all physicians, II, 33, 4.

bht, to fear

:

bhayate, I, 166, 5 ;
VII, 58, 2 ;

bhayante, I, 85, 8; 166, 4;
bibhaya, V, 60, 3 ;

bibhyhshe,

39 j 7 ; ^bibhayanta, I, 39, 6.

—See abibhivas, bhiyas.
bhf, f., fear

:

bhiygi, I, 37, 8 ; 171, 4 ;
V, 57,

3/; 60,2; Vm,7,26.
bhima, terrible :

bhtm^^, II, 34, I
;
bhimisay&j VII,

58, 2 ;
mrigam ni bhimdm, II,

33 ,

bhima-y6, fearful

:

bhima-ytiy&, V, 56, 3.

bhimd-sandm, terrible to behold

:

bhima-sandr/ja^, V, 56, 2.

bhu^mdn, the feeding cloud ;

bhu^mgf, (I, 64, 3\)
bhu%, to enjoy

:

bhu^6 (ishi), VIII, 20, 8 ;
^kam

ft bhuj-^, of use, VIII, 20, 13.
bhurvdn, whirl

:

bhurvd«i (ap^m), I, 134, 5 (bis);

p. cxxii.

bh6vana, being, world

:

vfjva bhijvantni, bhtivana, I, 64,

3; 85, 8; 166, 4; II, 34, 4;
vijvasmat bhuvanat, 1, 134, 5.

—

asyd bhiivanasya bhfirei>, of this

wide world, II, 33, 9 ;
asyd vfj-

vasya bhfivanasya r^^^ (Vita),
X, 168, 2 ;

bh^vanasya girbhaj?),

X, 168, 4^
bhfi, to be :

bh6vay&, I, 86, 5^
;

babhfftha,
thou hast come to be with us,

I, 1 ^5 ? 5; P* XV
;

babhfivin,
having grown, I, 165, 8 ;

jam
na/6bhfitam,VI,74,

1 ;
(190 seq.;

435) ;
bhiivan sakdm, they be-

came full of, VI, 66, 2 ;
bodhi,

33, —nii ipa bhfitana,

do not keep away, VII, 59, 10.

—ma dpi bhima tasyam, let us
not fall under its power, VII,

57, 4^ — k6ta/& i babhuva,

[32] K.

whence did he spring, X, 168,

3.—^piri babhiva, he embraces,
X, 1 2 1, 10.—vi-bhvine, (48.)

—

bhivya and bhuti, what is and
what will be, (p. 4) ;

bhitisya
piti^, the lord of all that is, X,
121, I.

bhifman, earth

;

bhuma, I, 85, 5®
; 88, 2.

bhifmi, earth

:

bhimi and dyi, (50) ;
bhumi^, I,

87,̂ ,3; V, 59, 2; VIII, 20, 5;
bhumim, I, 64, 5; V, 59* 4,*

bhumyim, I, 39, 4; bhumy
i dade, p. cxvii.

bhifri, much

:

bhfiri, bhuri«i, 1, 165, 7 ;
i66, 10

;

bhiri i^akra, you have valued,

VII, 56, 23^; bhire/^, II, 33, 9 ;

12.

bhfiri-pa«i

:

(I, 38, ii^)
bhush, to honour

:

i-bMshanti^, who honour, I, 43,

9 ;
cf. i-bhish6«ya.

bhn, to bear, to carry

:

bibhr/tha, I, 39, 10 ;
VIII, 20, 26 ;

bfbhrati, V, 56, 8 ;
histe bf-

bhrat, I, 114, 5; bibharshi, II,

33, 10; bharata, VII, 46, i;
bharate, I, 64, 13; bharadhyai,
VI, 66, 3 ;

^abhira, VII, 56, 4.

—bfbhrata/& tipa, bringing to

(Acc.), I, 166, 2\—prd bhira-
dhve, you are carried forth, V,

59, 4; pribhara, I, 64, i
;
pra

bhare, I offer, V, 59, i
; 60, i®;

pra bharadhvam, VI, 66, 9 ;
prd

bharimahe, I, 114, i
;

pri-
bhntai&, hurled forth, I, 165, 4

;

(182) ; pp. XV
;

XXI.—prati

bharadhvam, bring forward,
VIII, 20, 9.

bhr/mi, quick, fresh

:

(II, 34, I®.) — bhrz'mim, cloud,

II, 34, I®; vagrant, VII, 56,
20^

bhesha^a, medicine

:

bhesha^im, V, 53, 14; VIII, 20,

25^; X, 186, i; bhesha^ai
^illshaA, II, 33, 7 ;

(I, 43, 4“) ;

histe bibhrat bhesha^i, carry-

ing m his hand medicines
(Rudra), I, 114, 5; bheshaj^-i,

II. 33, 12; 13’; VII, 46, 3 ;

bhesha^jiini, VI, 74, 3 ;
bhesha-

k
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^sya (m^rutasya),VIII,2o, 23

;

bhesha^ebhiA, II, 33, 2 ; 4.

bho^^, liberal

:

bho^^n, V, 53, 16.

bhr%, to shine

:

bhr%-ante, VII, 57, 3 ;
^bhr%i,

V, 54, 6.—VI bhr%ante, I, 85,

4; VIII, 20, II
;
vi-bhr%ate

(for vi-bhr%ante), V, 61, 12^

bhr%at-nsh«, with brilliant spears :

bhr%-at-rzsh^ayai>, I, 64, ii
; 87,

3; 168,4; 11,34,5; ^, 55, I

;

X, 78, 7 ;
bhr%at-rish/im, VI,

66 , II.

bhr%at-^anman, flame-born

:

bhi%at-^anmanai>, VI, 66, 10.

bhr^^as, splendour

:

bhr^^asa, X, 78, 2.

bhr^tri, brother

:

bhrataraA, 1, 170,2; V, 60, 5; bhrS-

ta>&, 1, 170, 3; bhrM, X, 186, 2.

bhratri-tva, brotherhood :

bhratrz-tv£m, VIII, 20, 22^
bhr6mi

:

bhrdmim forbhrzmim, (298) ;
(II,

34, i”0

mawh6n^, in magnificence

:

V, 61, 10.

makshfi, quickly;

I. 39, 7; (H) 34. 12'); VI, 66, 5;
VII, 36, 15; I, 3, 6; soon, I,

64, 15.

makh6, adj., strong, brisk

:

(46 seq.)
;

makh^/&, I, 64, ii
;

makhebhya^, champions, VI,

66, 9.

niakh6, sacrifice

:

makhdsya dav£ne, for the offering

of the sacrifice, VIII, 7, 27^
;

I,

134, i; (47.)—makha4 sacri-
^ ficer (?), I, 6, 8^
magh6, wealth

:

maghM, VII, 57, 6.

magh£-vat, mighty, lord

:

maghii-va, V, 61, 19 ;
magha-van,

1, 165, 9; magh^vat-bhya^,VII,

58,3; 11,33,14; maghdvat-su,

I, 64, 14; maghdn^m, VII, 58,
6

;
VIII, 94, I.—magh£-vE, Ma-

ghavat (Indra), I, 171, 3.

madman, strength

:

ma^mdna, I, 64, 3.

matf, thought
;
prayer

;

iyam mati^, this prayer, V, 57, i

;

\m^h mat!j6, 1,114,1';

I, 165, 4^
;
V, 87, I ; matin^m,

prayers, 1, 86, 2'.—ydtha matfm,
after their own mind, I, 6, 6^;

svayE matya, their own will, V,

58, 5.—mati', thoughts, 1, 165, i.

mad, pron. . . .

:

me, they are mine, 1, 165,4; ah£m,
I, 171, i; 4.

mad, to rejoice

:

m£danti (c. Loc.), I, 85, i
;
V, 61,

^ 14; (c. Acc.),V,52,i 2; mddatha,
V, 54, 10; VIII, 7, 20; mddanti,
V, 56, 3'; m^dantaif, VII, 59, 7 j

svadh^yamadantam,(34); mat-
sati, may he rejoice in (Gen.),

VIII, 94, 6; m^daySdhvai, I,

37, 14; VII, 59, <5; maddya-
dhvam (c. Gen.), I, 85, 6 ; ma-
dayadhyai, I, 167, i.— prd ma-
danti, thy delight, VII, 57, i'.—
See mand.

mdda, enjoying, rapture, Rausch,
feast

;

mdda/?, I, 86, 4; mdcle, I, 85,

10; V, S3, 3; VIII, 7, 13;
m5deshu, I, 134, 5 ;

mildaya, I,

37, 15; II. 34. 5-—(135O
mada-.^‘yfit, enrapturing

:

mada-X'yfitam, 1,85, 7^^; (r 34seqq.);

VIII, 7,13.
madird, delighttul

:

madirdm (mddhu),V, 6r, i r ;
madi-

rasya, the sweet juice, 1, 166, 7.

mddhu, sweet juice, mead

:

mddhii, I, 19, 9; 166, 2; V, 6r,

n ; VIII, 7 ,
I o“ ; mddhva^

dndhasa/->, sweet food, I, 85, 6®;

mddhva/^ dndhasa,with the juice

of sweetness, V, 54, 8**; for

mddhva>& read madhvad{?),VII,

57, ri; mddho/^, II, 34» 5;
somy6 mddhau, Vtl, 59, 6,

madhu-dd, eating honey, fond of

honey

:

madhu-dd (conjecture for md-
dhva/j), VII, 57, i\

mddhu-varwa, honey-like

:

mddhu-var/zam, I, 87, 2.

madhyamd, middle

:

madhyarne, in the middle (heaven),

V, 60, 6.

man, to think, to perceive^:

manmahe, V, 52, 3 ;
manyase, V,

56, 2; manvflndi&, V, 52, 15;
ma»2sase, (I, 6, 7®) ;

mdnyama-
XkM pdr.fdn^sai, thinking them-
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selves valleys, VIII, 7, 34.

—

iti

manyase, thou despisest, 1, 170,
3.—pari-mawsate, he will de-
spise, VII, 59, 3.

manai>-^, swift as thought :

mana^-^6va>6, I, 85, 4.

m£nas, mind

:

mdna^, I, 170, 3 ;
m£na^ krinuti,

she IS mindful, V, 6r, 7; rndna^^

^nu^^nati', 1, 134, i
;
m£na»2Si,

VII, 56, 8 ;
manasa, X, 121, 6 ;

I, 64, i; 171, 2^ (bis); mah^
m£nasS, with strong desire, I,

165, 2\
mana, wrath

:

asyaf maniyai, II, 33, 5.

manish^, thought
;
prayer

:

manishiL>&, VI, 66, ii
;
manish^m,

X, 77, 8 ;
manish^, m my heart,

J, 165, 10.— (I, 64, 12®.)

manishin, wise :

manishf72ay&, V, 57, 2.

manu, man

:

manave, I, 165, 8; 166, 13.

—

Manu>& pitii, father Manu, I,

,
114, 2 ;

II, 33, 13^
manus, man

:

manusha>& (y6sh^), I, 167, 3.

mdntra, song :

gYeshth2Lb mdntra^, the oldest

song (Indra), (439*)
mand, to please, to make rejoice

;

(VII, 57,1^); mdndantu, 1,134, 2

;

^mandat, I, 165, ii
;
mamand6-

shi, joyful, V, 6 1 , 9 ;
mandadhve,

you rejoice, VIII, 7, 14.—tit

mamanda, he has gladdened, II,

33, 6.—See mad.
mandat-vira, delighting heroes

:

(I, ii4> I®-)

mandas^nd, pleased

:

mandasan3[/>,V, 60, 7 ;
mandasand)&,

V, 60, 8,

mandin, delightful

:

mandfna^, I, 134, 2.

mandtj, happy-making

:

mandu, I, 6, 7.

rnandrd, sweet-toned

:

mandril/:^, I, 166, ir.

manman, thought
;
prayer

;

mdnma, brdhma, gfra>&, and ukth^,

(I, 165,
4I); manma, VII, 57,

2 ;
mdnmini, 1,165,13; mdnma-

bhi/j,VIII, 7, 15; 19; X, 78, 1,

manyti, courage, spirit, anger, wrath :

(I. 37, 4^ ; (104) ;
manyive, I, 37,

K

7; manyti-bhi>&, fiercely, VII,

56, 22.

maya/6-bhu, beneficent, delightful

;

mayai>-bhtiva/6, 1, r66, 3 ;
V, 58, 2 ;

mayay6-bhuvai», VIII, 20, 24;
mayai>-bhti, 11,33,13; X, 1 8 6, i

.

mdyas, delight

:

miysJf na>& bhuta, be our delight,

VI II, 20, 24 ;
mb miy2ib kridhi,

1, 114, 2.

mar, distantly connected with ar

:

(65.)

Martit . . .

:

etymology, p, Kxiv seq.; Marut
~M a r s, p. XXV ;

marut, maruta,
wind, p. xxiii; marut— deva,

/ p. XXIV.

^artitvat, with the Maruts

;

martitvate (Vishwu), V, 87, i
;

rudra^ martitvSn, I, 114, ii
;

n, 33, 6.

martit-sakhi, the friend ofthe Maruts,
(Agni)

:

marfit-sakha, (I, 38, 13'.)

m^ta, mortal

:

mdrtai>, I, 64, 13; VIII, 20, 22
;

martam, V, 61, 15 ;
mirtSsa/^, I,

38, 4 ;
mirteshu, VI, 66, i.

marta-bhd^ana, food of mortals

:

marta-bh6^anam, I, 114, 6.

m£rtja, mortal

:

martya^, I, 19, 2 ; 86, 7; H, 34,

9; V, 53, 15; VIII, 7, 15;
martyam, V, 52, 4; martyasya
(mSyina^), I, 39, 2.

m^rtya-ishita, roused by men

:

mdrtya-ishita^, I, 39, 8.

mdrya, manly youth

:

maryai6, 1, 6, 3^; miry^b, 1, 64, 2^;

V, 53, 3; 59, 3®; 5; 6; VII,

56, i; 16; X, 77, 3; 78, 4;
mdryasa^, V, 61, 4; X, 77, 2 ;

marya^ (kshitin^m), X, 78, i.

mah

;

mamahe, he has magnified, 1, 165,

13 ;
tdt na^ mamahantam, may

they grant us this, I, 114, 11.

md]i, fern, mahi', great, mighty

:

ah^ manasa, I, 165, 2^; mah6,
1,168, i; V, 87, i; VIII,’ 7, 5;
maha/&, Abl., I, 6, 10; maha>6,

Gen., 1, 19, 2; 3; 168, 6; V, 52,

7; 87,8; X, 77,6; maha^, Acc.
pL, 11,34, II

;
Nom.pl., 11,34,

12^; mah£& mahf, the great

(mother) of the great, VI, 66,

k 2
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3^; mah£& mah^m su-stutim, a

great, great hymn of praise, II,

33, 8; mahttn fsham, II, 34, 8 ;

mzhw isha^, VII, 59, 2 ;
mahf,

VII, 56, 4; II, 33, 14.

mah^, gteat:

mahe vid^ithe, V, 59, 2®
;
maha-

nam devSindm, VIII, 94, 8.

mahdt, great, mighty:
mah^nta/6, 1, 166, ii

;
VIII, 20, 8;

mah^ntai>, V, 55, 2 ;
mah^ntam

nta arbhakdm, our great or our

small ones, I, 114, 7; mah^nti
mahataim, V, 59, 4 ;

mahati'i6

apa^,Vni,7,22; mahatd r^lya,
I, 168, 9; mahati6, V, 87, 4.

mah^n, might

:

mahna, I, 166, ir ;
V, 87, 2^

;
VI,

66, 5 ;
VIII, 20, 14.

m£has, might

:

(I, 86, i^)
;
m£ha^, V, 52, 3 ;

md-
hasa,V, 59,6 ;

mdhawsi, V, 60, 4

;

VII, 56, 14; m^hay&-bhi^, 1, 165,

5^ V,58, 5; VII, 58, 2; (1,86,

6^.)—maMm, great, I, 6, 6.

mahis, adv., quickly

:

mah46, (II, 34, 12^)
;
V, 87, 7 ;

X,

77j 8.

mahS-gr^m^, a great troop

:

mah^-gr^mi6, X, 78, 6.

mahimaha, mahSmahivrata

:

(VI, 66, 3^)
m£hi, great

;
adv., exceedingly

:

mdhi, n., II, 34, 14; V, 54, i
;

I,

43, 7.— Adv., mdhi vrzddha/&,

grown large, V, 60, 3 ;
mdhi tve-

sh^, exceeding terrible, VIII,

20, 7 ;
truly, I, 167, 10.

mahi-tv£, greatness, might

;

mahi-tvS, Instr., X, 121, 3 ; 4'
;
V,

58, 2 ;
VII, 58, I

;
mahi-tv£m,

I, 87, 3 ;
166, 1,

mahi-tvan^, greatness, might

:

mahi-tvan^, Instr., I, 85, 7; 86, 9

;

mahi-tvandm, 1, 166, I2^;V,54,

5; 55, 4.

mahind, greatness, might

:

mahin^, X, 121, 8 ;
V, 57, 4 ; 87,

2\—See mahim£n.
mahi-bhinu

:

mahi-bhanava^ for ahi-bhanava>5(?),

(1 172, 1’.)

mahiman, greatness :

mahim^nam, I, 85, 2 ;
mahimS(, I,

167, 7 ;
V, 87, 6 ;

inahin^«ma-
himniC, (V,87, See mahinl

mahishd, mighty

:

mahish^sai>, I, 64, 7.

mahf, earth

:

mahi; X, 77, 4-

mahiy

:

mahiyate, she is magnified,V, 56, 9.

mahomahi (compound ?)

:

(VI, 66, 3M
m^, not . . .

:

I, 38, 5^; ni6, 1, 38, 6 ;
m6 sti,VII,

59,5; ma,withOptative,VII,59,
12*^.

ma, to measure
;
to fathom

:

memire yd^g-an^ni, they measure
many miles, X, 78, 7 ;

mimihi
(jldkam), fashion, I, 38, 14.—vf

mamire (antanksham)
,
theyhave

measured, V, 55, 2 ;
vi-m^nad

(antiirikshe rd^asad), X, 121,5®,

ma, to roar

:

mimati, I, 38, 8^
;
mfmfltu, V, 59,

8 .

m^?75-ish^/5a, bright red

:

matrr, mother

:

mfit^, VI, 66, 3^
; VIII, 94, i

;

vatsfim nd miit^, I, 38, 8 ;
ma-

tdram, V, 52, 16; pitaram utd
mStdram, I, 114, mMih^ I,

37, 9 ;
apdd matnd, (307.)

mSna, measure

:

m^nam, I, 39,
M^na

:

mandsad, the Manas, I, 171, 5^;

(I, 165, 15^}
manusha, adj., ot men

;
m., man

:

m&usha yug^, V, 52, 4.—m^mi-
shad, I, 37, 7; X, 77, 7 ;

mflnu-

sha/5, I, 38, 10 ; 39, 6,

Manddrvd :

mdndarydsya, 1, 165, 15^; r66, 15;

167, II
; 168, ro; (183 seq.)

Mdnyd, the son of Mana (?)

:

manydsya, I, 165, 14^; 15^; 166,

15; 167, n; 168, 10; (183 seq.;

203.)

mSym, deceitful
;
powerful

:

mayfnad (mdrtyasya), 1,39, 2.—ma-
yfnad (pi.), powerful, I, 64, 7;
mlymam, V, 58, 2,

m^ruta, of the Maruts :

m^rutam (jdrdba<6), I, 37, i
; 5 ;

V, 52, 8 ; p. xxv; (gamtm), I, 38,

15; 64, 12; V, 52, 13; 14; 53,

10; 58, I
;
Vin, 94, xj; (rd-

tham), V, 56, 8 ;
manitam
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Mma), VI, 66, 5 ;
VII, 57, ;

marutaA (ga«d^), V, 61, 13

;

m^rut^ya (jdrdhiya), V, 54, i
;

VIII, 20, 9 ;
m^rutasya dham-

na/6, I, 87, 6.—m^rutaya, to the

host of the Maruts, VI, 66, 9.

—

m^rutasya bhesha^^sya, of the

Marut-medicine,VIII, 20, 23.

—

m^rutam rudrdsya sun6m, the
Marutlike son of Rudra, VI, 66,

ii^; m^ruta, epithet of Vish«u,

(134.)
mar^^kd, consolation

;

inar^/ik6bhi>6, VIII, 7, 30.

martWd, addled egg

;

(251.)

mils, month

:

mdt-bhiA, (I, 6, 3®.)

m^hina, mighty

:

m^hina/J?, I, 165, 3 ; p. xiv.—m^-
hinE « mahimd, greatness ? (309.)

inigh, see ni-m6ghamdna.
mitra, friend :

mitrdm nd, I, 38, 13^; V, 52, 14 ;

mitr^ya, II, 34, 4 ;
mitra«am, I,

170, 5.

Mitrd

;

Aryaman, Mitra, Varuwa, (V, 54,

8^)
;

mitrd>&, VII, 56, 25 ;
VIII,

94, 5 ;
I, 43, 3 ; 114, II

;
m^tra,

VII, 59, I
;
mitrdm, I, 2, 7.

mitra-pati, lord of friends :

mitr^wlm mitra-pate, I, 170, 5.

mitrayu, looking for friends :

mitraydvai5>, mitrdytiva^, (11, 34,

4^0

Mitr^vdruKa, du.,Mitra and Varu»a:

mitr^vdru«au, 1, 167, 8^
;

“wa, 1, 2,

9 ;
mitravaruwau, 1,2,8.

mithds, each other

;

mithd^, VII, 56, 2 ; 3 ;
VIII, 20,

21.

mithaspr/dhya, clashing against each

other

:

mithasprzdhyd-iva, I, 166,
9I.

mimiksh, to sprinkle, to shower :

(185; 187 seq.).—See myaksh.

mimikshd

:

mimikshay6 s6ma^, (188,)

miniikshfi

:

mimiksh6m fndram, (188.)

murd, from mij

:

(185.)

mish

:

ni-mishatd^,the twinkling (world),

X, I2I, 3
*-

mih:
mimikshvd, sprinkle, (188.)

mfh, rain, mist

;

mfham, I, 38, 7 ;
VIII, 7, 4 ;

mihe,

I, 64, 6.—mihd>& ndpatam, rain,

the offspring of the cloud, 1, 37,
ii\

mi, to dim

:

prd minanti, V, 59, 5.

mi/)&tii6“tama, most liberal

:

m^MfL&-tamaya (rudr^ya), I, 43, i.

mi/Mshmat, bountiful

:

mi/Mshmati-iva, like a bountiful

lady, V, 56,
3I.

mWi6vds, bounteous

:

midbvaJf (rudra), I, 114, 3; II, 33,

14 ;
mi/Msha^ (rudr^ya), VI,

66, 3 ;
t^n rudrasya mi/Msha>&,

the bounteous sons of Rudra,
VII, 58, 5^; mi/^dsha/b (mar6-
ta^), VIII, 20, 18®; mi/Msham,
VIII, 20,

3I
;
mi/Mshi, V, 56, 9.

mu^, to deliver

;

mu»^dtha, II, 34, 15 ;
mu^Mtam,

VI, 74, 3; mukshiya, VII, 59,
i2®»®.—prd na>& mu»iatam, VI,

74, 4,—prdti dmugdhvam, you
have clothed yourselves, V, 55,

6; prdti mu>&ish^a p^jdn, may
he catch the snares, VII, 59, 8.

—vi mu^adhvam, unharness, I,

171, I.—(270.)

mud, to rejoice

:

mude, V, 53, 5.

m6ni, maniac

:

mdniMva, VII, 56, 8^
mush, to strip

:

mdshatha, V, 54, 6^,

mushri-hdn, boxer

:

mushfi-h^, V, 58, 4 ;
VIII, 20, 20.

mdhus, suddenly

:

m6hu/&, V, 54, 3.

murdhdn, summit

:

mQrdh^ n^bha, I, 43, 9^
mrzgd

:

mrigdb iva hastlna^^, like wild ele-

phants, I, 64, 7^; mng^^ nd

bMm^,terrible like wild beasts,

II, 34, I®
;
mngdm nd bhimdm,

like a terrible wild beast (the

lion), II, ss ,!!**.—mngabj deer.

5 ‘

mngawyu, hunter

:

mngmyivah, (V, 55, i^)

mrz^, to clear off

:

6t mrige^ ni mrige, V, 52, 17.
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mrid, to be gracious :

mnVayantu na^, 1, 171, 3 ;
mri/ata

na>&, I, i7», 4; V, 55, 9; 57, 8;

58, 8 ;
rnri/antu, VII, 56, 17 ;

mrili (na^), I, 114? 2 ;
10 ;

II,

33, II
;
mri/a, I, 114, 6; II, 33,

14 ;
mr/7atam, VI, 74, 4.

mr/7ay^t-tama, most gracious ;

mrz7ay^t-tama (su-mati^), I, 114,

9*

mrz7ay^ku, softly stroking

;

mrz/ay^ku^ (hdsta/6), II, 33, 7*

mr/ty6, death

:

mr/ty6>6, X, 121, 2; mrity6^,VII,

59, 12.

,

mr/dh, to fail

:

mardhanti, 1, 1 66, 2 ;
mdrdhati,VI I,

59, 4.

m6dha, animal sacrifice

:

(I, 88, 3^; I, 43, 4M
medh^-pati, the lord of animal sacri-

fices :

medhii-patim, I, 43, 4’.

medhas

:

medh6s and vedhds, (VI 1 1, 20, 1 7’.)

medh^, wisdom

:

medha, I, 165, 14^; medhilm, II,

34, 7^—medh^^, minds, I, 88,

3^*

medh^-pati

:

(I, 43, 4^0

meshd, ram

:

mesh^ya meshyS, to ram and ewe,
I, 43, 6.

m6, see m^.
myaksh, to cling

:

(184 seqq.)
;
mimy^ksha (with

Loc.), I, 167, 3; mimikshui&, I,

167, 4.—s6m mimikshu>&, 1, 165,
I®; p. xiii

;
V, 58, 5 ;

s6m mimi-
kshire, they were united with,

they obtained, I, 87, 6®.

mraksh, to pound to pieces

:

nf mimr/kshui6, I, 64, 4^
mraksha-kr/tvan

:

(1, 4^)

yaksh, j agCn, to hunt:
(V, 55, I^)

yaksha, the Yakshas:
(V, 55,1^; VII, 56,i6M

yaksha-drzj, shining like Yakshas;
yaksha-dma>6, VII, 56, 16^*

ya^, to sacrifice

:

y%ama, V, 60, 6 ;
ya^Smahe, VII,

59, 1 2 ; y%adhva for y%adhvam,

p. cxviii
;
y^^aman^ya, V, 60, 7

;

y%amanasya,V 11 , 57, 2 ; ?^ana>5,

VII, 59, 2.—a-yej^6 he acquired
by sacrifices, 1, 114, 2^

ya^ratd, worshipful

:

yajg-atdm, read ya^ata, II, 33, xo\
y%-atra, worshipful

;

ya^atra/&, V, 55, 10; 58, 4; VII,

57, i; 4; 5-

y-dgus:

from ya^, (66.)

ya^wd, sacrifice;

ya^wam, I, 170, 4; X, 121, 8; II,

34, i2'^(vah); V, 52,4; 5; 10;

87,9; VII, 59, II
;
VIII, 20,2;

havlshmanta/^ ya^;IaZ>, X, 77, i

;

vwvd-psui> ydgHd/jf X, 77, 4;
ut-rz^i ydgn€, X, 77, 7 ;

yagn^-
ya^§*/7ii, to every sacrifice, 1, 168,

ri; ya^waiV^, I, 86, 2 ;
X, 78, i

;

yag/76Dhi^, 1, 166, 14 j
ya^776shu,

VII, 57, i
;
X, 77, 8.

ya^wd-vahas, carrying off the sacri-

fices, worshipped, propitiated:

ya^wa-vdhas£u&, I, 86, 2*; (40);
(II, 34, 12'.)

yajg-wa-siidh, fulfilling our sacrifice

;

ya^«a-siidham (rudrdm), I, 114, 4.

ya^;Ifya, to be worshipp<id, worship-
ful:

ya^wfyam nifma, I, 6, 4; >a^;7fydni

nsimani, I, 87, 5*^; (167); yagu-
iyU, V, 52, i; ya^^-wiya/^, V,

87, 9; ya^^-wiySsa/^, V, 61, 16;
ya^^7e^hu yagniyasah, X, yy, 8;
ya^/zfyebhi^, V, 52, 5,

y%yu«prayairyu (?)

;

yigyave, (V, 54, li)

ydgvan, sacrificing:

(V,54, (66.)

yat, to strive

:

yetire, I, 85, 8; V, 59, 2; VIII,

20, 12; X, 77, 2.—ddhi yctire,

they fastened, I, 64, 4.—sdm
yatantdm, may they come striv-

ing together, V, 59, 8.

yatd-sru^, holding ladles (full of
libations)

;

yat/i-sru>^ai?, H, 34, 11.

ydt-kdma, which we desire

;

ydt-kdmd^, X, 121, 10; (4.)

ydtra

:

yitra, wherever, 1, 166, 6 ;
V, 55,

7; ydtra ddhi, over whom, X,
12 1, 6; where, V, 61, 14 ;

when,
VIII, 20, 6.
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ydthS and yath^, as, like

:

y£th^ pur^, as of yore, I, 39, 7

;

ydtha, like, V, 54, 8 ; 13 ; 61,

10; VII, 57, 3; yatha,V,53, 7;

54,4; 87,7.—yitha matfm, after

their own mind, 1, 6, 6®; te y^thi

mana>&, what thy mind was, I,

170, 3; ydthi >&it m^nyase, hrid^,

V, 56, 2 ;
y^tha vida, you know,

V, 55, 2; y£tha ^ushdnta, VII,

56, 20; ydtha vlranti, VIII, 20,

17.—yath^, so that, V, 59, 7

;

61, 4; I, 43. 2 (tris)
; 3 (tris);

iH, 1; n, 33, IS.

yatha-vajam, wherever he listeth

:

X, t68, 4.

ydd, rel. pron. . , .

:

y^ya, X,i2i, 2^; 4; (p. 40—y^tha
va/6 bilam, with such strength

as yours, I, 37, 12 ;
yat ha va^

pur^, as it was with you for-

merly, VIII, 7, 21
;
yit ddbhu-

tam, what strange thing, I, 170,

I.—

y

4na, that, I, 166, 14; yis-

min, where, I, 168, 6,

yid, adv., when
;
that . . .

:

ydt-tdta^, X, 13 T, 7; yat sim, I,

37,6; 9; yat ha,I, 37, 13; VIII,

7, II
;

ddha yat, now that, I,

167, 3; yit angd, VIII, 7, 2;
y£t-y^t vi, II, 34, 10 ;

V, 60,

6 ;
y^t, if, I, 38, 4 ;

ydt, that, I,

165, 14; 166, 13; 14; 167, 7 ;

VII, 56, 4; lo-

yada, when

:

V, 87, 4.

yadi

:

when, I, 168, 8; if, VII, 56, 15,

Yddu

;

yddum, VIII, 7, 18.

yam, to hold, to yield, to give

:

jdimayaX’MAta,VlI, 59,1; yaX’^'/6a,

I, 1 1 4, 10; yawsat asmdbhyam,

1, 1 14, 5; yfU^Aamana/> ayu-
dhai^, wieldingweapons, VI 1, 56,

1 5,—yay^X'Mta ddhi, grant, 1,85,
12.—nf yemird, they bent down
before (Dat.), VIII, 7, 5 ; 34.

—

prd-yatasu, thrust forth, I, x66,

4 ,—vf yanta, extend, 1^ 85, 12 ;

VI yantana, V, 55, 9 ;
vi yamu^,

they stretched {their legs) apart,

V, 6r, 3®; VI ycinatu/&, they went
straight to (Dat), V, 61, 9.

ydma, rem

:

ydma/^, V, 61, 2.

yamd, twin

:

yamii^-iva, V, 57, 4.

Yamd:
yamdsya path^i, I, 38, 5^

yamayishwu

:

yamayish«ava^, SV, for namayi-

sh«ava>&, (VIII, 20, i\)

YamtinS

:

yamdnaySm, V, 52, 17; (V, 53, 9^)

yayf:

yayfm, way, I, 87, 2\

—

yayf^, the

wanderer, V, 87, 5^—yayfyai>

(smdhava^), running, X, 78, 7-

yiva, barley

:

yavasa, pasture grass, fodder

:

ydvase, I, 38, 5'-^; V, 53, 16,

yavi', or, yavyai, young maid

:

Instr., yavy^L, I, 167, 4^
yahvi', river

:

yahvishu, VII, 56, 22.

ya, to go :

y^tave, I, 37, 10; VIII, 7, 8; 20,

6; yanti, they pass along, 1,

37,13’; yami, I implore, V, 54,

15; j^bham yatam, going in

triumph, V, 55, 1 to 9; (VII 1
,

20, 7'*^)
;
yathana jdbham, V, 57,

2 ; (1, 87, 4'’’)
:
ydt dyasu/.^, when

they move about, VII, 57, i.

—

dnu yatd, go after, I, 38, ii.

—

ava yasat, will he bring down,
VI, 66, 5 .—

K

yd, to come . . . : a

yatam 6pa dravdt, come quickly

hither, I, 2, 5 ;
d yasjshra, may

It bring, ask for, 1, 165, 15'^,

166, 15; 167, II ; 168, 10; p.

XX
;
d na^ yantu iM/jn, I, 167,

2; ii yatam fipa ni/j-kr/tdm, 1,

2, 6.—nf dyfitana, you wont
down, V, 54, 5*.—yathana pan,

you go round, V, 55, 7.— pra

yata, come, I, 37, 14; prd

yatana, I, 165, 13; prd yayu/1',

V, 53^ 12; pid dvasKsh/a, V, 58,

6.-—VI yathana, you pas-, through,

Ij 39> 3* ;
VI yata, destroy, I, 86,

I o’; vf yati, it passes between,
VI, 66, 7.

yania, way, march

:

y«una/^, 1, j66, 4 ; 172, ;
yilmam,

(1, 87, 2^); VUI, 7, 2’;^ m;
yamam yifnti, VU 1, 7, 4 ;

yatnam
VH, 56, 6; yamena,

V, 53, 12 ;
yamaya, I, 37, 7 :

39, 6; vm, 7,5; V, 54,
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5 ;
Y&mehm, VI II, 7, 7 ;

y6^ya, companion

;

Shu, I, 37, 8^; 87, 3; V, 56, y%yebhi/£», I, 165, 7^

7: VIII, 20,5.—y^mai>, carriage, yudh, to fight:

VI, 66, 7. y6dhjata^ (trit%a),VIII, 7,24.--

yStman, way, march :
pra yuyudhu/;, they have rushed

y^ma, II, 34, 10; y^nian, I, 37, forward to fight, V, 59, 5.

3^; 85, I
; 166, I

;
V, 52, 2 ; 58, yudh, weapon, sword:

7; X, 77, 8; 78,6; VII, 58, 2; yudha-iva, I, i66, yudh^, V,

ytoani, V, 53, 16; on moving, 52, 6^* yutsfi, (Grassmann,VIII,

X, 77, 4; yamani (ish^m), on 20, 2o\)

the search, I, 168,5; yS^manai?, yfiyudhi, thirsting for fight

:

out of your way, V, 57, 3^
;

yfiyudhaya/j, I, 85, 8.

yama-bhi>6, I, 37, n
;
V, 56,

^
yuvatf, youjig woman

;

4. yuvatf-6, V, 61, 9;
yama-jruta, glorious on their march : 1 67, 6.

y^ma-jrutebhii», V, 52, 15. yfivan^^ youthful, youth

:

yama-huti, imploring invocation: yfiva (ga«d^), I, 87, 4
yaima-hfitishu, V, 61, 15. yfiva (rudra>&), V,

yu, to keep off: nam (Rudra), II, 33
(I, 87, 4*^); yuydta, VIT, 56, 9; I, 64, 3; 165, 2;

Mt yuyota, VII, 58, 6 ;
X, 77, 57, 8 ; 58, 8 ;

yuvai

6; yuyodhi, II, 33, 3; m^ na^ y6vana>&, VIII, 2

yuyoth^/5?, do not deprive us of yuna/6, VIII, 20, i<

(Abl), II, 33, I ;
ndvai yoshat, yushm^t . . .:

it will never depart, II, 33, 9. yushmSikam, I, 39, ;

--yuyotana dpa, keep far, V, 87, mKka, VI I, 59, 9
,'

gi.—VI yuyota, deprive (Acc.) of —vaA followed by
(Instr.), I, 39, 8^ 2^ va^, for you (

pdre yuge, in former years, 1, 166,

1 3 ;
m^nushS yug^I, generation

of men, V, 52, 4.

yukkb, to fail

:

y6^Mati, V, 54, 1
3^.

yu^, to join, to yoke, to harness:

yu%anti, I, 6, I
; 2; yu%ate, I,

87,3; n, 34,8; yunkte, 1,134,

3 ;
yuhgdhvdm, V, 56, 6 (tris)

;

yuynsTg, V, 53, i
;
ayugdhvam,

V, 55, 6
; 57, 3; yukta,yill,

94, I
;

ayukta, he started, V,

87, 4.—yug-anta, they joined

together (heaven and earth),

VI, 66,61; VIII, 20, 42 ;
dyug-

dhvam (tdvishivE^), you have
assumed, I, 64, 7^; yngzn^k,
in company with, I, 165, 5.—

^

dyugdhvam, you have yoked, I,

85, 4 ;
^-yuyu^rd, V, 58, 7.—

fipo ayugdhvam, I, 39, 6; 6pa
yu^mahe, I, 165, 5.—prd dyug-
dhvam, I, 85, 5 ;

prd yu^ata, V,

52, 8 ;
(X, 77? 5^-)~“Vi-yukta,

sejunctus, (187.)

yug-^, together with (Instr.)

:

, h 39 ? 4^

yuvati^, V, 61, 9; yuvatim, I,

167, 6.

ydvan, youthful, youth

;

ydva (p«dd), I, 87, 4 ;
V, 61, 13 ;

ydva (rudrd>&), V, 60, 5 ;
ydvd-

nam (Rudra), 11,33,11; yuvdna/.^,

I, 64, 3; 165, 2 ; 167, 6; V,

57, 8 ; 58, 8 ;
yuvana^, V, 58, 3 ;

ydvanaA VIII, 20, 17; 18;
yffna>&, VIII, 20, 19.

yushmdt . . .

:

yushmSikam, I, 39, 2 ; 4 ;
yush-

mKka, VII, 59, 9; 10; p. ckviii.

—vaA followed by esham, V, 87,
2I; vad, for you or from you,
VII, 56, 24^

yushma-ishita, roused by you

:

yushm^-ishita^, I, 39, S*.

yushmSi-uta, favoured by you

:

yushma-utad, VII, 58, 4 (tris).

yushmiika, your:
yushm^kdbhi/£>, I, 39, 8 ;

yushm^(-

kcna, I, 166, 14.

yushma-datta, bestowed by you

:

yushnia-dattasya, V, 54, 13,

y6sh^/>a

:

y^num yesht/A/j, quickest to go,

VII, 56, 6,

yd^ana

:

yd^wam, hymn, I, 88,
5I.—y6>^a-

nam, the daily course (of the

sun), V, 54, 5.—yd^gandni, many
miles, X, 78, 7.

yodhd, soldier

:

yodMi>, X, 78, 3.

yoshd?ifi, wqmpu:— '

yoshd^7^^!^ 2 , 14.

ydsha, woman, wife

ydsMji, 1 677 3 ;
ydSid/?, X, 168, 2.

yds, wealth:
jdm yd^, health and wealth, (193

seq.); V, 53, 14®; jdm /C*a y6h
I, ii 4?2; n, 33, 13.
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rd,mh, to hurl

:

Td.mhiya.ntsiJb, I, 85/5^.

—

ra-vah^n^Jb,

racers, I, 134, i.

raksh, to shield

:

rakshata, I, 166, 8j r^kshata, II,

34> 9 -

rakshas, fiend

:

r^ksha>5^, I, 86, 9^
raghu-patvan, swift-winged

:

raghu-patvana>6, I, 85, 6\
raghu-syad, swiftly gliding along :

raghu-syada^, I, 64, 7 ; 85, 6.

ra^a^-tfir, crossing the air :

Vagai>-tfi'i?,VI, 66, 7^; ra^aMfiram,
chaser of the sky, I, 64, i2\

r%as, air :

r%as, dyfi, ro^an^, (51 ; 55); r%as
and p^rthiva, (51 seq.

; 55)

;

raga^, V, 53, 7 ; 59, i
;
K riga.h,

through the air (?), (VII, 57,
3^); rigzsah (pi.), X, 12 1, 5^;
maha/6 r%asa^ (Abl.), I, 6, 10 ;

(Gen.), 1 , 19, 3^; 168, 6,~-r%as,
water, rain; darkness, (I, 19,

3^)
;

r%a»2si, clouds, mists, I,

166, 3; 4; V, 54, 4; rd^asa/j

vi-sar^ane, when the mist is

scattered, V, 59, 3.

ra«, to delight in (Loc.), to be
pleased, to accept with pleasure
(Acc.)

:

(85 ; 86) ;
rfnan, V, 53, 16

;

ra«anta, VII,
57,^ 5 ;

ra^yanti,

I, 38, 2^
;

rardwata, you have
rejoiced, I, 171,

ra;2a, fight

:

rdizaya, I, 168, 9.

ra«ya, glorious

:

rawyani, I, 85, 10.

ra«vd, gay

:

ra«vai6, VII, 59, 7.

latna, treasure

:

saptd ratna, VI, 74, i.

ratna-dhcya, gift of treasures :

ratna-dhdyani, X, 78, 8.

nitha, chariot

:

rathe, II, 34, 7 ;
ntthai/.?-iva, V,

60, r
;
rdthanam na ara/j, like

tiio spokes of chariot-wheels,
X,78, 4.—rathe, Indra\ chariot,
I, 6, 2.—r<ltha/^>, the chariots of
the Maruts, I, 38, 12 ;

V, 55, i

to 9; (V, 87 , 3^ VI, 66, 2‘);
rathan, V, 53, 5^; rdtheblu/.^, I,

88
, I ;V, 58, 6; rathai/j, VI 11,

7, 17 ;
(VlII, 20, ;

rdthanam,

V, 52, 9 ; 53 j
to

;
VIII, 94, i;

ratheshu, I, 39, 6 ; 64, 9 ; 85,

4; 5 ; 87, 2 ;
166, 9 ;

II, 34,

8; V, 53, 2; 4; 56, 6; 7 ; 57 ,

6; 60,2; 4; 61,12; VllI, 20,

12.—rdtham, the chariot of the

Maruts, I, 167, 5 ;
V, 56, 8 ;

rdthena, VIII, 20, 10 ;
rdthasya,

I, 88, 2 ;
rdthe, V, 54, ii

; 56,

6; VIII, 7, 28; 20, 8V~-
rdthasya (Vdta’s), X, 168, i.

—

rdthena (Vdyu’s), I, 134, i
;

rathe, I, 134, 3.

ratha-tfir, hastening the chariots ;

rathatui>-bhi>&, I, 88, a
;

ratha-

tui>, X, 77, 8.

rdtha-vat, consisting of chariots

:

rdtha-vat r^dha>6, V, 57, 7.

Rdtha-viti Darbhya

:

(359 seq.; 362); (V, 61, 5®)

;

ratha-vitau, V, 6i, i8; ratha-

vttii>, V, 61, 19.

rathiydnti

:

rathiyanti-iva,whirling like chariot-

wheels, I, 166, 5V
rathi, charioteer

:

rath&-iva, V, 6i, 17 ;
rathya/.^ nd,

V, 87, 8 ;
rathyay&,VII, 56, 21.

—

rathya>6 (didhishava/.^), lords of

chariots, X, 78, 5.—rathya^
sydma, let us carry oil, V, 54, 1 3V

rathtydntt, see rathiydnti.

rathe-jfibh, brilliant on chariots :

rathe-jfibham, I, 37, i
;
V, 56, 9.

rdthya

;

rdthya>5> sdpti/->, (I, 85, ih)

rad, to scratch, to bite :

rddati, I, 166, 6^
;
rad, to cut, to

give, (222 seq.)

rada, radana, tooth :

(I, 166, 6^)
radhra, wretched, a sluggard :

radhrdm, II, 34, i5\‘ VII, 56,
20^; radhra and bhrnni, (II,

, 34 ,
i'''.)

randhra, hollow

:

uksh;?d^ rdndhrani, * the hollow of
the bull/ VIII, 7, 26*.

rap, to whisper :

^5 5 , nie arapat prati,\y> i ,9.

rdpas, inischiet

:

rapa/j faturasya) ,
V I H , 20, 26^;

rdpasa/.;, 11, 33, 3^
;

7.

rap^dt-ddhan, whose udders are
swelling

:

rapjddfidha-bhi/j, H, 34, 5,
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rabhj to cling

:

rarabhe, I, i68, 3,—rabh, to rush

upon,a-rabh,tobegm,(I,i66,i\)

rabha/^-dii, giving strength

:

rabhay&-d& (Indra), (I, 166, i^)

r£bhas, vigour

:

rdbhaZ>, (I, 166, i\)

rabhasd, robust :

rabhas^ya, I, 166, rabhas^ai>

1, 166, 10®; rabhas^,
V, 54, 3.

rdbhish//&a, most vigorous

:

rdbhishir^a/&, (I, 166, ;
V, 58, 5.

ram, to stop, to arrest

:

riramdma, I, 165, 2 ; p. xx;
nf nramat, V, 53, 9 ;

ramayanti,

VII, 56, 19.

ram, to delight

:

ranidya, V, 52, 13; raranta (read

rarata ?), V, 54,
13'-*.

rambhin, clinging

:

rambhmt-iva, 1, 168, 3^.

rayf, wealth :

rayi'm, I, 64, 15 ; 85, 12 ;
V, 54,

14 ;
VIII, 7, 13 ;

rayi-bhiib, I,

64, 10 ;
pdtayaA rayisSm, X,

12 1, 10; V, 55, 10.

rajmi, ray :

rajinim, VIII, 7, 8 ;
rajmdya^, V,

55, 3 ;
rajmishu, 1, 134, 4 (bis)

;

rajmi“bhiZ», I, 87, 6^; darts

(lightnings), I, 19, 8 ;
reins, X,

77, 5-

rdsa, ram

:

rasasya, I, 37, 5*

Rasa(, the distant river

;

ras^, V, 53, 9^ ;
rasdyl, X, 12 1,

4'^.

T% to give :

drasata, I, 166, 3 ;
drSdhvam, I,

166, 12 ;
VII, 59, 4; r^va, I,

1 14, 6; 9; rdsi, II, 33, 12;
rare, VII, 59, 5 ;

rarata (for

raranta?), V, 54, 13^
r%, to shine :

vf rdgatha, V, 55, 2 ;
VIII, 7, i.

rSi^an, king

;

r^g% gdgataA, X, lai, 3 ;
vbvasya

bhuvanasya r%d, X, 168, 2 ;

r/shim va r%dnam v^, V, 54, 7 ;

rglganam, V, 54, 14 ; 58, 4

;

rMna^-iva, I, 85, 8 ;
r%lna/&

na ^itr^, X, 78, i.

r^g'a-putra, having kings for her
sons

:

r^^a-putrd, ep. of Aditi, (254

;

ado.)

ratd-havis,who has offered libations:

ratd-havishe, 11, 34, 8.

ratd-havya, generous worshipper

:

ratd-havyaya, V, 53, 12.

rati, gift

:

rati'A, I, 168, 7*; (V, 52, n');
ratfm, VII, 56, 18.

radh, to give

:

(I, 166, 6*)
;

radhyasya (vasva>6),

to be gained, X, 77, 6 ;
m^

nradhat, let him not deliver, II,

A,
5*

radhas, wealth

:

r^dha/j, II, 34, ii; V, 52, 17

^
(bis)

; 53 , 13 ; 57 , 7 -

rami, dark night

:

rdml'i^j II, 34, 12.

ri :

riw^ti, it crunches, I, 166, 6®.

—

riwate, they go asunder, V, 58,
6^-—ri;2dn apd>&, they let the

waters run, VIII, 7, 28.—dnu
rtyate, it streams along, I, 85, 3.

— ni n«dnti, they disperse, V,

56, 4 -

rii^

:

prd ririy^re, they have risen above
(Abl.), X, 77 , 3 -

ripd, enemy

:

ripd>&, II, 34, 9*

rijadas, devourcr of foes :

njilLdasai6, I, 19, 5 ; 64, 5 ;
X, 77,

3 ; 5; ruadasa/:>, I, 39, 4 ;
V, 60,

61, i6; VII, 59, 9; rijadasam

(vdru«am), I, 2, 7,

nsh, to sutler, to drop t

nshyatha, V, 54, 4 ;
nd rishyati, V,

54, 7 ;
ma nrisha^d, do not hurt,

h 7; 8
;
VII, 46, 3.

nsh, hurt

:

ribha/.?, II,^ 34, 9; V, 52, 4.

rishawy, to fail

:

rishawyata, VIII, 20, i,

rih, to lick

:

rihate, VIII, 20, 2ih
ri, see ri.

rukmd, gold, golden chains :

rukmd^, I, 88, 2 ;
(II, 34, 2^); ruk-

mK/jf 1 , 166, jo; V, 54 , 1* ?

56, 13; rukinasiii^, VUI, 20, 1 1 ;

rukmafn, I, 64, 4^ ;
rukmat7.>, V,

52, 6'
;
VII, 57, 3 ;

rukmebhi/.?,

V, 56, X
;
rukmeshu, V, 53, 4.—

rukmasai», weapons (?),(!, 85, 3^)— rukmd/.>-iva, like the golden

disk (in heaven), V, 61, 12,
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rukrad-vakshas, gold-breasted

:

rukmi-vakshasa/J (the Maruts), (I,

^4,4’); II, 34,8; V, 55, 1 ; 57,
5 ;

X, 78, 2 ;
rukma-vakshasai6,

II, 34, 2^; VIII, 20, 22.
ru^, to shine

:

r6>^ante, I, 6, ;
r6^ate, I, 43, 5;

r6iam^ni6, I, 165, 12.—vf ru-
far-shining, VII, 56, 13.

ru^, to crash

:

ru^dn, X, 168, I.

Rudr^

:

rudr46
,
II, 34, 2 ;

V, 60, 5 ;
1
, 43,

3 ;
1 14? II

;
rudra, I, 114, 2

(bis): 3 ; 7; 8; II, 33,1 seqq.;
VII, 46, 2 ; 4 ; rudr£m, V, 52,
16; i>43,4“; 114,4; II, 33,5;
radraya, I, 43, i ; 114, 6;
VII, 46, 1 ; rudrfeya, I, 64, 2 ;

12 ; 85, I ;V, 59, 8; VI, 66, 3;
11'; VII, 56, t; 58,5'; VIII,

6; 8; 13; 14;
rudrat, II, 33, 9 ;

Rudra brings
the medicines, (VIII, 20, 25^);
Aditi - Rudra (?), (I, 43^, 2\)—
Rudras, Vasus, and Adityas,
(VII, 56, 20^)

;
rudrliA, I, 64, 3

;

166, 2 ; 11,34,13 ;
V,6o, 2; rud-

rasa^, I, 85, 2 ;
V, 87, 7 ;

rfidrS/^,

39? 7; VIII, 7, 12; rudra>6, II,

34 ? 9 ;
V, 54,4 ; 60, 6 ; r6drasaii,

I, 39, 4; rudrasai^, V, 57, i
;

VIII, 20, 2.

rudriya, belonging to Rudra

:

rudriyasair, Maruts, I, 38, 7 ;
V,58,

7 ; rudriyS^, II, 34, 10 ; rudri-
yasa^, V, 57, 7 ;

VII, 56, 22
;

rudriya^zam, VIII, 20, 3.-—rudrf-
yam, Rudra’s healing, I, 43, 2.

r{uat, red :

rtjjat pfppalam, the red apple, V,
54 ,

12'.

rupfi, term :

rupawi, V, 52, II ; tvesh^m rupiim,
the bjazmg form, I, 114, 5;
ghdshaA srmvlre na rOpdm, X,
r68, 4*

TQg, to tremble, to shake

:

rd^^atc (the earth), I, 37, 8 ;
V, 60,

2;^VI, 66, 9 ;
VIII, 20, 5; re^a-

mane, X, 121,6; r6^MmanaA, I,

4 ;
re?ata, V, 60, 3 ;

re-
^atha, V, 59, 4 ; r6^ati, he stirs,

Ij 1 68, 5 ;
re^ayat, he made

tremble, V, 87, 5 ;
re^^dyanti,

VU, 57, 1.—prd rebate, I, 87,

3 ;
dre^anta pra, they reeled

forward, I, 38, 10
re«6, dust

:

re/zdm, X, 168, i.

reta^-dhi

:

(V, 58, 7^)
revat, with wealth :

revdt v^ya^, health and wealth, X,
77, 7.

rai or ra, to bark :

(227 seq.)

raf, wealth :

T&y&6,y, 54, 13 ;
VII, 56, 15 ; 57,

62; r^yib p6sham, fulness of
wealth, I, 166, 3 ;

raye, VIII,

7, 18 ;
raya^, treasures, I, 167,

1 ;
V, 54, 7.

raivata, rich :

raivataLsa>6, V, 60, 4.

r6ka, light

:

ndr6ka/5, VI,66,63; (V, 61, 12^)
ro^ana, light

:

ro>^ana[ (dm), 1
,
6

, (diva/j),Vin,

94, 9^
;

roy^anat (diva6), I, 6, 9^

;

(49 seqq.) V, 56, i
;
nakasya

adhi roX'ane, I, 19, 6 ;
ro/*and,

surya, n(ika, (50) ;
three ro^a-

nas, (50 seq.)

rddasi, du., heaven and earth ;

r6das?,(X, 121,6')
; 1,64,9"; 85,

i ;(I,i 67, 3^); V, 53, 6; VI, 66,

7; VII, 56, X7
; 57, I

;
3'

;

58, r
;

I, 134, 3 ;
VIII, 7, 16 ;

20, 4 ; 94, 1
1 ;

tor rddast read
rodasi', V, 61, 12'

;
r6dasvo6, I,

168, I.

Rodasil f.. wile ofthe Maruts, the
Tightningl

rodasr,(I,64,92; 167,3'“); 1,167,

5 ;
V, 56, S'

;
VI, 66, 6 ;

rodast'

(for rddas! iti), V, 6r, 12'
;

ro-
dastm Jfor rodasi'), I, 167, 4'

;

Rodasi as Eileithyia, (i, 167,
7'*)

rddhas, enclosure, fence, bank of a
1 iver

;

(I, 38, n".)

r6di asvat,.still locked up, unopened .

rdcihasvati/? (clouds), I, 38, ii".

rohft, ruddy horse

:

rohita/.^, V, 56, 6.

r6hita, red (horse);
r6\utah, I, 39, 6'; VIII, 7, 28 ;

r6^
liita, y, 61,9; I, rj4, J.

rauniva, skin of a deer

:

(232.)
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laghu, light :

laghu and guru, light and heavy-

syllables, p. xcvii.

loka, space :

loka and ulok£, p. Ixxiv seqq.

v^wsaga, bull

:

(140.)

vdkmya, praiseworthy:

vakmyai>, I, 167, 7.

vaksh (uksh), to grow, to wax :

vavakshtji>, I, 64, 3; vavakvShire,II,

34,4; 6kshantam utdukshitam,

1 , 1 14, 7; uksh^mjlw^^, V, 57, 8;

58, 8 ;
ukshitasa>6, I, 85, 2^

;

sakdm ukshM/b, V, 55, 3 ;
sdm-

ukshit^nam, V, 56, 5^— vivak-

shase(?), (I, 6, 72.)

vakshdwa, flank

:

vakshd«abhya/6 divd^ I, 134,4®.

vaksh offering (?)

:

vakshd«a, Instr.? V, 52, 15’.

vakshas, chest

:

vdkshai?-su, I, 64, 4 ; 166, 10
;
V,

54, II
;
VII, 56, 13.

vahk^i, swift

;

vaiikfim (rudrdm), I, 114, 4.

vaX’, to speak, to tell

:

voA’c/j, I, 165, 3 ;
vo>&dma, I, 166,

I
;
voXemahi, 1, 167, to; voXanta,

V, 53, 16 (bis)
;
vo^atclt, V, dr,

1 8 ;
kdt voX’dma, 1,43? i

;
u-^yate,

1,114,6; dvoHma namaX> asmai,

1, 1 14, n.—adhi voX'ata, bless

us, VIII, 20, 26.—pra vivakmi,

I praise, 1 , 167, 7; prd vd^anta,

they told me of (Acc,), V, 52,

16; pra vaXi, VII, 58, 6.

vdXas, word, speech :

iddm vdX’ai6, V, 54, 15 ;
I, 114, 6.

vaXasy, to murmur

:

vaXasyate, (of Soma), (148.)

A'%ra, thunderbolt

:

va^i*am, I, 85, 9 ;
VIII, 7, 22.

Vdjgra-b^hu, holding the thunder-

bolt in his arms

:

v%ra-bihuX», I, 165, 8 ;
va^ra-

blho, II, 33, 3 -

yd^ra-hasta, with the thunderbolt in
^ their hands

:

vd|-ra-hastaiX>, VIII, 7, 32.

.wa^rin, wielder of the thunderbolt:

va^riwe (Indra), VIII, 7, 10.

vat

:

api-vdtdyant2u&, welcoming, I,

165, 13^; p. xix; api-vat, to

go near, to attend. Cans, the
same, or, to bring near, (VII,

46, 3^)
;
api-vat in Zend, (202

;

438.)
vatsa, the young

:

vatsdm, I, 38, 8 ;
vatslisaX?, calves,

VII, 56, 16.

vad, to speak

;

vaddmasi, 1,87,5 ;
brihat vadema,

II, 33, 15; udyate (opp. jas-

ydte), V, 55, 8 ;
vddan, they

crack (the whips), I, 37, 3.

—

aXXAi vada, speak forth, I, 38,
13.—^vadata, salute, I, 64, 9.

—

sdm vadasva, speak with, (I, 165,

3®); 1,170,5.
vadh, to strike, to slay

:

vddhim, I, 165, 8^
;
ma vadhii6, I,

170, 2'; VII, 46, 4; 1 , 114, 7;
8 ;

m6 vadhit, I, 38, 6 ;
ma va-

dhish/ana, V, 55, 9.

vddhar, weapon, bolt

:

vadhai>, II, 34, 9 ;
VII, 56, 17.

vadha-sna, blow

:

vadha-snaiX>, I, 165, 6^,

van :

vanata, accept, VIII, 7, 9 ;
see vat

and su-apivata,

vana, water

;

(1, 64, 12“)

vana, forest

:

vina, I, 64, 7 ; 88, 3’
;
V, 57, 3

;

60, 3 ;
vdnani, V, 58, 6‘*^; trees

(lances), 1, 171, 3'-

vdnaspdu, lord of the forest

:

vdnaspati^, I, r66, 5 ;
VIII, 20, 5

;

vdnaspdtin, I, 39, sh
vanfn, tree :

vanfnaX?, I, 39, 3 ;
VII, 36, 23.

vanfn, worshipful

:

vanfnam, I, 64, 12-,

vanushy

:

vanushyataX>, of the plotter, VII,

vand, to w'orship

:

vdndasva,I,38, 15; V,^58, 2; VI 11
,

20, 1 4 ; 20 ;
vdndamfinain, gi cet-

ing^, II, 33 ,
12’.

vanditr/, worshipper

:

vanditifram, II, 34, 15.

vdndya, excellent

:

vdndydsa>&, I, 168, 2.

vandhfira, seat (on a chariot)

:

vandhtireshu, I, 64, 9,

vap, to pull

:

abhf vapanta, they plucked, VII,
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56, — nf vapantu, may they

mow down, II, 33, ii.

vap, to sow

:

vapanti mariita^ mfham, VI 1

1

, 7, 4.

vdpus, marvel

:

vipu>&,VI, 66,1; vdpushe, 1,64, 4^
vdptri, barber

:

vapt^-iva, (I, 166, 10^.)

vayaA-vndh, invigorating

:

vaya^-vrzdha)6, V, 54, 2.

vdyas, strength

:

vdyaA, I, 37, 9’ ;
V, 55, 1 ;

VII, 58,

3; VIII, 7, 35; 20, 13 ;
revit

vdyaA, X, 77, 7; vdyasa, II, 33, 6.

v^yasvat, consisting of food :

r%yih v£yasvatai>, V, 54, 13^.

vay^, germ, sprout, offspring

:

vay^m, I, 165, 15^; 166, 15 ; 167,

II
; 168,10; pp. xx; xxi; (207

seqO
vay^-vat, with offspring

:

vay^vantam kshdyam, (208.)

vay6na, way

:

vaytineshu, II, 34, 4^.

var£, suitor

:

variiMva, V, 60, 4 ;
(II, 34, i^

;
V,

59, 3 "-)

v^ra, delight

;

vdraya, VII, 59, 2.

v^ram, adv., or, it may be

;

I, 88, 2.

varahd, boar

:

vr/shabhii? vari[hai/&, (140) ;
(I, 88,

5^.)—dxvih varShdm arusham,
the red boar of the sky (Rudra),

I, 114, 5.

varahu, wild boar

:

varahun, I, 88, 5^.

varivasy, to open

:

varivasydntaj6, VII, 56, 17.

V6ru«a

:

Aryaman, Mitra, and Varuwa, (V,

54, 8^); VII, 56, 25;
VIII, 94, 5 ;

I, 43 , 3 ;
II 4 ,

u ;

vdruwa, VII, 59, i
;
vdru«asya

p^fdt, from the snare of Varu«a,
VI, 74, 4 ;

v«tru»ani, I, 2, 7.

v4rCitha, protection :

ydrOthum, II, 34, 14.

vare-y(i, wooing

:

vare->fiva/-» (mai7a/^), X, 78, 4’.

vfirX-as, see samanu-var^’as.

v6r//a, colour

:

vdr//ani, II, 34, 13.

vartanf, road :

varlanim, V, 61, 9,

vartrz, one who stops :

ni vart^, VI, 66, 8.

vdrtman, path :

vartmani, I, 85, 3.

vdrdhana, joy

:

rudr^ya vardhanam, I, 114, 6’.

v£rpas, design

:

varpasa, I, 39, i^.

varmaw-vat, mailed

:

v£rma«-vanta^ (yodh^^), X, 78, 3.

vdrman, shield

:

jarma v^ima A^2iTd(A, I, 114, 5.

varsha, rain

:

varsh^m, V, 58, 7.

varsh£-nirni^, clothed in rain ;

varsh^-nirni^a^, V, 57, 4.

varshish^^a, best, strongest

:

vdrshish/Mya, I, 88, i®; varshish-

thsibj 1, 37, 6; vrJshan, vdrshiyas,

varshish^M, (144.)
valkala, bark of trees :

(178.)
_

vavra, spring

:

vavr^ai>, I, 168, 2^,

vaj, to wish, to long for :

vajmi, II, 33, 13; lumdsi, 1 , 86, 10;

vifima, I, 165, 7^; uj^nti vSm,
I, 2, 4 ;

yathS vlranti, as they

will it, VIII, 20, 17 ;
vSvajSna>6,

the greedy, VII, 56, loh
vas, to clothe :

tdvishi/^ with vas (I, 64, 7*'.)

—

ur;za/& vasata,they clothed them-
selves in wool, V, 52, 9^

vas, Gaus., to brighten

:

v^aya ushfisa^, I, 134, 3 (bis),

vas, to dwell

:

pravatsyam, pr^vfitsyam, p. xviu

vasavyS, wealth

:

vasavyC, VII, 56, 21,

V6sish^^a

:

vdsishrAa/^, VII, 59, 3 ;
the Vasish-

/Ms are kapardina^, (1, 1 14, i^}

Vasu :

vasava^, 11
, 34, 9 ;

V, 55, 8 ;
VII,

56, 17 ;
20® fgods);^ 59, 8^ X,

77, 6 ;
jresh/^a/^ clovanam vasu^,

the best Vasu among the gods
(Rudra), I, 43> 5-

v£su, kind

:

vdsyasa hr/d*^, VI II, 20, 18; v6-

syasi, V, 61, 6 ; (360.J
v«tsu, wealth, treasure

:

vasu, V, 57,
3I; VII, 59, 6 ;

X,777
1 ;

paVavatam v6su, fV, 52, 11*);

Vtlsva^, X, 77, 6 ;
vasQni, V, 61,
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16 ;
I, 134, 4; vasunSm, I, 170, medicine, X, 186, i.—pra-va,

5 ;
vdsyai6, greater wealth, V, 55, anu-va, (X, 77, 5^.)

10.

vasu-pati, lord of treasures

:

vasu-pate vasun^m, I, 170, 5,

vasu-ya, wishing for wealth ;

vasu-y^, 1, 165, I.

vdstu, brightening up

:

kshapdi^ vdstushu, at the brighten-

ing up of the night, i. e. m the

morning, (I, 64, 8l)

vast;-/, the lighter up
kshap^m vast^ (Indra), (I, 64, 8^)

vlstra, garment

:

bhadr^ v^stra, I, 134, 4.—(234);
vastranta, the end of a garment,

,
(I. 37, 6\)

v^yas, see vasu.

vah, to draw, to carry, to drive

:

vahati, I, 39, 6 ;
VIII, 7, 28 ;

vd-

hate, I, 167, 7 ;
vdhante, V, 58,

I
; 61, II

;
vdhadlive, V, 60, 7;

v6/i?ave, V, 56, 6 (bis)
; 1, 134, 3

(bis).—vdhadhve, you bring, V,

53, 13; jrfyam vahante, VIII,

20, 7®.— ya^Mm (ihire, they
carried on the sacrifice, II, 34,
12***; (40) ;

(V, 52, ish)—vahata>6
iWM, they carry hither, I, 165,

4 .—

K

vahantu, I, 85, 6 ; 134, i
;

^vahanti, VIII, 7,35; ^ vahata,

VIII, 20, 23.—pdri vaha, carry

away, V, 61, 17.—prd vdhadhve,

you come, X, 77, 6,

vdhish^j6a, strongest

:

vahish^M, V, 56, 6 ;
I, 134, 3.

vahni

:

(37 seqq.)—vdhni-bhi^, with the

swift Maruts, I, 6, 5^; (37, 41,

43 seq.)—vdhn? (lor Pada v^h-

ni/&), the two horses, VIII, 94,
i^; (39.)—vahni, bright, lumi-

nous, (38 seq.)
;

vihni-tama,

brightest, (38) ;
ep. of Soma,

(40); ep. of the Ajvins and
iiibhus, (43); m., fire, light,

Agni, (37 seq.)
;
minister, priest,

(38, 39, 40-43 )—v£hni, fern.?

(39 seq

)

vS, or . . .

:

utd vi, I, 86, 3 ;
V, 60, 6 ;

vi,

either (the second vS being left

out),. I, 86, 8.—vi, even, V, 52,

14.

vS, to blow

:

K v^tu bhesha^lm, may he waft

va:
i vivase, I invite, VI, 66, ir

;
VII,

58, 5 ;
^ vivaseyam, may I gain,

33 )

vSgh^t, suppliant

:

vigh£tai>, I, 88, 6.

va^, voice

:

im^m v^^am, V, 54, i
;

X,

77) I-—vak, YM (the voice of
the thunder), 1, 167, f; vii^am

(abhnyam), I, 168, 8.

va^a, booty, wealth

:

(I> 5^); vSi^am, I, 64, 13 ;
VII,

56, 23 ; \dge, I, 43, 8 ;
v&gkb, I,

167, i'; v%ebhiA, VII, 57, 5;
(I, 2,

5I.)—•%€, fight, I, 85, 5.—
drvantam v%am, a horse, his

strength, i.e. a strong horse, V,

A,
54, 14^

va^a-pejas, glorious by booty

:

v%a-pejasam, II, 34, 6.

v%a-y6t, racing

:

v%aydt-bhii>, racing, V, 60, i.

—

v%aydntai6, (I, 167, i\)

v^^a-sEti

:

.^'v%a-sEtau, in battle, VI, 66, 8.

—

v^^a-sEtibhi/6, with riches and
booty, VIII, 20, 16.

vE^fn, powerful
;

sti ong horse :

vE^ginam, 1, 64, 6^
;
vE^mai? (Gen.),

1,86,3; VII, 56, 15; VIII, 20,

16
;

f. vagmi, wealthy, strong,

(I, 2, 5^ )— vEgt arushE/J?, red
stallion, V, 56, 7 ;

with sEpti,

(I, 85, i'); vag'inam, II, 34, 7;
vE^in, the left horse, (I, 39, 6\)

vE^fni, mare (?)

:

(I, 2, 5^)
;
see va^fn.

vEgini-vat, wealthy, liberal

:

v^^ebhi^ vEgfni-vati, (I, 2, 5*.)

vE^fni-vasii

:

vE^ini-vasO, rich in booty, I, 2, sh
vE«E=bE«a, arrow

:

vE«E/& a^yate, the airow is shot,

VIII, 20, 8^
vE«E, voice

:

vE«Em, I, 85. 10^; (11, 34, i‘’.)—

vE«E^, sacrificial music (? ) ,
(V 1 1 1,

20, 8h)

vW, speech

:

^
vStwi, I, 88, 6.

/v2ta, wind

:

(90) ; p. xxiii
;
vMn, 1, 64, 5 ;

V,

58, 7 ;
v^tEsa/& nE sva-y%a^,
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like self-hamessed winds, X, 78, vf-oman, sky

:

2; 3.—v^tasya,the god Vata, X, vi-omani, V, 87, 9.

168, I
; 2 ;

v^taya, X, 168, 4 ;
vf“>^arsha«i, active

:

v^ta/j, X, 186, I
;
vata, X, 186, vf-iarsha«im, I, 64, 12.

2 ; 3. vi-ietas, w'ise :

vata, going; vi-^etasai?, V, 54, is*

(90.) vi-^anfvas, sage

:

v^ta-tvish, blazing with the wind
:

^

vi-^^nusha^, X, 77, i.

v^ta-tvishai>, V, 54, 3 ; 57, 4. vi/3fi, to tear

:

v^ta-svanas, rushing like the wind: vi vi^i^anti, they tear asunder, I,

v^ta-svanasa/6, VII, 56, 3. 39? 5*

vimd, wealth : vi-tata, see tan.

vam^m, V, 60, 7. vi-tardm, far away:

vay6, wind : II, 33, 2\

p. xxiii; vSy6-bhiA, VIII, 7, 3 ; 4; vithurd, broken :

17.—viy6i&,thegodVayu, I,i34j vithura-iva, I, 87, 3 »
(I? 37? 8 );

3 (tris)
;

v^yo, I? 2, i seqq.

;

134, I seqq.

varkary^ (?)

:

v^rk^ry^m devim, sacred rite, I,

88, 4^; (176; 178.)

varksha, from the bark of trees

:

^(234*)
varya, best

:

varya/ai (bheshaj^^), I, 114,5.
vaj, to shout

:

viLrati, V, 54, 2.

vef^i, dagger

:

v^ibhi>&, I, 37, 2^
;

vaj^y&, I, 88, 3^

;

v^jishu, V, 53, 4 ; p. Ixxxvni.

vO-mat, armed with daggers

:

v^i-manta/6, I, 87, 6 ;
V, 57, 2.

vhri, bull, f. cow :

vifrs(sa>&, vSjr^^, VIII, 7, 3; 7;

vithura-iva, like brittle things,

I, 168, 6\
vithury, to break

:

vithuryati, (the earth) breaks, X,

77, 4-

vid, to know (with Arc. and Gen.)

:

kdb veda, I, 170, i
;
V, 53, i

;
61,

14; veda, vidre, VII, 56, 3;
vidu>6, I, 19? 3'

; 166, 7; V, 59,

7 ;
vida, you take notice of

(Gen.), I, 86, 8^
;

vitt^t, V, 60

6; vedaii, remember, I, 43, 9;
vidmd hf, we know quite well,

I, 170, 3; VIII, 20, 3; yfitha

vida, V, 55, 2 ;
vidanasa^ (c.

Gen.), X, 77, 6 ;
vivide, I, 39, 4 ;

vfdinay6, I, 165, 9 ; 10; vide hf,

VI, 66, 3.

(I, 38, 8^
) ;

vSjr^, f,, I, 37, vid£t-vasu, giver of wealth :

10 ;
vSjra-iva, I, 38,8*; 11,34, viddt-vasum (Indra), I, 6, 6.

15. /viddtha, assembly, sacrificial assem-
vl, prep. . . . : bly, sacrifice

:

vf, through, I, 39,3; acioss, I, vidatheshu, 1,64, r'*; 6; 85,1; 166,

168,6; vfvi-taram, II, 33, 2^ 2; 7; 167,6 ;
VII, 57, 2; (276);

VI, m., biid : vidathe, V, 59, 2^; 11, 33, 15.

viyab arushd/6, the red birds (of vidathya, eloquent

:

the A.rvins), (26) ;
wiysib, (I, 37, vidathya-iva, I, 167, 3‘A

9‘) ;
v<iya/& na, I, 85, 7 ; 87, 2 ;

vidmdn, knowledge

:

88, i; 166, to; V, 59, 7; vf~ vidmana, V, 87, 2.88, i; 166, to; V, 59, 7; vf~ vidmana, V, 87, 2.

bhi/j, (the Maruts) with their vi-dy6t, lightning

:

birds, V, sti, vi-dv6t, 1, 38, 8* : 6
,

Dirus, V, 53, 3^
vi-akta, resplendent

:

vi-akta/^, VII, 56, i.

vj-ush/i, flashing forth (of the dawn),
daybreak :

vi-ush/ishn (lajvatinam), I, 171,5;
(u‘«hasa/^), 1 1, 34, 13 ;

(purvasu),

vi-dy6t, 1, 38, 8*
; 64, 9 ;

vi-dy6ta,

I, 86, 9 ;
V, 54, 3 ;

vi-dyfita/^, I,

39, 9^; ^4, s; r68, 8; V, 52,

6; 54, n ;
VII, 56, 13.

vidyfit-mahas, brilliant with light-

ning :

vidy6t-mahasa/.», V, 54, 3,

Vni,2o, 15; X, 77, 5; (1,64, vidyfit-hasta, holding lightnings in

vi-rish/i, see vymh/i.
their hands

:

vidy6t-hasta/.i, VIH, 7, 25.
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vidy6nmat, charged with lightning

:

vidy^inmat-bhi^ I, 88, i.

vidh, to sacrifice

:

vidhema havishS, X, 121, i to 9;

168, 4; n^masa vidhema te, I,

1 1 4, 3 ;
vidhata/b, of her servant,

I, 167, 5.—vedhas from vidh,

(VIII, 20, 17^); vidatha, (350.)

vi-dhartrz, ruler

:

vi-dhart^, VII, 56, 24.

vf-dharman, rule

:

vf-dharma«e, VIII, 7, 5.

vind, to find

:

^vinday6, I, 6, 5 ;
vidr6, I, 87, 6

;

vidyama, may we have, I, 165,

15; 166, 15; 167,11; 168,10;

171, 6.

vip, to tremble

:

pri vepayanti, they make tremble,

1, 39, 5 ;
vni, 7, 4.

vi-pakshas, on each side

:

vf-pakshasS, I, 6, 2^
yi-pathi, goer

:

vf-pathaya^, V, 52, 10.

vipanyti, fond of praise

:

vipanyava;??, V, 6r, 15.

vf-ptka, full

:

vf-pakS, I, 168, 7.

vipra, sage, poet

:

vipra/{?,VII,58,4; VIII, 7,1; vipra,

V,58,2;vipram,I,86,3; 165,14;
VIII, 7, 30; vipr^ya, V, 61, 9;
vfprasya, I, 85, ii

; 86, 2
;
VII,

56, 15; vfprasa^, priests, X,
78, I.

vi-bhaga, distribution

:

vi-bh^g6, VII, 56, 21.

vi-bhfi, almighty

:

vi-bh6, I, 165, xo; vi-bhvaL6, I,

166, xi\
vi-bhfiti, power;

vf-bhfitayaA, I, 166, xi^
vibhva-tash^d, fashioned by Vibhvan

:

vibhva-tash/am, V, 58, 4^
Vibhvan, one of the ii/bhus

:

(V, 58, 4^)
vi-bhvan, see bhfi.

v(-mahas, mighty

;

vi-mahasa^, I, 86, ;
vf-mahasa^,

vi-mana, see ma.
vi-mdy^ana, resting-place (of horses) :

vi-m6^ane, V, 53, 7.

vi-rapjfn, singer

:

vi-rapjfna;6, I, 64, 10^; 87, i;

vi-rapiinay6, 1, 166, 8,

virfikmat, bright weapon

;

virfikmata/6, I, 85, 3^* ^
vi-rokm, bright, brilliant

:

vi-rokfoa6, (I, 85, 3»); V, 55, 3;

,

X,78, 3-

vivakshase, see vaksh.
vivartana = nirgatya bhfimau vilu-

«/Mnam

:

.

(V, S3, 7^-)

vivasvat

:

dditi^ vivasvan, (262.)

vivSs, see va.

vb, to enter:

^-viv6ja, VI, 74, 2.—nf vbate, he
rests, X, 168, 3.

vu, clan, tribe, people

:

vft, VII, 56, 5; vbsf, I, 39, 5;
\Mb, I, 172, 3; I, 114, 3;
vuto, I, T34, 6; vikshfi, houses,
VII, 56, 22 ;

vuai> marfitam,
the folk of the Maruts, V, 56, i.

vupdti, king:

vupati^, I, 37, 8\
vfsva,, all ...

:

vijve dev^^, X, i2x, 2 ;
I, 19, 3-;

VIII, 94, 2 ;
vfjve sa-^6shasa>&,

all the united Maruts, I, 43, 3^
vfjv^ ^at^ni, X, 12 1, xo; vfjvfl

bhfivanani, I, 64, 3 ; 85, 8

;

166, 4; II, 34, 4; vijva/^ X*ar-

sha«t'y6, I, 86, 5; vijvam s^dma
paVthivam, I, 38, 10; vijva

p^rthivani, VIII, 94, 9; vbva
dhani, I, 17 1, 3; vuvam grSime
asmm, everything in this village,

I, XI 4, i; vf^vasya tdsya, of

y
this all, V, 55, 8.

/ijv^-ayii, everlasting:

vwvd-ayu, V, 53, 13.

vijva-kr/shn, known to all men:
.a 64,14'.)

vfjva^, in all directions

:

vishuX*!^, II, 33, 2 ;
vfsh{iX>!m, VI,

74, 2.

vbviW'andra, all-brilliant

:

vijviWandrcV.?, I, 165, 8.

vijva-X’arsha«i, known to all men :

vijv^-X’arshawim, I, 64, 14^
vijva-^anya

:

cp. of Aditi, (260.)

vijvd-dh^yas, satislying all:

vbv^-dhSyasam, VIII, 7, 13.

vbva-pfj, all-adorned

:

vim-pfja/j, VII, 57, 3 ;
(I, 64, 8k)

vijva-psii, perfect

:

vijvd-psu/6 (ya^^;7JX)), X, 77, 4.
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vijva-bharas

:

vijvd-bharasam, (V, 54, to^.)

vijvam, adv., everywhere

:

X, 121,7.
vuva-m^nusha, known to all men

:

(1, 64, 14'.)

vijvam-inva, enlivening everything

;

vijvam-mvebhii>, V, 60, 8.

vuva-rApa, manifold:
vijvd-rupai? (£ngirasai>), X, 78, 5^

;

vuva-rtipam (nishkam), varie-

gated, II, 33, 10.

vijva-vedas

:

vijva-vedasa/&, all-knowing, I, 64,

8; 10.—VIjva-vedasa^, wealthy,

^V, 60, 7.

vijvahS, adv., always

:

X, 78, 6.

Vish«u

:

vishwu^, I, 85, 7^; (133 seq.
;
136

seq.); vfsh«ave,V, 87, i
;
(V, 87,

4^) ;
vish«o>6, V, 87, 8; visYinoh

eshasya, the rapid Vish?2U

(Soma?), II, 34, Soma
(rain), VIII, 20, 3'-^.—Vish«u
and Tnta, Vishnu’s three steps,

(II, 34, 10^); Vish;2U— Eva}a-
marut? (365.)

vishpa/, deliverer;

.

(I, 166, 8^)
vi-sdr^j-ana, scattering

:

vi-sar^<me, V, 59, 3.

visita-stuka, with dishevelled locks

:

visita-stukS, I, 167, 5.

vi-stai a, straw :

vi-starai> (read vi-stare), V, 52,
io\

vi-sthd, kind, variety

:

vi-stha^, the gusts (of Vata), X,
168, 2^.

vi-spardhas, striving

:

vi-spardhasa/?, V, 87, 4^.

vihava, vihavya

:

(I, 134 , 6M
vihfitm«it, invoking

:

vihiUmatiniim, I, 134, 6\
vi-hnita, injureri, crooked

:

vi-hrutam, VIII, 20, 26
;

(I, 166,

.
8 ‘-)

VI, to stir up:
a «ivyata, I, 166, 4’.

VI, to go

:

apa \cti, it goes away, V, 61,
18.

vl, to enjoy

:

vyantu, VII, 57, 6.

[32]

viM, strong

:

vi/u, I, 39, 2.—vi/u, n., stronghold,

I, 6,
5'^.

vi/u-pavf, strong-fcllied

:

vi/upavf-bhi^,V,58, 6
;
VIII, 20, 2’.

v^/u-pazzf, strong-hoofed

:

vi/upa«i-bhiy6, I, 38,

viti, rejoicing, feast

:

vitaye, V, 59, 8 ;
VII, 57, 2 ;

VIII,

20, 10 ;
16.

vira, hero, man

:

viia;^, I, 85, T
,
VI, 66, 10 X,

77, 3 ;
virasa>6, V, 61, 4 ;

viraii

na>&, I, 114, 8 ;
II, 33, 4;

(Rudra), II, 33, ;
v'lraya, V,

61, 5; virlsya, I, 86, 4; (In-
1 T XrTT

56, 24.

vh'i-vat, rich in men :

vira-vantam, I, 64, 15.

virya, sti ength

:

viryam, V, 54, 5.

vr/, to keep back

:

varanta, V, 55, 7 ;
vrala from vr/,

vmioti, (236) ;
varayati, to ]»io-

hibit ,(237 .)—eipa avWwvata
,
tl 1 ey

have uncovered, II, 34, i —See
vartri, a-vrzta.

vr/, to choose, to desire

:

vr///e, VIII, 94, 8; v//;/imahc, I,

114, 9; avr/mta, II, 33, 13.-^

a vr/?/e, VII, 59, ii
;

a

mahe, I, 39,7; tc ^4? •! ;
vavri-

dhvam (better <i \avr/ddlnam,
see vr/t), (VIII, 20, i8'\)

vr/ka-tati, among vvoh cs

:

II, 34, 9'-

xrikta-barhis, for whom the ^sacred

grass has been trimmed :

v/7kta-barhisha/4, I, 38, i“; VIII,

7, 20; 21; (1, 64, 1-; 165,
15-^; 134,6'.)

vrikti, trimming (of the grass)

;

(I, 64, i
2
.)

vr/kshci, tree

:

vr/k.sham, V, 54, 6^,

vr/^ana, invigorating

:

v;/^anam, I, 165, 15'*; 166, 15;
167, 11; 168, 10; 171, 6; p.

XX.

n., enclosure, camp, hamlet

:

(I, 165, 15-')
;

vrjirine, 1, i66, 34 ;

vr/i^anc nadtnum, in the realm
ot the rivers, V, 52, 7 ;

\;/,gana,

V, 54, 12
;
vr/^cineshu, 11

, 34,
7”; (2 370

l 1
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vnV2:r, to turn, to ward off, to clear

:

(1, 165, 15*)
;
vm%ase, (1, 87, 6^)

;

jirsha vd-vrigub, vavWktam, to

turn back the heads, (369)

;

vavar^ushiwlm, I, 134, 6h

—

pari vnhkta, spare, I, 172, 3;
p^ri vri»aktu, VII, 4^9 3 ; P^ri

vrtgy^b, may it avoid, II, 33,
142.

v//t, to turn :

vartayatha, I, 39, 3 ;
vartayata,

II, 34, 9; fivartayat, I, 85,

9,— anu iatha>& avr/tsata, the

chariots followed, V, 55, r

to 9*—^ vavarta, I, 165, 2 ;

6 vaitta, I, 165, 14^; p. xxi;

a vavriddhvam (for ^ vavri-

dhvain), VIII, 20, 18^; abhf a

avart, VII, 59, 4; ^ vavntyim,
let me bring hither, I, 168, i

;

VIII, 7, 33 ;
a-vavartat, II, 34,

14; ^ vavrittana, V, 61, 16.—
vf vavnte, it turns, I, 166, 9^;

VI vartante, they roll about, V,

53, 7^-— avartata, there
arose, X, 121, i

; 7 ; (p. 4.)

vritta=versus

:

p. xcv.

vr/tri, Vntra

:

vntnlm, I, 85, 9 ; 165, 8 ;
VIII, 7,

23 : vritram, enemy, VII, 58, 4.

vritra-turya, struggle with Vr/tra

:

vr/tra-tfirye, VIII, 7, 24.

vrztha, freely, lightly

:

I, 88, 6; 168, 4; wildly, V, 56,

4^
j

quickly, VIII, 20, 10

;

vntha kr/, to shake, (3x1.)

vriddh^, see vr/dh.

vriddM-javas, endowed with full

power :

vrzddha-javasa^, V, 87, 6.

vr/dh, to grow

:

vavrzdhe, I, 37, 5; 167, 8^; avar-

dhanta, I, 85, 7^
;
vavr/dh£nta,

V, 52, 7 ;
VI, 66, 2 ;

vavridhu/;>,

n, 34, 13’; V, 59, 5; X, 77,

2 ;
vndhantam, strong, VI, 66,

1
1 ;

vnddh^^, grown, V, 60, 3 ;

vrzddh^^, magnified, I, 38, 15^;

vriddha, old, (I, 88, i“)
;
vridhd,

to grow, 1 , 85, 1^

;

vridhdse, (I,

87, 6^); vr/dham, I, 167, 4^

;

vardha, strengthen, V, 56, 2

;

vardh^yanti, VII, 57, 7 ;
var>

dhc^n, VI 11, 7, 19; vavr/dhM/^
asman, prospering us, X, 78, 8

;

a vavr/dhu^, V, 55, 3.-- pra-

vr/ddha, thou who art grown
strong, I, 165, 9; p. xvii.—vi

vavndhii/j, V, 59, 6.—sam va-

vr/dhu^, they have grown up
together, V, 60, 5.—vndh in

^ Zend,
(
1 , 1 1 4, 6',)

wridhti, increasing

:

vr/dhasa/? stha, I, 171, ah
vr/sh, sparge re, to rain down :

vr/sh^vf, V, 53, 14^; varshayatha,

V, 55 , 5.—(X39; 151 seq,)—a-

vrzsh, to drink, (152 )

vr/sha-khadi, armed with strong

rings

:

vrzsha-kh^daya/i, I, 64, lo'h

vr/sha»ajva, with strong horses :

vrzshawajvcna, VIII, 20, ro.

vr/shat - a%i, strongly - anointed
(priests)

:

^
vr/shat-a%aya^, VIII, 20, 9'.

I vr/shan, strong, manly :

(138 seqq.)
;
strong, powerful, (x 39

seq.
; 142 ; 149); (I, 64, 10®);

male, (139 seq.)
;
man, husband,

(141 ; 144) ;
vr/sha«a/j pafiwsye,

(141) ;
giver of rain, bounteous,

(141 seq.); fertilising, (142);
bull, horse, stallion, (25 seq.;

139 ; 140) ;
arashasa/6 vr/sha«a/:>,

the red stallions, (26) ;
vr/hh«a/j>,

bulls, VI U, 20, 20; hero,

epitheton ornans, (142 seqq.

;

149 seqq.)
;
applied to deities,

(145 seqq.); arush«'i;& vrzsh^,

the red hero (Agni), hre in the
shape of lightning, (18; 25 ; 36)

;

name of Soma, (134; 136; 142;
146 secjq.)

;
vr/shaz/am, I, 8q,

7'“^; vr/shil;um with a, (149);
N. pr. of a pious worshipper,

(152 seq.); Mahklhara, Mnind,’

(153); see varsh ish/^a.—vr/sha-

ndiff the strong Maruts, I, 165,

i; p. XIV
;

Vi 1

1

, 20, 12;
vnsha«a/>, I, 85, 12'*^; VJl, 56,

18^; 30; 21 ; 58, 6; 11,35, X3;

vnslo/a^, VI 11
, 7, 33; 20, 19;

vr/sh^ gaz/clA, the manly host (of

the Maruts), I, 87, 4 ;
vr;sh«e

jfirdhaya, I, 64, x ; VI H, 20, 9’

;

vr/slia?/am nu(rutam gawfim, 1,

64, 12; VIII, 94, 12. -\77Sh^,

Rudra, II, 34, 2; Visio/u, V,

87, 5; vmh;/c, Indru, I, 165,

II*
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*^V/sba-n^bhi, with strong naves :

vnsha-nabhina, VIII, 20, 10.

vnsha-pa«i

:

ih 38, ii^)
vr/sha-prayavan, strongly advancing:

vnsha-prayavne, VIII, 20, 9,

vr/sha-psu, with strong forms :

vr/sha-psavai6,VIII, 20, 7; (VIII, 7,

7^); vrzsha-psunR, VIII, 20, 10.

vnshabha, bull, manly hero :

(139; 140) ;
vnshabhdi? (usr<'yai>),

Dyu, the bull of the Dawn, V,

58, 6®
;
Rudra, II, 33, 6; vr/sha-

bha, II, 33, 4; 7; 15; vr/sha-

bhsLya, II, 33, 8; vWshabha,
Indra, I, 165, 7; 171, 5; vrisha-

bh£sya, I, 166, i.

vrisha-manas, manly-minded

;

vnsha-manai>, I, 167, 7.

vr;sha-vrata, epithet of Soma

:

p. 85,/.)
vnsha vrata, the manly host

:

vnsha-vratasai>, I, 85, 4^.

vrish/f, shower, rain

:

vnshtiJbi I, 38, 8j vrish/im, I,, 39,

9“; V, 55, 5>; 58, 3; vnshff, V,

53, 5' ;
vrishtiyzA, II, 34, 3^

;
V,

53, 2^; 6; 10; vrish/i-bhii>, V,

. 59,5; VII, 56, 13^; VIII, 7, 16.

vrzshwi, manly

:

vr/sh»i padwsyam, manly work,
VIII, 7, 23 ;

yrhhni javai», (V,

/vr/sh«ya

:

(V, 58, 7'.)

vrih, to draw

:

VI vrzhatam, draw far away,VI, 74,
2.—Gf. brih.

v^di, altar

:

vedim, I, 170, 4.

vedy^ (?)

:

vedySibhi^, clearly (?), I, 171, i®.

vedhas, wise

:

vedhase, I, 64, i
;
VII, 46, ;

ve-
dhdsay6, V, 52, 13^; vedhasaii,V,

54 ,
6 .

vedhas, servant (worshipper)

;

vedhdsa/&, VIII, 20, 17^
ven, to cherish :

venaA, I, 43, 9.

v6nat, suppliant

:

venata>&, I, 86, 8.

vai

:

na vaf u, never, II, 33, 9^
;

10.

vai, to wither

:

part, vata and vana, (90.)

Vifdat-ajvi:

vafdat-ajvii» yatha, like Vaidadajvi,

V, 61, 10 ;
(V, 61, 5^

;
9'

; 360;

362.)

vaiyajva

:

not vayyajva, pp. liii, Ivi.

vaira-deya, weregild :

vaira-deye, V, 6i, 8\

Vaijvinara, N. of Agni

:

vabvanara, V, 6o, 8.

vyath, to shake

:

vyathate, V, 54, 7; vithura from

vyath, (I, 168, 6\)
vydthi, rolling

:

vydthii», V, 59, 2’.

vyadh, to strike

:

vfdhyata, I, 86, 9.

vyS

:

(I, 166, 4\)
vyuha

:

p. Ixxx.

vyrish/i (ayudhavijesha)

:

vyrish/ijE)hi>&, (VII, 56, 13^)
vra^a, stable

;

vragi, I, 86, 3.~vra^am, strong-

hold, VI, 66, 8.— keeper,

(228.)

vrata, sway, &c. ;

(236 seqq.) ;
what is enclosed, pro-

tected, set apart, (236 scq. ; 383
seq.)

;
ap^m vrat6, within the pale

of the waters, (384); law, (237
seq.; 384); 6nuvrat6m, accord-

ing to law, (238) ;
vrat^ (dhar«l-

yante), duties,VI II, 94, 2; sway,

power, (239); vratam, I, 166,

12®; vrate tava,at thy command,
under thy auspices, (239;; sacri-

fice, (238 seq.); deeds of the

gods, (239.)
yrSita, troop

:

vratam-vratam, each troop, V, 53,
II.

szms, to recite, to praise

:

jasyate, I, 86, 4; jasyate (opp.

iidyate), V, 55, S
;
jasyfinte, VII,

56, 23 ;
ja^wsainanfiya, var. 1. for

jajamanaya, ( 1
, 85, 1 2 h) —a jaws,

( 2 7 1 .)
— fit jawsa, V

, 5 2 ,
8

.
pra

jawsa, I, 37 , 5.

jawsa, spell, blessing, curse
;

praise,

prayer

;

(1,166,13’; 271); naram jawsa/->,

(Indra) praised hymen, iMan-
nerlob, II, 34, 6'; (439-)—

L 1 2
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jdwsam, curse, VII, 56, 19;

jd»2S^t, reproach, I, 166, 8.

—

prayers, X, 78, 3.

^iWsa, singer

:

jawsam, I, 166, 13^; (271*)

jawsya, glorious

:

jimsyam, II, 34, ii.

jak, to be able :

jikvas from jak, (V, 52, i6‘.)—
kath^iin jeka, hou could you,

V, 61, 2.

//akra, hero :

jakrai6, I, 166, i.

ja»a, hemp

:

C® 33 -) ^ ,

jala, himdreu

:

jatfim hfmaiS», I, 6^, 14; V, 54, 15;
II, 33, 2 ;

6kani-eka jata, each

a hundred,V, 52,17; dhenQiidiii

jatam, V, 61, 10 ;
^atasya n//-

«um jn'yam, the happiness ot a

hundred men, I, 43, 7 «

jatd-arX’as

:

jata-ar^asam
,
may be jata-r/X’asam

,

p. lxxxv^\

jata-avaya, consisting of a hundred
sheep

:

pajfim jala-avayam, V, 6r, 5.

jatabhu^>‘i, hundredfold

:

^atdbhu^jj'i-bhi/j, 1, 166, 8.

jatasvin, winning a hundred ;

jatasvf, VII, 58, 4.

jatin, hundredfold

:

jatmam, I, 64, 15; jatm.i/j, with

hundredfold wealth, VII, 57, 7.

/dtru, foe

:

^atruv&, I, 39, 4 ;
jfitro/>, I, 16$, 6.

jam, to work, to perform worship, to

praiSe

:

(166); jajamanaya, I, 85, 12’;

jajamEndsya, I, 86, 8.

jam, well, pleasant, sweet; health:

(190 seqq.)
;

1, 165, 4'^
;
with bhu,

(190 seq.); VI, 74 »
i

; P- cxi;

wdth as, (191 seq.); I, 1x4, i
;

withasorbhO understood, (192);
wnth kar, vah, {192) ;

I, 43, 6 ;

with pu, v^, &c., (192 seq,)

;

sim y6h, health and w'ealth,

(193 seq.); V, 53, 14; I, 114,

,
z; II. 33 , 13 -

jami, deed

:

* jAmi, Loc,, 1, 87, 5*^
;
jami and jiimi,

(V, 87, 9’.)

jam-tama, most welcome, blissful

:

jam-tamam (hnd6), 1, 4 3, i
;
j4m-

tamebhiZi (bhcslnagebhi^), 1 1, 35,

2 ;
jain-tama (bhesluig^), II, 33,

X3*

jam-bhavi$h//?a, most blissful

:

jam-bhavish//i>a/j, I, 171, 3 ;
xam-

bhayish/Zia^, X, 77, 8.

jam-bhu, healthful

:

jam-bhii, X, 186, i.

jam-y6/>, lor health and wealth

:

1
, 43, +'•

jara, reed, arrow

:

(398-)
jarad, harvest

:

jarat-bhi/j, I, 86, 6.—iSarad-

. Ceres, p, xxiv.

Uaru, shaft

:

^ jaru/», I, 172, 2.

jaidha, host:

jardhas mariitas— qcrfo IMartio,

p. XXV ;
jeudham, V, 53, 10 ; 56,

9; jardham-jardham, V, 53,

11; jardhay.i, I, 37. t; 64, 1;

V, 1 ; 87, ;
VI, 66, 1 1

;

VIII, 30, 9; fardhasya, VII,

56, 8; j«irdha/j, sec niidhas;

(67 seq.; 69.)—jardhan Wt«ts)a,

the companies of our sacrifice,

V 11 1 . 7 , 2 r
.—jai cilia, strong, (6 8.)

jclrdhas, might, iiust

:

(67 ;
68 scijq.) ;

jardha/», 1, 57, x*

;

s; V, 52, s'; 54.6; VII, 59,

7; 1*7. ^*); jsi ‘ih.iwsi, V,

87, 7 ‘.

jarman, shelter, protection

:

jarmu, I, 85, 12; V, 5.3, 9; \'H,

59, i; I, iH, 5; ro; jarman,
VI 1, 56, 25.

jarya, nuule of reeds

:

jar) a, f., an arrow, also a sacrificial

vessel, (398.)

jarya/M, lands m Kurukshetra :

(398.)
6*ar)a;/a-vat, N. ot a lake :

jaryawu-vati, VlIl, 7, 29^—

A

sacriiicial vessel, (Vi 11
, 7, 39*.)

jfirvai a, dark

:

jaivan/i, the dark cows (the

clouds), V, 52,
javas, strength

:

jdva/j, I, 37, 9 ; 39, 10; V, 58,

87, 2; 6; juvasa, 1, 39, 8; 64,
B; 9; n; X67, 9; 171, 5"; VI,

66, 6; VII, 57, 1^; juvase, V,

87, jfiviisa^, I, 167, 9; V,

52, 2 ;
jfivawsi, VII, 56, 7.

—

5avas, (251.)
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Ij 134? 5; jukrebhi^ hi'ra«yaiy^>,

n, 33, 9 -

v/favish^i)a, most powerful

:

javishjfM, I; 165, 7,

54jiyasi

:

(V, 61, 5^); (360; 362); see

j^jvat.

jdivat, all

;

jifvatai6, V, 52, 2 ;
jajvatam ^kam

ft, VIII, 20, 13.—j^jvatinam,

the eternal dawns, I, 17 1, 5.

—

jlfiyasi, compar., more frequent,

,

V, 61, 6 ; (360.)
jakin, hero

:

j^kinay&j V, 52, 17^
jfi;zakshauma^ira, clothes of hemp or

linen

:

^(234-)
jas

:

^ j^sate, they call for me, I,

165, 4.

jfkvas, wise, powerful

:

jfkvasa^, V, 52, 16^
; 54, 4.

jiksh for jijaksh

:

(V 52, 16\)
jikha

:

,
(V, 52, 16'.)

jipra-vat

:

^
jfpravan, (II, 34, 3’.)

jipr^, helmet
;
jaw

:

ji'pre, jaws, (II, 34, 3*; 1 , 2, 3').—

jipr^i? (hira«y£yi^), headbands,
V, 54, II

;
helmets, VIII, 7,

, ^25.
/ jiprfn, helmeted or possessed of

Ni jaws

:

,

(n, 34, 3^)
jimi“vat, vigorous, powerful

:

jimi-van, V, 56, 3 ;
jfmi-vatSm,

VIII, 30
, 3 ;

jimi-vanta/&, X,

,
78, 3.

jiva, propitious

:

jivabhi/^ (utf-bhi^), VIII, 20, 24.

.nju, young one, calf

:

jfjve, II, 34, 8; jfjavai^, VII, 56,

^

,16,

»rijula, child

:

jijula^ na kri/ayai?, X, 78, 6.

ji'bham, adv., fast:

^
37 , 14 -

jirsh^n, head

:

jirshan, VIII, 7, 25 ;
j!rsha-sii, V,

54, 1 1 ; 57, 6 ;
Jirsh^ vavriktam,

(^269.)

jukra, bright
: ^

jukra>6-iva suryai>, I, 43, 5; jukram
(udha^), VI, 66, i

;
jukre

(udhani), II, 34, 2®; jukr^a^,

ju/^, to shine

:

j6m/&an, VI, 66, 2 ;
jujukva?wsa^,

V, 87, 6 ;
juju/eaiia/>, brilliant,

II, 34, I
;

juy§ata', II, 34, 12.

bright, brilliant

:

jdi^aya^, I, 64, 3 ;
VI, 66

, 4 ]
11;

VII, 57 , 5; I, 134, 415 ;

jd/^inEm, j6/^im, jii>^i-bhya/6,

s^kd.jd.h, VII, 56, 12 ;
jfiX’ini,

pure, II, 33, 13.

j6>^i-^anman, bright born

:

j6ii-^anm^naX>, VII, 56, 13.

jundhyh, brilliant

:

jundhyava^, V, 52, 9.

jubh, see sumbh.
j6bh, splendour, beauty, glory

:

jubhgi, I, 165, 1 ; p. xiii
;
VII, 56,

6; jubh6, I, 64, 4^; 88, 2; for

triumph, I, 87, 3-^; 167, 6; V,

52, 8; 57, 3; VII, 57, 3;
jdbhani yfl, to go in triumph,

V, 55, I to 9; 57 , 2; {VIII,

20, 7^)--j6bha^, gems, V, 54,
II.

jubham-y^

:

(164) ;
(I, 87, 4''.)

jubham-y^van, triumphant

:

jubham-y^vS, V, 61, 13; (164;
I, 87, 4^)

lubham-yd, triumphant

:

jubham-y^vaXi, X,78,7; (164,)

lubhra, brilliant

:

jubhra/6, VII, 56, 8; jubhnVX^, I,

19, 5; 85, 3“; 167, 4; VII, 56,

16; VIII, 7, 25; 28.—jubhni/!?,

vin,7, 2; 14.

jubhra-khadi, armed with bright

lings:

jubhra-khadaya/2, VIII, 30
, 4.

jubhra-yavan

;

jubhra-yavana, (164.)

jumbh, to shine
;
to adorn

:

jubhayanta, VII, 56, 16; jobhase,

to be glorious, X, 77, i
;
jubhu-

yante, they adorn thenisclves,

I, 85, 3; jfimbhamana/^, I, 165,

5; VII, 56, II ; 59, 7; jubha-
nafX>, bright, I, 165, 3^; p. xv;
jubhayat-bhiX?, brilliant, V^, 60,

8 ;
(162.)—pra juinbhantc, they

glance forth, 1, 85, i.

jujukvani

:

(I, 168, l
2
.)

jujukvas and juju^and, sco juX-.
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jtjshma, breath, strength

:

j^ishtna/j, I, 165,
4^'*

; p. xv ;
breath,

VII, 56, 8 ;
jiishmam, I, 64, 14;

165, pp. xiii seq.; xxi; VIII,

7, 24; 20, 3; j6shmaya, power
(blast), VIII, 7,5; jifishmawith

vr/shan and \rii)habh«^, (r^o;

149.)

mshmin, strong:

jushmf, VII, 56, 24; jushmb/e, I,

Af

jura, hero :

jura^, I, 64, 9 ;
jflfra^-iva, 85,

8 ;
V, 59, 5 ;

jfirai,

VII, 56, 22; ^igiv2i?wsai6 na
X, 78, 4*

juju-vas, always increasing

:

juju-va»2sam, I, 64, 15 ;
jOju-

va»2sai6, strong, I, 167, 9.

jrznga, horn

:

j7-zngain, V, 59> 3-

fr/dh, strong

:

jardhantam, V, 56, i.

j^-vr/dh, conferring blessings

;

jc-vr/dha>&, V, 87, 4.

JO :

nf-jitani, prepared, 1, 171, 4.

jo/’fs, blast of fire :

soki/jj I, 39, 1.

j6«a, brown :

j6«a, I, 6, 2.

jobhas, see jumbh.
j6bhish/i>a, most splendid

:

j6bhish;fi»fii>, VII, 56, 6.

j/tut, to trickle

;

j/^6tanti, I, 87, 2.

5y^va

:

jydv^yjV V, 6r, 9.

•Syavi-ajva

:

jyava-ajva, V, 52, i
;
(V, 6r

, 5^)

;

(359 seq.)

5y^vi[jva*stuta, praised by Syavajva

:

jyavajva-stutlya, V, 61, 5^
jyenii, hawk :

jyen^i?, VII, 56, 3 ;
jyenasa/^ n^

pakshfwa^, like winged hawks,
VIII, 20, 10; jyenaLsa/fi, X, 77,

5 ;
jyen2(n-iva, I, 165, 2 ; (175.)

jrath

:

jrathayanta, they tire, V, 54, 10.

—jrathayante, they soften, V,

59, I.

—

jijrathantu, may they
loose it (plural instead of dual),

(258.)

jrathary, to melt

:

jrathary^ti, X, 77, 4^*

jrdvas, glory

:

jniva/j, I, 165, 13 ; 171, 5; V, 52,

I, 43,7; juiYawsi, V, 6i,

IT
;
jravase, I, 134, 3.

jravasyfi, eager for glory

:

jravasyii^, VIII, 94, i
;

jravas-

y^va^, I, 85, 8.—jiMvasyto,
glorious, V, 56, 8.

jrayji, going

:

jray^/j?, V, 53, 4^

sri

:

£pa-Jritai^^, retired,V, 6r, 19.—upa-
juriyjiwa^, fastened, VII, 56, 13.

jriydse, see jrn

jrt', splendour, beauty, glory :

jri>&, V, 57, 6 ;
jnya, V, 6x, is“

j
VI, 66, 4 ;

VII, 56, 6 ;
jriya

jr6sh^M/6, II, 33, 3 ;
jriye, I, 88,

3; V, 55,3; VIII, 7,25; X,

77, 2 ;
jriy6 jr6y?lmsai>, V, 60,

4^; jriydse, I, 87, 6'
;

V, 59, f
(bis)

;
jn'yaj6, 1, 85, 2*-^

; 166, ib;

VIII, 20, 12 ;
jrfyam vahantc,

they bring with them beautiful

light, VIII, 20, y’-^.—jriyarn,

happiness, I, 43, 7 ;
jriye, for

happiness sake, I, 64, 12.

jru, to hear

:

jr/«ve, I, 37, 3 ;
jrhi6 t\y I, 37,13;

jr/wuta, I, 86, 3^
;

jrdta, V, 87,

8; 9; jrudhf, I, 2, i
;

j/7;/6tu,

1, 114, n ;
VII, 46, i‘

;
jujiTiva,

V, 53> 3; jmvirc, V, 87, 3;
X, 168, 4; jW«omi (with two
Acc.), I hear thou art

,
II, 33,

4.—a ajrot, lisleiicd, I, 59, 6*;

jroshantu a, I, 86, 5“.— See
r sr6tr/.

Vruta, glorious

:

^ jrutfun, I, 6, 6; V, 52, 17; H, 3b
Ti

;
jruta'su, V, 60, 2.

jrfitya, glorious

:

jrfityam, I, 165, u,
jrushn', a hearing

:

jrush/fm, I, 166, 13,

jrushti-mdt, to he obeyed

:

jrushd-nuintam, V, 54,
14*'*.

jre«i , row

:

jr6M, V, 59, 7'.

jrcyas

;

jriye jr6yiiwsa/j, glorious for glory,

V, 60, 4*-*.

jr6sh/y6a; best

:

jresh//6a^, I, 43, 5.*— jresli/y6a^

jriy^, the most beautiful in

beauty, U, 33> 3*
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jreshif/&a-tama, the very best

:

jr6shjf>6a-tamR^, V, 61, i.

jr6trz, listening to

:

jrStkra^ (yama-hutishu), V, 61, 15.

jl6ka, hymn

:

jl6kam, I, 38, 14.

jvds, to-morrow

:

I, 167, 10 ; 170, 1.

jvi, to flourish

:

jfljavima, 1, 166, 14; see juju-vas,

jvit, to shine

:

VI ajvitan, X, 78, 7.

jvitydw^, bright

:

JViti/^4
,
II, 33, 8.

sakr^t, once (only)

:

VI, 66, I.

sakthdn, leg

:

sakth^ni, V, 61, 3.

s^khi, friend

:

sakha, I, 170, 3 ;
X, 186, 2 ;

ap^m
sdkha, X, 168, 3 ;

s^khye
sakhaya^, I, 165, ii

;
sakhtya^^,

V, 52, 2; sakhaya/6, VIII, 20, 23;
sdkhin d^/^^a sakhaya>&, I, 165,

13 ;
sdkhin, V, 53, 16.

sakhi-tv£, friendship

;

sakhi-tve, VIII, 7, 31.

sakhya, friendship

:

sakhyds^a, V, 55, 9 ; X, 78, 8

;

sakhyaya vndham, to grow their

friend, I, 167, 4.

sa^, to follow

:

sisaktijl, 38,8; sai{4dhyai,I,i67, 5.

—sa^eta, may he remain united,

V, 52, 15,— sd^ante daksham,
they assume strength, I, 134, 2.

sa^a, with

:

I, 167, 7 ;
ScUd marfit-su, among

the Maruts, V, 56, 8 ; 9 ;
sute

sd/^a, VII, 59, 3^
sa-gatya, common birth

;

sa-^dtySna, VIII, 20, 21.

sa-^dsh, endowed with :

sa-^ui^, V, 60, 8.

sa-^6shas, friend

;

sa-5'6shasa/&, V, 57, i
;

I, 43, 3'

;

sa-^oshasa^, V, 54, 6 ; sa-^dshd^,
allied with, (263.)

sat, hero

:

165, 3^0

sat-ajva, with good horses :

sdt-ajva/&, V, 58, 4.

-<»dt-pati, lord ot (brave) men :

V sat-pate, 1 , 165, 3*^
;
sdt-patim, II,

33, 12.

satyd, true

:

satyd^, I, 87, 4 ; 167, 7 ;
sat>dm,

truly, I, 38, 7; VII, 56, 12;
tird/6 satyani, m spite of all

pledges, (VII, 59, 8\)

satyd-dharman, righteous

:

satyd-dharma, X, 121, 9.

satyd-/avas, of true strength :

satya-javasai>, I, 86, 8 ; 9 ;
satyd-

javasam, V, 52, 8h
sdtya-jrut, truly listening

:

sdtya-jruta>6, V, 57, 8 ; 58, 8.

satr^, together

:

V, 60, 4.

satrdi, common

:

satrMm, VII, 56, 18
;

satrto/:>,

together, X, 77, 4.

sdtvan, giant

:

sdtvdna>6, I, 64, 2®.

sad, to sit down

:

sidan, I, 85, 7; sattd^, VII, 56,

1 8.—sTdata ^,sit down on ( Acc.),

I, 85, 6 ;
^ sadata (barhi^), VII,

57, 2 ; 59, 6.-^ni seda, VII, 59,
y.—pra-sattd/6, V, 60, i.

sddana, seat

:

p^rthive sddane, (I, 38, lo'^)
;

r/td-

sya sddaneshu, sacred places, II,

34, 1 3
“-

sadanya, distinguished in the assem-
blies :

,
(276.)

sddam, always

:

,
11

, 34, 4; I, 114, 8.

sddas, seat

:

sdda/^, I, 85, 2 ; 6 ; 7 ;
V, 61, 2 ;

(V, 61, 3®); sadasa^, V, 87, 4.

sddd, always

:

VII, 56, 25; 57> 7; 58, €; 4*5, 4;
VIII, 20, 22 ; 94, 3*

sddman, seat, place

:

sddma (parthivam), space (of the
earth), I, 38, 10*; scat (of the
earth), V, 87, 7'

;
sddma, altar,

(1, 38, 10'.)

sadmdn, m :

sadniStnam divydm, (I, 38, xoh)
sadyd^-uti, quickly ready to help

:

sadya^-utaya^ V, 54, 15 ;
sadyd/>

utaya/?, X, 78, 2,

sadyds, quickly

:

sadya/^, V, 54, to.

sadhd-stha, abode, council

:

sadha-sthe, V, 52, 7 ; 87, 3.

sadhrU’ind, assembled

:

sadhrUina;6, 1, 134, 2.
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sadhryaX*, together

:

sadhryaw/’a/j, Y, 6o, 3.

sail, to gain :

s^nat, V, 61, 5; sanitii, VII, 56,

23.

sanat, always :

VII, 56, 5; X,78,8.
sa-nablii, holding together

:

sd-nabha>a/j, X, 78,

sani, luck

:

saniin, II, 34, 7®.

sa-ni/a, dwelling m the same nest

:

sd-ni/a/jj I, 165, i; VII, 56, r;

p XIV,

sanutar, far

:

V, 87, 8 ;
X, 77? <5.

sanenii, entirely

:

VII, 56, 9.

sap, to tollow, to attend on, to wor-
ship :

(1, 85,
sanatm

:

{129.)

sapary, to serve

:

saparyali, VIII, 7, 20.

sapta-gihva, seven-ton giied

:

sapta-^ij-ihva/? (vahiiaya^), (39.)

sapta-tantii, having seven threads

(the sacrifice)

:

(253-1

saplan, se\cn

:

sapta sapta jdkina/^, the seven and
seven heroes, V, 52, 17*; sapta

rdtnd, the seven treasures, VI,

74, I.

sdpti, horse, yoke-fellow

:

sdptaya/5>, I, 85, ; 6 ;
saplayaZ^,

VI 11, 20, 23; sapti, the middle

hoi-?e, (I, 39, 6’.)

sa-pntthas, wide-spreading

:

sa-prdtha^, VI 11, 20, 13,

sapsara, ted

:

sapsardsa^, I, 168, 9.

saba/>dfigha, juice-yielding

:

sabaMfighd, I, 134, 4^,

sd-bandhu, kinsman

:

sa-bandhava^, V, 59, 5^
;
VIII, 20,

3ih
sabar, juice, milk, water

:

(I. 134) 4®“.)

sa-badh, companion

:

sa-bddhai?, I, 64, 8.

s^-bharas, toiling together

:

sa-bharasa/6, V, 54, loK
sabhd, assembly, court

:

(276.)

sabh^-vab courtly:

sabhd-vat?, I, 167, 3^.

sabha-sahd, strong m the assembly

:

(276.)

sabheya, courtly, polite

:

(276.)

sdm, prep,, with . . .

:

1,^64, 8; T67, 3.

sama, like, worth as much :

samaZ; (read sama?), V, 6r, 8'^,

samana, feast

:

samanam na y6sha>6, X, 168, 2\
samana, together :

I, 168, I.

sa-manyfi, pL, friends of one mind

:

sa-manyava/,>, II, 3^, 3; 5; 6;
VIII, 20, 1 ;

21
;
confidants (of

Vish?zu), V, 87, 8.

samdyd, at once

:

I, 166, 9®.

sam-fira«a, battle

:

sam-ara/ze, I, 170, 2,

sam-arawa, see rz,

sa-maryfi, battle

:

sa-mary6, I, 167, 10,

sainaha, well

:

V, 53? 15*

samdna, common, equal

;

samdnam, VI, 66, i
;
VI T, 57, 3 ;

VIII, 20, rr; samanasmat, V,

87, 4; samdnc'bhi/^, I, 165, 7;
tern. samrinT, (I, 165, t’ )

sanidna-vai'iCMS, oi ccpial splendour

:

samanfi-varXMsa, I, 6, 7,

samfinya, all equally

:

1, 165, 1*.

sdm-ukshita, sec vaksh.

samudrit, sea

:

samudram, X, 121, 4 ;
(ar?;avam),

1,19,7-; 8; samuclrasya, I, 167,

2 ;
saminirata/^, V, 55, 5 ;

sanm-
drc.shii, VII I, 20, 25.—samiulra,
welkin, (58); confhivies,(6i)

;

adj. watery, flowing, (6t soq,)

sdm-r/ti

:

(I) 64, is'-)

sam-okas, surrounded

:

s^m-okasa^, I? <54, 10.

sam-X‘ar6«ya, see abhisam-X‘ar6zy*i,

sam-drzj, sight

:

sam-drzji stlulna, you are to be
seen, V, 87, 6 ; sfiryasya sim-
drija^, from the sight of the
sun, II, 33? I-

sam-mula, united, endowed with

:

sto-mbllsa/,^ (c. Instr.), I, 6|, 10;
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(c. Loc.), I, 166, ii

;

(c. Instr.), VII, 56, 6.

sam-r%-, king

:

sam-r^V, VII, 58, 4.

sam-v£ra«a, the hidden place :

sam-vara;2asya, X, 77, 6.

sam-va/^, colloquium

:

(1, 167, 38.)

s^m-hita, strong

:

sam-hitam, I, 168, 6.

sa-yti^, together with :

sa-y6k, X, 168, 2.

sa-r£tham, on the same chariot

:

X, 168, 2.

Sardyu, the river S.:

sarayu/&, V, 53, 9^.

saras, lake

:

sivamsi tri«i, VIII, 7, to\
Sarasvati, the river :

^(V, 53,10
Seirga, di ove

:

^sargam (gav^ni), V, 56, 5.

sarva, whole :

s^rvayl (vijii), I, 39, 5.

sarva-tati, salus

:

sarva-tatS, in health and wealth,

(260.J
— sarvd - t^ta, together,

VII, 57, 7.

faavana, libation :

sdvanSni, II, 34, 6 ;
sdvanc, in the

Soma offering, VII, 59, 7.

Stl-vayas, of the same age :

sd-vayasa/j, I, 165, i.

saj^, to cling

:

saj^ata, I, 64, i2'\

sas, to sleep

:

^^ra^ ^ sasatlm-iva, as a lover

(wakes) a sleeping maid, I,

/sasahi, victorious

:

sasahi^, I, 171, 6.

sasmas, see srt.

sasvar, in secret

:

' VII, 59, f.
sasvdrta, secretly :

VII, 58, 5.

sail, to resist, to conquer :

sahante (sahawsi sdhas^), VI, 66,

9; Scihanti, VII, 56, 5; saha-

nianaya, VII, 46, i
;

sahanta/a,

strong, V, 87, 5.

sahfi, together with

:

1, 38,6; V,53, 2 ;
14^

;
sah6,VllI,

7, 32.

sahii, strong

:

sahu/6, VIII, 20, 30,

sahai6-d^, giver of victory :

saha>&-d^/6, I, 171, 5.

sahas, strength :

sihaA, II, 34, 7 ;
V, 57, 6 ;

VIII,

20, 13 ;
sahawsi sdhasa sahante,

VI, 66, 9 ;
saha^ sdhasi (for

Pada sahasa^) K namanti, VII,

56, 19^
sahasa-vat

:

sahas^-van, p. cxxii seq.

sahasra, thousand :

sahasram, I, 167, i (tris); VII,

46, 3-

sahasra-bhr/shd, thousand-edged :

sahasra-bbr/shdm, I, 85, 9.

sahasrin, thousandfold

:

sahasrwam, I, 64, 15 ;
V, 54, 13 ;

sahasrf»a/6, I, 167, i.—sahasrf,

winning a thousand, VII, 58, 4.

sahasriya, thousandfedd

:

sahasriyasa/6, 1, 168, 2 ;
sahasrfyam,

VII, 56, 14.

sahasvat, strong

:

sahasvat, aloud, I, 6, 8.

sahiyas, bravest

:

sahiyasa>6, I, 17 x, 6\
sahuri, strong

:

sihuri^, VII, 58, 4.

sd-hiiti, divided praise

:

sa-huti, II, 53, 4.

sah6, see saha.

sakam, together

:

1, 37, 2“; 64, 4; 166, 13 ;
V, 55,

3 (bis); VI, 66, 2.

sakam-uksh, growing up together :

sakam-6kshe, VII, 58, x.

s^i/jrty victor :

56, 23.

sati, conquest

:

sati/>, I, 168, 7’.—satfm, help, I,

6, 10.

sadh, to finish, to fulfil

:

sadlian, VI, 66, 7 ;
sadhan ta, 1,2,7.

sadharam, belonging to all :

sfidharawya-iva, I, 167, 4^
sadhu-ya, kindly

:

I, 170, 2.

sanu, ridge :

sanunai^ pari (divtU), V, 59, 7;
du4i6 Sanu, V, 60, 3.

saman, song

:

sama-bhil?, X, 78, 5.

sama-vipra, clever in song

:

sama-vipram, V, 54, 14.

sSm-tapana, full ot heat

:

sam-tapanai6, VII, 59,9.
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s^Im-rS^ya, the being the universal

ruler :

sam-r%yena, VII, 46, 2

^

sayaka, arrow

:

feSfyakani, 11, 33, 20.

sasahi, see sasahf.

si;;zha, lion :

si?wM/6-iva. I, 64, 8 ;
vr/sha siwz-

hih, (140.)

to pour out

:

. dsiwtoi, I, 85, 1 1,

/smdhu, stream, river

:

^ sfndhava/^, I, 168, 8; V, 53, 7;
VIII, 7, 5; X,78,7; (X,78,
6\)—smdhu/a, the Indus, V, 53,

9^; the river, I, 114, ii;

sindhuin,VIlI, 20, 24^; smdhau,
VIIL 20, 25

sfndhu-matr/, pi., the sons of Sindhu,
N. of the Maruts :

smdhu-matara^, X, 78, 6^; (I,

85,3'; 168,9'); (307-)

sim, particle

:

I, 37, 6 ; 9.

su, to press out, to pour out (Soma):
suvina, dissyllabic, p. cxxi

;

suvRnai/6 (fndu-bhi/6), VIII, 7,

14 ;
simvat^, V, 60, 7 ;

sun-

vat fi/.?, I, 2, 6 ;
suttt/6, 1, 86, 4;

VIII, 94, 4 ;
siituV^, I, 2,4; 168,

3: sutunam ‘'dmanfim, I, 134,
6.—See also sutd.

s6, well

:

I, 37, 14; 38,6; V, 54, is; VIII,

94. 3; X, 77, 4; VI, 74, 4;
quickly, I, 165, 14; loud, VIII,

20, 19; gicatly, VIII, 7, 18;
6 s6, II, 34, 15; VIl, 59, 5;
Vin, 7, 33; m6s(i, VII, 59,5;
sah6 sd, VIII, 7, 32.

su-6>&, licet

:

VII, 56, r6.

su-6pas, clever

:

su-dpS./.?, I, 85, 9 ;
V, 60, 5.

su-apivata, implored, desired

:

su-apiv^ta (Rudra), freely acces-

sible, VII, 46, 3’; (1,165,13’);
see vat.

su-djva, possessed of good horses :

su-ajvaZ>, V, 57, 2; Vll, 56, i.

su-adht', full ot devotion ;

sii-adhya;6, X, 78, i.

su-dyudha, with good weapons :

su-ayudha^, V, 57, 3 ;
su-£lyu-

dhfei6, V, 87,5*“^; VII, 56, n.
su-ukta, 1 \ !u 1 :

su-ukt6na, I, 171, r
;

su-ukteim,

VII, 58, 6.

su-iipayana :

(vn, 46, sM
su-krzt, good deeds

:

su-knte, I, 166, 12.

sfi-kr/ta, well-made

:

s6-kr/tam, I, 85, 9 ;
s6-k;7t^/6, I,

134, 2.

su-kshatrd, powerful :

su-kshatr^sai6, 1, 19, 5.

su-kshitf, dwelling in safety :

su-kshitdye, VII, 56, 24,

su-khd, easy

:

su-kh6shu (ratheshu), V, 60, 2.

su-khddf, armed with beautiful

rings

:

su-khMdye, (I, 64, 10^); V, 87,

t
;
su-khSdaya/.>, I, 87, 6.

su-gd, flowing freely

:

su-ga>6, I, 265, 8.— su-gdm, to a

good end, V, 54, 6 ;
su-gam,

wcllarc, I, 43, 6.

su-gdndhi, sweet-scented

:

sugandhim, VII, 59, 13.

su-gopatam.i, having the best

guardians

:

su-gopatama/j, 1, 86, ib

su-X’audrd, bright

:

su-toKlram, II, 3 13.

su-X’Ctfi, kindness

:

su-^'ctfina, I, 166, 6*.

su-/^ct6na, gnicious :

sU'/I'Ctunain (Soma), (I, 166, 6'.)

sfi-^^fitu, well-born

;

sii-^gataya, V, Sh tz; sfi-i^ata, V,

56, 9 ;
su-^t,4 tasa/(» ^ganfisha, V,

57, 5 ; 59, ;
vni, 20, H

;
su-

.gata/^, i, 88, 3: 166, 12; su-

.tfdiam, \vcll-acquin‘d, Vll, 56,

su-dpnas, wealthy: 21.

su-apnasa/2, X, 78, 1. su-ifihvd, soft-tonguc’d :

su-arka, resounding with beautiful su-^dhva/^, I, 166, i u
songs: /suta, the pressed juice (oi Somui,

su-arkaf/2, 1, 88, ^ libation

;

su-dvas, gracious : asya sutasyu, VIII, 94, 6; sute

su-dvasam, V, 60, i; su-dv^n, siUa, Vll, 59, 3’; siitusa^?, I,

svavadbhiy&, (I, 6, 3®.) 4 ;
HUtanam, I, 2, 5,
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su-tash/a

:

—vibhva-tash/a ? (V, 58, 4’.)

suta-soma, pouring out Soma

:

suta-soma/65 I, 167, 6 ;
suta-some

ratha-vitau (Loc. abs.),V5 61,18;
suta-somii6, I, 2, 2.

su-ddwsas, powerful

:

su-dawsasayJ^, I, 85, i.

su-d^nu, bounteous giver

:

su-danava/&, I, 39, 10; 172, i;

2; 3; VII, 59, 10; VIII, 7,

12^; 19; 20; 20, 23; su-

danava>&, I, 6^, 6^
; (113 seqq.);

I, 85, 10; II, 34, 8^
;
V, 52, 5;

53,6; 57,5; VIII, 20, 18; X,

78, 5 ;
sii-danu/&, generous sacri-

ficer, VI, 66, 5.

su-das, liberal giver

:

su-d^se, V, 53, 2.

su-dina, always kind

:

su-dlna, V, 60, 5.

su-diti, flaming

:

suditi-bhi^, VIII, 20, 2.

su-d6gha, flowing with plenty

;

su-d6gh^, V, 60, 5.

su-devd, beloved by the gods :

sii-deva/6, V, 53, 15.

su-dravi«as

;

ep. of Aditi or Agni, (260.)

su-dh^nvan, carrying good bow^s ;

su-dhanv^na/?, V, 57, 2.

sfi-dhita

:

si'idhitl-iva, well-aimed, I, 166, 6®

;

s6-dhita, well grasped, I, 167,

su-nishk£, decked with beautiful

chains

:

sii-nishka/j, VII, 56, rr.

su-nitf, good leader

;

su-nit%a^, X, 78, 2.

su-nnta, su-n/7tu

:

(I, 134,
su-pij, handsome

:

su-pba/^, I, 64, 8,

su-putra, having good sons :

sii-putra (Aditi), (254 ;
260.)

su-p6jas, well-adorned, brilliant :

su-pejasam, II, 34, 13; su-pcjasa^,

V, 57 , 4 -

su-praketa, brilliant hero

:

su-praket6bhi/6, I, 171, 6.

su-barhfs, for whom we have pre-

pared good altars

:

su-barhisha/^, VIII, 20, 25.

su-bhaga, blessed, fortunate

:

su-bhfiga/^, I, 86, 7 ;
VIII, 20, 15 ;

su-bhaga, V, 56, 9 ;
su-bhagasa/j,

V, 60, 6.

su-bhaga, blessed, happy

:

su-bhaga/6, 1, 167, 7; su-bhaga'n,

X, 78 ,
8.

su-bhu, strong

:

su-bhva>&, V, 55, 3 ; 59? 3 ; 87, 3 ;

su-bhve, VI, 66, 3.

s6-makha, joyful, powerful

:

sfi-makhaya, I, 64, i
;
165, ii

;
s6-

makh^sa/?, I, 85, 4 ;
s6-makha^,

V, 87, 7.

su-matf, favour, goodwill
;
prayer

:

su-matf^, II, 34, 15 ;
VII, 57, 4 ;

59,4; 1,114,9; (219 seq.); su-

matfm, I, 171, ;
114, 3 ; 4 ;

sumati-bhi/6, VI 1
, 5 7 ,

5 .—su-i na-

tfm, prayer, I, 166, 6^’^; (220

seq.)
^

su-manasyam^na, kind-hearted :

su-manasyam^na,VI, 74, 4; (4350
su-matr/, having a good mother

:

su-matara>5
,
X, 78, 6.

su-maya, mighty :

su-mayai>, I, 88, i
;

su-maya/6, I,

167, 2.

su-maruta

:

su-mslrutam gaw^m, the goodly host

of the Maruts, X, 77, iS' 3 .

su-m6ka, firmly established

:

su-m6ke,VI, 66,6*^; VII, 56, 17.

sumna, favour ;

sumnam, V, 53, 9 ;
VIII, 7, ^5 ; h

45,4; 114,9; 10; II,35>

sumna, I, 38, 3’
;
VIII, 20, 16 ;

siimnebhi>&, VII, 56, 17 ;
suni-

neshu, V, 5 3 ,
i.—( 2 2 1 ,)

sumna-yat, wishing for favour

:

sumna-yanta>6,V 1 1 1,7 ,i i .—sunina-

yan, well-disposed, I, 114, 3.

su-ydma, well-broken (horses);

su-yamcbhi/j, V, 55, i.

su-ra/za, delightful gilt

:

su-raz/ani, V, 56, 8,

su-ratna, rich *

su-rdtnan, X, 78, 8.

su-ratha, possessed ofgood chariots

:

su-ratha/&, V, 57, 2,

su-rati, full of blessings :

su-ratayaj6, X, 78, 3.

suvita, welfare, blessing:

suvitaya, I, 168, r
;
V, 57, r

; 59,

1'; 4 ;
Vlli, 7, 33 ;

huvit.!, 1 .

, 38, 3'.

^su-v1ra, with valiant olKpring :

su-vi ra/.f, V, 5 3, 1 5 ; 5 8, 4 ;
su-v u am

,
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I, 85, 12; V, 57, 7; X, 77 , 7;
su-vira,VII, 56, 5 ;

sii-vir^, II,

33 , 15 -

su-virya, with plentiful offspring

:

su-viryasya (raya/>), VII, 56, 15.

sii-vrikti, pure offering, prayer

:

sii-vnkliin, I, 64, i‘^; su\vvkti-bhi/>,

I, 168, I.

sii-vr/Jh, well-giovvn:

su-vrJdha/j, V, 59, 5.

su-j^imi, zealously:

su-jciini = su-janil (sujamya), V,

S 7 , 9
‘.

siw^rman, yielding the best pro-

tection :

siwanna«a/6, X, 78, 2.

su-jasti, praise :

/
f siijastf-bhii>, V, 53, II.

u-jipra, with beautitui cheeks ;

su-jfpra>6 (Rudra), II, 33, 5 ;
(II,

34, 3
'’-)

su-,f6kvan, brilliant

:

su-jtakvilna/6, V, 87, 3.

su-jeva, kind tnend

;

su-/6vau, VI, 74, 4.

siurdva^-tama, most glorious :

biurava/j-tamaii, Vlll, 20, 20.

?d-sawskr/ta, well-fashioned

:

sd-sawsk/ ztE/j, I, 38, 12.

sti-sadw, like one another

:

sfi-sadwci^, V, 57, 4.

sii-sandr/j, beautiful to behold :

su-sandma>6, X, 78, i.

Su-s6ma, N. of a country

:

su-s6me, VIII, 7,
29'.—sii-s6ma, a

sacrificial vessel, (VIII, 7, 29^)
Su-somd, N. of a river:

(398 seq.)

/sfi-stuia, highly praised:

sfi-stiitd^, I, 166, 7.

s^-stutf, praise

:

/ su-stuti^, VII, 58, 6 ;
su-stutun,

5 ^, 3 > 33 j

su-stfibtj, chanting beautifully:

su-stfil3ha/^, X, 78, 4.

su-hdva, who readily hears our call

:

su-hava^, II, 33, 5h
su-hastya, handy priest

:

su-hastya/j, I, 64, i.

su, to bring forth :

dsiita, I, 168, 9.

su, f., genetrix

:

svto, Loc., (V, 58, 7’.)

slid

;

sfisildatha, you lead rightly, V,

54; 7.

suiifi, son

:

sfinfim, I, 64, 12 ; 166, 2 ;
VI, 66,

sunava/;, I, 37, io‘
; 85,1;

yill, 30
,
17.

sunnta

:

sunr/ta, glory, VII, 57, 6.— siin-

r/ta, dawn, I, 154, i“.

siira, sun :

sura>6 fit-ita/>, X, 1

3

1 ,
6

;
sijfrai>,

(V, 59, 3^); sunmi, I, 86, s'-J

;

see svar.

sCiri
,
lord

:

suraya^, V, 52, 16; VIII, 94, 7;
X, 78, 6; sfirih, VII, 57, 7 ;

sdri-

bhi^, V, 52, ish
siirya, sun :

surya, naka, ro/t-ana, (50) ;
surya/j

na, V, 54, 5 59, 3'^
;
X, 77, 3 5

I, 43, 5; siiryam, VIII, 7,2^2;
sliryasya-iva, V, 55, 3 ; 4 ;

sur-

yasya i^dkshui&, V, 59, 5 ;
sur-

yasya sam-dma/?, II, 33, i

;

stfi'ydya, VIII, 7, 8^
;
surye fTt-

ile, V, 54, 10; sfli yaj6-iva, I,

64, 2.

surya-tva/r, with sun-bright skin

:

slirya-tvaX’a/), VIl, 59, it.

Suryif, SOryii (the Dawn)

:

sfiryd-iva, I, 167, 5.

suryhmasa, sun and moon :

Vlil, 94, 3 .

s;/, to run, to flow:

sasni/>, V, 53, 3^
;

sasri'Ldii/?, I, 86,

5'; sfsrata^, V, 54, to. -prasas-

ru>6, they went foith, V, 53, 7.

Isr^g-, to let loose, to send forth :

sr/^Kmi, I, 19, 9 ;
s/virata, I, 39,

10 ;
VIII, 7, 8 ;

as/v-

kshata, V, 52, 6 ;
asar^d, I, 38,

8.—dva-s/vsliTa dud/.^, sent from
heaven, VII, |6, 3.—vi sr^Mnti,

V, 53 ,
<5 *

sr/prd-danu, possessed of flowing

rain

:

S77prd-danu, (115.)

sdnfi, army:
sena^ (of Rudra), 11

, 33, ti‘\

send-ni, ep, of Rudra

:

(H, 33 .
n'')

SO

:

dva syatam, tear away, VI, 71, 3.

—See prd-sita.—vi syanti, they

rush forth, 1, 85, 5.

Sdbhari

:

(VIII, 20, 2'^); sdbharkdm, VIII,

20, 8; sobhurc, VIII, 20, ry.
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Sobhari-y6, friend of the Sobharis :

sobhan-yava>&j VI 11
, 20, 2

s6ma, Soma

:

s6ma>& I, 86, 4; VIII, 94,
4'; soma, I, 43> 7; 8’; 9 (bis);

Somaand Rudra,(435); s6mam,
V, 60, 8; sdmasya, I, 85, 10;

87, 5; 134, i; asya sdmasya
pitaye, VIII, 94, 10 to 12 ;

sd-

nil/6, X, 78, 2; I, 2, I
;
s6m^-

sa/>, I, 168, 3^; sdmanam, I,

134, 6.—See vnshan.
soma-paribMa :

''

soma-paribadha/5», read soma, pari-

bddhai», I, 43, 8^.

s6ma-piti, Soma-dnnkmg :

s6ma-pitaye, VIII, 94, 3; 9; I,

3
, 3.

^
soma-pitha

:

(1, 19, i\)

somauidia, Soma and Rudra:
sdmarudia, ®au, VI, 74, i to

somyil, of Soma

;

somyam madhii, I, 19, 9; somye
madhaii, VII, 59, 6.

saudhanvana, R/bhii

:

saiidhanvanusad, fl, 6, 4^)
sadbhaga, delight, happiness

:

sadbhagam, V, 53, 13; sadbha-
gaya, V, 60, 5; sad’.diaga, I, 38,

3 -

saiuravasci, glory

:

saujravasani, VI, 74, 2.

Sauhotra

:

Piirumi/M Sauhotra, (362.)

skand, to spring

:

ati skandanti, they spring over, V,

52, 3
'*

skambh

:

prali-skabhe, to withstand, I, 39,
2.

skambha-deshwa, whose gifts are

firm *

skambha-desh7?ai>, I, 166, 7.

Stan, to thunder

:

btcinayantam, I, 64, 6*; stanayan,

X, r6S, I.

stanayat-ama, having thundering
strength :

stanayat-amad, V, 54, 3,

stabh

:

stabhitclm, cstablidied, X, 121, 5

;

tastabhan6, standing firm, X,
121, 6.”™ VI rddasi tastabhfiy6,

they hold heaven and earth

asunder, VIII, 94, ii.

stu, to praise

:

stushd, V, 58, i\* VIII, 7, 32;

astoshi, X, 77, i; stuhi, V, 53,

3 ;
stub], V, 53 j 16 ;

II, 33, i i

;

stuvatd, VIII, 7, 35 ;
stuvata/j,

V, 53, 16 ;
stavanadj, II, 33? ^ ^ 5

stauna^, not stav^na>6, (VI, 66,

5^); stutd/&, I, 171, 3 ;
II? 33? 12;

stutasya, VII, 56, 15; stuta7->,

V, 52, 14; stutasa^ I, 171, 3;
VII, 57, 6 ; 7 ;

6pa stuhi, pi aise,

VIII, 20, 14.

stubh, to rush

:

stobhati fva>& prati), dstobhayat,

I, 88, 6^; (178); to shout, (V,

52, 12^); to praise, p. xcvi.

—

prati stobhanti, (streams) gush

forth, I, 168, 8.

stubh, to stamp

:

in tri-stubh, (VIII, 7, i^)
;
p.xcvi.

bin, star

:

strz-bhid, I, 87, i^; i66, ii; II,

34? 2.

stena, thief

:

S^ja^a, stauna= stena, (VI, 66, sh)

stotr/, praiser
: ^

stota', I, 38, 4; stotrm, X, 78, 8;

stotribhya^, II, 34, 7.

stotra, praise

:

stotr^a, V, 55, 9; X, 78, 8.

stobhagrantha

:

(V, 52, 12\)
stdma, praise, hymn

:

st6ma, brahman, uktha, (I, 165,

4^); st6ma-6, I, 165, ii; 15;

166, 15; 167, II
;

i68, 10;

171, 2; stdniam, V, 52, 4; 60,

i; 61, 17; VIII, 7, 9; stdtnaii,

I, 1 1 4, 9; stdmai/?, V, 56, 5';

VIII, 7, 17; st6mebhi>6, VIII,

7, 21 ;
II, 33, 5^.

stdma-vahas, offering hymns of

praise

:

(40.)

stauna, unkind (?)

:

staunad, VI, 66, 5’.

strf.
,

\yomaii.!

"""n^va stri, V, 61, 6; (360.

stryambikii

:

derivation of Tryambaka, (VHj

59? 13 '.)

sthavira, strong

:

sth.ivira/^, I, 171, 5.

stha, to stand

:

tfsbifj6at, VIII, 20, 4; urdiiva

tisli/Mtu, i, 134, I*'; tasthau,
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I, 64, 9; V, 56, 8; VI, 66, 6.—
pra ati lastha6, he surpasses, 1,

64, 13.—ma sthata, do not

stay away, VIII, 20, nia

civa sthtita, do not go away, V,

53, 8.—a tasth6i6, they stepped

to (Acc.), I, 85, 7 ;
V, 60, 2 ;

a

rdthcshu tasthusha^, V, 53, 2

;

^ asthapayanta, they placed, I,

167, 6 —6t tish^^a, arise, V, 56,

5 —pan sthu>S>, they surrounded,

Ij 167, 9 ;
pari tastli6sha^,

standing around, I, 6, i-; nia

pan sthat, let not prevent, V,

53, 9*—VI tasthire, they have
spread, VIII, 7, 8 ; 36.

stha/j-rajman, with firm reins

:

stha/>rajmanai>, V, 87, 5.

sLhRtfi :

sthath/j ^ariitham, what stands

and moves, pp. Ixxii seqq.

sthatr/, charioteer

:

sthat?ira/6, V, 87, 6.—sthatr/h, for

sthiltu^, p. Ixxiii
;

sthitfi>6 ^aga-
ta^, p. Ixxiv.

sthird, strong, firm

:

sthirAm, I, 37, 9! 39, 3 ; 64,15;
sthirii (Rodast), 1, 167, 7; sthii^,

I, 39. 2; VIII, 20, ii; I2;VII,

56, 7j 33> sthira^, I,

38, 12; sthirasya, V, 52, 2;
sthir6bhii/, II, 33, 9.

sthira-dhanvan,whose bow is strong:

Rudra, (II, 33, 14^) ;
sthir£-dhan-

vane, VII, 46, i.

snfi, ridge

:

snfi-bhi/&, V, 60, 7 ; 87, 4 ;
adhi

snfina divd^, VIII, 7, 7; cf.

s3&nu.

spd#, truly

:

y, 59,
sparas, help

:

sp^rase, VIII, 20, 8.

spaj, to bind

:

a, 166, 8'.)

spaj, spy

:

sp^if, (V, 59, i’.)

sp^rhd, brilliant

:

sparhe, VII, 56, 21; sparh^bhi/^,

VII, 58, 3 ;
sparhum, VII, 59, 6.

sp^rh£-vira, of excellent men ;

splrha^viram, V, 54, 14.

spri, see sparas.

spridh, to strive

:

aspridhran (c, Dat.), VI, 66, ii

;

vil, 56, 3>

spr/dh, enemy

:

spr/d ha/6, V, 55, 6.

sma, particle

:

hi sma, smasi sma, I, 37, 15;
uta sma, V, 52, 8; 9; yush-
makam sma, V, 53, 5; adha
snu, V, 54, 6 ;

VI, 66, 6 ;
VII,

56, 22
;

ilni sma, V, 56, 7 ;
nahi

sma, VIII, 7, 21.

srnat, together

:

V, 87, 8 ;
VIII, 20, 18.

smi, to smile

:

ava smayanta, they smiled upon
(Loc.), I, 168, 8.

syand, to haste

;

syanna/^, V, 53, 7,

syandana, carriage

:

(V, 87, 3“.)

syandra, rushing

:

syandra'i6, V, 52, 8 ;
syandrasa/6,

V, 52, 3 ; the rushing chariots,

V, 87, 3".

sr%, garland

:

srakshfi, V, 53, 4.

sridh, to fail, to miss :

na sredhati, V, 54, 7, ^^isredhanta/^,

VII, 59, 6.

srfdh, enemy

:

srfdha/6, VIII, 94, 7,

svd, one’s own :

svam, V, 58, 7^ 59, x
; svdm

6ka/^, VII, 56,
24X; sv6na, I,

165, 8; svaya (matya), V, 58,

5 ;
svat, trom his own place, V,

87, 4.

sva/6, see svar.

hva/j-dnsj seeing the sun :

sva^-dnk, VII, 58,
2**^.

bva^-nri, man ot Svar :

sva^~nara^, V, 54, 10.

svaA-vat, heavenly, splendid

:

sva^-vati, splendid, I, 268, 7

;

heavenly Aditi, (260,)

sva-kshalra, strong

:

i>va-kshatrebht/», 1, 165, 5

h

sva-jg-a, self-born :

sva-^u//, I, 168, 2.

sva%, to embiace

:

(235, note^j
svil-tavas, strong in Ihenusclvcs

:

svi-tavasi/->, (I, 64, 4^*
; 165, 5'};

I, 64, 7 '

;
B5, 7

;

x6d, 2 ;
x^s,

2; sva-tavaba/>, VlI, 59, ir;
svd-taviuse, VI, 66, 9; svata-

vadbhi/->, (I, 6, 3’^.)
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svadM, custom, Wos^ Sitte :

(32 seqq.)
;

svadha, I, 165, 6;

svadhto ^nu, according to their

wont, I, 6, 4^; 88, 6; 165,5;

p. xv; VII, 56, 1 3 ;
VIII, 20, 7 ;

(V, 54, 5^)—svadhdya, by itself,

sponte su^, 34 seq.; by them-
selves, I, 64, 4^; svadh^bhi^,

themselves, V, 60, 4^.

svadh^, food

:

(35 seq.); svadh^im, I, i68, ;

svadM, sacrificial term, (36.)

svadh^-van, self-dependent

:

svadh^-vne, VII, 46, i\

svddhiti, axe :

(I, 88, 2^
;

166, 6®)
;
svadhidva, p.

cxvii.

svadhiti-vat, holding the axe

:

sv^dhiti-v^n, I, 88, 2^; (171.)

svand, shouting

:

svan^>6, V, 87, 5 ;
svan^t, I, 38,

10 ;
svani, V, 60, 3.

svap, to tear, to pull (?)

:

(1, 166, 10*.)

svapu, beak :

sva-p{ibhii>, VII, 56, 3^^; (I, 166,

10^.)

sva-bhanu, self-luminous

:

svd-bh^nava/6, I, 37, 2; V, 53, 4;
VIII, 20, 4 ;

(I, 64, 4") ;
svd-

bhanave, V, 54, i,

svd-yata, self-guided

:

svd-yatasa/j, I, 166, 4.

svaydm, self

:

(V, 60, 4^) ;
themselves, I, 87, 3 ;

VII, 56, II
;

yourselves, V, 55,

2 ; 87, 2.

svd-yajas, famous :

svd-yajasai;, X, 77, 5.

svd-yukta, of one’s own accord

:

svd-yukta>&, I, 168, 4.

sva-yu^, self-harnessed

:

sva-y%ai6 (v^t^sa/6}, X, 78, 2

;

(I, 1 68, 5\)
svar, ether

:

sva^, X, 121,5®; light, 1, 168, 2^

;

sky, V, 54, 15; s&ai», of the

sun, VIII, 7, 36.

sva-ra^, sovereign :

sva-r%a>&, V, 58, i
;

sva-r%a^,
of the lord (Soma), VIII, 94,

svdritr/, singer

:

svaritarav^^, I, 166, ii.

sva-roy^is, self-luminous :

sva-roiishaj6, V, 87, 5,

svarga, heaven

:

(X,x2i,5^.)
svarya, heavenly:

djm^nam svaryam, V, 56, 4®.

svavas, see su-avas,

sva-vidyut, with their own lightning

:

sva-vidyutai6, V, 87, 3.

sva-vr/kti

:

(I, 64, i\)

svd-joiis, self-shinmg

:

svd-joii^ (Rodasi), VI, 66, 6.

svdsara, nest, fold

:

svasara«i, II, 34, 5 ;
svdsareshu,

sva-srzt, going, moving by them-
selves

: ^
sva-sr/t, I, 87, 4; sva-snta^, (I,

64,4s* 7"); 1,64, IT.

svasti, favour

:

svasti-bhi^, V, 53, 14; VII, 56,

35 ; 57,7; 58,6; 46,4; svasti,

happily, II, 33, 3.

svad6, sweet

:

sviddb svadiya^, sweeter than

sweet, I, 1 1 4, 6.

sv^na, rattling

:

svan^bhi^, VIII, 7, 17.

svanin, noisy, turbulent

:

svanmam, (I, 64, 12®.)

svtihS, hail to you

!

VII, 59, 6.

svit:

kva svit, I, 168, 6 ;
X, 168, 3.

svri, to sound, to roar

:

svdranti, V, 54, 2; 12; dsvaran,

V, 54, 8 ;
sasvdi;, I, 88, 5.

sveda, sweat

:

svcdasya, I, 86, 8 ;
varsham

sv6dam ^akrire, they have

changed their sweat into rain,

V, 58, 7-

ha, particle

:

ydt ha, I, 37,-12; 13; 39,3; 85,7;
87, 3; 88, 5; VIII, 7, n; 21

;

I, 134, 3 ;
kat ha niinam, I, 38,

I ; VIII, 7, 31 ;
kdm ha, I, 39, i

;

ka^ ha, V, 59, 4 ;
yuyam ha, V,

59, 4-

hawsa, swan

:

hawsasa/j, II, 34, 5 ;
VII, 59, 7.

ban, to kill, to strike

:

lianti, VII, 58, 4; bantana, VH,
59, 8 ;

haw/si, II, 33, 15 ;
alum,

I, 85, 9; hanyate, V, 54,^7;
^anghananta, I, 88, 2 ;

^dghaw-
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sasi, I, 170, 3.—abhi\i>-fgha;;2sati,

be tries to hurt us, VII, 59, 8.

—

ava hantana, strike down, 11, 34,

9.—{it ^g-ighnante, they stir up, 1,

64, II.—parii hath^, you over-

throw, I, 39, 3 ;
paia-hata, stag-

gering, V, 56, 3^—sam hananta,

they light together tor (Loc.),

VII, 56, 23 .

h^nu, jaw

:

hanvS-iva, I, 168, 5k
hdninan, bolt

:

hiinmaiul, VII, 59, Sh
haye, hark

!

V, 57> 8; 58, 8.

hliri, bay

:

hari, the two bays (of Indra), I,

6, 3 ; 165, 4 ;
hari vr/sha«li, the

bay stallions, (139); sapti ban,
(I, 85, 1^) : hiiri (ot the Maruts),
V, 56, 6,—ban with symzcsis,

p. cxxiii.

hari-vat, with bay-horses

:

hari-vai?, I, 165, 3; 167, i.

hari-npra, golden-jawcd (or -hel-

nietcd)

:

(
11

, 34 , 3^)
harinu/a

:

{217, note ^,)

harniyil, fiie-pit, hearth, house:

(318 seqq.)— hainiya, living in

houses, I, 166, 4**.

harmyc-stha

.

harinye-stha/&, standing by the

hearth, (217) ;
VII, 56, 16.

hary, to be pleased with ( Acc.)

:

haryata, V, 5 f, 1 5.—prati haryate,

It is acceptable, V, 57, i
;

prati

har*anti, thc'y yearn for me, I,

iC)p\ 4 .

haryat«i, delicious

:

(147 seq.)

hava, cull ;

havam, 1 , 86, 2 ;
V*, 87, 8 ; 9 ;

VI 11
,

7,9; I, n
;

I, 2, I.

hdvana, invocation

;

hdvanani, V, 56, 2.

havana-jr6t, mindful of invocations

:

havana-jr{it, II, 35,
havds, can, prayer

:

jjMsS. I, 64, ia‘; VI, 66, ii.

sacrifieer
: ^

'

havi;6-kritam, I, 16S, 3*

-4iavishmat, carrying oblations :

^hVishman, 1, .167, 6; havish-

X; 77, I
;

I, 1 14, 8.

havfs, sacrifice

:

yil, 59, 9; I, 114, 3;
havisha, X

,
1 2 1 ,

i to 9 ; 1,166,3;
X, 168, 4 ;

havlshaZ,, V, 60, 6;
haviwshi, I, 170, 5 ;

VII, 57, 6 ;

bavfWihi/,, II, 53, 5.

h^iviman, invocation

:

haviman, VII, 56, 15 ;
havhna-

bhi/{>, II, 33, 5.

havya, called to assibt

:

havya/.,, VIII, 20, 20'.

havyd, olfering, libation :

havya, I, 171, 4 ;
VII, 56, 12 ; 59,

5 ;
VIII, 20, 9 ; 10

;
t6.

havyii-dilti, oflering

:

havya-datiin, V, 55, 10.

has, to laugh

:

^aksh from has, (284.)
hcista, hand

:

lustah (bhesha^ga/j ^lilasha^), II,

33, 7^
;
haste bibhrat bhesha^a,

I, 1 14, 5; luistayo^, I, 38, i;
hasteshu, I, 37, 3; 168, 3.

hastfn, elephant

:

hasthia/^, I, 64, 7^,

ha, to flee

:

^ihlta, I, 37, 7'
;

dya{iv6 ^gfhitc

br/hat, the sky makes wide
room, Vni, 20, 6 .—apa aha-

sata, ut ahasata, (VI II, 7, 2’.)—

Ill ^gihate, they licml down, V,
57,' 3 ; 2 ;

VI II, 7, 34 ;
nf

alnlsata, they Inive gone down,
Vlll, 7, 2'.-~])ra,gihite, Ihcs out
of your way, I, 166, s®.

ha, to lorsake, to lea\e behind:
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.
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:
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;
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pvi
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III.

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL LIST OF THE MORE
IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS ON THE RIG-VEDA.

I have often stated how much I was indebted to the

labours of others in all I have endeavoured to do for the

Veda. I have to make the same acknowledgment once

more. Many indeed of those with whom I once worked

side by side have ceased from their labours, but the gaps

which death has caused have been filled by many young

and equally valiant soldiers. I am almost afraid to mention

names, lest I should seem forgetful of some by whose

labours I have benefitted. The elaborate publications of

M. Bergaigne occupy a prominent place, and seem to me
to have hardly received the credit which they deserve.

Scholars are too apt to forget that we may differ from the

results arrived at by our colleagues, and yet admire their

industry, their acumen, their genius. Professor Ludwig has

continued his work, undismayed by the unjust and unseemly

attacks of his rivals. Professor Oldenberg’s contributions,

Das altirldische Akhydna, 1883; Rigveda-Samhitd und Sdma-

veddrcika, 1884; Die AdhyAyatheilung des Rigveda, 1887,

and lastly, the Prolegomena to his Hymnen des Rigveda,

1888, have opened new and important fields of critical in-

vestigation. Different views have been ably represented by

Pischel and Geldner in their Vedische Studien.

Professor Avery’s Contributions to the History of Verb-

Inflection in Sanskrit (1875), Professor Lanman’s Statistical

Account of Noun-inflection in the Veda (1877), are indispens-

able helps to every student of the Veda. Professor Delbriick’s

Syntaktische Forschungen (1871-1879) und Das Altindische

Verbum (1874) marked a decided advance in critical scholar-
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ship. Almost every case of the noun in the Veda has found

its special investigator, the Dative in Delbriick (1867), the

Genitive in Siecke (1869), the Vocative in Benfey (1872),

the Instrumental in Wenzel (1879), the Accusative in Gae-

dicke (1880). The nominal sufSxes have been treated by

Bruno Lindner in his Altindische Nominalbildung (1878)

;

the sufSxes of the Infinitive by Professor Ludwig (1871)

and Professor Wilhelm (1870 and 1873). Geldner and Pro-

fessor Kaegi have given a popular and useful account of

the results of Vedic studies in Siebenzig Lieder des Rig-

veda (1875), and Der Rigveda (1881).

The following is a list of the more important publications

on the Rig-veda which have proved useful to myself and

will prove useful to others. This list does not pretend to

be complete, but even in its incomplete form, I hope that

it may be serviceable to students of the Rig-veda.

The following abbreviations have been used :

—

Bezz. Beitr.=Beitrage zur Kunde der indogennanischen Sprachen, heransgegeben

von A. Bezzenberger.

Festgruss an Bohtlingk«Festgmss an Otto von Bohtlingk zum Doctor-Jubilaum

von seinen Freiinden. Stuttgart, 1888.

Joum. Amer. Oi. Soc.= Journal of the American Oriental Society.

KZ « Kuhn’s Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung.

Rev. hist. rel. = Revue de I’histoire des religions, publi^e by M. Jean Reville.

Paris.

ZDMG.= Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Arrowsmith, R. The Rigveda. By Adolf Kaegi. Translation.

Boston, 1886.

Aufrecht, Th. KZ. XXV, 435, 601 ;
XXVI, 6io

;

XXVII, 609.—
Zur Kenntniss des Rgveda: Festgruss an Bohtlingk, 1-3.

—

Erklarung vedischer Stellen : Bezz. Beitr. XJV, 29-33.—ZDMG.
XLV, 305.

Avery, John. Contributions to the History of Verb-Inflection in

Sanskrit, 1875. (Journ. Amer. Or. Soc., Vol. X, No. 10.)

The Unaugmented Verb-Forms of the Rig- and Atharva-Vedas

(Journ. Amer. Or. Soc., Vol. XI, No. 2, 1885.)

Bartholomae, Chr. Rv. I, 171, i: KZ. XXIX, 279.—Arisches:

Bezz. Beitr. XV, 1-43, 185-247.—ZDMG. XLIII, 664-668.

Studien zur indogermanischen Sprachgeschichte. Halle, 1890.

See Pischel in Getting. Gel. Anz., No. 13, 20 Juni 1890, pp. 529 fF.
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Benfey, Theodor. Die Quantitatsverschiedenheiten in den Samhitd-

und Pada-Texten der Veden. 6 Theile. Gottingen, 1874-81.

Ueber die Entstehung des indogermanischen Vokativs. Got-

tingen, 1872.

Vedica und Verwandtes. Strassburg, 1879.

Ueber einige Wdrter mit dem Bindevocal t im Rigveda. Got-

tingen, 1879.

Vedica und Linguistica. Strassburg, 1880.

Behandlung des auslautenden a in na ' wie ' und na ‘ nicht
’

im Rigveda, mit Bemerkungen tiber die Aussprache der Worter
im Veda. Gottingen, 1881.

Uebersetzung des Rigveda (I, 1-118): Orient und Occident,

1862-64.

Rigveda, X, 10, 7 : Bezz. Beitr. I, 47-51.—Uebersetzung des

Rigveda (I, 1 19-130): Bezz. Beitr. VII, 286-309.

Kleinere Schriften, herausgegeben von A. Bezzenberger, I, 109,

120, 265, 278, 295, 305, 314, 316; II, 172, 177. Berlin, 1890.

Bergaigne, a. La religion v6dique d'aprbs les hymnes du Rig-Veda.

Vols. I-III. Paris, 1878-83.

Quelques Obseivations sur les figures de rhdtorique dans le Rig-

Veda. (Mdmoires de la Soci6td de linguistique, tome IV, 2®

fascicule.) Paris, 1880.

Rechercbes sur I’histoire de la Samhitd du Rig-Veda I. La
SamhM primitive. Paris, 1887. (Journal Asiatique, 1886. Extrait.)

Nouvelles rechercbes sur Thistoire de la Samhitfi du Rig-Veda

II-IV, Supplement au Memoire sur la Samhitfi primitive
; les

diffdrents couches d’interpr6tations
;

le classement du Mandala

VIII. * Paris, 1887. (Journal Asiatique, IX, 191-287. Extrait.)

Deuxi^me note additionnelle k Tarticle Rechercbes sur Thistoire

de la SamhM du Rig-Veda. (Journal Asiatique, IX, 518 f.)

La syntaxe des* comparisons v6diques : Biblioth^que de Tdcole

des hautes 6tudes, LXXII, pp. 75-101. (Mdl. Renier, Paris, 1887.)

Rechercbes sur Thistoire de la liturgie v6dique. La forme

m^trique des hymns du Rig-Veda. (Ac. des Inscr., C—R, XVI,

1888, Mai-Juin, pp. 232-238.)

Rechercbes sur Thistoire de la liturgie v6dique. (Journal

Asiatique, XIII, 2, 1 21-197. 1889.)

La division en Adhyfiyas du Rig-Veda
:
Journal Asiatique, X,

3, 488-495. (Extrait. Paris, 1888.)

et V. Henry. Manuel pour le Sanscrit Vddique. Paris, 1890.
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Bloomfield, M. Final as before Sonants in Sanskrit. Baltimore,

1882. (Amer. Journal of Philology, Vol, III, No. i.)

On certain Irregular Vedic Subjunctives 6r Imperatives. Balti-

more, 1884. (Amer. Journal of Philology, Vol. V, No. i.)

On the Vedic Instrumental pa^bhis. (Proc. Amer. Or. Soc.

Oct, 1889, pp. clii~clvi.)

Contributions to the Interpretation of the Veda. Second Series,

Baltimore, 1890.

Bollensen, F. Zur Vedametrik : ZDMG. XXXV, 448-445.—Die

Betonungssysteme des Rig- und Samaveda : ZDMG. XXXV,
456-72.—Beitrage zur Kritik des Veda ; ZDMG. XLI, 494-507 ;

XLV, 204.

P. VON Bradke. Beitrage zur altindischen Religions- und Sprach-

geschichte : ZDMG. XL, 347 ff., 655 ff.

Dy^us Asura, Ahura Mazdd und die Asuras. Halle, 1885.

Brunnhofer, H. Erwahnung der Pfahlbauten im Rigveda : Fernschau,

Jahrb. der Mittelschweiz, Geogr.-Commerz. Ges. in Aarau, II

(1888).

Dialektspuren (Infinitiv) : KZ. XXV, 329.—Ueber Infinitive des

Veda und Avestar Bezz. Beitr. XV, 262-270.

CoLiNET, Ph. Les princip'es de I’exdgese vddique d'aprfes MM. Pischel

et K. Geldner (Musdon, IX, 1890, pp. 250-267 and 372-388).

_ •-— Purandhi, the goddess of abundance, in the Rigveda. (Babyl.

Record, II, ii (1888), pp. 245-254.)

PurandhT^Tth goddess of abundance in the Rigveda, (Babyl.

and Oriental RecOT3^
^^9°. IV, 6, pp. 121-130.)

COLLITZ, H. Ueber eind?^
"sondere Art vedischer Composita, Ver-

handlungen des Vten inu:

287-298. Z'' „

Delbruck, B. De usu dativi
Eigvedae. Halle, 1867.

SyntaktischeForschungen
Syntax. Halle, 1888.

’ —
Das Altindische Verbum. Halle, 1874.
Vedische Chrestomathie. Halle, 1874.

aton, A.
J. The Atmanepada in the Rigveda. Leipziff i88a

Gourn. Amer. Oi. Soc., Vol. XI,
Semivowels, 1878.
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Ehni, J. Der Vedische Mythus des Yama. Strassburg, 1890.

Rv. X, 85, die Vermahlung des Soma und der Surya : ZDMG.
XXXIII, 166-176.

Gaedicke, Carl. Der Accusativ im Veda, Breslau, i88o,

Garbe, R. Accentuationssystem der altindischen Nominalcomposita

:

KZ. XXIII, 470.

Geldner, K. Conjectanea Vedica (ksho/^i) : Bezz. Beitr. XI, 327-331.

—Ueber das vedische Wort meni: Festgruss an Bohtlingk,

31-33.—Conjectanea Vedica; KZ. XXVII, 2ig fF.

Geldner, K., u. a. Kaegi. Siebenzig Lieder des Rigveda. Tubingen,

1875.

Grassmann, H. Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda. Leipzig, 1873.

Rigveda, libersetzt. 2 Vols. Leipzig, 1876-77.

Griffith, R. T. H. The Hjonns of the Rigveda, translated with a

Popular Commentary. Vols. I, 11 . Benares, 1889-90.

Guru Datta, VidySrtht. The Terminology of the Vedas, Part 1.

Lahore, New Indian Press, 1888.

Happel, Julius. An Varuwa, Rigveda I, 25, iibersetzt: Zeitschr. f.

Missionskunde u. Religionswissenschaft, V, i, p. 28 f.

Haug, M. The Origin of Brahmanism. Poona, 1863.

A Contribution towards a Right Understanding of the Rigveda.

Bombay, 1863.

Brahma und die Brahmanen. Miinchen, 1871.

On the Interpretation of the Veda : Report of, Proc. of the

2nd intern. Congr. of Or. in London, 1®“
^ pp^ 24-27. Cf.

Delbriick in Jenaer Literaturzeitung, >*^^,rgang 1874, Art. 785,

and 1875, Art. 137.

— Ueber das Wesen und den ^^vedischen Accents.

Miinchen, 1874. ^ .r*

Vedische Rdthselfragen ui-Mou£ . Uebersetzung und

la^Tiautes ^
Rrp.lau i8l6.

A Ueber die Gbttin Aditi. Uresiau, io 7 «-

rilLLEBRANDT, A. UCDCr Oi

Vanina und Mitra. Breslau, 1877.

Das altindische Neu- u. Vollmondsopfer. Jeua, 1880.

Die beiden arischen Accentsysteme.
i88a-8S_

Veda-Chrestomatbie mil Glossar. Berlin, B-

^

a^'dem Vedaritual

ZDMG. XL, 708-712.
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CORRIGENDA.

Page 123, line 6 from below, read visYi-mknnsha, for vuvd-manusha

„ 138, „ read for sz.ms2^

„ 138, „ 20, read .ra;;^sanamfor jami*anam

„ 173, „ 4 from below, read irkfor ira

„ 278, „ 17 seq., read of Indrafor of the Maruts

)> 3 I 5 > » 8, readgz.ngQ.nk~for

g

2Jigzxik~
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